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SPONSOR'S STATEMENT

Often called the most important American artist of the

second half of the twentieth century, Robert Rauschenberg

defines and symbolizes the excitement, the experimentation,

and the sheer electricity of the American art scene from the

1950s until the present. His early use of found objects in

combination with paint in three-dimensional works; his ex-

perimentation with new printmaking and transfer tech-

niques; and his journeys into the worlds of technology and

performance have made him one of the most versatile and

innovative artists of our time or of any time.

At Philip Morris, we have sponsored the contemporary

arts for forty years. Since the earliest days of our corporate-

contributions program, we have supported art that is pro-

gressive and challenging and that explores new ideas, forms,

and techniques. Through our program, we have funded

shows of Pop art, Conceptualism, and abstraction, all move-

ments that Rauschenberg has touched upon in his long and

fertile career. We are proud to be the worldwide sponsor of

the definitive retrospective of one of America's premier

creative forces. This exhibition will show an international

audience how one artists significant contributions and im-

mense influences have helped shape the course of postwar

American art.

Murray H. Bring

Vice Chainnan, External Affairs

and General Counsel

Philip Motris Companies Inc.
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SPONSOR'S STATEMENT

If there arc iradilions in an, they exist to be transformed.

II there are preconceptions about art, they exist to be

confronted and changed. Art becomes artifact when it be-

comes static.

It is this desire for productive unrest that led Hugo Boss

to form a unique long-term collaboration with the Solomon

R. Guggenheim Foundation to support contemporary art

that provokes thought and challenges preexisting notions.

Hugo Boss is a committed sponsor of the arts. We believe

that art stimulates ideas and open-mindedness and helps to

develop our corporate culture.

That is why we are especially proud to sponsor Robert

Rauschenberg's first full-career retrospective in the United

Stales in over twenty years. Rauschenberg is an artist who

throughout his career has constantly questioned and rede-

fined our understanding of art. His dynamic approach to

painting and sculpture and his innovations in varied medi-

ums, such as performance, printmaking, photography, and

technology-based work, have forever changed the way we

categorize works of art.

I am full of admiration and appreciation for Walter

Hopps, Susan Davidson, and their team of colleagues for

bringing together nearly four hundred works spanning

Rauschenberg's entire career. This catalogue and history-

making exhibition truly convey the artists groundbreaking

ideas and revolutionary spirit.

Joachim Vogt

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

HUGO BOSS
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PREFACE

Robert Rauschenberg has been a defining force in contem-

porary art for nearly half a century. Immediately upon his

arrival in New York in 1949, he challenged the prevailing

tide of Modernism, making art that referred decidedly beyond

the walls of the studio. The acclaimed Combines of the mid-

1950s synthesized the gestural brushwork of the Abstract

Expressionist artists with objects and images from everyday

life. Rauschenberg's fusion of painting and sculpture col-

lapsed the traditional distinctions between the two. He has

also been an innovative force in printmaking, photography,

performance, and technology-based art. Over the course of

his career, Rauschenberg has continued to create entirely

new art forms; has introduced an unexpected array of mate-

rials; and has developed a core group of images and motifs

that have coalesced into a unique xisual language. The range

of his creative actinties has been truly remarkable, and in each

area, he has made an indelible mark. It is with great pleasure

that we present Robert Rauschenberg: A Retrospective.

Rauschenberg's history at the Guggenheim Museum is

a distinguished one. Works from virtually every period of his

development are among the most prized pieces in the mu-

seums permanent collection. In 1992, the Guggenheim Mu-

seum SoHo was privileged to host Robert Rauschenberg: The

Early 1950s, a groundbreaking exhibition organized by Wal-

ter Hopps for the Menil Collection, Houston. This presen-

tation brought to light the significance of the artists earliest

work. Hopps recognized Rauschenberg as a forerunner of

every major art movement after Abstract Expressionism, while

understanding that his work dehes easy categorization.

With the realization that all recent exhibitions of Rausch-

enberg's work have focused on either a particular period or

medium, I began to discuss with the artist a plan for a full-

scale retrospective, which would allow the public to see his

remarkable later work within the context of his entire career.

We immediately agreed that Hopps should be brought on

board. Long engaged with Rauschenberg's work, Hopps had

also curated the artists last United States retrospective, in

1976. To realize an exhibition capturing the breadth of

Rauschenberg's creative efforts, Hopps chose as his collabo-

rator his colleague at the Menil Collection, Susan Davidson.

Together, they have made an extraordinary curatorial team.

I am grateful for their tremendous energy and expertise,

which has gready enriched this project.

The cooperation and goodwill of the participating venues

deserve special recognition. The unprecedented collabora-

tion between the major cultural institutions in Houston

—

the Menil Collection, Contemporary Arts Museum, and the

Museum of Fine Arts, Houston—constitutes a momentous

celebration of Rauschenberg's work in his home state. Spe-

cial thanks are also due to the Museum Ludwig, Cologne;

the presentation there will make the full spectrum of Rausch-

enberg's career accessible to the German public for the hrst

time. We look forward as well to working with our col-

leagues in Spain to present this great oeuvre at the new

Guggenheim Museum Bilbao.

We are deeply appreciative of the generosity of the pri-

vate collectors and institutions who have lent works to this

exhibition. It is an honor to have been entrusted with these

treasured pieces in order to bring them together for public

view on this singular occasion.

This exhibition would not have been possible without the

generous support of our sponsors. We are extremely grate-

ful for the opportunity to work once again with Philip Mor-

ris Companies Inc., which under the leadership of Geoffrey

C. Bible, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, has main-

tained its long-standing commitment to excellence and in-

novation in the arts. Murray H. Bring, ThomasJ. CoUamore,

Stephanie French, Jennifer Goodale, and Marilynn Donini

of Philip Morris deserve special thanks for recognizing early

on the significance of this project and for having been so in-

strumental in its realization. We remain indebted to Joachim

'Vogt, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Hugo Boss,

whose consistent and enlightened support of Guggenheim

programs has allowed us to undertake projects of this mag-

nitude. Our thanks are also extended to Isabella Heudorf,

who is responsible for arts sponsorship at Hugo Boss. She

has shown unflagging enthusiasm for this important exhi-

bition and an ongoing commitment to the Guggenheim in

all its international activities. The National Endowment for

the Arts also deserves particular recognition for its contin-

ued support of the museums endeavors.

Finally, I extend my profound thanks to Robert Rausch-

enberg. He and his staff have given freely of their time, and

we are highly appreciative of their invaluable insights and

commitment. Rauschenberg has also been a magnanimous

lender to this exhibition; without his generosity to and sup-

port of the project, we could not have presented the full

scope of his outstanding achievement.

Thomas Krens

Director

The Sohvnon R. Guggenheim Foundation
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Introduction: Rauschenbergs Art of Fusion

WALTER HOPPS

fig. 5, Rauschenberg,

detail of Fusion (Anagram),

1996. Vegetable-dye

transfer on paper, 5 feet

'A inch X 12 feet % inch

(153.7 X 367.7 cm).

Whitney Museum of

American Art, New York,

Purchase, with funds from

Leonard A. Lauder and

Thomas H. Lee

Robert Rauschenbergs inventive skills and democratic spirit

recall those of the multifaceted statesman and scientist Ben-

jamin Franklin. Rauschenberg has expressed a special ad-

miration for the insights and achievements of this distin-

guished and innovative American. He once described a

particularly intricate Franklin experiment as one of the most

beautiful exercises he had ever come across.' Franklin cut

narrow sticks of a uniform size and material and painted

each a different color along the visible spectrum, progress-

ing from red to violet. On a clear winter day, he carefully in-

serted them to an equal depth in a snowbank and then ob-

served their movement as the suns heat was absorbed by

each stick. The sticks sank into the snow at varying rates,

providing an artful demonstration of the physical properties

of color. Rauschenbergs delight in imagining this process is

a telling indication of his exploratory nature, reflecting a

personality that eagerly intermingles pursuits of artists and

of scientists and revels in the interaction between man-made

materials and natural phenomena.

Rauschenberg has created art in a range of mediums,

materials, and techniques probably wider and more varied

than any other artist of this century. His innovations have

spanned the mediums of painting, sculpture, drawing,

prints, and photography. In addition, he has made ground-

breaking contributions to the development of dance and per-

formance art. Painting and its subsequent analogues have

been the dominant mode within his oeuvre. His paintings

have evolved from traditional oil paint brushed on can\'as to

include collage, assemblage, and the direct transfer of im-

ages by means of imprinting and silkscreening on the widest

array of support materials: from wood panels, silk, and nylon

to sheet metal, Plexiglas, and plaster. His drawings employ

not only pencil, watercolor, and ink but also manipulation

with solvents and pressure to replicate both printed repro-

duction inks and photographic dyes. His printmaking and

multiples (editioned objects) have used all manner of image-

transfer techniques including woodcut, stone and metal-

plate lithography, silkscreening, and various photosensitive

approaches, from straight photography and photogravure to

blueprints and X rays. A corollary to his printmaking has

been Rauschenbergs conspicuous creation of mass-edition

posters not only for his own exhibitions but for numerous

public events and social causes. In his three-dimensional

work (constructions in the tradition of sculpture), the artist

has covered considerable ground, from casting to the as-

semblage of every sort of material: whether wood, fiber,

stone, steel, plastic, or mechanical and electronic devices.

Rauschenberg both paved the way for, and exerted a sub-

stantive influence on, subsequent art to a degree that rivals

Pablo Picasso and Willcm de Kooning.

As early as 1951, with work he exhibited at the Betty

Parsons Gallery, and more explosively in 1954, Rauschen-

berg was adding text and images to the painted surfaces of

his compositions by way of photographs and found repro-

ductions. By 1954, he had coined terms to describe his new

work, referring to his paintings as "Combine paintings" and



fig. 6, Charles Willson

Peale, The Artist in His

Museum, 1822. Oil on

canvas, 8 feet 7 Y^ inches x

6 feet 7/8 inches (263.5 x

202.9 cm). Museum
of American Art of the

Pennsylvania Academy

of the Fine Arts,

Philadelphia, Gift of Mrs.

Sarah Harrison (The Joseph

Harrison, Jr Collection)

fig. 7. Rauschenberg

with his personal art

collection in his Broadway

studio. New York,

May 1965. Photo by

Alexander Liberman

10 his three-dimensional assemblages as simply "Combines."

The terms acknowledge the artist's intention of allowing al-

most any preexisting object to become part of his paintings

and sculpture.

At first, critics in New York regarded the addition of

found reproductions and objects as iransgressive, labeling

it, negatively, "Neo-Dada."- Some years later, scholar Leo

Steinberg identified Rauschenberg's deployment of the pic-

ture plane as a "flatbed" receptor (referring to the surface of

a printing press) for the accumulation of an array of images

and objects that depict culture rather than simply a pictorial

space. ^ By f974, critic Brian ODoherty was emphasizing

Rauschenberg's engagement with his environs, life, and time

as his employment of the "vernacular glance.""* Rauschen-

berg himself spoke of wanting to work in the gap between

art and life and of his desire to acknowledge the "random

order"' of experience.

Rauschenberg continues to expand and metamorphose

the rich vocabulary of images and techniques that made his

earliest achievements possible. Looking at his art today, it is

evident that his idioms and motifs have not simply been

reiterated; they have gained a new power and fluency. A re-

cent work from his Anagram series (f995-present; see cat.

nos. 464-71) features the image of a lightbulb (fig. 5; cat.

no. 471), a recurring icon first depicted in a 1950 photo-

graph (cat. no. 52). Borrowing the title from the 1996 work,

one might characterize the combining processes at play in

Rauschenberg's work as "fusion."

The term fusion might be applied to the imagist work

of any number of artists. However, Rauschenberg's ability to

combine disparate elements and materials secures him a

unique position in twentieth-century art. By fusing and

intermingling painting, sculpture, photography, printmak-

ing, and performance, Rauschenberg has become the pre-

eminent practitioner of breaking down the barriers among

art-making genres and methods. From the beginning of his

career to the present, Rauschenberg has been both inventor

and explorer. He sets challenges for himself by direct action:

finding, doing, experimenting, constructing. Myriad possi-

bilities and variations are decisively addressed: new solu-

tions, images, techniques, and uses for mediums and mate-

rials might emerge at any moment. Often, a "mistake" allows

new insight and is welcomed. Further, his ceaseless curios-

ity and activity are governed by a subtle, unprepossessing vi-

sion and are informed by a humanistic generosity of spirit

that would not necessarily seem to be an outgrowth of such

obsessive dedication.

Rauschenberg's approach is improvisational rather than

formulaic. His methods of achieving art have been singularly

innate and intuitive even as his activities proved transfor-

mative to the art \\ orld around him. Charles F Stuckcy cites

such reverberations in his definition of the "Rauschenberg

Era" in the following essay. Conversely, the present intro-

duction touches, however summarily, on certain artistic

precedents for Rauschenbergs work. While Rauschenberg

has assumed the mantle of world citizen, his work and so-

cial consciousness exerting an international influence, it re-

mains instructive to view Rauschenbergs art within a dis-

tinctively American tradition.

Rauschenbergs temperament has a number of striking

parallels to the earlier example of Charles Willson Peale, the

American inventor, naturalist, educator, and artist whose ca-

reer spanned the Revolutionary War period through the

1820s. Like Peale, Rauschenberg harbors an inquisitive mind

and a fascination with natural history. Two of the driving

forces in Rauschenberg's art and life—the urge to collect

and display as well as to collaborate—find their precedent

with Peale.

In 1784. Peale founded what was originally called the

Philadelphia Museum, arguably the first museum in the

L nited States. Beginning as a portrait gallery, it soon came

to include a remarkable array of objects and artifacts from

natural history, including specimens of animals, plants, and

minerals. This amazing collection embodied the tradition of
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fig. 8. Charles Bird King,

The Poor Artist's Cupboard,

ca. 1815. Oil on panel,

29 y4 X 27 '74 inches (75,6 x

70.5 cm). The Corcoran

Gallery of Art, Washington,

D.C, Museum Purchase,

Gallery Fund and Exchange

fig. 9. Arthur Dove,

Com' Fishin'. 1925.

Bamboo, denim shirt,

bark, and wood on

wood support, 19 '/-' x

24 inches (49.5 x 61 cm)

The Phillips Collection,

Washington, D.C.

fig. 10, Man Ray,

Le Souffle from Electncite.

1931. Gravure print of a

rayogram on paper, 10'/. x

8 inches (26 x 20.3 cm).

The Menll Collection,

Houston

the wunderkammc}', or the chamber of marvels. Throughout

his life, Rauschenberg has exhibited a kindred impulse.

Working from modest circumstances during his childhood

in Port Arthur, Texas, Rauschenberg transformed his bed-

room into a mini museum environment, with boxes con-

taining the natural flora and fauna and the found junk trea-

sures of his youth, its walls layered with a cut-and-paste

collage of magazine reproductions, hi 1953 (during a period

of nearly total impoverishment), Rauschenberg's New York

studio, a cold-water loft on Fulton Street, featured a remark-

able alcove of found objects and collected artworks—from

an Henri Matisse lithograph to a John Cage music score to

a Cy Twombly drawing. By the early 1960s, this personal

wundcrhammcr had grown in his Broadway studio to a long

wall clustered with a variety of his own works and art by

others, including Rene Magritte and Jasper Johns (see fig. 7).

In addition, many of Rauschenberg's works take the form of

literal cabinets or furnishings. Rauschenberg's penchant for

ecumenical collecting underscores his mastery of the

processes of selection and assemblage. In Peak's 1822 self-

portrait. The Artist in His Museum (fig. 6), he depicted him-

self pulling back a curtain to reveal his wall of specimens.

Likewise, Rauschenberg has combined the artifacts of the

natural and man-made worlds with the modes aiid struc-

tures of his artistic expression, inviting the audience to par-

ticipate in his reordering of experience.

Rauschenberg also shares with Peale the democratic

models that Peale put into practice through his establish-

ment of collaborative educational resources, such as the

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in 1795. The colle-

gial atmosphere of this institution in some ways suggests the

later example of Walter Gropius's Bauhaus, founded in 1919

in Germany. By the time of World War II, the progressive

tenets and practices of the Bauhaus took root in America, as

its main practitioners settled across the country: Gropius

leading the school of architecture at Harvard, multimedia

artist Laszlo Moholy-Nagy founding the Institute of Design

in Chicago, and artist Josef Albers directing the seminal cur-

riculum at Black Mountain College, near Asheville, North

Carolina. It was at Black Mountain, in 1949, that Rauschen-

berg's natural inclination toward collaboration was first given

full iinpetus and expression. Students and teachers there

sought a creative synergy, a philosophy that was heightened

by such divergent forces as the strict orthodoxy and struc-

tured exercises of Albers and the freethinking, bohemian at-

mosphere of the bucolic retreat.

Peale—like his artist sons, Raphaelle and Rembrandt

Peale—was also noted for his trompe-l'oeil paintings." The

tradition of American trompe-l'oeil painting climaxed in the

latter half of the nineteenth century in the work of such

artists as John Haberle, William M. Harnett, and John Fred-

erick Peto. These artists were celebrated in Alfred Franken-

stein's important monograph After the Hunt,' published in

1953, and Rauschenberg was among the artists of that time

who felt a special kinship with the conceits and visual para-

doxes of the genre. Comparing the earlier still lifes with

Rauschenberg's Combines of 1958-59, one is struck by overt

similarities, such as the dark modeling, the arrangements of

objects on a vertical plane, and the pinned-on. bullelin-

boardlike treatment of printed reproductions and letters of

the alphabet. An important predecessor of this group, Charles

Bird King, painted The Poor Artist's Cupboard (ca. 1815;

fig. 8), an illusionistic depiction of an assortment of articles

set in the recess of an arched cupboard. Many of this paint-

ing's features—the selection of objects, their seemingh- hap-

hazard arrangement, even their location in a bit of cabi-

netry—resonate with Rauschenberg's work. However, while

the nineteenth-century still lifes were intended to reflect

s)'mbolic meanings, Rauschenberg's images and objects bear

significance only through the viewer's cultural associations.

During the 1950s, both Rauschenberg and Johns, along

with their close colleague Cage, were at the forefront of a re-

newed appreciation of Marcel Duchamp's achievements. No

discussion of twentieth-century art can overstate the impact
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fig. 11. Willem de

Kooning, Asheville, 1949.

Oil on illustration board,

25 V. X 32 inches

(64 8x81.3 cm).

The Phillips Collection,

Washington, D.C.

fig. 12. Joseph Cornell,

Untitled (Hotel family,

Parmigianino, Bel Antea

variant), ca. 1950. Box

construction: painted wood
box with painted glass and

baked tempera, containing

photostats and newspaper,

18 '/.. x 11 x 4'/: inches

(47.6 X 27.9 X 11.4 cm).

The Menil Collection,

Houston. ©The Joseph

and Robert Cornell

Memorial Foundation

of Duchamp, a quinlcssontially 1 icnch artist who spciil

lwcnt\' years in America. Duchamp placed art in 'the ser-

vice of the mind," a seminal achievement ihai allowed his

modest "pickups,"** the read\'mades, to be elevated to the sta-

tus of art and that led ultimately to The Bride Snipped Baie

by Hei Bachelors, Even (Large Ghiss) (1^)15-23; publicly on

view since 1954 at the Philadelphia Museum of .Art), the

greatest work of complex mixed mediums of this centur\.

DuchaiTips chief all\ in the American development of Dada

and Surrealism, Man Ray is perhaps the only forerunner of

Rauschenberg's to emplo\' such a wide range of materials and

techniques. Man Ray also shared with Rauschenberg a delecta-

tion in extracting imagist import from common objects, as in

his ravograiTis from the Electricite portfolio (1931; see fig. 10).

The work of some American Modernists also presaged

aspects of Rauschenberg's achievements. Stuart Davis and

Georgia O'Keeffe, for example, intermingled qualities of rep-

resentational depiction and structured abstraction in their

still lifes, landscapes, and cityscapes, a duality that also

lies at the heart of Rauschenberg's work. .Additional !\.

one sliould cite the adventurous collages made by Arthur

Dove in the 1920s, such as Gain' Fisliin' (fig. 9)." These col-

lages—as is true of those by the German pioneer of this

medium, Kurt Schwitlers—mix abstract, literal, and imag-

ist qualities using natural materials, found objects, and fab-

ric fragments. They ha\e a remarkable connection to the

work of Rauschenberg.

Work by a number of Rauschenberg's teachers at Black

Mountain College pro\ided a \aried and stimulating milieu

for the younger artist. Despite a strained mentor-sludent

relationship, Rauschenberg has often cited the influence

of Albers. who transmitted his Bauhaus concerns to the

younger artist. Another significant mentor and friend at

Black Mountain College, and later in New York, was Jack

Tworkov, who shared with Rauschenberg a love of the ex-

pressionist mark. The photographs of Aaron Siskind, like

Rauschenberg's, display a fascination with the surface qual-

iiics of his subjects, which range from rock forms to frag-

ments of public advertisements.

Rauschenberg's work emerged at a pivotal moment in

the history of American art. When he arrived in New York

in 1949 to pursue seriously his career as an artist, realist and

imagist tendencies were publicly dominant However, the

new. radical mode of Abstract Expressionism was gaining

publicsupport, and Rauschenbcrg'sblack paintings (1951-

53; see cat. nos. 18-20, 48, 49, 51) and While Paintings

(1951; see cat. nos. 14-17), his Elemental Sculptures (1953;

see cat. nos. 50, 53. 54, 56, 58), and his earliest photographs

all exhibit Abstract Expressionist predilections. The artist

acknowledges his clear debt to Franz Kline and de Kooning.

Rauschenberg was impressed by the sheer boldness of Kline's

gestural compositions and his use of a unified figure-ground

relationship and strictly black-and-white palette. The type

of asNinmeiric, gridlike structures implicit in de Kooning's

paintings, such as Aslin illc ( 1949; fig. 11), influenced Rausch-

enberg's compositions. The keen eyes of the younger artist

probably also picked up on a subtle detail in de Kooning's

paintings. De Kooning sometimes blotted his wet paint with

newspapers, leaving a collagelike, transferred image of the

lines of type. For his part, Rauschenberg coUaged actual

sheets and pieces of newsprint to the surface of his paint-

ings, selectively overpainting these areas. "^

Concurrent with Rauschenberg's abstract work, he was

also producing paintings w ith literal collaged images, small

collages, and intimate, boxlike, mixed-medium assemblages

(the last two begun in Europe in 1952). In respect to abstract

precedents, one must note the countervailing influence of

such imagist artists as Joseph Cornell. Rauschenberg was fa-

miliar w iih Cornell's work through his parents-in-law. w ho

owned several Cornell boxes and who introduced him to

Cornell's dealer, Charles Egan.l' Cornell's assemblage tech-

niques and box frameworks would become fundamental to

much of Rauschenberg's work.'-

Also critical to Rauschenberg has been his relationship
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fig. 13. Rauschenberg,

detail of Nectar

(Waterworks). 1993.

Vegetable-dye transfer on

paper, 42 x 29 /; inches

(106.7 X 74.9 cm).

Collection of the artist

with friends and collaborators Cage

and Merce Cunningham. Cage and

Cunningham, along with Johns and

Rauschenberg, built the franchise for

a radical aesthetic that opened the

doors to a wider acceptance of spon-

taneous natural events and chance

occurrences. Cage jokingly called

Johns and Rauschenberg the "South-

ern Renaissance."^^ As a torchbearer

for a younger generation, Rauschen-

berg produced innovations that often

dismayed some Abstract Expression-

ist artists. They recoiled at the intro-

duction of fragments of popular cul-

ture into his art, which at times

obliquely suggested the heretical

presence of narrative content. Yet his

reliance on distinctly American im-

agery, both personal and iconic, during the first two decades

of his art making came to exert an American presence and

sensibility in the international art arena.

Rauschenberg's sometimes hybrid configurations con-

founded both critics and peers. His innovations—his use of

found objects with an emphasis on their materiality, his in-

corporation of specific images from popular culture and their

implied references, his use of the full-scale human figure, his

proto-Conceptual gestures, and his indiscriminate deploy-

ment of every conceivable medium, material, and tech-

nique—generated such suspicion that his reputation soon

became that of an enfant terrible. However, the very modes

for which he was criticized helped create the genetic sub-

stance of much art that followed.

From early in his career, Rauschenberg's fusion of ges-

ture and image came to encompass perhaps the widest array

of subject matter of any artist of his time. A colossal sense of

subject is suggested by his embrace of the visual details of

existence and acknowledgment of the interactions between

widely disparate elements and activities. Rauschenberg has

always created series, groups, and cycles of work, formally

and informally; few works in his oeuvre were conceived as

isolated entities. Since 1951, with the series titled Night

Blooming, and 1954, with the term Combines, the artist has

coined evocative genre names to describe related sets of

work. Other examples include Hoaijwsts, Spreads, Scales,

Borealis, and Anagrams. This fanciful taxonomy has become

an organizing principle with which

the artist exercises an intuitive sense

of the natural history of his own work.

Often by the time one body of

work enters into critical acceptance,

Rauschenberg has shifted direction

and a new series has sallied forth.

It seems little wonder that he is so

prolific. To select a manageable sur-

vey of works that appropriately re-

views his achievement is a daunting

task, yet this retrospective exhibition

and publication aim to elucidate the

full scope of Rauschenberg's art. To

do so, both Guggenheim Museums

in New York (and multiple institu-

tions in other cities) are devoted to

the exhibition; even an excerpted

look at Rauschenberg's art demands

this range. Yet, the concerted recognition of and focus on his

seminal innovations in photography, printmaking, painting,

assemblage, and performance obscure the fact that Rausch-

enberg remains a trailblazer. As occurred with his 1976

retrospective at the Smithsonian Institution's National Col-

lection of Fine Arts in Washington, D.C., the current exhi-

bition may close without the inclusion of some just com-

pleted and essential new body of work.

This vast and varied volume of work springs from an

animated mind and a visceral, restless necessity to create.

Whether he is in the studio or traveling, a rare day passes

without serious labor. Rauschenberg once mentioned

feeling a sense of detachment when a work is finished,

adding, "That's not the case when you are working because

it's [the painting's] still a real threat. That's why painting isn't

the best thing to do because it really is fixed; it is arbitrarily

the beginning again and the stopping of something, and the

delay in starting something else."'"* In other words, not only

is the act of creating driven by the imperative of a threat,

but it also is simply a delay before the start of the next

challenge. At times, the frantic pace of his art making brings

to mind the popular 1950s television program Beat the Clock,

in which contestants were assigned nearly impossible phys-

ical tasks to be enacted during limited time constraints—not

so far-fetched a comparison when one considers that in 1961

Rauschenberg created his First Time Painting (cat. no. 115)

in front of an audience duririg a predetermined period.
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whose ending was marked In the ringing ol an ahum elock

buih inlci ihe eanvas.'' With his restless and nu|uisiiive

"Whal if
. . .

?" mind-set, is it any wonder that the artist is

constantly redoubling his level of production?

Through funneling, assimilating, and translormmg in-

llucnces, and his ceaseless exploration of iechnu|ues and

challenges, Rauschenberg has unleashed an an ol lusion. I ie

melded the techniques of Abstract Expressionism with imag-

ist representation in earlier works such as the Betty Parsons

Gallery exhibition paintings, the Red Painlmgs (1953-54; see

cat. nos. 65-68), and the late Combine paintings Ihe same

delicate balance reappears in the vivid Boicalis paintings

(such as ParUmcnl, 1991; cat. no. 431; or Bible Bike, 1991;

cat. no. 433), in which images surface and are submerged

in an expressionistic wash of ravishingly beautiful tarnishes,

and in the Urban Bourbons (1988-95; see, for example,

Luxer [1988; cat. no. 416] and Nocturmt] Splash 1 1988; cat.

no. 419]), in which representational elements coexist with

explosive splashes of paint.

Rauschenberg's work often attains an alchemical blend-

ing of natural and manufactured elements. For example, in

Nectar (Waterworks) (1993; fig. 13; cat. no. 457), a small,

fragile flower blossom is massively enlarged and set in har-

mony with the circular dish of a radar tower. Juxtapositions

like this are not unfamiliar to Rauschenberg's physical envi-

ronment, whether they are the oil refineries looming over

the wetlands of the Texas Gulf Coast or the seemingly ab-

surd apparition of rocket launchpads on pristine Florida

beaches. For the artist, such combinations are not purely vi-

sual interplays but meaningful evocations of the inherent

ecological coexistence of things. In this manner—layering

and juxtaposing seemingly incongruous elements—the

artist achieves a powerful and compelling scheme for con-

veying our modern environs.

In Rauschenberg's art, fusion also occurs when found

street detritus is afforded fine-art status. These found ob-

jects, usually castoffs of the most lowly variety, retain a sem-

blance of their original use and the patina of natural and in-

duced erosion. With the Elemental Sculptures, of 1953.

Rauschenberg explored the basic properties of mass, gravity,

and tension, and since the mid-1980s, he has expanded upon

these concerns with the assembled found metal objects of

his Glut series (1986-89, 1991-95; see cat. nos. 406-11,

413-15).'^ Unlike many older societies. Americans have

been able to invent their culture unfettered by the weight of

centuries-old traditions. For Rauschenberg, his cultural her-

itage is not buried by layers of archaeology but is immedi-

ately at hand in any Junk store or on any street corner.

One of the artist's major devices has been the conflation

ol the depicted space with the viewer's space His freestand-

ing Combmes are early examples, allowing a fully dimen-

sional relationship with the viewer and an encounter

through lime and motion. Thus, Calvin Tomkins's important

1980 monograph on Rauschenberg was aptly titled with the

double entendre. Off the Wall: Robert Rauschenberg and the

Art World oj Our Time. Horizontaliiy versus verlicaliiy. and

this oppositional relationship within human activities, is an

oft-discussed aspect of Rauschenberg's work. In fact, Rausch-

enberg has been engaged, more than most artists, in the

dissolution of longitudinal and latitudinal distinctions.

Pictorial elements frequently occur in sideways, inverted,

reversed, or unexpected orientations. This ambidirectional-

ism is ascendant in the artist's transfer drawings of the 1950s

and 1960s and remains in works as recent as the Faux-Tapis

(1995; see cat. nos. 462, 463) or Anagrams. At limes it

is as if the artist's working surface were a Mobius strip

obliterating inside-outside. up-down, and right-left distinc-

tions. The artist's intended program is the expansion of the

vectors ol perception. Rauschenberg conveys to the viewer

the complicated richness involved in the natural mechanics

of seeing.

Further complicating spatial relationships, a variety of

devices render the surface of the picture plane a permeable

membrane. Mirrors and reflective surfaces bring the viewer

and his or her immediate environment into and through the

more conventionally stable rendering of perspective, from

foreground to background. One of Rauschenberg's purposes

in using the polished, stainless-steel surfaces in the Shmer

series (1986-93; see cat. no. 412) and the more modulated

brass and copper finishes of the BoreaUs series is the direct

reflection of the viewer and the works surroundings.'

Veils, another Rauschenberg trope, operate on two lev-

els to combine the space of the work and the space of the

viewer. While mirrors function reflectively, veils accomplish

a similar effect via their translucency. allowing a limited vi-

sual access into recessive space. .Associalively. veils also in-

vite a lifting and, by extension, an entering through, as if

the artist expects the viewer to wander into an artwork,

crossing, Cocieau-like. through the barrier between reality

and imagination.

Gaps and openings are other means commonly em-

ployed by Rauschenberg to snap the viewer back from an
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tig 14. Rauschenberg,

Trophy I (for Merce

Cunningham). 1959.

Combine painting: oil,

pencil, metallic paint,

paper, fabric, wood,

metal, newspaper, printed

reproductions, and

photograph on canvas,

66 X 41 X 2 inches

(167 6 X 104 1 x5cm).

Kunsthaus Zurich

encounter with depicted space. Numerous Combines, such

as Trophy I (for Mace Cunningham) (1959; fig, 14), with its

central open gap, incUidc this device. Some 1970s works

from both the Spread and Scale series, such as Trojan Wedge

(Scale) (1977; cat. no. 320), take the form of tunnels or

channels so that the viewer is drawn into, even through, the

work. Such concerns reach a crescendo in the 1995 Reefs

(see cat. nos. 256-58)—vertical, solid, rectangular forms

with brightly lit, image-filled interiors visible only through

their open ends. Of course, these smaller tunneling config-

urations are simply examples at a more manageable scale of

related works in which the viewer is literally enveloped by

an artist-made environment, such as Soundings (1968: cat.

no. 249) and Solstice (1968; fig. 103; cat. no. 251).

While such large-scale environmental works place the

viewer inside the action, Rauschenberg's repertoire of

images and objects often suggests the human presence more

tangentialK'. A strong psychological imperative is asserted by

the utilitarian objects that serve as the motifs within his

visual in\enlory Sit in the chair. Duck under the umbrella.

Ride the bike. Follow the arrows. Rauschenberg evokes a

keener awareness of the comnionplace, exerting a power that

connects the viewer to his art and blurs the distinction be-

tween the depicted and the actual.

The use of photograph)' has long been an essential de-

vice for Rauschenbergs melding of imagery. While photog-

raphy is an inadequate metaphor for the complexity of reti-

nal reception, it remains a vital means for Rauschenbergs

aesthetic investigation of how humans perceive, select, and

combine visual information. Without photograph); much of

Rauschenbergs oeuvre would scarcely exist. The employ-

ment of photographic imagery has ebbed and flowed and

taken varied forms throughout Rauschenbergs career. It

began in the late 1940s and early 1950s; inspired by teachers

such as Hazel Larsen Archer and Siskind at Black Mountain

College, Rauschenberg considered devoting himself to pho-

tography.'*^ hi later works—the Combines and silkscreened

paintings and continuing through the Spread and Scale se-

ries—photographic images appear as appropriations from

mass-media publications, as found photographs, or as the

artists personal photographs and snapshots. With the intro-

duction of the photomechanical silkscreen to his work in

1962, Rauschenberg was able to vary the scale of his repro-

ductions. By the 1970s, in the Hoarfrost (see cat. nos. 292-

98), Spread (see cat. nos. 314, 315, 322, 324), and Scale (see

cat. nos. 316, 320, 323, 325) series, and later in the 1980s,

with the Kabal American Zephyr series (1981-83, 1985,

1987, 1988; see cat. nos. 346-51), the activated panoply of

photographic images was again achieved through transfer

technicjues, in these instances employing pressure from

a large lithographic press. In the 1980s, the artist returned

to the process of silkscreening images in his series of paint-

ings on metal including the Urban Bourbons, Night Shades

(1991; see cat. nos. 440, 442-45), Borealis, and Off Kilter

Keys (1993-94; see cat. nos. 453. 454).''' Today he uses the

digitally scanned, enlarged, and manipulated Iris-print trans-

fer technique.

In the late 1970s, Rauschenberg made an enduring and

fruitful return to the exclusive use of images generated by

his own camera. -^^ His selective process functions on two

levels: the gathering of images on his global travels and sub-

sequent editing in the studio. The mining of this photo-

graphic archive—the deployment of his personal image

bank—predominates in Rauschenbergs works from the

1980s to the present.

As is the case with man)- of Rauschenbergs precedents,

a recent dramatic and fertile shift in his use of photography

is tied to a technological innovation. In 1992, Rauschenberg

was introduced to the Iris print, a vegetable-dye digitized

output. Using water as a solvent in a transfer process,
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fig. 15. Rauschenberg

taking photographs in

China, 1982

Rauschenberg was able to release the image oiiio the surface

of another receptor. In the Walcnvoiks and .Anu^i^Kuu series,

the images were transferred onto acid-free pulp paper. Later,

in the series called Arcadian Rclicat (1996; see cat. nos. 474-

80), the dye was transferred onto wet plaster, producing a

modern-day version of the anticjue medium of fresco.

These large-scale photo-based works have a kinship

with the tradition of realist mural painting. Rauschenberg

seems to acknowledge a connection to this source with the

Avcadian RcLicat series of frescoes, created in a medium usu-

ally used for large-scale murals.-' The vignette compositions

of such muralists as the American artist Thomas Hart Ben-

ton simultaneously present disparately occurring scenes

using shifting perspective and scale relationships. This tem-

poral and spatial interchange also thrives in Rauschenbergs

frescoes, in which, for example, a rack of colored soccer balls

coexists with a monumental ruin of classical architecture (in

Contest, 1996; cat. no. 475) or an ordinary water spigot

occludes a vast wall of apartment-building windows (in

Aquaxitac, 1996; cat. no. 474). For Rauschenberg. such jux-

tapositions are not merely the stuff of perspectival fore-

shortening, but rather they reference the simultaneities of

visual experience. In this respect, the Anagrams and Arca-

dian Retreats barken back to his illustrations for Dante's /ii-

Jerno (1958-60; cat. nos. 128-61) in their cinematic treat-

ment of how observation occurs-- and likewise in their

return to the suggestion of narrative content, however

obliquely presented.-^

In his recent transfer works, the artist has revisited with

renewed subtlety the same interweaving of photographic im-

agery found in his silkscreened paintings on canvas of the

early 1960s and the silkscreened paintings on metal of the

1980s. However, because of the nature of the two transfer

mediums, the more two-dimensional, graphic quality of the

silkscreened images has been supplanted here by the illu-

sionistic modeling of the transferred photographic print.

This tends to diminish the iconic effects of silkscreen repro-

ducuon by adroit!) shifting into a more realistic represenia-

lion. .An im|iortant shift of subject matter also occurs. Es-

chewing the loaded mass-media depictions of the 1960s, the

artist instead has employed the more idiosyncratic imagery

derived from his own photography. The artist's emphasis has

shilied Irom the American centricity of his images of the

1950s and 1960s to a more international viewpoint. In these

works, Rauschenberg conveys a personalized repertoire of

globally acquired, street-level recollections, emphasizing the

casual and the common. c|iueil\ observed. The almost dead-

pan presentation ol the subject matter belies the \irtuosily

of conception and execution. These current transfer series

create more holistic compositions as the images are poised

between the open white spaces of blank paper and plaster

and the merging and blending rivulets of vegetable dyes.

By juxtaposing his self-generated archive of preselected

images—separating and rnerging, blurring and clarifying

—

Rauschenberg has embarked on a new and egalitarian pe-

riod of transferring images from the world of natural per-

ception into the realm of artistic representation. After

decades of working with images backwards and (ace down,

as required by most of his transfer processes, he has devel-

oped an uncanny ability to incorporate and exploit the

serendipitous effects that are a natural outgrowth of manip-

ulating printing inks with solvents, and dyes with water,

while at the same lime controlling and directing the resul-

tant appearance of the completed image.

A vital area of fusion arises from the practice of collab-

oration; Rauschenbergs career has been enriched by a mul-

titude of collaborative endeavors. Interactive association is

one of the strongest impulses at play in his art. At the sim-

plest human level, it has entailed the sharing of incidents,

ideas, aims, and techniques with another individual: an

artist, a master printmaker, a dancer, or a scientist. These re-

lationships sometimes went on to coalesce into larger pro-

jects, including sustained work with various dance compa-

nies and formal associations like E.A.T. (Experiments in Art

and Technology). By the mid-1960s, the artist virtually aban-

doned his hard-won critical successes to immerse himself in

dance and performance art and in consuming interactions

with technology, all practices fueled by collaboration.

In addressing his affinity for such synergism, it is im-

portant to remember the American character of Rausch-

enbergs art and persona. The conflicting cultural ingredi-

ents that make up the American spirit have often been

described b\ the notion of the melting pot. The artists own
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fig. 16. Rauschenberg,

detail of Tribute

(Anagram), 1995,

Vegetable-dye transfer on

paper, 5 feet 'A inch x

9 feet 11% inches (153 x

303 8 cm). Collection of

Robert and Jane

Meyerhoff, Phoenix,

Maryland

lineage is composed of, among others, German and Chero-

kee ancestors. Fueled by this multicultural background, he,

like few other artists, has transformed the collaborative ges-

ture into a bear hug of democratic spirit. While Rauschenberg's

art has often been at the leading edge of aesthetic issues, it

simultaneously manifests a benevolent humanist disposition.

Rauschenberg's vision has invariably evinced optimism,

hope, and humor; yet it also sustains serious insight into the

human condition. This consciousness has long been in evi-

dence through his public support of social activism, which,

over the years, has embraced racial equality, antiwar efforts,

ecological issues, workshop and teaching endeavors, artists'

rights and emergency funding, and human rights. In this re-

spect, he seemingly aspires to the statesmanlike qualities of

that American paradigm of multifaceted endeavor, Thomas

Jefferson. Rauschenberg shares with the sage of Virginia a

quality of philanthropy and a grand attribute of goodwill.

Such contributions find their greatest expression in the in-

credible odyssey of ROCI (Rauschenberg Overseas Culture

Interchange), through which the artist became an ambas-

sador of cross-cultural cooperation. Single-handedly, Rausch-

enberg (financed almost exclusively by his own resources)

has traversed the globe bearing his art and goodwill as he

energizes far-flung cultural communities. In the process, he

himself has gained not only disparate raw materials and in-

spiration but also a more universal consciousness.

The artists real-world activism and its impact are well

documented, but it is equally relevant to consider how

Rauschenberg's humanist vision takes form in his art. The

human figure—in toto or signified by reference to anatomi-

cal appendages, whether in outline, tracing, or photographic

reproduction—is often a central character. When visually

absent, a human presence is still implied by a utilitarian ob-

ject such as a chair, bicycle, or umbrella or by a range of

human-scale, gridlike forms or architectural settings—in

other words, by a spectrum of ergonomic reference. Further,

the imagist depictions appearing in whole bodies of work

have a variety of cultural, societal, and political implications.

In the Anagrams and Arcadian Retreats, Rauschenberg's

international consciousness and democratic attitude have

achieved a new zenith. Look again, the artist reiterates, at

the living rooms, back porches, and front stoops of Water-

works or at the lone central character in Tribute (Anagram)

(1995; fig. 16; cat. no. 464)—a simple individual crouching

at rest with his dog—and witness a universal spirit. Return-

ing anew to the raw material of the street—shop and apart-

ment windows, pets, advertising, newspapers, plants, pub-

lic buildings, vehicles—the artist, like a striding pedestrian

everyman, imbues the common scene and ordinary occur-

rence with a new grandeur and dignity, conveying a height-

ened sense of the commonality of the ordinary undertaking

and, by extension, of the shared purpose of human endeavor.

Rauschenberg's art has always dealt with the interweav-

iiig of the private and the public, how the stuff of any indi-

vidual's existence relates to the greater realm of the outer

world. Some of the artist's favored motifs are traffic and di-

rectional signs, particularly the recurring icon of the striped

traffic barrier (first seen in Combines such as Co-existence

11961; cat. no. USj and Aenjloga [1961; cat. no. 117], then

continuing straight through to such 1996 transfers as Blue

Barrier (Anagram] [cat. no. 467] and Pcrdicm [Arcadian Re-

treat] [cat. no. 478]). Interpolating the visual language of

the city by inverting the actual function of this recurring

symbol, Rauschenberg deftly manages in his art to remove

the barriers between one individual and another, between

one nation and another, between art and life.

Rauschenberg's ultimate fusion is the distillation of

human order from the chaos of a shared everyday existence.

The artist expresses the "turmoil of sensation"'"* through a

multiplicity of images and their deceptively random dispo-

sition in his works. Yet, using an almost cinematic approach

of shifting perspectives—spatial, temporal, and psychologi-

cal planes—Rauschenberg orchestrates a delicate and pre-

carious equilibrium. The artist continues today extending

his classic ability to set the commonplace at the very fore-

front of perception, filtering the raw material of life, instill-

ing it with a profound importance, and thereby provoking a

more evocative interpretation of our surroundings. This

"order found"^^ is the definitive mark of an artist whose per-

petual motion, exploratory nature, mastery of improvisa-

tional processes, and keen understanding momentarily fix

on the surface of his work a fleeting and fragile amalgam of

human perception and emotion.
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NOTES
1. Robcri Rauschcnberg, conversation with ilic iiiiihor, spring \'-)7b

I. The icrm was first used to describe "a movenicni anionj; young Atneritan

artists" in "Ccner," Ardicws (New York) 56, no. ^ (Jan. l^SB), p. 5. Jasper

Johns's T(ir_i;fi ivi(/i Foiii Wua ( 1955) was referred to, and the other artists

hsted were Ra> Johnson, Allan Kaprow, Rauselienberg, and Cy Twombly
Rauscheiiberg was labeled "Neo-Dada" (along with Johns and Kaprow) in

"Trend to the Anti-Art,'" Nrw.svvcck (New York) 51, no. 13 (March Jl,

1958), p. 94. W hile the word was generalK intended as derogatory, its use

subsequently took on more positive shadings. In 1961, Rauschcnberg dis-

tanced himself emphatically from the designation: "Dada was ami; 1 am
pro." In Francoisc Choax', "Dada, Neo-Dada, ct Rauschcnberg," An ]nu\na

lioiuil (Zurich) 5, no. 8 (C\t. 20, 1961), p. 84.

3. Leo Steinberg, "Other Criteria," in Steinberg, Oiher Cnh-ria: Coii/romn-

(ifin.s with Twvniicth-Ccntwy An (New York: Oxford University Press, 1972),

pp. 82-91. This is an abbreviation of Steinberg's complex argument. It

should also be noted that Steinberg's first encounter with Rauschenberg's

work engendered a dismissive description of the artist as the prankster "Eu-

lenspiegel," in "Month in Review: Contemporary Group at Stable Gallery,"

Ans (New York) 30, no. 4 (Jan. 1956), pp. 46-47. He was soon to correct

this assessment, even going so far as to write a retraction letter to Ans to

the dismay of editor Hilton Kramer: Steinberg, "Letters: Footnote," .Arts

(New York) 32, no. 8 (May 1958), p. 9.

4. Brian O'Dohert); "Robert Rauschcnberg: The Sixties," chapter in .Aiiuii-

can Masters: The Voice and the Myth (New York: Random House, 1974).

pp. 198-200.

5. Robert Rauschcnberg, "Random Order," Location (New York) 1, no. 1

(spring 1963), pp. 27-31. Rosalind Krauss's essay, "Perpetual Inventory," in

this catalogue examines this treatise extensively.

6. One of Charles Willson Peak's most memorable troinpc-l'oeil works cu-

riously prefigures Rauschenberg's art. The Staircase Group: Raphaclle and

Titian Ramsay Peak- 1 (1795) was displayed by the artist in a door frame, so

that an actual step projected from the foot of the painted stair\\a\.

7. Johns owned this book during the \ears his studio was ad|accnt to

Rauschenberg's, and he has made specific reference to John Frederick Peio's

work in some of his own paintings. For a discussion of these images, see

Roberta Bernstein, "Seeing a Thing Can Sometimes Trigger the Mind to

Make Another Thing,'" in Kirk Varnedoe, jasperJohns: A Retrospective, exh.

cat. (New York: The Museum of Modern An, 1996). p. 56. Lawrence .Al-

loway was among the first scholars to point out the connection between

William M. Harnett and John Haberle and Rauschcnberg, in "Assembling a

World between .Art and Life," The Second Cmnirig Mci^flcinc (New York) 1

,

no. 4 (June 1962), pp. 50-52.

8. Marcel Duchamp, conversation with the author. 1963. Duchamp used

this sexually charged word in reference to his readymadcs.

9. An exhibition of Arthur Dove's collages was presented at the Dowmow n

Gallery, New York, in 1955, and there were several, with which Rauschcn-

berg may have been familiar, in the collection of the Museum of Modern

Art, New York.

10. Rauschcnberg began this practice in 195 1 . B\ 1954, Johns was using news-

paper grounds subsumed beneath the surface of his encaustic paintings.

II. Perhaps because of this association, Rauschcnberg ferried Joseph Cor-

nell works between Egan's gallery and Cornell's Utopia Parkway home in

Queens, New York. Rauschcnberg went on to befriend the reclusive artist,

encouraging his participation in various group exhibitions. See Deborah

Solomon, Utopia Parkway: The Life and Work of Joseph ContcU (New York:

Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1997), p. 235.

12. During the editing process for this publication, Rauschcnberg provided

a noteworthy w riitcn response to Susan Davidson, my cocurator, concern-

ing relereiKcs to Cornell: "One thing thai keeps popping up is ihe com-

parison with my work and C ornells, ,A big difference in ouralliuides is thai

I tiraggcd ordlnarv malenals into the art world (or a direct confrontation,

and I leli Cornell incorporated highly select materials to celebrate their rar-

ihcalion. often prolecimg their existence wiih as many as four to six sheds

of glass I li)\e his work bin I think we lived in different worlds."

1 5. "We called Bob anti Jasper the Southern Renaissance.'. . Bob was out-

going and ebullient, whereas Jasper was quiet and reflective. F.ach seemed

to pick u|i w lure the other leh off. The four-way exchanges were quite mar-

velous. It was the climate of being together that would suggest work to be

done for each of us." Cage, quoted in Mary Lynn Kotz, Rauschcnberg: An
and 1 i{c (New York Harry N. Abrams, 1990), p. 89.

14 (.iiuncd 111 /111 C)(/ii( Tradition, exh. cat. (Philadelphia: Institute ofCon-

tcmporarv .Art. L'niversitv' of Pennsylvania, 1966), pp. 32-34.

15. Part of an evening entitled Homage to David Tudor, the performance is

described in Nancy Specter's essay. "Rauschcnberg and FVrformance.

19(1 3-67: .A Poetry of Inlinite Possibilities. ' in this catalogue.

16. This ironic title, derived from a visit to Texas during the late 1980s oil

bust, is an allusion to the remnants of a greedy society.

17. In documentarv photographs of these reflective works, the artist is em-

phatically unconcerned w ith the presence of reflected objects, architecture,

or people. David While (Rauschenbergs curator), conversation v\ith the au-

thor, w inter 1996.

18 Rauschenberg's stated reason for not carrying through with his plan re-

veals a great deal about how seriously the artist could take a single notion.

.Afier thinking that he could photograph the entire United Stales "inch by

inch." he became daunted b\ the enormity of the task and abandoned any

concentration on photography for essentially the next twenty-odd years.

See Barbara Rose, Rauschcnberg^ (New York: Vintage Books, 1987), p. 75.

19. It IS not widely recognized that Rauschcnberg still extensively employs

the silkscrecning process, which was set aside but never abandoned as a

primary medium after he completed his first cycle of silkscrecncd paint-

ings in 1964.

20. .As his reputation grew, the appropriation of images from the printed

mass media was causing him problems over copyright with the photogra-

phers of the source material. More significantK. howev er. when Rauschcn-

berg was invited to design the set for Trisha Brown's 1979 dance Glacial

Decoy, he chose to produce a multiscreen backdrop of photographic pro-

jections, rekindling his interest in self-produced images.

21. Besides their connection to realist murals, these frescoes were inspired

by a visit to a number of archaeological sites in Turkey in late spring 1996.

David White, conversation with the author, spring 1997.

22. Dore .Ashton drew analogies to cinematic techniques in her important

analysis of the Dante drawings published in "Thirty-four Illustrations for

Dante's Inferno." Metro (Milan), no. 2 (May 1961), pp. 52-61. and in the

facsimile portfolio of the suite (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1965).

23. Bernice Rose developed the relationship between the narrative content

of the Dante drawings and Anagrams in her essay "Anagrams," in Robert

Rauschcnberg: .Anagrams, exh. cat. (New York and Beverly Hills: PaceWil-

denstein, 1996), pp. 5-11.

24. This term was used by Robert Hughes in reference to the 1960s

silkscreened paintings in his .Aniciicfln Visions: The Epic Histon of .Art in

America (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1997). pp. 517-18.

25. The complete quotation iieads: "The most stirring sense of beaut)- comes

from order found, not order given, as if its permanent harmony existed pre-

cariously in a transient and unpredictable world." In Joshua C. Taylor, fore-

word. Robert Rauschcnberg. exh. cat. (Washington. D.C.: National Collec-

tion of Fine .Arts. Smithsonian Institution. 1977). p. ix.
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fig. 17. Rauschenberg with

A Quake in Paradise

(Labyrinth) (1994), Captiva

studio, Florida, 1994

(diver images courtesy of

Aaron Siskind Foundation)

Id (HON/ cases, m\ inlcivsi is in acknowlcd^^in^:^ tl\c jiut

iUlU nnui is (iMc (0 junilion o/i dkiiu diljcivnt h\cls

simiillancously. . . .yd inWlkcluaUy for hunch cds of \cars

the idea oj uninlcrniptcd amcenlnUion has been

considered the most serious attitude to have in order to use

our ii\lclli^ence. . . . IJ we are to s^el the most out oj anx _t;i\cii

(inif, i( is because we have applied oursehes as broadh cis

possible, / think, not because we have applied oursehes as

single-mindcdly as possible.'

One oj the questions that I remember the answer to was.

"What is your greatest jear?" and I said. That I might run

out of world.
"'^

—Rauschenberg

This retrospective covers nearly a half century's creative out-

put by the leading artist of our era. Globally speaking, artists

and their audiences have been living since around 1950 in

what might well be called the Rauschenberg Era. As we look

toward the culture ol the next millennium, our vantage is

from atop his shoulders. Rauschenberg's protean and prodi-

gious activities have introduced or provided the basic focus

for nearly every new mode of postwar visual art, (The ex-

ceptions are film and video. Potent with visual capacities,

these mediums nonetheless sequence input information,

freezing images in an order evidently not random enough

for Rauschenberg.)

Equally important, Rauschenberg as an acti\ist embod-

ies the era's political conscience within the arts. Preferring

to speak with actions rather than just words, he has con-

tributed his considerable energies toward the liberation and

expansion of visual art everywhere, in every way. and by

everyone. For example, wary of the impoverishment that

would result if art and science were to develop in isolation

from one another, Rauschenberg in 1966 took a leading

role in the foundation of E.A.T. (Experiments in Art and

Technology), a group designed to cultivate interaction be-

tween diverse artists and engineers. Change. Inc.. the orga-

nization that Rauschenberg, as an artist of principle, created

in 1970 to help distribute emergency monies to needy

artists, epitomizes his ongoing efforts to improve conditions

for others. The high point of Rauschenberg's demonstration

of what artists can do and be when free to operate outside

the restrictions of the institutional art world is, of course,

the ROCI (Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Interchange)

project, which he pursued from 1984 to 1991. This self-

financed program brought Rauschenberg and his art into di-

alogue and collaboration with artists and audiences in eleven

foreign countries, helping to fulfill his Utopian, ecumenical

passion for interactivity among artists of all kinds, specta-

tors, and the world at large. (Although there were collabo-

rations between artists before 1950, to an unprecedented de-

gree the Rauschenberg Era is about making an better through

such interaction.)

Rauschenberg's astonishing capacity for collaboration

and the widespread influence of his ideas result in, as well

as stem from, the broad scope of his repertoire, that is. the

variety of images and techniques incorporated into his art.

Rauschenberg's art has something for everyone to see and

something for everyone to do. Nothing less than the expe-

rience of life in our world, with all its starts, stops, and in-

terruptions, with all its interrelating parts, is his subject. In-

evitably, there are multiple possible frames of reference for

individual works, even the superficially spare ones. Yet al-

though Rauschenberg's observations can be ultracomplex,

his artworks, even those piled up with details, usually give

the impression that they were made by an artist trying to

simplify or abbreviate, trying to shorten a long story. Con-

sider his use of the verb "reduce" in the following 1964 com-

ment about an image of a water glass: "You reduce it to the

fact that its this big. this high, that it might topple over, that

it evaporates and has to be refilled, that it picks up reflec-

tions, plus all the psychological implications of a glass of

water." ^ Like Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Rauschenberg

makes art that takes as much attention as the audience is

able to give. His art continues to be an invitation to what

Rauschenberg has referred to as "total self-visualization
""'

In the narrowest, most literal sense, that self-visualiza-

tion in Rauschenberg's works has been about bringing the

viewer—through interaction and collaboration both as

image and partner in the making of images—directly into

the art. Spectators looking at Rauschenberg's White Paintings

(1951; see cat, nos. 14-17) are made aware of their observing

selves, which are noticeable as the darkening shadows cast

by their bodies onto the ostensibly blank canvases. With

Pilgrim (1960; fig. 19). Rauschenberg provides a chair for

the self-visualizing viewer to sit upon, and in Black Market

(1961; cat. no. 120), he invites the viewer to add parts and

take others away. In Rauschenberg's most technologically

ambitious works of the 1960s, spectators play a role in

determining what they see. or self-visualize. For example,

by flipping switches on the console of one of the Revolvers
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fig. 18. Rauschenberg,

Quiet House, Black

Mountain, ca. 1949.

Gelatin-silver print,

sheet: 20 x 16 inches

(50.8 X 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist

fig. 19. Rauschenberg,

Pilgrim, 1960 Combine

painting: oil, pencil, paper,

printed paper, and

fabric on canvas, with

painted wood chair, 6 feet

7 'A inches x 4 feet

5 7« inches x 1 foot

ex inches (201.3 x

136.8 X 47.3 cm). Museum
Folkwang, Essen

fig 20. Rauschenberg,

detail of Soundings, 1968.

Mirrored Plexiglas and

silkscreened ink on

Plexiglas, with concealed

electric lights and

electronic components,

7 feet 10 inches x

36 feet x 4 feet 6 inches

(238.8 x 1,097.3 x

137.2 cm). Museum
Ludwig, Cologne,

Ludwig Donation

fig. 21. Rauschenberg,

detail of Big D Ellipse

(Shiner). 1990. Acrylic on

mirrored and anodized

aluminum, with silver-

leafed wood chair,

10 feet X 12 feet 1 inch x

1 foot 4 inches (304.8 x

368.3 X 40.6 cm).

Collection of the artist

(1967; see cat. nos. 247, 248), spectators can rotate any of

its five Plexiglas discs imprinted with words and images and

thus personally intervene in the works composition. When

spectators approach Solstice (1968; cat. no. 251), they acti-

vate switches embedded in the floor, thereby opening and

closing sliding Ple.xiglas doors. Viewers experience the work

only as they experience themselves interacting with it bodily.

The observers oi Soundings (1968; fig. 20; cat. no. 249),

when they make noises, see parts of the work brighten in

response.'

Later examples also indicate how Rauschenberg designs

his works so that spectators must take them personally Mir-

rored surfaces incorporated into 1970s works, like Opal

Reunion (Spread) (1976; cat. no. 315), reflect adjacent

parts of their compositions as well as images of the viewers.

In 1980s works, such as those of the Shiner (1986-87; see

cat. no. 412), Urban Bourbon (1988-95; see cat. nos. 416-19,

447, 449-52), and Borealis (1989-92; see cat. nos. 424-33)

series, offer burnished-meial surfaces that act as self-visual-

ization mirrors.''

It is often impossible for the interacting viewer to cate-

gorize Rauschenberg's activities as either painting, drawing,

set design, sculpture, photography, prinimaking, collage,

choreography, diplomacy, philanthropy, or whatever. Part

just about everything-—painting, collage, sculpture

—

Rauschenberg's ambitious 1950s works demanded a new

term: Combines. His silkscreened paintings of the early

1960s are called paintings mostly because canvas is used as

their support. The works could be considered as unique

prints on canvas rather than paper, the conventional print-

making support. Moreover, their serigraphed images are

largely photographic, leaving open the question ol whether

these particular works belong somehow in the annals of pho-

tography as well. All the same overlapping categories are still

at issue in more recent works, like the Shiners. But the Shin-

ers and other late 1980s works on metal supports might also

be categorized as sculpture. Such h\bridization is a hallmark

of Rauschenberg's art and of the Rauschenberg Era, with its

legion of part-this, part-that works, from Jasper Johns's late

1950s "paintings" in Sculp-metal to Bruce Nauman's late

1980s combination sculpture-video-art pieces.

The scope of Rauschenberg's career, whether as an indi-

vidual creator or a collaborator, is, to my knowledge, un-

equalled. Yet throughout Rauschenberg's works, underlying

all the variety is a limited group of format types, much

in the way that musical variations rely upon structural

themes; the multipanel painting, the loose hanging curtain,

the tethered-together, two-part sculpto-painting, the plugged-

in work, the work on wheels, the imbroglio of superimposed

images, and so on. The range of materials and images incor-

porated into Rauschenberg's art is best described as ency-

clopedic. His materials are images and vice versa; he loves

interchangeables like puns, figures of speech, and other free

associations. But, once Rauschenberg chooses a material or

image, he is apt to use that same kind of item from one work

to the next for decades, like a creature of habits repeating

himself telltalely. The ongoing use of what have become pre-

dictable images and materials (such as blank white screen,

newspaper page, chair, cardboard box, clock face, bicycle,

and fabric) has nothing to do with a lack of imagination.

On the contrary, Rauschenberg seems to favor familiar ma-

terials and images because they challenge him to surprise

his audience with different, as good, or belter results from

stuff that his own inexhaustible imagination had seemingly

already exhausted.'

Appearing to address his own works of art, the repeated

materials and images invite interpretation. The consistency

of Rauschenberg's rich visual language aside, however, his

work harbors no specific meanings. Visual, verbal, and the-

matic interrelationships among parts of these works invite

commentary of all kinds, but, as the artist has indicated: "In

the hrst place I don't like explaining the whys of what 1 do

because I think that robs the unique experiences and elimi-

nates or makes it difficult for somebody to have an indepen-
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fig, 22. The Family of Man
at the Museum of Modern

Art, New York, 1955

fig. 23. Rauscfienberg,

The '/. Mile or

2 Furlong Piece (1981-

present), installed at the

Center for the Fine Arts,

Miami, 1984

dcnl reaction. For example, in i'-)4*-) I said il scMncliody

knows what something else means then tlie pliysieaiiiv and

the actuality and the responsibility of the viewer dies. . . .

Understanding is a form of blindness. Good art, I think, can

never be understood."" With this in mind, Rauschenberg's

attachment to certain images and materials makes them

something like trademark props: his tire is analogous to

Charlie Chaplin's cane. But given Rauschenberg's irrepres-

sible love of visual experience, his inventory of hallmarks

is enormous.

All of them show up here and there in what might he his

most impressive and important single work, a sort of retro-

spective overview of his own career: The '/-» Mile or 2 Furlong

Piece (1981-present; fig. 23; cat. no. 354). Too big to exhibit

except under exceptional circumstances, so big that storage

and upkeep are particularly challenging, this immense work

is being developed over years, at the artist's own pace and

for his altogether personal satisfaction, apart from his ongo-

ing art-gallery activity. It is hardly Rauschenberg's first work

conceived for expansion." The large blueprint {Female

Figure, ca. 1950) by Rauschenberg and Susan Weil included

in the Museum of Modern Art's 1951 Abstraction in Photog-

raphy exhibition in New York was referred to in the checklist

as Blueprint: Photogram for Mural Decoration, suggesting that

it was a single section of some ensemble idea awaiting real-

ization. And for his black paintings (1951-53; see cat. nos.

18-20, 48, 49, 51), according to Rauschenberg, "the concept

was that I could always add" more sections to them.'^'

In our current heyday of nonpublic art at excessive

scale, with so many Happenings, environments, and multi-

part installations. The 'A Mile or 2 Furlong Piece might

appear to be a long-winded iinposition on a spectator's lim-

ited lime lor exi^eriencing art. However, in Rauschenberg's

work rendered in modular units (189 of them to dale), a

kind of "endless house,"" scale has not been called upon to

accominodate sweeping ideas, nor to decorate symbolically,

nor, least of all, to emphasize anything. To put it another

way. The '/-* Mile or 2 Furlong Piece is monumental in scale

only. Us size is simply the inevitable sum of its many parts,

each interrelating with the others in as inany ways as possi-

ble. The parts, not the whole, define Rauschenberg's art.

The 'A Mile or 2 Furlong Piece is like an exhibition in it-

self, and the fact that it incorporates inany layouts of pho-

tographic images brings to mind in particular one of the

most famous museum exhibitions of all time, Tlie Family of

Man. Organized by the acclaimed photographer Edward Ste-

ichen (by the way, the first museum professional to collect

and exhibit works by Rauschenberg), this survey of interna-

tional contemporary photography opened in January 1955

at the Museum of Modern Art.'- Indeed, there are fascinating

parallels between the collagelike installation of The Family' of

Man exhibition (fig. 22), where reproductions of images in

many different sizes seemingly floated at various levels

in the gallery spaces, and the compositions of Rauschen-

berg's work of the mid-1950s, which generously incorporates
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fig. 24. Walker Evans,

Interior, Coal Miner's

House, Scott's Run.

West Virginia, 1935.

Gelatin-silver print,

sheet: 10x8 inches

(25.5 X 20.3 cm).

The Menil Collection,

Houston

reproductions clipped from news and ad-

vertising sources. Developed with the

hope ofUNESCO support, Steichen's plan

to circulate the exhibition worldwide for

the promotion of universal human com-

munication anticipated ROCI, Rauschen-

berg's own Utopian international art pro-

ject announced at the United Nations.

The establishment of the United Na-

tions after World War II was a key event in

the 1950s art world. The artists most

highly acclaimed before and during World

War II, from Fernand Leger, Joan Miro,

and Pablo Picasso to Alexander Calder,

Henry Moore, and Isamu Noguchi, were

suddenly called into service, associating culture with peace,

to create monumental artworks for various new United Na-

tions headquarters. Although Diego Riveras own project for

the Geneva United Nations complex went unrealized, this

international renaissance of monumental art in the 1950s

can be seen as the fulfillment of the great Mexicans highly

publicized and controversial efforts begun in the early 1920s

to counter political oppression with public art portraying

local history and community life. In the America of

Rauschenberg's childhood, Rivera's efforts were paralleled by

Regionalist mural art created about and for the people.

Throughout his long career—from his 1950s Combines

composed of furnishings like those documented in Walker

Evans's photographs of Depression-era interiors (fig. 24) to

his 1980s ROCI works celebrating the labors and customs

of various nations and incorporating local materials

—

Rauschenberg has sustained this Regionalist mode.'^ Yet his

professional identity developed beginning around 1949 in

New York among the strongly anti-Regionalist post-World

War II painters known collectively as the Abstract Expres-

sionists. In spite of their opposition to Regionalism, Willem

de Kooning, Barnett Newman, Jackson Pollock, and Clyf-

ford Still all opted for mural scale in their abstract paintings

from the late 1940s through the 1950s.

Neither the Regionalists, committed to clearly organized

epic narratives, nor the Abstract Expressionists, committed

to heroic oneness, had much use for collage. But, with its

compilation of disconnected scrap parts, its variety, collage is

Rauschenberg's primary visual language. He has revolution-

ized collage by stressing how its scale is the scale of life,

since even as nonart materials take on new roles in art, they

maintain their own identities from the

real world, at literal scale. When Rausch-

enberg explained in 1959 that he worked

in the gap between art and life, he was

speaking in terms of collage.'"* When he

began to work in lithography and silk-

screen in 1962, he discovered that he

could replace real materials with printed

photographic images, thus liberating the

principles of collage from cut-and-paste

shackles (as in Exile; fig. 25). According

to Rauschenberg, upon seeing a work by

Picasso made in 1924, the year before his

own birth, he felt cheated to have come

along so late in the evolution of collage.'^

Historically impaired this way, Rauschenberg neverthe-

less constantly reconceives and reconfigures the collage con-

cept. The earliest collages (see cat. nos. 25-35) as well as the

Scatole Personali (ca. 1952; see cat. nos. 42-46) are versed

in Surrealism, with parts in juxtapositions calculated to sug-

gest multiple images simultaneously. But in 1951, in his

White Paintings and earliest black paintings, Rauschenberg

had already begun to sweep away conventional collage im-

agery altogether, only to reinvent collage in the process. Re-

versing himself, Rauschenberg quickly followed these

"blank" works with a decade's production of scrappy, antic,

anything-goes art: the Combines, seemingly collage with a

place for everything from old tires to taxidermied animals.

Although customarily still recognized as Rauschenberg's

greatest achievements, upon consideration the Combines be-

come no more than simple hnger exercises'^ when compared

to the complexities of his more difficult technological pieces

of the 1960s, among them his dematerialized collages of in-

terlaced photographic images made in collaboration with

master printmakers, and his interactive, even electrical, col-

lages realized with the contribution of engineers. Also richly

orchestrated collaborations, Rauschenberg's recent works,

from the Japanese Clayworks (1982; see cat. nos. 355-57) to

the Anagrams (1995-present; see cat. nos. 464-71) and Ar-

cadian Retreats (1996; see cat. nos. 474-80), hybridize tech-

niques and materials from all over the globe. A name such

as hypercollage, omnicoUage, or ultracoUage seems apt for

these works of the 1980s and 1990s, as well as for those with

mirroring surfaces, like the Shiners.

Because of their manageable size, toys, fragments, and

small-scale items are favorite materials in pre-Rauschenberg
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fig, 25. Rauschenberg,

Exile. 1962. Oil and

silkscreened ink on canvas,

60 X 36 inches (152.4 x

91.4 cm). Private

collection, courtesy of

Edward Tyler Nahem,

New York

Era college, as in works by Kiiri Schwiuers and Joseph Cor-

nell. Among Rauschenbcrg's immediate colleagues was Ray

Johnson, who remained throughout his career the master of

collage on a portable scale. Defiant of conventions, Rausch-

enberg understood by the mid-1950s that collage as an art

form could be scaled to the size of whatever materials he

might choose. To be sure, such major sculptors as David

Smith and Richard Stankiewicz were using large nonart ma-

terials at that time. But in their works, these materials were

reconfigured as abstract or figurative forms within new

sculptural wholes. By contrast, such materials remain wholly

themselves in Rauschenbergs work, a use that was consid-

erably more influential upon the practices of such artists

as Ashley Bickerton, Tony Cragg, Anselm Kiefer, Julian

Schnabel, Daniel Spoerri, and Haim Steinbach. With due re-

spect to Marcel Duchamp and Man Ray, the first artists to re-

alize the potential of nonart materials as readymade art,

Rauschenberg has defined an era through his composition-

ally complex works incorporating the unedited stuff of life.

Rauschenbcrg's genius for interchangeability has been a

constant throughout all his various manifestations of col-

lage. Take one of his early, relatively traditional collage works,

like Mother of God (ca. 1950; cat. no. 7), which bears various

implications with respect to the concept o( ground."'^ While

maintaining their real-life identities as ground plans, the

maps of North American cities papering over Mother of God's

surface serve as flat background. If we consider the role of

headline events in subsequent art by Rauschenberg—the so-

ciety-page news in Gloria ( 1956); references lo Apollo 1 1 in

the Sloncd Moon Scries (1969-70; see cat. nos. 204-06); and

a barrage of news events in Currents (1970; fig. 1 12; see re-

lated works, cat. nos. 260-63)—the circular area of white

paint obliterating some of these maps suggests another,

timely, meaning of "ground," thai of target ground zero. Pres-

ident Harry S. Truman announced in September 1949 that

the Soviets had the capacity to make atomic weapons. Con-

sidered as look-alikes, the maps" long, thin street lines mimic

the skeins of paint in Pollocks emotionally explosive Ab-

stract Expressionist paintings made beginning in the late

1940s. Indeed, although miniatures, the street maps in

Rauschenbcrg's modestly scaled Mother of God are represen-

tations of urban spaces as vast as the imaginary realms

painted with chaotic lines across Pollock's eighteen-foot-

wide canvases.

Any number of details in Rauschenbcrg's works suggest

his enormous respect for Abstract Expressionist painting.'"

His art of parts, however, is fundamentally at odds with the

quest for the whole fundamental to Abstract Expressionism.

For instance, his antiheroic mullipanel While Paintings

and black paintings arc presumably respectful parodies of

Newman's large Color-field abstractions (several entitled

Onement) that were exhibited at Betty Parsons Gallery in

1950 and 1951 . The seam lines formed where two sections of

Rauschenbergs works are placed together mimic the so-called

zip elements in Newmans controversial paintings. More

importantly, however, Rauschenbergs multipart paintings

are common-sense modular solutions to the logistical storage

and transport problems of mural-scale Abstract Expression-

ist canvases. Pollock needed lo wait until his paintings were

inside the fifth-floor Betty Parsons Gallery before he could

stretch them, and Newman needed to use the elevator shaft

to get V'ir Hcroicits Sublimis (1950) into the same locale.

Rauschenbergs decision to work in modules immediately

had enormous implications. He began to use them like

units of collage material to invent endless new picture-

support configurations. And the Joining together of separate

panels has been so widely adapted, sometimes in sculptural

formats, by other artists, from Johns, James Rosenquist. and

Andy Warhol to John Baldessari and Kiefer. that it is among
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fig. 26. Rauschenberg,

detail of Untitled

[horizontal black painting],

ca. 1953. Oil and

newspaper on canvas,

35 'A X 61 y» inches

(91.1 X 157.2 cm).

Private collection

fig. 27. Alberto Burri,

Composition, 1953. Oil,

gold paint, and glue on

burlap and canvas, 33 Vt x

39 /: inches (86 x

100,4 cm). Solomon R.

Guggenheim Museum,

New York

fig. 28. Rauschenberg

seated on Untitled

(Elemental Sculpture)

[beam and stone] (1953)

at Rauschenberg Paintings

and Sculpture, basement

of Stable Gallery,

New York, 1953

the fundamental mannerisms of the Rauschenberg Era.

The issue of modules aside, the White Paintings rely

upon the viewer as image maker in the form of collaborat-

ing shadows, come-and-go collage components lacking any

substance to be glued down. Like the blueprints that

Rauschenberg had just made in collaboration with Susan

Weil (see cat. nos. 2, 3), the shadow images temporarily reg-

istered on the White Paintings are photographs (literally,

"light drawings") made without any camera. Both exemplif}'

Rauschenbergs ongoing interest in the rather narrow field

of life-scale photography, be it X rays of his own body, as in-

corporated into Booster (1967; cat. no. 198), or full-scale im-

ages of chairs, like those appearing in Soundings and, again,

in works from the Shiners series. It was as a photography

student in the late 1940s at Black Mountain College, near

Asheville, North Carolina, that Rauschenberg conceived his

idea to "walk across the United States and photograph it inch

by inch in actual size."'" Like many other ideas competing

for the artists hnite time, the idea to photograph his countr\'

in its entirety as big as life still awaits full realization.

Rauschenbergs In + Out City Limits exhibitions of his own

urban photographs in 1981-82, however, and his one hun-

dred-foot-long Chinese Summevhall photographic mural

(1982-83; see related works, cat. nos. 382, 383) are linked to

his late 1940s ambition, albeit not its aspect of using full

scale. Although Rauschenberg remains active as a photogra-

pher, his interest in photographic images is most often for

their utility as collage materials in his multitechnique, hy-

brid works. Images compiled of images, Rauschenbergs

works teem with photographs, whether clipped from news-

papers or magazines and glued down or transferred via

printmaking techniques into his drawings and paintings.
-^^

Rauschenbergs black paintings, made of stuff rather

than shadow, are also "blanks," if in reverse. For these, the

artist coUaged nonart materials (newspaper pages for the

most part) to canvas (see hg. 26). Ironically, Rauschenberg

covered these materials over with black paint, hiding them

and thus sabotaging the collage look of collage. Although

still identifiable as newsprint, the wrinkled papers in these

works also mimic paint textures, with peeling, lifting, and

impasto. H)'bridizing with every mark he makes, Rauschen-

berg has since spattered, smudged, dripped, and swiped

paint over his collage materials, but never has he again alto-

gether obliterated them. Rather, he now makes sure that all

his collage elements remain visible, only painting, pasting,

or printing over them with semitransparent materials and

images. The concept of fusing collage and painting was bril-

liantly developed by Johns instead, who in the mid-1950s

used encaustic over newspaper in some works^^ and painted

over different collage materials, such as a window shade and

a book, in others. By the 1960s, Christo had begun to wrap

objects, no matter how vast, thereby extending the same

covered-over-collage concept.

Rauschenberg says that he "collaborates" with his ma-
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fig. 29. Rauschenberg,

detail of Yoicks. 1954.

Oil, fabric, and newspaper

on two canvases, 8 x

6 feet (243.8 X 182.9 cm)

overall. Whitney Museum
of Amencan Art, New
York, Gift of the artist

fig. 30. Rauschenberg,

detail of Hibiscus (lamrner),

1976. Sewn silk, rattan

poles, string, and pillow,

8 feet 7 inches x 6 feet

3 inches x 2 feet

(261.6 X 190.5 X 61 cm).

Private collection

fig. 31, Rauschenberg,

detail of Untitled

(Faux-Tapis). 1995. Fabnc

on two bonded-aluminum

panels. 10 feet 8 '/.- inches x

10 feet 1 inch (326.4 x

307.3 cm) overall.

Collection of the artist

terials, leaving ihcm \vh(ill\- as lound to play parts in his art.

Presumably, Rauschenbcrg's collaborative attitude about ma-

terials is a response to the revolutionary collage paintings ol

Alberto Burri, who "shared" Rauschenbergs Texan back-

ground. (After surrendering to Allied forces in 1943 in

North Africa, Burri was interned as a P.O.W. in Hereford,

Texas, for the remainder of World War II.) Burri recalled that

the young American, in Rome in late 1952, twice visited his

studio.-- In turn, Rauschenberg, who had begun to make

fetish sculptures, remembers having heard that Burri was se-

riously ill, which prompted him to make and deliver a "heal-

ing work."^^ To this day, most, if not all, of Rauschenbergs

works might be understood as healing gifts intended for

viewers receptive to art as something health sustaining.

Burris use, without any modification, of worn-out and

humbly mended textiles, like burlap sacks, which could be

materials and images simultaneously, by 1952 gave Rausch-

enberg license to salvage and redeem all sorts of objects,

transforming them into art. Indeed, the climax of Rauschen-

bergs Open Score (cat. no. 239; a performance work pre-

sented in 9 Evenings: Theatre and Engineering in New York

in 1966, the same year that the Museum of Modern Art or-

ganized a Lucio Fontana and Burri exhibition) is an Italian

song sung by Simone (Whitman) Forti from inside a burlap

bag carried by Rauschenberg around the theater.

Unmodified nonart materials are the collage elements

of Rauschenbergs Elemental Sculptures (ca. 1953; see cat.

nos. 50, 53, 54, 56, 58), which seem to be an immediate re-

action to Burris art. With due respect to Rauschenbergs sim-

ple, yet considered, arrangements of these materials on the

floor, they nonetheless become sculptural mostly by virtue

of displacement into the context of an art gallery. Of course,

making art that looks like it is not art—and, therefore, still

has life left in it—is pure Dada, stemming frotn Duchamps

readymades. One of these. Trap (1917), a coatrack nailed to

the floor, distorting its real life function, is probably the ear-

liest example of art intended for placement directly on the

ground. Rauschenberg reinvented this idea in his iilemenlal

Siidplitics. placing rocks, which in their oulside-of-art role

would be on the ground, on the door of an art gallery. The

result, something like makeshift furniture to judge from the

lact that Rauschenberg sits on one of the works in a photo-

graphic portrait (fig. 28), has had considerable significance

in the Rauschenberg Era.-'* Since around the late 1950s,

when Rauschenberg returned to floor sculpture in works like

Monogram (1955-59; cat. no. 108) and Gi/l/or Apollo (1959),

floor art has become a commonplace of contemporary an.

As if fallen from the grace of art status, many of Rauschen-

bergs subsequent sculptures, from Oracle (1962-65; cat. no.

246) through the Glul.s (1986-89, 1991-95; see cat. nos.

406-11, 413-15; which appear to have been kicked and tram-

pled on), were conceived, like Arte Povera flotsam, for place-

ment on the floor, formerly taken for granted as an art-free,

real-life zone.

Textiles woven with patterns and images arc probably

Rauschenberg's favorite collage material after photographs

(see figs. 29-31).-^ Indeed, given Rauschenbergs constant

use of garments and furnishings as materials, his art always

evokes the culture of the bod\-. Rauschenberg's fabric-loaded

art has sympathies with Italian art other than Burris. with,

for example, the centuries-older, costume-crowded Interna-

tional style paintings of Gentile da Fabriano or Simone Mar-

tini. Beginning with the Pre-Raphaelites" and Nabis' reevalu-

alion of such ornate painting during the nineteenth century.

Modern painting has evolved into pure abstraction in large

part as a result of the fabric motif. Among twentieth-century

artists, Henri Matisse, who orchestrated pictorial space and

mood through the juxtaposition of contrasting fabric pat-

terns, possibly has the most relevance to Rauschenberg's

works. ^^ But contrasting patterns are hardly an issue in some

of Rauschenbergs other innovative and impressive fabric

pieces begun in the early 1970s, apparently after another

visit to Italy. These, including the Venetian sculptures,

(1972-73; see cat. nos. 276-81), the Hoarfrosts (1974-76;
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fig. 32. Rauschenberg,

detail of National

Spinning/Red Spring

(Cardboard). 1971.

Cardboard and string,

8 feet 4 inches x 8 feet

2 Vi inches x 8 '/j inches

(254 X 250.2 x 21.6 cm).

Collection of the artist

set- cat. DOS. 292-98), and theJammers (1975-76; see fig. 30;

cat. nos. 307-13) all seem related in spirit to Renaissance

and baroque figure paintings in which cascading folds of

drapery have so much prominence. Rauschenberg's works

made almost entirely from fabrics seem to compensate for

his otherwise infrequent use of figural images in his art, with

the exception of his self-visualizing viewers.

Rauschenberg's use of fabric in his visual artworks

evolved in tandem with his achievements as a costume and

set designer. He has probably been more active in this field

than even Salvador Dah, David Hockney, Frederick Kiesler,

Noguchi, and Picasso. The theatrical dynamics of Rauschen-

berg's works made for outside the theater were immediately

noted by play^vright and poet Frank O'Hara in his review of

a late 1954 exhibition with early spectator-interactive Com-

bines: "He provides a means by which you, as well as he, can

get in' the painting. Doors open to reveal clearer images, or

you can turn a huge wheel to change the effect at will. . . .

There is a big talent at play, creating its own occasions as a

stage does."-'^ Conversely, an audience seat is hardly an ideal

spot from which to view Rauschenberg's earliest surviving

stage set, a multipart Combine structure (1954; cat. no. 76)

for Merce Cunningham's Minutiae (1954; fig. 57; cat. no.

208). (The dance's title, chosen by Cunningham, refers to

both the small performance spaces then available to his com-

pany and to the small dance movements called for by such

spaces. )-'^ Among the collage elements incorporated into the

set are many too small to see in detail except from up close,

such as a panel from The Little King comic strip in which the

king goes to an exhibition of Modern sculpture. Encoun-

tered offstage, however, in the context of a Modern sculp-

ture exhibition, such a detail baits a viewer to come up

closer, if only to then lose sight of the work as a whole.

Rauschenberg, working as a collaborator with his materials,

maintains their interest as separate entities, while also inter-

rupting the experience of a collage work as a whole by

means of its myriad beckoning little details. He thus frus-

trates those habituated to a single centering point of view.

Yet it is crucial to realize how his art, as it goes off on tan-

gents with its abundance of dynamic part-to-part and part-

to-whole collage juxtapositions, encourages viewers to move

about while looking. The dancelike stopping, reorienting,

and moving along—look-at-this, look-at-that activities

—

needed to do justice to Rauschenberg's art have developed in

the last half century a new kind of peripatetic art spectator.

As far as Rauschenberg is concerned, his art should at best

keep the spectator lost, or, at least, uncertain which direction

to take.-" As a spectator, I am constantly wary of all the maps,

signs, and arrows included in Rauschenberg's works.

Trading on his realization that our senses often make us

into fools, trompe-l'oeil specialist Rauschenberg simulates

disorder in order to make his art look artless and thus to dis-

orient spectators. Especially in his Combines, the presence

of disorderliness is fundamental to Rauschenberg's art. On a

superficial level, it seems ironic that Rauschenberg, who

himself is fastidious and keeps a very neat studio, is never-

theless obsessed with making art that looks impulsive and

unpremeditated. Like his Abstract Expressionist mentors,

Rauschenberg wants to avoid anything in his compositions

that might act as a center of interest and suggest an order for

other details.^" Indeed, the way he makes a "mess" (like a

child oblivious to the notion that things ought always to be

put back in the places they belong) of composition is what is

most old-fashioned and sentimental about his works, other-

wise so different visually from Abstract Expressionism. This

random order is a holdover, a mannerism from the earlier

art; distinct from the spilled-out appearance of much of

Abstract Expressionism, however, the accumulation of many,

sometimes apparently unrelated, components is a Rauschen-

berg Era hallmark. The record of what has been called

Rauschenberg's "vernacular glance," the disorderliness in his

art captures the fabric of busy, multifaceted urban life.^' In

noticing how one particular detail in a helter-skelter

Rauschenberg collage may lead to another, the spectator pro-

vides the plot, not the artist.^- Notwithstanding his illustra-

tions for Dante's Inferno (1958-60; cat. nos. 128-61), Rausch-

enberg is hardly the helpful guide for his viewers that Virgil

was for Dante.

In both his works for the theater and for the art gallery,

he prefers to use nonart materials found in the immediate

neighborhoods where he is engaged, thus camouflaging their

transformation into art." Take his Cardboards (1970-71; see

fig. 32; cat. nos. 266-69, 272), arguably the most artless
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fig. 33, Andy Warhol,

Del Monte Box (Peach

Halves), 1964. Silkscreened

ink on wood, 9 'A x 15 x

12 inches (24.1 x 38.1 x

30.5 cm). The Andy

Warhol Foundation for the

Visual Arts, New York

looking of all his collage works. Fashioned oi genuine hal-

tered and discarded boxes, salvaged by Rauschenberg lo

serve as art supplies, the Cardhoanh provide solo perfor-

mance opportunities to one of his favorite assemblage ma-

terials. (The corrugated box has been to Rauschenberg what

the burlap sack was lo Burri.)^"* Of course, with the Card-

boards, Rauschenberg seems to parody many Minimal and

Pop art "boxes," whether by Donald Judd, Warhol, or

whomever, which in turn seemingly address Cubism as the

conceptual foundation of Modern art: comicalh' obvious,

"cube equals box" was the starting point for much art of the

1960s. Even today, although roughly twenty-five-year-old

artworks, the Cardboards when seen in specific contexts,

such as studio, gallery, or museum, are apt to confound

some viewers. Further confusing the art-life interchange-

ability, Rauschenberg the following year made his Cardhirds.

works of screenprinted and lithographed cardboard that look

just the same as the Cardboards, made of genuine boxes. Fas-

tidiously rendered with the collaboration of master printers,

the Cardbirds are life-scale, photographically enhanced ver-

sions, printed in multiple on cardboard scraps, of Rauschen-

bergs own unique cardboard-scrap collage sculptures. Un-

able to exhaust his subversive idea of look-alikes, with his

Made in Tampa Clay Pieces (1972-73; see cat. no. 270),

Rauschenberg replicated in 1973 the same cardboard-box

motif, now in a different material, nonfunctional ceramic.

An art of displacement and transfer, collage is for Rausch-

enberg akin to photography and printmaking. His art came

of age beginning in the 1960s and 1970s, when he first

managed to hybridize all these modes in works like the

Cardboards, Cardbirds, and Made in Tampa Clay Pieces. Su-

perimposing one image/material/technique upon another,

Rauschenberg has developed a visual language of unsur-

passed operatic richness. Something analogous to multiple

exposure in photography, Rauschenbergs use of see-through

materials layered one atop another in his collages, a device

he had alread)' discovered b)- the 1950s, exemplifies his pref-

erence lor boih-at-once situations over eii her/or oius B\

1962, through printing, transferring, and superimposing

"demalerialized" photographic images of such collage ma-

terials in tandem, Rauschenberg had managed lo make his

by then signature random disorder even more complex. At

limes ajii^ropriating real life as background lor his art by

substituting transparent Plexiglas for a paper or canvas sup-

port—and even in Shades (1964; cat. no. 245) providing six

such photographically printed Plexiglas panels of which the

spectator can shuffle five in any order whatsoever—Rausch-

enberg exponentially expanded the content of his art, its

potential visual variety

OI course, under some conditions the Plexiglas faintly

rellects the viewer and exhibition space, adding lo the con-

fusion of images in these works. While Rauschenberg him-

self had begun to incorporate mirrors into his art as early as

195 1 , including in Charlene ( 1954; cat. no. 73) a full-length

mirror, the introduction of Mylar as a viable art material

around 1960 suddenly encouraged many artists to create

works making use of reflections.^' For example, around

1962 Michelangelo Pistoletto started to paste photographic

images onto mirrorized support surfaces and so to mcorpo-

rate inside of his art the living image of the space inhabited

by spectators immediately outside his art. This simple, yet

potentially profound, use of a mirroring material has art-

historical precedents as far back as Constantin Brancusi's ab-

stract sculptures with highly polished surfaces, which serve

to integrate them visually into wherever they are placed.

Meeting Pistoletto in 1964 and purchasing one of his works^^

may have helped prompt Rauschenberg to reconsider, and

even expand, his o\\ n delight in reflecting materials, because

of their capacity to transpose, superimpose, and self-visual-

ize anything into the immediate fabric of his increasingly

complex compositions. These reflections might be described

as life-scale, photographic images made without a camera.

Indeed, as the reflections move, they bring Rauschenbergs

works into the milieu of film and video, which he has oth-

erwise for the most part avoided.

Rauschenbergs use of mirrorizing picture supports,

begun in the late 1970s, has resulted in, perhaps, his most

remarkable works to date. Take, for example, a work such

as Daffodil (Shiner) (1986; cat. no. 412). The polished-

aluminum surface reflects in fyll color the gallery in which

it is placed. v\-ith all sorts of pictorial consequences. Its printed

black-and-white photographic image of industrial conduit

at some outdoor site inhabits the mirror reflection of the
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room in a diOcrent way from the color-tinted photograph

above of palm trees, yet both images work pictorially to shift

the mind's eye off to somewhere else in space, and, then, in a

contortionist choreography, to somewhere else again. Si-

multaneously, the viewer is made aware of the stabile reflec-

tion of his or her own body The life-size photographic image

of a yellow chair (which, for me, is a ghost image of the yel-

low chair in Vincent van Gogh's painting Van Goghs Chair

[1888]), however, does not bring that somewhere-else space

into the picture; rather, it accepts the work's mirror-image

space as a room of its own, while inhabiting this "real" space

as a disembodied form. Challenged by the chair image, the

viewer's reflection then appears as background "behind " the

printed image. (One must use quotation marks to define

spatial relationships in such works, because the effects of su-

perimposition and juxtaposition of images and reflected im-

ages crumple the spaces represented in, or implied by, the

deniaterialized images themselves.) The crumpled metal

sheet in Daffodil, used perhaps for contrast to the perfect

mirroring surface, appears in suspension, like the automo-

bile part below it, as if the gravity in the picture's world were

perpendicular to the gravity in the viewer's world. For

Rauschenberg, pictorial "background" and "ground to stand

on" are always interchangeable in the imagination.

Such orchestrations of multiple spatial frames of refer-

ence as Daffodil are bewilderingly beautiful works. Their dis-

parate parts and images, taken by the artist from all over the

world as if to superimpose geographical notions of space

upon pictorial ones, contend with one another. But woven

together, they make up a pictorial texture analogous to that

which the term imbroglio defines in music: two or more sep-

arate, unrelated melody lines played or sung in tandem.

With such pictorial imbroglios of everything everywhere at

once—including the self-visualizing spectators reflected in

their act of observation—Rauschenberg continues to chal-

lenge his viewers to use the sense of sight to its limits.
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pages 42-43:

fig. 34. Rauschenberg

next to Untitled

(Elemental Sculpture)

[beam and stone]

(1953) in Rauschenberg:

Paintings and Sculpture,

basement of Stable Gallery,

New York, 1953. Photo

by Allan Grant

44

,
> ative experimentation in the pe-

, 's ilic principal themes and motifs

ii.^inuinenlal arc of the artist's oeuvre.

. vi and progressions through time; grid

.T,, mirrorings, and reversals; contrapuntal

i Di:ilding up and stripping away; a sense of

and an acute awareness of the material qualities

10 various mediums. Incorporating these concerns,

I^uschenberg also began to master and manipulate new tech-

niques for transferring visual, tactile, and even aural elements

to his artworks.

These first five years established Rauschenbergs continu-

ing interest in and complete grasp of the full range of art-

making mediums: printmaking, as in This Is the First Half of a

Print Designed to Exist in Passing Time. (ca. 1949; cat. no. 1) and

the blueprints (ca. 1950; see cat. nos. 2, 3); painting, from the

uninflected White Paintings (1951; see cat. nos. 14-17) to the

impastoed surfaces of the black paintings (1951-53; see cat.

nos. 18-20, 48, 49, 51) and Red Paintings (1953-54; see cat.

nos. 65-68); photography, first presented as traditional photo-

graphic prints; drawing, using both conventional and experi-

mental techniques (the latter exemplified by his first transfer

drawings); and sculpture, employing both natural and man-

made objects. In addition to this vocabulary of mediums,

Rauschenberg also worked in conceptual modes. Without ques-

tion, he drew equally from each of these diverse pursuits, often

using them in combination and thus blurring categorical dis-

tinctions or rendering them irrelevant.

Collaboration has been a major impetus throughout

Rauschenbergs career. Indeed, one of his first important series

was a collaborative venture, which was initiated when Susan

Weil introduced Rauschenberg to the technique of exposing

photosensitive blueprint paper, a form of painting with light.

Images of the human body—the traces of arms and hands, legs

and feet, or full-size figures—as well as natural forms (leaves,

twigs) and everyday materials (a cane, clothing) unify these

works and emerged as ongoing leitmotifs.

The paintings included in Rauschenbergs first solo exhibi-

tion, at Betty Parsons Gallery, New York, in May 1951

—

including Crucifixion and Reflection (ca. 1950; cat. no. 6) and

Mother of God (ca. 1950; cat. no. 7)—evoke the prevailing qual-

ities of Abstract Expressionism. Yet, at the same time, the works

demonstrate an imagist slant in their titling and specific repre-

sentational elements. To this day, Rauschenberg incorporates in

his work both concrete images and expressionist brushstrokes.

The experiences and teachings that Rauschenberg assimi-

lated at Black Mountain College, near Asheville, North Car-

olina, which he attended intermittently between 1948 and 1952,

influenced many aspects of his early work. Although they are

primarily abstract, the Night Blooming paintings (1951; see cat.

nos. 8, 9) depict flat forms and planetlike objects on black

tarlike surfaces that are encrusted wath dirt and pebbles, re-

flecting the colleges bucolic setting. From these emerged, in

1951, the first series of black paintings on newspaper grounds.

Principally black but incorporating gray and brown tones,

these paintings are among the first to show Rauschenbergs

attraction to gridlike forms and architectonic compositions.

The White Paintings were created at Black Mountain Col-

lege in summer 1951, after the first series of black paintings.

No single interpretation of these works suffices. While they can

be perceived as protO-Minimalist statements in their complete

stripping away of gesture and their prescient use of precisely

geometric canvas panels, they can also be understood as the tac-

tile realization of pure color and the creation of receptor sur-

faces reflective of the environmental conditions of their display.

Rauschenberg's journey to Europe between August 1952

and April 1953 produced a number of artworks that were by

necessity portable, including a group of Surrealist-inspired

collages (see cat. nos. 25-35) and the intimate Scatole Personali

(see cat. nos. 42-46) and Feticci Personali (presumed lost),

which reflect Rauschenberg's familiarity with and appreciation

of the work ofJoseph Cornell. In their use of found materials,

these small assemblages anticipate Rauschenberg's Combines of

the mid-1950s.

The Elemental Sculptures (see cat. nos. 50, 53, 54, 56, 58)

were created in 1953, after Rauschenberg had returned from Eu-

rope and established a studio on Fulton Street in New York. In

them, basic materials such as wood, rope, and stone are placed

in aesthetically powerful arrangements that demonstrate basic

physical tenets such as inertia and gravity. As is typical of

Rauschenberg's career, a clear progression from one series to an-

other (from the works he created in Europe to the Elemental

Sculptures) was accompanied by an important parallel move.

Concurrently with the Elanental Sculptures, he worked on a se-

ries oi Elemental Paintings (see cat. nos. 55, 59-61) made of

paper, gold, or dirt, the result of a conscious program of varia-

tions using nontraditional mediums. To the present, Rauschen-

berg periodically cleanses his art-making process by reducing

his color palette or range of mediums to a minimum.

Rauschenberg again hurdled artistic barriers at the begin-

ning of the 1950s with a group of works best described as proto-

Conceptual, which established him as the forerunner of later

art movements. Among these works are the sound-producing

Music Box (Elemental Sculpture) (ca. 1953; cat. no. 54), in-

tended to be manipulated by the \iewer; Automobile Tire Print

(1953; fig. 108; cat. no. 62), the resultant artifact of an early per-

formancelike gesture; and Erased de Kooning Drawing (1953;

cat. no. 63). This latter work is sometimes misconstrued as an

antiart gesture, but in fact Rauschenberg's acquisition and dili-

gent erasing of a drawing by Willem de Kooning was an homage

to an artist he admired. It is also the result of his overriding fas-

cination with adding to and subtracting from a work's surface,

and a quintessential manifestation of his practice of absorbing

the diversity of the physical world and then, in making his art,

assiduously choosing and deleting.

After the completion of his final series of black paintings,

Rauschenberg moved into a vivid exploration of the color red.

In a series that includes both small and monumental works,

brightly toned reds were applied to activated grounds—surfaces

that include increasingly visible newsprint, patterned fabrics,

and wood fragments. His seminal Combines emerged from the

complex surfaces of these paintings. —Susan Davidson
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NOTE TO THE PLATES

All ariuDiks illu^iraied in ihc ten plaic scciions arc h\ Rauschenbcrg

unless otherwise mclicaieiL Ihe plates ha\e been clixicled into sections

deterniined bs chronology and medium. In most cases, works arc

identified in the lollowing order: top left, top right, bottom left,

bottom right. Multiple illustrations of a single work ha\e been assigned

the same catalogue number; each is followed by an additional digit:

1.1-.2, Uir example.

hi the captions, Rauschenberg's titles appear in uppercase letters.

The artists titles of series or bodies of work follow in parentheses;

descriptive identifications appear within brackets. Based on current

research and primary documentary e\ idence, dates of works may diller

from those pre\iously published. The date provided for all gclalin-siber

prints is that ol the original photography; all were printed later unless

indicated to be \intage. A slash between two dates indicates that

Rauschenbcrg stopped work on and then later returned to a particular

artwork For works dating from 1954 through 1964, Rauschenberg's

term Combine denotes freestanding artworks: Combine painting refers

to works that hang on the wall In the dimensions, height precedes

w itllh precedes depth.

1.1-.2. THIS IS THE FIRST HALF OF A PRINT DESIGNED TO EXIST

IN PASSING TIME., ca. 1949

Pencil on tracing paper, and fourteen woodcuts on paper, bound w iih twine

and stapled

12 'A X 8 7s inches ( 30.8 .x 22.5 cm)

Collection of the artist
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2. Robert Rauschenberg and Susan Weil

UNTITLED [double Rauschenberg], ca. 1950

Exposed blueprini paper

6 feet 10 V; inches x 3 feet 'A inch (209.6 x 92.1 cm)

Collection of Cv Tvvomblv, Rome

3. Robert Rauschenberg and Susan Weil

UNTITLED [Sue], ca. 1950

Exposed blueprint paper

69 'a X 41 % mches (177.2 x 105.7 cm)

Collection of Susan Weil
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4. GREENHOUSE, ca. 1950

Wire mesh, twigs, wire, paint, glass globe, and glass shards

54 X 12 X 12 inches (137.2 x 30.5 x 30.5 cm)
Collection of the artist

5. 22 THE LILY WHITE, ca. 1950

Oil and pencil on canvas

39 '/; X 23 % inches (100.3 x 60.3 cm)

Collection of Nancy Ganz Wright
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6. CRUCIFIXION AND REFLECTION, ca. 1950

Oil, enamel, water-based paim, and newspaper on paperboard, attached to wood support

47% X 51 '/» inches (121.3 x 129.9 cm)
The Menil Collection, Houston
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7. MOTHER OF GOD, ca. 1950

Oil, enamel, primed maps, newspaper, and copper and metallic painis on Masonite

48 X 32 V« inches (121.9 .x 81.6 cm)

CoUeciion of the artist
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8. UNTITLED (NIGHT BLOOMING), ca. 1951

Oil, asphalium, and gravel on canvas

62 'A X 31 '/; inches (158.1 x 80 cm)
The Menil Collection, Houston

9. UNTITLED (NIGHT BLOOMING), ca. 1951

Oil, asphaltum, and gravel on canvas

6 feet 10 '/: inches x 3 feet 2 '/« inches (209.6 x 97.5 cm)

Collection of the artist
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10. UNTITLED (INTERIOR OF AN OLD CARRIAGE), 1949

Vintage gelatin-silver print

10 '/« X 9 '% inches (25.7 x 24.4 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Nelson A. Rockefeller Fund

11. QUIET HOUSE, BLACK MOUNTAIN, ca. 1949

Gelatin-silver pruit

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist
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12. CHARLESTON WINDOW, 1952

Gelaiin-silver prim

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)

CoUeciion of the ariisi

13. UNTITLED [self-portrait, Black Mountain], ca 1952

Gelatin-silver prim

3 'A X 5 % inches (8.3 x 14.3 cm)

CoUeciion of the artist
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14. WHITE PAINTING [one panel], 1951

Oil on canvas

48 X 48 inches (121.9 x 121.9 cm)

Colleciion of the artist
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15. WHITE PAINTING [three panel], 1951

Oil on canvas

6x9 feet (182.9 x 274.3 cm) overall

Collection of the artist
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16. WHITE PAINTING [four panel], 1951

Oil on canvas

6x6 feel (182.9 x 182.9 cm) overall

Collection of the artist
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17. WHITE PAINTING [seven panel], 1951

Oil on canvas

6 feel X 10 feet 5 inches (182.9 x 320 cm) overall

Collection of the artist



18. UNTITLED [glossy black four-panel painting], ca. 1951

Oil and newspaper on four canvases

7 feet 3 inches x 14 feet 3 inches (221 x 434.3 cm) overall

Collection of ihe ariist
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19. UNTITLED [glossy black painting], ca. 1951

Oil and paper on canvas

71 '/! X 52% inches (181.6 x 134 cm)
Collection of the artist
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20. UNTITLED [matte black painting with Asheville Citizen], ca. 1952

Oil and newspaper on two canvases

6 feet % inch x 2 feel 4 '/• inches (183.5 .\ 72.4 cm) overall

Collection of the artist
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21. UNTITLED, 1952

Transfer on paper, with pencil, gouache, colored pencil, crayon,

paint, and paper

10% X SVb inches (27.6 x 21.3 cm)

Collection of the artist

hoilonx left:

22. MIRROR, 1952

Transfer on paper, with pencil, gouache, oil, watercolor, crayon, and paper

10 Vi X 8 'A- inches (26.7 x 21.6 cm)

Collection of Werner H. and Sarah-Ann Kramarsky

right.

23. UNTITLED [three circles], ca. 1952

Pencil and ink on paper, mounted on paperboard

8 X 3 % inches (20.3 x 7.9 cm)

Collection of the artist

I
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24. UNTITLED, 1952

Paint, mirrors, glass, film-backing paper, and printed paper on wood-and-metal

Coca-Cola bottle crate

18 '/, X 11 'A X 4 % inches (46.7 x 29.8 x 10.8 cm)

Collection of Cv Twomblv, Rome, On loan to The Menil Collection, Houston
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25. UNTITLED [checkerboard], ca. 1952

Paper, fabric, pencil, paint, and glue on paper, mounted on paperboard

14 X 5 % inches (35.6 x 13.3 cm)

Collection of the artist

26, UNTITLED [frog and turtle], ca. 1952

Engravings, pencil, and glue on paper, mounted on paperboard

14 X 5 inches (35.6 x 12.7 cm)

Sonnabend Collection
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27. UNTITLED [foot dissection], ca. 1952

Engraving, enamel, pencil, and glue on paper, mounted on paperboard

14 X 5 inches (35.6 x 12.7 cm)

Sonnabend Collection

28. UNTITLED [Moroccan scrolls], ca. 1952

Printed paper, paper, fabric, and glue on paper, mounted on paperboard

13 y. X 5 'A inches (34.9 x 13.3 cm)

Sonnabend Collection
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29. UNTITLED [locomotive], ca. 1952

Engravings, printed paper, tissue paper, fabric, gouache, pencil, and glue

on paper

7 % X 8 % inches (20 x 21.9 cm)

Collection of Susan Weil

30. UNTITLED [Mona Lisa], ca. 1952

Engravings, printed paper, fabric, paper, pencil, foil paper, and glue on paper

9Vix7 Vi inches (24.1 x 19.1 cm)

Private collection

31. UNTITLED [Hotel Bilbao], ca. 1952

Engravings, printed paper, paper, fabric, pencil, and glue on paper, mounted

on paperboard

10 % X 11 % inches (25.7 x 28.3 cm) opened

Collection of the artist

facing page:

32. UNTITLED [optical device], ca. 1952

Engravings, graph paper, tissue paper, pencil, and glue on paper, mounted

on paperboard

10 x 7 inches (25.4 x 17.8 cm)

Collection of the artist

33. UNTITLED [pictographs and feathers], ca. 1952

Printed paper, fabric, feathers, and glue on paper, mounted on paperboard

10 x 6 7* inches (25.4 x 17.5 cm) closed

Collection of the artist

34. UNTITLED [insects], ca. 1952

Engravings, printed paper, and glue on paper, mounted on paperboard

10 X 7 inches (25.4 x 17.8 cm)

Sonnabend Collection
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35. UNTITLED [Christian symbol], ca. 1952

Engraving, paper, tissue paper, pencil, and glue on paper, mounted on

paperboard, with printed reproduction and glue on removable folded paper

10 X 7 inches (25.4 x 17.8 cm)

Sonnabend Collection
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36. TANGIER STREET (II), 1952

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet; 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)
Collection of the artist

37. MADRID PARK (IV), 1952

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40,6 cm)

Collection of the artist
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38. ROME FLEA MARKET (V), 1952

Gelatin-silver prim

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (30.8 .\ 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist
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39. CY + ROMAN STEPS (I, II, III, IV, V), 1952

Suite of five gelatin-silver prints

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm) each

Collection of the artist

40. NORTH AFRICA, ca. 1952

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist
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41. VENICE CANAL, 1952

Gelatin-silver prim

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)
Collection of the artist
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42. UNTITLED (SCATOLE PERSONALI), ca. 1952

Sewing needle, metal watch spring, plastic, and rubber suction cup

2 y. inches (7 cm) high, 1 % inches (4.4 cm) in diameter

Archivio dell'Obelisco, La Centrale dell'Arte, Rome

43. UNTITLED (SCATOLE PERSONALI), ca. 1952

Painted wood box with lid, containing wood beads, fabric, dirt, pebbles, and insect

1 'A X 13 'A X 3 'A inches (4.4 x 33.7 x 9.5 cm)

Collection of Rachel Rosenthal
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44. UNTITLED (SCATOLE PERSONALl), ca 1952

Painted wood box with lid. containing printed reproductions, paper, fabric.

bird's skull with rhinestone, thread, twine, feathers, and bell

2 % X 4 "/l^ X 2 % inches (5.4 x 11 .9 x 5.4 cm)

The Menil Collection. Houston, Purchased with funds provided by

Louisa Stude Sarofim

45. UNTITLED (SCATOLE PERSONALl), ca. 1952

Stained wood box with lid. containing dirt, pins, photograph, magnifying glass.

and mica

1 '/: X 3 X 2 V'b inches (3.8 x 7.6 x 5.4 cm)

Sonnabend Collection
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46. UNTITLED (SCATOLE PERSONALI), ca. 1952

Tricycle wheel, iron spikes, metal, key, copper wire, rope, ribbon, nails,

glass shard, seashell, walnut, and feathers on wood washboard

29 X 14 X 2 inches (73.7 x 35.6 x 5.1 cm)

Private collection
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47. SOLES, 1953

Painted wood box containing six objects wrapped individually in fabric and string:

two balls of dirt, stone, glass shard, polished blue stone, and Roman fresco fragment

4 '/2 X 17 X 3 inches (11.4 x 43.2 x 7.6 cm)

Collection of Jasper Johns
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48. UNTITLED [black painting with portal form], 1952/1953

Oil and newspaper on canvas

51 'A X 34 'A inches (129.9 x 137.8 cm)

Private collection
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49. UNTITLED [horizontal black painting], ca, 1953

Oil and newspaper on canvas

35 "/» X 61 '« inches (91.1 x 157.2 cm)
Private collection
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50. UNTITLED (ELEMENTAL SCULPTURE) [steel flange and stone], ca. 1953

Hinged steel flange, steel strap, iron bolt, and stone

13 % X 18 'A X 9 '/s inches (34.6 x 46.4 x 23.2 cm)

Collection of the artist
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51. UNTITLED [black painting with grid forms], 1952/1953

Oil and newspaper on canvas

6 feet x 4 feet 6 inches (182.9 x 137.2 cm)

Collection of Denise and .Andrew Saul
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52. CEILING + LIGHT BULB, 1950

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist



53. UNTITLED (ELEMENTAL SCULPTURE) [stone and box], ca. 1953

Wood box and removable stone

Box: 3 7» X 17 '/s x 5 % inches (9.8 x 45.4 x 14.9 cm); stone: 4 '/» x 5 'A x 4 V. inches

(11.1 X 13.3 x 11.1 cm)

Collection of Cv Twomblv. Rome
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54. MUSIC BOX (ELEMENTAL SCULPTURE), ca. 1953

Wood crate with traces of metallic paint, nails, three unattached stones, and feather

11 X 7 % X 9 'A inches (27.9 x 19.1 x 23.5 cm)

Collection ofJasper Johns
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55. DIRT PAINTING (FOR JOHN CAGE), ca. 1953

Din and mold in wood frame

15 '/! X 16 X 2 '/j inches (39.4 x 40.6 x 6.4 cm)

Collection of the artist
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56. UNTITLED (ELEMENTAL SCULPTURE) [spike and block], ca. 1953

Iron spike and wood block

11 y4 X 3 % X 2 % inches (29.8 x 7.9 x 7.3 cm)

Collection of the artist

57. UNTITLED, ca. 1953

Wood box with lid and removable balsa wood-and-fabric cube

7'/4x7%x 7 inches (18.4 x 18.1 x 17.8 cm)

Collection of Rachel Rosenthal
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58. UNTITLED (ELEMENTAL SCULPTURE) [bricks and concrete], ca. 1953

Bricks, mortar, steel spike, metal rod, and concrete

14 'A X 8 X 7 % inches (36.2 x 20.3 x 19.7 cm)

Collection of the artist
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59. UNTITLED (COLD PAINTING), ca. 1953

Gold and silver leaf on fabric, newspaper, paint, wood, paper, glue, and nails

on wood, in wood-and-glass frame

10 'h X 11 '/2 X 1 % inches (26.7 x 29.2 x 3.5 cm)

Collection of the artist

60. UNTITLED (GOLD PAINTING), ca. 1953

Gold leaf on fabric and glue on Masonite, in wood-and-glass frame

12 'A x 12% X 1 '/« inches (31.1 x 32.1 x 2.9 cm)

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, Bequest of Eve Clendenin, 1974



61. UNTITLED (GOLD PAINTING), 1955

Gold leaf on fabric, newspaper, and glue on canvas, in wood-and-glass frame

13 % X 13 % X 1 'A inches (34.9 x 33.7 x 4.4 cm)

Collection of the artist
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62. Detail of AUTOMOBILE TIRE PRINT, 1953
Ink on twenty sheets of paper, mounted on fabric

1 foot 4 '/j inches x 22 feet 'li inch (41.9 x 671.8 cm)
Collection of the artist

The entire work is reproduced as fig. 108
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63. ERASED DE KOONING DRAWING, 1953

Traces of ink and crayon on paper, with mat and label hand-lettered in ink,

in gold-leafed frame

25 'A X 21 'A X 'A inches (64.1 x 55.2 x 1.3 cm)

Collection of the artist
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64. UNTITLED, 1954

Oil, metallic paint, fabric, newspaper, pencil, printed reproductions, paper.

hair, photographs, glue, nails, and glass on canvas

16 Vs X 18 inches (41 x 45.7 cm)

Collection of Jasper Johns
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65. UNTITLED (RED PAINTING), ca. 1953

Oil, fabric, and newspaper on canvas, with wood
6 feet 7 inches x 2 feet 9 % inches (200.7 x 84.1 cm)

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, Gift, Walter K. Gutman, 1963
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66^ UNTITLED (RED PAINTING), 1954

Oil, fabric, and newspaper on canvas

70 % X 47 /« inches ( 17Q.7 x 121.6 cm)

The Eli and Edsthe L. Broad Collection, Los Angeles
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67. RED IMPORT, ca. 1954

Oil, fabric, newspaper, and wood on canvas

18 X 18 inches (45.7 x 45.7 cm)

Sonnabend Collection

68. YOICKS, 1954

Oil, fabric, and newspaper on two canvases

8x6 feet (243.8 x 182.9 cm) overall

Whitnev Museum of American Art, New York, Gift of the artist
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pages 98-99:

fig. 35. Rauschenberg in

his Front Street studio,

with Interview (1955,

partially visible), Untitled

(ca. 1954), Bed (1955),

Monogram [second state]

(ca, 1957), and Odalisk

(1955/1958), New York,

ca, 1958. Photo by

Kay Harris

Nineteen fifty-four was a breakthrough year for Robert

Rauschenberg. Fusing two-dimensional painting and three-

ciirnensional sculpture, he created the first works he called

• Combines." Ihcse works, which would occupy Rauschenberg

until 1964, were realized in essentially two formats: Combine

paintings and freestanding Combines.

The transition from the Red Paintings (1953-54; see cat.

nos. 65-68) to the Combines is difficult to delineate, as Rausch-

enbcrg's work of this period moved in parallel streams. As the

Red Paintings developed, Rauschenberg opened the painted sur-

face of the canvas to reveal the newspaper and collage compo-

nents that form the ground. In proto-Combine Red Paintings,

such as Untitled (ca. 1953; cat. no. 65), he experimented with

attaching three-dimensional objects such as wood blocks at the

top and bottom of the canvas. By the summer of 1954, he had

made the decisive leap to fully realized Combine paintings with

Untitled (cat. no. 69), in which he added an illuminated stained-

glass window at the top and a wood shelf at the bottom.

In the early Combine paintings, completed in the artists

studio on Fulton Street in New York, Rauschenberg employed a

predominantly red palette. In the final red Combine, Charlene

(1954; cat. no. 73), Rauschenberg employed all the art-making

techniques at his service. The work is saturated with autobio-

graphical, art-historical, and mass-media references, defining

ingredients of all the Combine works. Each element—painted

or applied—retains its identifiable character. A few notable ex-

ceptions to the red palette occurred. Untitled (ca. 1954; cat.

no. 78) and Untitled (ca. 1955; cat. no. 81) return to a black

palette and covered-over collage components, yet both works

represent significant advances as well, in their gestural applica-

tions of paint and their constructed formats. An associated

work, Odalisk (1955/1958; cat. no. 82), a freestanding box

structure whose surface has a lighter palette, is one of several

Combines that employ a veil, a device that became a signature

motif in Rauschenberg's work.

As the Combines matured, the real-world function of the

applied objects was increasingly asserted. The utilitarian nature

of these objects—including brooms, pillows, umbrellas, and

clothing—establishes a dynamic between everyday existence

and aesthetic concerns. Human scale is evoked by life-size

references to domestic interiors. Many works incorporate room

furnishings such as a cupboard (as in Interview [1955; cat.

no. 83]) or a patchwork quilt (Bed [1955; cat. no. 84]). The

dominant gridlike forms and constructed configurations of

many of these Combines assert an architectonic presence.

Rauschenberg interrupted his use of \i\id color fields and

heavily assembled object surfaces with the monumental three-

panel painting Rebus (1955; cat. no. 86). In this piece, which is

less autobiographical than other works of the same period, the

collage elements appear on an unusually open picture plane,

with more controlled skeins of paint on a principally unprimed

canvas ground. The progression of the pictorial elements, the

areas of empty ground, and the limited use of linear brush-

strokes signal a new phase in the artists work.

This stage was solidified with Rauschenberg's move to Pearl

Street (also in New York) in September 1955, one floor above

his close associate Jasper Johns. The Combines created between

1956 and 1958 are dominated by whitish tonalities as Rauschen-

berg began to leave more of the canvas bare and to incorporate

blank sheets of paper and light-colored fabrics. Diagrams, in-

formational tables, and calendars arranged on an underlying

grid structure predominate, as in Memorandum oj Bids (1956;

cat. no. 90). The subject matter is more public than personal,

featuring mass-media reproductions of historical figures (as in

Lincoln [1958; cat. no. 93]) and contemporary events and per-

sonalities (such as Dwight D. Eisenhower, in Factum I and

Factum U [both 1957; cat. nos. 91, 92]). Rauschenberg's focus

on public celebrity anticipates the 1960s Pop art movement.

By late 1958, after Rauschenberg had moved to Front Street,

the coUaged-paper elements in the Combine paintings began to

coexist with more fully integrated objects, photographs, flat

wood planks, and fabric surfaces. The light tonal ground shifted

aggressively back to a dark, even black, surface, and most of the

works emphasize the verticality of the picture plane, as in

Migration (1959; cat. no. 105) and Summerstorm (1959; cat.

no. 103). The startling inclusion of three-dimensional animal

forms, such as a bald eagle in Canyon (1959; cat. no. 106) and

an Angora goat in Monogram (1955-59; cat. no. 108), heralds

Rauschenberg's unique approach to the manipulation of the pic-

ture plane in the Combines. The use of commercial graphic el-

ements such as large-scale poster letters and Coca-Cola bottles

(as in Curfew [1958; cat. no. 101 [ and Coca Cola Plan [1958;

cat. no. 102]) again suggests aspects of Pop art.

In the late 1950s, Rauschenberg created a group of sculp-

tural works loosely united by their referencing of mythology, in-

cluding Three Traps for Medea (1959; cat. no. 100) and Pail for

Ganymede (1959; cat. no. 107). Such allusions may be related

to the artist's work on a series of illustrations for Dante's Inferno

(1958-60; cat. nos. 128-61) and a new interest in the implica-

tions ot narrative structure. Assembled mostly from found

urban trash, these works led the way in 1961 for a related se-

ries of paintings and sculptures, including Acn/Ioga (1961; cat.

no. 117), Co-existence (1961; cat. no. 118), Empire U (1961; cat.

no. 119), and 193466 (1961; cat. no. 122). The compositional

structure of these works, which suggest a kind of urban alle-

gory, is strikingly minimal in its limited application of paint.

Concurrently in the early 1960s, Rauschenberg completed

the Combines in a second, very different, mode. These works,

including Allegoiy (1960; cat. no. 114), exhibit a lyrical, abstract

use of paint with their bold brushstrokes, vivid palette, and re-

stricted use of found objects. Here, the artist looped back to his

Abstract Expressionist mode of the early 1950s. The series of

Trophies made in homage to his friends embodies one or the

other of these two styles: some of the works, such as Trophy IV

(forJohn Cage) (1961; cat. no. 123), are sculptures made from

objects found in the street, while others, including Trophy II (for

Teeny and Marcel Duchamp) (1961; cat. no. 124) are two-

dimensional and painterly.

From 1961, when Rauschenberg established his loft studio

on Broadway, until 1964, he produced fewer Combines, taking

on entirely new challenges in silkscreened paintings, perfor-

mance art, and technology-based pieces. —Susan Davidson
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69. UNTITLED, 1954

Combine painting: oil, paper, fabric, newspaper, and printed reproductions

on canvas, with wood, stained glass, and electric lights

6 feet 3 inches x 4 feet 8 V; inches x 1 foot 6 inches ( 190.5 x 143.5 x 45.7 cm)

Private collection. Paris
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70. UNTITLED, ca. 1954

Combine painting: oil, paper, fabric, newspaper, cardboard, wood, paint tube,

and glass on wood

10 X 7 % inches (25.4 x 19,7 cm)

Richard and Francine Shapiro Collection

71. UNTITLED, 1954

Combme painting: oil, paper, fabric, newspaper, photograph, and dried grass

on canvas, mounted on wood frame

15 % X 15 % X 2 % inches (38.7 x 38.7 x 5.4 cm)

Private collection
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72 COLLECTION, 1954

Combine painting: oil, paper, fabric, newspaper, primed reproductions, wood, metal

and mirror on three wood panels

6 feet 8 inches x 8 feet x 3 '/; inches (203.2 x 243.8 x 8.9 cm) overall

San Francisco Museum of Modern .Art. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Harry \\. .Anderson
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73 CHARLENE, 1954

Combine painting: oil. charcoal, paper, fabric, newspaper,

wood, plastic, mirror, and metal on four Homosote

panels, mounted on wood, with electric light

7 feet 5 inches x 9 feet 4 inches x 3 Vj inches (226-1 x

284.5 X 8.9 cm) overall

Stedelijk Museum. .Amsterdam
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74. MONK, 1955

Combine painting: oil, newspaper, fabric, printed reproductions, postage stamp,

and wood on canvas

14 x 12 inches (35.6 x 30.3 cm)

Collection of M. Rosa Sandretio

75. UNTITLED, ca. 1955

Combine painting: oil, enamel, fabric, newspaper, printed reproductions,

cardboard, and tissue paper on silk

17 78 X 18 '/.(. inches (45.4 x 45.9 cm)

Stefan T. Edlis Collection
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76. MINUTIAE, 1954

Combine: oil. paper, fabric, newspaper, wood, meial. plastic, with mirror on string,

on wood structure

7 feet '/; inch x 6 feet 9 inches .\ 2 feet 6 V; inches (214.6 x 205.7 x 77.3 cm)

Created as set for Merce Cunningham Dance Company's Minutiaf (1954)

Collection of the artist
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77. LAWN COMBED, ca. 1954

Pencil body tracing on found fabric

14 '/2 X 15 '/2 inches (36.8 x 39.4 cm)

Collection of the artist

78. UNTITLED, ca. 1954

Combine: oil, pencil, crayon, paper, canvas, fabric, newspaper, photographs, wood,

glass, mirror, tin, cork, and found painting, with pair of painted leather shoes, dried

grass, and Plymouth Rock hen, on wood structure mounted on five casters

7 feet 2 inches x 3 feet 2 inches x 2 feet 2
'/: inches (218.4 x 96.5 x 67.3 cm)

The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, The Panza Collection

1 08





79. RED INTERIOR, ca. 1955

Combine painting: oil, fabric, and newspaper on canvas, with plastic, wood,
metal-and-porcelain pulley, pebbles, and string

35 Ye X 61 X 2 '/a inches (141.3 X 154.9 x 6.7 cm)
The Estate of Victor and Sallv Ganz

1 1



80. PAINT CANS, 1954

Combine: oil, paper, and fabric on metal and wood

15 'A X 16 "A X 4 V. inches (38.7 x 41.3 x 10.8 cm)

Collection of Jasper Johns
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81. UNTITLED, ca. 1955

Combine painting: oil. paper, fabric, and newspaper on canvas, with wood,
string, nail, and metal funnel

31 '/2 X 25 % X 9 inches (80 x 63.8 x 22.9 cm)

Collection of the artist

82. ODALISK, 1955/1958

Combine: oil, watercolor. pencil, crayon, paper, fabric, photographs, printed

reproductions, miniature blueprint, newspaper, metal, glass, dried grass, and steel

wool, with pillow, wood post, electric lights, and Pl>-mouth Rock rooster, on wood
structure mounted on four casters

6 feet 11 inches x 2 feet 1 'A inches x 2 feet 1 '/s inches (210.8 x 64.1 x 63.8 cm)
Museum Ludwig. Cologne. Ludwig Donation
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83. INTERVIEW, 1955

Combine; oil, pencil, paper, fabric, photographs, printed reproductions, newspaper,

wood, baseball, metal fork, found paintings, hinged wood door, and brick on string,

on wood structure

6 feet'/i inch x 4 feet 1 'A inches x 1 foot (184.8 x 125.1 x 30.5 cm)

The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, The Panza Collection

84. BED, 1955

Combine painting: oil and pencil on pillow, quilt, and sheet, mounted on wood

6 feet 3 'A inches x 2 feet 7 'A inches x 6 'A inches (191.1 x 80 x 16.5 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Gift of Leo Castelli in honor of

Alfred H. Barr,Jr., 1989
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85. UNTITLED, 1955

Combine painting: oil, pencil, crayon, paper, fabric, primed reproductions,

photographs, and cardboard on wood

15 '/i X 20 % inches (39.4 x 52.7 cm)

Collection of Jasper Johns

1 16



86. REBUS. 1955

Combine painting: oil, paper, fabric, pencil, crayon, newspaper, and

printed reproductions on three canvases

6 feet X 10 feet 10 V: inches (243.8 .\ 331.5 cm) overall

Private collection

1 17



87 LEVEE, 1955

Combine painting: oil. fabric, and printed reproductions on paperboard
55 X 42 y. inches (139.7 x 108.6 cm)
Private collection

118



88. HYMNAL, 1955

Combine painting: oil, paper, fabric, printed paper, printed reproductions,

and wood on fabric, with telephone directory, metal, and string

64 X 49 % X 7 'A inches (162.6 x 125.1 x 18.4 cm)

Sonnabend Collection

1 19
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89. UNTITLED, ca. 1955

Combine painting: oil. house paint, paper, fabric, and printed reproductions,

with sock and parachute, on canvas

68 X 55 inches (172.7 x 139.7 cm)

Stefan T. EdUs Collection

90. MEMORANDUM OF BIDS. 1956

Combine painting: oil. pencil. pa{)er. primed paper, and fabric on canvas

59 X 44 V: inches (149.9 x 113 cm)

Sonnabend Collection
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91. FACTUM I, 1957

Combine painting: oil, ink, pencil, crayon, paper, fabric, newspaper,
printed reproductions, and printed paper on canvas
62 X 35 V; inches (157.5 x 90.2 cm)
The Museum of Contemporary An, Los Angeles, The Panza Collection
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92. FACTUM II, 1957

Combine painting: oil, ink, pencil, crayon, paper, fabric, newspaper.

printed reproductions, and printed paper on canvas

62 X 35 '/; inches (157.5 x 90.2 cm)

The Morion G. Neumann Family CoUcciion. Chicago

1 23



93. LINCOLN, 1958 ' ~"

Combine painting: oil, pencil, paper, fabric,

printed reproductions, and metal on canvas

17 x 21 inches (43.2 x 53.3 cm)
Ibc .An Insuiuie of Chicago, Gift of Mr, and Mrs. Edwin E. Hokin

94. DOCKET OF VIOLATION, 1958
Combine paintuig: oil, pencil, paper, fabric, printed paper, and printed reproduction
on canvas

20 X 28 inches (50.8 x 71.1 cm)
Collection of Mr and Mrs. Jeff Tarr

facing page:

95. THE TOWER, 1957

Combine: oil, paper, fabric, and wood, with broom, umbrella, spherical objects,

tin cans, and electric lights, on wood structure

9 feet 11 'A inches x 4 feet x 2 feet 11 inches (302.9 x 121.9 x 88.9 cm)

Created as set for Paul Taylor Dance Company's The Tower (1957)

Collection of Kate Ganz, London
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96^ CAGE, 1958

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, gouache, watercolor, crayon,

paper, and paper plate

19 '/, X 24 78 inches (50.2 x 63.2 cm)

Collection of Charlotte and Duncan MacGuigan

97. CURRENCY, 1958

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, gouache, and watercolor

22 'A X 28 'A inches (57.8 x 73 cm)

Collection of Janie C. Lee
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98. COURSE, 1958

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, gouache, vvatercolor, paint, and grease pencil

23 y. X 35 '/: inches (60.3 x 90.2 cm)

Aichi Prefectural Museum of .Art. Nagoya

99. UNTITLED. 1958

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, gouache, watercolor. and pajjer

24 V. X 36 V. inches (61 .3 x 91 .8 cm)

Whitnev Museum of American .\rt. New York. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Friedman
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100. THREE TRAPS FOR MEDEA. 1959

Combine; oil, paper, fabric, metal, and glass bottle on wood, with fabric,

metal, string, hair, and plumb bob on wire

24 X 26 X 15 inches (61 x 66 x 38.1 cm)

Collection of the artist

1 28
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101. CURFEW, 1958

Combine painting: oil. paper, fabric, wood, engraving, primed reproductions,

and printed paper on canvas and wood, with four Coca-Cola bottles, bottle cap.

and unidentified debris

56 '/: x 39 v.. X 2 Vs inches ( 143.5 x 100. 3 x 6.7 cm)

Collection of David Geffen, Los Angeles
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102 COCA COLA PLAN, 1958

Combine: pencil on paper, oil on three Coca-Cola bottles, wood newel cap,

and cast-metal wings on wood structure

26% X 25 'A X 4% inches (68 x 64.1 x 12.1 cm)
The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, The Panza Collection

103. SUMMERSTORM, 1959

Combine painting: oil, pencil, paper, fabric, newspaper, printed reproductions,

printed paper, and metal zipper on canvas

6 feet 7 inches x 5 feet 3 inches (200.7 x 160 cm)

Collection of Michael and Judy Ovitz, Los Angeles
I
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104. WAGER, 1957-59

Combine painting: oil, pencil, paper, fabric, newspaper, printed reproductions,

photographs, wood, and pencil body tracing on four canvases

6 feet 9 inches x 12 feet 4 inches x 2 'A inches (205.7 x 375.9 x 5.7 cm) overall

Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Dusseldorf

132
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105, MIGRATION, 1959

Combine painting: oil, paper, fabric, printed reproductions, photographs,

printed paper, and wood on canvas

47 78 X 40 inches (121.6 X 101.6 cm)

Herbert F: Johnson Museum of Art, Cornell University, Ithaca, Anonymous gift

1 34

106- CANYON, 1959

Combine painting; oil, pencil, paper, fabric, metal, cardboard box, printed paper,

printed reproductions, photograph, wood, paint tube, and mirror on canvas, with

oil on bald eagle, string, and pillow

6 feet 9 y^ inches x 5 feet 10 inches x 2 feet (207.6 x 179.1 x 61 cm)

Sonnabend Collection

I

i
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107. PAIL FOR GANYMEDE, 1959

Combine: sheet metal and enamel over wood, with crank, gear, sealing wax,

and tin can

20 X 6 X 5 inches (50.8 x 15.2 x 12.7 cm) extended

Collection of the artist
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108. MONOGRAM, 1955-59

Combine: oil, paper, fabric, primed paper, printed reproductions, metal, wood,
rubber shoe heel, and tennis ball on canvas, with oil on Angora goat and rubl)er tire,

on wood platform mounted on four casters

42 X 63 v. X 64 '/; inches (106.7 x 160.7 x 163.8 cm)
Moderna Museei, Stockholm
Studies for this work are reproduced as figs. 146 and 147
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109. BATHROOM WINDOW, ca. 1961

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 .x 40. b cm)

Collection of the artist

110, UNTITLED, 1958

Combine: solvent transfer, watercolor, gesso, ink, fabric, printed

reproductions, nails, and carpenters tack on wood construction

13x14 % X 9 'A inches (33 x 36.2 x 24.8 cm)
Private collection

1 38



111. UNTITLED, 1959

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, watertolor, and gouache

23 X 17 V. inches (58.4 x 45.1 cm)

Collection of Pontus Bonnier

112. I SWEAR. 1959

Solvent transfer on paper, with watcrcolor, colored pencil, and gouache

23 X 29 inches (58.4 x 73.7 cm)

Collection of Douglas S. Cramer
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113. WINTER POOL, 1959

Combine painting: oil, paper, fabric, wood, metal, sandpaper, tape, printed paper,

printed reproductions, handheld bellows, and found painting, on two canvases,

with ladder

7 feet 6 inches x 4 feet 11 '/. inches x 4 inches (228.6 x 151.1 x 10.2 cm) overall

Collection of David Geffen, Los Angeles

1 40



114. ALLEGORY, 1960

Combine painting: oil, paper, fabric, printed paper, wood, and umbrella on tbree

canvases, and metal, sand, and glue on mirrored panel

6 feet y. inch x 9 feet 6 ,: inches .\ 11 V. inches (183.5 x 290.8 x 29.8 cm) overall

Museum Ludwig, Cologne, Ludwig Donation



115. FIRST TIME PAINTING, 1961

Combine painting: oil. paper, fabric, plastic exhaust cap. alarm clock, metal, wire,

and string on canvas

6 feet 5 inches x 4 feet 3 'A inches (195.6 x 130.2 cm)

Created during performance of Homage to David Tudor ( 1961

)

Sammlung Marx im Hamburger Bahnhof Museum fur Gegenwart, Berlin
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116. THIRD TIME PAINTING, 1961

Combine painting: oil. fabric, wood, metal, and clock on canvas

7x3 feet (213.4 x 152.4 cm)
Collection of Thomas H. Lee and .Ann Tcnenbaum, Courtesy of Thea W'estrcich

Art .Advisorv Services
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117. AENFLOCA, 1961

Combine painting: oil on canvas, with wood, metal, and wire

6 feet 1 inch x 4 feet 2 inches x 1 foot 1 'A inches ( 185.4 x 127 x 34.9 cm)

Collection of Mr and Mrs. Abraham Shcrr, New York

1 44



118. CO-EXISTENCE, 1961

Combine painiing: oil on canvas, wiih fabric, wood, mcial, and wire

66 V, X 50 7i. X 13 % inches ( 168.6 x 128.1 x 34.9 cm)

Virginia Museum of Fine Aris, Richmond, Gift of The Sydney and

Frances Lewis Foundation
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ventilation duct, roller skate, paper, wire, and electric light

n three meial wheels

>, , > . X .f, . mches (153.7 x 147 x 73 cm)

Colleciion of Philip Johnson

120. BLACK MARKET, 1961

Combine painting: oil. watercolor. pencil, paper, fabric, newspaper, printed paper,

printed reproductions, wood, metal, tin. and four metal clipboards on canvas; with

rope, rubber stamp, ink pad. and variable objects randomly given and taken by

viewers, in wood valise

Painting: 49 x 59 inches (124.5 x 149.9 cm)

Museum Ludwig, Cologne. Ludwig Donation
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121. INSIDE-OUT, 1962

Combine: oil, paper, fabric, wood, embossed tin, metal, wire, mirror, glass, alarm bell,

and tricycle wheel on wood structure mounted on four casters

40 X 50 X 16 inches (101.6 x 127 x 40.6 cm)

Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Dusseldorf

148



122. 193466, 1961

Combine: wire mesh, wood, and nicial on wood, with cemeni-hllcd bucket

19% X 15 X 15 inches (48.9 x 38.1 x 38.1 cm)

Collection of Kate Ganz. London

123. TROPHY IV (FOR JOHN CAGE), 1961

Combine; metal, fabric, leather boot, wood, and lire tread on wood, w iih

chain and flashlight

2 feel 9 inches x 6 feel 10 inches x 1 fool 9 inches (83.8 x 208.3 x 53.3 cm)

Collection of the artist
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124. TROPHY II (FOR TEENY AND MARCEL DUCHAMP), 1961

Combine painting: oil, charcoal, paper, fabric, printed paper, printed reproductions.

sheet metal, and metal spring on seven canvases, with chain, spoon, and water-filled

plastic drinking glass on wood
7 feet 6 inches x 9 feet x 5 inches (228.6 x 274.3 x 12.7 cm) overall

Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Gift of the T. B. Walker Foundation, 1970
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125. TROPHY V (FOR JASPER JOHNS), 1962

Combine painting: oil, fabric, cardboard box, printed paper, plastic ruler,

and metal-frame window on canvas

6 feet 6 inches x 6 feel x 7 Vi- inches (198.1 x 182.9 x 18.3 cm)

Honolulu .\cademv of .Arts, Gift of Mr. and Mrs Frederick Weisman, 1971

151



126. COLD STANDARD, 1964

Combine: oil, paper, printed reproductions, clock, cardboard box, metal, fabric, wood,

string, shoe, and Coca-Cola bottles on gold folding Japanese screen, with electric

light, rope, and ceramic dog on bicycle seat and wire-mesh base

7 feet 'A inch x II feet 10 inches x 4 feet 3 inches (214 x 360.7 x 129.5 cm)

Created during performance of Twenty Questions to Bob Rauschenberg (1964)

The Sogetsu Art Museum, Tokyo

1 52



127. STORY, 1964

Combine painting: oil, pencil, paper, fabric, printed paper, printed reproductions,

wood, metal, and string on two wood panels

8 feet 10 inches x 8 feet 1 inch x 5 % inches (269.1 x 246.1 x 13 cm) overall

Created during performances of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's Ston

(London, 1964)

An Gallery of Ontario, Toronto, Purchased with assistance from the Women's

Committee Fund, 1970
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pages 154-55:

fig. 36. Rauschenberg

working on the lower

panel of Skyway (1964),

Broadway studio,

New York, 1964. Photo

by Hans Namuth

During a trip to Cuba in 1952, Robert Rauschenberg experi-

mented with transferring printed images to paper. While the

transferred images in these early drawings, such as Untitled

uat. no. 21) and Mirror (cat. no. 22), are faint, the works are

prophetic of Rauschenberg's shift over the following years

from three-dimensional collage and assemblage to two-dimen-

sional imagery

In 1958, Rauschenberg began a concentrated exploration

of the transfer technique. Taking printed source materials,

mostly from popular magazines, Rauschenberg transferred them

to paper by applying a chemical solvent to the printed surfaces,

placing them facedown on the paper, and rubbing the backs

with an empty ballpoint pen. A reversal of the original images

resulted, bearing the striated markings of the burnishing im-

plement. Produced simultaneously with the later Combines, the

transfer drawings brought the element of collage onto a two-

dimensional plane; photographs, comic strips, and reproduc-

tions of artworks now became continuous with the picture sur-

face. Rauschenberg also applied numbers, letters, and diagrams

to the drawings, mixing them with freely drawn and painted

areas in graphite, gouache, watercolor, and crayon. The motifs

in the drawings of this period closely parallel those Rauschen-

berg used in other mediums. Key images from the history of art

are found in Cage (cat. no, 96) and Currency (cat. no. 97), both

from 1958, while current social and political issues came to the

fore in the 1960s, as in Yellow Body (1968; cat. no. 197).

Unlike any other transfer works by Rauschenberg, the il-

lustrations for Dante's hifeiiio (1958-60; cat. nos. 128-61) fol-

low a specific narrative and are read like a written text, from

left to right. Rauschenberg illustrated the fourteenth-century

poem (using John Ciardis translation) with a panoply of images

from contemporary American media. Dante and his guide, Vir-

gil, are represented in various guises throughout the drawings,

appearing, among other things, as politicians, athletes, and as-

tronauts. The striated marks resulting from the transfer process,

areas of colored paint, and freehand drawing are used expres-

sively to evoke such intangibles as mood, sound, and smell.

In 1962, Rauschenberg began to explore the transfer

process in a print medium as well. At the invitation of Tatyana

Grosman of ULAE (Universal Limited Art Editions), he made

his first lithograph and editioned print, Abhys Bird. Lithogra-

phy, like the transfer technique, allowed the artist to layer ap-

propriated photographic images with freely rendered marks. In

works such as Accident (1963; cat. no. 185), for which he won

first prize at the V. mednarodna graficna razstava (fifth interna-

tional exhibition of prints) at the Moderna Galerija Ljubljana,

Yugoslavia (now Slovenia), in 1963, the transferred images are

almost entirely veiled; predominant are gestural brushstrokes

and the cleft caused by the chance breaking of the lithographic

stone, which Rauschenberg incorporated into the final work.

While Rauschenberg generally favored transfer methods that al-

lowed for a spontaneous, handmade look, in 1969, he devel-

oped a technique for making lithographs on photosensitive

stones, which produces an exact transfer of the original image,

as can be seen in Gu// (1969; cat. no. 201).

The sources and subjects of Rauschenberg's print editions

correspond to those used in his other projects. Between 1962

and 1964, he incorporated images from discarded photoen-

graved plates that he salvaged from the New York Times and the

Herald Tribune. By late 1964, he used a silkscreen process to

transfer images for prints as well as paintings, and some of the

same motifs are found in both; for example, Diego Velazquez's

Venus and Cupid (Rokeby Venus) (1650) is in the center of his

1962 painting Crocus (cat. no. 172), as well as in his 1964-65

Breakthrough lithographs (see cat. nos. 187, 188). With Booster

(1967; cat. no. 198), the first work Rauschenberg made at Gem-

ini G.E.L., he returned to the full-scale body impressions found

in his blueprints (ca. 1950; see cat. nos. 2, 3).

In a series of paintings he began in the fall of 1962,

Rauschenberg used commercially produced silkscreens based

on media sources and his own photographs. By using the

silkscreen technique, Rauschenberg was able to transcribe ex-

isting images on a much larger scale, unlike the one-to-one

ratio of the transfer process. Rauschenberg's Broadway loft pro-

vided a spacious setting in which to make the large-format

silkscreened paintings. The largest of these is Barge (1962-63;

cat. no. 175), which measures more than thirty-two feet wide.

Typically, Rauschenberg restricts his palette when experi-

menting in a new medium, and his earliest silkscreened paint-

ings, of 1962-63, are in black and white. In Brace (1962; cat.

no. 171) and Crocus, grisaille images of subjects ranging from

baseball to the Vietnam War were screened in a loose, gridlike

composition and merged with heavily painted areas of gestural

brushstrokes. By August 1963, Rauschenberg had introduced

brilliant color into the silkscreened paintings.

Rauschenberg's use of a commercial means of reproduction

and his focus on media subjects in the silkscreened paintings

led critics to identify him with the Pop artists who emerged on

the New York art scene in 1962. Rauschenberg's transfer draw-

ings and Combines had set an immediate precedent for the use

of mass-media imagery by the other artists associated with Pop

art, among them Andy Warhol. Warhol had also begun to use

photomechanically produced screens to make his paintings.

In comparison with the often coolly executed paintings of

the Pop artists, however, Rauschenberg's works are emphati-

cally gestural and handmade. The silkscreened paintings have

an expressive quality that results from their hand-painted areas,

the collagelike overlays of photographic images, and the inten-

tional slippage and irregularities allowed in the screening

process. Occasionally, Rauschenberg disrupted the continuity

of the picture surface by applying found materials to the can-

vas, as in Untitled (1963; cat. no. 177). Such works hark back

to the artist's earlier Combines.

Upon winning the Grand Prize at the Venice Biennale in

June 1964, Rauschenberg destroyed the screens used in this se-

ries of paintings to clear his palette for new subjects and mate-

rials. For the remainder of the decade, Rauschenberg devoted

himself primarily to printmaking as well as to collaborations in

performance and technology-based art. To the present day, how-

ever, transferring and screening continue to serve as his pri-

mary means for including photographic imagery in his art.

—Julia Blaut
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Illustrations for DANTE'S INFERNO
Complete capiions appear on /xigcs J 66-67

128, CANTO I: THE DARK WOOD OF ERROR, 1958 129. CANTO II THE DESCENT. 1958
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130. CANTO 111; THE VESTIBULE OF HELL, THE OPPORTUNISTS, 1958

132. CANTO V: CIRCLE TWO, THE CARNAL, 1958

131. CANTO IV: LIMBO, CIRCLE ONE, THE VIRTUOUS PAGANS, 1958

133. CANTO VI: CIRCLE THREE, THE GLUTTONS, 1958
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134. CANTO VII: CIRCLE FOUR, THE HOARDERS AND THE WASTERS;
CIRCLE FIVE, THE WRATHFUL AND THE SULLEN, 1959-60

136 CANTO IX: CIRCLE SIX, THE HERETICS, 1959-60

135 CANTO VIII: CIRCLE FIVE. THE STYX. THE WRATHFUL; CIRCLE SIX. DIS.

CAPITAL OF HELL. THE FALLEN ANGELS, 1959-60

137 CANTO X CIRCLE SIX. THE HERETICS, 1959-60
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138. CANTO XI: CIRCLE SIX, THE HERETICS, 1959-60 139. CANTO XII; CIRCLE SEVEN, ROUND 1, THE VIOLENT AGAINST
NEIGHBORS, 1959-60

140. CANTO XIII: CIRCLE SEVEN, ROUND 2, THE VIOLENT AGAINST
THEMSELVES, 1959-60

141, CANTO XIV: CIRCLE SEVEN, ROUND 3, THE VIOLENT AGAINST

GOD, NATURE, AND ART, 1959-60
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142. CANTO XV: CIRCLE SEVEN, ROUND 3. THE VIOLENT AGAINST
NATURE, 1959-60

144. CANTO XVII: CIRCLE SEVEN. ROUND 3, THE VIOLENT AGAINST
ART, THE USURERS, GERYON, 1959-60

143. CANTO XVI: CIRCLE SEVEN. ROUND 3. THE VIOLENT AGAINST

NATURE AND ART. 1959-60

145. CANTO XVIII: CIRCLE EIGHT. MALEBOLCE. THE EVIL DITCHES. THE

FRAUDULENT AND MALICIOUS: BOLGIA 1, THE PANDERERS AND SEDUCERS,

BOLGIA 2. THE FLATTERERS. 1959-60
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146. CANTO XIX: CIRCLE EIGHT. BOLCIA 3, THE SIMONIACS, 1959-60

148. CANTO XXI: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 5, THE GRAFTERS, 1959-60

147. CANTO XX: CIRCLE EIGHT. BOLGIA 4, THE FORTUNE TELLERS AND

DIVINERS, 1959-60

149. CANTO XXII: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 5, THE GRAFTERS, 1959-60
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150^ CANTO XXIII: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 6, THE HYPOCRITES. 1959-60

152. CANTO XXV; CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 7, THE THIEVES, 1959-60

151 CANTO XXIV: CIRCLE EIGHT. BOLGIA 7. THE THIEVES. 1959-60

153 CANTO XXVI: CIRCLE EIGHT. BOLGIA 8. THE EVIL COUNSELORS.
1959-60
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154. CANTO XXVll: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 8, THE EVIL COUNSELORS,
1959-60

155. CANTO XXVIII: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 9, THE SOWERS OF DISCORD:

THE SOWERS OF RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL DISCORD BETWEEN KINSMEN,

1959-60

156. CANTO XXIX: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 10, THE FALSIFIERS: CLASS 1,

THE ALCHEMISTS, 1959-60

157. CANTO XXX: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 10, THE FALSIFIERS: THE EVIL

IMPERSONATORS, COUNTERFEITERS, AND FALSE WITNESSES, 1959-60
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158. CANTO XXXI: THE CENTRAL PIT OF MALEBOLGE, THE GIANTS, 1959-60

160. CANTO XXXIII: CIRCLE NINE, COCYTUS, COMPOUND FRAUD:
ROUND 2, ANTENORA, TREACHEROUS TO COUNTRY: ROUND 3,

PTOLOMEA, TREACHEROUS TO GUESTS AND HOSTS, 1959-60

159. CANTO XXXII: CIRCLE NINE. COCYTUS. COMPOUND FRAUD:

ROUND 1, CAINA, TREACHEROUS TO KIN: ROUND 2. ANTENORA.
TREACHEROUS TO COUNTRY. 1959-60

161 CANTO XXXIV CIRCLE NINE. COCYTUS, COMPOUND FRAUD:

ROUND 4, JUDECCA, TREACHEROUS TO THEIR MASTERS, 1959-60
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Illustrations for DANTE'S INFERNO

pages 157-65:

128. CANTO I: THE DARK WOOD OF ERROR, 1958

Solvent transfer on paper, with gouache, wash, pencil, and vvatercolor

14 V: X 11 Vz inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Given anonymously

129. CANTO II: THE DESCENT, 1958

Solvent transfer on paper, with cut-and-pasted paper, watercolor, wash, and pencil

14 y« X 11 % inches (36.5 x 28.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Given anon\ mously

130. CANTO III: THE VESTIBULE OF HELL, THE OPPORTUNISTS, 1958

Solvent transfer on paper, with torn-and-pasted paper, watercolor, pencil, and wash

14 % x 11 % inches (36.5 x 28.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Given anonymously

131. CANTO IV: LIMBO, CIRCLE ONE, THE VIRTUOUS PAGANS, 1958

Solvent transfer on paper, with cut-and-pasted paper, pencil, gouache, and watercolor

14 '/: X 11 '/> inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern An. New York, Given anonymously

132. CANTO V: CIRCLE TWO, THE CARNAL, 1958

Solvent transfer on paper, with watercolor, pencil, cra\on, and gouache

14% X 11 '/: inches (36.5 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern .Art, New York, Given anonymously

133. CANTO VI: CIRCLE THREE, THE GLUTTONS, 1958

Solvent transfer on paper, wdth gouache, pencil, watercolor, and wash

14 Vs X 11 '/: inches (36.5 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Given anonymously

134. CANTO VII: CIRCLE FOUR, THE HOARDERS AND THE WASTERS;

CIRCLE FIVE, THE WRATHFUL AND THE SULLEN, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, watercolor, and colored pencil

14% x 11 % inches (36.5 x 28.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern .Art, New York, Given anonymously

135. CANTO VIII: CIRCLE FIVE, THE STYX, THE WRATHFUL; CIRCLE SIX,

DIS, CAPITAL OF HELL, THE FALLEN ANGELS, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, watercolor, gouache, and crayon

14 V2 X 11 '/2 inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Given anonvmouslv

139. CANTO XII: CIRCLE SEVEN, ROUND 1, THE VIOLENT AGAINST
NEIGHBORS, 1959-60

Sohent transfer on paper, with watercolor, wash, colored pencil, pencil, gouache,

and black chalk

14 V; X 11 '/; inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Given anonymously

140. CANTO XIII: CIRCLE SEVEN. ROUND 2, THE VIOLENT AGAINST
THEMSELVES, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with gouache, pencil, colored pencil, watercolor,

and black chalk

14 V; X 11 '/» inches (36.8 x 28.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern .Art. New York. Given anonymously

141. CANTO XIV: CIRCLE SEVEN, ROUND 3, THE VIOLENT AGAINST
GOD, NATURE, AND ART, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with watercolor, gouache, pencil, and red-chalk body tracing

14 Vs X 11 V; inches (36.5 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Given anonymously

142. CANTO XV: CIRCLE SEVEN, ROUND 3, THE VIOLENT AGAINST
NATURE, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with gouache, wash, and pencil

14 '/2 X 11 V2 inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Given anonymously

143. CANTO XVI: CIRCLE SEVEN, ROUND 3, THE VIOLENT AGAINST
NATURE AND ART, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with watercolor, wash, pencil, colored pencil, and gouache

14 V. X 11 % inches (36.5 x 28.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art. New York. Given anonymously

144. CANTO XVII: CIRCLE SEVEN, ROUND 3, THE VIOLENT AGAINST
ART, THE USURERS, CERYON, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with gouache, wash, and pencil

14 '/2 X 11 '/! inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Given anon\Tnously

145. CANTO XVIII: CIRCLE EIGHT, MALEBOLCE, THE EVIL DITCHES, THE
FRAUDULENT AND MALICIOUS: BOLGIA 1, THE PANDERERS AND SEDUCERS,

BOLCIA 2, THE FLATTERERS, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with wash, pencil, gouache, and crayon

14 Vi X 11 V; inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Given anonvmouslv

136. CANTO IX; CIRCLE SIX, THE HERETICS, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with cut-and-pasted paper, gouache, crayon,

oil, and pencil body tracing

14 V2 X 11 V2 inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art. New York, Given anonymously

137. CANTO X: CIRCLE SIX, THE HERETICS, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with watercolor, pencil, gouache, and crayon

14 V2 X 11 % inches (36.8 x 28.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern .Art. New York. Given anonvmouslv

146. CANTO XIX: CIRCLE EIGHT BOLGIA 3, THE SIMONIACS. 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with gouache, pencil, and wash

14% X 11 V2 inches (36.5 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Given anon\Tnously

147. CANTO XX: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLCIA 4, THE FORTUNE TELLERS

AND DIVINERS, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with wash and pencil

14 '/i X 11 '/> inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art. New York. Given anonvmouslv

138. CANTO XI: CIRCLE SIX, THE HERETICS, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with gouache, wash, and pencil

14'/: X 11 % inches (36.8 x 28.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Gi\ en anonvmouslv

148. CANTO XXI; CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 5, THE GRAFTERS, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with gouache, cut-and-pasted paper, pencil, colored pencil

and wash

14 % X 11 '/: inches (36.5 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art. New York. Given anon\Tnouslv
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149. CANTO XXII: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 5, THE GRAFTERS. 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with gouache, pencil, and wasii

H v. .\ 1 1 '/• inches (3(1.5 x 2^). 2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Cncn .uioin iiuuisK

150. CANTO XXIII: CIRCLE EIGHT. BOLGIA 6, THE HYPOCRITES. 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, gouache, vvatcrcolor. and v\ash

H '/. X 11 V inches (3fi.5 x 2<J 2 cm)

The Museum of Mt)dern .-\rl. New \ork. Given anoin iiiously

151 CANTO XXIV: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 7. THE THIEVES. 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with gouache, vvatcrcolor, and pencil

HV: X 11 v.- inches (3(i.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New \(irk, Given anonvmousK

160 CANTO XXXIII CIRCLE NINE, COCYTUS, COMPOUND FRAUD
ROUND 2, ANTENORA, TREACHEROUS TO COUNTRY, ROUND 3,

PTOLOMEA. TREACHEROUS TO GUESTS AND HOSTS, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with walercolor and pencil

14 v.. x 11 V. inches ( i6.H x 29.2 cm)

I he Museum of Modern An, New York, Given anonymously

161 CANTO XXXIV: CIRCLE NINE, COCYTUS, COMPOUND FRAUD
ROUND 4, JUDECCA, TREACHEROUS TO THEIR MASTERS. 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with gouache, walercolor. and pencil

14'/; X 11 V. inches (36 8 x 28.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Given anonymously

152. CANTO XXV: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 7, THE THIEVES, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with wash, walercolor, colored pencil, and pencil

14 y. X 11 '/: inches (36.5 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Given anonymously

153. CANTO XXVI: CIRCLE EIGHT. BOLGIA 8, THE EVIL COUNSELORS,
1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with walercolor, wash, and pencil

14 ).\ 11 '/: inches (35.5 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum ol MiKlcrn .^rt, New York, Given anonymously

154. CANTO XXVII: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 8, THE EVIL COUNSELORS,
1959-60

Solvent transler on paper, vvuh walercolor, gouache, and pencil

14'/. X 11 '/, inches (36.5 x 28.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern .An, New York, Given anonymoush-

155. CANTO XXVIII: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 9, THE SOWERS OF DISCORD:
THE SOWERS OF RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL DISCORD BETWEEN KINSMEN,
1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, walercolor, gouache, and colored pencil

14 '/: X 11 '/; inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Given anonymously

156. CANTO XXIX: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 10, THE FALSIFIERS: CLASS 1,

THE ALCHEMISTS, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with pastel, gouache, walercolor, and pencil

14 V; x 11 '/; inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern .Art, New York, Given anonymously

157. CANTO XXX: CIRCLE EIGHT, BOLGIA 10, THE FALSIFIERS: THE EVIL

IMPERSONATORS, COUNTERFEITERS. AND FALSE WITNESSES, 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with walercolor, gouache, and pencil

14 V; X 11 '/; inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern .An. New York, Given anonymously

158. CANTO XXXI: THE CENTRAL PIT OF MALEBOLGE. THE GIANTS. 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, wiih colored pencil, gouache, and pencil

14 '/. X 11 '/'. inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art. New York, Given anonymously

159. CANTO XXXII: CIRCLE NINE. COCYTUS. COMPOUND FRAUD:
ROUND 1. CAINA. TREACHEROUS TO KIN; ROUND 2. ANTENORA,
TREACHEROUS TO COUNTRY. 1959-60

Solvent transfer on paper, with gouache, walercolor, and pencil

14'/: X 11 V: inches (36.8 x 29.2 cm)
The Museum of Modern .Art. New York, Given anonv mouslv
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162. HALLUCINATION, 1960

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil and watercolor

23 X 29 inches (38.4 x 73.7 cm)

The Menil Collection, Houston
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163. OPEN SEASON, 1961

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, watercolor, and gouache

22 7. X 28 'V,. inches (58.1 x 73.5 cm)
Collection of David Whitney
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164 AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 1960

SoKent transfer on paper, with pencil, watercolor, gouache, and paper

16 '/2 X 16 V; inches (41.9 x 41.9 cm)

Collection of Pontus Bonnier

165. NIGHT TIDE LIGHT, 1961

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil and watercolor

22 78 X 29 inches (58.1 x 73.7 cm)

Collection of Barbara and Richard S. Lane
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166 VACATION, 1961

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, vvatercolor, and gouache

22 V. X 28 V. inches (57.8 x 73 cm)

Collection of Charlotte and Duncan MacGuigan
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167. LICENSE, 1962

Color lithograph on paper

41 % X 29 V>f. inches (105.1 x 74.8 cm)

From an edition of sixteen published by Universal Limited .Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist
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168. STUNT MAN I, 1962

Color lithograph on paper

22 V. X 17 % inches (57.7 x 44.8 cm)

From an edition of thirty-seven published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist

169. STUNT MAN II, 1962

Color lithograph on paper

22 "/, X 17 "/,^ inches (57.6 x 44.9 cm)

From an edition of thirty-five published by Universal Limited An Editions.

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist

170. STUNT MAN III, 1962

Color lithograph on paper

22 y. X 17 '/.. inches (57.8 x 44.8 cm)
From an edition of thirty-six published by Universal Limited .Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist
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171. BRACE, 1962

Oil and silkscreened ink on canvas

60 'A X 60 % inches (153 x 152.7 cm)

Collection of Robert and Jane Meyerhoff, Phoenix, Maryland
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172. CROCUS, 1962

Oil and silkscreened ink on canvas

60 X 36 inches (152.4 x 91.4 cm)

Collection of Linda and Harry Macklowe, New York
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173. TIDELINE, 1963

Oil and silkscreened ink on canvas

7x5 feel (213.4 X 152.4 cm)
Louisiana Museum of Modern An. Humlcback. Denmark
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177. UNTITLED, 1963

Oil, silkscrccncd ink. mcial. and plastic on canvas

6 feci 10 inches x 4 feci x 6 V. inches (208.3 x 121.9 \ 15.9 cm)
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum. New York, Purchased with funds coniribuied b\

Elame and Werner Dannheisser and The Dannheisser Foundation, 19«2



178. ARCHIVE, 1963

Oil and silkscreened ink on canvas

7x5 feet (213.4 x 132.4 cm)

Collection of Robert and Jane Meyerhoff, Phoenix, Maryland

179. ESTATE, 1963

Oil and silkscreened ink on canvas

7 feet 11 % inches x 5 feet 9 'A inches (243.2 x 177.2 cm)

Philadelphia Museum of An, Gift of the Friends of the Philadelphia Museum of Art
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180, DIE HARD, 1963

Oil and silkscreened ink on ihrce cam-ases

6 X 12 feet (182.'? x 365.8 cm^ overall

Collection of Irma and Norman Braman
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181. RETROACTIVE I, 1964

Oil and silkscreened ink on canvas

7x5 feet (213.4 ,\ 152.4 cm)

Wadsworth Atheneum. Hartford. Gift of Susan Morse Hilles
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182. PERSIMMON, 1964

Oil and silkscreened ink on canvas

66 X 50 inches (167.6 x 127 cm)
Collection of Jean Chrisiophe Casielli, New York
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183. PRESS, 1964

Oil and silkscreened ink on canvas

7x5 feet (213.4 x 152.4 cm)

Collection of Ronnie and Samuel Hesman. New York

184. N.Y. BIRD CALLS FOR OYVIND FAHLSTROM, 1965

Silkscreened ink on cut-and-torn papers stapled to canvas and covered with

Plexiglas, with hockey stick, hose, metal garbage-can lid, antenna, metal, spring,

film canister, and chains

7 feet 9 inches x 6 feet 10 inches x 11 inches (236.2 x 208.3 x

27.9 cm); installation variable

Courtesy of O'Hara Gallery, New York
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185. ACCIDENT, 1963

Lithograph on paper

41 'A X 29 Vi inches (104.8 x 74.9 cm)

From an edition of twenty-nine published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist

186. FRONT ROLL, 1964

Color lithograph on paper

41 'A X 29 "A. inches (104.8 x 75.7 cm)

From an edition of thirty-nine published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist
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187. BREAKTHROUGH I, 1964

Lithograph on paper

41 V; X 29 V« inches (105.4 x 75.9 cm)
From an edition of twenty published by Universal Limited Art Editions.

West Islip, New York

Collection of Leo Castelli

188. BREAKTHROUGH M, 1965

Color lithograph on paper

48 'A X 33 '),- mches (122.9 x 86.2 cm)

From an edition of thirty-four published by Universal Limited Art Editions.

West Islip, New York

Collection of Marc A. Schwart:
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189. PROWLER, 1965

Oil, silkscreened ink, and solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, watercolor,

gouache, photograph, and tape

51 X 61 inches (129.5 x 154.9 cm)

Private collection, New York
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190. UNTITLED [self-portrait for Dwan Gallery poster], 1965

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, vvatercolor, gouache, crayon, paper.

photograph, printed reproductions, and tape

8x9 inches (20.3 x 22.9 cm)

Courtesy of Leo Castelli Gallery. New York

righi.

191-93. UNTITLED [drawings for The Observer], 1965

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, watercolor, and gouache

14 X 19 7« inches (35.6 x 50.5 cm) each

Collection of the artist
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194. UNTITLED, 1966

Solvent transfer on graph paperboard, with pencil, gouache, printed Mylar, and tape

15 'A X 20 % inches (38.7 x 51.4 cm)

Collection of Ralph and Helyn Goldenberg

195. MAINSPRING, 1965

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, watercolor, gouache, cardboard, and tape

32 X 62 'A inches (81.3 x 158.8 cm)

Private collection
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196. UNTITLED, 1969

Solvent transfer on graph paperboard. with pencil, watercolor, gouache.

wash, colored pencil, and pencil body tracing

15 X 20 inches (38.1 .x 50.8 cm)
Collection of the artist

197. YELLOW BODY. 1968

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, watercolor, gouache, and wash

22 V; X 30 inches (57.2 x 76.2 cm)

Collection of the artist
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198. BOOSTER, 1967

Color lithograph and silkscreen on paper

6 feet X 2 feet 11 'A inches (182.9 x 90.2 cm)

From an edition of thirty-eight published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

Collection of the artist

199. AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 1968

Color offset lithograph on three sheets of paper

16 feet 6 % inches x 4 feet 'A inch (504.8 x 123.8 cm)

From an edition of 2,000 published by Broadside Art, Inc., New York

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, Anonymous gift, 1969
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200. LANDMARK, 1968

Color lithograph on paper

42 % X 30 % inches (108 x 76.5 cm)

From an edition of forty published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist

201. GULF, 1969

Color lithograph on paper

42 Vi X 29 Vie. inches (108.8 x 74.1 cm)

From an edition of thirty-one published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Private collection
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202. EARTH DAY, 1970

Color lithograph and chine coUe on paper

52'/; X 37'/; inches (133.4 x 95.3 cm)

From an edition of fifty published by Gemini G.E.L.. Los Angeles

Collection of the artist

203. WATER STOP. 1968

Color lithograph sviih embossing on paper

54 '/. X 31 "/.^ inches (137.5 x 80.5 cm^

From an edition of twenty-eight published by Universal Limited .^rt Editions.

West [slip. New York

Collection of the artist
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204. TRACKS (STONED MOON SERIES), 1970

Color lithograph on paper

44 X 35 inches (111.8 x 88.9 cm)

From an edition of fifty-four published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

Collection of the artist

205. LOCAL MEANS (STONED MOON SERIES), 1970

Color lithograph on paper

32% X 43 V.» inches (82.2 x 110 cm)

From an edition of eleven published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

Collection of the artist

206. SKY GARDEN (STONED MOON SERIES), 1969

Color lithograph and silkscreen on paper

7 feet 5 inches x 3 feet 6 inches (226.1 x 106.7 cm)

From an edition of thirty-five published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

Collection of the artist
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Perpetual Inventory

ROSALIND KRAUSS



facing page:

fig. 37, Rauschenberg

looking through the Miami

Herald's photography

archives for source material

for Piece for Tropic

(1979), published in an

edition of 600,000 in

Miami. December 1979

above left:

fig 38 Josef Albers, study

for Homage to the Square:

Cooling, 1961. Oil on

panel, 24 x 24 inches

(61 X 61 cm). Solomon R.

Guggenheim Museum,

New York. Gift of Anni

Albers and The Josef Albers

Foundation, 1977

above rigftt:

fig. 39. Fra Filippo Lippi,

Annunciation, ca. 1440,

Oil on panel. 5 feet

9 inches X 6 feet (175.3 x

182.9 cm). San Lorenzo.

Florence

1 went in for my intei'view for this Janlastic job. . . .

The job had a great name—/ might use it for a painting—
"Perpetual Inventory."

—Rauschenberg to Barbara Rose'

1. Here are three disconcerting remarks and one document:

The first settles out from a discussion of the various

strategies Robert Rauschenberg found to defamiliarize

perception, so that, in Brian O'Doherty's terms, "the city

dwellers rapid scan" would now displace old habits of seeing

and "the art audience's stare" would yield to "the vernacu-

lar glance."- With its voraciousness, its lack of discrimina-

tion, its wandering attention, and its equal horror of mean-

ing and of emptiness, this leveling form of perception, he

wrote, not only accepts everything—every piece of urban

detritus, every homey object, every outre image—into the

perceptual situation, but its logic decrees that the magnet for

all these elements will be the picture surface, itself now de-

fined as the antimuseum.^

This conceptual context, made newly precise by

O'Doherty in 1974 but nonetheless familiar by that time

to Rauschenberg s audience, does not prepare us for O'Do-

herty's additional avowal that there is "something that, for

all his apparent clowning, he [Rauschenberg] believes in

profoundly: the integrity of the picture plane.""* Coming as

it does from the aesthetic vocabulary that Rauschenberg's

project would seem to have made defunct, this notion of the

picture plane and its integrity, coupled with the idea that

they inspire "belief," sounds very strange indeed. For this

vocabulary, linked to a definition of the pictorial itself as ir-

reducibly illusionistic—an illusionism that was thought by

such critics as Clement Greenberg to be residual within even

the most abstract and flattened painting^—evokes a plane

whose integrity is constantly breached and just as continu-

ally resecured.

If by the mid-1960s the picture plane was something to

which Donald Judd was eager to say good riddance, declar-

ing the canvas field as nothing more than one side of a "spe-

cific object,"^ that experience of the impenetrability, the lil-

eralness, of the tu o-dimensional surface had been made pos-

sible largely by Rauschenberg's work itself. The stuffed goat

thai stands astride the floor-bound picture field in Monogram

(1955-59; cat. no. 108), placidly bearing witness to the

transformation of visual surface into—as Rauschenberg put

it
—

"pasture," or the eagle that projects from the solidly wall-

like Canyon (1959; cat. no. 106), had in Judd's eyes written

"finis" to centuries of pictorial illusionism with its little

dance of opening and closing, its performance of a kind of

transcendental two-step.

The art history that Rauschenberg, as well as O'Doherty,

knew only too well, the lessons that Josef Albers had after

all drilled at Black Mountain College, turned on the yield

of meaning to be harvested from that fertility of the picture

plane. Although still schematically present in the reversible

geometries of Alberss squares, the model of this field as

the ground of meaning is perhaps most clearly demon-

strated in the kind of Renaissance painting in which a tunnel

of deep perspective—an allee of trees, say—is just about

to arrive at its destination in the horizons vanishing point,

when something at the very forefront of the picture—the

lily the angel of the Annunciation is handing to the Virgin.

for example—blocks that whoosh into depth. All the pres-

sure of the painting now converges on this object, since it

must "hold" the surface, preventing its "violation" by an

unimpeded spatial rush. Because this "holding" is perforce

of a two-dimensional, emblematic kind, it stands in utmost

contrast to the illusionistic vistas offer of a real stage on

which to imaginatively project real bodies. But then such

"holding" becomes a way of holding up two conflicting

modes of being for comparison—real versus ideal, secular

versus sacred, physical versus iconic, deep versus flat

—

all the while performing the magic trick of turning the one

into the other, since it is the deep space that is the illusion,

and the flattened wafer of the surface-bound icon that is
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fig. 40. Diego Velazquez,

Venus and Cupid (Rokeby

Venus). 1650. Oil on

canvas, 48 /; x 69 'A inches

(123,2 X 176.5 cm).

National Gallery, London

fig. 41. Rauschenberg,

detail oi Crocus. 1962

oil and silkscreened ink

on canvas, 60 x 36 inches

(152.4 X 91 .4 cm).

Collection of Linda and

Harry Macklowe,

New York

touchably real. It is in this mystery of transposition, in this

crossover between flesh and idea, that the meaning of a pic-

ture plane that has sealed over its spatial puncture, thus re-

asserting its "integrity," announces itself as both the source

and expression of "belief."

All this seems worlds away, of course, from the goal

calmly grazing the pasture of Monogram, or the tread marks

asserting twenty-two feet of unmitigated literalness in Auto-

mobile Tire Print (1953; fig. 108; cat. no. 62), the point of

which seems to be that along this stretch of road there is no

break that would allow the old-time metaphysics of tension

and release to occur. Where is there a place in this work for

humanist painting's notions of "belief" suspended and re-

found in a reconfirmed "integrity"?" And yet O'Doherty was

not just a consummately intelligent critic but also someone

who engaged personally with Rauschenberg, both at those

places where they would have intersected in the 1960s art

world and in the "morgue" of the New York Times, where the

two examined old photoengraving plates together for

Rauschenbergs 1962 initial foray into printmaking.*^

2. My second example is not, perhaps, as counterintuitive

as the first, but it nonetheless strikes the same kind of dis-

cordant note from within Susan Sontags "One Culture and

the New Sensibility," her report from the front lines of the

1960s.'' Taking issue with C. R Snows notorious two-culture

argument, in which science and humanism have drifted into

two separate worlds, with the occupants of the one regarding

the occupants of the other as a set of unrecognizable,

nearly inhuman mutants, Sontag claimed a single "ad-

vanced" culture for both science and art, with their common

enemy now in literature. If electronic music is the model

for this "one culture," she argued, so is the practice of a kind

of painting and sculpture made collectively on the princi-

ples of industrial fabrication (Minimalism, Pop), as is the

understanding shared by both science and art that their

high degree of specialization (the iwelvc-lone row, abstrac-

tion) will demand a certain period of apprenticeship on the

part of their audiences.

It is in such a context that Sontag then drew up a list of

textual sources that she saw as basic to this new nonliterary

culture: Antonin Artaud, Roland Barthes, Andre Breton, Nor-

man O. Brown, John Cage, R. Buckminster Fuller, Siegfried

Gidieon, Claude Levi-Strauss, Marshall McLuhan, Friedrich

Wilhelm Nietzsche, and Ludwig Wittgenstein. ^^^ Most of the

names—the obvious phalanx of 1960s intellectual realign-

ments—are expected, of course. Bretons is somehow aber-

rant, however, striking one as it does as lying at an oblique

angle to the line that connects Artaud to Nietzsche or Fuller

to Levi-Strauss. Bretons commitment to poetry, his insistent

literariness, and the fastidiousness of his tastes all seem to

drive a wedge between him and this company. Even though

Barthess 1967 enunciation of "The Death of the Author" in-

cludes the Surrealists" attacks on meaning and the collective

nature of their practice as important steps along the path

leading away from the writer as the focus of meaning to the

reader as its new locus of unity, ^^ Bretons allegiance to psy-

choanalysis seems to put him specifically out of play.

For the psychoanalytic seems not only to cling to the

importance of the source of emission (the writer) but also to

privilege chains of association that, in their dependence on

further associations to decode them, continue to assert the

private depths of experience underwriting these connec-

tions. Furthermore, it is the very nature of such connections

as metaphoric that makes them alien to the "new sensibil-

ity" Sontag invoked. The ideas of literalness, of deadpan, of

the ruthless "cool" that led Frank Stella to declare, "My

painting is based on the fact that what can be seen there is

there. . . . What you see is what you see,"'- seems to join the

whole post-Abstract Expressionist cohort in its rejection of

psychological depth and emotiveness.

Rauschenbergs own distaste for such qualities can be

summed up in his frequently repeated instance of "the sad

cup of coffee," his emblem for the endless psychologizing of
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fig. 42 Rauschenberg,

"Random Order,"

Location (New York) 1

,

no. 1 (spring 1963), p 27

the artists means and hence the pro-

miscuous spread of metaphor within

the older (SurreaUst-influenced) gener-

alioii. Speaking oi ihc talk at the (edar

Bar or llie C lub. he complained, "They

even assigned seriousness to certain

colors," and then, turning to the way

the New York artists had infected Beat

poetry: "1 used to ihiiik ol that line m
Allen Ginsbergs Howl, about the sad

cup of coffee.' I've had cold coffee and

hot coffee, good coffee and lousy coffee,

but i'\e never had a sad cup of coffee."'^

Indeed, Rauschenberg had been

very troubled by the reception of his

black paintings (1951-53; see cat. nos. 18, 20, 48, 49),

which critics and viewers alike assumed were to be under-

stood at that emotive level. "They couldn't see black as

pigment," he complained. "They moved immediately into

association with 'burned-out,' tearing,' 'nihilism' and 'de-

struction.'. . . I'm never sure what the impulse is psycholog-

ically, I don't mess around w ilh my subconscious." For good

measure, he added, "If 1 see an\- superficial subconscious re-

lationships that I'm familiar with—cHches of association

—

I change the picture."'"*

3. This brings me to my third example, dropped by Rausch-

enberg himself when speaking of his silkscreen practice in

the early 1960s. He was addressing a painting that juxta-

poses photo-reproductions of an army truck, mosquitoes,

and, in a somber banner along the midsection, Diego

'Velazquez's Vcmi.s and Cupid {Rokchy Venus) ( 1650; fig. 40),

an aggressive X-mark thickly painted in white over a part of

it. Explaining why he called the picture Crocus ( 1962; fig. 41;

cat. no. 172), he said, "Because the white X emerges from a

gray area in a rather dark painting, like a new season."'^

"Like a new season" comes strangely from the lips of

someone who cannot imagine a "sad cup of coffee." But then

by the early 1960s, Rauschenberg was also the artist who

quite astonishingly had already decided to devote a good

part of two and a half years of his life to the canto by canto

illustration of Dante's Injemo, a work whose very fabric is

woven from the rich strands of multiple associations, one

famous branch of which invokes just this figure ol renewal:

"In the turning season of the youthful year when the sun

is warming his rays beneath Aquarius / and the days

and nights already begin to near their

perfect balance; the hoar-frost copies/

then the image ol his while sister

on the ground." Rauschcnberg's aston-

• j ishingly aqueous transfer-drawing de-

» voted to Canto XXIV (see illustrations

^' for Dante's Inferno, 1958-60; cat. nos.

~"
4 128-61) responds to this image. Dore

>»C;f'/ Ashion tells us, by way of "a compart-

ment, sealed away from the snakes and

electric eels below, to house a tender

painting ol the hoar-frosted trees."'^

Random Order 1 hat Dante's text served as a moii-

vating force behind the X metaphori-

cally fecundating Crocus is likely but

not necessary. The same allegorical use of the seasons

stretches from one end of English poetry to another, from

Geoffrey Chaucer's evocation of the showers of April piercing

the droughts of March, to T. S. Eliot's "April is the cruellest

month, breeding / Lilacs out of the dead land. ..." Crocus is

quite a metaphoric thought for someone who does not want

to accept the connotations spun off from the color black.

4. The document I want to insert here comes from around

the time when Rauschenberg was making Crocus, for it in-

cludes a reproduction of Renascence ( 1962), another of the

very hrst works in the black-and-white silkscreen series he

began early in the fall of 1962. Called "Random Order," it is

part manifesto, part diary part poem. It consists of five pages

in the hrst issue of the magazine Locution (figs. 42, 43), pub-

lished in spring 1963, but probably handed in to the editors.

Thomas B Hess and Harold Rosenberg, in late w inter. The

"cover page" gives the title and reproduces Sundog (1962).

The next two sheets show an assortment of photographs

taken by Rauschenberg and affixed w ith masking tape to a

paper support to present a messy grid of vignettes between

w hich Rauschcnberg's dyslexic lettering meanders in a com-

plex of afhrmations. These are followed by two almost full-

page images: the painting Renascence on the left, and a

Rauschenberg photograph captioned "View from the artist's

studio" on the right. Representing two very different no-

tions of seeing through a window, these pages juxtapose

Leone Battista .Mbertis model of perspective, signaled by

Renascence's volumetric cube (if a picture is like a w indow

through w hich we look at what is painted, the \iewed ma-

terial is itself tightly contained on the stage of the pictorial
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fig. 43. Rauschenberg,

"Random Order,"

Location (New York) 1

,

no. 1 (spring 1963),

pp. 28-31
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fig 44 Rauschenberg's

Broadway studio. New
York. 1965 Photo by

Ugo Mulas

construction'^), with ihc photographed windowpane as

surrogate for the camera's aperture in what seems to invoke

the indiscriminate appetite oi the "vernacular glance."

If I have called this document a manifesto, this is be-

cause it made its appearance at the time Rauschenberg's

work was undergoing a shift, one that marked all his

immediately succeeding work and the vast majority of what

he went on to do in the following years. This was a shift to

photography not only as the image bank on which his

pictorial practice would then rely—whether in the form of

the silkscreened paintings of the early 1960s, or their re-

newed version in the veil-like Hoarfrosts (1974-76; see

cat. nos. 292-98), or in the guise of audience-activated

works, such as Soundings ( 1968; cat. no. 249) and Rcvohcrs

(1967; see cat. nos. 247, 248)—but as a new conception of

the pictorial itself.'*^ The ground for this shift was obviouslv

prepared in Rauschenberg's long apprenticeship to the media

image via the Dante drawings. But since the solvent-trans-

fer technique of those drawings maintains the actual scale

of their original media sources, photographic information

could not be married to the greatly increased size and mode

of address of Rauschenberg's painterly practice until he

gained access to the photomechanical silkscreen process.

This, then, provided the possibility both of greatly enlarging

the scale of his source material and of making that material's

photographic nature far more obvious than it had been in

the Dante series, where, due to the vagaries of the transfer

technique, it had largely been muted b\' the veil-like char-

acter of the image. Furthermore, Rauschenberg seems to

have wanted the continuity of the mirrorlike photographic

surface to stamp its character on his newly revised sense of

his mediuin, thereby replacing the collage condition of his

Combines with the seamlessness of the photographic print.

This was the departure, at the opening of the 1960s, that

seemed to call for some kind of acknowledgment. If "Ran-

dom Order" is such a declaration of Rauschenberg's newly

"photographic" medium, contrasting it and (Renaissance)

painting would seem entirely in order, so that its contin-

gency could be compared to painting's compositional pro-

gram, and its frame, a chance cut from the ongoing fabric of

the whole v\orld, could be set against painting's contraction

around a gravitational center.

But, as we will see, of the various oppositions set up

within "Random Order," the obvious one between photog-

raphy and painting, or rather between photography and Re-

naissance painting, does not seem to apply. Instead, one of

the major oppositions seems to be between the aural and the

visual, with sound annexing itself to language and thus

yielding a further opposition between speech and vision.

This occurs with the two-page spreads first textual

grouping, which is written above and along the side of its

opening photograph—a truck seen head-on, looming out of

the night. In it we read: "With sound scale and insistency

trucks mobilize words, and broadside our culture by a com-

bination of law and local motivation which produces an ex-

tremly complex random order that can not be described as

accidental."'*^ In the context of all the other images—the two

views out the window to facing buildings and a roofscape;

the kitchen area with a glimpse of paintings lying on the stu-

dio floor beyond; the toilet; the stairs; a potted planl-^

—

which continually place us inside Rauschenberg's Broadway

loft, this idea that the truck delivers both noise and words

sets up another opposition: that between exterior and inte-

rior, public and private. Even if we had not read Calvin

Tomkins's description of Rauschenberg's loft
—

"Tall, grimy

windows let in the distinctively white light of downtown

New York—also the roar of trucks on Broadway"-'—we

would feel the intimacy and interiority of the space of these

pages, which only the auditory aggression of the truck as

signifier of the outside violates.

If this sense of privacy promotes the conditions of a

diary, they are invoked even more by the associative pro-

gression of the text itself, as one thought seems to suggest

the next, without any authorial plan or argument having

been established beforehand. To have pronounced "random

order" next to the truck seems to have provoked Rauschen-

berg to write on the opposite side: "Every step is change,"

which in turn called for close-ups of stairs and their risers.

That. then, brought on a comment about the volumetric

quality of a stairwell
—

"a sculptural masterpiece clearly, eco-

nomically and dramatically defining space"—which then

moved the author's thoughts to 'other spatial volumes.

.\nd the one that came immediately to his mind, provided
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fig. 45. Andy Warhol,

Troy Diptych. 1962.

Silkscreened ink on

synthetic polymer paint on

two canvases, 12 feet

2 inches x 9 feet 3 inches

(370.8 X 281.9 cm) overall.

Museum of Contemporary

Art, Chicago, Gift of Mrs.

Robert B. Mayer

in turn with its own photograph, an out-the-window view,

is the following:

An air filled sense of volume can be had by looking out one

window, through the space, to another window and into it.

This can be amplified by realizing the source of this vision is at

a different temperature, brightness and will be subject to

change as it moves on. Air volume can be compressed and flat-

tened to the extent that a brush load of paint can hold it to a

picture surface.

The frame, the piercing vista, and the "integrity" of the

original surface restored by a brushload of paint have landed

us, then, in the midst of the very "picture plane" in which

O'Doherty would so counterintuitively claim that Rauschen-

berg believes. And when Rauschenbergs statement itself

yields in turn to the photographic metaphor written on the

other flank of the image
—

"A dirty or foggy window makes

what is outside appear to be projected on to the window

plane"—what we have is not the opposition between the in-

dexically produced image (the photograph, onto the surface

of which things fall like cast shadows) and the iconically

constructed one (the painting), but, somehow, magically,

their conflation. And what remains as well is the opposition

announced at the very outset of the text: the difference be-

tween the delicately silent visual spaces and the brassily ver-

bal one of the flow of words.

5. It is this opposition between silence and sound, vision and

speech, that this essay is, I suppose, circling around. For the

silence of the visual was what Rauschenberg had been in-

sisting on in his resistance to the metaphoric expansion of

the color black, that is to say the transformation of it from a

physical and unarticulated material C'they couldn't see black

as a pigment") to an invisible network of language. It is also

this silence that connects the understanding of the White

Paintings (1951; see cat. nos. 14-17) as screens on which

to "trap" (no matter how ephemerally) the shadows of

passersby to the underlying notion for the later silkscreens,

which Rauschenberg thought of as functioning something

like "photographic sensitized" surfaces that register the flit-

ting of information passing through the space in front of

them. ^2 (Rauschenberg himself has emphasized the conti-

nuity between his White Paintings and his desire to work on

photosensitized grounds. [Rauschenberg: "The first photo

drawings were done in Cuba in 1952 during a working va-

cation from Black Mountain, where 1 was studying with

Albers (he never saw them). Silkscreen was [later] a way not

to be victimized and limited in scale and color, but still have

access to current worldwide information. 1 did not [then]

know about the commercial process of silkscreen and had

tried to photosensitize grounds to work on."^^])

The bridge from the barest monochrome canvas to the

most richly photographic concatenation is built, then, on

the concept of the index, namely, a type of mark made

causally, so that it must be conceived as the physical trace

of its referent. In structural terms, this is what links the cast

shadow to the footprint, or the broken branch to the med-

ical symptom, or the photograph to the wind sock. But, as

if in punishment for their utmost degree of truth value, these

witnesses to what is passing or has passed are struck dumb;

for the index, although a sign, is uncoded and is thus de-

prived of speech.

It is in this matrix of connections between shadow and

photography, on the one hand, and index and silence, on the

other, that Rauschenberg was effortlessly enacting the semi-

otic analysis that was only explicitly theorized in the early

1960s, when Barthes began to publish on photography. That

important texts by Barthes bracket Rauschenberg's turn to

silkscreen is convenient but fortuitous. Not much art-

historical weather can be made from the fact that "The Pho-

tographic Message" appeared in 1961, the year before Rausch-

enberg found the photomechanical silkscreen medium

—

through the example of Andy Warhol, who had begun using

it in August 1962—(although news photographs had already

been serving as his source for the transfer drawings over the

preceding few years), and "Rhetoric of the Image" was pub-

lished in 1964, the year Rauschenbergs success with the

silkscreens led to his winning the Grand Prize at the Venice

Bicnnalc, which he celebrated by telephoning to New York
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to li.uc all his screens (ahoul one luiiuliftl aiul (ili\ o\ tlicni)

cut Iriiii llu'ii Iranu's and burnctl. ihcrcby cIcImiuivcU end-

ing ihe series. Aboiu all liial can ix- said aboui ibis chrono-

logical convergence is thai the media saturation of daily life

had made ihe uhit|uii\ ol \hc iihcUo^raphic a sub|ecl ol some

urgency, whether lor theory or lor making art.

And yet w hat interests me is both the \va\' these parallel

practices turn on the inde\s muteness, what Barthes char-

acterized as the scandal ol its constituting a "message with-

out a code," and the growing realization that m its photo-

graphic form this muteness is nonetheless abuzz with

connotations, so that, yes, Virginia, there is always and

everywhere (and especially once photographed) a poten-

tialK' "sad cup of colfec."

6. Barthes sets out from the photograph's status as pure de-

notation, as analogon, in "The Photographic Message." Sten-

ciled off the world itself, it appears to have onl\- one message

to convey, which is identical to the realit\' from which it was

taken. The photographic message seems to reduce itself to

the brute gesture of pointing to something in physical space

and pronouncing the single syllable "this." But behind such

a mythic condition as objective, neutral, and all but silent

lies a whole variety of connotational dimensions, which,

though they cannot code the photograph in the manner of

digital languages, can open up its visual continuity, parti-

tioning it into a scatter of signifieds or meanings. Some of

these result from how the photograph is produced (its crop-

ping, lighting, exposure, printing); others arise from the cul-

tural meanings invested in certain gestures, such as the pose

a subject is directed to. or caught in the act of taking, or

again the cultural knowledge summoned by clothing styles

or the typography on signs included within the image. This

constant, covertly performed segmentation means that "the

photographic 'language' ['langage'] is not unlike certain ideo-

graphic languages which mix analogical and specifying

units, the difference being," Barthes stressed, "that the

ideogram is experienced as a sign whereas the photographic

'copy' is taken as the pure and simple denotation of reality."-"*

So strong is the experience of pure continuity, uninter-

rupted like the flow of realil\- itself, that the photograph

has the power to subsume even the coded, linguistic nature

of its own caption into this blank, denoiational status: "It is

not the image which comes to elucidate or realize' ifie text."

as in older forms of illustration, "but the latter which comes

to sublimate, patheticize or rationalize the image." For,

parasitic as it is on the photograph, "ihc text is only a kind

of secondary vibration, almost without consequence" in re-

lationship to an "objective (denoted) message," and "con-

notation is now experienced only as the natural resonance

ol the lundamenial denotation constituted by the photo-

graphic analogy"'"'

Beginning in 1961. then, the structural paradox Barthes

was exploring was that of a connotational system hiduig be-

hind the seemingly unbroken fagade of denotation's objec-

tivity. Its naturalness, its "innocence." In "Rhetoric of the

Image," he w ent even farther in developing an analysis of the

way connotation striates the image, allowing himself to do

so by confining his demonstration to a specific photograph

used as an advertising image, the various connotative "mes-

sages" of which could reasonably be understood as inten-

tional. Always returning to the way the denotative "fact" of

the photograph closes over these readings to naturalize

them—"the discontinuous connotators are connected, actu-

alized, spoken' through the syntagm of the denotation, the

discontinuous world of symbols plunges into the story of

the denoted scene as though into a lustral bath of inno-

cence"^^—he tried nonetheless to systematize the connota-

tional swarrns.

The system, he suggested, always moves from the par-

ticular to the general, from the green, yellow, and red found

in the Panzani advertising photo, for example, to the con-

notator "Italianicity." itself generalized onto a certain axis.

that of nationalities, which can in turn be seen as part of a

structurally oppositional netw ork that organizes a w hole as-

sociative field. This common domain was identified by

Barthes as that of ideology, which "speaks" itself through a

rhetoric, no matter in what medium the speech is con-

ducted, whether in image, articulated sound, or gesture.

These different supports for the "speech" affect the sub-

stance of the signifiers, he said, but they do not affect its

/onti, by which he meant the functional organization of the

signifieds in relationship to each other. And if rhetorics, that

is, the set of connotators, have form. Barthes speculated, "it

is even probable that there exists a single rhetorical /onn.

common for instance to dream, literature and image."-" For

the psyche, structured like a language, also seems to move

from the specific (as in the daily residue from which dream

images are in part fabricated) to the general (the dream's

highly repetitive "kernel"), such that "the further one de-

scends" into the psychic depths of an indi\idual, the more

rarified and the more classifiable the signs become. What
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could be more systematic," Barthes finally asked, "than the

readings of Rorschach tests?"^^

7. Which brings us back to Breton, the focus of my second

counterintuitive example, and, more specifically, to the Bre-

ton who, like Rauschenberg in "Random Order," insisted on

inserting the supposedly silent testimony of documentary

photographs into the pages of his diarylike novels Nadja

(1928) and LAmourfou (Mad Love, 1937). 29 Thus in Nadja,

no sooner does Breton tell us that he is sitting in the Manoir

d'Ango in August 1927, writing the account of his relation-

ship with the quixotic, clairvoyant, mad Nadja, then we have

a photograph of the manor house, with its dovecote and

courtyard onto which a dead pigeon falls, announcing the

closure of the story in the past (Nadja's) and the opening

onto a future Breton has yet to live, much less to record.

(That future will enter the book's final pages.) The account

itself continues with diary entries and photographic docu-

ments, the entries turning on the "predictive" nature of

Nadja's relation to future events (and Breton's to her), some-

thing Breton understood as the working of Surrealism's con-

cept of objective chance.

Among the usual explanations as to why Breton would

have proceeded in this curious way are that he was using

photographs as a means to dispense with the descriptions

that litter naturalistic novels, as Breton himself claimed at

one point, and to authenticate the nonfictional status of his

narratives. ("Provide me with the real names," Breton fa-

mously wrote, "prove to me that you in no way had free

reign over your heroes." ^^^) These have been swept aside by

Denis HoUier, who has argued that the heart of the matter

lies in the two forms of the index converging in these pages:

1) the photograph, which can only be a precipitate of the

real, and 2) the diaristic, first-person narrator, whose verbal

position is equally (deictically) dependent on reality, in this

case upon the actual, existential conditions of saying "I." So

that which is at stake in a work like Nadja "is not a change

in the referent, a passage from imaginary to real characters as

one would do by leaving the novel for historiography. Rather

it is a change in the mode of enunciation; the passage to the

real must be inferred not by a change of object as much as

by the entry onto the stage of the subject and its index."^^

And what this means is that the writer leaves the backstage

of the novel to go sit in the theater with the rest of the audi-

ence. Placing himself on the same side of the page as his

reader, the writer not only casts his own shadow onto the

field of the book, but allows the events unfolding in a future

he cannot foresee to cast theirs onto the same space. If, for

the plastic arts, the indexical principle had meant that "a

real shadow, falling onto Miro's Spanish Dancer, opens the

internal space of the work to the context of its reception,

mixing it with that of its beholder," then "in the same way,

what [Michel] Leiris called the literary equivalent of the

shadow of the bull's horn should propel the autobiographical

text in the shared space of history."^^ what is crucial about

this space is that it is open; if Breton calls Nadja a book that

is like a door left ajar, he means that when he began to write

it he knew no more than did his reader, who by book's end

would walk through that door. "The one who writes has no

privilege," HoUier writes, "no advance over the one who

reads. He doesn't know any more about it than the other."^^

Leaving things "open" has been Rauschenberg's most

frequently used expression in describing his artistic stance;

whatever happens, he must always conspire to leave the sit-

uation open, so that, like Breton, he will be surprised.^"*

This, he has stressed, is different from chance, since chance

is programmed ahead of time, which is exactly what

Rauschenberg has insisted upon avoiding.^^ instead, if he

has continually referred to his process as a collaboration

with objects and materials, it is because he never wants it

said that he in any way has, as Breton would put it, "had free

reign over his heroes."

In Breton's case, openness is equally a matter of diaristic,

autobiographical writing and "psychic autoinatism," or a

kind of automatic writing intended to register unconscious

thoughts. But since both forms—the diary as a demonstra-

tion of the "psychopathology of everyday life" (read; objec-

tive chance), and automatic writing as an unconscious pre-

cipitate—are viewed as being in collaboration with the

unconscious, in their attempt to register this psychic di-

mension they are equally indexical. They both share in the

index's "mode of enunciation." HoUier points out:

The specific feature of Surrealist writing, whether it be auto-

biographical or automatic, is, in fact, less the lack of knowl-

edge of its final destination as such than the identical position

into which this lack places both the reader and the author in

the face of a text whose unfolding neither the one nor the

other controls, and about which both of them know neither

the future nor the ending.^^

The Nadja-\\ke quality of "Random Order"—in its un-

folding that feels both aleatory and associative, in its mix-

ture of intimacy and veracity, and in the dreamlike quality
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of what impresses one as a nocturnal atmosphere no matter

if some of the photographs were taken in daylight—puts

Breton hack in the interpretative picture. Not in any direct,

historical way, of course, hut as a means ol llaggmg the ex-

perience o[ a certain kind ol licld: lull of associations,

metaphors, connotations.

This was a held Rauschenberg had expressly courted in

the Injcmo drawings. [Rauschenberg: "Dante was sought and

completed to have the adventure of what, and if, 1 could

apply my abstract sensibility to a classical restrictive assign-

ment. A one-on-one handling and no embarrassment to ei-

ther. Illustration with compulsive respect."]

8. There are causal questions that are extremely hard to an-

swer. For example, why would Rauschenberg have chosen

the Dante project, not only selecting it, but doggedly decid-

ing as well to continue it, necessitating intermittent work

over two and a half years, and, toward the end, six months of

isolation in Florida in order to bring it to completion?

Rauschenberg has given several different explanations. As

he told Dorothy Gees Seckler in 1966, he wanted the figu-

rative project demanded by illustration: "The problem when

1 started the Dante illustrations was to see if I was working

abstractly because I couldn't work any other way or whether

I was doing it by choice. So I insisted on the challenge of

being restricted by a particular subject where it meant that

I'd have to be involved in symbolism."^' Earlier, however, he

had told Tomkins that he was simplv' trying to Hnd a way of

solving the problem that his drawings did not follow one

from the other the way his paintings did: "I really wanted to

make a whole lot of drawings, though, so 1 began looking

around for a vehicle, something to keep them going.' ^^ If

this was his explanation in 1964, however, it had become far

more generalized by the time Tomkins wrote Off the Wall:

Robert Rauschenberg and the Art World oj Our Time (pub-

lished in 1980), which quotes Rauschenberg's pretext as siin-

ply wanting to be taken more seriously as an artist.
^'^

[Rauschenberg: "It is mentioned why I spent such a long pe-

riod of tiine on this work. (1)1 was not going to leave it un-

done. (2) 1 became extremely irritated by the self-servicing

of the text disguised as righteousness. Attempting Dante was

a private exercise in iny growth and self-exploration to face

my weaknesses. A test. By doing it 1 had equal opportunity

to alienate or to ally."]

If Rauschenberg was forcing himself to engage with

symbolism." was this because his Combine paintings

had been truly absiracl, as he claimed? Or was it because

they had already been invoking connotaiiona! fields, particu-

larly in the matrices set up between objects, words, and pho-

tographic reproductions on the surfaces of works like

Rebus (1955; cat. no. 86), Talisman (1958), or Trophy I (for

Merce Cunningham) (1959; fig. 14)? [Rauschenberg: "In the

canto. . . . the space allowed for each image was a measure

made by the space occupied by the author's words, literally.

(Not to exaggerate or edit.) I was the reporter." j And was the

figurative nature of the new project both a way of acknowl-

edging this and of extending it? Further, in the three-way

connection set up in these drawings between the figurative,

the symbolic, and the photographic, which element is pri-

mary?"*o Does the avowed desire to break with abstraction

promote figuration, which then leads to the allegorical re-

quirement of a master text (in this case the Injenxo) and the

subsequent need for a (photographic) image bank from

which to draw? Or do the photographic forces already as-

sembling on the surfaces of the Combine paintings, them-

selves releasing uncontainable networks of association, si-

multaneously demand the figurative and its textual support?

Whatever the first, originary term in this departure, the

Inferno certainly plunged Rauschenberg into the domain of

the connotational, in which messages overlay one another

in a pile-up of substitutions and metaphors. From the kind

of visual symbols used for smells (Canto Vis "putrid slush"

is metaphorized as a stinking fish in Rauschenberg's illus-

tration), for sounds (Canto IVs "roar and trembling of Hell"

becomes a racing car), and for tactile sensations (Canto

XXXIls icy wilderness, where tears freeze the eyes shut, is

visualized by a transparent cube with an eye inside it),'*' to

those for conceptual conditions (Canto XX's idea of fortune-

tellers and diviners is rendered by a large head of Sigmund

Freud and by the fact that all the bodies have their heads on

backward), the drawings explore the allegorical dimension

of the image. But whatever the specific symbolic associations

released may be, their interconnections could not pass from

one part of the drawing to another without another dimen-

sion. That aspect is the technical one, in which rubbing, veil-

ing, and liquidity not only open vignettes of space within

the surface of the pages but, by reaffirming that surface, con-

vert it into the vehicle that allows one such space to flow

into another.

In creating a unified stroke as the medium of all the im-

ages in the series, the act of rubbing necessary to Rauschen-

berg's solvent-transfer process (in which a magazine or
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fig. 46. Robert Frank,

View from Hotel

Window—Butte, Montana,

1956. Celatln-silver print.

9x 13'/2 inches (22.9 x

34.3 cm). The Museum of

Fine Arts, Houston,

Museum purchase with

funds provided by

Charter Banks and Mr and

Mrs. Jerry E. Finger.

© Robert Frank, Courtesy

PaceWildenstemMacgill,

New York

fig. 47. Rauschenberg,

detail of Rebus. 1955.

Combine painting: oil,

paper, fabric, pencil,

crayon, newspaper, and

printed reproductions

on canvas, 6 feet x

10 feet 10/. inches

(243.8 X 331.5 cm).

Private collection

newsprint page is soaked with lighter fluid or some other

solvent, laid face down on lop of the drawing sheet, and then

rubbed with a blunt instrument to force the ink of the

printed page onto the underlying sheet) serves as the matrix

of slippage between one image and the next, which the spills

and flows of watercolor and gouache merely heighten."^- But

the rubbing also produces two more effects. Since a rubbing

most often takes the form of a rectangular unit capturing a

given figure or object along with a patch of its background,

the first is that individual images are framed, something

heightened not only by the many found, internal frames

within individual images (such as the astronaut's visored

helmet in Canto XXX) but by the numerous rectangular

elements coUaged to the pages. The second is that the

rubbings visual blur promotes the sensation that the images

are "veiled."

It is this combination of framing and veiling that para-

doxically restores these drawings to the very dimension that

Leo Steinberg was to call the "diaphane," in distinguishing

it (and the whole tradition of picture making before

Rauschenberg) from the very "flatbed picture plane" that he

saw Rauschenbergs Combines as inaugurating. The sense of

the visual field falling in a transparent but decidedly verti-

cal veil before the viewers upright body connects the "di-

aphanic" with a dimension of nature that Steinberg went on

to contrast explicitly to Rauschenberg's exploitation of the

"post-Modern" dimension of culture, understood now, in the

Combines, as a horizontal "receptor surface on which ob-

jects are scattered, on which data is entered, on which in-

formation may be received, printed, impressed." "+^ To return

to the veil, and thereby to the diaphane—or to the frame,

and hence to the window model of the picture plane—was,

then, to arise from this flatbed, in which Rauschenberg's

originality as an artist had been invested.

But the return to this vertical axis in the Dante draw-

ings seems to have been motivated less by a need to connect

to nature (or landscape) than to what we would have to call

an "image logic," which is to say that, whether stored within

the imaginary spaces of our dreams, fantasies, or memories,

or observed in the external world, images are vertically ori-

ented, with heads at the top, feet at the bottom. If Rauschen-

berg was exploring the associational field of those chains of

connotations that, as Barthes had noted, make up the rhetor-

ical form "common for instance to dream, literature and

image," he had no choice but to seek the image logic's vector,

which is vertical. This is the reason why it is hard to see

which was foremost in Rauschenberg's set of choices in 1958:

the condition of the symbol; its existence as figurative; or

the support of the photograph. This is also why there is

no break between the image logic exploited in the Dante

drawings and the oneiric feeling of "Random Order." The

mental spaces of dream, of memory, and of the imagination

are equally upright.

9. Heads contained by frames appear throughout the Dante

drawings, either because Rauschenberg encased faces within

framing rectangles (as in Cantos X and XXXI) or because he

found such framing in the borrowed images themselves (the

diver's helmet in Canto XX, the astronaut's in Canto XXX).

This resource is carried over into the silkscreened paintings.

In Transom (1963), Flush (1964), and Trapeze (1964), for

example, mirrors from both the Rokeby Venus and Peter

Paul Rubens's The Toilet of Venus (ca. 1613-14) isolate the fe-

male faces and are themselves further isolated by the paint-

ing's field, and in Retroactive U (1964) and Press (1964; cat.

no. 183), John E Kennedy's head is tightly framed. Enclos-

ing the head and face, the frame seems to organize an image

of the mental, or of thought, meditation, or reflection.

Steinberg had indeed spoken of the flatbed of Rauschen-

berg's Combine paintings as a turning away from the optical

toward the mental. "It seemed at times," he wrote, "that

Rauschenberg's work surface stood for the mind itself

—

dump, reservoir, switching center, abundant with concrete

references freely associated as in an internal monologue

—
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fig 48 Rauschenberg,

Baltimore, Maryland,

1979 Gelatin-silver print.

sheet: 16 X 20 inches

(40.6 X 50.8 cm).

Collection of the artist

tig. 49 Rauschenberg,

NYC Midtown, 1979

Gelatin-silver print, sheet;

16 X 20 inches (40.6 x

50.8 cm) Collection of

the artist

fig 50 Rauschenberg,

Charleston, 1980

Gelatin-silver print, sheet:

20 x 16 inches (50.8 x

40.6 cm). Collection of

the artist

ilu- (Hiiward symbol of the mind as a running transformer

ol llic external world, constantly ingesting incoming un-

processed data to be mapped in an overcharged lield.""*'* And

buiklmg on thai suggestion, plus the sense thai the \vildl\-

di\erse elements "dinnped" onlo this surface were nonethe-

less physically embedded within it in such a way as to pro-

duce a peculiar homogeneity among the varied eletncnts,

and between them and that surface, I myself tried to develop

the particular dimension of the mental space suggested by

the Combines, nainely memory."*^

If from the Combines to the Dante drawings to the

silkscreens via "Random Order," the assortment of material

objects gives way to the framed image—a two-dimensional

element whose substance is now truly at one with Its planar

support and whose medium is consistently photographic

—

this experience of a mnemonic space becomes ever more

specific. For not only does the verticality of the linage be-

come pervasive, but now, as assertively presented in the

manifestolike 'Random Order," the formula for the entire

silkscreen series is to be a loose grid of enframed photo-

graphic spaces that seems to present one with nothing so

much as a visual archive: the storage and retrieval matrix of

the organized miscellany of images, which presents the

memory as a kind of Hling cabinet of the mind.

10. The photographic archixe was not wholly foreign to

Rauschenberg's ideiiiikii. He is fond of saying that he almost

became a photographer, and the project he imagined em-

barking on, inspired by the presence at Black Mountain Col-

lege of Harry Callahan and Aaron Siskind, was, W.PA.-like,

to photograph America, foot by foot, "in actual size.""**"

Given Rauschenberg's generation, the W'.R.A. character-

ization is surprising. We would sooner expect him to share a

sensibility with someone like Robert Frank. W'c would pre-

dict that Rauschenberg's handling of photography would

give us the sense of our connection to a place that is only

possible through the intensity of our experience of separa-

tion from ii, the sense that to see it directly is so painful that

the image must somehow be mediated b\ the presence of a

veil. This is true ol Frank's famous Batbci Shop ihiouj^lx

Screen Door—McClellanville, South Carolina ( 1955) and his

loitith (>/ /n/\—jciy, New York (1954). in which the mesh of

screening that paradoxically serves as both focusing device

and barrier in the former and the American flag dropping a

vertical curtain through the space of the latter produce the

simultaneous connection and distance that is the heart of

Frank's ambivalence. Whether we are looking at View from

Hotel \V'iM(/()u

—

Biitlc, Montana (1956; fig. 46) or Elevator—
Mia/)ii Beach (1955), there is alwa\s the effect of a veil, cre-

ated either by the literal means of photographed fabric or by

the technical means of blur, flare, or pulled focus.

Veils do function in Rauschenberg's treatment of found

photographs w ithin his Combines, famously so in the gauze

that falls over a group of photos in Rebus (fig. 47) and over

the reproduction of the stag in Cutjew (1958; cat. no. 101).

In these instances, the veils can be seen as working to cre-

ate a balance betw een the assumed transparency of the pho-

tographic images relation to reality and the opaque presence

of the other objects piled onlo the Combine. The skin of

paint that often scabs over these objects, marrying them to

the flatbed surface, is thus mimicked by the veil that is

dropped in front of the occasional photographic image.

However, in Rauschenberg's own photography, we see

something far more in tune with the example of Walker

Evans's works: the frontalit) : the relentless focus; the qualit\

of light falling on textured surfaces (clapboard siding, for

example, or brick) acting as a kind of graphic, or drawn,

stroke; and the fascination with two-dimensional "fronts"

(billboards, torn posters, shop windows) standing in for

the deep space of the "real," w hich they effectively block.

It is these qualities, combined with the survey mentality

expressed by the photographic project Rauschenberg ini-

tially itnagined, that make the connection to the idea of an

archive, a photographic corpus through which reality is
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somehow ingested, organized, catalogued, and retrieved. In-

deed, beginning with the silkscreens—Rauschenbergs sys-

tematic turn to photography as the basis for his paintings

—

this procedure of the survey has marked his approach in

various ways.

One of them is the amassing of the archive on the basis

of certain preconceived categories. A precedent can be found

in the notorious "shooting scripts" handed out by Roy

Stryker in 1936 to his W.PA. cameramen, including Evans,

who were directed to record certain kinds of settings, social

types, and accoutrements. In collecting his own material for

the silkscreen series and for subsequent works, Rauschen-

berg has also looked for certain types of subjects in his

media sources. As he and his assistants scour these sources,

they arrange this material in prescribed categories—athletes,

space travel, animals, domestic objects, transport, and Amer-

ican emblems, among others—in piles on the worktables in

his Captiva studio."*'

But the most important aspect of the archival is the idea

of the standardized format, which allows for its informa-

tional space to be mapped. This is where Rauschenbergs two

choices—his employment of the loose grid as a structure

and the conveyance of the image in its frame, so clearly

enunciated in "Random Order" and so faithfully followed in

the silkscreens—become important. [Rauschenberg: "Re the

archives: I also arrange my other colors and materials in

such a way to keep them in my reach. Everything I can or-

ganize I do, so I am free to work in chaos, spontaneity, and

the not yet done."]

11. The archive is a documentary project, a public act of col-

lective memory; or at least that is its ideal form, the one pro-

jected by various prewar archival surveys, like the W.RA.s

in America, or August Sanders Das Antlitz der Zeit (The Face

oj Time, 1929) in Germany. Benjamin Buchloh has written

about the peculiar relation of postwar avant-garde artists to

these earlier demonstrations of a belief not only in the trans-

parency of the photographic medium but in the common-

sense assumption of the transparency of the reality itself

onto which the camera was focused. Gerhard Richter, as his

complex project Atlas (1962-present) reflects, is peculiarly

adamant about the impossibility of any such transparency

and the need to puncture its mythological status. If the

archival project is founded on memory, Richter s own exam-

ple seems to say, it must be based as well on a notion of sub-

jectivity for which (or for whom) coherent memory is pos-

sible. But what Adas questions, over the meander of its

burgeoning but hapless categorical spaces, is just this op-

tion at a historical point at which, to use Buchloh's terms,

"anomie" has taken over in such a way as to eclipse the

subject, to produce that subject as the basis of mnemonic ac-

tivity no longer.'*^

In Buchloh's reconstruction of Richters development,

Richters experience of seeing Rauschenbergs work in the

1939 exhibition Documenta U: Kunst nach 1945 in Kassel was

crucial to his embrace of modernism and redirection of his

own project, which Atlas inaugurated."**^ It is therefore for-

tuitous that by 1962 Rauschenberg himself had embarked

on a series not unrelated to Atlas in various aspects: the use

of "amateur-type" photos (here supplied by Rauschenberg,

taking them with his Roloflex camera) combined with im-

ages culled from magazines and newspapers; the exploita-

tion of serialization and repetition; the coordination of the

framed photographic image with the geometrically patterned

layout of the grid; and the ultirnate quarry, which is the now

highly problematic space of memory.

12. The last word of the two-page spread in "Random Order"

is "allegory," which is penciled by itself under the layered

interior space of Rauschenberg's loft, stove and sink lined up

parallel to the surface plane in the image's foreground, coun-

tertop repeating this parallel in the middle ground, and

floor-bound works in progress in the background. This

image shows interior space as organized by the language of

perspective, which rnakes the order of the asserted "alle-

gory" not exactly what we would have expected.

If "allegory" has been applied as a term of critical ap-

praisal to Rauschenbergs work, this has been to align it with

a variety of deployments, including fragmentation, appro-

priation, and indeterminacy of reading, that characterize cer-

tain postmodern practices. ^^ It has also been to annex it to

Walter Benjamins use of baroque systems of allegory to ad-

dress the reified status of the human subject within a culture

of the commodity.5i In my consideration of "Random Order,"

however, I would like to do somethiiig both more limited

and more precise. If allegory begins with the doubling of one

text (or image) by another, Rauschenberg is clearly placing

photography and (Renaissance) painting into such a recip-

rocal relationship. Not only has he told us what he thinks

Renaissance painting is (the volume that can be flattened "to

the extent that a brushload of paint can hold it to a picture

surface"), but he has made an emblem of this bellows-
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tig 51 Rauschenberg's

Polaroid photograph of a

glass of water used as

source material in

silkscreened paintings,

1962

like (ipcniiig and closing every bit as

graphic as Alhcrs's reversible sc|uarcs.

The opaque, two-dimensional plane, or

sc|uare, in Renascence is suspended \\ ilhin

ihc schematic, i^crsix'cliNal rendet ing of

the cube as one ol ils dimensions now

"holding volume to the surlacc"; the cube

is a figure that will reappear persistently

throughout the silkscreen series in works

such as Lxile (fig. 25), New Painlini^.

Paxloiul, and \i/[ill (all 1962); Die Haul

(1Q63; cat. no. 180); Bicvfic, Stop Gap,

and Transom (all 1963); and Picss, Slunl,

and Trap (all 1964).

But in "Randoin Order," what Rausch-

enberg has also said is that the photographic mark is not just

an imprint falling onto the emulsion of the light-sensitive

surface from the space in front of the camera (as in the ex-

ample of the White Paintings, which catch cast shadows), but

that the mark seems to be welling up from within the cam-

era itself, as in the case of a foggy or dirty pane, where "what

is outside appear[s] to be projected onto the window plane."

In the artist's description, the photograph is neither consid-

ered the "transparent" access to reality that is part of the ide-

ology of the document, nor conceived of as the inde.xically

opaque mark of the cast shadow. Rather, it is understood

—

on the model of the Renaissance picture, which stands as its

allegory—as layered: a depth and a surface forced into some

kind of contact.

The model of that contact is not the same as the Renais-

sance picture; if it were, we would not be speaking of an al-

legory. Rather, this relationship, or contact, between surface

and depth is made—hence the "integrity of the picture

plane"—and then broken—the allegorical condition. The

figure that comes to mind in this regard is Freud's model of

memory, the "Mystic Writing-Pad." How, he asked, can we

conceive of the storage of information necessary to memory

occurring in the very same neurological system that provides

the perpetually virgin fields of impression requisite for new,

incoming perceptions?^- In thinking about the relationship

between two systems of neurons—those of permanent im-

pression (that is, storage) and those of perception, Freud

turned to a child's toy, the W'underblock, which is comprised

of a plastic sheet layered over a wax tablet. The pressure

of drawing on the sheet with a stylus makes the sheet stick

to the tablet, producing a graphic outline. But this con-

figuration can be made lo disappear sim-

ply by lifting the plastic sheet, thereby

pulling it away from the tablet lo which it

had been temporarily attached. The sheet

is then virgin once more, and. like the

perceptual system, ready to accept fresh

data. The tablet has nonetheless retained

the marks of the stylus's impression and,

like memory, bears a permanent network

of traces in the part of the apparatus that

lies below.

If "Random Order" is an allegory, it

is one that attempts lo triangulate mem-

ory, photography, and text, with the alle-

gorical exemplar being the oscillating

space of painting in which inside and outside, virtual and

actual, depth and surface are bound and parted only to be

bound and parted again. If there was a "belief" in the early

1960s that these could have something to do with one an-

other, it would surely not have been along the lines of the

prewar archive. Rather, although there is no immediate his-

torical connection, the relationships are on the order of

Barthcs's discussion in "Rhetoric of the Image." in which

connotational chains, anarchic and metastatic, open a kind

of echo chamber of unstable meanings ricocheting around

the archival structure that Barthes later called the "stereo-

phonic space" of the endlessh- multiple associational codes.

By 1964, at the height of his silkscreen production, it

was clear to Rauschcnberg that these chains were both what

he was confronting and what he could never control. .Ac-

cordingly, he said to David Sylvester:

We have ideas about bricks. A brick just isn't a physical mass

of a certain dimension thai one builds houses or chimneys

with. The whole world of associations, all the information ihai

we have—the fact that it's made of dirt, that it's been through

a kiln, romantic ideas about liltle brick cottages, or the chim-

ney which is so romantic, or labor—you have to deal with as

many of the things as you know about. Because if you don't. 1

think you start working more like an eccentric, or primitive,

which, you know, who can be an\Tnore, or the insane, w hich is

very obsessive. '^

Another instance he pro\nded Sylvester was the image

of a glass of water, \\ hich entered into the silkscreen reper-

tory by means of his own photograph (fig. 51). Not only

was it a purely physical or functional object
—

"the fact

that its this big, this high, that it might topple over, that it
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evaporates and has to be refilled, that it picks up reflec-

tions"—but, he admitted, adhering to it were "all the psy-

chological implications of a glass of water." Speaking of the

glass that appears in Persimmon (1964; cat. no. 182), he gave

an example of one such implication, an interesting demon-

stration for the person who insisted that there was no such

thing as a sad cup of coffee:

In most cases, my manipulation of the psychological is to try

to avoid the ones that I know about. I had trouble in one

painting. ... 1 was silkscreening a glass of water and I put it

over green and that whole painting had to change to destro\'

the look of poison, which is just simply an association that one

has with a glass of green, I think. 3"*

The year before this conversation. Rauschenberg had

written "Note on Painting,"^^ in which he returned to his re-

jection of the connotational as the "cliches" that psycholog-

ical common sense annexes to certain objects ("If I see an\

superficial subconscious relationship that Fm familiar

with—cliches of association— I change the picture").'^ In

"Note on Painting," he wrote, ""The work then has a chance

to electric service become its own cliche," with the interjec-

tion of "electric service" into the sentence functioning some-

what in the manner of the insertions of photographs into

the flow of "Random Order." Indeed, these strange interrup-

tions in "Note on Painting"
—

"open 24 hrs.," "heated pool,"

"Denver 39"—have the quality of textual fragments lifted

from advertising, journalism, or any of a number of other

sources for those words that "broadside our culture," which

the trucks of "Random Order" are pictured as delivering. It's

just that the word "cliche," which in Rauschenberg's usage

curiously joins the psychological
—

"cliches of association"

—

and the material—the words that "broadside our culture"

—

sets up a relationship between the external source of the

image arid the internal space of its reception.

Because Rauschenberg has repeatedh- said, "I always

wanted my works—w hatever happened in the studio—to

look more like what was going on outside the window,"^'? we

are not surprised that with the advent of the silkscreen se-

ries he should have identified that outside with photo-

graphic media: "I was bombarded with TV sets and maga-

zines by the excess of the world. I thought an honest work

should incorporate all of these elements, which were and are

a reality."'*^ What is more surprising is that he should have

conceived of "v\hatever happened in the studio" as "its own

cliche, now considered as a positive quality.

This cliche, a precipitate of his characterization of the

media image as "the complex interlocking of disparate vi-

sual facts heated pool that ha\e no respect for grammar," ^"^ is

nonetheless the stuff of the "subconscious." It is like the ker-

nel ol the dream, or the repetitively simple wish, encircled

by the elaborate disjuncture of its imagery, much of which

is fabricated from the "daily residue" of one's recent waking

life. This relationship between the form of a rhetoric and

its w ildly proliferating, manifest content is what Barthes

had been getting at as well when he spoke about the endless

lexes into which images of reality can be divided (the

ideolects); however, as one descends toward the ""psychic

depths of an individual . . . the more classifiable the signs

become. What could be more s\ siematic than the readings

of Rorschach tests?"

The allegory of inside and outside, of front and back, of

the photographic striking the subject from the outside but

welling up in a different fonn (the grammar of the cliche)

from w iihin, emblematized by a reversible cube, is the mes-

sage of ""Random Order." As allegories go, it is both simple

and moving, evincing a particular faith in the renewability

of painting, capable of emerging "like a new season."^*-^
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has coniiniicd in ihc kind iif ihcmatic readings developed liy Roni I em-

stcin, where, among otiier ihnigs. she sees eertain of the silksereened paint-

ings as allegories of Marcel Duchamp's Die Biulc Stripped Bare b\ Hci

Baihdois. Even {Laig^c Glass) ( l'-)15-23; I emsiein, pp. 75-90). More rc-

cenily ihe iconography lias been imdersiood as encrypting themes of gay

subciiliure, whether through allusions to inyihs resonant within gay sensi-

bility (the danymede myth in Can\on m Kenneth Uendincr, "Robert

Rauschenberg's Ginyon," /\r(s \/(ii;(ici(u- | New York] 5fi, no. 10 Ijunc l'-)K2|

pp. 57-59) or, in the ca.se of the entire Dante drawings project, through hid-

den references to bathhouse culture and the media support for homoeroiic

displays of male bodies (Jonathan Kaiz, "The Art of Code: Jasper Johns and

Robert Rauschenberg," in Whitney Chadwick and Isabelle de Couriivron.

cds., Sigriijicant Others: Crraiivity and Intimate Partnership [London: Thames

and Hudson, 1993), pp. 188-207; and Laura Auricchio, "Lifting the Veil:

Robert Rauschenbcrg's Thir(y-/our Drawings for Dante's hijerno and the

Commercial Homoeroiic Imagery of 1950s America," in Thomas Foster,

Carol Siegel. and Lllen L. Berry, cds . The Gay 90s DiMiplin<ji> and Inter-

disiiplinary iurmation m Queer Studies. Genders, vol. 2b [New York; New
York Universiiy Press, forthcoming 1997 1) This idea of (he iconographic

as the encoding of a rclaiivcly cohcrcni tcxi ihai underlies and explains (he

images is, of course, miles away from ihe complex theories of allegory put

in place by Waller Benjamin and then used by other authors, from Paul dc

Man for literature to Benjamin lUichloh and Craig Owens for the visual arts.

In those theories, baroque allegory is brought forward to demonstrate what

in iweniieth-ceniury experience is not readable through the iconographic

model of a stable relation between two texts. It is precisely the message

of uncertainty, of slippage, of unreadability and fragmentation that allegory

not only conveys but also, in a necessary act of redoubling, itself be-

comes. The subject of allegory is thus precisely not the subject of iconog-

raphy This would seem to me to be clear from Rauschenbcrg's own alle-

gory of the subject of media. But, then, the convinced iconographer is al-

most impossible to dissuade.
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pagei 224-25:

fig. 52 Alex Hay, Steve

Paxton. and Rauschenberg

rehearsing Spring Training

(1%5), Rauschenberg's

Broadway studio. New
York, 1965 Photo by

Ugo Mulas

^ac/f7g page:

fig 53. Steve Paxton and

Rauschenberg in Paxtons

lag vill garna telefonera

(/ Would Like to Make a

Phone Call. 1964), Five

New Yorl< Evenings,

Moderna Museet,

Stockholm, September 13,

1964 Photo by Stig T.

Karlsson

above:

fig. 54 Rauschenberg

onstage dunng Homage to

David Tudor. Theatre de

I'Ambassade des Etats-

Unis, Pans. June 20, 1961

Photo by Harry Shunk

/ ic/u.sc ti) be in this world by myself. I wiint iii\ open

((imiHi(;)ic/i/ fioiu ihe rcsf of the people.

—Rauschenberg lo John Cirucn'

M\ ail is uhouljiisl /'civin,!^ alleiUion—about the e.\liemel\

dangerous possibiUtx that you might be art.

—Rauschenberg to Barbara Rose^

PERFORMANCE 1

The location was Fuhon Street in downtown Manhattan; the

year was 1953. Robert Rauschenberg and John Cage placed

one long strip of paper on the pavement. Made from twenty

sheets of paper pasted end to end, it measured twenty-two

feet. While Rauschenberg smeared black ink into the grooves

of a lire on Cages Model A Ford, Cage drove the car along

the paper strip, producing a tire track, a linear monoprint,

which was later mounted on canvas and wound into a

Japanese-style scroll. The scroll, entitled Automobile Tire

Print (fig. 108; cat. no. 62), when exhibited partially opened

reveals only a portion of the automobile imprint, which,

in its fragmentary state, suggests an endless journey

—

infinite movement through space and time. This unique

object, which reflects indexically the duration of a past

event, was created two years after Rauschenberg completed

his Wliite Paintings (sec cat. nos. 14-17), monochrome can-

vases enlivened by the random flicker of shadows across

their otherwise blank surfaces. Acknowledging the contin-

gent nature of such paintings, which register the flux of ac-

tivity occurring in their environment and thus underscore

the passage of time. Cage announced that they function like

a "clock of the room."^

PERFORMANCE 2

The location was a small theater in the American embassy

in Paris; the year was 1961. In homage to avant-garde mu-

sician David Tudor, whose first European tour was begin-

ning in Paris at the lime. Rauschenberg, Niki de Saint Phalle,

Jasper Johns, and Jean Tinguely devised an evening "con-

cert" of disparate, yet simultaneous, theatrical events and

improvisatory gestures."* Tinguelys mechanized "stripper"

traversed the stage, discarding various metal parts like an

automated incarnation of Marcel Duchamps Bride. A sharp-

shooter in the audience, employed for the occasion by de

Saint Phalle, fired at her while plaster sculpture, which

oozed colored pigment when punctured by bullets. Johns

provided a large bulls-eye fashioned from flowers as an al-

ternative, but unutilized, target for the sharpshooter, as well

as a painted sign that was carried onto the stage at mtcrmis-

sion to announce the "entr'acte."^ Tudor, the guest of honor,

played Cage's Variations II (1961) on a grand piano at one

side ol the stage. ,\nd on the opposite side, Rauschenberg

painted on a canvas, its back turned toward the audience so

that artist and image were hidden from view. Although de-

cisively invisible, the process of construction was audible

through the contact microphones the artist had attached lo

the canvas and easel, amplifying all the sounds of produc-

tion: brushstrokes, hammering, rubbing, and so on. When

the alarm clock included in the painterly assemblage began

lo ring ten minutes before ihe concerts end, it signalled the

completion of the Combine painting. Heeding ihis predeter-

mined directive, Rauschenberg, with the assistance of a bell-

hop from his hotel, wrapped the canvas in brow n paper and

carried it out of the theater. The liile of the finished work.

First Time Painting (cat. no. 115), makes punning reference

to both Rauschenbergs public performance as artist and the

inherent temporality of the artwork. The event. Homage to

David Tudor (fig. 54; cat. no. 217). marked the "first lime"

that Rauschenberg created a painting onstage as his contri-

bution to a performance. And the canvas itself, with a func-

tioning timepiece an integral pan of the composition, served

quite literally as a "clock of the room."

THE PERFORMATIVE SENSIBILITY IN RAUSCHENBERG'S ART

These tw o events—each framed historically as much by the

physical objects that resulted from the performed gestures

as by the gestures themselves—embody the defining char-

acteristics of Rauschenbergs theatrical sensibility: tempo-

rality, collaboration, and the elemental presence of a viewer.

Prefacing this study of Rauschenbergs involvement with per-

formance. Automobile Tire Print and Homage to Daxid Tudor.

preoccupied as they are with time, motion, and the collabo-

rative gesture, are only two examples of the artists career-

long commitment to fusing the illuminating function of art
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fig. 55 Rauschenberg,

detail of Autobiography,

1968. Color offset

lithograph on three sheets

of paper, 1 6 feet

6V4 inches x 4 feetV4 inch

(504.8 X 123.8 cm).

From an edition of 2,000

published by Broadside

Art, Inc., New York.

Solomon R. Guggenheim

Museum, New York,

Anonymous gift, 1969

and the durational experience of life itself.

At its core and in many of its forms,

Rauschenbergs art is performative: it ex-

ists literally in time or bears the layered

traces of its production; it presents the

body in motion or reacts to the motion of

its audience members; and, above all, it

seeks to invoke senses beyond the purely

\isual.^ For Cage, Rauschenbergs mentor,

colleague, and friend since 1951, theater

was "something which engages both the

eye and the ear," since "the two public

senses are seeing and hearing," and thus,

given its broad definition, could extend

easily to everyday life.' Similarly moti-

vated, Rauschenberg envisioned a theatrical art form of in-

clusion and spontaneity, one that would involve sight and

sound and even things as elusive as variations in body tem-

perature. Interviewed in 1965, a year in which the artist was

engaged primarily with dance, Rauschenberg described a

new sculptural project on which he was working as being

profoundly interactive:

I want these new units of mine to also be viewed in the dark.

And 1 mean the spectator, himself, to function as an integral

part of their make-up. For example, an indiN'iduals body tem-

perature will affect these works—as will his position in the

viewing area. My units will be sensitive to many things. When

it rains they will react in a certain way, or when a truck passes

by other things will happen. Tanks of water, air—many ele-

ments will be employed. But mainly, the spectator will not re-

main an "outsider"—this is what Tm happiest about.*^

Audience engagement was of extreme importance to

Rauschenberg as he articulated his visual aesthetic during

the 1950s and 1960s, both on and off the stage. Certain key

works subsequent to the While Paintings, whose surfaces are

activated by the viewer's physical presence, exemplify these

efforts. Black Market (1961; cat. no. 120), a Combine paint-

ing with four clipboards and a small suitcase containing

sundry objects, solicits audience participation. Printed di-

rections in the valise instruct the viewer to remove any one

of the objects, to replace it with one of his or her own choos-

ing, and to draw a picture of the substitute object on a sheet

of paper attached to one of the clipboards. (Rauschenberg

realized early on, however, that his design for a presumably

endless cycle of barter and its pictographic documentation

was being thwarted by viewers who removed objects

and drawings without replacing them.'^)

In Broadcast (1959; cat. no. 241), Oracle

(1962-65; cat. no. 246), and Soundings

( 1968; cat. no. 249), the auditory plays an

essential component in the concept of

each work, making visitors more con-

scious of their own physical presences

within the viewing space by extending

the perceptual experience. While Broad-

cast, a Combine painting containing three

radios, allows viewers to actively select

their favorite stations, Soundings responds

to ambient acoustic phenomena gener-

wjji, ated by voices and movement within the

gallery environment."^ Striving to extend

the parameters of the aesthetic experience beyond the ex-

clusively visual in order to explore the relationship between

seeing and hearing—the conditions of theater—Rauschen-

berg claimed that in Broadcast he wanted "to make a surface

which invited a constant change of focus and an examina-

tion of detail. Listening happens in time. Looking also had

to happen in time.'""

Even nonparticipatory Combine paintings, such as Bed

(1955; cat. no. 84) and Pilgrim (1960; fig. 19), expand per-

ception by eliciting bodily identification through their one-

to-one relationship to objects in the real world: pillow,

sheets, quilt, and wooden chair. These utilitarian items

—

items of domestic comfort—invoke an experience of sen-

tience; they embody attributes of rest, relaxation, and

leisure.'- The pervasive referencing of the human body in

Rauschenberg's work, and the work's need for the physical

presence of that body in time for it to function as art, prefig-

ured the aesthetic conditions Michael Fried labeled (pejora-

tively) as "theatrical" in his 1967 denunciation of Minimal-

ist sculpture, "Art and Objecthood."'^ In that essay, Fried

quoted Tony Smith, whose experience of driving at night on

the unfinished New Jersey Turnpike convinced the sculptor

of the limitations of pictorial representation:

This drive was a revealing experience. The road and much of

the landscape was artificial, and yet it couldn't be called a

work of art. On the other hand, it did something for me that

art had never done. ... It seemed that there had been a reality

there that had not had any expression in art. . . .

The experience on the road was something mapped out

but not socially recognized. 1 thought to mNself, it ought to be

clear that's the end of art. . . . There is no way you can frame it.

you just have to experience it.''*
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while Fried cilctl iIun ciiKctKuc Ui cliinoiisUau- llu- coiilain-

iiialini; irilluciui.' o\ liicral cxiu'iicntc on an and arl's rcduc-

luMi U) dicaici \\ l\cn u cnihraccs ihc temporal, Smiih's nar-

raii\e can be ap|-)lied, albeii mdireelK and relrospcclivcly, to

what IS lundanienialK (licdnud/ aiiout Rausehcnberg's work;

ils emphasis on the exixrieiiiial, its embrace of time, and

the relationship between the objects in his art. the mo\e-

ments in his dance, and the emiMncal world. What, aher all,

is Aiilon^obllc The Piinl—be\nnd being the product of a per-

lormati\e and collaboratixe gesture—but an emblem lor the

experience of lime, motion, and boundless space that is pre-

sent in both art and lile?

THE SENSIBILITY OF PERFORMANCE IN RAUSCHENBERC'S ART

Reminiscing about his career-long engagement uuh the

theater, Rauschenberg announced that he was "a romantic

sensationalist" and that, lor him, even ""showing" is a per-

lormance."'" As an example ol this attitude, he cited his b-)54

exhibition of Red Paintings ( 195 3-54; see cat. nos. ()5-(-)8) at

Charles Hgan Gallery, New York, recalling that in the midst

of the installation he and composer Morion Feldman rented

gold chairs, had a piano brought in, and staged a concert in

the gallery on Christmas Eve."' While Rauschenbergs actual

role in this e\'enl in unclear, the slory itself suggests that the

theatrical has informed all aspects of his art. In other words,

his work—in its multifarious formal iterations—lies in the

interstice between theater and the visual arts, bridging the

two genres and introducing elements of one into the other

to create a hybrid possibility.

This process of cross-fertilization is certainly manifest

m Rauschcnbcrg's biography, in which his manilold accom-

plishments as a set, costume, and lighting designer, chore-

ographer, and perlormer do\etail with his innovations in

painting, sculpture, and printmaking. The 1958 lithographic

self-portrait AiUohiogiaphy (fig. 55; cat. no. f99) conveys the

profound significance of performance to the artist: in one

section of this large tript\ ch, he chose to depict himsell cos-

tumed for Peliean (1963; fig. 78; cat. no. 232), the first of

eleven documented choreographic works'' he conceived be-

tween 1963 and 1967. An inventory of important people and

events in his life, which forms a spiral around a childhood

snapshot of the artist with his parents in the center section of

the triptych, includes the names of dancers, choreographers,

and musicians with whom he collaborated: Trisha Brown,

Cage, Lucinda Childs, Mercc Cunningham, Steve Paxton.

Yvonne Raincr, Paul Ta\ lor, Tudor, and so on. Interwoven

u nil the titles of pivoial artworks such as Bed, Monogram

(1955-59; cat. no. 1(18), Btoaikast. Allegory (1960; cat.

no. 1 14), and Barge ( 1962-63; cat. no. 175), the references lo

performance constitute nearly half of the chronicle.'" E:m-

bedded in the middle ol the coiling lexl is a sialement that

reveals Rauschenbergs deeply personal engagement with

theater and how it served as a counterpoint lo his work m
the studio. Dance, he wrote, "was awkward, but beautiful

addition to my work. The dances, ihe dancers, the collabo-

ration, the responsibilities and trust which are essential m
cooperative art because the most important & satisfying

element in my life worked positively with the privatcness

and loneliness of painting."

Rauschenberg has remarked thai his obsession w iih the

theater dates back to his south, when, as a siagesiruck

teenager, he painted scenery for plays, provided decorations

for school dances, and even acled in a school production.'"

The true caialysl for his own experiments on the stage was

his experience at Black Mountain College, near Asheville.

North Carolina, which he attended on and off between 1948

and 1952. A mullidisciplinary school dedicated to the arts

—

\isual, literary, musical, choreographic, and theatrical

—

Black Mountain fostered an atmosphere of collaborative cx-

perimenialion. It was here thai Rauschenberg. Cage, and

Cunningham embarked on a visionary, creative association

that was at once spiritual, inlcllectual, and emotional, and

would last virtually a lifetime.
-^^

During the summer of 1952. Cage—who, along with

Cunningham, had joined the faculty in 1948—organized a

theatrical event in the schools dining hall that would cnier

the annals of an history as the Hrsi Happening and as a pro-

lot} pt for the avant-garde theater thai flourished during the

1960s. Although accounts of the event vary in detail, as no

form of documentation exists other than individuals' sub-

jective and no-doubi-faulty memories, it has been possible

to piece together a sketch of the various activities compris-

ing the presenialion.-' Cage remembered that he devised the

untitled performance, which later became known as Theater

Piece ttl , one afternoon after lunch, and it w as enacted later

that same day. Lasting approximately forty-five minutes, the

e\ eni was largely improvised; each performer was allotted a

specihc time interval in which lo perform any activity of his

or her choosing. .Arrived at by chance procedures. Cage's

hallmark compositional strategy, these durational segments

constituted the only structure provided other than the

arrangement of the audience in concentric circles (or
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fig 56. Members of Merce

Cunningham Dance

Company, New York,

ca. 1958. Pictured: Steve

Paxton, Barbara (Dilley)

Lloyd, William Davis,

Shareen Blair, Carolyn

Brovi/n, Rauschenberg,

Cunningham, Viola

Farber, Sandra Neels,

and John Cage

fig. 57 Rauschenberg's

set design for Merce

Cunningham Dance

Company's Minutiae

(1954), rehearsal, ca. 1954.

Pictured: Remy Charlip

and Anita Dencks. Photo

by Louis Stevenson

squares) radiating outward from a central "stage" area and

divided by four aisles, which allowed for movement in and

around the spectators. Four of Rauschenberg's White Paint-

ings were suspended in a cruciform shape from the ceiling,

along with a black-and-white composition by Franz Kline,

who was teaching at the college that summer. The event it-

self was staged as a series of simultaneous, yet unrelated, ac-

tions. From his perch on a ladder. Cage read aloud from ei-

ther his Meister Eckehart lecture, excerpts from the writings

of Meister Eckehart, a treatise on Zen Buddhism, the Bill of

Rights, or the Declaration of Independence, depending on

whose account one follows. Poets M. C. Richards and

Charles Olson read from another ladder at different times

throughout the event. Tudor played a prepared piano and a

radio. Cunningham, followed unexpectedly by a small dog,

improvised a dance in the aisles, center stage, and behind

the audience. A black-and-white film and abstract color

slides were projected at either end of the dining hall by Nick

(Nicola) Cernovich. And Rauschenberg played phonograph

records—Edith Piaf and other popular recordings from the

1920s and 1930s—on an old Victrola at double speed. The

performance ended when attendants served coffee in cups

that had been placed on each seat prior to the performance.

Albeit vanguard in concept and prescient of 1960s ex-

perimental theater. Cages event did not signal a radical de-

parture from performance-related practices at Black Moun-

tain College but rather an extension and intensification of

ideas already in circulation. The radical rethinking of tradi-

tional theater had already had a long history at the college,

dating from 1936, when Bauhaus associate Xanti Schawin-

sky was invited by Josef Albers to teach "stage studies." True

to Bauhaus theory, Schawinskys course was not a study of

contemporary dramaturgy; instead it was an investigation

into the interaction among essential phenomena such as

time, sound, space, movement, and light as manifest in a

theatrical setting.-- The multifaceted and cross-disciplinary

aspects of these early productions helped to foster a collab-

orative philosophy among faculty members from dif-

ferent disciplines, who grew accustomed to a theater of dis-

parate expressive means. By the summer of 1932, the Light

Sound Movement Workshop, established in 1949, had been

periodically presenting forms of nonnarrative, nonlinear

theater—involving projected slides, painted backdrops, ex-

perimental music, modern dance, and, on occasion, written

texts. -^ The open-ended character of these productions was

infectious to the extent that community activities, such as

school festivals and celebrations, took on a similarly impro-

visational theatrical ambience. For one particular party,

Rauschenberg created an exotic mise-en-scene in the schoors

dining hall b\' draping walls, floor, and ceiling w ith kudzu.-"*

Although it has not been extensively documented, it ap-

pears that Rauschenberg was involved in theater at Black

Mountain College well beyond his participation in Cage's

performance event. He has spoken, for instance, about hav-

ing created his own Noh play and it being the only thing he

produced that his painting teacher, Albers, actually liked.
-^

When asked how he knew about Japanese Noh. Rauschen-

berg responded that someone at the school had told him

about it. "The whole place was sort of self-fertilizing," he

explained. "That's why it was so rich."-^ A few years later,

as enumerated in the litany of personal milestones in Auto-

biography, Rauschenberg wrote his own "fugue type plays

and word spoken music," which were "never performed."

The reverberations from Black Mountain College's ex-

periments in the dramatic arts were far-reaching. For in-

stance, performance strategies introduced in Cage's Theater

Piece #J—specifically, the use of chance operations and im-

provisation, the coexistence of independent elements, the

employment of projected slides and film, the centralily of

the audience, and the lack of any coherent, overarching

theme—anticipated the signature choreographic practices of

the Merce Cunningham Dance Company, established in

1953. Rejecting the concept of the integrated production, the

Wagnerian gesamtkiinstMerk. Cunningham radically re-
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fig 58 Rauschenberg's

costume design for

Paul Taylor Dance

Company's Three Epitaphs

(1956). Production still

Pictured: Taylor

fig 59 Rauschenberg's

costume design for Paul

Taylor Dance Company's

Epic (1957). Production

still. Pictured: Taylor Photo

by Robert Rauschenberg

strucliircd ihc theatrical experience.-' He re\()Uitioiiizecl

modern dance by separating movement from dramatic ex-

pression, allowing the performers" highly trained bodies to

communicate via pure and precise choreography, the se-

cjuences of which were ohen determined by chance opera-

tions. Together with Cage, who was musical director of the

company, Cunningham redefined the very experience of

viewing dance by disengaging the musical accompaniment

from the movement. Sound and motion thus existed as sep-

arate entities, parallel phenomena, related only by their

shared location and duration. The lighting, set, and costume

designs contributed by Rauschenberg during the company's

first decade were equally autonomous eleinents; their pur-

pose was not to explicate or enhance a specific choreo-

graphic theme but rather to function as discrete components

with their own visual integrity.

Between 1954 and 1954, Rauschenberg participated in

the realization of more than twenty dances for the Cun-

ningham Company, bringing to the collaboration his im-

provisatory spirit and keen ability to incorporate ready-made

materials (and actions) into the scenic space of theater. His

first stage set, Minuliae (1954; see fig. 57; cat. nos. 76, 208),

created for a dance of the same name, is a freestanding Com-

bine resembling his contemporaneous Red Painlint^s in

iconography and hue. Composed of two parallel screens

—

a narrow, tall one in front, containing a small mirror sus-

pended in a cut-out circle, and a wider, shorter one behind,

punctuated by a frayed silk curtain

—

Minutiae is a stage in

miniature through which the dancers can move freely.-*^ In

response to Cunninghams directive that the set be entirely

self-contained and easily transportable,-" Rauschenberg cre-

ated a freestanding sculptural en\ironment that emulates the

architectural conditions of the stage itself—its frontalily, side

entrances, and scrims—but with a few twists, like placing

the curtain, which conventionally signals the beginning

and end of a dance, in the back, where it cannot be seen.

Mijuitiac is a microcosm of the performance space; it reiter-

ates, yel playfully rearranges, ihc iradilional spatial elements

of theater and is much in the spirit of Cunningham's revo-

lutionary choreographic vision.'*'

Similarly, Rauschenberg's concept for lighting design re-

sisted and subverted theatrical convention. When invited

spontaneously by Cunningham and Cage to serve as light-

ing technician for the company even though he had no prior

experience in the field, Rauschenberg learned the control

board "overnight." Having "very strong feelings that theatre

basically was at the mercy of the lighting,"" he improvised

by countering lightings typically descriptive function.

Rather than anticipating a dancer's location onstage or es-

tablishing a certain mood—the customary roles of stage

lighting—Rauschenberg's lighting designs operated inde-

pendently from the performance, only intersecting with

the choreography on occasion and changing nightly Com-

menting on his initial experiments, he claimed, "I just tried

to open up the space as changing—but not in a one-to-

one . . . relation to the activities. ... I didn't light the pieces

the same from performance to performance. I would have

died of boredom." ^-

During the mid- to late 1950s, Rauschenberg also de-

signed sets and costumes for the Paul Taylor Dance Com-

pany In his early experimental work, Taylor broadened the

choreographic parameters of modern dance to include the

vernacular gesture and stillness it-

self." Inspired by Rauschenberg's ^^
and Johns's embrace of empirical jv^
reality as material for their art, ^ '

Taylor stripped dance down to its

essential movements: breathing,

posing, walking, sitting, thinking,

and so on. For the presentation of

Seven New Dances at the Ninety-

second Street YM-\'\VHA in New

York in 1957, Rauschenberg sug-

gested that Taylors cast perform

in their street clothes (fig. 59) to

reflect the quotidian source of

their activities. He set Taylor's solo

Epic (1957), a study of simple ges-

tures gleaned from the street, to a

twenty-ininute recording of tele-

phone time signals
—

"at the tone,

the time will be . .

. "—repeated

over and over again at ten-second
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fig. 60. Rauschenberg's set,

costume, and lighting

design for Merce

Cunningham Dance

Company's Story (1963).

Royce Hall, University of

California at Los Angeles.

July 24. 1963. Pictured:

Viola Fartier, Cunningham,

and Carolyn Brown. Photo

by Marvin Silver

fig. 61 . Rauschenberg's

set, costume, and lighting

design for Merce

Cunningham Dance

Company's Story (1963).

Still from Story, directed by

Hakki Seppala for the

Finnish Broadcasting

Company, filmed at

Ruotsalaeisessa

Theatterissa. Helsinki,

September 18. 1964.

Pictured: Deborah Hay,

William Davis. Sandra

Neels. and Cunningham

fig. 62. Rauschenberg's

costume design for Merce

Cunningham Dance

Company's Antic Meet

(1958). Production still.

Pictured: Cunningham.

Photo by Richard Rutledge

intervals. The set for Resemblance (1957), another solo on

the program, consisted solel\- of a lixe dog, who was to signal

the beginning and end of the dance by entering and then

leaving the stage, but who refused to behave on cue.^"^

Rauschenberg's other designs for Ta\lor \\ ere more conven-

tionally "iheairical." As scenery for The Tower (1957: cat.

no. 211). he contributed an eponymously titled, freestand-

ing Combine with blinking lightbulbs. an umbrella, and

a broom (cat. no. 95). And for Three Epitaphs (1956; see

fig. 58: cai. no. 209)—a black comedy of a dance set to New

Orleans funeral music—Rauschenberg outfitted the slink-

ing and slouching performers entirely in black, attaching

small, round mirrors to their hooded foreheads and gloved

palms. Like the spinning mirror in Mi/iiifiac, these reflec-

tive circles when set in motion cast shards of light all over

the stage.

After MiHuncic, Rauschenbergs designs for Cunningham

ranged from the nearly classical—such as the lush, pointillisi

pattern on both costumes and backdrop in Siimmerspace

(1958; cat. no. 214) and the all-white leotard and tights

adorned with the occasional metal ornament and tulle

veil in \ot funics (.1956; see fig. 76: cat. no. 210)—to the

most iconoclastic. In .Antic Meet (1958: see figs. 62, 77:

cat. no. 215). a vaudevillian satire on dance and society,

Cunningham performed with a w ooden chair strapped to his

back, w hile other dancers wore dresses sew n from para-

chutes. An airborne smoke machine graced the stage in Aeon

(1961; see fig 63; cat. no. 220), while the performers danced

w ith small flashing lights attached to their w rists, adding

and discarding costume elements at will, such as veil-

like sleeves, pants sew n from feathers, and a belt w ith as-

sorted objects attached. Rauschenbergs own idiosNucratic

aesthetic sensibility—as manifest in the bricolage qualit)" of

his \Tsual art—became most apparent w hen the set and cos-

tume design required utmost spontaneity. When, for exam-

ple, the w hue gauze scrim de\ised for Cunninghams Xik-

tumes w as deemed a fire hazard on the same day that the

dance w as to be performed at the Brooklyn Academy of

Music in 1957, the artist quicklv fashioned a new backdrop

from wire screening and fresh boughs gathered in nearby

Prospect Park.

Cunninghams Slor)' (1963: see figs. 60, 61: cat. no. 221)

was premised on the verv concept of indeterminacy; com-

posed of eighteen separate but interchangeable sections for

an unspecified number of dancers, w ho could impulsively

decide w hich material to perform, with whom, and w hen,

the dance w as by nature ne\ er the same twice. True to this

impro\isational form, Rauschenberg concocted 5ion "s sets

and costumes at each \enue w hen the dance was in the com-

pany's repertory in 1963 and 1964. using w hat w as locally

available, easily transportable, and, generally, free. The only

unde\iating component of the decor was a large black arrow

on a yellow background that Rauschenberg had pilfered

from a construction site. For each performance's costumes,

the dancers w ould rummage through a Na\A" seabag placed

in the wings and stuffed with assorted. e\ er-changing found

items—a doctors coat, a green plastic helmet, a jacket with

the name El Monte Beauiv Center sewn on the back

—
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fig. 63. Light-and-

smoke machine from

Rauschenberg's set

design for Merce

Cunningham Dance

Company's Aeon (1961)

which thc\ could wear as lhc\- pleased. Story was included

in ihe repertoire for the compan\'s 1964 six-nionih world

tour, and Rauschenberg's sets mutated capriciously from

cit\ to city, performance to performance, always surprising

and often inspiring the dancers. " in Les Bau.x de Provence,

France, three automobiles were dri\en onto an open-air

stage. One night in Tokyo, the set consisted of large cylin-

ders with paint cans, and on another, a rack of clothing.

In Osaka, Rauschenberg and Alex Hay, his assistant on the

tour, constructed towers of light. In Venice, Italian stage-

hands were instructed to methodically sweep the stage

throughout the performance, as a kind of living set. In

Vienna, Rauschenberg appeared onstage disguised as what

Cunningham described as a '"'happening' object under

burlap, tree branches, rope, and wooden slats." ^" In Helsinki,

the artist crafted a set that resembled his own Combines

from an old bicycle frame, the headboard of a bed, an oil

drum, and a car door. In Darlington, England, he and Hay.

unable to hnd suitable material for a backdrop, stood calmh-

onstage ironing shirts for the duration of the dance. And

during four performances at London's Phoenix Theatre.

Rauschenberg sat onstage and, as he had done for Homage

to David Tudor, painted a picture.''

Commenting retrospectively on his contributions to

StoJT, the artist described his occasional presence onstage

as being "like a live, passive set, like live decor."^** His con-

cept of live action as stage decor—a typically Rauschenber-

gian gesture blurring the boundaries between \arious genres

and their mediums—may be understood as the obverse of

his conviction that a painting can be performative. It attests

to his overall ambition to "bring art into real time" in resis-

tance to the passivity of looking. ^'^
"I like Ihr art." he pro-

claimed in 1966. referring to his work in the theater in rela-

tion to his identity as a visual artist. "A painting is just too

passive. The artist can never really feel what contact, if any.

has been made between the spectator and the painting. I

want to give the spectator a far more active role. I w ant him

as pan of my work. '^^' By plating the activity of painting on-

stage, by anthropomorphizing his stage sets, and by infus-

ing his own art with emblems of temporality and move-

ment—clocks, radios, lans, and the like—Rauschenberg

souglu to make the spectator a visceral part of his work

railur than merely a witness to it. He explained:

My relationship to dance is . . . directly responsible for my new

interest in the spectator's active role.

1 learned that a work of art—say, a painting or a piece of

sculpture, is an elusive quantity—that is. the fact that it's con-

crete makes it elusive. The dance, on the other hand—and the

fluid relationship between dancer and audience—is rcalh con-

crete, not elusive at all.

Ai least, so it seems to me. You see, both parties are in a

critical relationship in terms of immediacy and spontaneity.

They combine to create a living, palpable force of contact/'

By 1964. the year Rauschenberg toured the world with

the Cunningham Company, he had already ventured into

the choreographic realm, creating and performing in his

own highly innovative dance pieces. During the early

1960s. Rauschenberg was actively involved with a group of

dancers—including Trisha Brown, Childs, Simone (W hit-

man) Forii. .Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Paxton, and Rainer (a

number of whom performed with Cunningham)—v\ho were

loosely affiliated as the Judson Dance Theater, an open col-

lective whose primary objective was to liberate choreogra-

phy from all formal, conceptual, and theatrical conven-

tions.^- Because Cunningham had already freed movement

from psychological expression, dramatic connotation, and

its dependence on music, what remained for them to con-

front was technique itself. Motivated in part by composer

Robert Dunns weekly choreography workshops, held be-

tween I960 and 1962 at the Cunningham studio, San Fran-

cisco-based Ann Halprins classes in improvisation, and

Cunningham's use of chance procedures, the dancers asso-

ciated with judson created a nonhierarchical theater that

privileged pure, unmediated movement, the raw physicality

of the body in action, and the emancipatory potential of

sheer corporeality. The new dance formulated by the Judson

group became defined by its use of "real-time" activities,

which were arrived at through gamelike structures or

task-oriented gestures. The "virtual" space of theater, in

w hich illusion is cultivated and timq is suspended, was re-

placed with the "operational" environment, where physical

processes and empirical reality were framed and reiterated

for the audience.^' Eschewing physical virtuosity in favor of
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fig. 64 Rauschenberg

preparing one of the

parachutes worn in Pelican

(1963), Culver City,

California, 1966. Photo by

Steven Schapiro

fig. 65. Rauschenberg

trying on the Fresnel-

lens mask worn in

Linoleum (1966),

Washington, DC, 1966.

Photo by Steven Schapiro

fig. 66. Rauschenberg's

performance notes for

Pelican (1963)

everyday motion, ihe Judson group extended the parame-

ters of dance to include the untrained performer and, hence,

established an atmosphere conducive to interdisciplinary

collaboration. Visual artists such as Robert Morris and Car-

olee Schneemann, as well as composer Philip Corner and

filmmaker Gene Friedman, were drawn into the ever-shifting

constellation of dancers comprising the Judson circle. A fre-

quent visitor to Robert Dunn's classes, Rauschenberg was an

active participant in Judson productions, serving as lighting

director for many events, including Rainers Terrain (1963)

and Judith Dunns Acapulco (1963), performing in various

pieces such as Alex Hays Colorado Plateau (1964; cat.

no. 222), Deborah Hays All Day Dance with Two (1964), and

Rainers Parts of Some Sextets (1965; cat. no. 224), as well as

creating his own unique performance works that fell some-

where between dance and nonnarrative image theater. ** The

eleven documented performance pieces he choreographed

between 1963 and 1967 were produced within the context

of, and were inspired by, his close involvement with Judson.

In many ways, the Judson group was Rauschenberg's

creative and social community during the first half of the

1960s; its members prompted him to perform, and he in

turn shared in the very redefinition of modern dance. As

both an outgrowth from and reflection of the progressive at-

mosphere of 1960s America, Judson Dance Theater strove

to function democratically, with all members having equal

access to performance opportunities. Describing this com-

munal environment, Rauschenberg remembered, "There was

just one house rule: if someone asked you to do something,

it made no difference whether you wanted to or not—you

had to.""*^ His own improvisatorial and open-ended approach

to art making and stage design influenced the general atti-

tude of the Judson group. His practice of utilizing ready-

made materials for practical purposes and as a celebration

of the commonplace informed their overall aesthetic ap-

proach. "We began with this idea of Bobs," explained Pax-

ton, "that you work with what's available, and that way re-

strictions aren't limitations, they're just what you happen to

be working with.""**^

THE ART OF RAUSCHENBERG'S PERFORMANCES, 1963-67

Rauschenberg's first choreographic effort. Pelican, perfectly

exemplified the artist's ability to use environmental condi-

tions as the very premise of a piece. Staged in the America

on Wheels skating rink in Washington, D.C., in 1963 as

part of an evening of dances by the Judson Dance Theater

during the Pop Festival, Pelican was performed by the trio

of Rauschenberg, Cunningham soloist Carolyn Brown, and

Swedish Fluxus artist Per Olof Ultvedt.'*^ "When I heard

the piece would take place in a rink," Rauschenberg ex-

plained, "1 said, why not use roUerskates? I favor a physical

encounter of materials with ideas on a very literal, almost

simple-minded plane.'"*^

While Rauschenberg also claimed that he decided to use

skates as a way to mask his inability to dance,"*^ the unbri-

dled locomotive energy of his and Ultvedt's skating, seen in

contrast to Brown's balletic poise, gave the piece both its

form and its content. Pelican opened with Rauschenberg and

Ultvedt, dressed in simple gray sweatshirts and sweatpants,

propelling themselves into the rink with their hands while

kneeling on axles connecting two wheels; sail-like con-

structions fashioned from spread parachutes trailed behind

them. Strapped to their backs, these parachute forms looked

at once like prehistoric wings and futuristic, aerodynamic

extensions of the body. Joined by Brown en pointe, similarly
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fig 67. Steve Paxton in

Linoleum (1966). NOW
Festival, National Roller

Skating Rink, Washington,

DC, Apnl 26, 1966

Photo by Steven Schapiro

(Hiiliiutl in sweat ^cM\ ilic iwo nun s\\oi)|hi1 and glided

around ihc rink, cvcniualU partnering her in a graceful pas

de irois eompleie with lilts and turns, all to a eollagcd sound

track Rausclienherg had put together Ironi Found sounds

—

telephones ringing, ears honking, crickets chirping, snip-

pets ol "I'm in the Mootl lor Love," and music by George

Frideric 1 landel and Joseph I Ia\cln. "' The dance, dedicated

to the Wright Brothers, rellected the artists fascination with

flight and extended the imagery of his contemporaneous

silkscreened paintings—astronauts, birds, llNing machines,

and i")arachiues—to the theatrical arena.

In Pcliccm, Rauschcnberg shattered the customary divi-

sion between performer and scenic element, fusing the two

to create what one reviewer called "a sort of locomotive

himian combine."'' This practice did not derive from a ro-

mantic notion of synthesis in the Wagnerian sense but from

an impulse toward eciualization of theatrical components.

Expanding the concept of "live decor," which he imple-

mented in Cunninghams Slorv, Rauschcnberg animated his

props and sets, endowing them with a performative pres-

ence, breaking down the distinction between subject and ob-

ject. ^^ A signature feature of his ensuing theater works—and

a distinctive characteristic of many Judson dances^'—this

strategy is reflected in Rauschenbcrgs method of scoring

performances: notes exist in his archives that are as much

inventories of props as they are lists of movements, and most

gestures are linked directly to the interaction with specially

made or found items that are manipulated, maneuvered, or

worn during the dance. For example, the notes for Linoleum

(fig. 67; cat. no. 238)—a dance created and performed as

part of the NOW Festival, held in Washington, D.C., in

1966^"*—read, in part:

Flag

Simonc + chair

Steve + chickens

Alex + bed. . . .

Jill + 1 put out flag

1 draw lines +

I put out Brecrs

Wave 3 min . . .

'^

Like Pelican. Linoleum featured modes of vehicular

movement; dancers propelled themselves or each other by

means of handvvrought contraptions—Combine-like struc-

tures on wheels—that required specific, yet basic, motions

to be piloted through the space. The notations above indi-

cate, in the most abbreviated manner, lour forms of loco-

motion included in the dance; Forii was sealed on a Chip-

pendale chair moimted on a platform with casters Wearing

an antique wedding dress and holding a pot ol cooked

spaghetti m her lap, she was wheeled around the stage by

Deborah Hay, who was dressed in a semiiransluceni plastic

suit with a face mask crafted from a sheet of plastic magni-

fying material. At various intervals in the performance. May

ceased pushing the chair-vehicle to make designs on the

lloor wiih the limp noodles. Paxion lay prone in a ten-fooi-

long rolling chicken coop filled with live chickens. Pro-

pelling himself around the stage like some hybrid being on

the prowl, Paxton rested every once in a while to gnaw on

pieces of fried chicken. Alex Hay mobilized a bed by stand-

ing in the middle of its wire frame, shuffling forward in halt-

ing steps. At one point in the performance, he donned a con-

tainer fashioned from plaster and w ire mesh over his head

and torso, its looming egg shape lending a surreal air to this

already absurdist production. And finally, Rauschcnberg, also

dressed in a mask and plastic suit, which was wired for

sound by engineer Billy Kliiver. drew chalk outlines around

small, battery-driven, ambulatory sculptures by Robert

Breer. As soon as each contour was delineated, the sculp-

tures would roll over the draw n perimeters, transgressing

their limits—creating, perhaps, a visual metaphor for the lib-

crating tendencies of Rauschenbcrgs theater.

Locomotion was also a motif in Rauschenbcrgs film

Canoe (1966), which was projected during Linoleum onto

a sheet hanging from a clothesline that was unfurled at

three intervals in the dance. In Rauschenbcrgs later perfor-

mance piece entitled Outskirts ( 1967), the him was projected

onto a large, white, perforated sheet covering a group of

dancers who poked their heads through its holes, becoming

part of the moving imagery.'^ Created from found footage of
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fig, 68, Curtain call for

Spring Training (1965),

First New York Theater

Rally, abandoned television

studio, Broadway and

Eighty-first Street, New
York, May 1965, Pictured:

Barbara (Dilley) Lloyd,

Christopher Rauschenberg,

Viola Farber, Robert

Rauschenberg. Deborah

Hay, Steve Paxton, and

Trisha Brown, Photo by

Elisabeth Novick

recreational water sports and military aircraft maneuvers,

the film is a percussively edited inontage of moving imagery.

The rough-cut qualit\' of the film—which foregrounds jux-

taposition over narrative development—typifies the sensi-

bility of the artists choreography. Dance critic Jill Johnston

aptly referred to Linoleum as a 'Jive collage,"^' a description

that captures an essential characteristic of all Rauschenbergs

theater pieces, particularly those created for ensetnble

dancing. Performance works such as Spring Training (1965;

fig. 68; cat. no. 235), Map Room [Ij (1965; cat. no. 236), and

Map Room U (1965; fig. 79; cat. no. 237) were studies in jux-

taposition, sequentially unveiling a visual aesthetic of con-

flation, conjunction, and unexpected associations that is also

manifest, albeit statically, in the artist's Combines. Disparate

actions—some intentionally dancerly, others entirely pedes-

trian—were performed simultaneously; unidentifiable ob-

jects of inexplicable utility were used as props or worn as

costumes, and slide and film projections provided shifting,

ambient illumination, as well as a novel form of set design.

The pieces were often accompanied by audio collages made

from electronically ainplified noises produced by the ma-

nipulation of costumes or props, compilations of prere-

corded music culled from a variety of sources, and found

sounds. Independent theatrical elements coexisted in each

dance, imparting effect through accumulation but not fu-

sion. A Rauschenberg dance was not conceived to transcend

its individual coiriponents, as a greater sum of its parts,

but rather as a mosaic of strange yet allusive images, sounds,

and gestures that hovered on the periphery of meaning.

The artist once commented on his bricolagelike approach

to choreography:

The way I begin is by just having an idea and then if that idea

isn't enough, I have another idea, and a tliird. and a fourth,

and composition could be described as an attempt to mass all

these things in such a way that they dont contrast or interfere

with each other, that you never set up a sense of cause and

effect or contrast like black or white; but that thcv either

calmly or less calmly just happen to exist at the same time. So

one of my main problems in composing a piece is how to get

something started and how to get it stopped without breaking

a sense of the whole unit that more or less should look

continuous and anti-climactic, or— I don't know the word

for it when one thing simply follows another—progressive.

Progressive relationship with the elements. And it's very much

the way I work with the paintings. They're the same kinds

of problems. ^*^

Rauschenberg freely extended his image repertoire from

painting to performance work: motifs gleaned from popular

culture, particularly those referencing the stereotypically

American, appeared throughout the dances. In Linoleum, a

dramatically elongated American flag was unfurled with

great ceremony before being cropped to regulation size. In

Spring Training—a dance presented in the First New York

Theater Rally, held in an abandoned tele\ision studio in New

York—a watermelon wrapped in a small carpet bearing the

linage ofJohn E Kennedy was carried around the stage by a

dancer wearing a portable screen onto which slides of

canned food, the city skyline, and the Empire State Build-

ing, among other things, were projected.^'' The prosaic was

also accentuated in a solo performance entitled Tango

( 1964), in which Rauschenberg stood onstage and consumed

an entire quart of inilk. This action, which constituted the

eirtire piece, was performed to a score by Japanese composer

Junosuke.'^^^ The tin can—a ubiquitous motif in Pop art's em-

brace of American commodity culture—surfaced a number

of times in the dances. In one section oi Spring Training, for

iirstance, Paxton performed a solo with a can attached to his

knee. The automobile, another of Rauschenberg's quintes-

sentially vernacular quotations, was given prominence in

Map Room U, a dance that premiered at the Expanded Cin-

ema Eestival, organized by Jonas Mekas and others at the

Eilm-Makers' Cineinatheque, Forty-first Street Theater, in

New York.*"' In this work, performers rolled, walked, and

ambled with their feet, buttocks, or entire bodies lodged in
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fig. 69 Participants in

Surplus Dance Theater,

New York. 1964

Pictured: Deborah Hay,

Rauschenberg. Lucinda

Chrlds, Robert Morris. Alex

Hay, Jill Johnston, and

Yvonne Rainer. Photo by

Al Giese

large rubber tires. Other einbleinaiie items— in parlieular.

clocks, newspaper iniager\, and animals—jilayed notable

roles in Rauselienberg's image theater: three dancers wear-

ing bridal gowns stuffed alarm clocks into the bosoms

of their dresses and ate saltine crackers Irom the box during

SpiiJig Ticiining: in the same dance, the arlisl wheeled a

shopping cart filled with ticking clocks through the

audience as a \\a\ of disseminating sound throughout

the theater, in Rauscheriberg's linal choreographic piece,

( rl)(i)i Round ( I'-)(t7; cat. no. 240), perlormers read aloud

backward from newspapers while being carried on bright!)

colored strclcherlike boards in front of a large backdrop

silkscreened with photographic images culled from various

media sources."

Live animals—as opposed to the stuffed goat, chickens,

and eagle inhabiting the artists Combines—appeared in the

least likely circumstances within Rauschenbergs dance the-

ater. For a piece entitled E/t;in Tic ( l'-)64; cat. no. 234), per-

formed as part of Five New York Evenings, organized by

Ponlus Hulten at the Moderna Museet, Stockholm, on the

occasion of Cunninghams world lour, Rauschenberg chore-

ographed a duet for himself and a large cow. The dance

began with the artist lowering himself from a skylight down

a rope laden with sundry objects that he manipulated, arti-

cles of clothing that he donned, and a sandwich that he ate

along the way.*"* The end of the rope dangled into a large bar-

rel of water set on a flatbed hand truck. After submerging

himself in the water, Rauschenberg stepped into a pair of

oversize boots nailed to the truck, which allowed him to tilt

forward at an otherwise impossible angle. At that moment,

the cow was led into and then out of the performance area,

as the flatbed was hauled offstage. It had been the artist's in-

tention to ride the cow while powdering it and himself while

in a loose emulation of lilgin Marble friezes, but when thai

proved problematic for the animal, he settled for this less

sensational arrangement."'' In Map Room II. three while

doves consliluied part of a costume worn by Deborah Hay

—

a wirc-mesh form encased her upper body and held the

birds at torso level. Part human, part birdcage. May danced

cautiously with the cooing doves in what was one of

Rauschenbergs more poetic choreographic moments In

Spiing Traimng, thirty or so turtles u ith small flashlights at-

tached to their shells were set loose on the stage in the dark

to illuminate certain portions of the performance. Rauschen-

berg remembered employing the turtles as a means to light a

section of the piece in w hich he was dancing on stilts, main-

taining it was simply more interesting than conventional

stage lighting and compared it to "leaving the TV on in a

room w ith the sound oil " in order to create a kind of dim,

oscillating illumination.^^

The artists keen interest in stage lighting and light in

general was manifested in his various choreographic

schemes. In the 1964 solo Slwt Put (cat. no. 233), devised

for an evening of performances at the Slate University of

New York at New Paltz by a group ofJudson dancers^—the

artist performed arabesques and plies in the dark with a

flashlight attached to his right foot, thus creating luminous

streaks and swirls in the air. His score for the dance, which

was performed to a recording of Oyvind Fahlstrom's A Lec-

liiiv on Birch in Sweden, gives some suggestion of what his

choreography entailed physically:

Start anywhere with flash lite

Flash lite out

.Ankle It. on. slide in. ...

Jerk rt leg up, open and close knee

Pull forward then do convulsive roll

Turning into arabesque position and turning slowly

Then shoot off backwards

Getting up into a quick natural walk

Walh without seeing anything

Do some stomping changing directions of the foot . . .

*'

Rauschenberg again used flashlights for dramatic effect

in Map Room ///, an ensemble dance created and performed

after a weeks residency at Goddard College in Plainfield,

Vermont.*^ Following a striking sequence in which he made

shadow figures on the wall in raking light, he crossed the

stage with flashlights attached to each leg, illuminating

vapor rising from dry ice-filled beer cans strapped to his
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fig. 70. Video projection

of infrared images of

performance volunteers

in Open Score (1966),

9 Evenings: Theatre and

Engineenng, Sixty-ninth

Regiment Armory, New
York, October 14, 1966.

Photo by Peter Moore

ankles. Rauschenberg described this dance as simply a

"sketch" for Map Room /J, a more visually layered and com-

plex piece in which audience members were asked to wear

v^hite placards on their backs, onto which a movie travel-

ogue about Austria was projected; blindfolded performers

onstage made nonsensical sentences by switching places and

flipping through sign cards painted with words (subjects,

verbs, and adverbs); and one dancer enacted a sensual duet

with a couch. ^'' In this second version of the dance, the artist

refashioned his fog-encased traversal of the stage to create a

dazzling display of light and motion by using a bit of tech-

nological wizardry. Wearing white buck shoes that Arman

(at Rauschenbergs request) had embedded in twenty-pound

plastic cubes (fig. 3), the artist strode slowly through the

space, alternately carrying and laying down two neon tubes

that lit up only when grasped. The hand-contact tensor rod

he wore during the perfonnance passed electric currents

through his body to illuminate the neon when he touched

it, while the plastic shoes saved him from what appeared to

be certain electrocution. Rauschenberg's spectacular ap-

pearance as some kind of techno-Argonaut enacting a dare-

devil feat rivaled the futuristic, yet homespun, imagery of

Pelican as an emblem of his unique choreographic vision.

Rauschenbergs fascination with technology—as mani-

fested in the light-emitting effects produced for his dances

—

was fueled and supported by his friend Kluver. Together they

explored technology's potential applications to the visual arts

and theater, a decisive collaboration that culminated in the

production of 9 Evenings: Theatre and Engineering, in

1966.^'^ A series of performance events presented at the

Sixty-ninth Regiment Armory in New York, 9 Evenings in-

volved a wide range of choreographers and visual artists

working in concert with engineers and technicians to

achieve previously unimaginable theatrical spectacles—with

the innovative process being privileged over the final prod-

uct. Rauschenberg's contribution to the series. Open Score

(cat. no. 239), involved a tennis match between Frank Stella

and professional tennis player Mimi Kanarek using rackets

wired for sound. Each time a ball was hit, the noise of im-

pact triggered an overhead light to go out. The game con-

tinued until the hall was in total darkness. At that moineni,

some five hundred volunteers moved into the stage area and

executed ten actions dictated by Rauschenberg
—

"touch

someone who is not touching you," "touch two places that

you are ticklish (do not laugh)," "draw a rectangle in the air

as high as you can reach," and so on." Performed entirely in

the dark, their gestures were made visible to the audience

through a closed-circuit, infrared television system projected

onto three large suspended screens (see fig. 70).

In many ways, Open Score represented a bridge between

Rauschenberg's involvement with the theater and his en-

gagement with E.A.T. (Experiments in Art and Technology),

coterminous artistic obsessions that preoccupied him dur-

ing the mid-1960s. His ongoing presence as visionary leader,

coorganizer, and participant in both realms helped to link

disparate creative worlds during this fertile period. The list

of choreographers and performers who participated in

9 Evenings is indicative of how complexly interrelated the

art, dance, and Happenings spheres had become by mid-

decade; an abbreviated sampling includes, for instance. Min-

imalist sculptor Carl Andre, theater historian Michael Kirby,

Conceptual artists Les Levine and Elaine Sturtevant, and. in

addition to the Judson group. Cage, Tudor, and Robert Whit-

man. For all involved, technology promised yet one more

conceptual and creative medium to exploit.

The Cunningham-Cage-Judson affiliation was but one

stimulus for the artist's experiments in the performing

arts. During the early 1960s, an international subculture

emerged on the margins of painting and sculpture in

which the performative gesture or corporeal action was em-

phasized over the discrete aesthetic object. Its various man-

ifestations—Fluxus, Happenings, Judson Dance Theater,

Nouveau Realisme, and Zero, to name just the European

and American variants—shared a shifting and fluid mein-

bership of artists, choreographers, writers, fihnmakers, com-

posers, and musicians.'- Rauschenberg's own endeavors in

the theater—including the eleven dances he created between

1963 and 1967—fall within this historical matrix and can

be read as part of a larger artistic current that centered on

the performing body. In fact, the different strains of this plu-

ralistic current converge in his performance work, which in

turn reflects a multidisciplinary, conceptual impulse toward

action, process, and liminality.
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Rauschcnbcrg's coUabdrations w itli Swiss sculptor Jean

Tiiigucly linked him to a liuro|H-an avant-garde whose

work direct!} implicated the corporeal. The two artists met

in 1^)60 111 comieciioii with Tinguely's Homage to Mew York

(fig. 88), a sell-annihilating mechanical assemblage that per-

formed its own suicide in the sculpture garden of the Mu-

seum of Modern Art, New York. Responding to an invitation

for artistic participation, Rauschenberg contributed a mech-

anized "mone\ thrower" (Money Throwci joi Tingueh's

H.T.N.y., cat. no. 242), which hurled siKer dollars at a des-

ignated moment in the event. Tinguely's explorations into

the kinetic and anthropomorphic possibilities of sculpture

were embraced b\ the Zero group, which was founded by

German artists Heinz Mack and Otto Piene in l'-)57 to in-

vestigate the intersections between art, movement, the body,

and light. In addition to their night exhibitions, events that

opened in the evening and lasted only until morning, un-

derscoring the temporal and theatrical nature of their work.

Zero published a journal that explicated various theories of

performance-oriented art. The third and final issue of this

publication. Zero (1961), included an article on Homage to

New York by Klitver'^ as well as a manifesto by TingueK' that

celebrated the flux of time. Known as "Static." the text pro-

claimed that "the only certainty is that movement, change,

and metamorphosis exist," and that "our only eternal pos-

session will be change."'^ Also included were texts by

Arman, Piero Manzoni, Daniel Spoerri, and Yves Klein,

whose 1960 essay "Le Vrai devient realite "/"Truth Becomes

Reality " was followed by an illustration of his infamous "ac-

tion" known as the "leap into the void." Responding to a set

of conceptual issues similar to those investigated by Zero,

Manzoni (along with Enrico Castcllani) produced .-\~iiim(li

(1959-60). a multilingual journal that reflected the perfor-

mative impulse informing much international contemp-

orary art.'' Its premiere issue featured an illustration of

Rauschenbergs Monogram, reproduced onl\ a few months

after the Combine was first exhibited in New York at Leo

Castelli Gallery.

While not a direct participant in the artistic milieu rep-

resented in the Zero and Aci»uit/i publications, Rauschen-

berg was certainly privy to the ideas germinating within it.

\\ hich were marked by a general shift away from the pro-

duction of static objects toward the performative gesture ex-

perienced in real time. In 1961. the artist socialized with

Arman, de Saint Phalle, Klein, and Tinguely, who were all

staving in New York at the time.'^ His association with

1 iMgucly and dc Saim Phalle led lo a ihcairical collaboraiion

in 1962 far more ambitious than their previous eonterl for

ludor in Paris. De Saint Phalle, linguely. and poel and play-

wright Kenneth Koch invited Rauschenberg lo collaborale

on the conceptualization and production of a play entiilcd

The Construction oj Boston (cat. no. 218), which was pre-

sented for just one night at the Maidman Playhouse in New

York to a standing-room-only audience. ' Scripted by Koch.

this absurdist "drama" featured each pariicipani's original

contribution lo the building of the city: Rauschenberg.

dressed in a rain poncho with a light reflector over his face,

brought "weather" in the form of a rain machine and "peo-

ple" in the form of a married couple played by Viola Farber

and Paxton, who enacted the motions of a typical day in a

faux apartment setting designed by Rauschenberg. Tinguely.

dressed in a ball gown, brought "architecture" by building a

wall of cinder blocks across the front of the stage during the

performance, forcing audience members to move to the back

of the theater in order lo see the final scenes. De Saint Phalle,

wearing the uniform of a Napoleonic cannoneer, brought

"art" in the form of a plaster Venus de Milo, which exuded

torrents of colored paint when fired at with a rifle. Both

Rauschenberg and Tinguely had their ow n alter egos in the

performance, who appeared onstage with them to recite their

lines; Tinguely's double was played by Metropolitan Mu-

seum of Art curator Henry Geldzahler. and Rauschenbergs

counterpart was played by Stella, who instead of speaking

the assigned passages
—

"Cities need weather difTereni from

the country's. Otherwise why w ould people go to the coun-

try? I'm bringing city weather here"—projected words onto

the back wall of the stage with a portable slide projector, a

device employed in Rauschenbergs later dances.'** The

\\ hole production, which lasted approximately fifteen min-

utes, was "directed" by Cunningham, who at the last minute

declined public acknowledgment due. perhaps, lo the sheer

anarchy of the play.

The collaborative spirit pervading this event, which

brought together visual artists, writers, dancers, and per-

formers from different conceptual and aesthetic factions, ex-

emplifies an attitude of commonality felt across certain seg-

ments of the New York art world in the early 1960s. Because

the number of artists investigating the performative in their

work was relatively small compared to those involved ex-

clusively w ith painting and sculpture, cooperation across

partisan lines was the rule rather than the exception.''

Recognizing the hybridization of approaches engendered
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fig. 71, Alex Hay,

Rauschenberg, Steve

Paxton, Deborah Hay. and

Trisha Brown, with her son

Adam, at Rauschenberg's

Broadway studio. New
York. 1965 Photo by

Ugo Mulas

during this period, Johnston noted, 'The Judson choreog-

raphers, the Pop artists, the Cage/Cunningham axis, the

Lower East Side society, the Happenings creators and the

Neo-Dada or Fluxus performers mixed incestuously in a

broad network of social/personal/professional interests."**"

This was certainly evident in the case of Rauschenberg, who

moved frecK' among the different aUiances, offering support

as an adviser, designer, technician, performer, or choreogra-

pher. While he claimed methodological discrepancies be-

tween his theater pieces and what he described as the ob-

ject-oriented nattire of Happenings during the 1960s, he

even participated in Allan Kaprows 18 Happenings in 6 Parts

(1959) as a "substitute" performer.**' If sectarian lines were

to be drawn between the performative strategies of Happen-

ings and Rauschenberg's own choreography, they would

hinge primarily on the role of the \'iewer. In Kaprows mind,

the polymorphous, discontinuous, and participatory char-

acter of Happenings would lead to the eventual eradication

of the audience as a separate entity. But for Rauschenberg.

the line between spectator and performer remained relatively

intact. While he wanted direct contact with his audience by

engaging them in durational situations and eliciting imme-

diate responses, he did not seek to involve them beyond vis-

ceral identification. The performance element was of utmost

importance. "I don't call my theatre pieces Happenings," he

explained in a 1965 interview:

Because of my invohement with theatre through dance. I

think rd refer to them as dance theatre or maybe just theatre

or anything else, because my understanding of Happenings is

that they came out of a desire painters had who were working

with objects, or objects were their content, their subject, a de-

sire to animate those materials. I think mine comes out of re-

ally quite a traditional response to dance.**-

In Rauschenberg's mind, the essential coinponent com-

mon to theater, dance, and his activities involving art and

technology was collaboration; it provided the driving force

behind his personal dedication to furthering the parameters

of each enterprise. "Theatre," he explained, "has to be ... a

cooperative venture. Theatre cannot be inade alone. It can't

exist without the common trust of the members."**^

Rauschenberg has remained engaged with the theater up to

the present day, working collaboratively with both Cun-

ningham and Trisha Brown as a set and costume designer.

Renewing his working relationship with Cunningham,

which had ended after the 1964 world tour, he designed the

lyrical costumes and set for Travelogue (cat. no. 226) in

1977. And in 1994, he created an enormous painted back-

drop titled Immerse (cat. no. 231.1) for the preiniere of Cun-

ningham's Joyce EvciK, a ninety-minute coinpilation of frag-

ments from earlier dances and segments of works in

progress. Since 1979. he has worked closely with Brown,

creating elaborate sets and costumes for a number of her

most celebrated dances, including Glacial Decoy (1979;

cat. no. 227), Set and Reset (1983; fig. 81; cat. no. 228). and

Astral Convertible (1989; cat. no. 229).**"' His most intensive

and fonnative involvement with performance, however, re-

volved around his close association with the early Judson

group—specifically Trisha Brown, Alex Hay, Deborah Hay,

Paxton, and Rainer—before it effectively dispersed in 1966.**'

By mid-decade, the collective momentum of Judson had

begun to dissipate as individual performers sought to pur-

sue their own separate choreographic visions. Rauschen-

berg's decision to stop choreographing and performing after

1967 may have been linked to this diminishment of com-

munal energy, since the collaborative milieu ofJudson was a

direct catalyst for his own dances. The spirit of cross-fertil-

ization had pervaded the cooperative endeavors of this early

period—with the visual arts informing Judson dance pro-

ductions as much as dance informed Rauschenberg's own

artistic project. In January 1964, when seven members of the

Judson group, including Rauschenberg, staged the concert

at the State University of New York at New Paltz, they issued

a statement in the program notes that spoke directly to this

phenomenon, celebrating its liberating impact on theater:

In the curious wa\' in which the art world changes, painters

have made inroads into theatrical performances. Artists find

that there are no unacceptable sources for material. The reper-

toire ofjudson Dance Theater reflects the latest of this recent

tendency to allow freer play. Dancers, mixed with painters on

the stage, point out how there is another quality to bodies than

just the arrived at differences dancers have discovered in

themselves—there is the whole look of the body, which knows

a lot on its own, and. whether "trained" or not, relays much

of its historv with action.''**'
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Perhaps the most enduring Ineet cil this rieh and provocative

inierpla\ belueen ihe arls during ihe early K)60s—and "en-

during" is a relative term in regard lo the most ephemeral of

aesthetic lornis—was the utter disregard for ln)undaries of

ain kind. Rauschenherg's inuiiersion in dance, because of

the "extreme unlixedness in nnage"*^' it offered, gave per-

mission to those around hun

—

artists and performers

alike—to extend their o\\ n practices into uncharted, hybrid

icrniories. Acknowledging the renegade nature o( then- artis-

tic activities, Paxton and Rauschenbcrg christened one iter-

ation t^f the loose-knit performance coalition ai\)und Judson

the Bastard Theater."" A handwriiicn note by Rauschenberg

succinctly outlines the new theater's tenets, while inadver-

tently describing, by extension, his entire artistic project:

Wc call ourselves Bastard Theater to correctly represent our

relationship to traditional theater (classical and contempo-

rary). Our influences arc questionable and our breeding un-

purc. Our misbegotten aesthetics permit us maximum work-

ing freedom and flexibility Our fickleness is supported by a

constant refusal to serve any single mcanmg. method, or

media. We have no last name and enjoy it.""

NOTES
1 would like to thank Joan Young and Jon Ippolito for their assistance with

research for this essay. I would also like lo thank Rohert Rauschenberg for

his careful reading of the text.

John Cage used the phrase "a poetry of infinkc possibilities" to describe

I he endless, empirical source material for Rauschenherg's art. In Cage, "On

Robert Rauschenberg, Artist, and His Work," in Cage, Silence: Leclurrs imd

Writings by John Cage (Hanover. N.H.: University of New England

PressAVesleyan University Press, 1973), p. 103. Reprmied from Mciio

(Milan), no. 2 (May 1961), pp. 36-51.

1. Quoted in John Gruen, "Painter Dancing m the Dark, /lie Sunday

Hciald Trihunv Magazine (New York), Jan. 2. 1966. p. 34.

2. Quoted in Barbara Rose, R(iii.sc/iCMi)c?i; (New York: \inlage Books. 1987).

p. HI.

3. Quoted in ibid., p. 65.

4. My description of Homage to David Tudor is drawn largely from Calvin

Tomkins, Off the Wall: Robert Rauschenberg and the Art World oj Our Time

(Garden City N.Y.: Doubleday 1980). pp. 192-93.

5. Jasper Johns's French-language intermission notice invoked an entire tra-

dition of Dada and Surrealist theater in its reference to Francis Picabia's and

Rene Clair's film of the same name, which was shown between the two acts

of Picabia's and Erik Satie's vanguard ballet Relachc in 1924. Homage lo

David Tudor, along with much of the performance-based work discussed in

this essay, was heir to the absurdist, antibourgeois theater developed by the

Dadaists during the 1920s. For an analysis of its history, see .Annabelle

Henkin Melzer, Latest Rage the Big Drum: Dada and Siirrai/ist Pc)/or7nanff

(.Ann .Arbor: University Microhlms International Research Press, 1980).

6. 1 use the word performative throughout this essay as a way to suggest the

theatrical impetus of Rauschenherg's art in general .According to Kristine

Stiles in her study of Flu.xus performance, the term performative (as the ad-

jectival form of performance), was coined by philosopher J. L. .Austin in a

series of talks and in his book How to Do Things ^viih Words (Cambridge,

Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1975) and "refers to a class of expressions

that are not descriptive and have no truth value, but rather in their very ut-

terance do something (1 bet .... I promise . . .
).

" Stiles, "Between Water

and Stone: Fluxus Performance: A Metaphysics of Acts," in In the Spirit of

Flicvus, exh. cat. (Minneapolis: Walker .Art Center. 1993). p. 96, fn. 7. Fol-

lowing Stiles's notion that the "meaning" of Fluxus events exists in the mo-

ment of their presentation to an audience. 1 believe that the connoiative im-

plications of Rauschenherg's work for the stage (as well as his collaborative

ventures into art and technology, and his numerous interactive installations)

reside in their performativity, their manifestation in time in the presence of

a viewer.

7. Quoted in Michael Kirby and Richard Schechncr, ".An Interview wiih

John Cage," Tulane Diama Review (New Orleans) 10, no. 2 (wmicr 1965).

p. 50 Reprinted in Mariellen R. Sandford, ed.. Happenings and Other Ads
(London: Routledge. 1995). p. 51.

8. Quoted in Gruen, p. 22.

9 The piece, which is in the collection of the Museum l.udwig. Cologne.

IS now exhibited as a sialic work, with no audience participaiion allowed.

10. See the essay "Working with Rauschenberg." by Billy Kluvcr with Julie

Martin, in this catalogue for a detailed discussion of Oracle and Soundingi.

11. Quoted in G. R. Swenson. "Rauschenberg Paints a Picture." Artnews

(New York) 62. no. 2 (April 1963). p. 45. A comment by Cage about Broad-

cast parallels Rauschenherg's remark and underscores the significance of

their intellectual and artistic exchange: "Now that Rauschenberg has made

a painting with radios in it. does that mean ihai even without radios. I must

go on listening even when I'm looking . . .
?" Cage. p. 101. Broadcast in-

vokes the composer's Imaginan Landscape \o 4 ( 1951 ). a composition for

twelve radios that utilizes chance procedures to determine which siauons

are played and at w hat volume.

12. See Elaine Scarry. The Body m Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the

World (New York: Oxford University Press. 1985). pp 278-91. for a dis-

cussion of how inanimate objects in the w orld are infused w ith bodily sen-

tience. She states, for example (p. 289): ",A material or verbal artifact is not

an alive, sentient, percipient creature, and thus can neither itself experience

discomfort nor recognize discomfort in others. But though it cannot be sen-

tienily aware of pain, it is in the essential fact of itself the objectificaiion of

that awareness: itself incapable of the act of percei\ing. its design, its struc-

ture, is the siruclure of a perception. So. for example, the chair . . . can—if

perception is being formulated in terms of body part—be recognized as

mimetic of the spine; it can instead—if perception is being formulated in

terms of physical attributes—be recognized as mimetic of body weight: it

can finally and most accuralclv however be recognized as mimelu of sen-

tient awareness.'

13. Michael Fried. ".An and Objccthood. m Gregory Baiicock. ed..

Minimal An: A Critical Aniholog\ (New ^brk: E. P Dutton. 1968). pp 116-

47. Reprinted from Artjorum (Los .Angeles) 5. no. 10 (summer 1967).

pp. 12-23. The corpwreal implicanons of work b\- Carl Andre. Donald Judd.

Robert Morris, and others of their generation disturbed that which Fried, a

disciple of Greenbergian Modernism, esteemed: an art form's absolute "pre-

sentness." that is. its instantaneous perceptibility or adherence to the speci-

ficities of its own medium. Fried (p. 142) criticized theater because it "lies

K-tueen the arts."

14. Quoted in Fried, pp. 130-31.
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l3. Quoted in Rose, p. 48.

15. Ibid. When interviewed by Rose, Rauschenberg claimed that the per-

formance, which has now become known as Morton Feldman Concert with

Paintings, was held on New Year's Eve. However, the chronology in Robert

Rauschenberg, e.xh. cat. (Washington, D.C.: National Collection of Fine Arts,

Smithsonian Institution, 1976), p. 33, dates it as Christmas Day, 1954. In a

note to the author, June 1997, Rauschenberg confirmed that it was held on

Christmas Eve.

17. The list of eleven dances clioreographed by Rauschenberg described m
this essay has been gleaned from photographic documentation, programs,

and newspaper reviews in the artist's archives and published sources. Ef-

forts have been made to distinguish between theater pieces conceived

for presentation in front of a live audience and impromptu performances.

While the creation of works of art onstage may be performative—such as

the production of Gold Standard (cat. no. 126) in 1964—such activity is not

considered here in the context of dance. Also, there are two known "per-

formance events"—Rauschenberg's Prestidigitator Extraordinary (1963) and

N.Y. 172619 (1965)—that are neither discussed in this essay nor counted

among the artist's eleven dances. For the former, no documentation exists

other than mention in a chronology of the Judson Dance Theater, which

lists it as part of the Pocket Follies, held at the Pocket Theater in New York

on June 10, 1963. See "Judson: A Dance Chronology," Ballet Review (New

York) 1, no. 6 (1967), p. 56. The latter was performed as part of the Dark

Horse Concert (May 26, 1965), which was staged by Alex Hay, Deborah

Hay, and Rauschenberg as a surprise intervention into the First New York

Theater Rally. The Dark Horse performances took place in and around the

scheduled program. One photograph of N.V. 172619 exists in the Peter

Moore Archives, New York. It shows a rental moving truck parked onstage.

The title of the piece is taken from the license plate of the truck.

18. The only published in-depth study of Rauschenberg's work in the

theater is Nina Sundell, Rauschenberg/Pcrjonnance 195-1-1984, exh. cat.

(Cleveland: Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art, 1984). In her intro-

duction, Sundell cites Autobiography as an index of the artist's preoccupation

wdth performance (p. 6). Much of the following material has been gleaned

from Sundell's pioneering work in the field, and I would like to express my

gratitude to her for her encouragement. An unpublished stud)- of Rauschen-

berg's involvement with dance and theater has also proven particularly

helpful: Deborah Susan Gans, "A Passion for Performance: Robert Rausch-

enberg's Works for the Theatre," B.A. thesis. Harvard College, 1977.

19. In describing himself as a shy teenager, Rauschenberg recalled, 'The

only way 1 related at all socially was that 1 loved to dance—in spite of or

maybe because of the church—and 1 was considered quite good at it. Also 1

loved the school plays. I painted scenery, and I always volunteered for com-

mittees on publicity, on decorating for the dances, all that kind of thing. 1

only acted in a play once, and then of course 1 fell to pieces and couldn't

remember my lines." Quoted in Tomkins, Off the Wall, pp. 15-16.

20. Although there were times throughout his career when Rauschenberg

did not work with Cage and Merce Cunningham, their prolonged three-

way dialogue is evidenced throughout their individual bodies of work. That

synergy of aesthetic experimentation was acknowledged by Cage when he

told the artist, "You know. Bob, there wouldn't have had to be but one of

us." Quoted by Rauschenberg in Rose, p. 48. Cage also made a point of ac-

knowledging that Rauschenberg's White Pain(!ng,s predated and influenced

his groundbreaking composition 4'33" (1952), a meditation on the sounds

of silence. See Calvin Tomkins, The Bride and the Bachelors: The Heretical

Courtship in Modem Art (New York: The Viking Press, 1965), p. 118.

21. The earliest published account ol the event appears in Kirby and

Schechner (Tulane Drama Review), pp. 52-53. RoseLee Goldberg discusses

it at length and analyzes its place in vanguard theater in Perfonriance: Live

Art 1909 to the Present (London: Thames and Hudson, 1979), p. 82. Mary

Emma Harris combines earlier sources along with new interviews in her

synopsis of the event in The Arts at Black Mountain College (Cambridge.

Mass.: The MIT Press, 1987), pp. 226-28. Finally a dissertation on Cage's

work in the theater summarizes all existing literature and provides some
new details: William Fetterman, "John Cage's Theatre Pieces: Notations

and Performances," Ph.D. diss.. New York University, 1991, pp. 174-87.

Published, with the same title, as vol. II of Contemporary Music Studiw,

ed. Peter Nelson and Nigel Osborne (Amsterdam: Harwood Academic Pub-

lishers, 11996]). My description has been drawn primarily from Harris's

account.

22. Xanti Schawinsky described the presentation at Black Mountain Col-

lege of his Spectodrama, a work developed at the Bauhaus during the mid-

1920s, as "an educational method aiming at the interchange between the

arts and sciences and using the theatre as a laboratory and place of action

and experimentation. " Goldberg, p. 79.

23. The existence of a progressive and experimental theater community

at Black Mountain College by the summer of 1952 is discussed by Harris,

pp. 208, 228. She also points out the important influence of Anionin Ar-

taud's book Le Theatre et son double [The Theater and Its Double. 1938) dur-

ing that summer, when M. C. Richards was translating it from the French

and reading passages aloud to interested students and faculty. Harris (p.

228) quotes Richards on the book's thesis: "Theater is not a branch of liter-

ature. . . . Nor is it a branch of applied psychology. It is an art with a lan-

guage of its own, and its practices are much closer to magic and to ritual

than to reporting. Artaud begged for release from the dictatorship of the

written text."

24. Ibid, p. 208.

25. Quoted in Rose, p. 23. Such ideas were certainly in the air at Black

Mountain College; for instance, Mark Hedden's 1951 production Erik (the

Red), about a character in William Carlos Williams's In (he American Grain

( 1925), was described by fellow Black Mountain College colleague Tim La-

Farge as "a conglomeration of Japanese Noh, Mr. Yeats, and a touch of

Pound and a drop of Shakespeare." Quoted in Harris, p. 208.

26. Quoted in Rose, p. 24.

27. For an insightful discussion of Cunningham's transgressive choreo-

graphic tactics in comparison to Bertolt Brecht's concept of a new, politi-

cized theater premised on intentional disunity, see Roger Copeland, "The

Politics of Perception," Contact Quarterly (Northhampton, Mass.) 6, no. 2

(winter 1981), pp. 16-23.

28. Cunningham did not share the specific details of his choreography

with Rauschenberg; rather, he provided general impressions. For Minutiae.

he told the artist only that he derived the movements "by watching people

out the window of the studio in the street. . . . They were, mostly, move-

ments anyone does when getting set to do a larger movement. They were

small in scale, details only." In Merce Cunningham, Changes; Notes on

Choreography , ed. Frances Starr (New York: Something Else Press, 1968),

unpaginated |p. 96].

29. Cunningham had to reject Rauschenberg's initial design for Miiuiiicic,

because it entailed hanging a set from the rafters with colored ribbons. He

knew that many of the theaters in which the company would perform

would be too small to accommodate a suspended set. Tomkins, Off the Wall,

p. 104.

30. For a discussion of Minutiae, see Gans, pp. 17-25. Her commentary

(p. 19) about the artist's subversion of theatrical space is particularly astute:

"In Minutiae Rauschenberg has taken the environment which convention-

ally surrounds the performance and placed it in a concentrated form at the

very center of the stage. Rauschenberg plays with and inverts the conven-

tions of performance as well as representing them. . . . The artist has placed

the curtain which usually covers the proscenium directly behind the tall,

narrow screen so that it can no longer signal either the beginning of the

dance or the entrance of the dancers. . . . Rauschenberg has translormed
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the sturdy structures of the staj^e into a very fragile wooden frame work In

Ills set. llien, the artist puts the elenieiUs which usually dehnc ihc tonicxt

ol a dance uilhin llie context ol the danci- ilseli."

51 Quoteil in Don shewe\. "We Collaborated by Postcards: An Interview

wttli Robert Rauschenberg." niriKrc Ciufls (New York) IH. no. 4 (Aprd

KJH-t), p 72 In this interview, Rauschenberg slated that he became the

lighting director of the company at some summer festival in Ncw^ London."

Merce Cunningham Dance Company premiered dances with set and cos-

tume designs by Rauschenberg at the American Dance Festival, at Con-

necticut College, New London, during the suinmers of 1958, 1Q59, and

I'JfiO. It was most likely during one of these summer residencies that

Rauschenberg assumed the position of lighting director.

52. Ibid .p. 7 5.

33. A performer in 1953 with the Merce Cunningham Dance Company at

Black Mountain College and during its hrst season at the Theater de Lys in

New York, Paul Taylor was also a soloist m the Martha drahani C ompany
from 1955 until 1962.

34. For a detailed description of Seven Ncu Dances, see Paul Taylor, Pri-

\atc Domain (New York; Alfred A. Knopf, 1987), pp. 75-81.

35. For a detailed account oi Sloiy, see Merce Cunningham, "Sloiy: Tale of

a Dance and a Tour," parts 1-3, Dance Ink (New York) 6, no. 1 (spring

1995), pp. 14-21; no. 2 (summer 1995). pp. 18-22; no. 3 (fall 1995),

pp. 32-3fi In part 2, Cunningham wrote (p. 21 ); The set. other than the

ubiquitous arrow, is different enough in space and shape each time to make

it something we cannot deal with other than immediately, as one might

with a fallen tree in the path, or a box suddenK there as you drive on the

highway."

3f). Quoted in ibid., part 1, p. 17.

37. The Combine painting is titled Ston (cat. no. 127).

38. Quoted in Richard Kostelanetz, "The .Artist as Pla\wright and Engi-

neer." The Sew York Tunes Magazine. Oct. 9. 19(i5. p. 109.

39. Quoted in Shewey, p. 38. The quote in full (pp. 38. 72) reads. "I've al-

ways attempted to bring art into real time—like performance—where it will

change because of soineone's presence."

40. Quoted in Gruen. p. 34.

41. Quoted in ibid.

42. The group was named as such because the dancers were able to hold

workshops and concerts at Judson Memorial Church in Greenwich Village.

New York, a progressive Protestant congregation. Prior to the church's use

by the choreographers, it had hosted an on-site art gallery, which exhibited

Pop art; a Poets' Theater; film screenings; and Happenings. For a detailed

history of the Judson Dance Theater, see Sally Banes. Danociacy's Body: jud-

son Dance Theater, 1962-1964. Studies in the Fine .Arts: The .Avant-Garde.

ed. Stephen C. Foster, no. 43 (.Ann .Arbor: University Microfilms Interna-

tional Research Press. 1983). In 1981. the Bennington College judson Pro-

ject, a research initiative (1980-82) on Judson Dance Theater under the di-

rection of Tony Carruthers and Wendy Perron, conducted extensive,

videotaped interviews with artists and dancers involved with the Judson

group. It also organized an exhibition on the subject and staged recon-

structions of certain Judson dances. Videotapes from the conversations be-

tween Banes, Trisha Brown. Alex Hay. and Rauschenberg. held on Febru-

ary 17. 1980. are in the collection of the Performing .Arts Library. New York

Public Library

43. The terms \irtual and operational are borrowed from .Annette Michel-

son's discussion ofJudson dance, which she described as the "dance of or-

dinary language." See Michelson. "Robert Morris: .An .Aesthetics of Trans-

gression." in Robert Mortis, exh. cat. (Washington. D.C.: Corcoran Gallery

of Art. 1969). pp. 55-59

44 Rauschenberg is hsied with Robert Dunn under the iille "Advisory" on

the program for Judsun Dance Theaters Concert «3 on January 2<J and 30.

1963 at Judsun Memorial Church Banes, Demixracyi Body, p 82

45 Quoted in David Scars, "A Trisha Brown-Robcri Rauschenberg Collage.'

Ballet Review (New York) 10. no. 3 (fall 1982) p 48

46. Quoted in Tomkins. Off the Wall. p. 226

47. Rauschcnbcrg's dances are discussed in the past tense in the rest of

this essay, for, unlike paintings, they arc no longer extant in material

form. In fact. Rauschenberg has categorically refused to have ihcm recon-

structed, believing their ephemerahty to be a constitutive facior in their ex-

istence. David White (Rauschenbergs curator), conversation with the au-

thor. Jan. 22, 1997.

The Pop Festival was organized by Alice Dcnncy. curator at the Wash-

ington Gallery of Modern Art, as pan of its exhibition The Popular Image.

April 18-June 2, 1963. The festival featured Happenings by Clacs Olden-

burg, a lecture and concert by Cage, and seventeen dances (some performed

two at a time) by jucLson Dance Theater in their Concert »5 on May 9. 1963,

including Trisha Browns Trillium ( 1962). David Gordons and Valda Scttcr-

helds Random Breakfast ( 1963). Steve Paxton's Proxy (1961). Paxion's and

Yvcmnc Rainer's Word Words ( 1963). and Rainer's Terrain.

48. Quoted in Kostelanetz. p. 109.

49. Banes. Democracy's Body. p. 127.

50 This summary is derived from performance excerpts included in "Danc-

ing; The Individual and Tradition." 1993. videotape produced by WNET/13
in association with RM Arts and BBC (in the collection of the Performing

Arts Library. New York Public Library), as well as from the following

accounts: Erica Abeel, "Daedalus at the Rollerdrome." Saiurday Rniev,

(New York) 48. no. 35 (Aug. 28. 1965). p. 53 (a review about a later per-

formance of the dance at the First New York Theater Rally in 1965. in which

.Alex Hay replaced L'ltvedt): Banes. Democracy's Body, pp 126-28; and

Sundell. p. 9.

51. .Abeel, p. 53.

52. In a column devoted to Rauschenberg's dances, Jill Johnston wxote, "His

theatre pieces are . . . at once both set and choreography." Johnston, "Dance

Journal; RR." The Village Voice (New York). June 13. 1968. p. 13.

53. As a way of emphasizing practical movement over the dramatic gesture,

many Judson choreographers outlined tasks involving the manipulation or

relocation of props for their dancers. Rainer. in particular, embraced this

approach. Reflecting on her dance Room Scnice (1963). produced in col-

laboration with sculptor Charles Ross, she commented. "I was excited by a

particular piece of business: 2 of us carrying a mattress up an aisle, out the

rear exit, around and in again thru |sic| a side exit. Something ludicrous

and satisfying about lugging that bulky object around, removing it from the

scene and reintroducing it. No stylization needed. It seemed to be so self-

contained an act as to require no artistic tampering or justihcation " This

realization led Rainer to create the piece Paris of Some Sextets, whose pre-

miere included Rauschenberg among the performers. Rainer. "Some Retro-

spective Notes on a Dance for Ten People and Twelve Mattresses Called

Parts of Some Sextets.' Performed at the Wadsworth .Atheneum. Hartford.

Connecticut, and Judson Memorial Church. New York, in March, 1965."

Tulane Drama Review (New Orleans) 10. no. 2 (winter 1965). p 168.

54. Another Alice Denney production, the NOW Festival. April 26-May 1,

1966. was presented in the National Roller Skating Rink; it included a Cage

concert, an appearance b\ the Velvet Underground. Robert Whitman's Prune

Flat ( 1965). the premiere of Rainer's The \tind Is a .Vfusc Ic. and other works.

Linoleum is the onlv one of Rauschenbergs dances to have bicen documented

in its entirety on videotapn; or him. He directed a version of it in the studios

of WNET/13. New York. It exists as a film transferred from videotape .An

excerpt of the film was included on a reel of four films distributed with
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Aspen Magazine, nos. 5-6 (fall-winter 1967). The other three films

were Rhythm 21 (1921) by Hans Richter, excerpts from Lightphiy: Black-

Whitc-Gic\ (1932) by Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, and Site (1964) by Morris and

Stan VanDerBeek.

55. Robert Rauschenberg, notes in his archives. New York.

56. Outskirts was performed on March 7, 1967 at the Loeb Student Center,

New York Universit); New York, as part of an evening of three theater events

organized by Irving Sandler. The other two pieces were artist Les Levine's

film piece Critic (1967) and poeijohn Giorno's Raspheny (1967). The per-

formers in Oulshins included Trisha Brown, Lucinda Childs, Alex Hay, Deb-

orah Hay. Barbara (Dilley) Lloyd. Rainer. and Elaine Siurtevant.

57. Johnston, "Dance Journal: RR," p. 13.

58. Quoted in Dorothy Gees Seckler, 'Interview Transcript for The .Artist

Speaks: Robert Rauschenberg." Dec. 21. 1965. p. 36. Copy in Rauschen-

berg's archi\es. New York.

59. The First New York Theater Rallv. comprised of twenty-two perfor-

mances presented in seven programs (May 1-26. 1965), was produced by

Paxton and former Jewish Museum director Alan R. Solomon. Working

closely with Paxton at the time, Rauschenberg was instrumental in securing

funding for this important interdisciplinary event. The range of perfor-

mance strategies presented during the rally—in events as diverse as Old-

enburg's Happening Washes (1965) at Al Roon's Health Club swimming

pool; Whitmans cinematic installation Shower (1965); Rauschenberg's

Pelican; Morris's Site (1964); and Judson dances such as Childs's Carnation

(1964), Alex Hay's Leadvi!!e (1965), Rainer's Room Service (1963)—attests to

the interconnections between artistic approaches critical to this period. In

an article about the rally, Solomon wrote, "There really is ... a new kind of

theater, devised by artists and dancers, with two distinct branches
I
Hap-

penings and new dance] which at times overlap. ' Solomon, "Is There a New-

Theater?" Thc^ew York Times, June 27. 1965. p. 12.

60. Tango was performed at the Sogetsu Art Center, Tokyo, on Novem-

ber 20, 1964, when Rauschenberg was touring with the Merce Cunning-

ham Dance Company. There is no known photographic documentation of

this work. On a separate evening of events, November 28. at the Sogetsu

Art Center, Rauschenberg created the painting Gold Standard onstage, in re-

sponse to questions from the audience. Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, and Paxton

collaborated with him on its manufacture. These "extracurricular" activi-

ties, coupled with, and no doubt motivated by. the artist's growing fame ex-

acerbated tensions within the Cunningham Company and led to Rauschen-

berg's resignation at the end of the tour. Alex Hay. Deborah Hay. and Paxton

also left the company at this time, joining with Rauschenberg to choreo-

graph and perform independenth' with the Judson circle.

61. The Expanded Cinema Festival also featured Oldenburg's .Moveyhouse

(1965), an environmental event, and Whitman's Pninc Flat, which fused

cinematic and live performance. For a description of the three pieces, see

Jill Johnston, "Dance Journal: Three Theatre Events," The Village Voice

(New York), Dec. 23. 1965, pp. 11, 25-26.

62. L'rban Round was performed on November 10 and 19, 1967 as part of

the Fall Gallery Concerts at the School of Visual Arts, New York. Cast mem-

bers included Mel Bochner, Sandy Daley, Susan Hartnett, Deborah Hay,

Kliiver, Brice Marden, Martin, Paxton, Rainer, Christopher Rauschenberg,

Robert Rauschenberg, Dorothea Rockburne. .Annina Weber, John Weber,

and Da-vid White.

63. This description is derived from Roni Feinstein, "Random Order: The

First Fifteen Years of Robert Rauschenberg's Art, 1949-1964," Ph.D. diss..

New York University. 1990. p. 471; Sundell. p. 12; and Tomkins. Off the

Wall. pp. 230-32.

64. Robert Rauschenberg. note to the author. June 1997.

6d. Quoted in Shewey. p. 75.

66. In February and March 1964. the same group of dancers who performed

in New Paltz—Childs, Alex Hay Deborah Hay Tony Holder, Paxton. Rainer.
,

and Rauschenberg—along with Albert Reid and Morris, presented two sep-
!

arate programs at Stage 73, New York, under the appellation Surplus Dance

Theater. According to Paxton. who organized the series with Rauschen-

berg's financial assistance, the only relationship between the Surplus Dance

Theater and Judson was an overlapping of personnel. Dances performed

on the first program of the series, entitled sur+ (February 10 and 17), in-

cluded Rauschenberg's Shot Put. The second program, entitled Exchange

(March 2 and 9), included .Alex Hay's Colorado Plateau. Morris's 21.3 (1964)

and Site, and Rainer's Three Seascapes (1962). See Banes. Democracy's Body,

pp. 187-88.

67. Robert Rauschenberg. notes in his archives. New York. The spelling is

Rauschenberg's.

68. Its performers included Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Rauschenberg, Paxton,

and two student volunteers. Rauschenberg remembered simply "working

with things that were there and having the ideas on the spot." Quoted in

Seckler, p. 36.

69. In her review of Map Room IJ, Johnston mentioned the Austrian travel- |

oguc and quoted some of the nonsensical phrases formed by the dancers:
\

"Grieg standardizes canned geysers "; "St. John is tacky bayous"; "Dirksen is

complex slicks"; ""M>Tna Loy chairs canned passes." Johnston, "Dance Jour-

nal: Three Theatre Events," p. 11. Rauschenberg conceived of using the

cards as movie screens as a way to involve, indeed envelop, the audience in

the dance. "The audience," he explained, "which had it been an average sit-

uation would have been an inactive part, just on the receiving end of the j

theatre experience, became a necessary element." In Seckler, p. 37.

70. Nine Evenings: Theatre and Engineering was presented on October

13-16, 18-19, and 21-23 at the Sixty-ninth Regiment Armory Because the

program is discussed in Kluver's and Martin's essay in this catalogue, it is

not addressed in detail here.

71. Robert Rauschenberg. notes in his archives. New York.
I

72. See Stiles, pp. 68-71. for a discussion about this interlaced artistic net-

work and. in particular. Fluxus's place within it.

73. The three issues of Zero were published in translation as Heinz Mack

and Otto Piene, Zero, trans. Howard Beckman (Carnbridge, Mass.: The MIT

Press, 1973). KlOver's article, "The Garden Party " (pp. 120-25), discusses

Rauschenberg's participation in the event.

74. Jean Tinguely, ['"Static"]. Zero (Germany), no. 3 (1961), p. 119.

75. In Azimuth (Milan), no. 2 (1960), Piero Manzoni published a text enti-

tled "Libera dimensione" ("Free Dimension"), in which he discussed the

experiential reality of his Linee (Lines, 1959-62), stating that "the line de-

velops only in length and extends toward infinity. The only dimension is i

time. And it hardly needs to be said that a line' is not a horizon or a SNinbol

and It has value not as something beautiful but in the degree to which it ex-

ists" (unpaginated |p. 191). As manual recordings of duration and distance

sealed within labeled canisters, Manzoni's Lines recall Rauschenberg's

Automobile Tire Print.

76. See Rose. p. 63. for an account of whom the artist knew in New York

during the early 1960s.

77. According to Kenneth Koch, the project was instigated during a part)'

for John .Ashbery held at Jane Freilicher's apartment in New York, when

Tinguely and de Saint Phalle suggested to the poet that they work on some-

thing together. Koch decided that a play would be a good project on which

to collaborate and proposed as the subject the "construction of Boston."

Koch, letter to the author, Feb. 20, 1997.
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78. For the script iif The CimslnutUm of Boston, sec Kcnnc-th Koch. The Gold

SUinilaid: A Book oj /'/civs (New \()rk: Alfred A. Knopf. 1996), pp. 47-64.

The most detailed accouiu ol the performance is by John Wulp. who was

responsible for booking the Maidnian Playhouse: Wulp, "Happcnin);; A
Timely Exercise in the Pursuit of Happiness," f:.s(jiiirc (New York) 60. no. 5

(Nov. 1963). pp. 134. 136. 138, 184-87. A lypewrillcn program for the plav

announced, "See the city of Boston aciualK henij; constructed before vour

eyes." Program in Rausciienberg's archives. New "»'ork

79. Ii is interesting to note in this context that Koch, the catalyst behind

The ConstnulUm oj Boston, had published a special issue of his magazine

Locus Sohis on literary collaboration one year before the play was produced.

Sec Locii.s Solus (Lans-en-Vercors. France) 2 ( 1961 ) lor his own notes on

the collaborative process in poetry and six poems he wrote together with

Ashbery Similarly, Rauschenberg has always valued the creative potential

of collaboration.

Sec Stiles, p. 68, for a discussion of the atmosphere of mutual exchange

during this period. For a detailed historical analysis of this synergeiic cli-

mate, .see Sally Banes, Gircnu it/i \'i!lcigc /963. Avci/K-Gaiiif Pcifoinumcc and

the Ejfcncsicnt Bod\ (Durham. N.C.; Duke University Press, 1993)

80. Jill Johnston, "A tTiticisni of Outrage," in Wendy Perron anil Daniel
|

Cameron, Jiui.soM Dame Theater 1962-1966 (Bennington. \'l Bennington

College, 1981), p. 12,

81. According to Allan Kaprow. he structured the Happening so that mem-

bers of the audience" v\oulcl ;k ti\ ely participate, performing predetermined

actions on cue. His aim at the time was to eliminate the distinction between

viewers and performers in an effort to erase all theatrical conventions. He

had asked his friends Lester Johnson and Red Grooms to take part in the

event, but they armed too late to take their seats in the audience. When
Kaprow learned that Rauschenberg and Johns (who. he claimed, knew bet-

ter than to arrive late for theater performances) had reserved seals, he in-

vited them to substitute for the others. Kaprow, conversation with the au-

thor, Feb. 27, 1997.

82. Quoted in Seckler, pp. 35-36. Rauschenberg reiterated this point in a

later interview, in July 1991. when he stated. "I never made Happenings.

That was Kaprow, Dme and iMdenburg I made thcalcr events ' Rauschen-

berg, lypestripi of interview with Miranda McCliniic for her propcHcd btxik

Recycling Rcdiilv Thf Found Objcit in TWrndrih-Crniury An ' Copy in

Rauschenbergs archives. New York, unpaginated jp 3]

83. Quoted in Maricia Moyano, "Pop." The Washington Poit Potomac,

lunc 5, 1966, p 30

84 See Trisha Brow ns essay, "Collaboration: Life and Death in the Acslhclic

Zone," in this catalogue.

85. This dale is somewhat subjective and refers to the emergence of a new

generation of dancers working within the context of Judson by 1966, in-

cluding Kenneth King. Meredith Monk, and Phm-bt Neville. Trisha Brown.

C hilds. and Paxion went on to found their own companies, and Rainer

turned to filmmaking. The date of 1966 was used by the Bennington

College Judson Project. For more about this issue, see Daniel j. Cameron,

"Preface and .Acknowledgments." in Perron and Cameron, p. 9.

86. Quoted in Banes, Dcnwcracv's Bthiy. p. 187

87. Quoted in Douglas M. Davis, "The Enigmatic Mr. Rauschenberg," Na-

tional Obsener (Silver Spring, Md). Oct. 10. 1966. p 17

88. In a notation on a letter sent to Grace Nagata of the Lm .Angeles County

Museum of .Art about an upcoming performance of Judson dances. Paxion

referred to the group as the Bastard Theater. The program. Five Choreog-

raphers in Three Dance Concerts, took place in April 1966 at the Roller-

drome in Culver City, California, and included Map Room 11 (.April 1 3) and

Pelican (.April 20). Paxton. letter to Nagata. March 14. 1966 in Rauschen-

bergs archives, New York

89. Robert Rauschenberg. note m his archives. New York. The note is un-

dated, but. given Paxton's 1966 reference to the Bastard Theater, it is possi-

ble to assume the artists comments date to the same year. The note is writ-

ten on Mission of the Immaculate Virgin stationery, which also supports

this dating, since Rauschenberg purchased the former orphanage (St. Joseph

Mission of the Immaculate \irgin) on Lafayette Street in New York in 1965

and moved in a vear later, after extensive renovations.
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NOTE TO THE PLATES

This section documents selected theater works in which

Rauschenberg collaborated as a designer or performer rather

than as a choreographer. Captions indicate choreographer or

company, if applicable, title of work, and year of premiere.

When known, the location and date for the specific

performance depicted follows; locations and dates are not

provided for production stills. Cast members are identified

from left to right. More detailed information appears in the

Chronology and Performance History.

page 247:

fig. 72. Detail of Rauschenbergs Elastic Carrier (Shiner),

set for Trisha Brown Company's Set and Reset (cat. no. 228).

Photo by Beatriz Schiller

top:

207. Paul Taylor Dance Company

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK, 1954

Henry Street Playhouse, New York, May 30, 1954.

Rauschenberg: set designer. Pictured: Taylor and Leslie Snow

right:

208. Merce Cunningham Dance Company

MINUTIAE, 1954

Rauschenberg: set designer. Pictured: Cunningham
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209 P;uil Taylor Dance Company

THREE EPITAPHS, 1956

Rauschcnbcrg: costume designer. Piciuretl: nieiiibers

o( the ensemble. Photo by Johan Elbers

210 Merce Cunningham Dance Compan)-

NOCTURNES, 1956

Rauschcnbcrg: set and costume designer. Pictured:

Carolyn Brown lifted by members of the ensemble.

Photo bv Oscar Bailey

BS
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211. Paul Taylor Dance Company
THE TOWER, 1957

Rauschenberg: set designer. Pictured: Matt Turney, Carol Rubenstein, and

Barbara Janezic. Photo by Louis Stevenson

212. Paul Taylor Dance Company

UNTITLED DUET, 1956

Production still. Rauschenberg; costume designer. Pictured: Taylor

213. Paul Taylor Dance Company

DUET, 1957

Seven New Dances, Kaufmann Concert Hall, Ninety-second Street YM-YWHA,
New York, October 20, 1957. Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns: artistic collaborators.

Pictured: Toby Glanternik and Taylor
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214. Merce Cunningham Dance Company

SUMMERSPACE, 1958

Production still. Rauschenberg. set and costume designer. Pictured: \'iola Farber and

Carolyn Brown. Photo by Richard Ruiledge

215 Mcrcc Cunningham Dance Company

ANTIC MEET. 1958

Rauschenberg: set. costume, and hghting designer. Pictured: Carolyn Brown and

Cunningham. Photo b>- Hans Malmberg

216. Paul Tavior Dance Company

IMAGES AND REFLECTIONS. 1958

Rauschenberg: set and costume designer. Pictured: Maggie NcwTiun and Ta>lor
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lop Icji and right:

217.1-.2. HOMAGE TO DAVID
TUDOR, 1961

Theatre de lAmbassade des Etats-Unis,

Paris, June 20, 1961. Rauschenberg:

collaborator with Niki de Saint Phalle,

Jasper Johns, Jean Tinguely, and

Tudor. Pictured: Rauschenberg creating

the Combine painting Fi?-st Time

Pain(ing (in left photo, Tudor is at piano

under cloth). Photos by Harry Shunk

218.1-.2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF BOSTON, 1962

Maidman Playhouse, New York, May 4, 1962. Rauschenberg: collaborator with Merce

Cunningham, Niki de Saint Phalle, Kenneth Koch, and Jean Tinguely Pictured left:

Viola Farber and Steve Paxton. Pictured right: Tinguely Photos by Hans Namuth
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219.1-.2. TWENTY QUESTIONS TO BOB
RAUSCHENBERG, 1964

Sogetsu Art Center. Tokyo. November 28, 1964.

Pictured; Rauschenberg creating the Combine
Gold Standard. Photos by Masaaki Sekiya
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220. Merce Cunningham

Dance Company

AEON, 1961

Rehearsal, Sankei Hall, Tokyo,

November 1964. Rauschenberg: sei,

costume, and lighting designer.

Pictured: Rauschenberg, Fujiko

Nakaya, and Alex Hay Photo by

Masaaki Sekiya

(op right:

221. Merce Cunningham

Dance Company

STORY, 1963

Tokyo, November 1964.

Rauschenberg; set, costume, and

lighting designer. Pictured: Carolyn

Brown, John Cage, and Cunningham.

Photo courtesy of The Japan Times

222. Ale.x Hay (Judson Dance Theater)

COLORADO PLATEAU, 1964

Five New York Evenings, Moderna Museet, Stockholm, September 1964.

Rauschenberg: performer. Pictured: Hay 0>vind Fahlstrom, Rauschenberg

(foreground), and Steve Paxion. Photo by Stig T Karlsson
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top kjt:

223. Deborah Hay

(Judson Dance Theaier)

THEY WILL, 1963

First New York Theaier Rally,

abandoned television studio, Broadway

and Eight\-first Street, New York,

May 1965. Rauschenberg: performer.

Pictured; Rauschenberg, Barbara

(Diltcy) Lloyd, and Alex Hay Photo by

Elisabeth Novick

lop righl:

224. Yvonne Rainer

PARTS OF SOME SEXTETS, 1965

Avery Theater, Wadsworth Athcneum,

Hartford. March 7. 1965. Rauschenberg:

performer. Pictured: Robert Morris,

Sieve Paxton, Rainer, Deborah Hay,

Tony Holder, Sally Gross, Judith Dunn,

Rauschenberg, and Joseph Schlichter.

Photo by Peter Moore

225. Deborah Ha\ (Judson Dance Theaier)

VICTORY 14, 1964

First New York Theaier Rally, abandoned television studio, Broadway and Eighty-first

Street, New York, May 1965. Rauschenberg: performer. Pictured: Dick Robbins.

Rauschenberg, Hay, and Steve Paxton. Photo by Elisabeth Novick
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226.1. Merce Cunningham Dance Company
TRAVELOGUE, 1977

Rauschenberg: set and costume designer. Pictured: members of the ensemble.

Photo by Johan Elbers

226. 2-. 3. TRAVELOGUE. Pictured: members of the ensemble.

Photos by Charles Atlas
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227.1-3. Trisha Brown Company
GLACIAL DECOY, 1979

Rauschenberg: set and costume designer.

Pictured top: BrowTi, Nina Lundborg, and

Lisa Kraus. Pictured middle: Lundborg and

Kraus. Pictured bottom: Brown, Lundborg.

and Kraus. Photos by Babette Mangolte



228.1. Trisha Brown Compan\'

SET AND RESET, 1983

Rauschenberg; set and costume designer. Pictured: Irene Hultman, Eva Karczag

and Vicki Shick. Photo by Beatriz Schiller

228 2 SET AND RESET. Pictured: Trish Oesterling, Carolyn Lucas, David

Thomson, and Gregory Lara. Photo by Mark Hanauer

229. Trisha Brov\ n Compan>'

ASTRAL CONVERTIBLE, 1989

Rauschenberg: set and costume designer. Pictured: Gregory Lara, Lance Gries,

Diane Madden, and Carolyn Lucas. Photo by Mark Hanauer
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230. Trisha Brown Company
LATERAL PASS, 1987

Teatro di San Carlo, Naples, Italy, January 1987. Rauschenbcrg: set and costume

designer. Pictured: Lance Cries, Diane Madden, Jeffrey Axelrod, and Irene Hultman.

Photo by Luciano Romano

231.1, Robert Rauschenbcrg

IMMERSE, 1994

Acrylic on canvas

10 feet 1 inch x 36 feet 4 inches (307.3 x 1,107.4 cm)

Created as set for Merce Cunningham Dance Company's Joyce Evenl: subsequently

used as set for Merce Cunnmgham Dance Company's Eveius

Collection of the artist (diver images courtesy of Aaron Siskind Foundation)

231.2. Merce Cunningham Dance Companv
EVENTS, 1994

Production still. Rauschenbcrg: set designer. Pictured: Michael Cole and Jenifer

Weaver. Photo by Dee Conway
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facing page:

fig. 73 Trisha Brown and

Steve Paxton rehearsing

Brown's Ughtfall (1963),

Judson Memorial Church

gymnasium. New Yorl<,

January 30, 1963 Photo

by Peter Moore

above:

fig. 74. Members of Merce

Cunningham Dance

Company visiting

Rauschenberg's mother,

Lafayette, Louisiana, 1962.

Pictured: David Tudor,

Robert Rauschenberg,

Carolyn Brown, Viola

Farber, Steve Paxton,

Cunningham, Dora

Rauschenberg, Deborah

Hay, William Davis, John

Cage, and the artist's sister,

Janet Begneaud

Robert Rauschenberg's work lor dance theater can be cli\ icied

into five groups: work lor Merce Cunningham and work lor

Paul Taylor, who were both young, radical modern dancers;

costume designs, lighting designs, and performance collah-

oralions with the Judson Dance Theater and other diverse

dance artists; his own work; and his ongoing collaborations

with the Trisha Brown Company This essay focuses on the

years between 1961 and I<-)65, addressing Rauschenberg's

work for Cunningham from ]'-)61-64 and three of his own

works: Pelican (1963), Map Room 11 (1965), and Spiin}:^

Training (1965). These three works were performed only a

few limes each.'

In the summer of 1961, during the American Dance Festi-

val in New London, Connecticut, Cunningham choreo-

graphed Aeon, with set and costumes b\' Rauschenberg (see

fig. 63; cat. no. 220) and music by John Cage. The piece pre-

miered in Montreal, then returned to New London for its

American premiere at Connecticut College as part of the fes-

tival. It was a forty-seven-minute dance for Cunninghams

regular company of six plus a few additional dancers, in-

cluding myself. For this piece, Rauschenberg hung a full

scrim at the back of the stage, behind which dancers could

be seen crossing from one side to the other, wearing light-

blue leotards and tights with additions such as drapes from

shoulder to ankle. The space in front of the scrim was de-

fined b\ the choreography alone; the dancers were dressed

like those backstage, but they also wore feathered leggings

and wrist-mounted flashbulbs with ignition devices (com-

missioned from Billy KliJver).

At the Connecticut performance, Rauschenberg as-

sumed responsibility for designing the lighting. Around this

time, he started to travel with the company on tour, and he

began to design the lighting for works on the tour program.

He was confronted with the enormous task of learning a new

craft in little time: its instruments, its theory, the names of

the various pieces of stage machinery, and how to work with

the backstage staff.- And then, as there was no one else to

manage the stage (seating was limited in the Volkswagen bus

the company used for touring), he assumed that role as well.

The \'enues we played on tour were ci\ic or university

auditoriums in cities located close enough to one another

that we could drive between them in the Volkswagen bus,

which moved, besides us, the musical equipment and the

sets and costumes for as many as six dances. The company

consisted of Cunningham, Carolyn Brown. Judith Dunn,

m^f^j^mff^.

Viola Farber, Marilyn Wood, and me, who were the dancers

(1 had joined the company in the fall of 1961); and Cage,

Rauschenberg, and David Tudor. We also carried with us in

the bus our personal luggage and a big picnic lunch.

My duties, beyond dancing in the company, included

packing and unpacking the bus. Rauschenberg was respon-

sible for unloading into the theater and organizing everyone,

for clearing and cleaning the stage and backstage, for hang-

ing curtains and adjusting wings, and for designing and

often hanging the lights. Things had to be ready for dress re-

hearsal early in the afternoon following our arrival, after

which there was a rest period and then an evening perfor-

mance. During all this, Rauschenberg was responsible for

the tone of communication between the stage professionals

and the company personnel. He kept it light and positive,

which seemed to come naturally to him.

A Merce Cunningham Dance Company performance is

a well-orchestrated noncollaboration. The thesis is that the

music, the dance, and the decor each exists on its own

terms, and they are shuffled into the experience of the au-

dience, each "hand" being unique. The planning for the pre-

sentation of this thesis was thorough, and curtains rose on

time, even if Rauschenberg had to be up all night.

Before the advent of black-plastic dance floors, the

stages we encountered were sometimes punished wood sur-

faces, perhaps thick with black paint, and with staples, splin-

ters, and nails. Rauschenberg always made a very close sur-

vey of the surface. He said that it was for the sake of the

costumes. We knew better. He loved this company and shud-

dered if one of the dancers got a staple in mid-move. He was

with the company for the next three years, touring for

months at a stretch throughout the United States, as the bus

crossed the country and back.

For 1964, a world tour was proposed. It would take us

to thirty cities in Europe and Asia in a period of six months,

with a repertory of seventeen works and a company of ten

dancers. The tour began in France, made a stop in Venice
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fig. 75. Rauschenberg's

costume design for Merce

Cunningham Dance

Company's Winterbranch

(1964). Production still.

Pictured: Jeff Slayton,

Cunningham, and

Carolyn Brown. Photo

by Max Waldman

during the Bicnnak (where Rauschenberg's work was being

shown in the United States Pavihon), met with great success

in Great Britain, went to Sweden and Finland, then behind

the Iron Curtain to Czechoslovakia and Poland, back to Ger-

many, and on to India, Thailand, and Japan. In addition

to lighting and managing many stages, speaking in the lan-

guages of those countries, for one work, Story (1963;

figs. 60, 61; cat. no. 221), Rauschenberg created the set anew

with each performance. With the extension of our stay in

London due to our success there, he was able to create a

painting also called Story (cat. no. 127) onstage during the

four performances of the dance. Artists came to see it evolve.

Many of Rauschenberg's works that were exhibited at

the Venice Biennale had been made in his New York studio

between tours with the company over the previous three

years. Awarded the Grand Prize for painting, he was under

considerable pressure from the amount of attention he re-

ceived when we visited that city. Yet despite this, he man-

aged to attend to the company's performances at Venice's

grand Teatro La Fenice, communicating in Italian. It is difh-

cult to see how he was able to do all of this.

The lighting Rauschenberg created was usually self-

effacing illumination, no-comment lighting intended to

focus attention on the spaces and moods of the dances. He

made few lighting changes to the works he inherited when

he took on the job, but designed new lighting for choreo-

graphies that entered the repertory, giving the works a clear,

clean look with subtle colors from traditional angles. He

knew the Cunningham repertory as no one else could have,

and by this time oversaw every aspect of how it was seen

—

or, in the case of Winterbranch (1964), how it was not seen.

Winterbranch, it was known to the company, was the last

of a quartet of works on the seasons, following Springwcathcr

and People (1955), Summerspace (1958; cat. no. 214), and

Rune (which represented fall; 1959). Rauschenberg drenched

the piece in darkness, pierced it with lights, and created a

wheeled object with a built-in light to roll obscurely across

the back of the stage. The costumes were black sweat suits,

and the dancers applied dark smudges under their eyes as

football players do (see fig. 75). I must challenge those who

remember this lighting as an abrasive, in-your-eyes design,

because I think they are confused with others' designs for

subsequent performances of Winterbranch. I recall Rausch-

enberg being aware of the effect of light on the dark-enlarged

pupils of the eyes of the audience, and even the light on his

rolling object was muted.

In 1961, in the bus as we traveled around, Rauschen-

berg said of himself, '1 tend to see everything." This gnomic

appraisal stuck in my mind. How would it actually work? In

his paintings, he not only saw a lot of images, but he posi-

tioned them with passages of paint, which contextualized

both, much as the light, the weather, and the sky over a

painted landscape interplays with the scene below.

In the early days, in unrenovated downtown Manhat-

tan, he scoured local stores and streets for materials. He had

to appraise everything in his search and decide what to take

home. This period of poverty lasted long enough to provide

a thorough schooling in looking, seeing, and visual sorting.

Of course, when he came to design for dance in the

early 1950s, he was working under financially straitened cir-

cumstances. Taylor's and Cunningham's companies were rich

only in talent. For the Paul Taylor Dance Company, he

seemed to respond to the conceptual leaps Paul was explor-

ing and dressed dances with moving air, with laundry, and

with black-hooded spooks who had mirrors on their palms.

With Cunningham, he had a more conservative style. Tights

and leotards were the basis for most of his designs. Because

of the scant luggage space in the Volkswagen, it was the best

solution. He dyed or painted the costumes by hand. He spot-

ted them for Summerspace. He dyed them too-close reds for

Crises (1960). He mottled them in browns, tawny to mossy,

for Rune. He left them white for Nocturnes (1956; fig. 76; cat.

no. 210). On top of the basic uniform, he sometimes added

props or fabric structures, as in Aeon. In Nocturnes, he wired

chiffon into shape for Farber, who was both severe and

voluptuous. Over her long-sleeved white leotard and tights,

she wore a covered-wagon hood with drapes that fell under

her arms. In the same dance, Carolyn Brown wore a head-

dress composed of a small mirror held upright with braided

human hair and surrounded by a short white veil, which she

wore over her face or thrown back over the mirror to mute

its flash as she turned.

The tights and leotards for Antic Meet ( 1958; see fig. 77;
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fig. 76 Rauschenberg's

costume design for Merce

Cunningham Dance

Company's Nocturnes

(1956) Production still

Pictured: Carolyn Brown.

William Davis, Shareen

Blair, and Steve Paxton

Photo by Richard Rutledge

fig. 77. Rauschenberg's

costume design for Merce

Cunningham Dance

Company's Antic Meet

(1958) Pictured: Barbara

(Dilley) Lloyd, Viola

Farber, Shareen Blair.

Cunningham, and Carolyn

Brown. Photo by Fannie

Helen Melcer

cat. no. 215) were black, over which Rauschenherg created

lavish, deadpan costume-events: a fur coat; black T-shirts

with tattoo designs painted on thcni and hooped at the bot-

tom to stand out from ihc body; a chair Cunningham wore

upon his back (hg. 62) in a duet with Carolyn, who wore a

dainty damask nightgown; an umbrella with tiny lights up

in its hemisphere for a solo by Farber, a choreography ob-

sessed with icndus; elegantly ruchcd silk parachutes on lour

women, who seemed to menace and despair of Cunningham

as he donned a knitted sweater, gamely attempting to emerge

from the garment's two extra arms, which had taken the

place of the head hole. (This latter piece was designed and

knitted by Cunningham and his company.) it is rumored

that Cunningham and Rauschenherg created Antic Meet by

postcard correspondence. "Dear Bob, I am making a dance

named Anlic Meet for the company. Am knitting a sweater.

Regards, Merce." We wonder.

I feel sure that the exuberance o{ Antic Meet affected the

way the rest of the repertory of that period was seen. Its ab-

surdities endeared the Cunningham-Rauschenberg-Cage

collaboration to me and let me know that with this company

m\- mind was in good hands; to study the other, more enig-

matic works would be rewarding.

We trundled through America, Cage in a trance at the

wheel of the bus. Conversations, games, and crafts passed

the time for the rest of us—nine people packed together for

longer periods than 1 had ever experienced, and closer than

my own family had been. Outside, the scenery rolled by.

On one tour, we drove through northern Arizona. This

was my home, and I could name the sites we passed: the

Painted Desert, Vermilion Cliffs, Houserock Valley. We saw

buffalo and hogans. Rauschenherg lasted one day before he

appeared with sunglasses and a moist kerchief for his eyes.

In northern Arizona, there is quite a lot to see (the Grand

Canyon's North Rim, the Petrified Forest), and in the high-

desert light, his sea-level eyes had burned out, "tending to

see everything." Seeing everything is different from the way

we normally see. Our consciousness is usually focused on

one thing after another, in reading, for instance, we locus on

one section of words at a lime. Seeing-everylhing reading,

according to Rauschenherg, is lo associate words with the

words all around them, instead of just the words on the same

line. When I read linearly, 1 feel like a tape is passing by my

focus. When I try seeing everything, each paragraph be-

comes a shifting gestalt. Rauschenherg is not a rapid

reader—with his method he must sort through a number of

interpretations. He is an inspired Scrabble player.

Cage said that he wanted to stretch people's ears; Cun-

ningham stretched our bodies; Rauschenherg stretched us

between an array of visual images and their multiple inter-

pretations: so many kinds of invention occurring at once in

this bus, as the culture rolled by. rather slowly.

Pelican (fig. 78; cat. no. 232) was accidentally commissioned

by Alice Denney for the Pop Festival in Washington, D.C.,

in 1963, because she inadvertently included Rauschenberg's

name among the choreographers from the Judson Dance

Theater in the festival's publicity, instead of listing it with the

technical crew. Rauschenherg was lending his newfound

stage-managing talents to Judson for the festival, Judson's

first tour, where v\c were performing at a wood-floored, oval-

shaped, one-hundred-by-lhree-hundred-foot roller-skating

rink. Anointed as a choreographer. Rauschenherg quickly

created a dance work for the site.

We arrived in Washington by van in the afternoon of a

very hot day. After the rink's scheduled roller-skating ses-

sions had ended, at about eleven at night, we set to work.

The heat had not abated, and humidity had risen to ninety

percent. Rolling along on an aluminum scaffold, Rauschen-

herg discovered that the rink lights were mostly burned out

and covered with wood dust inches thick. He did what he

could with them, then we hooked our tape recorder up to

the rink's sound system and began to sweep the vast floor.

The next afternoon, we created a map indicating the
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fig. 78. Rauschenberg in

Pelican (1963), First

New York Theater Rally,

abandoned television

studio, Broadway and

Eighty-first Street,

New York, May 1965.

Photo by Elisabeth Novick

placement of works in the rink and nuinbered them in the

sequence in which they were to be performed. This served

as a program for the audience and enabled them to choose

seats among the several islands of chairs positioned on the

rink near performance areas, or to skip over to the open snack

bar on the rim.

For Pelican, Rauschenberg asked the audience to with-

draw to the edge of the rink with their chairs to empty the

space. Rauschenberg, Carolyn Brown, and Per Olof Ultvedt

had rehearsed in Rauschenbergs large Broadway loft, and

Rauschenberg had made a sound collage, which sounded

like it was being broadcast in a parallel universe. Rauschen-

berg and Ultvedt entered the rink, dressed in gray sweat suits

and balanced on their knees on axles attached to bicycle

wheels at either end. They turned the wheels by hand, mak-

ing their way into the space with little rolls and stops. As

they arrived at the far end, Carolyn appeared, wearing toe

shoes together with a gray sweat suit just like the mens.

Even in repose, Carolyn looked like a species built for speed.

She was lithe and had an aristocratic head upon a lovely long

neck. 1 saw her and the men far away as small figures. 1 saw

her arabesque in a patch of light—one of those positions that

makes dancers look like they have been airborne and are

alighting. I remember the dart of a jete and chaine turns to-

ward the center, and a forward roll.

Meanwhile, Rauschenberg and Ultvedt had moved over

to one side. They parked their bicycle wheels and donned

backpacks, to which were attached large pieces of fabric like

parachutes. After taking a few sails around the rink, they

skated toward Carolyn, facing each other with their para-

chutes extended. As they circled around her, Carolyn, partly

supported on their arms, twisted up, extended a leg, and

arched back onto Rauschenberg, letting the circling men

rotate her on one pointe. This negotiation was seen only

every 180 degrees of the circling, of course, the two ten-foot-

wide circles of white silk otherwise obscuring the view, leav-

ing a strobe effect in my memory.

To exit, the men doffed their parachutes and, with their

roller skates idle on their feet behind them, knelt again upon

the bicycle axles, facing about two hundred feet of grueling

balancing while turning the rubber tires. It was an extended,

poignant ending after the aerial world we had seemed to be

in: a couple of wheeled penitentes painfully en route to the

next vision? My remaining impression of the piece is of men

on toys, a woman on her toes, and a ritual they performed

evoking arcs and circles and clouds and sails and air, high

balance, arid frictionless support.

Rauschenberg and Ultvedt arrived at the railing, two

whupped boys soaked in sweat. In addition to managing and

lighting the space for Judsons four-hour-and-hfteen-minute

performance, Rauschenberg had just presented his first

choreographic work, a skating dance, a choreo-animation.

1 have wondered how Rauschenberg made the mental tran-

sition from painting to choreography. A performance is, of

course, experienced sequentially, but so might a painting

be. Even the boldest simple image—a work by Frank Stella,

for example, or an early Jasper Johns—allows a second look.

My experience of Rauschenbergs flat(tish) painting Rebus

(1953; cat. no. 86) was sequential. Monogram (1955-59; cat.

no. 108) was a spiral sequential experience, as I walked

around it, circling closer.

Like other painters, Rauschenberg often faces empty

stretched canvases and envisions how he might populate

and color them. In the White Paintings (1951-52; see cat.

nos. 14-17), he just left them white and let the shadows play.

Time and movement entered his more material paintings

too, in the form of clocks and radios. His work was animated

to a degree before he began his own theatrical ventures. In

his choreography, he animated people with tasks within im-

ages: the task of the men in Pelican, for example, was to wear

the animating parachutes and skates and to kneel and wheel.

Rauschenberg was about thirty-seven years old at this point

and had been working with two of the most extraordinary

dancer/choreographers, Cunningham and Taylor, in their

primes. Seeing their gifts, he well knew what he didn't have.

Among Judson dancers, however, he didn't have to have it.

Movement can be generated in a variety of ways, and he gen-

erated his by couching people within images and then al-

lowing images to coexist, collide, or follow one another.

Looking at Map Room 11 (1965; fig. 79; cat. no. 237) in

this way, we find the dancer Deborah Hay, at the Forty-first
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fig. 79. Steve Paxton in

Map Room II (1965).

Expanded Cinema

Festival, Film-Makers'

Cinematheque, Forty-first

Street Theater, New York,

December 2. 1965.

Photo by Peter Moore

Street Theater in New York, lying on a couch, dressed in a

skin-toned body stocking. The couch was her mother's love

seal, 1 believe, a small, mildly baroque, brown settee, which

faced upstage, obscuring most of Deborah. Occasionally,

parts of Deborah could be seen, illuminated by a droplight

over her—an arm and hand, or a foot, and once her head

and upper torso stretched back over the arm of the couch.

Meanwhile. Alex Hay and I were in the gloom downstage,

with our feel stuck into automobile tires, trying to walk. We

got up onto a bedspring, which had been wired with contact

microphones. We crunched around there to create sounds,

while Deborah stretched luxuriously again.

Map Room II had started in front of the curtain.

Rauschcnberg, Deborah, Alex, and 1 came onto the stage

apron in a line, dressed in tuxedos with camping stools

strapped to our behinds, blindfolded, each carrying a slack

of one-by-two-fool cards. After seating ourselves before the

audience, we held up the stacks of cards so that the cards at

the front could be seen. A word was written on each card,

and each slack was a collection of just one part of speech.

When we changed places, we exchanged stacks with the per-

son whose place we took: the stacks stayed in place, but we

moved—cumbersomely, because the apron of the stage was

narrow, and with our stools we were not. When reseated, we

pulled a new card and set it in front of the stack to be read:

"Myrna Loy stretches high wastes," or "Schielmann counts

complex bayous."

After ihis image had been sufficiently animated. Trisha

Brow n appeared with a blank square of card in her hand. It

was like the card each audience member had received upon

coming into the auditorium. lake this string on the card,"

she said. "Put it around your neck and hang the card back

behiiui your seal." The audience complied as the stage lights

dimmed and Trisha left. F'rom the back of the auditorium, a

projector began to rattle, it was prcijecling a film onto the

sea of white cards, which provided enough overall surface

so that Iroin the back of the house the Him could be recog-

nized, bareK. though it was chopped into small biles of im-

ages and sound. Ihe words of the hearty voice accompany-

ing the lilm had been scrambled, along with the frenetic

efforts of an orchestra. During this, the curtains on the stage

were opened.

While one sequence of events animated the luxedoed

chorus and Trisha and the whole audience, another series

of events occurred backstage. Deborah shucked her lux,

climbecl into a dress, and strapped three bird perches around

her waist, fhen she put on a chicken-wire lube, which was

suspended by cloth from around her neck and closed with

more cloth at the bottom of the lube, snuggling around her

hips. Last, a live dove was put onto each perch. The diame-

ter of the tube made it impossible for Deborah to put her

arms down, so they stuck out on each side. She appeared be-

fore the audience, moving her hands at the wrist, her ex-

pression solemn, her eyes wide, moving genlK', slowly across

the stage, because she was rather afraid of birds and did not

\\ ish lo excite the doves. With her arms outside the cage, she

would have been at their mercy if they had become fright-

ened and attacked her vitals, as she feared. Slowly, leniatively,

almost mincingly she moved.

During a rehearsal, Trisha had discovered thai she could

collapse herself within an automobile tires hole and, tightly

wedged, be turned over and over as the tire rolled. This

image appeared upstage of the brown settee, hidden until

Rauschcnberg rolled Trisha lo center stage. Alex was wedged

into a tire in a different way, facing forward with his arms

out to each side, like outriggers in a circular craft, so that he

could roll himself along. Possibly at this point. I entered the

stage, shuffling along with my feet inside upright tires. They

chafed the inside of both my ankles and the outside of both

my knees—a token sacrifice for art.

After Deborah had divested herself of the doves and cage

and had put on the skin-toned body slocking, and while

Alex and I, two modern centaurs—half men, half autos

—

fooled around diverlingly downstage, Deborah entered to

the settee in darkness, turned on the light above her. and
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sank out of sight. The music Alex and I played on the bed-

spring was thunderous, metallic, with pings and twangs of

protesting and liberated springs. Deborah draped an arm

over the settee. Clamor and languor.

Rauschenberg appeared about this time, standing in

shoes supported by, and partly encased in, blocks of clear

plastic (by Arman, who was using resins in his artwork to

encase objects). In one hand, he held two long neon tubes,

illuminated by what he held in his other hand—a Tesla coil,

which produced a current capable of passing through his

body and illuminating the colors of the neon. (Alex and I

left the bedspring, and the thunder ceased. Deborah moved

languidly on the settee.) It has been said that the blocks of

plastic were necessary to insulate Rauschenberg from elec-

trocution. But I certainly saw him and Kliiver handing the

coil back and forth in rehearsal, neither of them wearing the

Arman shoes. I think Rauschenberg only had to avoid falling

down with it. That could have happened, but each block

weighed twenty pounds, so he was firmly based. He labored

across the stage, the red and multicolored neon tubes waving

around as he struggled to lift the blocks. Alex and I made

for the exit. The stage lights slowly dimmed. Rauschenberg

leaned over and let the light show through the transparent

supports beneath his shoes.

Map Room U seemed to be a performance-Combine,

Rauschenberg's tendency to three-dimensionalize his work

finally arriving in four-dimensional expression. (By com-

parison. Pelican, which was fully four-dimensional, of

course, did not have the compositionally compact quality of

the Combines.) Map Room U was not intended to be a dance

as such. It was made for a festival of "Expanded Cinema,"

which might have meant anything. It was a sign of the times

that he, and the other artists involved, were not fazed by the

term. Rauschenberg seemed to be trying to follow instruc-

tions on the one hand, while on the other delivering works

for which no previous instructions existed.

Spring Training (cat. no. 235) premiered earlier in 1965, as

part of one of the three dance concerts included in the First

New York Theater Rally, which was produced by Alan

Solomon and myself. The piece was conceived for the aban-

doned television studio on Eighty-first Street and Broadway

where most of the rally events took place. The studio had a

vast and perfect concrete floor. Lights were arranged on the

sides and hung from a grid that was suspended high above

the floor. The dance went something like this:

The audience came in and sal in folding chairs facing

the dark performance area. Behind the audience, three

women (Trisha Brown, Barbara [Dilley] Lloyd, and Earber)

entered, dressed as brides. Each had a box of saltine crackers

stuck at her bosom, from which she would retrieve a cracker,

munching on it while looking around absently. Rauschen-

berg entered ticking, pushing a shopping cart filled with

wound-up clocks. The four performers all walked down the

aisles and across the front of the audience.

In the shadows onstage, a figure appeared. She wore a

short dress, and above her was a white square, supported by

an apparatus strapped around her shoulders. In her arms,

she cradled a large, dark bundle. A man crouched in front

of her and projected pictures, scenes of New York, onto the

square. She approached the audience out of the darkness

(and it was revealed that this was Deborah Hay), pausing so

that new images could be projected onto the square.

As she got very close to the audience it became clear

that covering the bundle in her arms was a tapestry with an

image of a smiling, confident John E Kennedy. She slowly

lifted one corner of the velvet cover, revealing the bulbous

green of a large watermelon wearing a diaper. She dropped

the velvet cover and strode on down the front row of seats:

projection, teasing up the velvet, and so on. Meanwhile, way,

way at the back of the space, dark figures were maneuvering

something out onto the stage. Deborah exited. The house-

lights were fully off, and the lights came up slowly on the

stage—a very big space, of course, high and wide, with, at

its center, a box on wheels about three feet high by four feet

long. No one was about. Silence.

Plop! Loud in the space. Another. Searching for the

source of the sound, I happened to see a third egg in mid-

fall, dropping from the grid. Splat! The lights shifted. Two

people appeared back by the box. They reached in and

pulled out objects, which they set on the floor. This process

went on. Rauschenberg stumped in on stilts. He was wearing

a plaid flannel shirt and white jockey shorts, mostly covered

by the shirt. There was more business with the objects,

which were now widely distributed. They were turtles,

rather large ones. Something was being done to them.

Rauschenberg stepped in and out of dim circles of light, at

times pausing just long enough to lose his balance before

continuing. Christopher Rauschenberg and another per-

former were turning on flashlights taped to the shell of each

turtle, facing forward, helpfully enough. The theater lights

dimmed further, and each turtles wretched, ancient head
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was illuminated by the flashlighl the animal carried, as it

looked around or strained forward to pull and balance the

bulk it carried. Rauschenberg clumped around in the s|'>otl\

darkness, now not onh in tlani;ci ol skidditig on the broken

eggs but also ihrcatciiing ihc lunks below. Al llic same lime,

however, the turtles caught each t)lher in their lights, which

sent huge reptilian shadows lurching around the walls,

seeming to threaten Rauschenberg (and all of us) down

below. As the elements of this large, intricate image and their

interplay were sinking in, several turtles turned toward the

audience and began to stuinp, slump, stump toward people

sitting on the ground in the front row, who were faced v\'ith

a snaky neck, a firm, undershot jaw, and beady, ancient eyes

moving toward them.

Rauschenberg had coinmissioned a tap dance to the

popular song "Telstar" from Deborah's mother, Shirley

Goldensohn, and as Deborah performed it, Rauschenberg

shouted out, "Smite, Debby!" And she did, sort of. Rausch-

enberg and I had a duet. The first part had two rules: one

person could stand and the other could run, but if one

changed, the other had to change also. The second part was

a series of lifts: I stiffened my body as he approached, and

he tilted me sideways and carried me around, supported al

the waist and thigh; then he leaned over so that my feet

touched the floor, and I lifted him in return. We repeated

this five or six times, the lifts taking us off the stage. At some

point, Christopher sal onstage, tearing pages out of a New

York City phone book.

Rauschenberg had worked out the movement for my

solo rather thoroughly. It was about five minutes long, and I

was dressed in a white strap undershirt and gray sweatpants.

On one knee I wore a knee pad to which was affixed a large

tin can (without a label). 1 moved about on foot for a while,

the can sticking out at right angles to my leg. Then I bal-

anced on the can as part of a movement sequence, pivoted

on it, and with a roll that repositioned me on the can, 1 piv-

oted again and rolled out. The lights came down.

A spot came up on Rauschenberg, wearing slacks,

shoes, and a white summer jacket with lines drawn hori-

zontally across the chest. Between his legs hung a bucket,

into which he poured water. It began to bubble, and steam

arose. (The bucket contained dry ice.) Rauschenberg as-

sumed a pose facing the light, one hand by the lines on his

jacket, one in the air, as music came on—Hawaiian guitar.

(Hence, of course, the lines on his jacket, like the strings of

a guitar.) He \'ery slowly moved one wrist. Steam rose over

the bucket rim, settled to the floor, and drifted away. The

lights faded out, the music stopped.

.S/NJM^ Vrciinin^—how would a man who tends to see

everything read that title? The work, of course, yielded many

images. F-'irst, the eggs. Emerging turtles. Light in darkness,

the primordial reptilian shadows, the audition or rehearsal

ol the lap dance. A sports image in my solo. But the water-

melon, the smoking bucket? The brides? What were ihey

waiting for? 1 think we know the gestalt implications of these

images: tension and release, love, pregnancy, the fecundity

of the whole wild world, the gentle volcanic pressure under

the honeymoon islands, sweet, slow music. Spring Training.

Uh-huh.

As his painting star was rising, Rauschenberg worked back-

stage for a funky but honorable dance company on tour

around most of the United States and to other parts of the

world. Then he participated in thejudson Dance Theater (a

very funky and not yet honorable dance company of sorts),

toured with them, performed for them, and created a num-

ber of works with thein. He stage-managed, did technical

work, and designed lighting for churches, skating rinks, and

stages around the world.

Spring Training was probabK- the last work he made in

the offhand, overworked way he had in the past. The fol-

lowing year, 1966, was largely occupied with 9 Evenings:

Theatre and Engineering, an enormous undertaking for

which he made Open Score (cat. no. 239). In 1967, he made

an outdoor work al a summer school in Port Townsend,

Washington, parts of which he used later that year in Urban

Round (cat. no. 240), performed al the School of Visual Arts

in New York.

Although this period of Rauschenbergs intense engage-

ment with performance was winding down, his subsequent

work for Cunningham and Trisha Brown suggests that he

did not lose his love of dance and dancers or of the possibil-

ities that can happen in this kind of theater.

NOTES
1

.

Because I was busy backstage or performing during these works. I could

not see all of their images. 1 may have omitted a few images from my de-

scriptions, and my discussion of structure includes reasonable guesses

about entrance and exit points and about some image sequences. My mind

is operating in the gap between memory and accuracy.

2. .Although Rauschenberg had designed lighting before, his work for the

Merce Cunningham Dance Company required a far more sophisticated

knowledge of the craft, involving as it did numerous different tour venues.
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fig. 80. Rauschenberg's

costume design for Trisha

Brown Company's If you

couldn't see me (1994).

Pictured: Brown. Photo by

Joanne Savio

Bob makes new work. 1 lul ol story. It's a mailer of appetite

and respect. He doesn't v\ani to bore bimself or his audience.

He cultivates an openness related to innocence that accom-

panies him to the studio. .\ clean slate ajiproaching a clean

slate. 1 le arrives fresh at the scene of the accident he's about

to create.

This appetite (or new work created in a slate ol inno-

cence applies to performance too. Rob is al home with the

fault line m perfection, with risk and the nilu tviu Iragility/

heroism of each danced moment in an unremilling sequence

of thirty or fifty or so. "Why do you like dance so much,

Bob? " "l can'l ... I can't ... I can't help myself."' He does

not like a painting's propensity just to hang there or a sculp-

ture's just to sit. Enter jarring juxtapositions of image and

medium, Bobs use of sound, technology, and renecii\e sur-

faces in his work.

Formula is anathema; improvisation is not. Observe the

man at work in his studio. Photographs poached with a cam-

era and converted to vegetable-dye prints stand by, waiting

to be selected. Small talk circulates among workers. A large

rectangle of paper is placed on the press, followed by two

photos, positioned facedown. He adds water, that most be-

nign of alchemical agents, and we're off. We're in motion,

co-motion. The man and the medium are co-joined. Pre-

dictability is nowhere to be found.

A savvy, soft-touch improvisation follows. He moves

quickl)' to direct the pool and slosh of the liquid set free

on the back of the photos. It's a crapshoot, for sure, but the

dice are loaded with the brilliance of the provocateur and

the sure hand of impulse and reaction. Time is up, satura-

tion imminent. The crank of the squeegee bar marks the end

of the performance as it scrapes its way across the surface of

the electric litho press. This final action in the process leaves

in its wake an indelible four-color black-and-white print of

two pigeons standing on a cast-iron windowsill and looking

into a dance studio that is now filled with a tidal wave and

topped by a bus. windshield wipers in motion, displaying

the words "No one you know" as its destination. Surf's up.-

My transition from alternative performance spaces to

the proscenium theater in 1979 required expertise in the vi-

sual aspects of lighting, scenography, and costume. 1 turned

to Bob. He knew the ropes. He had been wreaking havoc on

the dress and behavior codes of conventional theater for

decades through his work with Merce Cunningham, Paul

Taylor, Viola Farber, and Judson Dance Theater. He knows

a knee-jerk performance convention when he sees it and

stomps the poor dormant thing to death as he replaces il.

I his is breathtaking lo observe. I'or instance, no chorcogra-

l^her wears a ihau strapped to his back while performing, as

iiob costumed Cunningham in Antic Meet ( 1958; see fig. 62;

cat. no. 215). No choreographer uses for music a Bell Tele-

phone recording staling the lime, as Bob suggested lo Paul

Taylor in Epic ( 1957). No one turns color into sound, as Bob

did with David Tudor in Farber's video Brazos River (1976).

And ceriainK no lifty-eight-year-old choreographer turns

her back to the audience for her first solo in fifteen years, as

I5ob proposed I do in Ijyou couldn't sec mc ( 1994; see fig. 80).

It's history, Trisha, no one's ever done il before. Ill make

the music."

Collaboration is cocultivalion. It's the merging of two

dreams into one. It's life and dealh in the aesthetic zone. One

entity makes an incursion into the possibilities/plans of the

other—the choreographic into the visual, let's say, and/or

\ ice versa. Only desire or need will cause the incursion, and

it will be bracing or delicate or serendipitous in the telling.

Collaboration is a sleight of hand located in the mind, where

both participants remain \igilani to their separate disciplines

as they cantile\cr their expectations in suspense of the re-

sult, in our collaborations. Bob does not operate in a vac-

uum, but effects the development process with me.

In 1979. I invited Bob lo design Glacial Decoy (a title sug-

gested by him; see cat. no. 227). I had choreographed a

women's quartet that "slides" back and forth behind the

proscenium arch. This ploy suggests an infinite number of

dancers offstage to the right and left. A fifth dancers entry

toward the end of the dance clinches the illusion.

When Bob heard my description of my intention, before

he saw a rehearsal, he suggested that set pieces be suspended

in the background and moved according to some pattern.

But then, always pragmatic, he changed lo the notion of slide

projections. He said. "I should design something weightless

you can carry in your pocket and install in a minute." This

idea led him to return to a personal involvement with the

camera, which he had rarely used since the early 1960s. "I

became addicted again." he said. He took about three thou-

sand photographs of rural sites in the Fort Myers. Florida,

area, from which he culled 620 slides to be projected dur-

ing the performance on four twelvc-by-nine-foot screens

spanning the back of the stage. The slide images appear at

four-second intervals, progressing from screen to screen,

stage right to left. The stately, luminous continuum ends
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with a railroad sign as signature: "RR." Never mind the hand-

kerchief metaphor of pragmatics—the company is now car-

rying eight projectors, three dissolve units, and a computer

to get the magic segue of one slide replacing another, and its

worth it.^

The costumes for the premiere of Glacial Decoy, at the

Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, were semitransparent

skirts and blouses with puckered taffeta leggings in pale,

pastel hues. They were in the shepherdess realm, and the

first examples of the veiled nude bodies that characterize our

early collaborations. After seeing the performance. Bob de-

cided that the costumes "cluttered the body," and redesigned

them on the airplane home. They became white A-shaped

dresses, with one-inch vertical pleats from collarbone to

ankle. Short sleeves, made from the same fabric and with the

same shape and pleats, were attached to the dancers' upper

arms, their shoulders bare. The dresses were made of a trans-

parent fabric used for silkscreens, which during the course

of the dance bent in angular lines in keeping with the glacier

metaphor. The revised costumes established the black-and-

white look of four of our six collaborations. Around the time

we were working on Astral Convertible (1989), I asked,

"Why don't you use color?" Bob answered, "I don't want

even a blush of color to compete with your choreography."

When 1 asked again in 1997, he responded:

Black and white is a dramatic combination that doesn't allow

any side effects. If you use red, a tone is set. Color is a dis-

traction, because it forces an inflexible emotional and psy-

chological affect and reading onto the activity that can't be

shrugged off by a quick step or two by the dancers. Merce's

Crises was lit in five or six colors of red. Both the music and

dance addressed the title. Crises was the subject, therefore red

was dramatically proper In fact, I lit the audience in red too,

then pulled that light out very slowly. By the time the piece

began, the audience was drowning in red.

I started work on Set and Reset (cat. no. 228), commissioned

by the Brooklyn Academy of Music, in 1983, knowing only

that Laurie Anderson would compose the music and that

I would reconstruct a solo version of Walking on the Wall

(1971) as part of the new piece. I wanted to use my choreo-

graphic background as the background for the dance.

Walking on the Wall, which was performed at the Whitney

Museum of American Art, New York, consisted of six

dancers supported by harnesses, attached by guy wires to an

industrial track system installed on the ceiling. The dancers

were able to walk, run, or stand still while cantilevered at

right angles to the wall. For Set and Reset, we abandoned the

heavy equipment. Carrying the single walking figure (Diane

Madden) by hand from one side of the stage to the other, we

take a small jog around one of the legs (the lengths of fab-

ric that form the stage's wings) before disappearing alto-

gether at the start of the dance (see fig. 81).

Bob entered the project at this juncture, and his first

proposal, before he heard of my plans for the choreography,

was to make a living set. The piece was to be performed in

other cities in the United States after its premiere in New
York, and he suggested that we pick up a small group of peo-

ple—hve or six—at each stop on the tour, and train them to

perform various maneuvers and tasks in that corridor of

space between the upstage light line and the backstage wall,

precisely the space where Diane and those carrying her trav-

eled. This uncanny concurrence of visions separately con-

ceived—my live performer as background and his live action

as set—is a frequent reality of our work together.

The notion of the living set was born of Bob's ever prac-

tical perspective that the company should travel light on the

road: no sets, no freight costs. Six performers' salaries

would be a fraction of such expenses. It also reveals another

aspect of the man: he wants to play too. He once said, "If the

dance is going to move, 1 want to move too." All of Bob's sets

for my company move, with the exception of Ifyou couldn't

see me. If a co-art-perpetrator wants to interact with the

choreography, she or he has to understand the visual and or-

ganizational principles involved. (Three years later, during

the emergency creation of a set for Lateral Pass in Naples, I

learned exactly how well Bob understood.)

Unbeknownst to Bob, in the next section of Set and

Reset, I choreographed a phrase that would trace the pe-

riphery of the stage rectangle. I wanted to use that phrase as

a conveyor belt to deliver small dances of solos, duets, trios,

and so on into the center of the stage. This is not an ordi-

nary idea. The first choreographic pass down the left side of

the stage went well, but I got stuck midway across the front

stage line, softly rocking up against this impasse and falling

back to try again. Panic. Not wanting to rouse any further

the dragon of resistance to my game plan, I defused the sit-

uation by saying to myself, "It's OK. Be patient. You too shall

pass." And eventually I did.

In our collaborations, 1 was a lightning rod for Bob's the-

atrical projections. He described them to me as they oc-

curred to him, often calling in the middle of the night. I
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fig. 81 Rauschenberg's

costume design for Trisha

Brown Company's Set and

Reset (1983) Pictured:

Diane Madden carried by

Steptien Petronio, Vicki

Shick, Randy Warshaw.

and Brown Pfioto by

Beatriz Scfiiller

fig. 82 Rauschenberg,

Porcelain (Salvage),

1984. Acrylic and metallic

paint on canvas,

2 feet 10 inches x 7 feet

5 '/. inches (86.4 x

227.3 cm). Collection of

the artist

would, in turn, picture the clcscripticms proffered, and in

some cases choreograph with the spatial notion of the set he

described to me in mind. Inevitably, each new design would

be replaced by another, in an elegant procession of visual

ideas, until he saw a rehearsal of the piece. .At this point, gal-

vanized by what he had assimilated through more systems

than just sight, the final design would become manifest.

One day, around the time 1 was working on Scl and

Reset, 1 saw Bob and in the course of things he came up with

a question that took me a few minutes to figure out. He

asked, "What about fourferessencc?" I said, "What?" He

said, "You sec it in the water at night when you're swim-

ming." I took a stab at his dyslexic rendering of this word,

aided by the clue, and guessed, "Phosphorescence." He said,

"Yes, what if I put phosphorus all around the outside edge

of the stage? You're standing there, sloshing back and forth,

and I'll light you from the waist up. There will be sparks

coming from your feet." This idea was never realized, but I

rest my case. The guy's a shaman.

At the first rehearsal of Set and Reset, Bob saw some

scrappy pieces of black velour hanging along the sides of the

studio, tr\ing to look like the legs. They were placed there to

dispel in the dancers the usual sacrosanct behavior required

by theater stagehands, who admonish performers not to

touch them, as if they were glass and might break. One of

my choreographic themes was visibility/invisibility, and the

more familiar we became with the legs, the more opulent

were the opportunities. In fact, in the end, with Bob's help,

they became props.

Bob designed an overhead structure named Elastic

Carrier (Shiner) (see cat. no. 228.1). The central form is a

large rectangular bo.x made of a transparent white fabric

stretched over an aluminum frame with two slanted inter-

nal panels. At either side of this box, a pyramidal form made

of the identical materials is attached. Four films of black-

and-white stock footage with sound—each film edited to-

gether by Bob—are projected simultaneously onto the

structure, their images refracting as they pass through the

planes of gauze on their way to a stale of what Bob called

tonal vagueries." The set, with its collaged film and accom-

panying sound Iragments—pieces ol text, instruction,

music, and industrial noise—is, said Bob, "a translucent

traveler luminated by lour internal movies. Hopefully, to de-

tract and register changing distortions ol images in a mix to

provide a hovering environment for the dance.'"*

This "hovering environment" is first seen resting on the

stage floor, which it nearly fills, and stays there Just long

enough for the audience to take in its whir and jump cuts

of sound and imagery Liftoff is one minute twenty seconds

afier curtain, the set rising (in tandem with the projectors) lo

its overhead position, where it remains for twenty-five min-

utes until the end of the dance. The stages \elour legs have

been reconstituted as see-through black scrim edged with a

vertical stripe of ice-white satin, which demarks the differ-

ence between onstage behavior and off. Our sanctuary is

gone, invisibility dashed, downtime on display. An amber

light picks up Diane "Walking on the (backstage) Wall,"

handheld by four dancers with upstretched arms, her feet to

the brick, the crown of her head lo the audience. It looks

like the radical 1971 equipment piece, but the dancers are

now wearing gorgeous filmy white transparent costumes,

silkscreened by Bob in pale-gray-to-black urban industrial

images. No blue jeans. No underwear either. He did not

want lingerie lines to interfere with the body as a body. He

wanted the audience in a two-thousand-seat house to have

the same intimate view he experienced in the rehearsal

room, breath sounds and sweat included. A cool lavender

light now makes the flesh lush. Diane "walks" around an up-

stage leg (the world on its ear) and disappears into a wing. A

dark blue light illuminates the faceted surface of fabric and

film images overhead. Andersons music kicks in with "Long

Time No See" as the dance begins.

Bobs designs for the Set and Reset costumes led to a new

development in his art, which he called the Salvage series
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fig. 83. Rauschenberg's

set design for Trisha Brown

Company's Lateral Pass

(1985), Teatro di San Carlo,

Naples, Italy, January 1987.

Photo by Luciano Romano

(1983-85; see fig. 82; cat. nos. 352. 353). He explained:

While I was in the process of silk-screening the fabric for the

costumes,—my photos of architectural details from streets in

New York Cit>'—we had to put something under the sheer fab-

ric to catch the excess ink. The chance compositions that were

created from the process suggested to me that we should put

canvas there. We did; I liked the results. It was rich raw ma-

terial. I let it develop into what is being recognized as the most

recent change in my work.^

In December 1986, my company and 1 were in Naples, work-

ing on Georges Bizet s Canncn at the Teatro di San Carlo with

Lina Wertmtiller as director. 1 was smitten with what was

going on—with the opera itself, my first, and with all the lit-

tle operas it spewed out in a day's work during rehearsal.

1 invited Bob to come to Naples to see Canncn. to cele-

brate Christmas and New Years Eve with us, and to stay for

a week of company performances of Set and Reset, Opal Loop

(1980), and Lateral Pass (1985; cat no. 230). He accepted,

arrived, loved the opera as predicted, and to this day breaks

into aria at the drop of a shawl.

The holiday did not go nearly as well, however. The

cargo holding most of the scenery and costumes for Set and

Reset was missing. The sets designed by Nancy Graves for

Lateral Pass were stuck in a dock strike in Genoa and would

not make it to Naples by opening night. All efforts to rescue

them failed. Italy doesn't answer the phone on Christmas

Day. The San Carlo is the largest opera house in Italy. Its

proscenium is awesome in proportion—Mount Rushmore

comes to mind. In answer to the question, "How old is your

theater?" the technical director answered, "Older than Amer-

ica." (It was built in 1737.) It brags premieres of works by

Gaetano Donizetti, Gioacchino Antonio Rossini, and

Giuseppe Verdi in the first half of the nineteenth century.

This was no place to appear without sets and costumes.

What to do? "Cancel" was not an option. We called New

York, and Bobs staff rescued Set and Reset, sending fabric for

new legs and scrim, film, and Elastic Carrier (Shiner) U.

identical to the first set except smaller. We planned to rent

projectors and felt confident we could re-create the piece.

Opal Loop was not a problem; it had no set, and we carried

the costumes with us. Lateral Pass was out of the question,

howe\er. All we had with us was the music by Peter Zummo.

The scale, tonnage, and elaborate construction of the set

made it impossible to replace in so short a lime.

To this catastrophe. Bob said, "Til make a new set for

Lateral Pass." I fainted as I accepted, and then pointed out

that the choreography was precisely designed to permit
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seven huge set pieces—which we called "land forms"—to

drop down into its midst. Not only is the set within the

choreography. Inn ihc parts move up and down on cues, per-

miiiing or blockinj; passage lor ihc dancers. Whatever iu- tk-

signed winikl have to occui')y liic known air space.

He set oil in Naples with an ad hoc crew, led hy Lucio

Amelio, a native Neapolitan and international art dealer, to

find the objects (as in found objects) to construct a new set

in three days (fig. 83). Their search through scrap heaps

yielded dozens of license plates, several devastated metal

mesh grids, and a twisted eight-foot-long restaurant sink

(which would be lit at its moment of glory on the big stage

by a three-inch spotlight focused on the drain hole). It was a

nasty collection of sharp-edged objects that we normally

wouldn't dream of putting near the flesh of the company's

high-speed dancers, who, as it turned out, would never have

the chance to rehearse in this harrowing environment before

the opening performance.

The San Carlo is an institution comprised of a cluster of

fiefdoms practiced at subverting the creative process through

arcane rule and domination. Why they ignored the oppor-

tunity to impose rules on this situation just for fun, 1 w ill

never understand. Unimpeded, Bob and his team dumped a

truckload of junk backstage and proceeded to sort, stack,

drill, and grommet into the night. By the next day, they had

inade far too many set pieces to replace the Graves scenery

in the allotted space overhead. Not wanting to waste a thing,

the aerial rejects found a place behind the dance, as back-

ground in the vast upstage area typical of opera houses. In

turn, to disguise the dancers' crossovers from one side of the

stage to the other (which had previously been hidden be-

hind the backstage curtain), I asked them to "ghost" pas-

sages—to take a ride, so to speak—slightly out of sync with

the dancers at the front of the stage, through the newly cre-

ated field of freestanding sculptures. The adaptations we

made to the piece were the mo\'cs and couniermoves of a se-

ries of fast-unfolding cross-disciplinary problems. What

worked for the visual produced problems for the dance, and

vice versa. (The final elegant move by Bob, after the show

closed, was to rework all the set pieces into the Neapolitan

Glul sculpture series [1987; see cat. nos. 408, 415], which

were to be sold by Amelio.)

Costumes necessarily got a quick solution, though they

worked extremely well with the set and the dissonant spirit

of the dance. Black unitards were hand-cut with scissors by

Bob, in jagged strokes at the sleeve and the leg. To these

somber suits, ravaged at the edges, were added three-by-five-

loot polyester scarves, red, green, white, and beyond in color,

in commemoration of some Italian soccer team. The dancers

were instructed to lie their scarves onto their bodies or uni-

tards in whatever way they chose.

On opening night, we worked right up to curtain time

and beyond by half an hour. 1 he film projections for Scl and

Reset were somehow impaired. Bob was on a chair, reaching

up lo a projector, while the director of the opera house was

imploring us to clear the stage and begin. Bob was impervi-

ous to his pleas, perhaps in a trance from the rising voices

and clapping coming Irom the audience. I knew that my

dancers had not had a rehearsal in the new set for Lateral

Pciss. 1 could see that the projections could not be further

improved. What the hell, I thought, let's start.

Enraged by the delay, the audience did not take well to

Set and Reset, the opening piece. Innocent Opal Loop took its

place on the stage next, and began in its exquisite silence.

This lasted only seconds before the audience broke loose to

hurl epithets in all directions—toward the stage, for sure,

but then to the orchestra and the balcony and back again. It

appears that a portion of the audience would have none of

my a cappella choreography. Insults rose in volume and en-

compassed ancestral targets, in a herce attack and defense of

modern versus traditional dance. I'm told that people were

standing with their backs to the stage to better address their

ideological opponents. It's strange how memory cuts a few

prize channels in the brain and then walks off the job. I don't

remember how it ended. Nor does Bob.

Astral Comertible is another story altogether. I learned of an

unusual dance circuit through Spain, in which performances

were held out-of-doors in town squares, bereft of technical

support. My choreographies were not invited. To gain access

to this circuit for reasons of economics and romance, I asked

Bob to design an inflatable set. which would provide a self-

contained environment for outdoor performances.

He came back with a rejection of the inflatable idea. He

said that the wires to hold the set in place w ould take up too

much space on and around the stage. The dancers would

trip over ihcm. Instead, he proposed eight metal towers, two

each in heights of two, four, six, and eight feet.^ Engineers

Per Biorn and Billy Kliiver were brought in to assist Bob in

the design of the units and to build them. They are self-

contained and house all our theatrical gear, most of it from

the automobile industry: car batteries, headlights, stereo
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fig. 84, Rauschenberg's

set design for premiere

of Trisha Brown Company's

Astral Converted (50"),

National Gallery of Art,

Washington, D.C.,

May 1991. Pictured:

Diane Madden and

Irish Oesterling. Photo by

Dennis Brack/Black Star

systems, and sensors. The sensors are positioned to trigger

the hghts and sound to turn on or off when a dancer passes.

Their small control boards introduce a degree of random-

ness into the dancer-sensor relationship. Dicky Landry com-

posed the music.

The costumes Bob designed are shiny, skintight, silver-

and-white unitards marked by white reflector stripes, which

augment visibility in the piercing, striated lighting of the

headlights (see cat. no. 229). The women each have a white

triangular piece of fabric attached to the inseam of their cos-

tume, suggesting a skirt. Bob always differentiates between

women and men. In this case, the dancers look like a species

from somewhere out there in deep space that, like us, has

female and male genders. Bob gave me the title for the piece:

"astral" for skyborne, "convertible" for the option to change,

and, of course, for the pun. The piece premiered in Moscow

in 1989, while Bob was there working on ROCl (Rauschen-

berg Overseas Culture Interchange).

Soon after, I was asked to collaborate with Bob on a new

piece to be performed outdoors at the National Gallery of

Art in Washington, D.C. The performance was to celebrate

ROCFs return to the United States with a cumulative exhi-

bition of artworks made in eleven countries over six years.

Another autonomous set was needed, but I couldn't give Bob

the same assignment twice. One circumvention of the in-

flatable is enough for one man. I suggested that we keep

Astral Convertible's set and costumes, double the length of

the dance, include moving towers, ask John Cage to write

new music, and call it Astral Converted (50").

The premiere of Astral Converted (50"), in May 1991,

had an extraordinary setting (see fig. 84). Bobs set sat poised

at the beginning of the performance, like a space station

ready to honk or glare in long brass tones if an astral crea-

ture should appear. And they did appear—aha!—below the

sensor level of the towers. In unison, the dancers inched

their prone bodies out into the space in rows, before rising in

formations that met with battery-bursting pulses of light and

sound. The audiences, which numbered in the thousands

over four nights of performances, sat on the National

Gallery's stone steps to view the specially built stage, which

had as its background daylight and eventide, and a great

sweep of the Mall. This fortuitous setting drew into the

choreography everything that could be heard or seen. All

manner of transportation using foot, wheel, and wing

sported about us as we performed. Kids, cyclists, joggers, re-

flectors, cars, costumes, airplanes, and headlights all passed

into view. Looking like one of the set's towers, a public

phone booth, well lit for nighttime communication, could

also be seen, presenting its own dramas of people making

calls. The sky, that most amazing of all scenic elements, gave

us a dusk into dark that cemented the blend of all that

human activity into one. Silence and sound, light to dark,

ambient or planned.

NOTES
1 Unless otherwise noted, this and all following quotes are from conver-

sations with the artist.

2. The piece 1 describe here is Trisha's Special Print (Waterworks) (1992).

3. The slides used in Glacial Decoy entered into Bob's "repertoire of possible

images." He doesn't stop making art when the curtain comes down but

keeps right on going.

4. Robert Rauschenberg, notes in his archives, New York.

5. Quoted in L. D. Black, "Robert Rauschenberg," Splash (Sarasota),

May 1985, pp. 24-25.

6. In time, the towers exceeded their job description as substitutes for a

backstage, allowing us to deliver the works to impoverished tour circuits,

such as in Yugoslavia and Russia. Surprisingly, they have been effective in

modest theaters around the world as well—theaters that have the audience

and appetite for new work but neither the budget nor the crew to install

large-scale sets.
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NOTE TO THE PLATES

This section documems selected works for which

Rauschenbcrg was ihc principal choreographer

and set. costume, and lighting designer. Headings

indicate title of work and year of premiere. When
known, the location and date for the specific

performance depicted is given in the caption. Cast

members are identified from left to right. More

detailed information appears in the Chronology

and Performance History.

page 275:

Detail of Rauschenberg's costume for Pelican

(cat. no. 232). Photo by Peter Moore

facing page:

232.1. First New York Theater Rally, abandoned

television studio, Broadway and Eighty-first Street.

New York, May 1965. Pictured: Rauschenbcrg.

Photo by Peter Moore

lop:

232.2. First New York Theater Rally Pictured;

Alex Hay and Rauschenbcrg. Photo by

Elisabeth Novick

middle:

232.3. First New York Theater Rally. Pictured:

Carolyn Brown. Photo by Elisabeth Novick

bottom:

232.4. First New York Theater Rally Pictured:

Rauschenbcrg, Carolyn Brown, and Alex Hay.

Photo by Elisabeth Novick
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233. Surplus Dance Theater, "sur+" concert. Stage 73, New York, February 1964.

Pictured: Rauschenberg. Photo by Hans Namuth



Elgin Tie
1964

234 1-3. Five New York Evenings, Modema Museet, Siockholm,

September 1964. Piciured: Rauschcnberg. Photos by Stig T. Karlsson
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235.1 . Once Again Festival, parking lot.

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

September 18, 1965. Pictured: Lucinda Childs

and Rauschenberg. Photo by Peter Moore
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235.2. Rehearsal, Rauschenberg's Broadway

studio. New York, 1965. Pictured:

Rauschenberg. Photo by Ugo Mulas

235.3. Once Again Festival. Pictured: turtles

with flashlights. Photo by Peter Moore

facing page:

235.4. Once Again Festival. Pictured: Steve

Paxton, Rauschenberg, and Trisha Brown.

Photo by Peter Moore

235.5. Once Again Festival. Pictured:

Trisha Brown. Photo by Peter Moore

f-5>.
235.6. Once Again Festival. Pictured:

Rauschenberg. Photo bv Peter Moore

235.7. First New York Theater Rally

abandoned television studio, Broadway and

Eighty-first Street, New York, May 1965.

Pictured: Steve Paxton. Photo by

Elisabeth Novick
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Map Room II

1 965

lacing page and lop insets:

236.1-.3. Goddard College, Plainfield, Vermont. November 4,

1965. Pictured: Rauschenberg. Photos by Barry Goldcnsohn

bottom inset:

236 4. Goddard College. Pictured: Deborah Hay. Photo by

Barry Goldcnsohn

abo\e:

237.1-3. Expanded Cinema Festival. Film-Makers'

Cinematheque, Forty-first Street Theater. New York.

December 2, 1965. Pictured top: Trisha Brown and members
of the ensemble. Pictured middle: .Alex Hay and Steve Paxton.

Pictured bottom: Deborah Hay Alex Hay, and Paxton.

Photos by Peter Moore

above:

237.4-.5 Expanded Cinema Festival. December 17. 1965. Pictured top: Deborah Hay.

Pictured bottom: Rauschenberg and Deborah Hay Photos by Peter Moore
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Linoleum
1966
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238.1. NOW Pcsliviil, Naiional Roller Stealing Rink, Washinglon.

DC.. April 2fi, lyfifi. Piclurcd: ihc ensemble. Photo by Peter Moore

238 2. Production slill. Pictured: Rauschenberg, Robert Brecr. Deborah

Hay. and Trisha Brown. Photo by Wagner International Photos

238.3. Spring Gallery 68, Bert Stern's studio. New York, May 28. 1968.

Pictured: projection of Rauschenbergs film Canor (1966). Photo by

Fred \\. McDarrah
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238.4. Spring Gallery 68. Pictured:

Rauschenberg. Simone (Whiiman)

Forti, and Deborah Hay. Pholo by

Fred W. McDarrah

238.5. Spring Gallery 68. Piclured:

Rauschenberg, Simone (Whitman)

Forti. and Steve Paxton. Photo by

Harry Shunk

238.6. NOW Festival. Pictured:

Deborah Hay, Simone (Whiiman) Forti,

and Alex Hay. Pholo by Peter Moore
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239.1. 9 Evenings: Theatre and Engineering,

Sixty-ninth Regiment Armory, New York,

October 14, 1966. Pictured: Mimi Kanarek and

Frank Stella. Photo by Peter Moore

239.2. 9 Evenings: Theatre and Engineering.

Pictured: performance volunteers. Photo by

Peter Moore

facing page:

240. Fall Galleiy Concerts, School of Visual

Arts, New York, November 19, 1967. Pictured:

the ensemble. Photo by Peter Moore
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Art and Technology

1959-1995

Combines with electric and electronic components

E.A.T. (Experiments in Art and Technology) works

Revolvers

Sound and light environments

Carnal Clocks
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pages 288-89:

fig. 86. Rauschenberg

working on Oracle

(1962-65), Broadway

studio, New York, 1965.

Photo by Ugo Mulas

: ; Rauschenberg's interest in creating interactive environ-

ments, in which the viewer and artwork respond to each other,

encouraged him to undertake explorations unusual for a

painter. Through his experiments uniting art and technology,

Rauschenberg, perhaps more than any other artist of the twen-

tieth century, has extended the boundaries of what an artwork

can be. Today, his technology-based pieces are relatively litde

known, primarily as a result of the complexities of displaying

and properly maintaining them. While technologically ad-

vanced at the time they were created, some require parts and

mechanisms that have become outmoded. Committed to main-

taining these works, Rauschenberg is currently involved in

bringing their mechanisms into the technological present.

Rauschenberg's interest in allying art and technology ap-

peared in what is probably his first fully realized Combine

painting, Untitled (1954; cat. no. 69), in which he added a func-

tioning electric light fixture, as he did also in Chaiiaie (1954;

cat. no. 73) and Odalisk (1955/1958; cat. no. 82). In Broadcast

(1959; cat. no. 241), he concealed three radios behind the can-

vas, placing on the picture surface two tuning knobs connected

to the radios, one for station frequency control and the other

for volume.

By 1961, Rauschenberg had mechanically inserted not only

light and sound into his Combine works but also motion and

the passage of time. Motion is introduced in Pantomime (1961;

cat. no. 243) by two oscillating fans, which appear to shift the

abstract passages of paint around the canvas. An alarm clock

that appears in First Time Painting (1961; cat. no. 115) acted lit-

erally as a timer in the work's creation. Multiple timepieces

played a predominant role in Rauschenberg's choreography (as

in Spring Training [1965; cat. no. 235]) and in his installation

for the 1962 exhibition Dylaby (Dynamisch Labyrint) at the

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam (fig. 166; a walk-through envi-

ronment, this piece served as a prototype for a number of works

by Rauschenberg). These mechanical and electrical investiga-

tions motivated the artist to move aw-ay from two-dimensional

surfaces to work almost exclusively in three dimensions (except

for prints and drawings) until the early 1970s.

Rauschenberg's first technology-based work in a collabo-

rative mode was Money Thrower for Tinguelys H.T.N.Y. (1960;

cat. no. 242), his "mascot" for Jean Tinguely's Homage to New

York. This piece sparked Rauschenberg's desire to further

explore his long-standing interest in technological elements and

fortuitously introduced him to Billy Kliiver, the Bell Laborato-

ries research scientist who became a lifelong collaborator.

Rauschenberg's and Kliiver's first endeavor was the five-part,

sound-producing sculpture Oracle (1962-65; cat. no. 246).

Rauschenberg's concept was to create an environment that

would be experienced spatially by the viewer and that would

respond in several different ways. He turned to the street, fer-

reting out discarded materials and arranging them into four

sculptural elements, each of which conceals a radio; complet-

ing the work is a fifth element, an aluminum staircase contain-

ing a control system programmed to scan multiple radio

stations simultaneously.

Rauschenberg and Kliiver broadened their collaborative ef-

forts in their organization of 9 Evenings: Theatre and Engi-

neering in 1966, for which they brought together a diverse

group of artists, scientists, and engineers who worked to realize

technologically advanced performance pieces. Later that year,

with Robert 'Whitman and Fred Waldhauer, they formed E.A.T

(Experiments in Art and Technology), an organization devoted

to facilitating interaction between artists and engineers in order

to address the technical challenges of realizing artistic concepts.

Rauschenberg's first work in neon was Green Shirt

(1965-67; cat. no. 250). Commissioned for the United States

Pavilion at Expo '67 in Montreal, the work is a monumental

arrangement of random Rauschenbergian images rendered in

multicolored light. This work was in production as Rauschen-

berg was choreographing Map Room 11 (1965; cat. no. 237), in

which his body conducted an electric current from a Tesla coil

in one hand to neon tubes in the other. Rauschenberg would

return to neon in the 1990s in his series oiBicycloids (1992-94;

see a related work, cat. no. 403), sculptural works composed of

bicycles oudined in white or colored neon.

For the remainder of the 1960s, Rauschenberg's art mak-

ing involved all manner of technology. Interested fundamen-

tally in motion, light, and sound, he sought ways for each of

these factors to become total environments. In Soundings (1968;

cat. no. 249), concealed lighting, activated by the sounds made

by viewers, illuminates multiple images of chairs that appear

behind a monumental fagade of mirrored Plexiglas. Solstice

(1968; cat. no. 251) consists of a series of silkscreened sliding

doors mounted on a lighted platform, creating a transparent

room of changing images. This work is not unlike the static, but

multi-arrangeable, A Quake in Paradise (Labyrinth) (1994; see

fig. 17), conceived nearly thirty years later. In contrast to the

interactive nature of these artworks, Mud Muse (1968-71; cat.

no. 254), created in collaboration with the company Teledyne,

responds to its own prerecorded sound track, which activates a

pneumatic air system with inlets in a vat of bubbling "mud."

Two series of mechanical sculptures from the late 1960s,

Revolvers and Carnal Clocks, are similar in size and scope. In

the Revolvers (1967; see cat. nos. 247, 248), the viewer controls

the rotation of the five Plexiglas discs to generate endless con-

figurations of silkscreened images. The Canial Clocks (1969; see

cat. nos. 252, 253)—vertical light-boxes with Rauschenberg's

photographs of the human body, the natural world, and every-

day objects silkscreened on the mirrored Plexiglas surfaces

—

literally tell time. Concealed rows of lightbulbs, like the hands

of a clock, represent time by illuminating certain sections of the

work's face as the time changes.

While Rauschenberg undertook most of his technology-

based works in the 1960s, he continues to work with techno-

logically advanced methods of art making. The Eco-Echo series

(1993; see cat. no. 255), created in collaboration with Donald

Saff of Saff Tech Arts, was realized after Rauschenberg's

return from the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The

inspiration for these sonar-activated works was the windmill,

an ecologically sound source of power, reflecting the artist's

environmental concerns. —Susan Davidson
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241. BROADCAST, 1959

Combine painting: oil, pencil, paper, fabric, newspaper, printed paper, printed

reproductions, and plastic comb on canvas, with three concealed radios

5 feet 1 inch x 6 feet 3 inches .\ 5 inches (154.9 x 190.5 x 12.7 cm)

Collection of Kimiko and John Powers, Carbondale. Colorado
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242. MONEY THROWER FOR TINGUELY'S H.T.N.Y., 1960

Electric heater with gun powder, metal springs, twine, and silver dollars

6 y. X 22 '/; X 4 inches (17.1 x 57.2 x 10.2 cm)

Collection of Pontiis Hulten, Paris

243. PANTOMIME, 1961

Combine painting: oil, enamel, paper, fabric, wood, metal, and rubber wheel,

with electric fans, on canvas

7 feet X 5 feet x 1 foot 8 inches (213.4 x 152.4 x 50.8 cm)

Private collection. Courtesy of Sperone Westwater, New York
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244, DRY CELL, 1963

Silkscreened mk and oil on Plexiglas, with metal coat hanger, wire, string, sound

transmitter, circuit board, and battery-powered motor, on metal folding camp stool

13 X 12 X 15 '/« inches (38.1 x 30.5 x 39.1 cm)

Engineers: Harold Hodges and Per Biorn

Collection of the artist
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245. SHADES, 1964

Lithography on six sheets of Plexiglas in aluminum frame, with electric light

15 '/» X 14 % X 11 'A inches (38.4 x 37.1 x 29.8 cm)

From an edition of twenty-four published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist

pages 296-97.

246. ORACLE, 1962-65

Five-pan found-metal assemblage with five concealed radios: ventilation duct:

automobile door on typewriter table, with crushed metal; ventilation duct in washtub

and water, with wire basket: constructed staircase control unit housing batteries and

electronic components; and wood window frame with \eniilation duct

Installation dimensions variable

Engineers; Billy KlUver, Harold Hodges, Per Biorn, Toby Filch, and Robert K. Moore

Musee National d'.Art Modernc. Centre Georges Pompidou. Paris. Gift of Sao and

Pierre Schlumberger
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247. REVOLVER, 1967

Silkscreened ink on five rotating Plexiglas discs in metal base, with electric motors

and control box

6 feet 6 inches x 6 feet 3 inches x 2 feet 'A inch (198.1 x 195.6 x 62.2 cm)

Collection of the artist
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248. REVOLVER. 1967

Silkscrecncd ink on five rotating Plexiglas discs in metal base, with electric motors

and control box

6 feet 6 inches x 6 feet 5 inches x 2 feet '/: inch (198.1 x 195.6 x 62.2 cm)

Collection of the artist
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pages 300-01:

249. SOUNDINGS, 1968

Mirrored Plexiglas and silkscreened ink on Plexiglas, with concealed electric lights

and electronic components

7 feet 10 inches x 36 feet x 4 feet 6 inches (238.8 x 1.097.3 x 137.2 cm)

Engineers: Billy Kliiver, L.J. Robinson, Fred Waldhauer, Cecil Coker. Per Biorn,

and Ralph FhTin

Museum Ludwig, Cologne, Ludwig Donation

above:

250. GREEN SHIRT [for Expo '67], 1965-67

Neon and enameled metal

12 feet X 20 feet 9 Inches (365.8 x 632.5 cm)

Norton Simon Museum, Pasadena, California

facing page:

251. SOLSTICE, 1968

Silkscreened ink on motorized Plexiglas doors in metal frame mounted on platform,

with concealed electric lights

10 feet X 14 feet x 14 feet 4 inches (304.8 x 436.9 x 436.9 cm)

Engineers: L. J. Robinson, Per Biorn, Tony Tedona, and Ralph Fhnn
National Museum of Art, Osaka
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252. AUDITION (CARNAL CLOCK), 1969

Mirrored Plexiglas and silkscreened ink on Plexiglas in metal frame,

with concealed electric lights and timing mechanism

67 X 60 X 10 inches (170.2 x 152.4 x 25.4 cm)

Collection of the artist
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253 ANGOSTURA (CARNAL CLOCK), 1969

Mirrored Plexiglas and silkscreened ink on Plexiglas in metal frame.

with concealed electric lights and timing mechanism

67 X 60 X 10 inches (170.2 x 152.4 x 25.4 cm)

Collection of the artist
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254.1-.2. MUD MUSE, 1968-71

Benionite mixed with water in aluminum-and-glass vat, with sound-activated

compressed-air system and control console

2 feet 9 inches x 9 feet x 12 feet (121.9 x 274.3 x 365.8 cm)

Engineers: Frank LaHaye, Lewis Ellmore, George Carr, Jim Wilkinson.

and Carl Adams

Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Gift of the New York Collection, 1973
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255. ECO-ECHO IV, 1993

Acrylic and silkscrecned acrylic on aluminum and Lexan, with sonar-activaied motor

7 feet 4 inches x 6 feet 1 inch x 2 feet 2 inches (223.5 x 185.4 x 66 cm)

Made in collaboration with Saff Tech Arts, Oxford, Maryland

Collection of the artist

256-58. HEIR, STATE LINE, and VOYAGE (REEFS), 1995

Acrylic on mirrored bonded aluminum, with electric lights and cooling fans

9 feet 1 inch x 1 foot 4
'/; inches x 4 feet (276.9 x 41.9 x 121.9 cm) each

Collection of the artist
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Working with Rauschenberg

BILLY KLUVER with JULIE MARTIN
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facing page:

fig. 87. Billy Kluver and

Rauschenberg working

on Oracle (1962-65),

Rauschenberg's Broadway

studio. New York, 1965

above left:

fig. 88. Jean Tinguely,

Homage to New York,

The Museum of Modern

Art Sculpture Garden,

New York, March 17,

1960 At bottom right

is Rauschenberg's Money
Thrower for Tinguely 's

H.TN.Y (1960)

above right:

fig. 89 Rauschenberg,

Untitled [sketch for

unrealized Combine],

1955 Pencil on paper,

11 x8/.. inches (27.9 x

21.6 cm). Collection

of the artist

1 lirsl iiui Rubcit Rauschenberg in March 1^50 when I was

collaborating with Jean Tinguely on the construction of his

large sculpture //oDiagc to New York, a machine that was to

destroy itself in the garden of the Museum of Modern An in

New York. We worked on the machine for several weeks in

the R. Buckminsier Fuller Dome in ihe eastern end of the

garden. From a New Jersey garbage dump, we had collected

bicycle wheels, kitchen appliances, and other materials,

which we hauled at night to the museum and hoisted over

the wall on Fifty-fourth Street into the garden. 1 was at the

time a Member of Technical Staff in the Communications Re-

search Department at Bell Telephone Laboratories in Mur-

ray Hill, New Jersey. My assistant, Harold Hodges, designed

a step relay that would close eight electrical circuits at dif-

ferent intervals over twenty-seven minutes, thereby playing

a piano, turning on a radio, activating a saw to cut the radio

in half, starting one of Tinguely's metamatic drawing ma-

chines, operating an Addressograph machine, triggering a

chemical reaction that produced smoke, and so forth.

Rauschenberg would occasionally drop in to see how^

we were doing. On the day of the performance, March 17.

he showed up with a "mascot" for the machine, which

he called "Money Thrower" (Money Thrower For Tinguely's

H.TN.Y., 1960; cat. no. 242). It consisted of a small, rectan-

gular, metal box, with a perforated top, that had heating-

element wires at the bottom, where Rauschenberg had put

gunpowder. At each end of the top of the bo.\ was fastened a

large, spiral binding coil; the ends of the coils were bent to-

gether and intertwined. Into the coils Rauschenberg had in-

serted twelve silver dollars. In the seventh minute of the ma-

chine's self-destruction, the gunpowder ignited and the coils

sprang apart, flinging the coins into the audience.' Rausch-

enberg found Homage to New York "as real, as interesting, as

complicated, as vulnerable, as loving as life itself."- He was

also fascinated by the process of our collaboration in the

construction of the machine.

Rauschenberg wants his works to be the means for stim-

ulating thinking and doing, encounters that leave the viewer

changed, lie has always seen his xsork as an active partici-

pant in its own environment, and ihe viewer as an active par-

ticipant in the work. The linal piece is the result of a collab-

oration between its materials, the artist, and the viewer. His

U'liifc Paintings (see cat. nos. 14-17) from ]*^5]. for exam-

ple, included the room and the viewer in a very direct way.

As Rauschenberg recalled, "I always thought of them as

being not passive but . . . hypersensitive, so that any situa-

tion that they were in one could look at the painting and see

how many people were in the room by the number of shad-

ows cast or what time of day it was."^ And about the Com-

bines of the 1950s, he said, "Getting the room into the pic-

ture was important because Fve always felt a little strange

about the fixedness of a painting. . . . The use of mirrors and

putting open areas in the painting for the wall ... to come

through and be part of the active image was a way of coun-

teracting that kind of stillness.'"*

Rauschenberg began to perceive there were new ways to

explore these long-standing concerns. He has always reached

into the world around him for images and materials, and in

the early 1960s, his perception of the world began to include

elements of the new technology. It is not surprising that,

given the opportunity, he would be attracted to working with

technology as a new material. As he recalled later, "Billy

Kluver gave me the suggestion that the possibilities in tech-

nology were endless. Of course he was right."^ He also un-

derstood and w as willing to accept the difficulties that such

a collaboration would entail: "Normally I work very much

by hand. I rely on the immediate sight and actuality of a

piece. Moving on to theory and its possibilities was like

being handed a ghost bouquet of promises."^

Over the years, Rauschenberg has explored these possi-

bilities and used the new technology to introduce multi-

plicity, make works change over time, and activate viewer

participation. In collaboration with me and with other engi-

neers, Rauschenberg created the four large works that 1 will
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fig. 90. Rauschenberg

working on Ace (1962),

Broadway studio,

New York, 1962

fig. 91. Rauschenberg,

detail of Study for Oracle,

1965. Pencil on tracing

paper, 23 'A x 19 inches

(60.3 X 48.3 cm).

Collection of the artist

fig. 92. Rauschenberg

working on Oracle

(1962-65), Broadway

studio. New York, 1965.

Photo by Ugo Mulas

discuss in this article and participated in an even larger col-

laboration, Experiments in Art and Technology.

ORACLE

My collaboration with Rauschenberg on what was to become

Oracle (1962-65; cat. no. 246) began shortly after the Homage

to New York performance, when 1 ran into him at the end of

March 1960 at the Martha Jackson Gallery during an Antoni

Tapies exhibition. He asked me if it was possible to make an

interactive environment where the temperature, sound,

smell, lights, etc., could be affected by the person who

moved through it.

Over the next year or two, my colleagues and I tried to

work out Rauschenberg's idea for an interactive or, better,

reactive environment, but it proved very difficult to achieve

what he wanted. We would only work on it in our "free"

time, which really meant that we took the time for it when-

ever we chose. Bell Laboratories, like any good research

laboratory, left us alone to carry on our own experimental

or theoretical research. During this time, I brought Rausch-

enberg to Bell Labs to see what my colleagues and I were

working on.

By 1962, after many discussions with Rauschenberg, the

idea of the work boiled down to a sound environment in

which the sounds would come from five AM radios, and the

audience could vary the volume and scan rate of each radio

from a control unit. Originally, Rauschenberg had antici-

pated placing the five radios behind five large panels and

housing the controls in a stand in front of them. We referred

to the piece as an orchestra with the viewer as the conductor.

Or as Rauschenberg remarked, "The intent was to make a

musical instrument that could be performed on, with or

without sophistication."'^

Rauschenberg did not want wires between the control

unit and the radios. He insisted on using the AM band; in

those days, FM was the outlet for cultural and classical-

music programming. In addition, Rauschenberg wanted the

visitor to be able to vary the speed of the scanning from sta-

tion to station but not be able to stay at or tune in to any

given station. Harold Hodges came up with a solution: the

tuning dial was turned by a small, variable-speed, DC motor,

and the visitor controlled the speed of the motor.

After a lot of experimentation, Harold and 1 began work

on a design in which the speakers on the AM radios would

be removed, and the output from each radio would be re-

transmitted by small AM transmitters to receivers, ampli-

fiers, and speakers mounted behind each panel. At least two

complete versions were built and rejected, because of inter-

ference between the control signals from the homemade AM
transmitters and the AM radio signals, which generated a

nightmare of noise.

All this had taken us a few more years, and what I re-

member most was working in my small apartment in Mur-

ray Hill and standing in endless lines in the electronics

shops. By the time we felt that we could finish the system,

by the end of 1964, Rauschenberg had long since turned the

five panels into the painting Ace (1962; see fig. 90) and had

begun to think of our project as a five-piece sculpture.

In the summer of 1964, the technology caught up with

us. We found one of the first crystal-controlled, fully tran-

sistorized, wireless microphone systems. Then we were able

to put all the AM radio controls for the volume and scanning

speed in one of the sculpture pieces and retransmit the

sound of the AM radios over the FM band, with a minimum

of interference, to FM receivers, amplifiers, and speakers in

each of the other sculpture pieces. From the control unit in

one of the pieces, the visitors would be able to vary the

sound level and the sweep rate of the five radios' station

scanners, each associated with sounds in one of the sculp-

ture pieces. For the FM transmitters and receivers, we used

a Comdex wireless microphone system, and the radios were

GE transistor radio receivers.*^

Many choices in projects like this one are not made

purely on the basis of engineering considerations but are aes-
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fig. 93 Control unit for

Rauschenberg's Oracle

(1962-65), Leo Castelli

Gallery, New York, 1965.

Photo by Rudy Burckhardt

theiic choices. Rauschcnbcrg chose the size and shape of the

control knobs, the size of the speakers, and where to place

the technical components in each piece. When I could no

longer make niiclnight ret|iiisiiu)ns" of the large gray-blue

lull 1 aboralorics iclciihoiu' baiieries we had been using for

the radios, 1 went to the store and bought the only substi-

tute 1 could hnd: bright-red RCA batteries. I brought them to

Rauschenberg's loft expecting that he would find the color

icinblc, but, of course, he immediatcK lell in l()\e ulih ll.

And the red batteries were the only bright color in the piece,

imlil they were discontinued by the manufacturer.''

The five sculptural elements oi Oicuk, which Rauschen-

berg has called "gibs hom the street,"''^ include, first, a car

door mounted on a rolling typewriter table, with a large

piece of crumpled metal behind it. Rauschenberg removed

all the paint from the car door and polished it to a high

shine. Second is a water-filled cement-mixing tub on wheels,

in which an air-conditioning duct is standing. A jiump in-

side the duct circulates the water through a concealed show-

erhead back into the tub. Attached to the tub by a chain is

a small wire basket on wheels with a metal lid. The third

element is a precariously leaning, wooden window frame

attached to another duct and standing on dolly w heels. The

fourth is a large, round exhaust pipe resting against the axle

of big, metal pushcart wheels. The fifth element is an

aluminum staircase housing the AM radios and the elec-

tronic control equipment, to which Rauschenberg had added

scrap-metal objects (hg. 93). All of the units are on wheels

and can be tnoved around freely; they can be placed any-

where within the range of the FM transmitters.

Rauschenberg had cho-

sen to use small speakers

with relatively poor sound

qualil)', and he installed

them differently in each

piece. In the car door, the

speaker is attached to the

back side of the door; w ith

the tub, it is in the little wire

basket; in the window unit,

the speaker is in the metal

duct, which gives a huge

resonance and makes it al-

most impossible to under-

stand any words; on the ex-

haust pipe on wheels, the

speaker is attached to ihc outside and facing in so the st)und

goes through the |iipe like a vibrating drum and gives a very

bass sound; linall), ni the stairs, the sound comes directly

Irom the radio. The tub needs an eleciricai cord lo drive the

pumji lor the circulating-water shower; everything else runs

on batteries.

Uraclc was shown at Leo Castelli Gallery on Sevcniy-

sevenlh Street in Manhattan in May 1965. At the gallery,

using an awl, Rauschenberg signed Oracle on the side of the

staircase. He thought I should sign it as well, so I scratched

in my name, adding, "Sound Fingineer." To minimize the

pristine leeling ol the gallery space, Rauschenberg covered

the lloor with a black rubber mat. The pieces were placed

throughout the front room, and the viewer could freely walk

among them and operate the controls on the staircase.

In full operation. Oiack becomes an animated cityscape.

Using materials discarded from buildings and discovered on

sidewalks, the sculptures are themselves as varied as the

sights of a busy city street. The units can be placed anywhere

in relation to one other, and the sound, too, can be "re-

arranged " in ever-changing bits of music, talk, and noise

—

loud, soft, clear, or out of tune. The sound from the five ra-

dios comes to you as it would in a city neighborhood on a

hot summer day. To this is added the only constant in the

piece, the rushing sound of water from the fountain. Oracle

has no fixed visual or aural shape. Any arrangement of the

sculpture pieces in a room leaves open the possibility of an-

other arrangement. It presents an open invitation to walk

into it. When you do, the experience is as changing and

provocative as the city it is reporting on."

9 EVENINGS: THEATRE AND ENGINEERING

By the time Oracle was finished in 1965, 1 had taken dozens

of artists through Bell Laboratories, and many of my col-

leagues and I had worked on individual projects with artists.

But I felt that our efforts remained pitifully small given the

explosive grow th of new technical possibilities and resources

that had become available in the 1960s. Most artists were

shut out of this important area of society.

I came lo believe that a hands-on working relationship

betw een artist and engineer was the best means for provid-

ing the artist with access to technology. Rauschenberg's

strong commitment to the idea of collaboration shaped

my thinking. We evolved the idea of the one-to-one collabo-

ration between individuals, each operating as a professional

in his or her own field in contributing to a joint project.
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fig. 94. Press conference

for 9 Evenings: Theatre

and Engineering, chapel of

Rauschenberg's Lafayette

Street studio, New York,

September 27, 1966.

Pictured: John Cage, Steve

Paxton, Alex Hay, Robert

Whitman, Yvonne Rainer,

Billy KlCiver, David Tudor,

Rauschenberg, Lucinda

Childs, Deborah Hay, and

Oyvind Fahlstrom, Photo

by Fred W. McDarrah

This idea of the artist-engineer collaboration was the

central force behind 9 Evenings: Theatre and Engineering,

a series of performances we organized and then presented

on October 13-16, 18, 19, and 21-23, 1966 at the Sixty-

ninth Regiment Armory on Lexington Avenue at Twenty-

fifth Street in New York.

The project actually began in fall 1965, when Knut

Wiggen, who was then the head of Fylkingen, a contempo-

rary-music society in Stockholm, asked me to organize the

participation of American artists in what he called a Festi-

val of Art and Technology in Stockholm. 1 discussed the idea

with Rauschenberg, and we invited composers John Cage

and David Tudor, choreographers Lucinda Childs, Deborah

Hay, Steve Paxton, and Yvonne Rainer, and artists Oyvind

Eahlstrom and Robert Whitman to join us on the project. I

recruited fellow engineers from Bell Laboratories to work

with the artists.

At the first meeting between the artists and the engi-

neers, on January 14, 1966, 1 told the artists that they could

ask for anything they wanted, and 1 asked the engineers to

respond with suggestions on how to accomplish these ideas,

if they could be realized at all. (Several of the artists wanted

to float in the air.) These meetings lasted through March,

and we gathered seventy artists' requests. Then one engineer

was assigned to each artist depending on the artists project

and the engineers field of expertise. Other engineers worked

on sound and control equipment and systeins that would be

used by all the performers.

According to lists I made following these meetings,

Rauschenberg requested:

Infrared TV. Find out what TV pickup tubes are available on

the market. What frequencies do body and other objects omit?

What infrared light sources are available? How strong? The

room in which the action occurs should be "dark" to visible

light. Forms of rebroadcast: snooperscopes, TV sets, Eidophor

[at the first meeting].

Light sensitive chemical which changes color (or from

colorless to color) in presence of light. Not ultraviolet. This

should happen in controlled area. Temperature and pressure-

sensitive colors. Color change with pressure. Live fabrics [at

the fifth meeting]

.

Using TV tape for mixing of sound and image in super-

imposition economically (black and white). Printing of tape

manually—without tape recorders. Strong continuous or

intermittent light to light up a room lat the hfth and sixth

meetings].'^

Infrared television became central to Rauschenberg's

piece. His system required television pickup tubes operating

in the infrared end of the spectrum, that is, sensitive to the

temperature of objects. Such a system would be able to cap-

ture images of people in total darkriess. 1 asked Larry Hei-

los, a research assistant at Bell Labs, to find an infrared tele-

vision system for Rauschenberg. Heilos remembered:

Jim McGee and I dug up some surplus government sniper

scopes and associated equipment. We made several quick

tests. It soon became quite obvious that this gear was not

going to do the job. Was there commercial gear that might be

purchased? 1 called all the American television manufactur-

ers, and one by one each of them told me that any good in-

frared equipment was held classified by the United States gov-

ernment. This left me with a few foreign manufacturers. Then

through Norelco, 1 heard of a man in New Jersey, Bill Hartig,

who was exploring the infrared held. He showed me several

photos taken off a monitor displaying infrared-illuminated

subjects. The quality was excellent. Hartig further disclosed

that the infrared videcon [pickup tube] was ofJapanese make

and was available. It could be installed in a Norelco camera

and used either in Sweden or in the United States.

A demonstration date was set up to take place in April in

Bob's loft on Broadway. Hartig and his son showed up in a

truck loaded with equipment. The infrared camera was set up;

a large spotlight with an infrared filter provided the black

light. We took turns being photographed in the dark and

watching ourselves on the monitor The demonstration was a

success. Everyone was excited. Steve Paxton handed me a cold

bottle of beer 1 looked at the label—it was Japanese. ^^

As we began to develop the artists' ideas, it soon became

clear that "Wiggen's thinking was quite different from ours.

Wiggen did not accept the basic assumption that the engi-

neer's contribution was equal to that of the artist, and he did

not want to invite the engineers to Stockholm along with the

artists. The artists were not willing to perform using com-

plicated technologies without the support of the engineers

who had designed and built the equipment. Nor were they

willing for the engineers to remain totally anonymous.
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fig. 95. Crowds attending

9 Evenings: Theatre and

Engineering, Sixty-ninth

Regiment Armory,

New York, October 13,

1966. Photo by Fred W.

McDarrah

fig. 96. Rauschenberg

discussing tennis-playing

sequence of Open Score

(1966) for 9 Evenings:

Theatre and Engineering,

with L J, Robinson, Mimi

Kanarek, and Frank Stella,

October 1966. Photo by

Peter Moore

The talks with the people in SUK'klinlni Icll through on

July 27. Overnight, we called a meeting and decided to

transfer the performances to New York. Simonc (Whitman)

Forli found that the Sixty-ninth Regiment Armory was

empt\ and a\ailable. Today, many people assume that we

chose this space because il had been the site of the famous

Armory Show of 1913, which had introduced Huropean

Modern art to the United States, and where Marcel Duchamps

Nude Descending a Staircase (No. 2) had been exhibited. Rut

it was only a coincidence. .Although the acoustics were ter-

rible, with a six-second reverberation lime, everyone

thought il was a very exciting space. It would now be possi-

ble to reach a much larger audience than at Judson Memor-

ial Church or the downtown spaces used for Happenings and

theater works.

We moved into the Armory on October 8, and during

the next five days, we installed the electrical system for the

stage lights and other equipment, laid miles of cable, in-

stalled the sound system w ith twelve speakers in the balcony

surrounding the central space, and set up bleachers for the

audience.

There w ere endless conferences, and the artists held re-

hearsals as best they could. For one section of his work,

which he titled Open Score (cat. no. 239), Rauschenberg used

what he called, "a inodcstly choreographed cast of from 300

to 500 people,"'"* whom he found through artist Marilyn

Wood and the Downtown Community School. They came

to a meeting at the Armory for instructions.

Rauschenbergs Open Score began w iih a tennis game be-

tween Frank Stella and Mimi Kanarek on a full-scale tennis

court laid out on the Armory floor. As Rauschenberg wrote,

"Tennis is movement. Put in the context of theater it is a for-

mal dance improvisation." But he also used the game "to

control the lights and to perform as an orchestra."''

Bill Kaminski of Bel! Laboratories had designed a tiny

crystal-controlled FM transmitter, which could hi into the

handle of a tennis racket. A contact microphone was placed

ai the lop of the handle, and the antenna for the transmitter

was wound around the racket head. We had requested and,

to my surprise, received authorization from the FCC to use

ten frequencies on the FM band in between the local FM sta-

tions. Of course, the transmitters had to be limited to a few

milliwatts of output power.

When the ball hit the racket, the vibrations of the

strings were picked up by the contact microphone and trans-

mitted to an FM radio receiver, amplified, and fed to twelve

speakers, resulting in an enormous BONG that vibrated

around the .Armory. Each lime Frank or Mimi hit the ball,

the accompanying BONG switched off one of forty-eight

1 -kilowatt lights illuminating the court. The game ended

when the Armory was in complete darkness, leaving the

score still open.

The crowd of people then entered in the darkness. To

increase image quality, infrared light illuminated the crowd

as the infrared-sensitive television cameras picked up its

movements. The television images were projected onto three

large screens suspended in front of the audience (see fig. 70).

The audience could sense the presence of the crowd but

could only "see" the performers through the projected tele-

vision image.

Rauschenberg used flashlights generating predeter-

mined cues to choreograph the movements of the crowd.

Da\id White remembers that groups of flashlights were at-

tached to the railing of the balcony that ran around the Ar-

mory, with one group on each of the Armory's four sides, so

that members of the crowd could look up and see the sig-

nals from anx'where they were standing. Rauschenberg gave

the first cue, and then other flashlight operators picked it

up. White took his cue to change the number of flashlights

s\\ itched on from the group of flashlights opposite him. As

he remarked. "There was no advance choreography, we just

passed on the directions."'^ Different combinations of lights

represented instructions to perform simple movements:

touch someone who is not touching you; hug someone
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fig. 97. EAT News

(New York) 1 , no. 1

(Jan. 15, 1967), p. 1

snglneerl

Clonarv fonteapora

E.A.T. IB
;rLBlly »po(i90

quickly and move on to someone else;

men, take off jackets, then replace them;

and so forth. As Rauschenberg described

the idea, "The conflict of not being

able to see an event that is taking place

right in front of one except through a re-

production is the sort of double exposure

of action. A screen of light and a screen

of darkness."''^

Rauschenberg had asked each per-

son in the crowd to say "My name is . .

."

into a tape recorder as he or she arrived

at the Armory. This tape was then played

during their performance section. But

between Rauschenbergs first and second

performance, the tape was accidentally

erased, so he went back to an idea he had had earlier to

record the "bongs" during the first section of the perfor-

mance and play them back during the crowd sequence.

At the end of that section in the first performance, the

houselights came up slowly and the crowd followed Rausch-

enbergs instructions: "Remain fixed until the lights dim

down and go completely out." For the second performance,

Rauschenberg added a third section. A single spotlight

picked up the shape of a woman (Forti) in a cloth sack. She

was singing an ancient Tuscan song. "^ Rauschenberg, fol-

lowed by the spotlight, picked her up, carried her to another

place, and put her down. He repeated this several times as

she continued to sing. The piece ended when Forti stopped

singing and the spotlight went out.

Each of the artists responded to the challenges and op-

portunities presented by the collaboration and produced

works completely different from one another. Tudor, in

Bandoncon .', used the sounds produced by his playing a

bandoneon to trigger light, television, and sound sources.

He used the six-second sound delay in the building to liter-

ally "play the Armory." In Carriage Discreteness, Rainer

broadcast instructions from a balcony high on the wall of

the Armory to her performers to move objects from one part

of the floor to another while preprograinmed him, slide, and

other events took place simultaneously. In Two Holes oj

Water-3, Whitman directed seven cars carrying film or video

projectors to drive onto the Armory floor, from which were

projected large-scale images onto one of the long walls. He

showed a mix of films he had inade and selected, along with

television linages off the air and closed-circuit-television

I aasuned the
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images of performers in the balcony.

For the participating artists, 9

Evenings was memorable for its scale:

the actual size of the space, the amount

of activity and publicity surrounding the

performances, and the size of the audi-

ence. More than ten thousand people at-

tended 9 Evenings. Today, the event is

remembered for the incredible richness

and imagination of the performances,

but, above all, 9 Evenings was a huge

collaborative effort engaging inuch of

the art world at the time. In addition to

the original ten performing artists, the

thirty engineers from Bell Laboratories,

and the many other technical people in-

volved, more than forty artists, dancers, filmmakers, writ-

ers, and composers contributed to and appeared in their

friends' pieces.

EXPERIMENTS IN ART AND TECHNOLOGY
We estimated that the thirty engineers who participated in

9 Evenings together put in 8,500 hours of work. Recently,

I asked John Pierce, who had been my boss at Bell Labora-

tories, why he had not stopped us when engineers from

our department were spending weeks at a lime working for

the artists. His answer, which displayed the quick under-

standing that I had experienced when I was working with

him, was, "There was so much energy going for the project,

that it would have been very destructive to have slopped

it."'*^ It was this energy and excitement that propelled

the discussions Rauschenberg, Fred Waldhauer,-^^ Robert

WhitiTian, and I held in the basement bar at the Armory

and around Rauschenbergs kitchen table, discussions that

led to our decision to start an organization to facilitate these

kinds of collaborations. Forming E.A.T became our most

intense collaboration.

The origin of the name has its own story. We wanted

soinething mundane like Foundation for Artists and Engi-

neers. When our lawyer, Frank Konigsberg, came back from

Albany, he informed the group that our preferences were ei-

ther illegal or had been taken already, and that he had come

up with and registered the name Experiments in Art and

Technology. And that was that. Everybody—there must have

been at least twenty of us—gasped at the word "experi-

ments." As we saw it, an artwork is either finished or it isn't,
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fig. 98 Billy KlCiver

delivering a lecture on

EAT, Toronto, March

1968. Projected behind

him are the artists'

initial ideas for their

performances in

9 Evenings: Theatre

and Engineenng

and the public should not be subjccud [o incomprehensible-

scientific or technical experiments. iUil, anyway, the name

has stuck, along w ith our insistence on keejiing the periods

between the initials

Rauschenherg's inxoUenient in creating l:..\.i, and in

articulating its goals and oix-rating character was profound

and crucial to the organization, in particular his belief that

technology is an "exciting challenge. . . . Nobody knows the

kind of art that will be created il two or three men m diverse

hclds become collaboralors."-' To this was added my belief

that artists" ideas and concerns could influence the way we

engineers approached the technological or social problems

we faced day to day. We both felt that the collaborations

could lead lechnologx in directions more positi\el\ oriented

to the needs, desires, and pleasures of the individual,-- or,

as Rauschenberg and I wrote in the June 1, 1967 issue of our

newsletter, E.A.T. News, 'E,A.T, is founded on the strong be-

lief that an industrially sponsored, elfective working rela-

tionship between artists and engineers will lead to new pos-

sibilities which will benefit society as a whole,"-^

None of us wanted E,A.T, to be an idealistic lusion of

science and art or an extension of the Bauhaus movement.

We also rejected the idea thai ll.A.T. should set up a techni-

cal library, a laboratory, or a workshop "devoted to "servic-

ing' the artist," -+ because such stand-alone facilities would

again cut the artists off from the mainstream of technology

as it was developing, E,A,T.s main acti\il\ was matching in-

dividual artists who had technical problems or projects with

engineers who could work with them, E.A,T, called on in-

dustry to assume "a more direct responsibility for the spon-

sorship of the artist-engineer collaboration,"'^^

We called a meeting for artists at the Broadway Central

Hotel in November 1966 to determine if there was any in-

terest in the organization, and three hundred artists showed

up. We collected eighty requests for immediate technical as-

sistance and many more expressions of support and offers of

help. The response was enormous, and it was clear we had

no means of satisfying the growing number of requests we

were receiving.-"

Work was begun to consolidate the organization, raise

money for its operation, and recruit engineer members to

work with artists. A grant of $8,000 from John Hightower

at the New York State Council on the Arts allowed us to get

going. We established an office in a 5,000-square-foot loft

on the top floor of 9 East Sixteenth Street and began to hold

a weekly open house on Sundays, where artists and engi-

neers could meet and talk informally We arranged for artists

to visit technical facilities like Bell Laboratories in Murray

Hill, New Jersey, and IBM Laboratories in Armonk. New

York in March 1967, we look a booth at the annual

conxention o[ the institute for Electrical and Electronics En-

gineers, where artists made a pitch to involve engineers. We

also went on speaking tours to colleges and universities.

A series of lecture-demonstrations for artists given by lead-

ing engineers and scientists was held in the E.A.T. loft

in spring 1968, These lectures on subjects as diverse as

honeycomb structural papers, computer speech and anima-

tion, acoustics, and lasers and holography were always

jammed, and the questions after the lectures went on until

late at night.

The enthusiasm was infectious, and local groups of

artists and engineers inspired by E.A.T. sprang up sponta-

neously in different parts of the United States and in Eu-

rope.-" We made slow but steady progress in recruiting en-

gineers, which we reported in E.A.T. iVcus. In June 1967,

interested engineers numbered seventy-five, and thirty-five

artists had been matched with twenty engineers. By No-

vember, there were four hundred artist members, forty-nine

artists had used equipment from 9 Evenings, and over sixty

matches between artists and engineers had been made. By

March 1968, E.A.T. had 467 engineer members, and had ini-

tiated more than 140 collaborative projects all over the coun-

try The number of engineer members jumped dramatically

in November 1967, after E.A.T. announced a competition for

the best contribution to a collaborative artwork, for which

the prize would be awarded to the engineer. All the works

submitted were shown in Some More Beginnings: Expehmails

ill An and Tedvwlogy, a large exhibition at the Brooklyn Mu-

seum the following November, ^^

During this early period, Rauschenberg and 1 also spent

many hours formulating the aims of the organization, as-

sembling the Board of Directors, creating a Board of Advisers

and Council of Agents, and approaching individuals and
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fig. 99. Rauschenberg's

Soundings (1968) partially

installed at the Stedelijk

Museum, Amsterdam,

February 1968

industries for funds. The organizational and fundraising ef-

forts got a real boost when in the summer of 1967 the

collector John Powers introduced Rauschenberg and me to

Theodore W. Kheel, a lawyer and mediator, who focuses on

the resolution of conflicts created by the impact of technol-

ogy on society. Nothing that we had done or were thinking

of doing seemed to surprise him, and ever since then he

has used his ability to give simple answers to questions that

we thought or imagined were complicated and beyond our

reach. Kheel was the right person to help us deal with

the complicated interface between art, technology, and the

rest of the world. He became an enthusiastic supporter

and offered us the facilities of Automation House, a build-

ing at 49 East Sixty-eighth Street that housed his organiza-

tion, the American Foundation on Automation and Em-

ployment, while also supporting other nonprofit groups and

activities. He helped us plan a major press conference to for-

mally launch E.A.T. and to ask for "the positive involve-

ment"-'^ of industrial leaders, labor, politicians, and the

technical community.

The press conference was held on October 10, 1967 at

Rauschenberg's building on Lafayette Street. We mounted a

one-day exhibition for the press conference, showing, among

other works, Oracle; Whitmans film-sculpture Shower

(1964); and an enlargement of a computer-generated nude

by Ken Knowlton and Leon Harmon, two engineers from

Bell Laboratories. Andy Warhols Silver Clouds (1966) floated

around Rauschenberg's chapel as speeches of support were

given by Herman Kenin of the American Federation of Mu-

sicians, Pierce of Bell Labs, and Senator Jacob Javits, a long-

time supporter of the arts.

Late that night, we sat in Max's Kansas City waiting for

the New York Times and were then overjoyed to find the

article above the fold on the first page of the second sec-

tion—an important placement according to Kheel. It was a

positive, upbeat article illustrated, surprisingly, with the

computer-generated nude. A few years later, I met the photo

editor of the New York Times, whose work I had always ad-

mired. I told him that 1 had wondered how it was possible

that the Times published a photograph of a nude even

though it was broken up in gray-scale levels. The answer was

that while he knew it was a nude, he took a gamble that the

Times editors would not recognize it as such.

SOUNDINGS

In his interview with the New York Times at the time of the

press conference, Rauschenberg had reiterated his idea for a

room "that would be responsive to weather, to people view-

ing it, to traffic, noise and light." ^^'' Soon after this, Rauschen-

berg told me that he wanted to work with proportionally

controlled lights. During 9 Evenings, the engineers had de-

veloped a system that changed the intensity of a lightbulb in

proportion to the loudness of a sound signal, using a silicon-

controlled rectifier, or SCR, circuit, which had recently

appeared on the market. 1 asked Robby [L. J.] Robinson, one

of the engineers who had been deeply involved in the

9 Evenings performances, to work with Rauschenberg. Thus,

Rauschenberg's first work made in collaboration with engi-

neer members of E.A.T. was Soundings (1968; see figs. 99,

100; cat. no. 249).

At their first meeting, Rauschenberg described to Robin-

son that he wanted a long wall made up of three layers of

Plexiglas. The front layer would be partially mirrorized, and

behind it there would be two layers of Plexiglas with images

on them. Different lights behind the sheets of Plexiglas

would vary in intensity depending upon the amount of

sound in the room and would backlight the images to make

them visible through the mirror. Rauschenberg wanted a

one-to-one response, so people would understand they were

one half of the piece. ^^ Robinson brought in Waldhauer, who

had designed the proportional-control system, and I sug-

gested they consult Cecil Coker, a scientist who was working

in speech analysis at Bell Laboratories. Waldhauer, Coker,

and Rauschenberg got together and "in a mutual collabora-

tion . . . decided to make the piece responsive to pitch, rather

than volume alone, because it would produce more vari-

ety."3^ The sound would be divided into four frequency

bands, so that a high-pitched voice or sound would trigger a

different set of lights from a low-pitched voice or sound; that

is, children would trigger different lights from adults stand-

ing beside them.

For Soundings, Rauschenberg decided to use, he said,

"the single image of the chair. And 1 took all the photographs
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fig. 100. Rauschenberg

and L. J. Robinson

installing Soundings (1968)

at the Stedelijk Museum,

Amsterdam, February 1968

myscll and kcpi (uiniiii; ihc clu\ir."'* lie had screens made

of the views ol the siiaij;lii-baeked wooden chair—close-uix

far away, from the top, from the side, from underneaih, neg-

ati\e images ol the chair—and he silkscrcencd these images

onto the cigiilecn panels.

Robinson rcMncmbered:

I'll never lurgct liic luglil we turned it on. We started to time

the cireuiis, and then I saw the ellect he was after, these chairs

tuiiihlingauiuiKl m a raiuliim way ... in an optical illusion. So

I went over to Boh and said, Tve got a real confession," and I

told him exactly how I had felt when he told me it was going

to be black and only chairs. "But," 1 said, "This is breathtak-

ing, this is absolutely unbelievable." So he said to me, "Robby

perhaps this proves there is more sanity in art than there is in

engineering." 1 got a big smile on my lace 1 said, ' 'leah, per-

haps it docs." i walked about six paces away from him, and he

yelled at me, "Or, perhaps, vvc arc both involved in a beautiful

form of insanity."^*'

Installed in a silent, semidark space, the hnished work is

an etght-by-lhirly-six-fool mirror. Behind the i-)ariiall\-

mirrorized front panel hang two rows of cight-by-four-foot

panels of transparent Plcxiglas about ten inches apart, on

which there are silkscreencd images of a wooden chair.

Thirty-six spotlights on adjustable swivel mounts are

clamped to supports in two rows, one row at the lop of the

rear chair panel, with the lights angled down to illuminate

the front chair panel, and the second row two feet behind

the rear panel, illuminating it. When groups of the light-

Inilhs are triggered by sound, the mirror disappears and il-

himinaled images of the chairs are seen through it This cf-

lect can be observed best ii the room in which Soundings is

shown has been darkened

Technically, Soundings works the following way. Micro-

phones are hung from the ceiling in from of the panels. The

four inimt t hannels frt)m the microphones are amplified,

imxcd together, and compressed to better match the dy-

namic range of the lightbulbs and provide a smooth grada-

tion between the lowest and highest illumination level of the

bulbs. (Otherwise, the lights would only go on and off.) The

composite sound signal is then split into four frequency

bands, chosen to correspond to the pitch of different human

\ oices. The signal from each frequency band is rectified and

fed into the SCR circuit that controls the brightness of a set

of nine 150-watl spotlights. Thus, one frequency band will

activate nine lights throughout the piece; soft sounds will

produce a low light level, while louder sounds will produce

a brighter light level.''

With Soundings, you are alone in a semidarkened space

with your own image. If you want to relieve the darkness,

you have to talk out loud to yourself, which is an uncom-

fortable thing to do in a public place. To explore the work,

\ou have to continue talking or singing. If several people are

there, the situation is one of participation, competitiveness,

and cooperation as viewers tr)' to extract more and more im-

ages from the darkness.
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The reaction of the pubhc to Soundings wherever it was

shown fulfilled Rauschenberg's goal to use technology "to

make the viewer responsible for the artwork that he or

she sees." He continued, "Earlier I was the artist. Now the

viewer will make the image, not I."^^ During the course of

the exhibition Robert Rauschcnberg at the Stedelijk Museum,

Amsterdam, from February to April 1968, some visitors

walked silently in and out of the room and saw only the mir-

ror; others would stay, clap their hands, talk to the work, or

even play an instrument or sing to it. Robinson saw fathers

lift their small children onto their shoulders to be closer to

the hanging microphones. He recalled that one day "a man

came in with a blind boy who began to play the violin. The

man described to the boy what effect his playing was hav-

ing, and the smiling boy walked up and down along the

piece playing away."^''

When the exhibition moved on to the Kolnischer Kunst-

verein in April, Dcr Spiegel reported, "For the latest work by

Rauschcnberg the viewers react with uninhibited rowdiness.

They sing, whistle, yodel, shout, and cough in front of an

eleven-meter-wide mirror wall and so become part of the

work, which is called Soundings.'''^^

SOLSTICE

Rauschenberg's next large interactive work. Solstice (1968;

fig. 101; cat. no. 251), followed soon after Soundings. Robby

Robinson remembered that he had scarcely returned from

installing Soundings in Rauschenberg's exhibition in Am-

sterdam in February 1968, when:

Bob called me and explained he was committed to do some-

thing of significance for Doaimcnta in Kassel, which was open-

ing the end of June. We met, and he said that through the

course of 9 Evenings, Oracle, and Soundings, he had exploited

a large variety of radios, transmitters, and voice-operated

Ughts, and he wanted to try to achieve something that would

involve people with his work but not in such a sophisticated

way that they were mystified by how it happened, but so they

could really see how it happened. ^^

As they talked about what the possibilities were, Robin-

son told Rauschenberg about going through several sets of

sliding doors at Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam to get into

the main terminal and that he thought they could put some-

thing on the doors to alert you to the next one you would en-

counter. A few days later, according to Robinson, Rauschen-

berg called and said:

"Robby, 1 have an idea.". . . So I went there and he had a whole

plan worl<ed out in his mind for Solstice, a series of sliding

doors mounted on a platform. The light would be constant,

and the only movement would be the mechanical movement

of the doors. He explained that he was thinking of an image

that you could view either from the front or from the rear. In

addition, you could actually walk through the layers of the

image and find how the total image was derived from the var-

ious [colored] overlays. By walking inside the piece and oper-

ating the doors, you have the possibility of changing those im-

ages from the inside, which you can't do from the outside."*"

Rauschenberg outlined to Robinson the physical di-

mensions he had in mind and the number of sliding doors.

They decided that light would come from the floor and the

ceiling. Robinson then determined that V4-inch Plexiglas had

enough thermal stability to not soften from the heat of the

lights and buckle when peopled walked on the floor.

Automatic sliding doors were not widely used in the

United States at that time. When Robinson finally located a

company, Close-0-Matic Door Controls in Long Island City,

New York, he quickly ordered hve doors that operated pneu-

matically. They were considered the most reliable, but, ac-

cording to Robinson, "It turned out the pneumatics brought

their own set of problems: there were valves to be adjusted

on every door, and the compressor itself made a huge racket.

At Kassel we had to set it outside the exhibition hall, and it

annoyed the hell out of all the artists who had sculptures

outside.""*' The doors themselves had to be specially ordered,

because Rauschenberg wanted the glass in them to be re-

placed with Plexiglas to keep the overall weight below one

ton for shipping to Documcnta.

At this point in the project, Robinson began to get ner-

vous because:

I hadn't seen Bob make any motion in the direction of what

he was going to screen on these doors. I mentioned this to

him—it was like ten o'clock on a Saturday morning—and he

said, "Yes, you're right. Let's get started with it now. Come

along with me." Well, he had these racks and racks of

silkscreens downstairs in the cellar and on the first floor, and

he started to systematically pull out screens. He put two into

one pile, three in the next, stacking the piles along the wall.

Then he'd say to me, "Hold that one up, Robby," and I'd hold

it up. And he'd say, "All right, move that one over to pile one,

and take that one and move it over here." In a matter of two

hours' time, he had composed that whole thing as far as the

selection of the screens. It just amazed me that he could visu-

alize twenty panels, all of which would have three to five

silkscreens on them."*-
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fig. 101 Rauschenberg's

Solstice (1968) in the

chapel of his Lafayette

Street studio, New York,

1968 Photo by

Harry Shunk

Another engineer Iroin Ik'll I aboratories. Per Biorn, su-

pervised a crew 1)1 iH'()|-)le to assemble- llie piece in Rauschen-

berg's chapel:

Mounting the li\c doors and getting them to work was a major

problem, W'c worked six da\s a week, every evening from six

o'clock to about eleven o'clock and Saturday all day for close

to two weeks. . . . The doors were empty, and Bob had the

Plexiglas out in the anteroom to the chapel just stacked up

He was pruning tiuni during the week, while we wercn i

working. And when wc came in one Saturday toward the

end ol the two weeks, wc could sec he had printed most ol

them. . , , When Bob was hnished, we hung the iirnilcci jiancls

in the doors,"*'

Biorn remembers that they finished on a Saturday night, and

Rauschenberg arranged an infortnal showing of SoLsticc on

Sunday, before it was crated up and shipped out on Monday,

At the end of that party, Rauschenberg and some of his

friends celebrated the piece by taking olf their clothes and

moving nude through the brightly colored images, as the

doors opened and closed around them.

The two outer panels of Solstice's ten-foot-high doors are

stationary, and ilie two center panels slide back and forth

when activated by step switches in mats thai are laid the

length of the floor down the middle ol the sculpture. The

platform on which the sliding doors are mounted is ten

inches high and sixteen feet square. It is made up of a frame-

work of aluminum I beams. The doors are mounted on every

other cross beain in the base, about two and a hall feel apart.

In between the cross beams, there are twelve fluorescent-

light lixtutcs with Durotest full-spectrum fluorescent lamps,

rhe base is covered with 'A-inch Plexiglas, sandblasted to

diffuse the light. The door framing supports the roof; and in

the roof between each set of doors arc mounted two double-

lamp fixtures for the same type of lights used in the floor.

Trosted Plexiglas diffuses ibis light, which is also reflected

downward, into the sculpture, by aluminum sheets cover-

ing the underside of the roof.^"*

Solstice is a completely public event, bright, colorful,

and clean. The brilliantly lit floor and ceiling set the work

apart as a room of light, '^'ou have to step up onto the plat-

form and enter through the doors to activate the work. As

you walk through it, your environment changes; the opening
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fig. 102. Frame for

Rauschenberg's Mud Muse

(1968-71), Teledyne,

Los Angeles, 1971

fig. 103. The pouring

of driller's mud into

Mud Muse. Teledyne,

Los Angeles, 1971

and closing doors isolate you in a world of color, in some-

thing of an obstacle course of images. The outside world is

obscured by the light and color around you.

But Rauschenberg had also made Solstice a piece in

which "the best show was for the spectators rather than for

the performers.""^^ Throughout the piece, he had screened

the same image in different colors in the same position on

successive panels. He described it as being like "a three- or

four-color separation. . . as the doors opened and shut at

a certain point, they pulled an image into registration, some-

times full color.""+^ There are at least thirteen such "color-

separated" images in Solstice, including a row of three glasses

(in red, blue, yellow, red, and a purplish); a radio (in

blue, yellow-green, blue, yellow, and red); a city skyline (in

red, purple, and red); and four birds (in blue and orange).

The work struck Michael Sonnabend, who, with his wife

Ileana, was Rauschenberg's European dealer at the time,

as "the beginning of something grand. In medieval cos-

mologies, every planet was transparent so you could see

down to the next planet. That's what he's doing. You see

through his planets into the next one . . . like the medieval

windows at Chartres, seeing the saints come through the

transparency of the air. Everything in the universe is buoy-

ant, not rooted."*^''

MUD MUSE

Rauschenberg developed Mud Muse (1968-71; see figs. 102,

103; cat. no. 254) in a project separate from E.A.T. In 1967,

Maurice Tuchman, then Senior Curator of Modern Art at the

Los Angeles County Museum of Art, initiated a project at the

museum that attempted, according to an article in the Los

Angeles Times, to "bring together the incredible resources

and advanced technology of industry with the equally in-

credible imagination and talent of the best artists at work

today."'^^ Specifically, Tuchman wanted a residence program

to bring artists "into these [West Coast] industries to make

works of art, moving about in them as they might in their

own studios.""^*^ By mid- 1968, Tuchman had sent Rauschen-

berg information on the different companies participating in

the project. Rauschenberg chose to work with Teledyne,

whose branches encompassed many scientific and technical

disciplines. In September 1968, Rauschenberg visited Tele-

dyne's corporate headquarters in Los Angeles, and in De-

cember, Lewis Ellmore and Frank LaHaye from Teledyne,

who were to work with Rauschenberg most directly on the

project over the next two years, went to New York to visit

his studio and then on to see Soundings, which was on view

at the Museum of Modern Art. Given the varied technical

resources of the conglomerate Teled\Tie, Rauschenberg again

saw the chance to pursue his idea of a totally interactive en-

vironment. Ellmore described the first meetings:

Bob wanted ... to couple the work, in a way yet to be defined,

to the observer. . . . We considered many types of three-

dimensional displays ranging from mixing air currents made

visible by thermal differentials, to closed loop machining sys-

tems. . . . We considered fluids of various types flowing, mix-

ing. . . . We thought about the types and forms of energy,

which could be sensed and used to activate and regulate the

dynamics of the work.^o

LaHaye remembered:

The three of us did a lot of the far-out thinking about various

concepts. Then we tried to see how practical it was to execute

it. One concept was to use the Soundings technique with the

chairs in a long tunnel and pump very low-frequency sound

—

around seven cycles—into the tunnel. It gets in harmony with

the natural beat of the human body and can produce psyche-

delic effects. That idea didn't fly with either Teledyne or the

museum. They didn't want to risk the consequences of peo-

ple coming out of the tunnel stoned. Another idea involved

melting metal into a molten fluid and then resolidifying it, and

then have it transformed back to its original phase, like the

multiphase changes of life—being born, living, and dying.

Technically, we had problems with that one. 5'

As Rauschenberg remembered, 'T think they wanted to

be associated with a concept that was complex enough for
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them to flex their expertise, Teledync was a very proud

group of people. As my information was collected ahoul the

variety of their vast resources, Mud Muse was conceived. I

really was collaborating with them."^- Sometime in spring

1969, Rauschenberg was lying on the beach when the idea

came to him of mud activated by sound: "1, of course, knew

about eruptions. 1 was familiar with what happens in vol-

canic rock on the coast, the blowholes that appear way back

away from the water. It's the pressure of the water pushing

up through channels or holes in the rocks. It doesn't happen

one to one with the waves. The wave comes in and a few

minutes later, whoosh, like a geyser."^^

LaHaye and Rauschenberg decided on a large tank of

some "viscous liquid " through which sound waves would

travel and break through the surface, causing the material

to "erupt, bubble, and boil.' LaHaye procured a high-tech,

microsphere material that Rauschenberg called "their most

expensive artificial mud. ... It was microscopic hollow

beads that I'm not sure they knew what it was going to

be used for, but it cost a fortune. 1 made tests with that, but

it didn't perform well for what I wanted. It didn't flow.

After it performed, it didn't have any organic settling out.

There weren't the kind of echoes you would have in a nat-

ural situation."'"*

Then one of the engineers suggested using "driller's

mud"—bentonite mixed with water, glycerin, and other sub-

stances—which was used in well drilling to stabilize the

walls of the drill hole. Bentonite is a volcanic ash with grains

smaller than .001 millimeter. When properly mixed, this

powder can absorb a large quantity of water; a mixture with

only five percent bentonite is barely fluid, and ten percent

makes it gel—from the consistency of pea soup to dense yo-

gurt. ^5 In its fluid state, the mud is light brown and ex-

tremely soft to the touch. Rauschenberg decided that it "per-

formed" beautifully.

The engineers quickly discovered that they could not

activate the mud by direct sound waves, since the level

needed to move mud would be so high it would deafen the

viewer. They decided on a sound-activated pneumatic sys-

tem to inject "air into the mud and planned on using a valve

[an inlet] which would release air in direct proportion to

[the amplitude of] the applied electrical signal. It required

some experimentation before we found that controlling the

duration of one of three constant pressure sources [by using

the electrical signal] gave nearly equivalent results at a cost

reduction of about 99%."56

For the final system, sound from each channel of a

stereo tape recorder is split. (A four-track tape recorder can

also be used.) The sound signal in each of the four resultmg

channels is divided into three frequency bands—low, mid-

dle, and high—each of which operates a solenoid valve thai

releases compressed air from three constant-pressure sources:

2 psi (pounds per square inch) for the low-frequency band.

6 psi for the middle, and 12 psi for the high. Compressed-air

tubes from each of the three pressure sources are joined at a

single air inlet at the bottom of the large lank, creating an

air-pressure burst that images the frequency content of the

original signal from the tape channel.

By multiplying the number of solenoid valves and tub-

ing, the engineers could have sixty-four air inlets, distrib-

uted randomly at the bottom of the tank (sixteen inlets for

each of the four tape channels). Each inlet is covered with a

bell cap whose open end is positioned toward the tank floor

to prevent the mud from clogging the inlet tubing. The sur-

face activity would vary, from areas in which a bubble of

mud would form slowly to areas in which the mud would

appear to be boiling, and, in some cases, the mud would

erupt in small spurts or even jump high into the air.

In its final design. Mud Muse is thirty-three inches high.

The tank itself measures nine by twelve feet, is twenty inches

deep, and has glass walls and an aluminum bottom. An alu-

minum skirt hides the electrical and pneumatic systems and

ends a few inches from the floor. The tank is filled up with

mud to within four to six inches from the top, which takes

1,000 gallons of driller's mud, with a total weight of over

8,000 pounds. LaHaye designed the tank and assembled the

electrical and electronic system; Mud Muse was built and

tested at Sprague Engineering, a Teledyne division in Tor-

rance, California.

Rauschenberg had decided that he "didn't want it to

have a one-to-one relationship to the spectator. " Nor did he

want Mud Muse to play to sound that the visitor could hear.

He wanted the mud to be activated by a tape of the sound of

its own eruptions and bubbling. "It was supposed to play off

itself. . . . But one of my oversights was how to get Mud Muse

started. It worked from sound, but I had to get it started in

order for it to record itself."^^ The original idea was to record

actual sounds within the museum itself to activate the piece.

However, these were too low in intensity and were all about

the same frequency, so the result was not very dramatic.

Rauschenberg's solution was to make a tape with wide

variations in \ olume and frequency to activate the full range
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of actions of what he called "the geyser triggers." He then

pla)'ed this tape to Mud Muse and recorded the sounds of the

mud boiling, erupting, bubbling, plopping, and so on. The

resulting tape of the mud's activities was then the sound

source that activated the valves during the exhibition.

Rauschenberg created the first tape with Petrie Mason Robie,

an artist who was doing sound pieces and performance in

Los Angeles. She assembled five or six long tapes from her

large library of natural and synthesized sound material:

"ocean sounds, animal sounds, cars starting up, keys jin-

gling, toilets flushing, reverberating violins, as well as ab-

stract mixtures of sounds, some generated on a synthesizer,

and some processed at variable speeds."^^ On the night be-

fore the opening, Robie brought the tapes to the museum

and set up an editing table in the gallery where Mud Muse

was installed. Working long into the night, she and

Rauschenberg spliced together a master tape with the whole

gamut of sounds. Frank LaHaye then set up four micro-

phones and recorded the sounds of the spurts and eruptions

the mud made as it was activated by this master tape. What

the public finally sees is the mud erupting and settling back

in response to taped sounds of itself.

Mud Muse made its public debut as part of Tuchman's

Art and Technology show, which opened at the Los Angeles

County Museum of Art in May 1971. LaHaye remembered:

"I set it up, installed it, and got it operating; Bob tuned it.

We had a twenty-five-horsepower air compressor one hun-

dred feet away out on the porch of the L.A. County Museum,

and ran the compressor hoses as well as electrical wires in

under a new subfloor we built out of six-by-six-inch timbers

to support Mud Muse." LaHaye continued to take care of

Mud Muse:

For the three or four months the show was there, I'd get

up at four .'\.M. every morning and go to the museum be-

fore work to see that it was operating properly What hap-

pens is the water evaporates from the surface, and as it

bubbles, it brings up more from the bottom, so you

would lose several gallons of water a day. I had a garden

rake, and Fd add water and move the mud around with

the rake, so the water was dispersed through the mud to

get it back to the proper consistency. ^'^

Mud Muse is different from Oracle, Soundings, and Sol-

stice in that it doesn't involve viewer participation. Rather,

the viewers "get involved with Mud-Muse on a really physi-

cal, basic, sensual level."^^^ Although the work may resem-

ble "nature," there is little about Mud Muse that is natural. It

presents in a simple and legible way what sophisticated tech-

nology can do. Mud Muse is a great performer whose physi-

cality, unpredictability, and discontinuity are a constant

source of pleasure. ^^

In 1971, E.A.T. initiated the New York Collection for

Stockholm, a project in which thirty works by thirty New

York artists were purchased from the artists, assembled, and

donated as a collection to the Moderna Museet in Stock-

holm. Berkeley Baker, a Teledyne executive, arranged for the

company to include Mud Muse in the collection. The first

showing of the New York Collection at the inuseum was to

take place in the fall of 1973.

Gosta Wibom, who had long experience in working

w ith bentonite for the Swedish drilling industry, supervised

the installation of the mud for the opening in Stockholm. A
call to a supplier in Stockholm for 800 pounds of driller's

mud brought the question, "This Mr. Rauschenberg, he isn't

a baker, is he?" It seemed that bentonite was an illegal in-

gredient in certain Swedish pastries. Without taste or smell

but with an amazing ability to hold water and stay firm, ben-

tonite is "irresistible to bakers because it gives them the pos-

sibility to sell water for the price of cookies."^^ Once assured

that Mr. Rauschenberg was not a baker, the supplier deliv-

ered the mud to the museum. But word went around the

Moderna Museet that Mud Muse was running on "filler for

Swedish cream puffs."^^

When the tank for Mud Muse arrived, Wibom realized

"that we could not possibly fill the thing outside the mu-

seum, because it would be impossible to move—8,000

pounds plus was the estimate. We could only mix batches

of twenty-five gallons of water at a time in the special grind-

ing mixer, so I think it took us four to five hours to fill the

Muse." They were using a high-pressure pump capable of

600 psi to get the bentonite to its destination, "a consider-

able pressure for hoses designed for a normal work load of

100 psi." Wibom continued, "You can imagine what the

mess might have been if a couple hundred pounds of ben-

tonite mud had come pouring out of a broken hose onto the

textile floor matting of the museum. I spared Pontus [Hul-

ten, the director] some agony and kept my mouth shut until

we finished."^"*

COLLABORATION

Within three years of its incepdon, E.A.T. had more than two

thousand engineer members and two thousand artist mem-

bers. A formal technical-services matching system, headed
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fig 104. Billy Kluver,

Rauschenberg. Edward

Swayduck, president

of Local One, New
York, Amalgamated

Lithographers of America,

and labor lawyer

Theodore W Kheel

at press conference

announcing ALA. and

E.A.T agreement to open

a printing workshop

for artists. New York,

February 2, 1968

by ['i.A.T. stall nunilxi i\-U'i Poolc, put artists who made

icchnical icc|iicsis dirccily in touch with engineers who

could work wiilt them. We made a conscious ellori to help

each one w iio a|)prt)ached us with a request. Throuj;h H.A. 1..

thousands ol engineers over the years have assisted ilum-

sands of artists.''^

In 1969, E.A.T. began to develop and carry out large-

scale interdisciplinary projects of its own. The first was the

Pepsi Pa\ ition at Expo 70 in Osaka. In October 1969, four

artists—Robert Breer, Forrest Myers, David Tudor, and

Robert Whitman—began to develop the Pavilion's design.

Soon engineers and additional artists were added to the pro-

ject and given responsibility for specific elements. Fujiko

Nakaya, for example, de\eloped the "Cloud" that covered

the outside of what the artists called the "buckled Fuller

Dome," and Tony Martin worked on the interior lighting. All

in all, twenty artists and fifty engineers and scientists

contributed to the design of the pa\ilion. I hirt\-four Japan-

ese and American artists were invited to conceive perfor-

mances for the "live programming" of the space. The Pepsi

Pavilion opened in March 1970 and could be visited through

the summer.^^

E.A.T. also undertook interdisciplinary projects that ex-

tended the artists" activities into new areas of society. The

first of these began in October 1969, when the Nehru Foun-

dation for Development and E.A.T. assembled a group of

Indians and Americans with specialties relating to instruc-

tion and television. The group, which included Fred Wald-

hauer, Robert Whitman, and myself, concentrated on devel-

oping programming for television to provide information

and instruction to women raising and tending milk-produc-

ing buffalo at the Anand Dairy Cooperative in Baroda, India.

The group developed a system using '/2-inch-videotape cam-

eras to collect "visual research notes" in the cooperative's

many villages. The notes would be used as the basis for the

final instructional programs. This method was later adopted

and used wideh. Later, in a continuing series of nonart pro-

jects—such as instructional software for television in devel-

oping nations; the use of communication equipment in chil-

dren's education; and the recording of disappearing cul-

tures—E.A.T. included an artist as part of each interdisci-

plinary team, recognizing the unique expertise the ariisl

would bring.

The basic idea of the artist-engineer collaboration initi-

ated by E.A.T. has become part of the culture. Today, artists

do not incet with the same resistance or lack of understand-

ing when they want to incorporate technology in their art.

E.A.T. still continues to assist artists, but a measure of our

success is that most artists now are able to obtain access to

industry and find suitable engineering support on their own.

E.A.T. legitimized artists' use of new materials and tech-

nologies without favoring one specific technology over an-

other. By focusing on the one-to-one collaboration between

individuals, we were able to do this without creating a new

"isin " These achievements are direcll) attributable to Rausch-

enberg's way of thinking and working.

Rauschenberg introduced into E.A.T. the kind of moral-

ity inherited from John Cage and Marcel Duchamp. He be-

came the checkpoint for dos and don'ts. He was always very

clear about the character and nature of a good idea and

about the boundaries between art and science, and between

what is art and what is not art. .As guidelines for a founda-

tion operating in the real world, his ideas saved E.A.T., at an

early stage, from becoming institutionalized and allowed it

to function with all the responsiveness and organic flexibil-

ity that both Rauschenberg and I had found so valuable in

our own collaborations.

NOTES
1. 1 described the building and performance of Homage to New York in "The

Garden Party," in The Machine As Sfoi at the End of the Mechanical Age. exh.

cat. (New York: The Museum of Modern An. 1968). pp. 168-71. OriginalK

published in Zero (Germany), no. 3. 1961. .-Mso published in Heinz Mack

and Otto Pienc. Zero, irans. Howard Beckman (Cambridge. Mass.: The MIT

Press, 1973), pp. 120-25.

2. Quoted in Calvin Tomkins, The Bride and the Bachelors: The Heretical

Courtship in Modem Art (New York; The Viking Press, 1965), p. 175.

3. Quoted in Billy Kluver. On Record: Elexcn .Artists 1963 (New York:

E.xperiments in Art and Technology, 1981), p. 42.

4. Quoted in ibid., pp. 44-45. This concept has continued to mark Robert

Rauschenberg's work. In the installation of the series of ROCl USA (Wax

Fire Works) paintings in the exhibition Rauschenberg Cherseas Culture In-

terchange m the National Gallery of .Art, Washington, DC. (May 12-Sept. 2,

1991), for example, six large paintings were shown in an octagonal room.

Three of them had images on an anodized-alummum surface, and three had

images on highly polished stainless steel. In looking at one of the paintings
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straight on, you saw not only yourself but also reflections of images from

the other paintings, and reflections of reflections, which made the room

—

and the other paintings in it—a continuously changing presence in the

painting you were looking at.

5. Quoted in Barbara Rose, Rauschcnbcig (New York: Vintage Books, 1987),

p. 67.

6. Quoted in ibid.

7. Robert Rauschenberg, interview \\nth the author, March 31, 1991.

8. One must remember that transistorized equipment like radios and am-

plifiers had barely come on the market by the early 1960s.

9. Billy Kluver, "Teknologi for livet," Konstrcvy (Stockholm) 42, no. 2

(1966), pp. 56-61.

10. Rauschenberg, interview. March 31, 1991.

11. In 1976, Oracle was sold to Mme Sao Schlumberger, who donated it to

the Musee National d'Art Moderne, Paris. Twelve years of wear on the sys-

tem, and further advances in technology, made it clear that the piece should

be redesigned for its new location. With the redesign, we moved the AM ra-

dios and the DC motors out of the control console and into each piece. We
installed what was called a "digital, proportional, remote radio control sys-

tem" designed for remote-controlled hobby airplanes. Digital control sig-

nals for volume and sweep rate were transmitted in the seventy megahertz

band to servo motors in the other four pieces. In 1981, the radios were

changed to FM radios. Rauschenberg agreed to this change because the

French government had opened up the FM band to independent stations.

Within months, the number of stations on the FM band grew to about

thirty-five with a mixture of news, classical music, popular music, and talk

shows; the FM band in Paris became like the AM band in New York. A re-

design of the system in 1992 brought all the radios back into the control

console and used an infrared system to transmit the resulting sound to the

receivers and speakers in the other four pieces. In 1997, Per Biorn and Toby

Fitch updated the system. The five radios receiving either the AM or FM
band are located in the control console in the staircase. Volume and sweep

rate are controlled by potentiometers on the top of the staircase. Sweep rate

is changed by using DC motors. The AM or FM band signal is then trans-

mitted in the UHF band to receivers, amplifiers, and speakers in each of the

other pieces.

12. Excerpts from author's notes taken at meetings of artists and engineers

on February 13 and 20, and March 3 and 8, 1966. Published as "Projects

for Stockholm Festival," E.A.I News (New York) 2, no. 1 (March 18. 1968),

pp. 12-18.

13. Larry Heilos, "Infrared TV," unpublished report. March 1973. Hartig

also showed McGee and Heilos some thermo-phosphor powder that

evening. Rauschenberg never used these phosphors for his work, but

McGee and Heilos realized they could be used in a simple system for \-isu-

alizing laser beams and developed an article documenting this, published as

J. D. McGee and L. J. Heilos, "Visual Display of Infrared Laser Output on

Thermographic Phosphor Screens," lEEEJounml of Quantum Electronics

(New York) 3, no. 1 (Jan. 1967), p. 31.

14. Robert Rauschenberg, "Open Score,

Theatre and Engineering," 1966.

15. Ibid.

in the program "9 Evenings:

16. David White (Rauschenberg's curator), interview with the author,

June 10, 1997.

17. Rauschenberg, "Open Score."

18. The song was "Un mazzolin' di fiori" (a little bunch of flowers). Forti

remembered singing it when she was a child, walking along arm in arm

with her cousins in Italy Forti, interview with the author, Dec. 1996.

19. John Pierce, conversation with the author, Nov. 13, 1992.

20. Fred Waldhauer was at Bell Laboratories in Holmdel. New Jersey, where

he developed the first solid-stale analogue-to-digital converter for video sig-

nals, among other projects, and worked on high-speed digital-transmission

systems. For 9 Evenings, he developed a proportional control system for

lights and sound for David Tudor, with whom he also designed a sound sys-

tem for the Pepsi Pavilion at Expo 70 in Osaka.

21. Quoted in Henry R. Lieberman, "Art and Science Proclaim Alliance in

Avant-Garde Loft," The New York Times, Oct. 11, 1967, p. 49.

22. Rauschenberg expressed the social implications of artists having access

to technology: "The fast development of science shortly will unleash an un-

believable revolution. It is the duty of the artist to confront society with sci-

ence in a positive way." And it was not just the idea of adding something to

art, but, as he put it, "1 integrate the technology in my work in order to

bring more humanity to the development of technology." Trans, by the

author from "Uber Rauschenberg's Soundings," in Robert Rauschenberg:

Werke 1949 bis 1968, exh. cat. (Cologne: Kolnischer Kunstverein, 1968).

Quoted from Louwrien Wijers, "Robert Rauschenberg: Citaten uit inter-

view gezegd op 2 februari 1968," Muscumjownaal (Amsterdam) 13. no. 3

(1968), pp. 146-48.

At the press conference in 1967, 1 began my talk by stating that

"Experiments in Art and Technology is not organized for the benefit of the

artist. Experiments in Art and Technology in a real sense is a revolutionary

process to catalyze the individual's responsibilit}- for the shaping of the new

technology . . . The raison d'etre of E.A.T is that the collaboration may >aeld

a work which is neither the preconception of the engineer nor the artist but

a result of the human interaction between their two areas." In E.A.T. News

(New York) 1, no. 3 (Nov 1, 1967), p. 18.

23. E.A.T News (New York) l,no. 2 (June 1, 1967), p. 1.

24. E.A.I News (New York) 1, no. 4 (Dec. 20, 1967), p. 2.

25. E.A.I News l,no. 2, p. 4. We argued, "Just as you cannot make art on the

weekends, you cannot make new technology for art after 5 pm. Collabora-

tion implies commitment and time; and if the engineer is committed, it is

the role of the industry to provide the 'time.'" In E.A.T. News 1, no. 4, p. 3.

26. Our effort to service the artists is shown in one of the first issues of

E.A.T News, which announced that "Membership in E.A.T. is open to artists

and engineers. We consider as members those who have filled out our ap-

plication form. . . . There appears to be a tendency among our friends not to

send in the forms if they had previously informed us (at parties or else-

where) about this or that problem or project they had in mind. The engi-

neers . . . have probably never heard of our friends and tend not to take

notes on bits of paper in the files very seriously." E.A.I. News 1, no. 2,

pp. 8-9.

27. We listed twenty-three local groups in the United Stales and eight in

foreign countries in the March 18, 1968 issue of E.A.I. News (2, no. 1). On

June 22 and 23 of that year, we held an international E.A.T. Conference at

the E.A.T loft in New York for people interested in organizing local groups

in their areas.

28. The exhibition was on view from November 26, 1968 to January 5,

1969. The Machine As Seen at the End of the Mechanical Age was held simul-

taneously, from November 27, 1968 to February 9, 1969, at the Museum

of Modern Art. Pontus Hulten chose some of the works submitted to the

competition for the contemporary section of the show at the Museum of

Modern Art. He chose the works before the competition had been judged by

a jury of scientists and engineers. It turned out that among the works

he selected were the three works by the engineers who won the E.A.T.

competition.

29. Remarks by the author delivered at the press conference on October 10,

1967. Published in E.A.I News 1, no. 3, p. 18.
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30. Quoicd in 1 iclx-rniaii. p 4'-)

31. Robby |l | | Ruhmson. mti-rvu-w wuh llu- aullior, |an 5. 1*J74

32. Ibid.

33. QuolccI in Gail R. Scoil. Robert Rausthcnberg,' m Maurice Tuchman.

An and Technology: A Rvpoit on the Ait and Technology Program oj the l.os

Angf/fs County Museum oj Ait, 1967-1971 (Los Angeles: Los Angeles

County Museum of Art [softcover); New York: The Viking Press |hard-

covcrl; 1971), p. 285.

34. Robinson, interview, )an. 5, \^)79.

35. Soiiru/inijs was bought in 1970 by IVtcr Ludw ig and was transferred to

the Museum Ludwig in C^oiogne in 1976. In 1986. the iiuiseurn asked Wald-

hauer and me to come to Cologne to restore Souik/im^s for the opening of

its new building. \Vc found Soundings in storage. The electronic parts and

circuitry were in such a fragile condition that they would have to be re-

designed, and the electrical wiring for the lamps was also inadequate from

a safety point of view and had to be replaced. Waldhauer made a new design

for the sound and light controls, which he updated in 1992. In November

1996, the Museum Ludwig asked me to proceed with building the new elec-

tronic system for Soundings. The new system, based on Waldhauer's original

design, was constructed by Biorn and was installed in Soiiiu/iii^s at the

Aktionsforum Praterinscl. Munich, for the exhibition Robert Raiisi henbeig

Haywire, Tcthnologisc/ic llauptweikc iiiis den sechziger jahrcn. March 22-

May 19, 1997.

36. Quoted in "Ubcr Rauschcnbcrg's Soundings."

37. Robby IL. J.l Robinson, interview with the author. .April 6. 199L

38. "Rauschenberg: Larm im Spiegel," Der Spiege / (Hamburg) 22, no. 19

(May 6, 1968), pp. 153-54. Trans, by the author.

39. Robinson, interview^ Jan. 5, 1979.

40. Ibid.

41. Robinson, interview, .April 6, 1991.

42. Robinson, interview, Jan. 5, 1979.

43. Per Biorn, interview with the author. March 17, 1991

44. In late 1968. Rauschenberg donated the sculpture to Theodore W.

Kheels American Foundation on Automation and Employment, and it was

installed for extended periods of time at .Automation House during the

1970s. S('ls(icc was acquired by the National Museum of .Art, Osaka, in

1978. .Another engineer, Ted Dillcnkofcr. and I went to Osaka to oversee its

installation.

45. Robert Rauschenberg. interview with the author. April 9. 1991

46 Ibid

47 Michael s<hiii.ii>< ikI mn i\k-w with the author and Manm, April 5, 1991.

48. Quoted in Maurice luthman. Tniniduction." in Tuchman. p. 9

49. Ibid.

50 Quoted in Seolt, p. 280

51. Frank LaHaye, interview with the author. April 14. 1991.

52. Rauschenberg, interview, March 31, 1991

53 Ibid

54. Ibid.

55. Gosta Wibom. letter to the author. April 9, 1991.

56 Quoteil in Scott, p 280.

57 Both quotes in this paragraph are from Rauschenberg. interview.

March 31. 1991.

58. Peirie Mason Robie. interview with the author. .April 13. 1991.

59. Both quotes in this paragraph are from Frank LaHaye. interview with

the author. May 18. 1991. LaHaye's concern for Mud Muse recalls Rauschen-

berg's expectations with his earlier Growing Painting (1953). rectangles of

earth with grass seed that actually grew: "Those paintings were about look-

ing and caring If somebody had a painting they would have to take care of

It. . . . .And those were pieces that would literally die if you didn't water

them." Quoted in Scott, p. 286.

60. Robert Rauschenberg. quoted in Scott, p. 285.

61. A recent paper discusses .VJiiti Muse in depth. See Marianne Hult-

man. "Robert Rauschenbergs Mud Muse: Konstens upplosning eller

panyttfodelse?" Master's thesis (in Swedish). Goteborgs L'niversitet. 1996.

62. Wibom, letter, April 9, 1991.
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64. The quotes in this paragraph are from Gosta Wibom. letter to the

author, April 18, 1991.

65. The authors E.A.I Bibliography, August 12, 1965-January 18. 1980 (New

York: Experiments in .Art and Technology, 1980) contains a brief history of
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66. For a description of the project, see Billy Kliiver, Barbara Rose, and Julie

Martin, eds.. Pavilion (New York: E. P Dutton, 1972).
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fig. 105. Rauschenberg

at the Moulin a

Papier Richard de Bas,

Ambert, France,

August 1973. Photo by

Gianfranco Corgoni

Following a period of intense preoccupation with performance

and technology-based art, Robert Rauschenberg renewed his

engagement with collage and assemblage in the first half of the

1970s. Several series of work of this period are allied by their

emphasis on natural-fiber materials such as paper, cardboard,

and fabric.

After a fire in his studio on Lafayette Street in New York in

October 1969, Rauschenberg retreated to Malibu. California, to

work on a project for Daytons Gallery 12 in Minneapolis. Plan-

ning a work for one of the gallery's long walls, Rauschenberg

developed Currents (1970; fig. 112), a fifty-four-foot-long

silkscreen print on a sixty-foot-long sheet of paper, at that time

the largest original print ever made. As its title suggests, the

work reflected the current state of the world. Rauschenberg's

objective was to foster awareness of the enormity of world

events in order to promote greater understanding and commu-

nication (a goal he pursued further in the ROCI [Rauschenberg

Overseas Culture Interchange] project from 1984 to 1991). In

the exhibition announcement, he described Cunents as "an ac-

tive protest attempting to share + communicate my response

to + concern with our grave times + place. Art can encourage

indi\idual conscience." Rauschenberg began by gathering head-

lines and imagery from New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, San

Francisco, and Minneapolis new-spapers to create thirt}-six col-

lage studies (1970; see cat. nos. 260-63), which were trans-

ferred using screens to the final print. From Currents, he made

two additional sets of smaller screenprints: Swface Seiics (1970;

see cat. no. 264) and Features (1970; see cat. no. 265).

In late fall 1970, Rauschenberg moved his primary resi-

dence and studio to Captiva, Florida, where it still remains.

With the move to this coastal towTi, Rauschenberg lost his fa-

miliar palette of materials found on urban streets and began to

work instead with found cardboard boxes, a pervasive material

in nearly any locale. He bent, flattened, cut, and stapled the new

medium to create the wall sculptures Cardboards (1971; see cat.

nos. 266-69, 272). As with the Elemental Sculptures of the early

1950s (see cat. nos. 50. 53, 54, 56. 58), Rauschenberg restricted

himself to material in its found state, rehang upon the history of

the object to provide aesthetic embellishment in the. form of

stains, tears, and dents and upon the contents and labels of the

packages to suggest titles for the works. With the assistance of

print studios open to the challenge, Rauschenberg then ex-

plored this notion even further, creating facsimiles of cardboard

using silkscreen on cardboard (in the Cardbirds series [1970-71;

see fig. 119], made at Gemini G.E.L.) and ceramic (the Made

in Tampa Clay Pieces [1972-73; see cat. no. 270], made at

Graphicstudio) . The ordinary appearance of these works belies

the intense labor and innovation required for their creation.

While the Cardboards and related works appear to be a re-

treat from the fervent exploration of society's problems and

accomplishments found in Currents, they are at the same time

full of human associations due to the history of their common-

place material. Wath the Venetian series (1972-73; see cat.

nos. 276-81), which presents simple impressions of the Italian

cit)' after which it is named. Rauschenberg continued the prac-

tice of working with found materials without the addition of

paint or other adornment but on a larger, sculptural scale. In

the Early Egyptian series (1973-74; see cat. nos. 283, 284),

which is also evocative of place, Rauschenberg explored a new

material, sand, suggestive of his new beachside home. In the re-

lated, "imageless" Egyptian Series drawings (1973-74; see cat.

nos. 282, 285), Rauschenberg confined himself to the use of

paper (including paper bags) and the simple application of pen-

cil, gouache, and watercolor. These and Rauschenberg's other

drawings and collages of this period tend to exhibit an open for-

mat and clarity of imagery.

In 1973, Rauschenberg embarked on his first international

collaborative project, producing the Pages and Fuses series

at the Moulin a Papier Richard de Bas, a paper mill in Ambert,

France, under the auspices of Gemini G.E.L. For each of

the works, Rauschenberg designed a mold or shaped the pulp

by hand. He used plain paper pulp for the Pages (see cat.

nos. 302, 303), incorporating some of the materials used to

make the paper itself, such as rags and twine. For the Fuses (see

cat. no. 301), he added colored dye to the pulp and embedded

silkscreened imagery on tissue paper into the surface. The re-

sulting editions represented a pioneering approach to paper-

making as art and stimulated further interest in the craft among

other artists.

Following these experiments in papermaking, Rauschen-

berg explored fabric as an unstretched support for imagery

in the Hoaijrost series (1974-75; see cat. nos. 292-98), appl\ing

the transfer process he had used in his drawings to such

lustrous and diaphanous fabrics as silk, chiffon, and satin.

These works, which are simply pinned to the w-all, investigate

the qualities of veiling and translucency as w-ell as the natural

draping quality of fabric first seen in the Combines Minutiae

(1954; cat. no. 76) and Odalisk (1955/1958; cat. no. 82), among

others. As with many of Rauschenberg's series, the earlier works

ha\e a relatively colorless palette, but more colorful and legible

imagery was later developed.

In 1975, Rauschenberg was inspired again to investigate

foreign crafts and traditions and traveled to Ahmadabad, India,

to work with local papermakers. With limited technological re-

sources. Rauschenberg developed his owti materials, including

a "rag mud " derived from a mixture of paper pulp and the mud

used to build local homes. Into this (for the Unions series [1975;

see cat. no. 305]) and into paper pulp on its owti (for the Bones

series [1975; see cat. no. 304]), he melded local fabrics and

bamboo. Ahmadabad is a large textile center, and its color-

ful fabrics inspired Rauschenberg's final series of this fertile pe-

riod of material exploration, the Ja?Jimers (1975-76; see cat.

nos. 307-13), composed of pieces of fabric suspended from

poles propped against walls. Both the installation and the tide of

these w orks suggest nautical themes. The tranquil simplicit)' of

the Jammers appears far removed from the tumultuous world

reflected in Currents and signaled an end to this six-year period

in Rauschenberg's art devoted to the exploration of simple, often

uninflected materials. —Joan Young
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259. BRICK, 1970

Cul-and-pasied newspaper on paper, wuh watercolor, gesso, and pencil

40 X 27 V: inches (101.6 x 69.9 cm)

Sonnabend Collection
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260-63. STUDIES FOR CURRENTS #1, #23, #26, and #27, 1970

Cut-and-torn newspaper, solvent transfer, and gouache on illustration board

30 X 30 inches (76.2 x 76.2 cm) each

Collection of the artist
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264. SURFACE SERIES (FROM CURRENTS #48), 1970

Silkscreen on paper

40 X 40 inches (101.6 x 101.6 cm)

From an edition of one hundred published by Dayton's Gallery 12, Minneapolis.

and Castelli Graphics, New York

Collection of the artist

265. FEATURES (FROM CURRENTS #61), 1970

Silkscreen on paper

40 X 40 inches (101 .6 x 101.6 cm)

From an edition of fifty published by Dayton's Gallery 12, Minneapolis.

and Castelli Graphics. New York

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, Gift, Mr. Marsin Schwartz, 1980
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266. OLYMPIC/LADY BORDEN (CARDBOARD), 1971

Cardboard

6 feet 6 inches x 3 feet 11 Vi inches x 1 foot '/; inch (198.1 x 120.7 x 31.8 cm)

Collection of the artist
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267. CASTELLI/SMALL TURTLE BOWL (CARDBOARD),
Cardboard fragmenis stapled on cardboard

7 feet 10 '/: inches x 12 feet 1 inch (240 x 368.3 cm)

Collection of the artist

1971
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268. VOLON (CARDBOARD), 1971

Cardboard

4 feet 7 '/> inches x 12 feet 3 inches x 10 'A inches (141 x 373.4 x 27.3 cm)

Collection of the artist
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269. BATON BLANCHE (CARDBOARD), 1971

Cardboard

5 feet 7 'h inches x 10 feel 10 V. inches x 1 foot 4 '/• inches

(171.5x332.1 X 41.9 cm)

Collection of the artist
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270, TAMPA CLAY PIECE 3 (MADE IN TAMPA), 1972-73

Fired and glazed ceramic with tape and silkscreened decal

19 '/2 X 24 X 5 '/; inches (49.5 x 61 x 14 cm)

From an edition of twenty published by Graphicstudio, University of

South Florida, Tampa

Collection of the artist

271. TAMPA 3 (MADE IN TAMPA), 1972

Lithography, pencil, and paper bag on tar paper

43% X 47 mches (111.4 x 119.4 cm)

From an edition of forty published by Graphicstudio, University of

South Florida, Tampa

Collection of the artist
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272. NATIONAL SPINNING/RED SPRING (CARDBOARD), 1971

Cardboard and string

8 feel 4 inches x 8 feel 2 Vi inches x 8 'A inches (254 x 250.2 x 21.6 cm)

Collection of the artist
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273. PEACH TREE, 1973

Solvent transfer on four sheets of paper, with watercolor, gouache,

printed reproductions, and colored pencil

60 X 45 '/; inches (152.4 x 115.6 cm)

Collection of the artist

274, UNTITLED, 1973

Solvent transfer on paper, with pencil, watercolor, printed reproductions, and paper

60 X 24 inches (152.4 x 61 cm)

Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, Museum Purchase, The Benjamin J. Tillar

Memorial Trust
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275. DOUBLE EXPOSURE, 1973

Solvent transfer on two sheets of paper, with paper bag, printed reproductions,

watercolor, gouache, pencil, and tape

29 'A X 44 'A inches (75.6 x 113 cm)

Collection of the artist
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276. UNTITLED (VENETIAN), 1973

Tire tread and wood

2 feet 3
'/; inches x 7 feet 6 inches x 1 foot 4 '/> inches (69.9 x 228.6 x 41.9 cm)

Collection of the artist

277. SOR AQUA (VENETIAN), 1973

Wood, metal, rope, glass jug, and water-filled bathtub

8 feet 2 inches x 10 feet x 3 feet 5 inches (248.9 x 304.8 x 104.1 cm)
Collection of Teresa Bjornson, Los Angeles
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278. SANT'AGNESE (VENETIAN), 1973

Mosquito net, wood chairs, and corked glass jugs

2 feet 8 inches x 8 feet 7
'/: inches x 1 foot 4 inches (81.3 x 262.9 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist
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279 SAN PANTALONE (VENETIAN), 1973

Barnacle-encrusted lar paper, wood, meial. rope, and coconut

Wall element: 5 feet 10 inches x 7 feet 8 inches x 8 inches (177 8 x 233.7 x 20 3 cm)

Collection of the artist
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280. UNTITLED (VENETIAN), 1973

Rope, siring, and stone

14 feet 10 inches (452.1 cm) extended

Collection of the artist

281. FRANCISCAN II (VENETIAN). 1972

Fabric, resin-coated cardboard, tape, string, and stone

7 feet 3 inches x 9 feet 8 inches x 47 ,; inches (221 x 294.6 x 120.7 cm);

installation variable

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, The Kay Sage Tanguy Fund. 1977
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282. EGYPTIAN SERIES 5, 1973

Paper bag, gouache, and pencil on paper

22 '/2X 31 inches (57.2x78.7 cm)

The Menil Collection, Houston

283 UNTITLED (EARLY EGYPTIAN), 1973

Fabric, sand, and Day-Glo paint on cardboard, with piHow

6 feet 6 inches x 2 feet 4 inches x 1 foot 6 >/. inches (198.1 x 71.1 x 4/

Collection of the artist
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284. UNTITLED (EARLY EGYPTIAN), 1973

Sand and Day-Glo paint on cardboard, with wood, fabric, fabric belt,

and sand-coated fabric

4 feet 6 'A inches x 2 feet 11 inches x 6 feet 6 inches (137.8 x 88.9 x 198.1 cm)

The Hess Collection, Napa and Bern

285. EARLY EGYPTIAN SERIES 12, 1973

Paper bags, gouache, watercolor, and pencil on two sheets of paper

7 feet 10 '/. inches x 4 feet 8 V. inches (239.4 x 143.8 cm)

Collection of the artist
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286-91. PYRAMID SERIES, 1974

Embossed paper and fabric

From left lo right: 6 feet 8 'h inches x 2 feet 5 '/; inches (204.5 x 74.9 cm); 6 feet

8 inches x 2 feet 5 '/i inches (203.2 x 74.9 cm); 5 feet 11 inches x 2 feet 5 '/: inches

(180.3 x 74.9 cm); 6 feet x 2 feet 5 'h inches (182.9 x 74.9 cm); 6 feet 6 inches x

2 feet 5 72 inches (198.1 x 74.9 cm); 6 feet 1 inch x 2 feet 3 % mches (185.4 x 75.2 cm)

Collection of the artist
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292. GLACIER (HOARFROST), 1974

Solvent transfer on satin and chiffon, with pillow

10 feet X 6 feet 2 inches x 5 % inches (304.8 x 188 x 14.9 cm)

The Menil Collection, Houston
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293. MINT (HOARFROST), 1974

Solvent transfer on silk, cotton, synthetic fabric, and paper bags

6 feet 6 inches x 9 feet 8 inches x 47 'A inches (198.1 x 294.6 x 120.7 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hochschild and

Kay Sage Tanguy Funds, 1977
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294. SYBIL (HOARFROST), 1974

Solvent transfer on silk and chiffon, with paper bags and rope

6 feet 8 inches x 6 feet 2 % inches (203.2 x 189.9 cm)

Collection of the artist
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295. MOOR (HOARFROST), 1974

Solvent transfer on satin, with chiffon, paper bags, and rope

6 feet 9 inches x 4 feet 1 inch (205.7 x 124.5 cm)

Sonnabend Collection

296 EMERALD (HOARFROST). 1975

Solvent transfer on fabric, paper, cardboard, and paper

7 feet 8 inches x 3 feet (233.7 x 91.4 cm)

Private collection
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297. SULPHUR BANK (HOARFROST), 1974

Solvent transfer on satin, chiffon, and cardboard

65 X 35 inches (165.1 x 88.9 cm)

Collection of the artist

298. UNTITLED (HOARFROST), 1975

Solvent transfer on satin, chiffon, and cardboard

6 feet X 4 feet 3 inches (182.9 x 129.5 cm)

Collection of the artist
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299. CAT PAWS (AIRPORT SERIES), 1974

Color relief and intaglio on fabric, with bottle caps and buttons

34 X 35 Vi inches (86.4 x 90.2 cm)

From an edition of twenty published by Graphicstudio, University of

South Florida, Tampa

Collection of the artist
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300. TREATY, 1974

Color lithograph on two sheets of paper

54 % X 40 V.^ inches (137.5 .x 102.1 cm)

From an edition of thirty-one published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York. Gift. Herb and Lenore Schorr, 1982
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301. LINK (PACES AND FUSES), 1973-74

Silkscreen on tissue paper on molded handmade paper

25 X 20 inches (63.5 x 50.8 cm)

From an edition of twenty-nme published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

Collection of the artist
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302. PACE 2 (PACES AND FUSES), 1973-74

Molded handmade paper

22 X 22 inches (55.9 x 55.9 cm)

From an edition of eleven published by Gemini G.E.L.. Los Angeles

Collection of the artist

303. PACE 1 (PACES AND FUSES). 1973-74

Handmade paper and fabric

23 X 28 inches (58.4 x 71.1 cm)

From an edition of twenty-seven published by Gemmi G.E.L.. Los Angeles

Private collection
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304. LITTLE JOE (BONES AND UNIONS), 1975

Molded handmade paper, bamboo, and fabric

24 X 28 'A X 3 'h inches (61 x 72.4 x 8.9 cm)

From an edition of thirty-four published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

Collection of the artist

305. CAPITOL (BONES AND UNIONS), 1975

Rag-mud compound, bamboo, silk, string, and glass

34 x 53 '/2 X 4 inches (86.4 x 135.9 x 10.2 cm)

From an edition of ten published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

Collection of the artist

306. HOUND (TRACKS), 1976

Dirt, resin, and Silastic mold of tire track, with lead backing

6 feet 11 '/2 inches x 11 inches x 5 feet 9 inches (212.1 x

27.9 X 175.3 cm)

A unique example published by Pyramid Arts Ltd., Tampa

Collection of the artist
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307. MIRAGE (JAMMER), 1975

Sewn fabric

6 feet 8 inches x 5 feet 9 inches (203.2 x 175.3 cm)
Collection of the artist
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308. FRIGATE (JAMMER), 1975

Fabric-co\ercd raitan pole, wire, fabric, and water-filled plastic drinking glass

7 feet 11 '/; inches x 1 foot 6 inches x 1 foot 2
'/; inches (242.6 x 45.7 x 36.8 cm)

Collection of Robert and Jane Meyerhoff, Phoenix, Maryland

309. INDEX (JAMMER), 1976

Sewn satin and fabric-covered rattan pole

7 feet 6 inches x 8 feet 4 inches x 2 feet (228.6 x 254 x 61 cm)

Collection of the artist
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310. HIBISCUS (JAMMER), 1976

Sewn silk, rattan poles, string, and pillow

8 feet 7 inches .\ 6 feet 3 inches x 2 feet (261.6 x 190.5 x 61 cm)
Private collection

311. MARKER (JAMMER), 1976

Weathered board and fabric-covered rattan pole

8 feet 3 inches x 9 inches x 1 foot 6 inches (251.5 x 22.9 x 45.7 cm)

Courtesy of Greenberg Van Doren Gallery. Saint Louis
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312. PILOT (JAMMER), 1976

Sewn silk, rattan pole, and string

6 feet 9 inches x 7 feet 1 inch x 3 feet 3 inches (205.7 x 215.9 x 99.1 cm)

Collection of the artist

313. VOW (JAMMER), 1976

Sewn cotton and rattan

7 feet Vi inch x 3 feet 4 inches x 1 foot 7 Vi inches (214.6 x 101.6 x 49.5 cm)

Collection of the artist
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Writing on Rocks, Rubbing on Silk, Layering on Paper

RUTH E. FINE



facing page:

fig. 106. Rauschenberg

looking through acetate

film used in production of

Centennial Certificate

MMA poster (1969-70).

Universal Limited Art

Editions, West Islip, New
York, sphng 1969 Photo

by Hans Namuth

above:

fig. 107. Rauschenberg

working on "A Modern

Inferno" for Life magazine,

Broadway studio. New
York, November 1965.

Photo by Ugo Mulas

Discussing Rohcri i^aiise licnbcrg's art in taicgorical icnns is

liusiiaimg at best, misleading at worst. Consider Ins prints.

Generally speaking, a fine-ari prim is expected lo be a com-

position on paper that lias iieen transferred from one or more

matrices—iradilionalK wood, meial, stone, stencil, or a

combination of these—and repeated as precisely as possible

to produce editions of nuilliple originals; liic niunber ol

these originals is either predetermined or dependent upon

the condition of the matrices as they are reused over lime.

However, Rauschcnbcrgs "prims" (of which there are

approximately eight lumdrcd) frequently arc not on paper;

they may not have been transferred Irom traditional matri-

ces, and may not, in fact, have been translerred or printed

at all. And his "editions" often are series of unique variations

of a composition rather than precisely repeated multiple

originals. Rauschenberg's printmaking methods ma\' be in-

distinguishable from those of his "drawings" and "paint-

ings." Many of his "prints" are as much sculpture as prim,

and some of his editions are sculpture absolutely, with no re-

lationship to prints except that they were made in so-called

print workshops. Rauschenberg was correct to adopt early

in his career the term "Combine" lo designate objects that

are part painting, pan collage, part sculpture. Indeed, il

Combine had not come to be associated so specifically with

a particular aspect of his work, it might well be used to des-

ignate Rauschenberg's oeuvre as a whole: combine he does,

in every concei\able way.

As a student during the late 1^40s and early 1950s at

Black Mountain College, near Ashcville. North Carolina.

Rauschenberg was equally interested in photography and

painting, and he has maintained the dual commitment

to varying degrees ever since. For him, printmaking has

been a perfect wedding of the two, incorporating, as it can,

both found photographic figuration and painterly abstract

forms. Brushstrokes, crayon marks, and direct touches of

the artists hand (for example, his manipulations of tusche

and crayon for many of the lithographs) all act as the

glue binding together his disparate figurative elements. Like-

wise. Rauschenberg's unique works, such as the transfer

drawings and silkscreened paintings (from the illustrations

for Dciiitcs Infcmo [ 1958-60; cat. nos. 128-61 1 lo the recent

Anagyams [ 1995-present; see cat. nos. 464-71]), reveal an

involvement with two processes related lo printmaking: in-

direct transfers and offsets.'

Printmaking also has facilitated Rauschenberg's dialogue

with the quotidian, his belief that art and life are insepara-

ble. By embracing things from life as art, Rauschenberg asks

us to be respectful, lo see dislincli\e properties in whatever

he may call to our attention with what Alan R. Solomon re-

ferred to as his "absolute tact" and "impeccable taste."'

Everyihing is not equal, but, in principle, everything is im-

portant, its unique identity to be retained even as its image

plays multiple roles in a larger context. Andrew Forge said

it well in the New Stalcsmcm more than thirty years ago:

Montage . . . allows him lo build up complex and sensitive re-

lationships on many levels, to explore counterpoints between

formal relations and psychological ones, nuances of feeling

which arc as broadly based as if the work was both painting

and sculpture, book and thing, movie and real life. In lookmg

at a w ork one finds oneself always on the move. . . . Rauschen-

berg will not let the picture rest within familiar boundaries.'

Rauschenberg's search has led him, as much as an\ artist

of his generation, to create work embodying Leo Steinberg's

notion of "the most radical shift in the subject matter of art,

the shift from nature lo culture.""* In many ways, printmak-

ing has been the perfect medium for Rauschenberg's layer-

ing of images derived from our multilayered culture. Photo-

graphic processes enable him to alter the size of specific

images lo suit the needs of individual works, and the ability

lo control the opacity of priming ink allows an extraordi-

nary variation in the degree to which particular image layers

are visible. Rauschenberg's layering contributes to a lack of

antagonism in his pictorial world. Regardless of how dis-

parate the images he combines in a single piece may be,

Rauschenberg's intuitive insistence on structure sets up a vi-

sually coherent engagement among its parts.

Printmaking has traditionally been an an for the people,

more readily affordable than painting or sculpture. This pop-

ulist bent may be tracked over lime, from the anonymous

German woodcuts of saints that were cherished by weary

travelers at pilgrimage sites in the Middle Ages, through the

moralizing engravings made by the Englishman William
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fig. 108 Rauschenberg,

Automobile Tire Print,

1953 Ink on twenty sheets

of paper, mounted on

fabnc, 1 foot 4 /; inches x

22 feet /. inch {41.9 x

671.8 cm). Collection of

the artist

fig. 109, Rauschenberg

and assistants moving the

lithography stone used for

Sky Garden (Stoned Moon
Series) (1969-70), Gemini

C.E.L., Los Angeles, 1969

Hogarth in the eighteenth century, to American RegionaHst

lithographs of the 1930s that document the mood of the De-

pression? This is not to suggest that Rauschenberg took up

printmaking for social rather than artistic reasons, but that

he instinctively would have embraced such a form. Both cu-

riosity and generosity seem to be at the heart of Rauschen-

bergs printmaking: curiosity in his sense of wonder, his

wanting to know how materials and tools work, his "what-

would-happen-if attitude; and generosity in his sense of ac-

cepting what appears to be virtually everything under the

sun as, at least in principle, a potentially important and in-

teresting subject for art. As Henry Geldzahler wrote, Rausch-

enbergs "question is never whether or not something is suit-

able; only whether it is usable.""^

Rauschenberg engaged in printmaking as far back as

1949, completing the unique multipart woodcut This Is

the First Half of a Print Designed to Exist in Passing Time.

(ca. 1949; cat. no. 1), which is comprised of fourteen sheets

of paper plus a title page stapled and bound at the top with

twine. All fourteen were printed from a single woodblock.

The first impression, a solid square of black, was printed

from its uncut state. Rauschenberg then altered the block by

cutting a single line into it before each successive printing.

From one white (cut-away) stroke on the second sheet, the

progression moves to eight on the ninth sheet. But here the

numbering shifts. Only seven strokes mark the tenth im-

pression, because Rauschenberg had cut away an area that

previously printed as a black line di\iding two white strokes.

thus converting three narrow marks into one broad one. The

series ends with eleven strokes on the fourteenth impres-

sion, a surprising finale after the sequential beginning.

As Walter Hopps has pointed out. This Is the First Half of

a Print Designed to Exist in Passing Time, is the first example

of Rauschenbergs concern with both an extended image and

a time sequence.' Another early example of these interests

as shown in the prints is Automobile Tire Print (1953;

fig. 108; cat. no. 62), which was printed from the tread of an

actual tire, much as a woodcut is printed from a block. It

was made in collaboration with John Cage, whose work

involved the same kinds of creative improvisation that en-

gaged Rauschenberg. Automobile Tire Print and a group of

blueprint monotypes that preceded it, including Untitled

[double Rauschenberg] and Untitled [Sue] (both ca. 1950;

cat. nos. 2, 3), reveal Rauschenbergs early propensity to

move in whatever direction he thought necessary. Eventu-

ally, this would lead him to embrace a variety of disciplines

and to travel around the world seeking images, materials,

processes, and tools essential to his so-called printmaking.

The blueprints, made together with Susan Weil, then

his wife, depend upon methods more readily associated with

architects and engineers than painters. Approximately six of

the Rauschenbergs" large-format blueprints, mainly index-

ing figures, ferns, and other plant forms, survive. Also

known is one portfolio composed of ten "miniature" blue-

prints from an edition of a now unknown size.^

A Life magazine article of April 9, 1951 reproduces sev-

eral blueprints whose whereabouts, if any of them survive,

are unknown. Its title announces, "Blueprint Paper, Sun

Lamp, a Nude Produce Some Vaporous Fantasies," with the

text elaborating that "although the Rauschenbergs make

blueprints for fun, they hope to turn them into screen

and wallpaper designs."" This extension of the project was

never accomplished.

Those early projects provided Rauschenberg with op-

portunities to interact with people, as well as with materials

and processes; all three forms of interaction have proven es-

sential to the development of his art. The prints demonstrate

Rauschenbergs disregard for completing editions, a concern

that remains to this day only secondary within his endeavors

as a printmaker. He is more immersed in a search for ways

to work with greater visual complexity and with formats

large enough to alter a viewers physical environment. That
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fig 110, Rauschenberg,

Tanya. 1974 Color

lithograph with embossing

on paper, 22 '/.> x

15 '/» Inches (57 2 x

39.1 cm). From an edition

of fifty published by

Universal Limited Art

Editions, West Isllp,

New York Collection of

the artist

Rauschenberg lias pushed ihe size ol his prinis and cither

works on paper lo the j;reatesi possible limits is not always

obvious, works on paper in general being eomparaiively

small in relalion to paintings and sculpture. Bui both the

bluepiinis and :\ulo\\\oh\\c liiv PiuM are large lor printed art,

particularly from around 1950. At that time, many prini-

makcrs in the United Slates were continuing the tradition ol

the intimate image established by James McNeill Whistler;

those leaning more toward the avant-garde, although in-

spired by the prinis ol Pablo Picasso and other Huropean

modernists, still carried oiu their formal experimentation

in relatively small formats.

By contrast, many of the Rauschenbergs' blueprints are

full-scale hgurcs, life-size. And the tire print is twenty-two

feet long: the paper over which Cage drove a Model A Ford

to print its tire tread is actually composed of twenty smaller

sheets joined together. This concern with exploiting techni-

cal limitations resurfaces repeatedly throughout Rauschen-

bergs career. His impulse to create large prints would be car-

ried further with Booster (1967; cat. no. 198), published by

Gemini G.E.L., which was Rauschenbergs first print to com-

bine lithography and screenprinting.'" For it, two litho-

graphic stones had to be printed one at a time with great pre-

cision onto a single sheet of paper that is six feet long, in

keeping with Rauschenbergs desire to create the largest

hand-printed lithograph ever made. It was soon followed b\'

the even larger Sky Garden (1969; see fig. 109; cat. no. 206),

part of Gemini's Stoned Moon Series (1969-70; see also cat.

nos. 204, 205). Here,

two stones were lami-

nated to honeycomb

aluminum in order to

pass them through the

press in one run. This

leitmotif of expansive-

ness remains evident

throughout Rauschen-

bergs works on paper.

For example, his col-

or photograph Chinese

Summerhall (see re-

lated works, cat. nos.

382, 383), which was

made in 1982-83 at

Graphicsiudio, University of South Florida, Tampa, is

printed on a smgle sheet ol photographic paper more than

one hundred (eet long.

Created with other artists, both the blue|)rinls and Aitlomo-

bile Tire Print show Rauschenbergs youthful engagement

with collaboration. Later prints were made with crafismen

at several innovative print-publishing workshops. Histori-

calK; in both the Western and Asian traditions (which dif-

fer in many ways), much prinimaking has required collabo-

rative effort, with printers and others translating artists'

designs into printed form. Since the late 1950s, however, col-

laborative printmaking in the United Stales has taken off

with great energy in man\ new directions. Rauschenberg has

been at the very center of this practice, undertaking extra-

ordinary feats of experimentation not possible without the

assistance of a talented corps of publishers and printmaking

professionals and offering both inspiration and permission

to his own and following generations.

Rauschenberg began lo work at Talyana Grosman's

ULAF (Universal Limited Art Editions) in 1962 (see fig. 110,

Rauschenbergs portrait of Grosman made in commemora-

tion of ULAEs fifteenth anniversary). This was also the year

of his first silkscreened paintings. When he look up lithog-

raphy, Rauschenberg characteristically jumped in headfirst

at ULAE (where he continues lo make prinis today), enjoy-

ing the process of learning and expanding the formal and

technical possibilities distinctive lo the medium.

Rauschenbergs prints juxtapose mechanical and natural

forms. Elements composed of repealed shapes, such as

chain-link fences, create fields that are fiat and decorative in

effect. Calendars, charts, maps, graphs, scaffolding, all struc-

turing devices, refiect an organizational frame of mind that is

countered by the artist's roaming spirit. The early litho-

graphs—and most of the prinis that follow—are classically

organized, based on a horizontal/vertical grid that evolved

from Rauschenbergs understanding of Cubist composition

and that creates an overall pulsating surface, a framework

for disparate gestures and signs. Despite this, it has been

claimed that "Rauschenberg is hardly a formalist.""

Image repetition and visual layering, both natural out-

growths of Rauschenbergs collage methods, were readily ob-

tainable with lithography. He sometimes adopted his print-

ing/painting process of the early 1960s, screenprinling
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images onto lithography stones and plates. He also trans-

ferred images by rubbing them onto stones, a frottage tech-

nique closely related to that of the Dante drawings he had

recently completed. The tentative quality of the first ULAE

prints is part of their substance, but it is thrilling to watch

the artists accomplishments shine through after very few-

tries. Of the early lithographs, his crowning achievement is

Accident (1963; cat. no. 185). Larger than the previous years

prints, this remarkable lithograph was printed from a stone

that had broken under the press's force after only a few proofs

had been pulled.'- Rauschenberg's acceptance of fate, his

ability to adopt and adapt what most artists would dread

—

the absolute cleavage of his image diagonally across the

stone—was turned into a celebration of surprise; in Rausch-

enberg's art, the glass is never half-empty, always half-full.

Prints that followed in 1964, such as Breakthrough 1 (cat.

no. 187) and Front Roll (cat. no. 186), have a density and a

sense of scale and control far beyond that of the earlier lith-

ographs, as if the accident oi Accident (the worst that could

happen to a stone had happened) put Rauschenberg at ease

with the process.'^ The handmade mark in contrast to the

photographic image, the richness of the surface, with its lay-

ers of transparent and translucent ink, the shape of the stone

itself: these factors, expressing the essence of lithography,

are all in play.

Just as the objects from which he made his Combines

had a history before Rauschenberg turned to them, so, too,

had the images he incorporated into the prints. For the first

lithographs, of 1962 (some of which were part of a ULAE

commission for the New York Hilton at Rockefeller Cen-

ter''*), he embraced photoengraved images discarded by the

New York Times showing sports events, particularly baseball,

track and field, and horse and car racing; helicopters and ve-

hicles of all sorts; urban and industrial landscapes; televi-

sion screens; and John E Kennedy and other political figures:

politics, technology, culture.

Many photographic fragments are repeated in several of

Rauschenberg's early ULAE composites, clearly articulated

at times, barely recognizable at others. Images are placed in

their proper orientation sometimes, but are turned on their

sides or upside down at others, overprinted with other im-

ages, lightly or heavily inked. Because of these variations,

the "same" fragments often bear little visual relationship to

each other from one print to another, and may be identified

only after seeing them in all their manifestations. The clarity

of an image tells us of its role within a print, functioning

as shape or tone, for example, rather than as a portrait or

depiction of an athletic event. Therefore, it is essential to

closely "read" Rauschenberg's prints, which tend to combine

images specific to a given work with others that relate to his

broad concerns at that moment.'' To grasp a print's full

meaning, a viewer had best follow the advice Rauschenberg

offered with respect to Broadcast (1959; cat. no. 241):

The details should not be taken in at one glance . . . you

should be able to look from place to place without feeling the

bigger image. I had to make a surface which invited a constant

change of focus and an examination of detail. Listening hap-

pens in time. Looking also had to happen in time.'*'

Entertainment and inedia stars were later added to

Rauschenberg's mix. For example, notable prints from the

end of the 1960s are Reels (B + C), published by Gemini in

1968. The series expands Rauschenberg's December 8, 1967

Time magazine cover, which features the film Bonnie and

Clyde and relates to the article inside on sex and violence in

the movies. According to Gemini coowner Sidney B. Eelsen,

"The friendship between Warren Beatty and Bob led to the

movie-production company releasing all their stills and pub-

licity shots to be used in our collaboration."'' The artist first

used a full-color palette in lithography in the Reels (B + C)

prints. By that tiine (and continuing to the present),

Rauschenberg had begun making most of his editions in se-

ries, which enabled him to expand a given framework in

multiple ways simultaneously, exploring subtly varied pos-

sibilities to the point of exhaustion. Generally speaking, with

all of Rauschenberg's print series, each work, while complete

in itself, is always better understood when seen in the con-

text of the group as a whole.

The Rauschenberg section of the ULAE Archive at the Art

Institute of Chicago, which includes examples of all prints

made at the shop during Grosman's lifetime (she died in

1982), is chock-full of fascinating proofs for the early litho-

graphs; the artist retains some as well. Color proofs for the

three Stunt Man prints (1962; see cat. nos. 168-70), for ex-

ample, demonstrate that even this highly spontaneous artist

made subtle adjustments to his color selections and altered

the colors entirely in particular places. Other preliminary

sheets reveal that Rauschenberg substantially changed his

images while developing them, sometimes rejecting ele-

ments originally included and adding new ones. A number

of proofs bearing crayon and tusche marks alone show with
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fig 111 Rauschenberg,

Tares. 1972 Collage

on paper. 32 x 23 '/. Inches

(81.3 X 59.4 cm). From

an edition of fifty-seven

published by Untitled

Press. Captiva, Florida

Collection of the artist

vivid claiiiy ihc elegante and conirol

conveyed soleK h\ the artist's touch.

Other archi\e materials show thai

some of Rauschenbergs "iound" imager)'

was not found at all but created by

the anisi. For example, the image of

loiu' paper cups in Udfc/ Stop (1968; cat.

no. 203) is not a translation ol a photo-

graph of four items, instead, i^auschcn-

berg collagcd together four images, each

of a lone cup, and then differentiated

them by inserting a variant oval element

into each visible interior area. Like every-

thing Rauschenberg has made or se-

lected, this grouping was chosen for a

variety of reasons: narrative, associative,

and formal. Essential as well to the process are intuition and

chance, manifested in Rauschenbergs involvement with the

I Ching, the ancient Chinese Book of Change a. Donald Saff,

founding director of Graphicstudio, where Rauschenberg

started to work in 1972. has recognized that Rauschenbergs

art, like the I Ching, "challenges our notions of the princi-

ples of causality and exposes the lirnitalions of logic and rea-

son as the only guides to understanding and knowing."'^

Archival material for Rauschenberg's later prints does

not reveal the kind of proofing evident in the early ULAE

lithographs. With experience behind him, he was able to

change his processes. According to Saff, "A lot of the proof-

ing is done in his head. . . . Eve seen him labor over a print

for days . . . not touching it at all . . . then he'd simply come

in and connect two shapes with a pencil line . . . and when

he put that line in, you understood why; it was right.
"''^

Dif-

ferent projects call for different kinds of decisions, however.

In some cases, Rauschenberg's work continues to come out

of collaborations with printers during intense, nonstop

working sessions.

Along with ULAE, Gemini (where Rauschenberg has

worked since 1967), and Graphicstudio, Rauschenberg has

worked extensively at Slyria Studio since 1970 and at Saff

Tech Arts starting in 1990. In 1969, he installed a very basic

printing facility at his compound on Captiva Island, Elorida,

calling it Untitled Press. Artist and printer Robert Petersen

staffed it in its early years. In addition to Rauschenberg,

artists including Cy Twombly and Brice Marden have worked

there. Over time, activity at the press slowed down, the

equipinent being used by Rauschenberg only occasionally.

/

/(iWVI'^'Ovt'Ji

Responding to an inquiry from Jack

Cowart and James Elliott, Rauschenberg

described why he set up the press:

My whole area of an activity has always been

addressed to working with other people. . . .

In tollaboration one can accept the fact that

someone else can be so sympathetic and in

tune with what you're doing that through this

they move into depths which might not be

obvious if that person had been working

alone in a studio with the door shut. . . .

I think part of our uniqueness is the fact that

we are ill equipped. The printer has to figure

out, on a more inventive, primitive level, how

to accomplish a task and out of that you gel

a different kind of exercise.'"

These notions of collaborative invention and the 'different

kind of exercise," both mental and physical, required by spe-

cific artistic needs are at the heart oi Rauschenberg's print-

making. His approach is different from thai of artists like

Alex Katz or Roy Lichtenstein. whose prints tend to start

with fully developed studies. Printers working with such

artists may not know at the outset the best way to approach

their goal—the finished print—but lhe\ usually know where

they want to end up. With Rauschenberg's prints, by con-

trast, the most successful of which he develops during the

proofing process itself, printers and other collaborators can

never know in advance how to approach their goal because

they do not actually know where they are headed. To use a

musical metaphor, in collaborations Rauschenberg simulta-

neously functions as composer, orchestra conductor, and

first violinist. Whenever possible, he encourages the rest of

the orchestra members, a changing group to be sure, to use

their creative skills as well.

The rewards of working with Rauschenberg are great.

As printer and publisher Kenneth Tyler, who worked with

the artist on many projects at Gemini between 1967 and

1973. recalled:

Rauschenberg is absolutely a master. I've talked with printers

who've worked with Picasso, Miro, you name them—but their

collaboration was very simple compared with Rauschenbergs.

Work with him and you gel his life, spirit, energy: he's the

only two-way street in the art world. ^'

From the printers' standpoint, the collaboration is par-

ticularly challenging when an edition is not consistent. This

has been the case for several of Rauschenberg's projects.
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fig. 112. Rauschenberg's

Currents (1970) Installed

at Castelli Graphics,

New York, 1990

particularly those undertaken during the 1970s and into the

1980s, for example, Horscfeathcrs Thirteen (1972), the Hoar-

frost Editions (1974), and 7 Characters (1982; see hgs. 113,

114; cat. no. 361), all published by Gemini, as well as Tares

(1972; fig. Ill), produced at Untitled Press. Rauschenberg

described the latter project in a handwritten statement:

"Tares is an edition of torn forms programatically placed, but

different in content with in a repetative composition. The

progressive relationship is situational and uncontroled. The

method is glue and a litho press. The results is an edition

of 57 collages having as much simularity as differences." --

As with Tares, for Horscfeathcrs Thirteen, the Hoaifrost

Editions, and the 7 Characters series, Rauschenberg estab-

lished a game plan within which variation not only was an-

ticipated but essential. Throughout the 7 Characters: Truth

edition, for example, two gymnasts in motion always appear

in the upper-right quadrant, but in each impression their ac-

tions may vary. Similarly, the flowers and fruits may vary

from image to image, as do the fabrics used both in the col-

lages and the hanging medallions. The sensitivity of Rausch-

enberg's collaborators to variations such as these is crucial.

"There is a combination of creativity, passion, determination,

concentration, and good old hard work," reported Felsen.

"When the proofing session ends there is a 'high'; there are

tears of elation."
^^

Intellectual collaboration on the part of the viewer is es-

sential to the understanding of every work of art. Rauschen-

berg has pushed this further however. The structuring

of various unique pieces, such as Soundings (1968; cat.

no. 249), and editioned works, like Shades (1964, cat. no.

245), engages his viewers in the actual physical aspects of

the creative process. In Shades, published by ULAE, five lith-

ography-imprinted Plexiglas sheets can be arranged inter-

changeably back to front within a slotted aluminum hous-

ing by the viewer, who also determines the top to bottom

orientation of each sheet. A sixth, printed Plexiglas sheet re-

mains fixed. Similarly, a movable lightbulb that illuminates

the piece may burn steadily or blink on and off, as deter-

mined by the viewer. Twenty years later, a variation on these

components became Sling-Shots Lit (1984-85), from Gem-

ini, eleven editioned constructions simulating windows.^"*

Here, the viewer is invited to raise and lower to varying

heights one or both of each versions two Mylar sheets im-

printed by lithography and screenprinling and housed in a

light-box. A stable, third image is printed on the sailcloth-

covered panel at the back of the box. Participation is tanta-

mount to raising and lowering two layers of shades on a win-

dow. Yet, unlike the view through a real window, what is seen

in Sling-Shots Lit may be determined at will by the viewer.

Newspaper text and imagery reappear throughout Rausch-

enberg's printed oeuvre starting with his early ULAE litho-

graphs. Currents (1970; fig. 112) is a conflation of the thirty-

six Studies for Currents (1970; see cat. nos. 260-63) printed

onto a single sheet of paper sixty feet long. The edition was

a small one, of only six. Rauschenberg's most direct use

of the newspaper as subject, Cuncnts expresses his unmiti-

gated concern with racism, the Vietnam War, and the need

for the United Stales to initiate a serious conservation

program. (The original lithograph for the first-annual Earth

Day poster [cat. no. 202] dates from 1970 as well.) Stark

black and white is unmediated by the subtle elegance of

'^rK^^^-mg&i
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fig 113 Rauschenberg,

7 Characters: Truth. 1982

Silk, ribbon, paper, paper-

pulp relief, Ink, and gold

leaf on handmade Xuan

paper, with mirror,

43 x31 inches (109.2 x

78 7 cm) From a suite of

seventy variations

published by Gemini

GEL, Los Angeles

National Gallery of Art,

Washington, DC., Gift of

Mr and Mrs. Roger R.

Sonnabend

fig. 114. Rauschenberg,

7 Characters: Truth. 1982

Silk, ribbon, paper, paper-

pulp relief, ink, and gold

leaf on handmade Xuan

paper, with mirror, 43 x

31 inches (109 2 x

78 7 cm) From a suite of

seventy variations

published by Gemini

C.E.L., Los Angeles.

Collection of the artist

tb:

6
iranslci", llic ]ili\Mi.al layering nl callage, nr the grace ol llcnv-

ing fabric, all el w Inch mtKlil\ later prims liial include news-

paper elements.

Ctir/rdl.s references international events recorded over a

two-monlh period in newspapers from Chicago, Los Ange-

les, Minneapolis, New York, and San Francisco. The incor-

porated headlines include: "Governor Seeks lo Avert Bank-

ruptcy in the Arts," "47 Killed on Airliner Bound for Israel,"

and "1500 on Berkeley Rampage in Protest for Chicago 7."

Surely another demonstration by Rauschenberg of a con-

temporary Dante's Inferno, the title also suggests water cur-

rents, a metaphor for the ephemeral aspects of life that con-

tribute to our understanding of events of the present.-^ And

long before Rauschenberg made his Currents, Solomon had

written that the "calculated measure of ambiguity and a per-

sistent involvement in the deeper, inexplicable currents of

feeling now shape the content" of, and give "psychological

meaning" to, the art of Rauschenberg and his generation.'"

Two groups of screenprints. Features (Jrom Currents)

(twenty-six prints; 1970; see cat. no. 263) and Suijace Series

(Jrom Currents) (eighteen prints; 1970; see cat. no. 264),

make further use of the Studies for Currents compositions.

Features were screened using several subtle colors; in them,

the text and images maintain clarity, in Surface Series, b\

contrast, layered overprinting obscures much of the data. In

a similar manner, Rauschenberg had obscured the text of

Forges essay w ith his own photographs in the monograph

Rauschenberg published the previous year.-'

An exhibition of Currents and the collage studies for it

was shown in 1970 at Dayton's Gallery 12, Minneapolis;

Automation House and Castelli Graphics, New York; and the

Pasadena Art Museum. Installed, it spanned a space six feet

tall and soine fift\-four feet long, the width of the image area.

Rauschenberg was employing a size that would envelop

the viewer and command attention, a c|uality that was

emphasized even more strongly in later unique works in-

cluding The '/-) Mile or 2 Furlong Piece (1981-present;

cat. no. 354) and A Quake m I'aiadise (Lahynnlh) ( 1994; sec

(ig. 17). In a generally unsympathetic review of Currents in

ihe July 27, 1970 issue o{ Newsweek, Douglas Da\is quoted

i^aiischeiiberg:

Cambodia happened, I arih Day, the protest movement among

artists. I ciecicled to communicate only through the newspa-

pers, the hot news, the kind we forget as soon as we hear

it. . . . We re trying lo get it exhibited cvcrv-where. . . . We have

so little time to waste. I'm glad "Currents" is being seen dur-

ing the summer. There is something unnatural about vacations

this year-"

In 1973, Rauschenberg developed less strident compo-

sitions from newspapers. His first prints to explore the di-

rect solvent-transfer method were the Crops series (see

fig. 115), published that year by Graphicstudio, which also

use screenprinling. A printing press helped the artist achieve

a relatively flat image transfer, very different in effect from

that of his Dante drawings and the transfers incorporated

into the early ULAE lithographs. The following year at

Graphicstudio, Rauschenberg used cloth as a printing sub-

strate for the first tiine, in the Airport Series (see fig. 116; cat.

no. 299). Five prints in all, the series employs discarded Wall

Street Journal mats and other news sources printed with both

relief and intaglio processes—another first: this was also the

artists first use of intaglio—onto cotton, muslin, satin, and

other fabrics.

Rauschenbergs use of newspaper and magazine imagery

is only one aspect of his concern with current events. A high

point in this regard is his Stoned Moon Series, thirty litho-

graphs developed after a visit to the John F Kennedy Space

Center al Cape Kennedy in Florida lo witness the Apollo 11

spacecraft launching that led to the first Moon landing.

The Stoned Moon project was made possible by NASA's of-

fering Rauschenberg and Gemini access to photographs,

plots, charts, and similar documents. Rauschenbergs equal

delight in less exotic modes of transportation has been ex-

pressed through his extensive use of dance and sports im-

agery, animals and birds in motion, tires and wheels, skates

and parachutes.

Media-based imagery was essential to Rauschenberg's

prints through the 1970s, and his own activities as a pho-

tographer cannot be overstated in discussing subsequent edi-

tions. His photographs do appear on and off in the early

prints, for example, in Tides. Drifts, and Gul/ (cat. no. 201),

all published by ULAE in 1969. Since about 1979, however,

starling with Gemini's Roofecn' Mounds (1980) and ULAE's
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fig. 115. Rauschenberg,

Cactus (Crops). 1973.

Color screenprint and

solvent transfer on paper,

60x37/, inches (152.4 X

95.3 cm). From an edition

of forty published by

Graphicstudio, University

of South Florida, Tampa.

National Gallery of Art,

Washington, DC., Gift of

Graphicstudio, University

of South Florida and

the Artist

fig. 116. Rauschenberg,

Platter (Airport Series),

1974. Color relief and

intaglio on fabhc, 45 x

29 inches (114.3 x 73,7

cm). From an edition of

forty published by

Graphicstudio, University

of South Florida, Tampa,

National Gallery of Art,

Washington, DC,
Gift of Graphicstudio,

University of South Florida

and the Artist

Glacial Decoys (1979; see cat. nos. 326-29), he has based his

prints almost entirely on his own photographic images,

spurred in part by lawsuits stemming from his use of appro-

priated imagery (see the Chronology, 1980, in this cata-

logue). This change added autobiographical weight to the

prints" content—the places depicted being associated with

Rauschenberg's home and his travels. It also revealed his fas-

cinating and distinctive eye, that ability to capture details

others might miss and to combine them in ways that cajole

a viewer into reassessing his or her surroundings.

Like photography-based processes, fabric had been essential

to Rauschenberg's work as far back as the early 1950s.

His unique Hoarfrosts, named after the thin layer of crys-

talline ice that collects on cold surfaces (1974-76; see cat.

nos. 292-98), were inspired by experiences in lithography

shops, according to Thomas B. Hess's paraphrase of Rausch-

enberg: "After a hard day's work, the large sheets of gauze

which craftsmen use to wipe stones and presses are laun-

dered and hung about the room to dry. Rauschenberg de-

scribes with airy gestures how they float in the still air, veil-

ing machinery, prints tacked to walls, furniture."-^

The nine sublimely delicate Hoaijrost Editions, pub-

lished by Gemini, were completed between September and

December 1974. Combining and expanding methods first

used separately for the Crops series and Airport Scries, the

Hoarfrost Editions incorporate solvent transfer, using one

hundred copies of the Sunday Los Angeles Times (see

fig. 117), and lithography, both of which were applied di-

rectly to layers of free-flowing silk, satin, taffeta, muslin, and

cheesecloth, sometimes with paper bags sandwiched in for

additional strength or an alteration in the feel of the piece.

The fabric veils in these works function like the layers of su-

perimposed images in Rauschenberg's prints on paper.

Fabric was later to play an important role in Rauschen-

berg's Bones and Unions series (see cat. no. 304), including

Capitol (cat. no. 305), made in Ahmadabad, India, in 1975.

And it was essential to 7 Characters, the previously men-

tioned collages made in China, and Gemini's six Publican

sculptures (1978), subtitled Station I through Station VI. The

Puhlicons incorporate fabrics not for their flowing graceful-

ness or translucency but to highlight particular patterns and

colors available only in their material, which may be seen

when the works are in their open position. That they can be

positioned either open or closed again invites the viewer to

participate in their making. 'When closed, a mysterious re-

lationship to religious icons is evoked.

Samarkand Stitches, from a decade later (1988; see cat.

no. 398), may be seen as a culminating celebration of

Rauschenberg's fabric editions to date. On a visit to Uzbek-

istan (then part of the U.S.S.R.), the artist was captivated by

the brilliantly colored, exquisitely patterned silk fabrics

woven by nomads in Samarkand, which, according to

Felsen, he described as "colored lightning." ^'^ Published by

Gemini, the Samarkand Stitches are, again, varied editions,

in part because it was virtually impossible to obtain large

X
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fig 117. Robert Petersen

and Rauschenberg placing

newspapers on press bed

prior to printing Hoarfrost

Editions (1974), Gemini

GEL, Los Angeles, 1974

fig 118. Rauschenberg

and papermaker working

on Page 2 of Pages

and fuses (1973-74),

Moulin a Papier Richard

de Bas, Ambert, France,

August 1973 Photo

by Gianfranco Corgoni

quaiuilics ol an\- tMic ic.xlilc paUcrn. (As w illi liic breaking ol

the stone for AcddciK, Rauschenberg turned the situation

into an asset rather ilian viewing it as a liabiliiv. ) lie

brought back barely enough fabric to complete a proofing

session," recalled Felsen, "which led to intense efforts, gi\en

that this was the Cold War period, to be able to go back to

acquire enough [siniilarl material for editioning."" Plus, the

artist often preferred to have his subtle photographic images

from the region screenprinied onto the fabric with variations

in ink color and density from piece to piece. The graceful

[low and changeability inherent to most of Rauschenbergs

editions made of or incorporating fabric function as

metaphors for his commitment to freedom in every sense of

the word: artistic, social, political, and cultural. Indeed, the

seven Samarkand S(i(clics are among the works he created

for ROCI (Rauschenberg Overseas Culture interchange),

which took Rauschenberg around the world. Editions hold a

place of prominence among the works produced for the pro-

ject, including Gemini's J'xhcian Keys (1987) and I'xhcian

Locks (1987); Graphicstudios ROCI/Chile Araiican Mastaha

(1986); and ULAEs Sovict/Amcncan Aimy series (1988-91;

see cat. no. 399).

Unlike Jasper Johns or Helen Frankenthaler, two of the

artists who shared Grosman's interest in using special pa-

pers, Rauschenberg has not sought exotic, handmade sub-

strates for the more traditional of his printed editions. More

his style is the brown krafl paper used for KiKy Hawk, pub-

lished by ULAE in 1974. Nonetheless, Rauschenbergs inter-

est in paper and papermaking has been artistically ground-

breaking not only for himself but for others as well. Indeed,

his spare, yet powerfully elegant Pages ami Fuses ( 1973-74;

see cat. nos. 301-03), created with Gemini at a centuries-

old paper mill in Amberl, France (see fig. 118), set into mo-

tion a whole generation of artists interested in hand paper-

making. The Pages are essentialK- monochromatic, white and

pale gray, while the Fuses arc brillianiK colored, using highly

concentrated dves.

Rauschenberg lollowed Pages and liises with his Bones

and Unions series, also made with Gemini. Exploring hand

papermaking in India, the works achieve more sculptural re-

sults than the pieces from France. Particularly distinctive are

the Unions, which are made from a substance called rag

mud—paper pulp, fenugreek powder, ground tamarind

seed, chalk powder, gum powder, copper sulphate, and

water—revealing Rauschenbergs practice of using materials

specific to a given work site. Indian spices would be consid-

ered exotic by many. In Rauschenbergs hands, however,

most things become exotic: paper bags, soda-bottle caps,

and cardboard. Unrelated to any specific place, such com-

mon objects as these establish a point of view rather than

suggesting an environment. Other peoples trash is just the

sort of thing Rauschenberg will study, explore, and exploit

for its unique properties, moving his art in extraordinary

new directions.

For example, Rauschenbergs first Graphicstudio pro-

ject, the Made in Tampa series (1972-73; see cat. no. 271),

presents us with boxes and bags. Saff related that "the cus-

todians room interested Bob more than the print shop. He

discovered certain long paper bags there, a sort he had never

seen before." Returning to a prcicess he had used in the early

1950s, Rauschenberg used blueprint in some works in the

series, at times combined with sepia print. Others employ

lithography, screenprinling. and collage. In fact, the blue-

print and sepia-print processes are chemically antithetical:

Rauschenberg attempting the impossible.'' But, according

to Saff. "All you have to do is tell Bob something is impossi-

ble, and that becomes a clarion call to suggest that this, then,

is an opportunity for you as well as for him."

From the print series. Rauschenberg moved to Made in

Tampa Clay Pieces (1972-73; see cat. no. 270). These works

look like cardboard, not a fragile material. But when card-

boards appearance is transformed by Rauschenberg into ob-

jects of clay, the objects lake on a delicacy at odds with their

obvious source, which nudges the viewer into thinking
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fig. 1 19. Rauschenberg.

Cardbird Door. 1970-71.

Cardboard, paper, tape,

wood, metal, photo

offset lithography, and

screenprinting on paper,

80 X 30 X 1 1 Inches

(203.2 X 76.2 x 27.9 cm).

From an edition of

twenty-five published by

Gemini C.E.L., Los

Angeles. National Gallery

of Art, Washington, DC.,

Gift of Gemini G.E.L.

about the nature of cardboard itself.

Such is the case with Cardbirds, seven

cardboard "birds," published by Gem-

ini in 1971. that suggest, despite their

primitive quality of animation, the

spirit of flight. Of a somewhat differ-

ent order is the most extraordinary

Cardbird Door (1970-71: fig. 119), an

eighth work in the series. Designed to

fit a standard door frame, it is thus as

useful an art object as one might de-

sire. Just as Made in Tampa Clay Pieces

simulate cardboard, the Cardbirds and

Cardbird Door are based on Rauschen-

bergs handmade cardboard prototypes,

accented by actual pieces of tape, dirt

smudges, shipping labels, and so forth,

all of which were replicated in the edi-

tions" carefully printed surfaces. In dis-

cussing the series. Rauschenberg noted

that after more than five years of fo-

cusing on world problems, he needed

a change: "A desire built up in me to

work in a material of waste and soft-

ness. Something yielding with its only

message a collection of lines imprinted

like a friendly joke. A silent discussion

of their history exposed by their new shapes. Labored

commonly with happiness. Boxes."''

Over the course of his long career, the content of

Rauschenbergs prints has been expansive. Appropriating

media-based images or photographically capturing his owti.

and capitalizing upon his intuitively elegant touch and sense

of structure, the artist has pursued a variety of directions,

all of which are clearly marked by his distinctive, collage-

based style. Refusing to accept boundaries of idea, size, and

technique, he has also revealed his deep awareness of art-

historical traditions and his sensitivity toward how images

interact with words.

Rauschenberg's prints call lo mind contemporary con-

cerns with "Art about Art" less immediately than, for exam-

ple, those of Jim Dine or Lichtenstein.^"* Yet, despite opin-

ions that he resists the idea of influence from earlier art. the

evidence to the contrary is clear. In a 1977 New Yorker

article, he suggested that "the main influence on the new

pieces [Spreads and Stales] came from m\ ha\'ing seen the

Tutankhamen show in W'ashington.""^^

Indeed, a central subject of Rauschen-

bergs art always has been Art, and

he has cast a wide net for his refer-

ences, including in his Combines im-

ages of paintings by artists from San-

dro Botticelli to Edgar Degas. In the

ULAE prints of the 1960s, reference

is made to nudes by Peter Paul

Rubens and Diego "Velazquez. At the

end of the decade, for a Metropolitan

Museum of .Art commission to cele-

brate their one-hundredth anniver-

sary. Rauschenberg created Ceiitennial

Certificate MMA (1969-70: see fig.

106), which incorporates images of

treasures from the museurns collec-

tion: paintings by Rembrandt and Jo-

hannes Vermeer through to Jean-

Auguste-Dominique Ingres and on to

Picasso: Ass\Tian, Chinese, Egyptian,

and Greek sculpture: as well as Euro-

pean tapestries and books of hours.

Such appropriation of works of art

has continued, for example, in his five

Bellini photogravures of the late

1980s (see cat. nos. 420. 421).

G. R. Swenson has quoted Rauschenberg as thinking of

painting as "reporting, as a vehicle that will report what you

did and what happened to you.""^^ Surely his printed oeu\Te

also contributes handsornely to this visual autobiography,

the record of places the artist has been and of events in his

life and those of the world (which have often intersected, as

is the case with the Stoned Moon Scries). More personal data

is reported in Autobiography (1968: cat. no. 199), which uses

the same X ray employed the previous year in Booster. Auto-

biography's other components include a written record of

events in the artists life, a childhood picture of his family,

and a photograph of Rauschenberg during a dance perfor-

mance o[ Pelican (1963: fig. 78: cat. no. 232). While Booster

was considered a large work at the time it was made, it was

dwarfed by the sixteen-and-a-half-foot-tall, three-panel Au-

tobiography, the parts of which, according to a press release

announcing its publication and its exhibition at the "Whit-

ne\ Museum of American Art, could also be arranged side

by side horizontally, making home installation possible.^'
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fig. 120. Rauschenberg,

American Pewter with

Burroughs I. 1981-82.

Color lithograph with

embossing on paper,

31 'Ax23ys inches (80 6 x

60 cm). From an edition of

thirty-four published

by Gemini C.E.L., Los

Angeles. Collection of

the artist

fig. 121. Rauschenberg

and Andrei Voznesensky,

Picture Gallery. 1978.

Color lithograph on paper,

27 78 X 19"/.,. inches

(70.2 X 50.3 cm). From an

edition of forty published

by Universal Limited Art

Editions, West Islip,

New York. Collection of

the artist

The considerable lexi in Aalobw}:^) aph\ is only one in-

siance ol Rauschcnberg's inclusion of words as a visual coni-

ponenl. Language had been incorporated inlo his iiamlings

since the l<-)50s, and in jirinimaking he had participated in

two major nudliariist image/text works: /(T IJfc (1^64),

edited by Sam i rancis and vv ith text by Walasse Ting, a book

that visually doctmienis the shift from Abstract Expression-

ism to Pop art; and Frank O'Haras In iV/coiocv ojMy Feelings

(1967), edited by Bill Bcrkson, with contributions by thiri\'

artists in honor of OHara, who had died the year before.

Rauschcnberg's later text-related projects incorporate writ-

ings b\- Alain Robbc-Grillet {Traces sitspcclcs en siiiface,

1972-78), Williain Burroughs {American Pewler with Bur-

roughs, 1981-82; fig. 120), and Andrei Voznesensky {Picture

Gallery, 1978; fig. 121). These were all collaborations to

some degree, with text and images evolving in concert,

rather than Rauschcnberg's interpretations of preexisting

text. Rauschcnberg's own writings, often in his distinctive

printed scrawl, appear on posters too numerous to mention

here.^*^ Supplying aspects of ineaning, these textual compo-

nents act in ways similar to his other visual elements; all

contribute to the balance of color, shape, and form.

By the 1980s, Rauschcnberg's imagery came to include laun-

dry blowing in the wind, another manifestation of his fasci-

nation \\ ith fabrics, but also an odd suggestion of intimacy.

(What could be more revealing about strangers than their

laundrv?) This was added to his use of architectural details,

flowers, trees, fruits, insects: things that might be lound any

place or might be absolutely specific to a certain place, but in

either case, usually things that are more everyday than ex-

otic. In recent years, Rauschenberg has been less concerned

with layering his image juxtapositions and more interested

in a clarity that celebrates specific sites. This may be seen in

the Soviel/American Array photogravures. Some series of the

1990s, such as Gemini's Illegal Tender LA. (1991-92), set

Rauschcnberg's dynamic brushstrokes adjacent to photo-

graphic imagery, coming full circle with respect to the first

ULAE lithographs.

Rauschcnberg's delight m prlnimaking is apparent from

his productivity And despite the number of editions he has

completed, the element of surprise that lies at the essence

of printmaking undoubtedly remains key to his fascination

with the form. Indeed, with every work, a surprise is offered

at the niomcni after priming when the paper is lifted from

the matrix and the artist first views the results of hours,

days, perhaps weeks, of work. Rauschenberg, according to

Saff, thrives on this moment of revelation:

Then the magic begins. That moment is when he sees the re-

lationships between all of these things he has set up to hap-

pen. He only finds that out when he removes the paper. . . .

And generally what he sees is the hand he's been dealt. Bob is

a person who plays the hand he's dealt. And he moves on from

there. He may have to draw some more cards. But he never

folds. We used to play poker, and for Bob it wasn't about win-

ning the hand. It was always about playing the game.

i\i^

^*'"'
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So, too, it is with Rauschenberg's prints. While the

twentieth century may have been an odd time to start "writ-

ing on rocks," Rauschenberg's ofl-ciuoted early reference to

lithography the outgrowth of this primitive activity has led

him to seek answers to questions no one before him had

thought to ask. It has also engaged Rauschenberg in expan-

sive collaborations with craftsmen of all types; led him to

integrate process and image, places and materials; and to re-

alize that relationships open doors and encourage com-

munity. In these ways, he has inventively filled the "gap

between art and life" he perceived with youthful enthusiasm

and voiced in his remarks for the catalogue accompanying

the 1959 exhibition Sixteen Americans at the Museum of

Modern Art, New York.^''

That Rauschenberg also has inspired the experimental

work of a younger generation was confirmed to me by Pat

Steir during a recent chance meeting. Among the subjects

we discussed was the complexity of Rauschenberg's art. "He

is such a big artist," Steir said, "in every sense." She recalled

an encounter of several years ago when Rauschenberg ad-

mired one of her works that incorporates stretched fabrics.

She was delighted by his comment, of course, and sponta-

neously responded, "I owe it to you. Without you I couldn't

have done it."'*"

NOTES
1 am grateful to Donald Saff, director of Saff and Company (formerly Saff

Tech Arts), for sharing his insights about the artist. He has worked closely
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years, for his gracious and generous assistance, as always, and for his edi-

torial comments; Denise LeBeau and Matt Magee of the Rauschenberg staff;

Martha Tadeschi and Mark Pascale of the Department of Prints and Draw-

ings at the Art Institute of Chicago; Jodi Scherer of Leo Castelli Graphics;

William 1. Bandas; Susan Davidson; and Susan Lorence for comments on a
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Twenty-Five Years (Chicago: The Art Institute of Chicago; New York: Harry

N. Abrams, 1989), pp. 215-37, 430-67; Ruth E. Fine, "'Round the

Clock /'Round the World: Robert Rauschenberg," in Fine, Gemini G.E.L.:

Art and Collaboration, exh. cat. (Washington, D.C.: National Gallery of Art,

1984), pp. 104-25; Charles Ritchie, Gemini G.E.L.: Recent Prints and Sculp-
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fig. 122. Rauschenberg

working on Photem

Series I #25 (1981),

Captiva studio, Florida,

January 1981. Photo by

Emil Fray

During the first half of the 1970s, Robert Rauschenberg purged

his artwork of ahiiosl all imagery in works such as ihe Jammer

series (1975-76; see cat. nos. 307-13). In the latter part of the

decade, Rauschenberg returned to earlier materials and meth-

ods in his Spreads (1975-82; see cat. nos. 314, 315, 322, 324)

and Scales (1977-81; see cat. nos. 316, 320, 323, 325), trans-

ferring images from magazines and newspapers to fabric affixed

to large wood or foam-core panels, often with additional objects

and electric lights attached. (This reflection on features from

his earlier career may have been prompted by a major retro-

spective of his work organized by the National Collection of

Fine Arts, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., in 1976.)

"Spread," a term used in the West for an expanse of land, also

refers to the works" large, fabric-covered supports. One of the

earliest works in the series, Rodeo Palace (1975-76; cat.

no. 314), was commissioned for the exhibition The Great Amer-

ican Rodeo at the Fort Worth Art Museum in 1976. Portraying

the rodeo circuits combination of fame, glamour, and gritty

ranch-hand work, it was one of Rauschenberg's first artworks

postdating the Combines to include references to his Texan

roots. While the Spreads are predominantly two-dimensional,

the Scales assume a more sculptural form; some are freestand-

ing, and those mounted on the wall have larger objects project-

ing from their surfaces. Both series recall the use of found

imagery in Rauschenberg's silkscreened paintings and transfer

drawings, and veil-like pieces of fabric attached to some of the

pieces suggest the effects explored in works such as the

Hoarfrost series (1974-75; see cat. nos. 292-98). The works

are also reminiscent of the early Combines in their union of

two-dimensional imagery and three-dimensional objects—such

as tires, umbrellas, ladders, and a quilt, all elements found orig-

inally in works of the 1950s—in configurations that frequently

evoke domestic interiors in both their human scale and their

inclusion of household objects.

Many of the Spreads and Scales consist of panels, as do

many of Rauschenberg's earlier black paintings (such as Unti-

tled [ca. 1951; cat. no. 18]) and WJiite Paintings (1951; see cat.

nos. 14-17). The concept of using a series of panels to create a

single artwork was developed further in Hiccups (1978; cat.

no. 321), which consists of ninety-seven small transfer draw-

ings on handmade paper. The panels may be placed in any order

and are linked by zippers, which render the "hiccup," or pause,

between the drawings; their seriality suggests infinite length.

In May 1979, Glacial Decoy (cat. no. 227), choreographed

by Rauschenberg's former Judson Dance Theater collaborator

Trlsha Browm, premiered with sets and costumes designed by

Rauschenberg, his first collaboration with Trisha Brown Com-

pany. For the set, Rauschenberg projected black-and-white

slides, which he had taken near his home in Florida, across four

large screens that formed the backdrop to the dance. The pro-

ject necessitated his taking thousands of photographs, rekin-

dling his passion for the medium. Rauschenberg recycled the

Glacial Decoy photographs in suites of photoetchings (see cat.

nos. 326-28) and lithographs (see cat. no. 329), as well as in

the Photem Series (1981; see cat. nos. 343-45), whose totemic

configurations also include photographs from the 1950s by

the artist. Rauschenberg also reembarked on his early project

of photographing the entire United States, but instead of docu-

menting it "inch by inch" as he had first planned, he decided

to photograph one city at a time. The resulting series. In +

Out City Limits (1980-81; see cat. nos. 330, 332-35, 338), cap-

tures the banal, often unnoticed, details of New York, Boston,

Baltimore, Los Angeles, Charleston (South Carolina), and Fort

Myers. Exhibitions of the photographs were held in each of

these cities, and books of the Boston and New York bodies of

work were published.

The expansiveness of Hiccups and In + Out City Limits led

to a work of an even grander scale; The 'A Mile or 2 Furlong

Piece, begun in 1981 (see fig. 23; cat. no. 354). This multipart

work, which is still in progress (though completed parts of it

have been exhibited), is made up of both panels attached to the

wall and freestanding pieces and is intended to reach the entire

length of its title and perhaps beyond. When installed, it cre-

ates an encompassing en\ironment, which recalls such early in-

stallations as Rauschenberg's piece for the 1962 exhibition

Dylaby (Dynamisch Labyrint) at the Stedelijk Museum, Amster-

dam (fig. 166). Like a self-contained retrospective, the work pre-

sents significant developments in the artist's career, with

sections referring to past motifs and techniques as well as to

current trends in Rauschenberg's art. Synthesizing into a single

work of art pieces that suggest indi\idual groups of paintings

and sculpture. The Yt Mile or 2 Furlong Piece may in fact be re-

garded as the ultimate serial work for an artist who conceives

in series.

Also in 1981, Rauschenberg pursued a new sculpture se-

ries, the Kabal American Zephyrs (see cat. nos. 346-51), on

which he worked intermittently through 1988. The series was

inspired by the work of nineteenth-century Japanese wood-

block printmaker Tsukioka Yoshitoshi. Rauschenberg was im-

pressed by the printmaker's representations of often violent

scenes in rather beautiful settings as well as by his prints' titles

(some of which Rauschenberg adopted), which merge poetic

and catastrophic references. The Kabal American Zephyr works

consist of found objects and transferred imagery, combined in

often complex constructions.

In 1983, Rauschenberg again collaborated with Trisha

Brown Company, creating the set and costumes for Brown's Set

and Reset (cat. no. 228). While silkscreening the fabric for the

costumes with his own black-and-white photographs of New

York, Rauschenberg was intrigued by the traces of imagery that

had bled through to the drop cloth beneath. This inspired a

subsequent series of work, entitled Salvage (1984; see fig. 82;

cat. nos. 352, 353), some examples of which incorporate the Set

and Reset drop cloths. Rauschenberg has "salvaged" images and

objects throughout his career, and in these paintings, several

other elements from the artist's previous works were revived

—

the technique of silkscreening, visible brushwork, and the in-

clusion of his owTi photographs containing references to past

motifs. —Joan Young
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314 RODEO PALACE (SPREAD), 1975-76

Solvent transfer, pencil, and ink on fabric and cardboard, with wood doors, fabric.

metal, rope, and pillow, mounted on foam core and redwood supports

12 feet X 16 feet x 5
'/; inches (365.8 x 487.7 x 14 cm) variable

Collection of Lyn and Norman Lear, Los Angeles
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315. OPAL REUNION (SPREAD), 1976

Solvent transfer, acrylic, fabric, pencil, wood oar. and bird's wings on wood panels,

with mirrored Plexiglas

7 feet X 16 feet 2 inches x 3 feet (213.4 x 492.8 x 91.4 cm)

Hunter Museum of American Art, Chattanooga, Gift of the Benwood Foundation,

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Davenport, Jr., Ruth S. and A. William Holmberg, and Mr. and

Mrs. Clan Mills II
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316. MANGO ICE CAVE (SCALE), 1977

Solvent transfer, acrylic, paper, and fabric on wood, with tarpaulin, ladder, unicycle,

mirrored Plexiglas, and metal

9 feet 4 inches x 7 feet 10 inches x 3 feet 4 inches (284.3 x 238.8 x 101.6 cm)

Museum Moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig, Vienna
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317. MINK CHOW (CHOW BAGS), 1977

Color silkscreen on paper, with plastic twine

48 X 36 % inches (121.9 x 92.1 cm)

From an edition of one hundred published by Styna Studio, New York

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, Gift,

Robert Suslow, 1979

318. RABBIT CHOW (CHOW BAGS), 1977

Color silkscreen on paper, with plastic twine

48 X 36 'A inches (121.9 x 92.1 cm)

From an edition of one hundred published by Styria Studio, New York

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, Gift,

Robert Suslow, 1979

319. PORT (SIGNAL), 1980

Solvent transfer, acrylic, and fabric on plywood, with canvas strap

and metal clip

32 '/2 X 32 'A inches (82.6 x 82.6 cm)

Collection of the artist
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320. TROJAN WEDGE (SCALE), 1977

Solvent transfer, acrylic, paper, and fabric, with parachute, mirrored Plexiglas and

metal, on wood mounted on four casters

5 feet 8 inches x 7 feet 9 inches x 3 feet (172.7 x 236.2 x 91.4 cm)

Collection of the artist

pages 398-401:

321. HICCUPS, 1978

Solvent transfer and fabric, with metal zippers, on ninety-seven sheets

of handmade paper

9 inches x 62 feet 8 inches (22.9 x 1910.1 cm) extended

Collection of the artist
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322. SOLAR TRIBUNE JR. (SPREAD), 1978

Solvent transfer, acrylic, paper, and fabric, with colored mirrored Plexiglas,

metal pails, and electric lights, on wood

7 feet 1 % inches x 7 feet x 1 foot 2 inches (217.8 x 213,4 x 35.6 cm)
Collection of Adrienne and Elliott Horwiich
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323. MITER I (SCALE), 1980

Solvent transfer, acrylic, paper, and fabric, with colored mirrored Plexiglas,

painted tricycle, and paintbrush, on wood
7 feet 2 inches x 8 feet x 2 feet 2 inches (218.4 x 243.8 x 66 cm)
Collection of the artist
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324. TATTOO (SPREAD), 1980

Solvent transfer, acrylic, paper, and fabric, with wind socks and metal fixtures,

on wood

6 feet 1 % inches x 8 feet Vs inch x 1 foot 7 inches (187.3 x 245.4 x 48.3 cm)

Collection of the artist

325. PATRICIAN BARNACLE (SCALE), 1981

Solvent transfer, acrylic, and fabric, with mirrored Plexiglas, safety reflector,

and stepladder, on wood

7 feet 10 inches x 3 feet 1 inch x 4 feet 7 inches (238.8 x 94 x 139.7 cm)

Collection of the artist
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326. GLACIAL DECOY SERIES:

ETCHING V, 1979

Color etching and photoetching on paper

24y8 X 16 78 inches (62.5 x 42.9 cm)

From an edition of twenty-two pubhshed by

Universal Limited Art Editions, West Islip,

New York

Collection of the artist

327. GLACIAL DECOY SERIES:

ETCHING I, 1979

Color etching and photoetching on paper

24% X 16 'A inches (62.5 x 42.5 cm)

From an edition of twenty-two published by

Universal Limited Art Editions, West Islip,

New York

Collection of the artist

328. GLACIAL DECOY SERIES:

ETCHING IV, 1979

Color etching and photoetching on paper

24 '/» X 16 'A inches (62.5 x 42.5 cm)

From an edition of twenty-three published by

Universal Limited Art Editions, West Islip,

New York

Collection of the artist ^A-; ,1 (. IA' cn.\hr-n v- !> r>'^/T--i 'i
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329. GLACIAL DECOY SERIES: LITHOGRAPH I, 1979

Color lithograph on paper

31 Vis X 47 "/i6 inches (80.2 x 121.1 cm)

From an edition of twenty-eight published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist
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330. FT. MYERS, FLORIDA, 1979

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist

331. ATLANTIC CITY, 1980

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist
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332. LOS ANGELES, 1981

Gclaiin-silvcr prim

Sheet; 20 x 16 inches (30.8 x 40 6 cm)

Collection of the artist

333. NEW YORK CITY, 1981

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist

334. NEW YORK CITY, 1981

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist
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335. LOS ANGELES, 1981

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 16 x 20 inches (40.6 x 50.8 cm)

Collection of the artist

336. MIAMI, FLORIDA, 1979

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 16 x 20 inches (40.6 x 30.8 cm)

Collection of the artist
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337. CONCORDE LOUNGE, PARIS, 1980

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 16 x 20 inches (40.6 x 50.8 cm)

Collection of the artist

338 LOS ANGELES, 1981

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet; 16 x 20 inches (40.6 x 50.8 cm)

Collection of the artist
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339. THE RAZORBACK BUNCH: ETCHING V, 1982

Photoetching on paper

44 X 30 'A inches (111.8 x 76.8 cm)

From an edition of twenty-eight published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist

340. THE RAZORBACK BUNCH: ETCHING II, 1980

Photoetching and chine colle on paper

47'/8 X 31 Vi inches (121.6 x 80 cm)

From an edition of twenty-four published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist

341. THE RAZORBACK BUNCH: ETCHING IV, 1981

Photoetching and chine colle on paper

47% X 31 'A inches (121.3 x 80 cm)

From an edition of twenty-six pubhshed by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist
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342. AQUAFIX, 1981

Color lithograph and photoetching on paper

40 'A X 29 Vi inches ( 102.2 x 74.9 cm)

From an edition of twenty-five published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist
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343 PHOTEM SERIES I #2, 1981

Five gelatin-silver prints on aluminum

54 %x 46'/; inches (139.1 x 1I8.I cm)

Collection of the artist
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344. PHOTEM SERIES I #10, 1981

Five gelatin-silver prims on aluminum

37 y- X 61 'A inches (95.9 x 156.8 cm)

Collection of the artist
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345. PHOTEM SERIES I #31, 1981

Three gelaiin-silver prims on aluminum

47 X 23 % inches (119.4 x 58.7 cm)

Collection of the artist
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346. THE PROOF OF DARKNESS (KABAL AMERICAN ZEPHYR), 1981

Fire hose, lead plate, and blue airport-runway light

Dimensions variable

Collection of the artist
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347. THE ANCIENT INCIDENT (KABAL AMERICAN ZEPHYR), 1981

VVood-and-meial stands and wood chairs

7 feet 2 V; inches x 7 feet 8 inches x 1 foot 8 inches (219.7 x 233.7 x 50.8 cm)

Collection of the artist
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348. SOLAR ELEPHANT (KABAL AMERICAN ZEPHYR), 1982

Solvent transfer, acrylic, fabric, and paper, with wood door, wood mallet,

metal spring, and strmg, on wood

8 feet 8 inches x 6 feet 11 inches x 1 foot 3 'A inches (264.2 x 210.8 x 40 cm)

Collection of the artist

349. ICE EGG METROPOLE (KABAL AMERICAN ZEPHYR), 1982

Wood, metal claws, and glass balls

33 'Ax 15 x 15mches (84.5 x 38.1 x 38.1 cm)

Collection of John and Mary Pappajohn. Des Moines
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350 THE INTERLOPER TRIES HIS DISGUISES

(KABAL AMERICAN ZEPHYR), 1982

Sulvciil ir.msli-r and acrylic on plywood, with lire iri-ad, iron wheel.

and engraved brass plate

7 feet '/; inch x 6 feet 4 inches x 5 leei I inch (214.6 x 1^3 x 154.9 cm)

Collection ol the artist

351 THE VAIN CONVOY OF EUROPE OUT WEST
(KABAL AMERICAN ZEPHYR), 1982

Solvent transfer, acrylic, fabric, and paper on wood, with wood tabic, wood chair back,

metal wheel, plastic traffic cone, license plate, animal horns, and metal oar

6 feel 2 inches x 8 feel '/; inch x i feet 5 '/i inches { IHH x 245 1 x 105,4 cm)

Private collection
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352. SHADE (SALVAGE), 1984

Acrylic on canvas

6 feet 9 'A inches x 8 feet 1
'/. inches (206.4 x 248.3 cm)

Collection of the artist
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353. TANYA'S VEIL (WHALE) (SALVAGE), 1984

Acrylic and pearlescem paint on canvas

6 feet 8 '/: inches x 3 feet 7 "/l^ inches (204.5 x HI cm)
Collection of the artist
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354.1-.8. THE /: MILE OR 2 FURLONG PIECE, 1981-present
Mixed mediums

Dimensions variable

Collection of the artist
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facing page:

354.1-.2. Installed at the Melropoliian Museum of Art, New \'0Tk. 1987

alxne:

354.3-.4. Installed ai the Center for the Fine Arts. Miami. 1984
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354.5. Panels 38-45 from THE 'A MILE OR 2 FURLONG PIECE, 1983

6 feet 2 Vs inches x 48 feet 7 % inches (188.3 x 1,482.7 cm)
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354.6. Panels 54-60 from THE '/ MILE OR 2 FURLONG PIECE, 1983

8 feet X 35 feet 1 % inches (243.8 x 1,070.3 cm)
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354.7. Panels 125-34 from THE '/ MILE OR 2 FURLONG PIECE, 1992

10 feet X 40 feet '/; tncli (304.8 .x 1,220.5 cm)
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354.8. Panels 152-59 from THE /. MILE OR 2 FURLONG PIECE, 1992

10 feet X 42 feet (304.8 x 1,280.2 cm)
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voilaboration

1982-1995

pages 436-37:

fig. 123. Rauschenberg

working on 7 Characters

series, Xuan Paper Mill,

Jingxian, China,

June 1982. Photo

by Ruth Saff

Robert Rauschenberg's interest in travel and curiosity about for-

eign cultures underlie both his artistic collaborations and his

humanitarian projects. Traveling to Ambert, France, and Ah-

madabad, India, in the 1970s to work with highly skilled pa-

permakers allowed the artist to extend his exploration of

collaborative art making to encompass the techniques and ma-

terials of other cultures. Following his experiences in these two

countries, he undertook an intensive investigation into the

sights, sounds, aesthetics, and traditions of China and Japan.

Ultimately, his interest in new materials and processes has led to

his engagement with cultures throughout the world.

In 1982, under the aegis of Gemini G.E.L., Rauschenberg

was invited to the ancient Xuan Paper Mill in the city of

Jingxian, China. Upon his arrival in Anhui Province, local bu-

reaucracy and stringent laws protecting the production secrets

of the mill briefly delayed his entrance into the city, even

though he held an official invitation from the central Chinese

government. During this waiting period, Rauschenberg traveled

short distances around the region with his camera, capturing

images that he would later incorporate into his monumental,

hundred-foot-long Chinese Summcrhall (1982-83; see related

works, cat. nos. 382, 383). In his customary fashion, the artist

also collected objects, fabrics, and local printed matter, building

up a wealth of materials to be drawn upon later.

Each of the works in the 7 Characters series (1982; see

figs. 113, 114; cat. no. 361), which Rauschenberg created at

Xuan Paper Mill, includes one of seven Chinese characters cho-

sen by Rauschenberg for their formal qualities as well as for

their significance. The artist worked with the mill's craftsmen

to mold the characters out of paper pulp, adhering them in high

relief to a thick base of thirt}' layers of tissue-thin Xuan paper

and a single layer of silk. He then added figures cut out of mass-

produced Chinese posters he had found in Shanghai and

medallions created from embroidered nuptial bedcovers from

Hang Zhou. The works were then sealed with a final layer of

diaphanous paper. The 7 Characters series carried forward

Rauschenberg's interest in the infinite possibilities of handmade

paper, exotic fabrics, and found objects.

Traveling in East Asia in the summer of 1982, shortly after

the completion of his project at Xuan Paper Mill, Rauschenberg

was invited to the small village of Shigaraki (near Osaka),

Japan, by Otsuka Ohmi Ceramics Company to work with arti-

sans known for their traditional tea-ceremony wares as well as

for their mass-produced contemporary ceramics. The company

had recently developed the technology to produce large, thin

ceramic panels with pictorial imagery, called "art ceramics,"

which were created largely as interior and exterior architectural

decorations. For the Japanese Recreational Clayworks series

(1982-83, 1985; see cat. nos. 358-60), Rauschenberg selected

photoceramic decals of various masterworks from Western art

history that had been prefabricated by the company. He then

superimposed his own photographic images taken during his

travels to Osaka, Kyoto, and Nagoya, and also painted directly

onto the decals using full-color, high-fired glazes. The decals

were then adhered to ceramic panels, which were fired in a kiln.

In Pneumonia Lisa (1982; cat. no. 358), Rauschenberg simulta-

neously heightened and obscured four reproductions of the

Monfl Lisa by overlaying transparent images and opaque washes

of color. In these works, his use of transferred images and

brushstrokes loaded with glaze on a surface other than canvas

or paper prefigured his approach to the metal paintings he cre-

ated in the late 1980s and the 1990s.

The culminating expression of Rauschenberg's eagerness

to interact with artists and craftsmen from around the world

was his humanitarian project to promote world peace through

art, known as ROCI (Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Inter-

change). This international traveling exhibition gave Rauschen-

berg the opportunity' to further explore his artistic response to

new surroundings, materials, and cultural traditions during res-

idencies in eleven countries across the world. From 1984 to

1991, without financial support from the American government

or private sector and with the artist paying most of the project's

costs, Rauschenberg and his assistants traveled to Mexico,

Chile, Venezuela, China, Tibet, Japan, Cuba, the Soviet Union,

East Germany, and Malaysia, always returning to the United

States between trips to work and reflect. These countries were

chosen by the artist either for their position outside the main-

stream (Western) international art establishinent or because

Rauschenberg hoped to reintroduce an artistic dialogue in those

populations li\ing under repressive or nondemocratic regimes.

The exhibition evolved as it traveled, with Rauschenberg adding

new works created at each location to a selection of works from

pre\aous venues. The artist presented one work to each of the

host countries upon his departure, with the intent of using art

as a vehicle through which to share apolitical and aesthetic in-

formation about foreign places and peoples.

The National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., cele-

brated the completion of the ROCI project in 1991 with an ex-

hibition of works from each of the eleven countries seen

together for the first time. The photographic imagery of many of

the works in the exhibition had been screened onto shiny metal

surfaces, capturing the environs of the gallery space as well as

reflections of the viewers. For the ROCI USA (Wax Fire Works)

series (1990), an encaustic technique dubbed "fire wax" by the

artist—in which hot, pigmented wax is screened onto the

work's surface—was developed by Donald Saff and his staff at

Saff Tech Arts. The application in the ROCI works of materials

such as pigmented beeswax, brightly colored acrylic, and tar-

nishes—both by hand and through methods of mechanical re-

production—is reminiscent of Rauschenberg's earlier silk-

screened paintings in which the exactitude of the screened

image is juxtaposed with the freedom of the gestural brush-

stroke. Works on metal such as Washington's Golden Egg/

ROCI USA (cat. no. 404), which have found objects and crum-

pled pieces of metal attached to their surfaces, also point to

Rauschenberg's future production; found-metal sculpture and

paintings on aluminum, copper, and brass soon became major

stylistic tendencies within Rauschenberg's oeuvre.

—Elizabeth Cai-penter
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355. MOONDRAGGER; SOUTH (JAPANESE CLAYWORKS), 1982

Transfer on high-fired ceramic

6 feel 6 'A inches x 1 fool 11 % inches x 1 fool 4 inches (200 x 60 x 40.6 cm)

No longer exiant

356. MOONDRAGGER: EAST (JAPANESE CLAYWORKS). 1982

Transfer on high-fired ceramic

6 feet 6 )' inches x 1 fool 11 v- inches x 1 fool 4 inches (200 x 60 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist
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357. AXIS: SOUTH (JAPANESE CLAYWORKS), 1982

Transfer on high-fired ceramic

9 feel 5 ',. inches x 6 V< inches x 5 ). inches (287.7 x 17.1 x 14.6 cm)

CoUeciion of the ariist

358. PNEUMONIA LISA (JAPANESE RECREATIONAL CLAYWORKS). 1982

Transfer on high-fired Japanese art ceramic

2 feel 8 /. inches x 7 feel 2 V; inches (81.9 x 219.7 cm)

Collection of the artist
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359. ALL ABORDELLO DOZE 2 (JAPANESE RECREATIONAL
CLAYWORKS), 1982

Transfer on high-fired Japanese art ceramic

53 '/» X 52 '/2 inches (134.9 x 133.4 cm)
Collection of the artist

360. ABLE WAS I ERE I SAW ELBA II (JAPANESE RECREATIONAL
CLAYWORKS), 1985

Transfer on high-fired Japanese art ceramic

8 feet 10 'A inches x 7 feet 7 inches (269.9 x 231.1 cm)
Collection of the artist
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361. 7 CHARACTERS: INDIVIDUAL, 1982

Silk, ribbon, paper, paper-pulp relief, ink, and gold leaf on handmade Xuan paper

43 X 31 inches (109.2 x 78.7 cm)

From a suite of seventy variations published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

Collection of the artist
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362. UNTITLED from PHOTOGRAVURES—SUITE 2 (CHINA MIX—21), 1983

Photogravure on paper

26 '/4 X 20 '/; inches (66.7 x 52.1 cm)
From an edition of forty boxed portfolios published b>- Iris Editions, New York
Collection of the artist

363. UNTITLED from PHOTOGRAVURES—SUITE 2 (CHINA MIX—21), 1983

Photogravure on paper

20 '/; X 26 'A inches (52.1 x 66.7 cm)

From an edition of forty boxed portfolios published by Ins Editions, New York

Collection of the artist
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Complete captions appear on page 448

top row:

364-69. SRI LANKA VI, V, III, IX, XI, XII, 1983

middle row:

370-75 KYOTO II, XII, VII, V, XI, VIII, 1983
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bottom row:

376-81. THAI XIV, VI, III, I, XI, XII, 1983
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pages 446-47:

364. SRI LANKA VI, 1983

Solvent transfer, walercolor, gouache, and gold leaf on Sri Lankan

ceremonial framing mat

15 '/» X 10 % inches (38.4 x 27.6 cm)

Collection of the artist

365. SRI LANKA V, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, gouache, mciallic paint, and gold leaf on

Sri Lankan ceremonial framing mat

15 X 10 % inches (38.1 x 27.3 cm)

Collection of the artist

366. SRI LANKA III, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, gouache, and gold leaf on Sri Lankan

ceremonial framing mat

15 X 10 Vs inches (38.1 x 27.6 cm)

Collection of the artist

367. SRI LANKA IX, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, gouache, and gold leaf on Sri Lankan

ceremonial framing mat

21 % X 14 'A inches (54.3 x 37.5 cm)

Collection of the artist

375. KYOTO VIM, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, gouache, and pearlescent paint

on Japanese dedication board

10 % X 9 'A. inches (27 x 24.1 cm)

Collection of the artist

376. THAI XIV, 1983

Solvent transfer, acrylic, gouache, and gold leaf on Japanese dedication board

10% X 9 V» inches (27 x 23.8 cm)

Collection of the artist

377. THAI VI, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, gouache, acrylic, and tape on Japanese dedication board

10 'A X 9 V: inches (27.3 x 24.1 cm)

Collection of the artist

378. THAI III, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, gouache, and tape on Japanese dedication board

10 7» X 9 '/: inches (27 x 24.1 cm)

Collection of the artist

379. THAI I, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, gouache, acrylic, and tape on Japanese dedication board

10% X 9 '/: inches (27.3 x 24.1 cm)

Collection of the artist

368. SRI LANKA XI, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, gouache, and gold leaf on Sri Lankan

ceremonial framing mat

21 % X 15 inches (54.9 x 38.1 cm)

Collection of the artist

369. SRI LANKA XII, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, gouache, and gold leaf on Sri Lankan

ceremonial framing mat

21 % X 14% inches (54 x 37.5 cm)

Collection of the artist

380. THAI XI, 1983

Solvent transfer, gouache, pencil, and tape on Japanese dedication board

20 % x 17 % inches (52.4 x 45.1 cm)

Collection of the artist

381. THAI XII, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, gouache, acrylic, and tape on Japanese dedication board

20 7» X 17 'A inches (53 x 45.1 cm)

Collection of the artist

370. KYOTO II, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, gouache, pencil, and tape on Japanese dedication board

10 % X 9 % inches (27 x 23.8 cm)

Collection of the artist

371. KYOTO XII, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, and gouache on Japanese dedication board

15 % X 12 % inches (40.3 x 31.4 cm)

Collection of the artist

372. KYOTO VII, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, and gouache on Japanese dedication board

10% x 9 'A inches (27 x 24.1 cm)

Collection of the artist

373. KYOTO V, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, and gouache on Japanese dedication board

10 % X 9 '/. inches (27 x 24.1 cm)

Collection of the artist

374. KYOTO XI, 1983

Solvent transfer, watercolor, gouache, and tape on Japanese dedication board

16 X 12 'A inches (40.6 x 31.1 cm)

Collection of the artist
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382. UNTITLED from STUDIES FOR CHINESE SUMMERHALL. 1982-83

Color phoiogrrtph

45 X 41 inches (114.3 x 104.1 cm)

From an edition of thirty published by Graphicstudio 11, University of

South Florida, Tampa
Collection of the artist

383 STUDIES FOR CHINESE SUMMERHALL II. 1982-83

Color photograph

2 feel 6 inches x 7 feet 3 /. inches (76.2 x 223.2 cm)

From an edition of twenty-five published by Graphicstudio 11. Lniversity of

South Florida. Tampa

Collection of the artist
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384. CHILE, 1984

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 16 x 20 inches (40.6 x

50.8 cm)

Collection of the artist

facing page, lop left:

386. MEXICO, 1984

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist

facing page, top right:

387. VENEZUELA, 1985

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist

385. MEXICO, 1984

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 16 x 20 inches (40.6 x

50.8 cm)

Collection of the artist

bottom left:

388. CUBA, 1987

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist

bottom right:

389. CHILE, 1984

Gelatin-silver print

Sheet: 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)

Collection of the artist
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390. ALTAR PEACE CHILE/ROCI CHILE, 1985

Acrylic and fabric on akimiiumi construction, with ck-ctric light

6 feet 7 '/; inches x 3 feet 1 1 V- inches x 1 foot 3 V. inches ( >01 » x II 3 4 x W7 cm)
Collection of the artist

391 HAPPY BIRTHDAY BABY LEECH/ROCI JAPAN, 1984
Acrylic and Lil.ni on canvas, with p-ld l.aled han.bo.. p„lcs, rope, and straw brush
9 feet K inches x 1 1 feel 5 V. inches x 5 feel 4 inches (294 6 x 349.3 x 162.6 cm)
Collection of the artist



392. WALL POND/ROCI MEXICO, 1985

Acrylic and fabric on canvas

6 feet 8 inches x 10 feet 1 inch (203.2 x 307.3 cm)

Collection of the artist

393. ALTAR PEACE/ROCI MEXICO, 1985

Acrylic, colored and mirrored aluminum, and tin on alummum construction; and

acrylic on canvas, in aluminum frame

10 feet 3 '/j inches x 7 feet 6 inches x 2 feet 'A inch (313.7 x 228.6 x 61.6 cm) overall

National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., Gift of the Robert Rauschenberg

Foundation 1991.76.1
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394. GUARDED MIRROR RIVERS/ROCI VENEZUELA, 1985

Acrylic and fabric on plywood

4 feet 1 Vi inclies x 8 feet 2 V» inches (125.7 .\ 250.5 cm)

Collection of the artist
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395. YELLOW RANCH (RANCHO AMARILLO)/ROCI CUBA, 1988

Enamel and acrylu on gaKaniicd steel

6 feet 'A inch x 7 feet V* inch (184.8 .\ 215.3 cm)

Collcciion of the artist
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396. OMEN/ROCI TIBET, 1985

Steel chain links

5 '/2 X 17 y. X 5 '/: inches (14 x 45.1 x 14 cm)

Colleclion of the artist

397. RAINBOW HARP/ROCI TIBET, 1985

Fabric, metal rings, and wire on alummum stand, with animal skull and turquoise

10 feel X 8 feet 6 inches x 8 inches (304.8 x 259.1 x 20.3 cm)

Collection of the artist
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398. SAMARKAND STITCHES #3, 1988

Sewn fabric and silkscreen on fabric

62 X 41 inches (157.5 x 104.1 cm)

From a suite of seventy-four variations published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

Collection of the artist
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399. SOVIET/AMERICAN ARRAY VII, 1988-91
Photogravure on paper

6 feet 7 inches x 4 feet 3 'a inches (200.7 x 130.2 cm)
From an edition of fifty-five pubhshed by Universal Lmiited .Art Editions.
West IsUp, New York

Collection of the artist
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400. UNTITLED, 1988

Acrylic on fabric-laminated paper

64 % X 49 % inches (163.2 x 124.8 cm)

Collection of the artist

401. HUTAN BELANTARA (VIRGIN FOREST)/ROCI MALAYSIA, 1990

Acrylic on tin-plated steel

49 X 29 'A. inches (124.5 x 74.9 cm)

Collection of the artist
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402. BACH'S ROCKS (BACH'S STEINE)/ROCI BERLIN. 1990

Acrylic on fabric and plywood

8 feet 3 V» inches x 8 feet 3 '/; inches (252.4 x 252.7 cm)

National Gallery of Art. Washington, DC Gift of the Robert Rauschenberg

Foundation 1991.76.7
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403, ROCKET/ROCI USA, 1990

Neon tubing and quartz light on bicycle, mounted on aluminum base

4 feet 6 inches x 6 feet 2 inches x 2 feet '/. inch (137.2 x 188 x 62.9 cm)

Collection of the artist
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404. WASHINGTON'S GOLDEN ECG/ROCI USA (WAX FIRE WORKS), 1990

Acrylic, enamel, and fire wax on mirrored alummum and stainless steel

8 feet V. inch \ 15 feet 'i '/• inches x 1 foot 1 V inches (245.8 x 481.3 x 34.3 cm)

Made in collaboration with Saff Tech Arts, Oxford. \Iar\ land

Collection of the artist
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405. DOUBLELUCK, 1995

Acrylic, Japanese kite, parachute, and fabric on bonded aluminum
8 feet 1 inch x 20 feet 9 inches (246.4 x 632.5 cm)
Collection of the artist
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pages 468-69:

fig. 124. Rauschenberg

working on a metal

painting, Captiva studio,

Florida, 1989. Photo by

Cianfranco Corgoni

l-rom 1984 to 1991, Robert Rauschenbergs attention was fo-

used primarily on exploratory expeditions and the creation of

irtworks for his ROCI (Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Inter-

change) project. Between each of the ROCI exhibitions, he

worked on several series of artworks, all of which employ metal

and are not directly associated with ROCIs humanitarian

agenda. Many of the various metals that Rauschenberg used in

these series had been introduced into his artistic practice as a

result of his experiences abroad. Having first painted and

screenprinted photographic images onto copper and stainless

steel in Chile, and onto other metallic surfaces in Cuba,

Malaysia, and the United States, Rauschenberg embarked on an

extensive exploration of the reflective, textural, sculptural, and

thematic possibilities of this medium.

Rauschenberg began the Glut series (1986-89, 1991-95;

see cat. nos. 406-11, 413-15) after visiting Houston on the oc-

casion of Robert Rauschenberg, Work from Four Series, an exhi-

bition at the Contemporary Arts Museum in honor of the

sesquicentennial of Texass independence. At the time, the state

was in the throes of a recession due to a glut in the oil market.

Rauschenberg took note of the devastation of the region as he

collected gas-station signs and deteriorated automotive and in-

dustrial parts littering the landscape. Upon his return to his

Captiva, Florida, studio, he transformed the scrap-metal detri-

tus into wall reliefs and freestanding sculptures. In many of the

Gluts, including Niagara Summer Glut (1987; cat. no. 409), it is

difficult to discern what the original object or objects might

have been. In Mercury Zero Summer Glut (1987; cat. no. 413),

however, the metamorphosis from junkyard relic to poetic art

object resulted in a work that is less abstract; the decrepit ob-

jects retain something of their original identity, though the sig-

nificance of the assemblage as a whole is not made explicit.

In his Shiners (1986-93; see cat. no. 412), as in the Cop-

perhead series (1985, 1989) begun the year before for ROCI

Chile, Rauschenberg used acrylic and screenprinting tech-

niques, while also attaching metal shards and found objects to

the metal surfaces. In the Shiners, however, he used multiple

panels of stainless steel and mirrored and anodized aluminum,

unlike the copper panels of the Copperhead works. The Shiner

series allowed Rauschenberg to explore his interest in assem-

bled-metal collage and photographic imagery, while also re-

turning to the artist's conceptual preoccupation with light, time,

and space; like his White Paintings (1951; see cat. nos. 14-17),

the Shiners reflect their surroundings.

Rauschenberg's next five series were created between 1988

and 1991, contemporaneously with the ROCI project. During

these years, Rauschenberg continued composing different com-

binations of his own photographic images screenprinted onto

metal. Through his experimentation with diverse mediums, in-

cluding acrylic, enamel, and tarnishes on various metallic sur-

faces, Rauschenberg was able to achieve widely disparate effects

in both monochrome and color.

The Urban Bourbon series (1988-95; see cat. nos. 416-19,

447, 449-52) is distinguished by the use of bold primary and

secondary colors on enameled and mirrored aluminum. In

works such as Catch (1993; cat. no. 451), the artist divided the

multipaneled surface into a grid, juxtaposing enameled and

mirrored areas to create an effect of flatness against reflectivity.

He then covered these areas with screenprinted photographic

images that abut and overlap one another. Finally, the artist ac-

tivated the images with broad swipes of the brush and splashes

of paint, revealing certain areas of underpainting while obliter-

ating others. The effect is dramatic and explosive, not unlike

the Combines and silkscreened paintings.

The works that comprise the Gah'a?iic Suite (1988-91) em-

ploy essentially the same stylistic features as the Urban Bourbon

works, but in this series the surface metal is galvanized steel. In

Easter Lake (1988; cat. no. 438), gray, white, and black pre-

dominate, lending a documentary air to the photographic im-

ages sparsely covering the work's surface. Although not all of

the works in the Galvanic Suite are as subdued as Easter Lake,

this work served as a precursor to Rauschenberg's transition into

monochrome on metal in subsequent series.

Begun a year after Rauschenberg started work on the Urban

Bourbon series and concurrently with ROCI, Borealis (1989-92;

see cat. nos. 424-33) is one of the most strikingly innovative of

all Rauschenberg's series of metal paintings. Although the tran-

sition into monochrome is not quite complete in this series, the

amount of color is minimal. That Rauschenberg called these

works "corrosions" suggests a form of painting with chemical

reactions. Ammonium salts and tarnishing agents such as acetic

acid were applied to the metal with a brush or through a screen,

thereby creating green, brown, or black hues, depending on

whether the base material is brass, copper, or bronze. In order

to vary the effect, Rauschenberg also drew and painted in a tar-

nish-resistant substance (fittingly called "resist") before apply-

ing a tarnishing agent over the surface; the resulting image is

seen in the contrast between tarnished and untarnished metal.

Bible Bike (1991; cat. no. 433), a work on three panels made of

brass, bronze, and copper, exhibits the full range of coloration

possible using both tarnish and resist on all three types of metal.

Rauschenberg's Night Shades (1991; see cat. nos. 440,

442-45) and Phantoms (1991; see cat. nos. 441, 446) were

begun immediately after ROCI was completed in 1991 . The im-

ages in these works seem to be captured in shadow rather than

paint; though subtle, they have an assertive presence, revealing

the artist's mastery of painting on metal. In the Night Shades,

Rauschenberg reduced his palette to black, white, and gray. The

artist made even more literal use of light and shadow in the

Phantom series, finally renouncing pigment altogether. These

images are virtually invisible, as the clear epoxy with which

they are screenprinted onto the aluminum surfaces is only dis-

tinguishable in reflected light. The number of screens per panel

was also drastically reduced; in Return (1991; cat. no. 446), the

artist juxtaposed just two photographs, resulting in a simpli-

fied, yet powerful, visual effect. Rauschenberg has commented

that in conceiving his White Paintings he was seeking to see

"how much you could pull away from an image and still have

an image." In keeping with the cyclical nature of his oeuvre,

this statement is as fitting for his work in 1991 as it was in 1951.

—Elizabeth Carpenter
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406. RECILAR DIARY GLUT, 1986

Assembled metal

7 feet 1 inch x 9 feet 8 inches x 2 feet (215.9 x 294.6 x 61 cm)
Private collection, Courtesy of Richard Gray Gallery Chicago/New York
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407, SUMMER GLUT BREEZE, 1987

Asscnihled niclal

71 X 70 '/ X 15 inches (180.3 x 179.1 x 38.1 ci

C"oIIclU(iii 1)1 ihc arlisl

408. BALCONE GLUT (NEAPOLITAN), 1987

Asscmbk-c! mcl.il

7 reel 11 '/. iihTu-s x 4 lecl Ci '/. inches x 1 fool 9 V< inches (241.9 x 139.1 x 54 cm)

Ccilleclum ol ihc arlisl
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409. NIAGARA SUMMER GLUT. 1987

Assembled metal

8 feet 4 inches x 3 feet 11 inches x 1 foot 8 inches (254 x 119.4 x 50.8 cm)
Collection of the artist

410. CATHEDRAL LATE SUMMER GLUT. 1987

.Assembled metal

4 feel 2 inches x 9 feet 7 inches x 1 foot 10 inches (127 x 292.1 x 55.9 cm)
Collection of the artist
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411. HEAVENLY CATCH SUMMER GLUT, 1988

Assembled aluminum

7 feel Q 'A inches x 1 fool 10 'a inches x 6 '/: inches (236.9 x 57.8 x 16.5 cm)

Collection of the artist

412. DAFFODIL (SHINER). 1986

Acrylic on stainless steel, with metal

6 feet 'a inch x 4 feel V,^ inch x 6 V» inches (184.8 x 122.4 x 16.2 cm)

Collection of the artist
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413. MERCURY ZERO SUMMER GLUT, 1987

Assembled metal

10 V^ X 17 ',! X 8 Vi inches (27 x 44.5 x 21.6 cm)

Collection of the artist

414, RED CRAWLER GLUT, 1987

Assembled metal with fabric cord and strap

24 V; x 61 X 23 inches (62.2 x 154.9 x 58.4 cm)

Collection of the artist
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415. CREEK TOY GLUT (NEAPOLITAN), 1987

Assembled metal

6 feel 9 V; inches x 8 feet 5 inches \ 1 fool 3 inches (207 x 256.5 x 38.1 cm)

Collection of the artist
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416. LUXER (URBAN BOURBON), IS

Acrylic on mirrored aluminum

48% X 48% inches (124.1 x 124.1 cm)

Collection of the artist
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417. MASTER PASTURE (URBAN BOURBON), 1989

Acrylic on mirrored and enameled aluminum

8 feel 'A inch x 10 feet V. inch (245.8 x 306.7 cm)

Collection of Johan Claesson
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418. ANYSTORE RUMBLE (URBAN BOURBON), 1988

Acrylic on mirrored and enameled aluminum

4 feet 'A inch x 9 feel 1 'A inches (123.8 x 277.5 cm)

CoUeciion of Ron and Ann Pizzuii

419. NOCTURNAL SPLASH (URBAN BOURBON), 198E

Acrylic on enameled akimmum
4 feet 'A inch x 10 feet 'A mch (123.8 x 306.7 cm)

Collection of the artist
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420^ BELLINI #1, 1986

Photogravure on paper

58 7- X 38 'A inches (148 x 97.2 cm)

From an edition of thirty-six pubUshed by Universal Limited An Editions,

West Ishp, New York

Collection of the artist

42V BELLINI #3, 1988

Photogravure on paper

59 x 37 7; inches (149.9 x 95.3 cm)

From an edition of forty-nine published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist

422. GLASS CARPET. 1990

Acrylic on paper

52 'A x 36 % inches (132.7 x 93 cm)

Collection of Mrs. Lawrence Rubin
|^'?l/^r ..,,-,;
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423. SOMNAMBULIST, 1990

Acrylic on fabric-laminated paper

5 feel 4 inches x 8 feet II V. inches (162.6 x 273.7 cm)

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Hedreen
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424. SHADY LOVE (BOREALIS), 1989

Acrylic and tarnishes on brass

3 feet y. inch x 8 feet 'A inch (93.4 .x 245.7 cm)

Collection of the artist
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425. METROPOLITAN ESCAPE (BOREALIS), 1989

Acrylic and tarnishes on brass

8 feet 1 inch x 9 feet 'A inch (246.4 x 276.2 cm)

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Graham Gund
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426. SOUTH HAUNT (BOREALIS), 1990

Acrylic and tarnishes on brass

6 feet y. inch x 3 feet 'A inch (184.8 x 93.4 cm)

Collection of the artist
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427. A DOODLE (BOREALiS), 1990

Acrylic and tarnishes on brass

6 feel V. inch x 8 feel 1. inch (184.8 x 245.8 cm)

Collection of the artist
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428. EYE FULL TOWER (BOREALIS), 1990

Tarnishes on bronze and copper

4 feety. inch x 9 feet % inch (123.8 x 276.2 cm)

Collection of the artist
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429. CRADLE TILT (BOREALIS), 1991

Acrylic and tarnishes on brass

7 feet 7 inches x 3 feet '/s inch (231.1 x 93.7 cm)

Collection of the artist
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430. EVERGLADE (BOREALIS), 1990

Acrylic and tarnishes on brass

8 feet 'A inch x 6 feet 'A inch (245.8 .\ 184.8 cm)

Collection of the artist
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431. PARLIMENT (BOREALIS), 1991

Tarnishes on brass and bronze

8 feet 1 inch x 10 feet'/H inch (246.4 x 307 cm)

Collection of the artist
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432. CITY MELANGE (BOREALIS), 1990

Tarnishes on brass

6 feety» inch x 8 feet'A inch (185.1 x 245.7 cm)

Collection of the ariist
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433. BIBLE BIKE (BOREALIS), 1991

Tarnishes on brass, bronze, and copper

8 feet 1 inch x 11 feet 1 inch (246.4 x 337.8 cm)

Museum Ludwig, Cologne. Loan of the Kuraionum und Fordcrcrgesellschaft des

Wallraf-Richartz-Museums/Museum Ludwig
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434. FROM THE BLEACHER SERIES: NEW YORK HYDRANT II, M
Manipulated black-and-white Polaroid photographs on aluminum

55 X 46 "A inches (139.7 x 117.5 cm)

Collection of Susan and Peter MacGill

435. FROM THE BLEACHER SERIES: CHINESE STEPS II, 1988

Manipulated black-and-white Polaroid photographs on aluminum

55 Vi X 46 M inches (141.6 x 117.5 cm)

Collection of Michel Bittan, Courtesv of Galeric Samuel Lallou;. Montreal
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436. FROM THE BLEACHER SERIES: CHINESE TREE, 1988

Manipulated black-and-white Polaroid photograph on aluminum

27 '/: X 20 inches (69.9 x 50.8 cm)

Private collection

437. FROM THE BLEACHER SERIES: CAPTIVA BEACH HOUSE,

Manipulated black-and-\\ hue Polaroid photographs on alummum

28 X 45 inches (71.1 x 114.3 cm)

Collection of Robert Task

1991
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438, EASTER LAKE (GALVANIC SUITE), 1988

Enamel and acrylic on galvanized steel

7 feet 'A inch x 9 feet 'A inch (215.3 x 276.2 cm)

Collection of the artist
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439. LATE GIGGLES, 1991

Acrylic on enameled aluminum

4 feet 1 inch x 8 feet 1 inch (124.5 x 246.4 cm)

Collection of the artist
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440. INTERSECTION (NIGHT SHADE), 1991

Acrylic and tarnishes on brushed aluminum

7 feet 1 inch x 4 feet 1 inch (215.9 x 124.5 cm)

Collection of Peter C. A. Holm, Courtesy of Galleri Faurschou, Copenhagen
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441^ TIME SCAN (PHANTOM). 1991

Acrylic on mirrored aluminum
49'/. X 61 inches (125.7 x 134.9 cm)

CoUeciion of the artist

442. AFLOAT (NIGHT SHADE), 1991

Acrylic and tarnishes on brushed aluminum

49 X 61 inches (124.5 x 154.9 cm)

Collection of the artist
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443. DRUMS (NIGHT SHADE), 1991

Tarnishes on brushed aluminum

49 X 37 inches (124.5 x 94 cm)

Collection of the artist
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444. HOLIDAY RUSE (NIGHT SHADE), 1991

Acrylic and larnishes on aluminum

7 feet 1 mch x 20 feel 1 inch (215.9 x 612.1 cm)

Collectum of ihe arlisl
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445. STARTER (NIGHT SHADE). 1991

Acrylic and tarnishes on brushed akiminum

49 X 61 inches (124.5 x 154.9 cm)

Collection of the artist
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446. RETURN (PHANTOM), 1991

Acrylic on mirrored aluminum

6 feel 1 inch \ 4 feci 1 ; inches (183.4 x 125.7 cm)

CoUeclion of ihe arlisl
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447. STAKE-OUT (URBAN BOURBON), 1992

Acrylic on enameled aluminum

49 % X 37 inches ( 124.8 x 94 cm)

Collection of the artist

448. UNTITLED, 1993/1997

Acrylic on fabric-lammated paper

49 '/: X 32 Vs inches (125.7 x 81.6 cm)

Collection of the artist
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449. NICHTSHIFT (URBAN BOURBON), 1995

Acrylic and pencil on bonded aluminum

8 feet 1 inch x 5 feel V. inch (246.4 x 154.3 cm)

Collection of the artist
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450. IN TRANCE (URBAN BOURBON), 1993

Acrylic on enameled aluminum

7 feet 1 inch x 4 feel 1 inch (215.9 x 124.5 cm)

Collection of the artist
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451. CATCH (URBAN BOURBON), 1993

Acrvlic on mirrored and enameled aluminum

^ feel S inches x 16 feel 1 ',. inches (294.6 x 490.9 cm)

Collection ol ihe arlist
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452, CAPITAL VANITY (URBAN BOURBON), 1993

Acrylic on niiirored aluminum

8 feet 1 y. inches x 16 feet 2 inches (248.3 x 492.8 cm)

Collection of the artist
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453. SCORE XVIII (OFF KILTER KEYS), 1993

Acrylic and enamel on aluminiuTi

8 feet y.6 inch x 8 feet 9 inches x 1 fool 1 'A inches (244.3 x 266.7 x 34.9 cm)

Collection ol ihc artist. Courtesy of Texas Gallcrv, Houston
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454. SCORE XVI (OFF KILTER KEYS), 1993

Acrylic and enamel on alumnium

5 feet V» inch x 7 feci U inch x 3 feet 11 '/. inches (152.7 x 214.3 x 120 cm)

Colleclion of the artist
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Trarisfer

Works on

Paper, Fabric,

and Fresco

1992-1997

pages 516-17:

fig. 125. Rauschenberg

sorting through source

material for Arcadian

Retreats (1996),

Captiva studio, Florida,

August 1996, Photo

by George Holzer

The transfer process, which Robert Rauschenberg first con-

ceived in 1952, has remained central to his artistic production

to the present day, but with the addition of new technologies

and new supports, such as plaster and wax-covered canvas.

In 1992, the artist began to use the Iris printer to make digital

color prints of his own photography. In Iris prints, dyes rest on

the surface of the paper rather than being absorbed into the

emulsion, resulting in high-resolution images and evenly toned

colors. The Iris prints also enable Rauschenberg to use veg-

etable dyes, and the images can be transferred to another sup-

port using water rather than a chemical solvent, bringing his

art-making practices in line with his environmental concerns.

Appropriately, his first series made in this way is called

Waterworks (1992-94; see cat. nos. 455-59), in which some of

the artist's signature motifs—including the tire, the Coca-Cola

sign, and the Mona Lisa—appear together with vignettes ex-

tracted from land- and cityscapes; all derive from the artist's

own photographs.

Like the Waterworks series, the Anagrams (1995-present;

see cat. nos. 464-71) are also made by transferring vegetable-

dye Iris prints to paper, but they are much larger in scale and

have greater variation in the placement and transfer quality

of the images. In the Anagrams, the prints are transferred using

the pressure of a handheld scraper—rather than an electric

press, which was used in the earlier series—allowing more

freely conceived compositions. While the imagery in the

Waterworks is divided for the most part between an upper and a

lower register, in the Anagrams Rauschenberg returned to

the irregular grid found in the silkscreened paintings from the

early 1960s. Similarly, as he had done in the silkscreened paint-

ings, he created a collage effect by overlapng images, but in the

Anagrams the overlays exploit the translucency of the water-

based medium. Transferred images—luminous against the

white paper ground, which radiates through and around the

dyes—emerge between puddled areas of liquid color. Whereas

images from the mass media predominate in the silkscreened

paintings, the imagery in the Anagrams is drawn exclusively

from Rauschenberg's own photography. Taken all over the

world, the photographs reveal the artist's global frame of refer-

ence. Chain Reaction (1996; cat. no. 469) refers not only to dif-

ferent places but brings together seemingly disparate images;

the tailgate of a truck and a pair of baroque muses, for exam-

ple, coexist harmoniously as they might on a modern city street.

The titles of the Anagrams are wordplays based on their im-

agery. In Chain Reaction, a chain appears in the lower right.

Similarly, the protagonist of Chairman (1995; cat. no. 466) is a

man on a chair appearing in the lower left. It was for this piece

that Rauschenberg received the first prize in contemporary art

presented at ARCO 97 in Madrid in March 1997.

In the 1994 series Shales, encaustic was used to facilitate

the transfer of photographic images to wax-coated canvas, a

technique developed for the artist by Donald Saff and his staff at

Saff Tech Arts. Rauschenberg first employed a hot-wax method,

also pioneered by Saff and called "fire wax" by the artist, for the

1990 series ROCI USA (Wax Fire Works) (see cat. no. 404). In

the Shales, layers of overlapping images, transferred with en-

caustic to wax-covered canvas, are built up on the surface like

the tiers of fossils in shale. In places, this layering produces a

trompe-l'oeil effect, as in the flyswatter of Occur (cat. no. 460) or

the palette knives in Splayed (cat. no. 461). The layers of wax

and the inherent translucency of the medium activate the pic-

ture plane, creating a textured surface.

In 1995, Rauschenberg created a series of works called

Faux-Tapis (see cat. nos. 462, 463), conceived as "fake tapes-

tries." Pieces of fabric are mounted in patchwork compositions

onto bonded-aluminum supports, which are hung in pairs, one

above the other. The works incorporate Rauschenberg's own

photographs on cloth; the images were transferred to the fab-

ric, using a wax-based technique, at a batik workshop in Sri

Lanka in 1983. These panels of fabric are combined with pat-

terned textiles, striking a balance between realism and abstrac-

tion, a hallmark of Rauschenberg's style. Using cloth and rigid,

geometric configurations, the artist created an effect similar to

the combination of transferred photographs and abstract areas

of paint found in the metal paintings of the same period.

Most recently, Rauschenberg returned to the transfer

technique in his frescoes, the Arcadian Retreats (see cat.

nos. 474-80), made with Saff and Company (formerly Saff Tech

Arts) in 1996. The medium provided Rauschenberg with an en-

tirely new avenue of exploration. After Saff gave Rauschenberg

a Pompeiian fresco fragment, the two developed a method for

producing a contemporary version of the ancient wall-painting

technique: Iris prints were transferred to wet gypsum plaster,

which was sealed with wax once it had dried. The Arcadian

Retreats capture the distressed look of ancient frescoes. Frag-

ments of images are held together by seams of unpainted plas-

ter, and the polished surfaces are partially scarred and scuffed,

providing glimpses of the white beneath the paint.

The fresco project was begun following Rauschenberg's trip

to Turkey for the United Nations Conference on Human Settle-

ments (Cities Summit) in Istanbul in June 1996. Although the

frescoes were conceived in advance of this trip, archaeological

sites visited in Turkey provided further inspiration, and the

artist's photographs taken there are predominant in the series.

Contest (cat. no. 475) and Perdicm (cat. no. 478) capture

Turkey's social and cultural history as it exists today. Remnants

of the past, such as the Celsus Library at Ephesos, a Roman mo-

saic, and the bases of fluted columns, are juxtaposed with a

chalkboard menu and a stall in a contemporary Turkish bazaar

selling men's sport shirts and basketballs. In Aquavitae (cat.

no. 474), the aediculated fagade of the ancient library and the

fenestration of a modern building create a powerful vdsual par-

allel between past and present.

As in the ROCI (Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Inter-

change) project, the frescoes bring together cultures from

around the world. In Cloister (cat. no. 479), Corinthian

columns and antique statuary from the Mediterranean appear

side by side with the Empire State Building, still the quintes-

sential emblem of the modern American city. —Julia Blaut
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455. NEXT TIME (WATERWORKS), 1993

Vegciablc-dyc transfer on paper

42 X 29 '/: inches (106.7 x 74.0 cm)

Colleclion of the artist
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456. TREE SON (WATERWORKS), 1992

Vegetable-dye transfer on paper

41 '/: X 29 '/j inches (105.4 x 74.9 cm)

Collection of the artist
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457. NECTAR (WATERWORKS), 1993

Vegetable-dye transfer on paper

42 X 29 V: inches (106.7 x 74.9 cm)

Collection of the artist
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458. LEDGE (WATERWORKS), 1993

Vegetable-dye transfer on paper

41 '/2 X 29 '/: inches (105.4 x 74.9 cm)

Collection of the artist
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459. LOCAL NEIGHBOR (WATERWORKS), 1994

N'cgciable-dyc transfer on paper

48 X 31',; inches (121.9 x 80 cm)

Collection of Eric Holl
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460. OCCUR (SHALES), 1994

Fire wax and transfer on canvas

60 X 48 X 1 'h inches (132.4 x 121.9 x 3.8 cm)

Made in collaboration with Saff Tech Arts, Oxford, Maryland

Private collection
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461. SPLAYED (SHALES), 1994

Fire wax and transfer on canvas

48 X 36 X 1 V; inches (121.9 x 91.4 x 3.8 cm)

Made in collaboration with Saff Tech Arts, Oxford. Maryland

Private collection
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462. UNTITLED (FAUX-TAPIS), 1995

Fabric on two bonded-aluminum panels

10 feet 8 '/2 inches x 10 feet 1 inch (326.4 x 307.3 cm) overall

Collection of the artist
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463. UNTITLED (FAUX-TAPIS), 1995

Fabric on two bonded-aluminum panels

10 feet 8 '/: inches x 10 feet 1 inch (326.4 x 307.3 cm) overall

Collection of the artist
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464. TRIBUTE (ANAGRAM), 1995

Vegetable-dye transfer on paper

5 feet 'A inch x 9 feet 11 % inches (153 x 303.8 cm)

Collection of Robert and Jane Meyerhoff, Phoenix, Maryland
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465. JONES DINER (ANAGRAM), 1995

Vegelable-dye transfer on paper

45 V. X 31 V^ inches (116.2 x 80.6 cm)

Gift of the artist to the Mickey Ruskm Fund on behalf of Friends House in Rosehill
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466. CHAIRMAN (ANAGRAM), 1995

Vegelablc-dyc iransfcr on paper

5 feet Vs inch x 9 feet 11 V; inches (153.4 x 303.5 cm)

Courtesy of PaceWildenstein
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467, BLUE BARRIER (ANAGRAM), 1996

Vegetable-dye transfer on paper

40 X 60 'A mches (101.6 x 153 cm)

Private collection
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468. EMBARK (ANAGRAM), 1995

Vegetable-dye transfer on paper

5 feet % inch x 8 feet V; inch (153.4 x 245.1 cm)

Collection of Geraldine and Hal Alden, Los Angeles
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469. CHAIN REACTION (ANAGRAM), 1996

Vegetable-dye transfer on paper

5 feet 'A inch x 9 feet 11 'A inches (153 x 303.8 cm)

Courtesy of PaceWildenstein
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470. CARMINE (ANAGRAM), 1995

Vegeiable-dye transfer on paper

5 feet X 10 feet 5 inches (152.4 x 317.3 cm")

Private collection
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471. FUSION (ANAGRAM), 1996

Vegetable-dye transfer on paper

5 feet V; inch x 12 feet 'A incli (153.7 x 367.7 cm)

Wfntney Museum of American Art, New York, Purchase, with funds from

Leonard A. Lauder and Thomas H. Lee
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472. ROTARY DRIVE (GROUND RULES), 1997

Color lithograph on paper

22 'A X 30 inches (56.5 .x 76.2 cm)

From a proposed edition of forty-four published by Universal Limited Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist
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473. INTERMISSION (GROUND RULES), 1996

Color lithograph on paper

63 x 51 inches (160 x 129.5 cm)

From a proposed edition of forty-four published by Universal Limited .Art Editions,

West Islip, New York

Collection of the artist
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474. AQUAVITAE (ARCADIAN RETREAT), 1996

Fresco

38 '/2 X 38 Vi inches (97.8 x 97.8 cm)

Made in collaboration with Saff and Company, Oxford, Maryland

Collection of Laurie and David Adamson

475. CONTEST (ARCADIAN RETREAT), 1996

Fresco

6 feet 2 V; inches x 3 feet 3 Vi inches (189.2 x 100.3 cm)

Made in collaboration with Saff and Company, Oxford, Maryland

Collection of the artist
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476. CODEX (ARCADIAN RETREAT), 1996

Fresco

6 feet 3 inches x 6 feet 2
'/; inches (190.5 x 189.2 cm)

Made in collaboration with Saff and Company, Oxford, Maryland

Collection of Anne and Joel Ehrenkranz

477. SAFARI (ARCADIAN RETREAT), 1996

Fresco

6 feet 2 inches x 3 feet 2 inches (188 x 96.5 cm)

Made in collaboration with Saff and Company, Oxford, Maryland

Collection of Mrs. Lawrence Rubin
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478. PERDIEM (ARCADIAN RETREAT), 1996

Fresco

3 feet 2 'A inches x 6 feet 2 'A inches (97.8 x 189.2 cm)

Made in collaboration with Saff and Company, Oxford, Maryland

Jamileh Weber Gallery, Zurich
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479. CLOISTER (ARCADIAN RETREAT), 1996

Fresco

3 feel 2 '/; inches x 6 feet 2 V; inches (97.8 ,x 189.2 cm)

Made in collaboration with Saff and Company, Oxford, Maryland

Collection of Donald and Ruth Saff, Oxford, Maryland

pages ,")46-47

480. ON HOLD (ARCADIAN RETREAT), 1996

Fresco

6 feet 2 V; inches x 9 feet 3 '/; inches (189.2 x 283.2 cm)

Made in collaboration with Saff and Company, Oxford, Maryland

Courtesv of PaceWildenstein
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Chronology

JOAN YOUNG with SUSAN DAVIDSON

pages 548-49:

fig. 126, Andy Warhol, detail

of Let Ui Now Praise Famous

Men. 1963. Silkscreened ink

on canvas, 6 feet 10 inches x

6 feet 10 inches (208.3 x

208.3 cm). Collection of

Ronnie and Samuel Heyman,

New York. Warhol used

family photographs supplied

by Rauschenberg to create

this work

page 550.

fig. 127. Rauschenberg

boating with his parents on

bayou near Port Arthur,

Texas, fall ca. 1927

fig. 128. Rauschenberg with

his cousin Betty Sue Cypert,

Port Arthur, summer 1935

fig. 129. Rauschenberg,

Thomas Jefferson High

School graduation. Port

Arthur, spring 1943

fig. 130. Rauschenberg

visiting his family, Lafayette,

Louisiana, summer 1945

fig. 131. Rauschenberg

(standing at rear of table)

with fellow students. Fashion

Design studio, Kansas City

Art Institute, Missouri, 1947

fig. 132. Susan Weil and

Rauschenberg, Black

Mountain College, near

Asheville, North Carolina,

1949

fig. 133. Rauschenberg

making a blueprint with a

Life magazine model,

West Ninety-sixth Street

apartment. New York,

spring 1951

This text reflects primary documentary evidence and new research, which,

in some cases, has resulted in corrections to previously published informa-

tion. When an event cannot be dated precisely within a given year, it

appears at the beginning of that year When a date or span of dates is spec-

idativc, it appears in brackets. Unless o(hei"wise indicated, artworks were

made in the year under which they appear

1925-1943

Born Milton Ernest Rauschenberg on October 22, 1925, in Port Arthur,

Texas, an oil-refinery town on the Gulf of Mexico near the Louisiana

border. The only son of Dora Carolina Matson and Ernest Rauschen-

berg, an employee of Gulf State Utilities, a local light and power com-

pany, he is of Dutch, Swedish, German, and Cherokee descent. As a

child, creates an elaborately decorated environment in his room,

drawing images on the walls, painting red fleurs-de-lis all over the

woodwork and furniture, and building a structure of crates filled with

jars and boxes of found objects to divide the room that he shares with

his only sibling, Janet, born in 1936. Learns to fish at an early age. De-

velops a love for aniinals and has many pets, including ducks, rabbits,

frogs, and a goat. Raised by a deeply religious mother, Rauschenberg

aspires to become a preacher at age thirteen but decides against it when

he realizes the fundamentalist Church of Christ to which his family be-

longs forbids dancing, one of his passions. Attends public schools in

Port Arthur and graduates from Thomas Jefferson High School, where

he is active in the school theater as a costuine and set designer, carv-

ing a model of a Roman palace from Ivory soap on one occasion.

1943

Fall: Enters University of Texas at Austin to study pharmacology, at

parents' recommendation; drops out due to the difficulty of the course

work (not recognizing at this point that he is dyslexic) and to his re-

fusal to dissect a live frog in biology class.

1944

Winter: Briefly works at a soda fountain in a drugstore in Austin.

Spring 1944-spring 1943: Drafted into United States Navy. Enters boot

camp at Farragut, Idaho, where he draws portraits for fellow GIs to

send home. After proclaiming to Navy that he does not want to kill

anyone, is assigned post as a neuropsychiatric technician in Navy Hos-

pital Corps, San Diego, while stationed at Camp Pendleton. Experi-

ences with traumatized sailors strengthen his antiwar convictions.

While stationed in San Diego, visits the Huntington Library, Art Col-

lections and Botanical Gardens in San Marino—his hrst visit to an art

museum—where he experiences original oil paintings, including

Thomas Gainsborough's The Blue Boy (1770) and Thomas Lawrence's

Pinkie (1795), previously seen only as reproductions in books and on

playing cards. Even though he has enjoyed drawing all his life,

Rauschenberg now realizes for the first time that he himself can be-

come an artist. Buys art supplies and begins painting.

1945

Summer: Honorably discharged from United States Navy. Hitchhikes

from San Francisco to Port Arthur, Texas, finding that his family has

moved to Lafayette, Louisiana, and then hitchhikes to visit them.

1946

Settles in Los Angeles and works briefly as an illustrator for a West-

wood newspaper and later as a packing clerk at the Ballerina Bathing
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Suit factory when- he meets Pat Pearman, an assistant tlesij;ner, who
convinces him that he has talent alter seeing his drawuigs

1947

Late January: lollows Pat Pearman to Kansas City. Missouri Upon ar

rival in Kansas City, changes his name from Milton to Hoh (subse-

quently Robert) alter consiilering the most conunon names he iiiulcl

think ol w hile sitting; ail nij;lit in a Savarin coffeeshop

rebruar\-Detemlier: At Pearman's suggestion, eiunlls m ilu- Kansas

City An Insiiiuie on the Cil Bill. With fellow students, |iaints backdrop

used at Kansas ('ity Municipal .Auditorium for an apiiearance by

President Truman While attending classes at night, works at many odd

jobs, including preparing \Mnck)w disphus. making models for an in-

dustrial tlesigner, and fabricating movie sets and phoiograplurs' props.

Saves money to stud)' art in Paris.

1948

February: After three days in New^ York, departs for Paris On the Cil

Bill, ennills in the Academic Julian.

Summer: Meets Susan Weil, who also attends the .Academic Julian aiul

lives in the same rooming house on Rue Stanislas. Dissatisfied with the

instruction and the apathy of his fellow students, Rauschenberg spends

most of his lime w iih Weil \isiting galleries where he first sees works by

such European modernists as Henri Matisse and Pablo Picasso. Paints

passionately, often dispensing with brushes and using his hands.

September-October: Returns to the United States. Visits his family in

Lalaycttc, Louisiana, where he paints a scene for the baptistry of the

newly constructed Oaklawn Church of ( hrist

October-December: With Weil, enrolls in Black Mountain College,

near .Ashcvillc, North Carolina, after reading an article in the .August

issue of Time on the disciplined approach to art of Josef .Albcrs, for-

merly an instructor at the Bauhaus; a professor at Black Mountain Col-

lege since 1940, Albcrs becomes rector in 1948. .Although they arc often

at odds, Rauschenberg will later regard Albers as his most important

teacher. Studies the basic methods of Werklehre. Albers's practice, which

he had developed at the Bauhaus, of working with the inherent prop-

erties of materials and developing "combination" techniques of "struc-

ture, texture, and facturc."'

1949

Creates This Is the First Half of a Print Designed to Exist in Passing Time.

(ca. 1949; cat. no. 1); one of the few works, along with photographs,

still extant from this period, it is a woodcut for which the block of

wood is progressively cut with lines, the image emerging from black to

white over fourteen stages.

January: At Josef Albers's request, Rauschenberg and Susan Weil

deliver Albers's artworks for upcoming exhibition at Egan Gallery,

New York.

Late spring: Completes first academic year at Black Mountain College,

near Asheville, North Carolina.

Summer: Passes summer at Susan Weil's family home on Outer Island.

Connecticut, where Weil introduces Rauschenberg to the method of

exposing blueprint paper.

Late summer-fall: Moves to New York, renting a room on East Eighty-

seventh Street near the Weil family's apartment. Enrolls in the An Stu-

dents League, New York, again on the Gl Bill, where he studies under

Vaclav Vytlacil and Morris Kantor. Rauschenberg receives very little

positive feedback for his work, which differs markedly from that of his

fellow students such as Knox Martin and Julius Hatofsky, but the

League's education is less important to Rauschenberg than its offering

of studio space and a milieu for artists. Creates one work, no longer

extant, by collecting imprints of students' feet as they walk through a

doorway of the school. Moves to a studio on Willett Street, near the

Williamsburg Bridge in downtown Manhattan, with a group of fellow

students. Rauschenberg and Weil frequent the vanguard galleries of

( harles Tgan, Samuel Kooiz. and Ik-tty Parsons, viewing the first gen-

eration of American postwar an and admiring m particular the free-

dom ol expression of the Abstract Hxpressionisis

1950

January-March: ( oniinues to attend classes ul the Art Students

I eague, New York.

June 21: Marries Susan Weil and, alter honeymooning in Bermuda,

spends summer at the Weils' home on Outer Island, Connecticut

Fall: l^uschenberg and Weil rent an apartment on West Ninety-sixth

Street, New York, which also serves as their studio Painter Jack

Tworkov visits apartment.

Between October 16-N()vember 4: Attends Franz Klines first solo

exhibition, Lgan Gallery, New York.

Late fall: Approaches gallery owner Betty Parsons for a critique of

his work. Parsons, who represents such major artists as Barnett New-

man, Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko, and C'lyfford Still, unexpectedly

offers Rauschenberg a show in spring 1951. Accompanied by Still.

Parsons visits Rauschenberg's apartment/studio to select works for the

exhibition.

1951

Gene Moore, chief window designer for Bonwit Teller and later Tiffany

& Co., includes blueprints by Rauschenberg and Susan Weil in one of

his window displays at Bonwit Teller, New York. Work for Moore will

provide critical economic support for several years.

February-May: C-ontinucs to attend .Art Students League. New York.

Meets fellow student Cy Twombly

.April 9: "Speaking ol Pictures," a three-page article in Life magazine,

features Rauschenberg and Weil making blueprints, which are no

longer extant.

May 2-July 4: Rauschenberg and Weil's Blueprint: Photogram for Mural

Decoration (now entitled Female Figure, ca. 1950) exhibited in Ab-

straction in Photography . organized by Edward Steichen, Director of the

Department of Photography, the Museum of Modern Art, New York.

May 14-June 2: First solo exhibition, Betty Parsons Gallery, New '^'ork.

To Parsons's surprise, Rauschenberg has attempted to improve some of

the works originalU- selected for the show b\- repainting them. The ex-

hibition, which is held in the smaller galler\', includes seventeen art-

works; the larger main room exhibits works by Walter Tandy Murch.

an artist known for his realistic depictions of mechanical objects and

illustrations for such magazines as Forbes and Scientific Ameiican. None

of Rauschenberg's paintings are sold.- Jack Tworkov brings art dealer

Charles Egan to the exhibition. Meets for the first time Leo Castelli and

composer John Cage, with whom he discusses Black Mountain Col-

lege, where Cage taught in summer 1948 (prior to Rauschenberg's ar-

rival), and gives him a painting, Sumbcr 1 (1951 ). The friendship be-

tween Rauschenberg and Cage will solidify the following summer,

w hich they will both spend at Black Mountain College, near Asheville,

North Carolina.

May 24-June 10: Upon invitation by Castelli and Tworkov, participates

in Today s Self-Styled School of Mew York, the first Artists' Annual exhi-

bition at the Ninth Street Gallery. New York, also known as the \inlh

Street Show. Exhibits 22 the Lily VVliiJc (ca. 1950). which he removes

from the exhibition at Parsons's gallery, and an unidentified painting.

The exhibition, which is conceived by members of the Club—a loosely

organized group of intellectuals, artists, dealers, writers, and musi-

cians—presents vanguard works by sixty-one artists who have been

overlooked by museums and marks the first time that the group ex-

hibits together, consolidating a movement that comes to be known as

the New York School.

July 16: Birth of son, Christopher, in New York. Aaron Siskind takes

baby pictures.

Summer-fall: Returns to Black Mountain College, where Weil and
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Christopher join him briefly until Rauschcnberg and Weil decide to

separate. Poet Charles Olson has assumed leadership of Black Moun-

tain College following Alberss departure in 1949. Fellow students in-

clude Dorothea Rockburne and Tvvombly. Faculty members include

Hazel Larsen Archer, with whom Rauschenberg first studies photogra-

phy. Also in residence during the summer session are photographers

Harry Callahan and Siskind and painters Ben Shahn and Robert Moth-

erwell. Rauschenberg conceives a project in which he will photograph

the United States "inch by inch."^ Begins several groups of paintings,

most of which he will complete b\' summer 1952. The Night Blooming

series consists of approximately eighteen large, predominantly black

canvases. Siskind takes some of these works for an exhibition at Seven

Stairs Gallery, Chicago; the exhibition, however, is never held, and the

works are now believed to be lost. The White Painting series consists

of modular canvases on which white paint, applied with a roller, re-

flects changes in light and such chance effects as viewers' shadows. In

a letter to Parsons, trying to convince her to exhibit \V'/ii(f Paintings.

he writes that he "will forfeit all right to ever show again for their being

given a chance to be considered for this years calendar."'* Also begins

extended period of work that will last until spring 1953 on a variety of

black paintings in which newspaper is frequently used as the ground.

Fall: Illustrates Joel Oppenheimers "The Dancer," a poem commemo-
rating a performance by Black Mountain College dance instructor

Katherine Litz (whose students include Viola Farber, a future

Rauschenberg collaborator), published in an edition of 150. ^ For the

photo-offset reproduction, Rauschenberg creates abstract drawings of

arrows that simulate the dancelike energy of movement.

Late fall: Returns to New York, working occasionally as a freelance

window designer.

Between November 26 and December 15: Sees Jackson Pollock exhi-

bition, Betty Parsons Gallery.

August 10: Robcit Rauschenberg Paintings opens at Black Mountain
College."

August 20: Departs by ship to Palermo, Italy w ith Twombly, who has

won a travel fellowship from the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Rich-

mond. Rauschenberg had photographed Twombly's paintings for the

application portfolio.

September: Rauschenberg and Twombly settle in Rome near Piazza

di Spagna.

September 1952-February 1953: Takes numerous photographs and

accumulates a collection of objects from which he creates three signif-

icant groups of work: (1) Collages on shirtboards from Italian laun-

dries using local printed papers and old engravings found in bookstalls

and flea markets.** (2) Feticci Personali, hanging "fetish" assemblages

of wood, rope, animal fur, and various small objects, which may be in-

spired by ritual artifacts of North African tribes that he sees during his

travels. These are Rauschenbergs first works to involve suspension.^

(3) Scatolc Personali, wood or metal boxes containing found objects

and inaterials such as pebbles, sticks, dirt, engravings, and beads. These

three groups reveal the influence of Joseph Cornell, with whom
Rauschenberg was familiar through exhibitions at Egan Gallery,

New York (for example, a December 1949 exhibition from which Susan

Weils parents bought three works) and having visited Cornell's home
on Utopia Parkway, Queens, New York, to transport works to the

Egan Gallery.

October: Rauschenberg and Weil are divorced.

Late October: Out of inoney, travels to North Africa and gets a job with

the Atlas Construction Company in Casablanca. Twombly joins him,

and the two tra\el through Morocco to Tangier, where they meet wTiter

Paul Bowles, a friend of Cage, with whom they travel to Tetouan.

1952

January: Edward Steichen acquires for the Museum of Modern Art,

New York, two photographs made at Black Mountain College, Untitled

(Interior oj an Old Carriage) (1949; cat. no. 10) and Untitled (Cv

on Bench) (1951); these are the first Rauschenberg works acquired by

a museum.

Spring-summer: Continues at Black Mountain College, near Asheville,

North Carolina, stud)ing with visiting faculty Jack Tworkov and Franz

Kline. Also studies with John Cage and Merce Cunningham, collabo-

rators since 1942, who allow movement and music to coexist without

any predetermined relationship except for time length. Friendship with

Cage and Cunningham solidifies over the course of the summer.

Spring break: Travels with Cy Twombly to Charleston, South Carolina,

New Orleans, Key West, and Cuba. While in Cuba, Rauschenberg ex-

periments with transfer drawing, rubbing the back of a printed image

to transfer images to another sheet of paper, a technique he will fully

develop in 1958.

Summer: Participates in an untitled event (later referred to as Theater

Piece #], now considered the first Happening) organized by Cage, m
the dining hall of Black Mountam College. \'ar\ing accounts of the un-

scripted event describe activities occurring siinultaneously: Cunning-

ham improvises a dance around and through the audience. Cage de-

livers a lecture, M. C. Richards recites poetry from a ladder, David

Tudor plays piano, and Rauschenberg plays old records by Edith Piaf

and others on a handwound Edison horn record player. Charles Olson

also participates, most likely reading his own poetry. Slides and a flick-

ering eight-millimeter film, possibly by Nick (Nicola) Cernovich, may
have been projected onto the walls and ceiling. Panels of Rauschen-

berg's White Paintings are hung from the rafters overhead.^

August: Cage creates his silent piece -f'33", a work in three movements

in which Tudor, seated quietly at a piano, signals the begmning and

end of each movement by opening and closing the keyboard cover.

Cage acknowiedges that Rauschenbergs White Paintings and a visit to

Harvard University's anechoic chamber, a soundproof and reverbera-

tion-free environment, inspired the work.

1953

January 11-February 7: Participates in Second Annual Exhibition oJ

Painting and Scidpture. successor to the Ninth Street Show of 1951. the

Stable Gallery, New York. One of Rauschenberg's black paintings, sub-

mitted by Jack Tworkov, who had been storing it, is exhibited.

February: Rauschenberg and Cy Twombly return to Roine from Africa

by wa\- of Spain.

March: In Rome, visits artist Alberto Burri. who is ill, and offers him

a heahng fetish, a small box construction, as a get-well gift. Burri gives

a small work to Rauschenberg.

March 3-10: First solo exhibition in Europe, Scatole e Feticci Person-

ali, Galleria dell'Obelisco, Roine. a gallery that exhibits w'orks by such

contemporary Italian artists as Afro and Burri. To both Rauschenbergs

and the gallery owner's amazeinent, some of the boxes and hanging

wall pieces are sold, and Rauschenberg earns enough money to travel

back to New York. In a statement for the exhibition, Rauschenberg

writes, "Many of the boxes are a third dimensional poem of one work:

White." ^0 The show travels as Scatole e Costnizioni Contemplative di Bob

Rauschenberg to Galleria d'Arte Contemporanea, Florence, where

Twombly's exhibition Mostra de Arazzi di Cy Twombly opens on the

same day.

April: Returns to New- York and moves into a loft at 61 Fulton Street

in downtown Manhattan. Rauschenberg is one of the first New York

artists to establish a studio loft in a fonnerly industrial building. Cage.

Cunningham, Morton Feldman. and Philip Guston hve in a nearby loft

building. Photographs document that Twombly occasionally worked

in Rauschenbergs studio.

Spring-summer: Completes the last of the series of black paintings

begun at Black Mountain College in 1951, and begins Elemental Sculp-

tures of wood, stones, twine, steel spikes, and other materials found in

the Fulton Street neighborhood. Cage brings Feldman to Rauschen-

berg's studio, where he buys a black painting for the amount of money

in his pocket—sixteen dollars and some change. Continues freelance

window designs for Gene Moore at Bonwit Teller, New York.

Between April 15 and May 9: Visits Dada 1916-1923. Sidney Janis
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fig 134 Rauschenberg's

design for Joel

Oppenheimers poem "The

Dancer" (1951) Archives

and Special Collections,

Thomas J Dodd Research

Center, University of

Connecticut Libranes

fig. 135. Jack Tworkov in his

studio. Black Mountain

College, near Asheville,

North Carolina, ca 1951

Photo by Robert

Rauschenberg

fig. 136 Franz Kline looking

in window of John Cage's

Model A Ford, Black

Mountain College,

summer 1952 Photo by

Robert Rauschenberg

tig. 137. Eight untitled

hanging assemblages from

Rauschenberg's Feticci

Personali series (1952-53.

presumed lost), II Pincio

Giardino, Rome, 1953

Arranged and photographed

by Robert Rauschenberg

fig. 138. Rauschenberg,

Bob & Cy. Venice, 1952

Gelatin-silver print, sheet:

20 X 16 inches (50 8 x

40,6 cm). Collection of

the artist

fig. 139. Rauschenberg with

his White Painting [seven

panels] (1951) and Untitled

(large black painting] (1953),

Fulton Street studio. New
York, ca. 1953. Photo by

Robert Rauschenberg

fig. 140. Rauschenberg

Paintings and Sculpture, first

floor of the Stable Gallery,

New York, fall 1953 Works

shown are Rauschenberg's

Untitled [glossy black four-

panel painting] (ca. 1951;

center), Cy Twombly's Tiznit

(1953: far right), and three

lost or destroyed works by

Rauschenberg

Gallery, New York Marcil [')iu h.imp designed e.xhibition and poster.

Sumnier: Mcrce C imnmgh.im Oaiue C oinpany is formed durinj;sum-

iiui ivsitleiuy at Black Mouiiiaiii COllejie, near ,'\slieville. North (. ax-

olina. ilv orij;inal claiuers ol ilie small company are C arolyn Ikown,

Remy ( liarlip, jiuliih llimn, \'u>la I arher, Jo .Anne VIelsher, Sieve Pax-

ion, MariaiiiK- i'rci;cr, ani.! Paul la\ lor. Cage is musical director.

Summer: I leaiior Ward, owner of the Stable Ciallery, New '\'ork,

iirought to Rauschenberg's fulton Street studio by painter Nicolas

C arone. Wan! iillers i^auschenhergantl Tunmbly a jouii show Rausch-

enberg and IwombU- clean oul the bascmcni ol the gallery, a former

horse stable, lor the exhibition of their works there and in the first-

floor galleries. Rauschenberg will work as a handyman and janitor for

the galler\.

September 15-Oeiober J: C cincurrent exhibition ol works by

Rausciienix-rg and Iwombly the Stable Gallery Rauschenberg exhibits

two While Pciinlingi and a selection of black paintings as well as Ele-

mental .Scii/;5(i((C.s." Cage writes a statement on the W'h'nc PdiiHin^s for

the exhibition:

To whom/No subject/No image/No tasie/No object/No beauty/No

message/No talcnl/No technique (no why)/No idea/No inlen-

tion/No art/No objeci/No feeling/No black/No w iiitc (no rtii(i)/After

careful consideration, I have come to the conclusion that there is

nothing in these paintings that could not be changed, that they

can be seen in an\- light and are not destroyed by the action ol

shadows./Hallelujah! the blind can see again; the water's fine.'-

The show elicits six. mostly negative, reviews in the New \ork press

and in art journals. None of the works are sold until the final day of

the exhibition, when friends. Carolyn and Earle Brown, a dancer and

composer respectively, purchase a black painting for S26.30—the

amount of money in their pockets from cashing a telephone-deposit

refund check.

Fall: Makes Hkmenlal Pa'mlings out of tissue paper, dirt, and gold leaf."

While working on the Elemental Sculptures and Elemental PfliM(i?ig.s.

creates VV'/ii(c Lead Painting, a large work so hca\T that it cannot be re-

inoved from the Fulton Street studio; Rauschenberg realizes this while

creating the work, but decides to complete it any'way. When he moves

oul in 1955, he will abandon the work in the studio.

Fall: Creates Autojuobi/c Tire Print and Erased tie Kooning Dimming. The

hrst work is made with the collaboration of Cage and his Model A Ford

on a quiet Sunday morning outside the Fulton Street studio. Cage

slowly drives the car while Rauschenberg applies black ink to the rear

tire, which rolls dov\ n a long strip of paper approximately twenty-two

feet in length, which Rauschenberg has made by gluing together twenty

sheets of paper. The work can be displayed partialK rolled like a Japan-

ese scroll. To create Erased de Kooning Dra\'>\ng. Rauschenberg asks

VVilleiTi de Kooning for a drawing to be erased and presented as

Rauschenberg's own work; de Kooning offers him a drawing of pencil,

crayon, and possibly ink that will present a serious challenge. Spends

almost a month erasing the work on which traces of de Kooning's orig-

inal marks still remain.

Late fall: Begins work on Red Pciituings, which he will continue to work

on until early summer 1954. Rauschenberg welcoines the challenge to

explore what he regards to be "the most difficult color" with which to

work.''* Like the black paintings completed at Fulton Street, the early

Red Paintings are painted on canvases that incorporate newspapers and

patterned fabrics as grounds. Inspired by .Abstract Expressionism.

Rauschenberg uses different types of brushstrokes—drips. hea\y areas

of impasto. paint applied directly from the tube—into a single work.

.As he continues to develop the series into the following suminer, he

will begin to incorporate found objects into the works.

Late fall: Introduced by Suzi Gablik, a friend from Black Mountain Col-

lege, to Jasper Johns, on a New York street corner near Marboro Books,

an art book store where Johns works.

1954

Winter: Meets Jasper Johns again at San Dienes's New York studio.

bK. f-
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fig. 141, Rauschenberg's son,

Christopher, Staten Island

ferry. New York, ca. 1954,

Photo by Robert

Rauschenberg

fig. 142. An exhibition of

Rauschenberg's works at

Egan Gallery, New York,

December 1954, Works

shown are Untitled [red

Combine painting] (1954,

now dismantled). Yoicks

(1954), and Untitled (Red

Painting) (1954). Photo by

Robert Rauschenberg

fig. 143. Rauschenberg and

Jasper Johns, Rauschenberg's

Pearl Street studio,

New York, ca. 1955

fig. 144. Rauschenberg with

his Untitled (ca. 1954), U.S.

Paintings: Some Recent

Directions, the Stable Gallery,

New York, late fall 1955

where informal salons for young artists frequently lake place. Johns be-

gins to work with Rauschenberg on window displays; in the summer,

Johns will quit his job at Marboro Books and support himself with

display work.

January 27-February 20: Participates in the Third Annual Exhibition of

Painting and Sculpture, the Stable Gallery, New York. Exhibits Growing

Painting (1953). The work had been created when seeds that Rauschen-

berg fed to birds accidentally fell into a dirt painting. Rauschenberg wa-

tered it until it became a grass painting. During the exhibition,

Rauschenberg visits the gallery every day to water the work, but ulti-

mately the grass, and thus the painting, dies.

Between January 27 and February 20: While lending to Growing

Painting at the Stable Gallery, meets dancer/choreographer Paul Tay-

lor, who has recently left Merce Cunningham Dance Company to form

his own company. Rauschenberg will begin work as set and costume

designer with Paul Taylor Dance Company later this year. Taylor will

assist Rauschenberg and Johns on window displays and rescue Pink

Clay Painting (To Pete) (1953), one of Rauschenberg's clay paintings

(the only extant example), from the garbage.

May 30: Premiere of Paul Taylor Dance Company's Jack and the

Beanstalk, Henry Street Playhouse, New York, for which Rauschenberg

designed the set. It includes an illuminated golden egg and a beanstalk

suspended by gas-filled balloons.

Mid-summer: Works again on Red Painting series. Begins to reveal more

of the newspaper surfaces and incorporate found objects, art repro-

ductions, and constructed appendages, resulting in works such as

Untitled (cat. no. 69), Collection (cat. no. 72), and ultimately Charlenc

(cat. no. 73), which are considered to be the first Combine paintings,

although still predominantly red in color. Coins the term "Combine

"

to refer to a series of works combining aspects of painting and sculp-

ture; the works that hang on walls will be called "Combine paintings"

and those that are freestanding will be called "Combines."

[Fall]: Makes Untitled (cat. no. 78), a Combine, that includes a stuffed

Plymouth Rock hen, a black painting, several autobiographical refer-

ences, including photographs and drawings by Cy Twonibly and Jack

Tworkov, and a pair of white shoes like those that a man wears in one of

the photographs. Rauschenberg later describes this work as the "first

real combine." '^

November: Tworkov brings Charles Egan to the Fulton Street studio

to view Red Paintings, Combines, and Combine paintings.

December 8: Premiere of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's Minu-

tiae, Brooklyn Academy of Music, New York, for which Rauschenberg

designed the set. Instructed by Cunningham to make a self-contained

set through which dancers can move, created Minutiae (cat. no. 76), a

Combine, applying paint and various collage elements to fabric on a

wooden structure.

December 1954-January 18, 1955: Exhibition of Red Paintings

and Combines, Egan Gallery, New York. Works exhibited include

Collection, Untitled [red Combine painting], Untitled (Red Painting), and

Voif/es."' One visitor, John Blair Lynn Goodwin, half brother of sculp-

tor David Hare, buys two works for $50 total.''' Mainly negative recep-

tion appears in the press except for a review by poet and critic Frank

O'Hara in Artnews, perhaps the first enthusiastically positive review of

Rauschenberg's career to date.

December 20, 1954-January 20, 1955: Exhibits Paint Cans (1954), a

small Coinbine, in a group exhibition, Tanager Gallery, New York. Ex-

hibition also includes Johns's Construction with Toy Piano and a work

by Rachel Rosenthal.

] December 24]: Rauschenberg arranges a concert by composer

Morton Feldman, a member of Cage's circle, in the Egan Gallery. The

event, which is Feldman's first public performance of his own compo-

sitions, will later become known as the "Morton Feldman Concert

with Paintings."

1955

Continues to work on Combines: Bed (cat. no. 84) is composed of

a quilt, acquired at Black Mountain College from artist Dorothea

Rockburne, that he stretches over a board and paints (at the time, he

does not have enough money to buy canvas). Rauschenberg also ap-

plies red fingernail polish and striped toothpaste to the work. Odalisk

(1955/1958, cat. no. 82), in which female imagery is prevalent, is a

counterpart to the earlier Untitled (ca. 1954; cat. no. 78). Elements in-

clude a miniature blueprint of the full-size blueprint Female Figure (ca.

1950) as well as photographs of pinup girls and a reproduction of a fig-

ure in Titian's Pastoral Concen (ca. 1510-11). Rather than the Plymouth

Rock hen of Untitled, a stuffed Plymouth Rock rooster sits atop the

work. Rauschenberg will return to Odalisk in 1958 to adjust the elec-

tric-light elements. Monogram (1955-59; cat. no. 108) will evolve

through three states, documented in drawings and photographs, before

its completion in 1959. The work originates with a stuffed Angora goat

that Rauschenberg purchases from a used furniture store. In its first

state (1955-56), the goat stands on a shelf attached to a Combine paint-

ing that is later reworked and entitled Rhyme (1956).

March 15: Premiere of Paul Taylor's solo dance performance Circus

Polka (the work will be enlarged into Little Circus, which will premiere

in June), Master Institute Theater, New York, for which Rauschenberg

designed the costumes and set. The costumes include a necklace of cow

bones for the ringmaster and a two-man horse outfit.

April 26-May 21: For the Fourth Annual Exhibition of Painting and

Scidpture, the Stable Gallery, New York, Rauschenberg enters Short Cir-

cuit, a work protesting the absence of artists whom he had recom-

mended for inclusion and who had never exhibited in the pre'vious an-

nuals (the policy of the annual series is for past participants to suggest

new artists). Rauschenberg asked four artists—Jasper Johns, Ray John-

son, Stan VanDerBeek, and Susan Weil—for works to be added to the
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fig. 145. Jasper Johns,

Rauschenberg's Pearl Street

studio. New York, ca. 1955.

Photo by Robert

Rauschenberg

fig 146 Rauschenberg,

Monogram: Preliminary

Study I. ca. 1955, Pencil on

paper, 1 1 /i x 8 V* inches

(30.2 X 22.2 cnn) Collection

of Jasper Johns

fig. 147. Rauschenberg,

Sketch for Monogram, 1959

Watercolor, pencil, fabnc,

and crayon on paper, 19 /« x

11 '/. inches (48.6 X 28.9 cm).

Collection of the artist

fig. 148. Right-center panel

of Rauschenberg's Untitled

[red Combine painting]

(1954, now dismantled) in

Bonwit Teller window display.

New York, January 31, 1956

fig. 149. Matson Jones-

Custom Display's window

design, "Recreations in

Dimension of Eighteenth-

Century Still Lifes,"

Tiffany & Co., New York,

November 9, 1956

laigcr painting, but onK two painlnigs vvcR- rcad\ liir mc liisum, an oil

painting by Weil and a small encaustic flag painting b\- Johns.

Rauschenberg also incorporates a program from an early John Cage

conceri and Judy Garland's autograph. Wooden doors marked "do not

open" conceal Weil's and Johns's works. The Johns's painting will be

stolen from the work in 1965, and Rauschenberg will replace it with a

facsimile created by Elaine Sturlevani.

May 24: Premiere of Merce Cunningham Dance Companv s Spiing-

\vc(i(/ifr and People, Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson, New York.

Rauschenberg collaborated with Retny Charlip, Johnson, and Vera

Williams on the costume designs, which he will redesign in 1957.

Summer: Creates Rebus, a Combine painting, on drop cloths (later re-

mounted on canvas), which incorporates magazine illustrations, comic

strips, and political posters to refer to a contemporary urban world

dominated by mass media. As Rauschenberg later explains, the work

is intended lo be 'a concentration of that particular week in that par-

ticular neighborhood."'^ It is painted with what he calls "pedestrian

color," '^' whereby no color stands out or is determined b)' his own per-

sonal taste but rather resembles the blur of colors one encounters on

the street. The lighter, more open ground will be common in works

of 1956-58.

September: Moves from Fulton Street lo top-floor studio at 278 Pearl

Street, where artist Rachel Rosenthal had lived. Johns's studio is one

floor below Rauschenberg's in the same building. Rauschenberg and

Johns see each other daily, exchanging ideas and discussing their work.

iFallJ: Continues to support himself by preparing window displays in

New York for Bonwit Teller and Tiffany & Co. With Johns as partner,

forms Matson Jones-Custom Display; "Matson" is Rauschenberg's

mother's maiden name and "Jones" stands for Johns,

October 15: Meets Emile de Antonio at an evening of performances by

Merce Cunningham and Cage, organized by de Antonio, Clarksiov\ n

High School, New City, New York.

November 29-Dcccmber 25: Participates in U.S. Paintings: Some

Recent Directions, the Stable Gallery, New York, organized by Thomas B.

Hess, editor of Artnevvs. Exhibits Untitled (ca. 1954; cat. no. 78) and

(1950-55). The latter work, originally designated simply with

lour dashes, is later referred lo as Self-Made Rclroipective: it is a shal-

low cabinet inside of which hang miniature versions of Rauschenberg's

1950-54 paintings: a red painting, a white lead painting, a dirt painting,

a gold painting, a black painting, and a work modeled on paintings ex-

hibited at the Betty Parsons Gallery, New York, in 1951. The work

will be dismantled in the late 1950s, and only two of the original pieces

will survive: Untitled [small while lead paintingl (ca. 1953) and the

Parsons-relaled work. Untitled (1954; cat. no. 64).

1956

January 31-February 7: Untitled [red Combine paintingl (1954) is

shown in one ol dene Moore's window displays al Bonwit Teller, New
York. The painting, which has been altered since the 1954 exhibition

of Red Paintings at Egan Gallery, New York, is missing the two left pan-

els as well as the far right panel. Within the year, Rauschenberg will

further dismantle the work by cutting it into sections lo make several

stnaller red Combine paintings.

February-November: In New York, Matson Jones-Custom Display

creates six window displays, three for Bonwit Teller and three for

Tiffany & Co. The displays present tableaux of a mushroom field, cans

pouring paint, caves, a night scene, eighteenth-centur\- still lifes, and a

Christmas forest.

March 27: Premiere of Paul Taylor Dance Company's Three Epitaphs,

Master Institute Theater. New York, for which Rauschenberg designed

the costumes.

May 6: Premieres of Paul Taylor Dance Company's Four Epitaphs, a re-

vised version of Three Epitaphs (the work will assume its original title

the following year); The Least Flycatcher, for which Rauschenberg

designed the costumes and created a score consisting of recorded

kitchen sounds; and Untitled Duet, for which Rauschenberg designed

the costumes (which incorporate noise-making elements), Henry Street

Playhouse, New York.

May 18: Premiere of Merce Cunningham Dance Companx's Suite for

Five in Space and Time. University of Notre Dame, South Bend, Indi-

ana, for which Rauschenberg designed the costumes. The dance is one

of Cunninghain's first to abandon meter, causing the dancers to rely on

their own sense of timing within a designated lime length.

July 11: Premiere of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's Nocturnes,

Jacobs Pillow. Lee. Massachusetts, for which Rauschenberg designed

the costumes and set. The set includes a scrim of transparent white net-

ting that partially obscures some dancers.

December 4: Premiere of Paul Taylor Dance Company's Tropes. Master

Institute Theater, New York, for which Rauschenberg designed the

costumes.

1957

January-October: Matson Jones-Custom Display designs three win-

dow displays for Tiffany & Co.. New York, that present tableaux of

desert landscapes, cobwebs, and falling leaves.

January 12: Performance of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's

.Vocturncs (1956), Brooklyn Academ\ of Music, New York. When the

original set is deemed unsafe by fire inspectors, Rauschenberg must

quickly improvise a new set design, reminiscent of his sculpture

Greenhouse (ca. 1950; cat. no. 4), consisting of wire screening interwo-

ven with green branches from nearby Prospect Park.

February: Leo Castelli opens a gallery in New York devoted to the

work of young American and European abstractionists.
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February 7: Premiere ofJohn Cages Winter Music, Hobart and William

Smith College, Geneva, New York. Composed for one to twenty

pianists, Winter Music is dedicated to Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns.

The composition marks Cage's first significant foray into indetermi-

nacy, or music based on unrepeatability.

February 10: Premiere of Paul Taylor Dance Company's The Tower,

Kaufmann Concert Hall, Ninety-second Street YM-YWHA, New York,

with set by Rauschenberg and costuines by Johns. The set consists of a

Combine, The Tower (cat. no. 95). The performance includes Tropes,

The Least Flycatcher, Three Epitaphs, and Vntitled Duel (all 1956), for

which Rauschenberg had created set, costumes, or sound.

March 8: Morton Feldman and Use Getz bring CastcUi and his wife

Ileana (later lleana Sonnabend) to the Pearl Street studio. Rauschen-

berg introduces them to Johns, whose work Castelli saw the previous

day at the preview for Artists of the New York School: Second Generation.

The Castellis are excited by Johns's work and offer him a show, but

leave without any offer to Rauschenberg. Several days later, they offer

Rauschenberg a show in March 1958.

March 10-April 28: Participates in A?tisls oj the New York School: Sec-

ond Generation, an invitational juried exhibition of twenty-three artists,

the Jewish Museum, New York. Exhibits Red Import (1954) and three

collages: Opportunity #2, Opportunity #7, and Opportunitv #9 (all 1956).

Johns exhibits Green Target (1955).''^

May 6-29: Participates in New V^/brk: Bluhm, Budd, Dzubas, Johns,

Leslie, Louis, Marisol, Ortman, Rauschenberg, Savelli, Leo Castelli, New
York. Exhibits Gloria (1956). Johns exhibits Flag (1954-55).

[Late spring]: Continues work on Monogram. Now in its second state,

the goat is encircled by an automobile tire and set on a platform in front

of a vertical canvas, a single repainted panel from the dismantled five-

panel White Painting (1951).

October 20: Premiere of Paul Taylor Dance Company's 5eve»i New
Dances, Kaufmann Concert Hall, Ninety-second Street YM-"YWHA,
New York. According to the program, Rauschenberg and Johns are

artistic collaborators. The performance includes the dances Epic, E\'ciils

/, Resemblance, Panorama, Duet, Events U, and Opportunitx . Because of

Taylor's interest in familiar moveinents, Rauschenberg suggested that

the dancers wear their own clothing rather than designed costumes.

For the set of Resemblance, Rauschenberg proposed that a dog signal

the beginning of the piece by walking onto the stage and sitting, and

that it designate the end by leaving the stage; during the actual perfor-

mance, however, the dog does not perform as trained.

November 30: Premiere of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's

Changeling and Labv'iiit/iian Dances, Brooklyn Academy of Music.

Rauschenberg designed the costuines for both works and the set for

Labyrint/iian Dances. Springweather and People (1955), for which he de-

signed new costumes, is also performed.

December 16, 1957-January 4, 1958: Participates in Collage in

America, Zabriskie Gallery, New York, a traveling exhibition organized

by the American Federation of Arts, New York. Exhibits Collage with

Rock (1957).

1958

January 20-February 8: Johns's first solo exhibition, JasperJohns; Paint-

ings, Leo Castelli, New York. All but two paintings are sold by the

close of the exhibition, including three to the Museum of Modern Art,

New York.

February 27-April 6: Participates in Collage International: From Picasso

to the Present, Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston. Exhibits Collage

with Letter (1957). Johns exhibits Figure 1 (1955).

[Late winter]: Begins using solvent-transfer techniques, using pho-

tographs from magazines to make drawings. Solvents, such as turpen-

tine, are applied to the printed image, which when rubbed with the tip

of a pen or other implement is transferred to the paper He later uses

lighter fluid in place of turpentine. The resulting image is a reversal of

the original and reveals the artist's use of the pen, the effect of which

resembles hatchmg. Rauschenberg finds that glossy magazine illustra-

tions work best and frequentK* selects images from Newsweefe, Time,

Sports Illustrated, and Li/e.

March: Moves to 128 Front Street after the Pearl Street building is con-

demned by New York city authorities. Johns also moves into the same
building. Rauschenberg's and Johns's studios, on the second and third

floors respectively, are above a diner

March 4-29: Robert Rauschenberg, Leo Castelli, New York. Exhibits ap-

proximately twenty Combines.-' Castelli buys Bed (1955), the only art-

work sold.

March 18: Premiere of Paul Taylor Dance Company's Rebus, Rutgers

University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, for which Rauschenberg

designed the costumes and set.

March 27; Participates in panel discussion "Patriotism and the Amer-

ican Home," Eighth Street Club, moderated by Frederick Kiesler, who
becomes a champion of Rauschenberg's work. Other participants in-

clude Allan Kaprow, George Ortman, and Richard Stankiewicz.

May 15: With Emile de Antonio and Johns, organizes Twenty-/ive Year

Retrospective Concert of the Music ofJohn Cage, Town Hall, New York.

David Tudor selects music and Merce Cunningham conducts. A record-

ing of the concert by George Avakian will later be released as a boxed

record set. In conjunction with the concert, an exhibition of Cage's

scores is held at the Stable Gallery, New York.

[Late spring]: Begins work on a series of drawings based on the thirty-

four cantos of Dante's Infemo, which he has never previously read. The

project had been suggested earlier to Rauschenberg, Jasper Johns, and

Knox Martm by Theresa Egan, the wife of Charles Egan. Rauschenberg

will spend two and a half years on the project, finishing in late 1960.

Using John Ciardi's translation of the poem, works with Michael

Sonnabend, a Dante scholar (and future husband of lleana Castelli), to

develop compositions, one for each canto (which he reads one at a

time), that combine his own drawings and watercolors with reproduc-

tions from magazines using the solvent-transfer technique. By using

popular images of figures such as John E Kennedy and Adlai Steven-

son, Rauschenberg gives Dante's poem a contemporary context. Want-

ing to preserve Dante's poetic structure, illustrates each canto on a sep-

arate book-size sheet.

June 8-29; Bed (1955) is included in Exhibition of Painting and Sculp-

ture—First Selection of Young American and Italian Artists, an exhibition

selected by Artnews editors Alfred Frankfurter, Thomas B. Hess, and

Irving Sandler, Festival of Two Worlds, Spoleto, Italy. Officials refuse

to show the painting in the main gallery and place it in a storage room.

[July]: Participates in The Newport ]azz Festival Exhibition, Newport,

Rhode Island. Exhibits Satellite (1955).

August 14: Premiere of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's Antic

Meet, American Dance Festival, Connecticut College, New London,

where Cunningham is in summer residency at the School of Dance.

Rauschenberg designed the costumes and set, including a door on

wheels and an umbrella lined with tiny Christmas lights.

August 17: Premiere of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's Sum-

merspace, American Dance Festival, Connecticut College, New Lon-

don, for which Rauschenberg designed the costumes and set. The cos-

tumes are covered with pointillist dots, so that they blend in with a

similarly painted backdrop.

September: Matson Jones-Custom Display design two window dis-

plays for Tiffany & Co., New York, that present tableaux of birds and a

forest; the latter is the company's last project.

Fall: After completing six Dante drawings, applies for, but does not re-

ceive, a John Simon Guggenheim Foundation grant to complete re-

maining twenty-eight drawings. Discouraged, Rauschenberg sets the

project aside until mid-1959, when he will resume in earnest.

[Late fall]: With Johns, visits the Philadelphia Museum of Art to see

works by Marcel Duchamp in the permanent installation of the Walter

and Louise Arensberg Collection.

December 5, 1958-February 8, 1959: Participates m The 1958

Pittsburgh Bicentennial Inlernallonal Exhlbilion oJ Contemporary Painl-
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fig 150 Costumes designed

by Rauschenberg for Paul

Taylor Dance Company's

Rebui. Rutgers University,

New Brunswick. New Jersey,

March 18, 1958 Pictured

Phena Darner, Paul Taylor,

and Toby Clanternik

fig. 151. Rauschenberg

working in his Pearl

Street studio. New York,

ca. February 1958 Works

shown are Charlene (1954),

Untitled (a 1954), and

Monogram [second state]

(ca. 1956, partial rear view)

fig. 152 John Cage and

Rauschenberg attending

party at Dave Johnson's

Greenwich Village apartment

following an Edgar Varese,

John Cage, and Morton

Feldman concert at the

Village Gate, New York, April

26. 1959. Photo by Fred W
McDarrah

fig. 153. Sixteen Amencans,

the Museum of Modern Art,

New York. 1959. Works

shown are Rauschenberg 's

Magician (1959), Double

Feature (1959), and

Curfew (1958), Photo by

Rudy Burckhardt

iiii^ and Siulptuic, C arncgic Insiiiuic. Ixliihiis FiiiiKiiii^ with Red l.ctlci S

(1957). Seymour Knox acc|uircs the painting ior his pri\alc (.ollcclioii,

which will later become part of the .Mbrighl-Kno.x .An Gallery, ikiflaio.

Deceniiier 20: Premiere ol Paul Taylor Dance Company's Images and

Reflcttions, Kaulmanii Hall, Ninety-second Street YW-^'MllA, New
^ork, for \\ hich Rauschenberg designed the costumes and set. The cos-

tumes include a white mane worn by Taylor, transparent veils worn by

three female dancers, and a brown and green shawl.

December 29, 1958-January 24, 1959: Participates in Beyond

PaiiHin^: An Exhibition of Collages and Constnietions. Alan Gallery, New
York. Exhibits rci!i.smcin (1958). Johns exhibits Three Flags (1958).

1959

Makes Broadcast, a painting in which three radios are concealed behind

the can\'as. Viewers are invited to manipulate dials that adjust the vol-

ume and change the stations. The work anticipates Rauschenberg's

technology works of the 1960s.

Alan Solomon, Director ol the Andrev\ Dickson White Museum (sub-

sequently the Herbert F Johnson Museum), Cornell University, Ithaca,

New York, purchases Migration ( 1959) for the institution's collection;

this is the first museuin purchase of a Rauschenberg painting.

['Winter]: Completes Monogram. For its final slate, following Johns's

suggestion that the animal be set within a picture on the floor,

Rauschenberg places the goat in the center of a collaged and painted

square platform mounted on wheels. The title results from the union of

the goat and tire, which reminds Rauschenberg of the interweaving let-

ters of a monogram.

January 12-Februar)' 6: Participates in Art and the Found Object. Time-

Life Building, New York. Exhibits Odalisk (1955/1958), Glon'a (1956),

and Interior (1956). Rauschenberg purchases a readymade by Marcel

Duchamp, Bottlerack (1914, fourth version 1960), from the exhibition

for S3. ^^

[around January 30|: Poet and critic Nicolas Calas brings Duchamp
to visit Rauschenberg's and Jasper Johns's Front Street studios.

March 1 -April 5: Participates in Contemporary American Painting and

Scidplure. Univcrsit) of Illinois at Urbana. Exhibits Curjcw (1958).

March 14: Single performance of Merce Cunningham Dance Com-
pany's From the Poems oj White Stone and Gambit for Dancers and Or-

chcstia. Festival of Contemporary Arts. University of Illinois at Urbana.

Rauschenberg designed costumes for both and the set for the latter.

March 31-April 8: Participates in T/imt, Leo Castelli, New York, which

includes works by Rauschenberg, Norman Bluhm, and Jean Dubuffct.

Exhibits final state of Monogram (1955-59). Collector Robert Scull of-

fers to buy the work as a donation to the Museum of Modern Art, New
York, but director Alfred H. Barr, Jr., declines the offer. In December

1964, the work will be purchased by Moderna Museet, Stockholm.

May: Leo Castelli introduces Rauschenberg and Johns to Yoshiaki

Tono, whose writings bring their work to the attention of a Japanese

audience.

May 30: Solo exhibition of soKent-transfer drawings opens, Gaileria

la Tartaruga, Rome.

June: Robert Rosenblum, then teaching at Princeton University, intro-

duces Frank Stella to Rauschenberg and Johns.

July 1 1 -October 1 1: Participates in Documenta U: Kunsl nach 1945,

Kassel, West Germany Exhibits Bed (1955), Thaw (1958), and Kickback.

August 14: Premiere of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's Rune,

American Dance Festival, Connecticut College, New London, for

which Rauschenberg designed the costumes (which will be redesigned

by Mark Lancaster in 1982 and 1995).

[Late summer): Makes Trophy I (Jor Merce Cunningham), the first

work in a series of six "trophies'" dedicated to his peers; the subsequent

works are dedicated to Marcel and Teeny Duchamp (1961), Jean

Tinguely (1961), John Cage (1961), Johns (1962), and Darryl Pottorf

(1994). Only Trophy 1 contains a literal portrait, a photograph, of

the subject.

September 21-December 2: Participates in V Bicnal, Sao Paulo, in the

American section of the exhibition, organized by the Minneapolis

Institute of Art. Exhibits Hazard (1957), Painting with Red Letter S

(1957), and Trophy I (for Merce Cunning/uim).

October 2-25: Participates in Premiere Bicnnale de Paris: Manijeslation

bicnnalc ct intcrnationalc dcsjcuncs artists, Musee d'Art Moderne de la

Ville de Paris. Exhibits Talisman (1958), Foige. and Photograph.

October 4. 6-10: .Allan Kaprow's 18 Happenings in 6 Parts, Reuben

Gallery, New York. During one evening's performance, Rauschenberg

and Johns substitute for Red Grooms and Lester Johnson. In the fifth

part of the event, they leave their seats in the audience and paint, each

with a single color, circles (which Rauschenberg makes by using the

paint-can lid) and straight lines (Johns) on opposite sides of an un-

primed canvas, a work now believed to be lost or destroyed.

October 6-17: Participates in group show inaugurating new space of

Leo Castelli, New York. Exhibits Inlet. Other artists shown include

Norman Bluhm, Paul Brach, Nassos Daphnis, Gabriel Kohn, Ludwig

Sander, Sal Scarpiita, Stella, Cy Twombly, and Johns, who exhibits

Black Target.

November 26-December 27: Participates in Out of the Ordinary: The

Audience as Subject, the Contemporary .Arts Association of Houston.

Exhibits Inteniew (1955) and Inlet. Johns exhibits Flag ( 1958).

December 15, 1959-Januar\' 9, 1960: Participates in School of New
York: Some Younger Artists, the Stable Gallery, New York. Exhibits

Monogram (1955-59), Lincoln (1958), and Trophy J (jor Merce Cun-

ningham). Eleven artists, including Rauschenberg and Johns, are rep-

resented. The exhibition coincides with publication of the book School
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fig, 154. Robert

Rauschenberg. Leo Castelli,

New York, I960- Works

shown are Canyon. Winter

Pool, and Broadcast

(all 1959). Photo by Rudy

Burckhardt

fig. 155 Rauschenberg

working on a solvent-transfer

drawing in his Front Street

studio, New York, ca. 1958

fig. 156. Electnc fans used

in the Combine painting

Pantomime (1961),

Rauschenberg's Front

Street studio. New York,

ca. 1960. Photo by Robert

Rauschenberg

fig. 157 Costumes designed

by Rauschenberg for Merce

Cunningham Dance

Company, Night Wandering

(1958), Amencan Dance

Festival, Connecticut College.

New London, August 18,

1960. Pictured; Merce

Cunningham and Carolyn

Brown. Photo by

Jack Mitchell

fig. 158. Rauschenberg and

Morton Feldman in front

of Lee Bontecou's Untitled

(1960), probably Martha

Jackson Gallery, New York,

1960

fig. 159. Rauschenberg,

Election (1960). Solvent

transfer on paper, with pencil

and watercolor, 23 x

29 inches (58.4 x 73.7 cm).

(Sold at Sotheby's, New York.

April 23, 1996. lot 53)

\

of New York: Some Younger At tists, edited by B. H. Friedman and in-

cluding a text on Rauschenberg by David M) ers.

December 15, 1959-February 14, 1960: Participates in UExposition

bUcruationale de Surrcalisme: 1959-1960. organized by Andre Breton

and Marcel Duchamp. Galerie Daniel Cordier, Paris. Exhibits Bed

(1955) and Odalisk (1955/1958). Johns exhibits Target with Plaster

Casts (1955).

December 16, 1959-February 17, 1960: Participates m Sixteen

Americans, organized by Dorothy C. Miller, the Museum of Modern
Art, New York. Exhibits seven Combine paintings: Satellite (1955),

Wager (1957-59), Curfew (1958), Double Feature, Kickback, Magician,

and Sii))imcr.s(onij. The exhibition, which includes some younger artists

who have never had solo exhibitions in New York, presents works by

Rauschenberg, Jay De Feo, Wally Hedrick, James Jar\aise, Johns,

Ellsworth Kelly, Alfred Leslie, Landes Levvitin, Richard Lytle, Robert

Mallary, Louise Nevelson, Julius Schmidt, Richard Stankiewicz, Stella,

Albert Urban, and Jack Youngerman. The exhibition catalogue includes

Rauschenberg's statement: "Painting relates to both art and life. Nei-

ther can be made. (I try to act in the gap between the two.) "-^

[December 25]: Marcel and Teeny Duchamp visit Rauschenberg and

Johns at their Front Street studios. They dine together in Chinatown.

1960

Continues to work on Combines, which tend toward more painterly

reliefs with larger fields of bright color and fewer photographic images

than earlier Combine works. Uses new collage materials, such as hard-

ware, electrical devices, and mechanical objects. Rauschenberg explains

to a reviewer that he is trying to avoid the "souvenir quality" of some of

his earlier works: "Nostalgia tends to eliminate some of the directness.

Immediacy is the only thing you can trust."-"*

In Los Angeles, Edward Kienholz creates Odious to Rauschenberg, an

electromechanical work with a rotating deer's head and a hidden

diathermy machine. It is originally intended as a practical joke to be

given to Rauschenberg, but Kienholz keeps it.

Introduced to Andy Warhol b\

New York.

Emile de Antonio at a party in

February 16: Merce Cunningham Dance Company performance,

Phoenix Theater, New York, organized by Rauschenberg, de Antonio,

and Jasper Johns. "Works performed include the New York premiere of

Summerspace (1958).

March 17: Jean Tinguelys Homage to New York staged in the sculpture

garden, the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Tinguely's large kinetic

sculpture of bicycle wheels, old motors, a piano, and other objects

found in junkyards is designed to self-destruct within thirty minutes.

Tinguely is assisted by Billy Kliiver, an engineer in the Communica-

tions Research Department at Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill,

New Jersey. Rauschenberg contributes Money Thrower for Tinguely's

H.T.N.Y. (cat. no. 242), conceived as the mascot, a sculpture that scat-

ters a dozen silver dollars into the audience.

March 29-April 16: Robert Rauschenberg, Leo Castelli, New York. Ex-

hibits Broadcast (1959), Canyon (1959), Gift for Apollo (1959). Inlet

(1959), WintcrPool (1959), Allego}y. and Hawk.

April 21: Participates in Art 1960, a symposium moderated by Robert

Goldwater at New York University's Eisner and Lubin Auditorium. Par-

ticipating artists, selected from the Si.xteen Americans exhibition of

the previous year, include Rauschenberg, Johns, .Alfred Leslie, Robert

Mallary, Louise Nevelson, Richard Stankiewicz, and Frank Stella.

April 22-May 30: Exhibits solvent-transfer draw ings along with works

bv Cy Twombly in Zwei amerikanischc Maler. Galerie 22, Dtisseldorf.

May 17-June 18: Participates in Societv' /or ContemporfiiAAnieiican Art

Tvven(iet/i .Annua/ Exhibit, the Art Institute of Chicago. Exhibits Inlet

(1959), for which he is awarded prize of S3,000.

May 31-June 25: Participates in Summaiy, 1959-1960: Bluhm,

Bontccou, Daphnis. Higgins. Johns. Kohn, Langlais, Rauschenberg, Sander,

Scarpitta. Stella. Twombly. Tworkow Leo Castelli, New York.
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fig. 160. Niki de Saint Phalle,

Rauschenberg, and Jean

Tinguely at de Saint Phalle's

"tir" in a sandpit near

Varmdo, Sweden, May 23,

1961. Photo by Harry Stiunk

fig. 161. David Tudor,

performing Variations II by

John Cage on a prepared

piano, and Rauschenberg

(back right). Homage to

David Tudor, Theatre de

I'Ambassade des ftats-Unis,

Paris, June 20, 1961

Photo by Harry Shunk

June 6-24: Panui|uii-s in \o\ \/<(/i(i—Xcu /oiims, Marilui lacksDii

Cialli-ry, Ni-w York. Ixhibits Oi/d/is/; ( ly^Vl^iK)

Aiigusi 18: IViloi iiiaiui' ol Mem- ( immnj;li.mi Dance Company's

Ni^hl VVii»i(lc;i/i.ij (l*-))H), AiiUTicaii Daiuc li-siival, COniiectiiui

(College, New 1 diuIdii, a duel by C arolyn Ikown and ( unnin);hain. lot

which Rauschcnhcrg reclesigneil liii idsiiuncs mininalK iiiaUil h\

Nick (Nic(ila) ( crnovich.

,Aui;iisi |0: I'lcnuiMV ol Mcicc ( imningliam Dance ( onipanys ( liscs.

Anici lean Dance leslivai, C i)nnecliciil College, New 1 onclon, lor

which Rau^chenhetg designed the costumes.

I all: liegins iinnlxeMiciu uiih a gicnip ol \oimg choreographers

\\ ho attend a tiance con)]iosition class taught by Robert Dunn at Merce

Cunninghain's siutlio Irom WtO to Will. Dunn, a composer who stud-

ies with John C age, encourages dancers to separate composition Irom

choreography and to arrange material using methods of chance. The

grouii will come to be known, in UXiV as Juilson Dance Theater Stri\-

ing to break with conventions ol modern dance, lhe\' explore unlixed

choreography and nondance movements, and adopt Rauschenberg's

practice of using whatever is available for props and performers.

Rauschenberg later states that "a good Judson piece was really boring,

usually too long with never enough happening."-''

Fall: Retreats to Treasure Island, a small fishing village near Saint

Petersburg, Florida, to complete illustrations for Dante's Inferno

(1958-60). Ileana Castelli and Johns visit on separate occasions.

September 24: Premieres of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's

Ihmch Biids and Waka, Teatro La Fenice, Venice, for which Rauschen-

berg designed the costumes. For Waka, he reused costumes he had cre-

ated for Fwm the Poems of White Stone (1959).

November: Creates solvent-transfer drawing Election during the

televised broadcast of the results of the presidential election, in which

John F Kennedy becomes thirly-fifth President of the United States.

November 28, 1960-January 14, 1961: Participates in /nfciiicKioiui/

5iinca/i.s( Exhibition. D'Arcy Galleries, New York. Exhibits Bed (1955).

Johns exhibits Target with Plaster Casts ( 1955).

December 6, 1960-January 7, 1961: First exhibition of Dante draw-

ings, Leo Castelli, New York.

1961

Makes Combine paintings such as Pantomime and Reservoir that in-

corporate working electric fans, clocks, and other elements to create a

sense of motion and real time. The works, which "perform." have a

theatrical dimension.

February 10-March 12: Participates in .Si.v Decades oj American

PciiiKifig o/(/ic Twentieth Centun. Des Moines .Art Center, Iowa. Exhibits

one of the Red Paiiiliiigs (1953-54).

March lO-April 17: .At Billy Kluver's invitation, creates the Combine

painting Black Market for the exhibition Beivo^^cn/Bem'i^iiis^ (art in

motion). Stcdclijk Museum, Amsterdam. Black Market, which consists

of a painting, a rope, and a valise, in\ites the viewer to exchange

small objects with it, taking items from the valise and replacing them

with messages or drawings. The drawings thus record the works

development over time. When objects and drawings are taken from

the work and are not replaced, Rauschenberg withdraws the invita-

tion for viewer participation. The exhibition will travel to Moderna

Museei, Stockholm, and the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art.

Humlebaek, Denmark.

April 15: Sends Election (1960) to President and Mrs. Kennedy. The

work will be auctioned from the Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis estate in

1996. selling for S220,000. In a letter accompanying the gift. Rauschen-

berg writes:

Dear Mr President:

This drawing should belong to you or me. If you enjoy it I would

be deeply honored if you accept it. My concern with the election,

primarily your becoming our next president, interrupted a 2
'/; year

pro|cci ol lilusiraiing Danics Injcino. I hat lact + a need to cele-

brate your victory in m\- own medium is the subject It is the only

drawing in which the Dante image is used outside of the illustra-

tions. (Small figure, lower right hand corner next to large D). The

Greek head and Washington reiterates that the content of the

drawing is art and politics. Red, while + blue is your color. The

headlined, televised, radioed purple is Jacqueline's. The rest is,

I think, self-explanatory, including the formal fading waves of

"Dick + Pat" in the upper right.

Very truly yours,

Robert Rauschenberg^^

May: Solo exhibition, Galerie Daniel Cordier, Paris. Exhibits a selec-

tion of drawings and twelve Combine paintings: Hymnal (1955), Rebus

(1955), Gloria (1956), K24976S (1956), Forge (1959), Allegory (I960).

Diplomat (1960), Hawk (1960), Pilgrim (1960), Summer Rental + 3

(1960), Untitled (1960-61), and Trophy // (for Teeny and Marcel

Duchamp). Only one drawing and one painting are sold, although the

show is popular with critics and artists.

May: Interview conducted by Andre Parinaud. Un 'Misfit' de la pein-

ture new-yorkaise sc confesse," published in .Arts, a Parisian weekly

newspaper. The interview establishes Rauschenberg's reputation in

Europe, w here he becomes popular w ith European critics.

May: The short-lived but widely circulated Italian journal Metro pub-

lishes three significant articles on Rauschenberg (by John Cage, critic

Dorc .Ashion. and artist Gillo Dorfles).

Mid-May: During the installation of Rorclsf i konsten (art in motion),

Moderna Museet, Stockholm. Rauschenberg creates Jo/uinsons Painting

and Doo) , Combine paintings made of materials gathered from nearby

demolished building sites. The title Jolionson's Painting results from a

woman's comment to Rauschenberg at the exhibition's opening recep-

tion; unaware that he is the artist, she tells him that "Ingmar Johansson

could have made that painting" (a reference to the Swedish boxer),

which immediately compels Rauschenberg to write on the canvas,

"This is Johanson's." The startled woman forcibly stops him from writ-

ing more, but he later returns to add the word "painting."

May 1 5: Opening of Lcs 41 presentent Iris Cleit, Galerie Iris Clert, Paris,

a group exhibition of portraits of the art dealer made by forty-one

artists in her honor Rauschenberg. who is in Stockholm, forgets to sub-

mit the requisite portrait and sends instead a telegram: "This is a por-

trait of Iris Clert if I say so—Robert Rauschenberg."-"

May 23: Participates in creation of a Niki de Sainl Phalle "tir" in Siakel

sandpit near Varmdo. Sweden. During a "tir." participants create ex-

plosions of color by shooting rifles at a prepared canvas or assemblage

(often white) to which small sacks of colored paint have been attached

and then covered with plaster.

June 1961-May 1962: Participates in Vanguard American Painting.

organized by the United States Information .Agency and curaied by
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fig- 162- Marcel Duchamp,

Untitled. 1961. Pencil on

paper, 1 1 y^ x 8 '/- inches

(28-6 X 22.2 cm)- Collection

of Robert Rauschenberg

Duchamp gives the drawing

to Rauschenberg after

The Art of Assemblage

symposium, the Museum of

Modern Art, New York,

October 19, 1961

fig. 163. Robert

Rauschenberg, Dwan Gallery,

Los Angeles, 1962, Works

shown are Rauschenberg's

e/ue£ag/e (1961; far wall),

e/acfeMarfeei (1961),

Pantomime (1961), and

Wawgator(1962)

fig. 164. Master printer

Robert Blackburn and

Rauschenberg, ULAE

(Universal Limited Art

Editions), West Islip,

New York. ca. 1962.

Photo by Hans IMamuth

fig. 165. The Construction of

Boston, Maidman Playhouse,

New York, May 4, 1962

Pictured, from nght to left:

Henry Geldzahler. Jean

Tinguely, Niki de Saint Phalle,

Rauschenberg (in street-lamp

costume), Maxine Groffsky,

Kenneth Koch, and six

unidentified cast members.

Photo by Hans Namuth

H. H. Arnason, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum. New York, and

Jerome A. Donson. The exhibition travels to Vienna, Belgrade, Skopje,

Zagreb, Maribor, Ljubljana, Rijeka, London, Darmstadt, and Salzburg.

E.xhibits Double Feature (1959), Trophy 1 (for Merce Cunningham)

( 1959), and Summer Rental + 1 (1960).

June 20: Participates in Homage to David Tudor, organized by Darthea

Speyer, Theatre de I'Ambassade des Etats-Unis, Paris. During simulta-

neous events staged by Rauschenberg. de Saint Phalle. Jasper Johns.

Jean Tinguely, and David Tudor, each artist performs spontaneous acts

of their own choosing within a set amount of time. Rauschenberg cre-

ates First Time Painting (cat. no. 115) on stage, amplifying the sound

of its construction with contact microphones attached to the canvas;

the back of the canvas faces the audience throughout the performance.

When an alarm clock attached to the painting rings, Rauschenberg

wraps the work in brown paper and gives it to a bellhop from Hotel du

Pont Royale (where Rauschenberg is sta)ing), who carries it offstage.

The audience never actually sees the work.

June 28: Attends opening of de Saint Phalle's exhibition Feu a volonte.

organized by Pierre Restany, Galerie J, Paris, at which visitors are in-

vited to participate in creating a "tir."

[July]: Moves from Front Street into a studio at 809 Broadway, a com-

mercial building in which residential occupation is illegal. Painter

(DN-sdnd Fahlstrom moves into the Front Street studio.

[Late July]-October 10: Participates in Le Nouveau Realisme a Paris et

a New York, organized by Pierre Restany, Galerie Rive Droite, Paris.

Also exhibited are works by Arman, Lee Bontecou. Cesar. John Cham-
berlain. Chryssa. RaNinond Hains. Johns, Yves Klein, de Saint Phalle.

Richard Stankiewicz. and Tinguely.

August 5: Premiere of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's Aeon,

La Comedie Canadienne. Montreal, for which Rauschenberg designed

the costumes, set. and stage lighting, creating elaborate effects with ex-

ploding flares, a smoking machine, and. with Billy Kliiver's assistance,

stroboscopic lights that are attached to dancers' wrists. Becomes offi-

cial lighting director and stage manager, and will tour with Merce Cun-

ningham Dance Company through 1964. Rauschenberg later writes:

"Local touring with dance co. was awkward, but beautiful addition to

my work. The dances, the dancers, the collaboration, the responsibili-

ties and trust which are essential in cooperative art because the most

important & satisfying element in my life worked positively with the

privateness and loneliness of painting."-^

September 22-October 14: Participates in group exhibition, Leo

Castelli, New York. Exhibits First Landingjump (1961).

October 2-November 12: Participates in The Art of Assemblage , orga-

nized by William Seitz. the Museum of Modern Art. New York. Ex-

hibits Talisman (1958) and Canyon (1959). The exhibition will travel

to the Dallas Museum for Contemporary Arts and San Francisco

Museum of Art. The exhibition, w hich includes works from the fif-

teenth century to the present with examples from non-Western cul-

tures, marks the first museum recognition of assemblage as an art form.

October I3-December 31: Participates in American Abstract Expres-

sionists and Imagists, 1961, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New-

York. Exhibits Blue Exit (1961).

October 19: Participates in symposium at the Museum of Modern Art.

New York, in conjunction with T)ic Art of Assemblage. Panelists include

Lawrence Alloway. Marcel Duchamp, Richard Huelsenbeck, Seitz (who

moderates), and Roger Shattuck. Rauschenberg, selected to represent

the younger generation of artists, assumes the role of provocateur

in the discussion. During the symposium, Rauschenberg notices

Duchamp taking many notes. When Rauschenberg asks Duchamp
what he found so interesting. Duchamp reveals a page of doodles,

w hich he signs and gives to Rauschenberg.

October 20: Issue of Art International with cover designed by Rausch-

enberg is published. The issue of the magazine includes Francoise

Choays "Dada. Neo-Dada. et Robert Rauschenberg." an article on

Rauschenberg's Combines.

October 24-December: Rause/iciibcrg, Galleria dell'Ariete. Milan. Ex-

hibits Hymnal (1955), Rebus (1955), Glo?-iti (1956), K24976S (1956),

Forge (1959). AUcgoty (1960). Diplomat (1960). HawJ? (1960). Pilgiim

(1960). Summer Rental + 3 (1960). Untitled (1960). and Trophy II (for

Tecnx and Marcel Duchamp).

October 27, 1961-Januar\' 7, 1962: Participates in The 1961 Pittsburgh

International Exhibition of Contemporaiy Painting and Sculpture,

Carnegie Institute. Exhibits Second Time Painting.

November 7-December 5: Rausclienbe?g, Leo Castelli, New York. For

the installation. Rauschenberg gradually replaces works in the pre%i-

ous exhibition with his own paintings and sculptures. The show

ends as he replaces his w orks with works by other artists. Rauschen-

berg's works, which are assembled from tires, signs, and other materi-

als found on city streets, include the Combines Empire I, Empire U, and

Trophy IV (forJohn Cage); and the Combine paintings Magician (1959),

Aenfloga, Co-existence, First Landingjump, Pantomime, and Rese?Toir.

Rauschenberg's announcement/poster design for the exhibition con-

sists of his photograph of exhibition information given on papers that

he added to a junk heap.

December 13, 1961-February 4, 1962: Participates in Annual Fxliibi-

tion: Contcmporan American Painting. Whitney Museum of American

Art, New York. Exhibits Third Time Painting.

1962

March 4, 7: Helps Niki de Saint Phalle and Jean Tinguely create "tir"

performances in front of Virginia Dwan's home in Malibu, California,

and in the parking lot of the Renaissance Club. Sunset Boulevard.

Los Angeles.

March 4-31: Robert Rauschenberg, Dwan Gallery. Los .Angeles. The ex-
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fig 166 Rauschenberg's

mechanized cityscape

environment in Dylaby

(Dynamlsch Labyrint).

Stedelijk Museum.

Amsterdam, September 1962

fig. 167. Participants in

Dylaby (Dynamnch

Labyrint), Stedelijk Museum,

September 1962 Pictured,

clockwise from top right: Per

Olof Ultvedt, Niki de Saint

Phalle, Martial Raysse, Daniel

Spoerri, Rauschenberg,

Willem Sandberg, Jean

Tlnguely, and three

unidentified people

hibiiion prmitlcs many C alilornia artists ilicir lirsi op|ii)rinnity to sec

Rauschenberg's work in person.

March 6: Attends opening of Edward Kienhoh's exhibition of Ro.vys

( lQ(il-62). a walk-through tableau, Ferus Gallery, Los Angeles.

March 17-May 6: Participates in 4 Amciikanaiv: Jasper Johns. Aljicd

Leslie. Robert Rausehcnberg, Richard Staiikiewicz. organized by i'onius

Huiien, Moderna Musccl, Stockholm. Exhibits Bed (1955), Odalisk

(1955/1958), and Gijt for ApoUo (1959). The exhibition will travel to

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, and Kunsthallc Bern.

Early spring: After two years of in\iiations from latyana Grosman,

founder of ULAE (Universal Limited Art Editions), West Islip, New-

York, and with the encouragement of Jasper Johns, who began to work

at ULAE in 1960. Rauschenberg accepts offer to create prints at the

press. Makes first lithograjih, /\b)n s Bird, published in an edition of

fifty, for New York Hilton Hotel. The print, in which lighter fluid is

used to transfer magazine images to the lithography stone, is named
after a friend, Abby Friedman, wife of writer and critic B. H. f'ricdman.

April 7-21: Exhibits Ace. a muitipancl ( ombliie painting, Leo Castcili.

New York.

April I L' Premiere of Paul Taylor Dance CDmpany's Tracer, Theatre dcs

Nations, an international theater-arts festival, Paris. Rauschenberg de-

signed the costumes (marked with lire treads) and set, a stationary bi-

cycle wheel that an onstage motor spins at different speeds.

May 4: Performs in The Construction of Boston. Maidman Playhouse,

New York, for which he designed the set, which resembles a lurnished

apartment. The fifteen-minute play is a collaboration among Rauschen-

berg, de Saint Phalle, poet Kenneth Koch, who wrote the text, and

Tinguely. Merce Cunningham directed, but declined credit at the last

moment. The actors include the collaborators (excluding Koch), who
chose doubles to speak their lines: Elmarie Dooley doubles for de Saint

Phalle. Henry Geldzahler for Tinguely, and Frank Stella for Rauschen-

berg. Highlights include de Saint Phalle performing a "tir" by shooting

a rifle at a plaster statue of \cnus dc Milo, which then 'bleeds," and

Tinguely, in a while gown, building a cinder-block wall between audi-

ence and performers. Rauschenberg operates Tinguely's weather ma-

chine, which scatters plastic balls into the audience and soaks the ac-

tors with "rain," and plants a rosebush.

May 6-27: Participates in the W'llle Salon dc Mai. Musee d.Art

Modcrne de la \ille dc Paris. Exhibits Cartoon.

Spring: Work commences with engineers Billy Kluver and Harold

Hodges on an interactive sculpture, Oracle (1962-65; cat. no. 246),

which incorporates radios to be operated by viewers, a plan originally

intended for Ace.

Late spring: Makes lithographs Urban and Siiburhcin by covering lead

type and photocngraved newspaper plates—salvaged from The Sew
York Times's composing room—with lithographic tusche and transfer-

ring imagery onto the stone.

Summer: Creates the Combine inside (hit. leaturej in Cient Ss^eiisons

"Rausihenberg Painis a Picture ," .Ammcws, an arlicle on the making of

the work.

July 6: I'irsi Concert of Dance presented l)\ Judsoii iJ.mn i Iumut ai

Judson Memorial C liurcli. New York. The ihree-iiour program includes

dances by William Davis, Riiih llincrson, David Gordon, Deborah

Hay, Fred llerko, John Herbert McDowell, Gretchen MacLane, Steve

Paxlon, Yvonne Rainer, ( arol Scolhorn, and Flame Summers, as well as

a collaboration by Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, and C harles Rotnnl, and

music by John Cage. The group will perform at the Judstm Church and

oilier nonprosccnium spaces—including k)lts, television studios, pool<>,

and skating rinks—until 1968.

.August: travels to .Amsterdam to collect materials to be used in an

uiicommg installation at Ihhdn (Ihnamisih Itdniini) Sii-delijk Mu-
seum. .Amsterdam.

August 30-Seplember JO: Dylaby (Dynamisih Lubynnt). Stedelijk

Museum, .Amsterdam 1 he exhibition consists of installations by

Rauschenberg, de Saint Phalle, Martial Raysse. Daniel Spcwrrri, Tinguely.

and Per Olof Ultvedt. Rauschenberg designed the cover of the exhibi-

tion catalogue. Stedelijk Museum director Willem Sandberg and cura-

tor Ad Peterson invited the artists to collaborate on a single sculptural

work—an environment or labyrinth to be walked through, however,

the artists lind it too diflicult to reconcile their diverse views and, to

Rauschenbergs disappointment, decided to create separate pieces. His

installation is a mechanized cityscape. The viewer walks on a floor

painted to look like a street between large rectangular areas that are

enclosed by wire fences and contain assemblages of found objects,

including an airplane wing, seashells, and a cluster of clocks operating

at different speeds and limes. While the clocks hum, an electric device

pumps air into a large tub of water to produce bubbling sounds. The

experience, especially the effort required to work with such bulky ob-

jects, steers Rauschenberg away from sculpture and back toward paint-

ing: "1 was really sick of sculpture. Nothing appealed to me more when

I got back than the gentilitv of a beautifully stretched piece of can\as."^''

However, he will later produce such tcchnolog)-based sculptural works

as Soundings (1968) and Mud Muse (1968-71).

September 18: .At the invitation of critic and curator Henry Geldzahler,

visits—along with Da\id Bourdon, artist Carl Fredrik Reutersward, and

ilcana and Michael Sonnabend—Andy Warhols studio in New York.

During visit, sees Warhol's recent silkscreened paintings. Warhol began

to silkscreen canvas, using photographic images rather than stencils,

the previous month.

After September 18: Warhol makes series of silkscreened portraits

of Rauschenberg, including Let Us Now Praise Famous Men (1963;

fig, 126), for which he requests family photographs from Rauschen-

berg; these are among Warhol's first silkscreened paintings to display

varied imagery within a single painting and to feature a subject who is

not a celebrity.

September 22-October 13: Participates in group exhibition, Leo

Castelli, New York. Exhibits Rigger (1961).

October: After previous failed attempts to photosensitize canvas, be-

gins to silkscreen paintings, finding the use of photographic imagery

in Combine paintings and solvent-transfer drawings restrictive because

of the inability to alter their size or reuse the images. Just as with the il-

lustrations for Dante's Inferno (1958-60), sources for images include

National Geographic . Life. Esquire. Boxing and Wrestling, and newspa-

pers, as well as his own photographs. Photographic images are sent to

a commercial screenmaker, Aetna Silk Screen Products, New York, with

instructions indicating the dimensions desired and the number of

screens, one for each color, needed. .Approximately fifty screens, reused

for numerous artworks, will be made between October 1962 and June

1963. A black-and-white color scheme. Rauschenberg's preference in

his own photography; will be dominant until 1963. when he will begin

to use more color. The silkscreened images are complemented by ges-

tural applications of oil paint, and in some works Rauschenberg ex-

periments with additional collage elements, for example, a deflated in-

nertube in Tadpole (1963).

October 6-November 11: Participates in Third International Biennial
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fig. 168 Man Ray at the

opening of Rauschenberg:

Premiere Exposition

(Oeuvres 1954-1961).

Galerie lleana Sonnabend,

Paris, February 1, 1963.

Photo by Harry Shunk

fig- 169. Rauschenberg:

Seconde Exposition

(Oeuvres 1962-1963).

Galerie lleana Sonnabend,

1963. Works shown are

Untitled (1963), Shortstop

(1962), and Vault (1962).

Photo by Harry Shunk

Exhibition o\ Prints, National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo. Exhibits

nine lithographs made at ULAE, including Abbv's B'wd and Merger.

Awarded Ohara Museum Prize.

November 18-December 13: Participates in My Countiy Tis ojThcc,

Dwan Gallery, Los Angeles. Exhibits Co-exis(c?Ke (1961).

[Late fall]: Begins—and substantially completes in twenty-four hours,

during the hhning of a CBS television documentary by Mike Wallace

—

Barge (1962-63; cat. no. 175),^'' a thirty-two-foot-long silkscreened

painting and his largest work to date. Geldzahler, who will encounter

the work at the Jewish Museum in 1963, describes its effect as "very

much like sitting in the first row of a black and white, large screen

movie. The images flash by and we inake connections; we end up with-

out a story, but with something much richer—the associative and imag-

inative leaps that Rauschenbergs works open up for us."^'

December 12, 1962-February 3, 1963: Participates in Annual

Exhibition of Sculpture and Drawing, Whitney Museum of American Art,

New York. Exhibits Lcttei/ieatJ (now known as Headline), a solvent-

transfer drawing of 1962.

1963

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, acquires the illustrations for

Dante's Inferno (1958-60) through an anonymous gift from a donor

who had purchased them for $30,000 from Leo Castelli, New York.

Under the auspices of the International Council of the Museum of

Modern Art, the drawings will be exhibited in museums throughout

Europe over the next two years and throughout the United States from

1966 to 1968.

January: Foundation for Contemporary Performance Arts, New York,

founded to support performances by avant-garde artists and composers.

Directors include John Cage, Elaine de Kooning, Jasper Johns, and

other artists.

February 1-16; February 20-March 9: Consecutive solo exhibitions

Rauschenberg: Premiere Exposition {Oeuvres 1954-1961) and Rauschen-

berg: Seconde Exposition (Oeuvres 1962-1963), Galerie lleana Sonna-

bend, Paris. P?'emiere Exposition includes Combines: Charlene (1954),

Hymnal (1955), Monogram (1955-59), Gloria (1956), Memorandum of

Bids (1936), Rhyme (1956), Untitled (1956), Gift (or lleana (1956-59),

Blue Collage (1957, now Collage with Blue), Collage with Cu/[ (1957),

Bypass (1959), and Dvlabv (1962). Seconde Exposition includes

silkscreened paintings: Almanac (1962), Brace (1962), Calendar (1962),

Crocus (1962), Echo (1962), Exile (1962), Glider (1962), Payload

(1962), Shortstop (1962), Vault (1962), and four untitled paintings (all

1963). Man Ray attends opening. Critic Pierre Schneider describes the

work as "combining 'raw' objects (radio sets, stuffed goats, keys, neck-

ties, etc.) with paint as sweetly tasty as the Good Humor man's goodies.

There they are, the erstwhile rufhans of mass production with pretty

pigments round their necks, like repentant delinquents meekly wear-

ing the choir boy's surplice."^^

February 3-28: Exhibits paintings at Beaumont-May Gallery Hopkins

Center, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, where he is a

visiting artist for the spring semester."

February 23-March 2: Participates in Exhibition for the Benefit of the

Foundation for Contemporary Performance Arts, Allan Stone Gallery,

New York. Contributes Oveirast 11 (1962), a black-and-white silk-

screened painting.

March 14-june 2: Participates in Six Painters and the Object, curated

by Lawrence Alloway, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York.

Exhibits Vntitled (1953-54, now known as Collection), Factum U
(1957), Migration (1959), Overcast 1 (1962), Overcast 11 (1962), and

junction (1963).The other artists exhibited are Jim Dine, Johns, Roy

Lichtenstein, James Rosenquist, and Andy Warhol.

March 31-May 12: First retrospective museum exhibition, Robert

Rauschenberg, organized by Alan Solomon, director, the Jewish Mu-
seum, New York. The show consists of fifty-five works spanning his

entire career to date. Rauschenberg created the exhibition poster, an

offset lithograph, which is an adaptation of the lithograph Rivcil (also

1963). The exhibition marks the first occasion for a museum to pre-

sent the work of a post-World War II artist from New York and initiates

the Jewish Museum's contemporary-art program, which will thrive

throughout the rest of the decade. Victor and Sally Ganz, prominent

collectors, purchase Winter Pool (1959) from Leo Castelli, New York,

the day after the opening.

Spring: Creates "Random Order" (figs. 42, 43), published in Location,

a short-lived. New York-based magazine. The work consists of full-

page reproduction of silkscreened painting Sundog (1962), two-page

collage of Rauschenbergs own snapshots and handwritten text, full-

page reproduction of silkscreened painting Renascence (1962), and

full-page reproduction of photograph by him labeled "'View from the

artist's studio." The project illustrates Rauschenbergs interest in hnding

connections among the disparate events of daily life or, as he writes,

locating the "random order that cannot be described as accidental."^^

April 18-June 2: Participates in The Popidar Image, Washington

Gallery of Modern Art, Washington, D.C. Exhibits Backwash (1959),

Bkuk Market (1961), Cove, and E.vp?ess.

April 28, 29: An Evening of Dance, Judson Memorial Church, New
York, for which Rauschenberg served as lighting director and designed

flyer. This is the first event to use the name Judson Dance Theater in

its promotional materials. Yvonne Rainer's Terrain premieres.

May 3-June 10: Participates in Schrift en becld [Art and Writing],

Stedclijk Museum, Amsterdam. Exhibits a Combine painting. Bypass

(1959), a lithograph. Urban (1962), and a transfer drawing. Comment

Drawing (1962). The exhibition will travel to Staatliche Kunsthalle,

Baden-Baden.

May 9: Premiere of Pelican (cat. no. 232), choreographed by Rauschen-

berg, Concert of Dance 5, an evening of performances by Judson Dance

Theater, Pop Festival, Washington, D.C. The festival of theater, dance,

and film is organized by curator Alice Denney in conjunction with the

exhibition The Popular Image, Washington Gallery of Modern Art,

Washington, D.C. In the performance, which takes place at America

on Wheels, a roller-skating rink, Rauschenberg and artist Per Olof

Ultvedt (replaced by Alex Hay in later performances), wear structures

of stretched parachute silk on their backs and propel themselves on

roller skates while Carolyn Brown, a member of Merce Cunningham

Dance Company, dances on pointe between them. The accompan)'ing

music, created by Rauschenberg, is a collage of sounds ranging from

radio, television, and film to music by George Frideric Handel and

Franz Joseph Haydn. Pelican is the first of eleven performances that

Rauschenberg will choreograph and design between 1963 and 1968.

[June]: Begins using color in silkscreened paintings, occasionally using

some of the same images previously included in the black-and-white

silkscreened paintings. Rauschenberg quickly abandons attempts to

replicate realistic color and to maintain exact color registration, choos-

ing instead to highlight a handmade quality.

June 9: Accident (1963) wins 'Velika Premija (grand prize), V. Mcdnar-

odna Graficna Razstava (fifth international exhibition of prints).
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fig. 170 Frederick Kiesler

and David Hayes in front of

Rauschenbergs Wagee

(1957-59) at tfie opening of

Robert Rauschenberg. the

Jewish Museum, New York,

March 29. 1963 Photo by

Hans Namuth

fig. 171 Robert

Rauschenberg, the Jewish

Museum, 1963, Works

shown are Trophy II (for

Teeny and Marcel Duchamp)

(1961). First Landing lump

(1961), 793466(1961;

foreground). Tadpole (1963),

and Dry Run (1963)

Photo by Rudy Burckhardt

fig. 172 Artists and other

guests in front of Barge

(1962-63) at the opening

of Robert Rauschenberg.

the Jewish Museum,

March 29, 1963

fig. 173. Poster designed by

Rauschenberg for Robert

Rauschenberg. the Jewish

Museum, 1963

Modciiia Ciali"rl|a, I |nlil|aiia. Yugoslaxia. Iliis is llic lirsi imu- ilu- aw.ircl

goes to an .American. The title of the prim, published b\ LJL.M

(Universal Limited .Art Hdilions), West Islip, New \ork. in an edition

of twenty-nine, derives from the breaking of the lithography stones

twice during the printing. When the second stone broke, Rauschen-

berg decided that he wanted to go ahead with the printing; the imprini

of the crack and broken chips of stone at the bottom of the print doc-

uments the event. The print and award establish UI.AF: as a preemi-

nent print workshop.

June 10: Rauschenberg performs his Prcstkligilatoi E\traonlimiiy . a solo

work, at the Pocket Follies, a benefit organized by James Waring for

the Foundation for Contemporary Performance Arts, Pocket Theater,

New ^brk.

July 17: Premiere of Mercc Cunningham Dance Company's lichl

Dauccti, Royce Hall, University of California, 1-os Angeles, for

which Rauschenberg designed the costumes (a harlequin outfit and

nightdresses).

July 24: Premiere of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's Stoiy (cat.

no. 221; figs. 60, 61 ), Royce Hall, University of California, Los Angeles,

for which Rauschenberg designed the costumes and set. The costume

designs reflect Cunningham's "open lorm" technique, realized in Sloiy.

in which dancers spontaneousl)- choose to perform a sequence of ma-

terial from a carefuU)' rehearsed selection. At any moment, dancers may
don an)' of thirty-five items (including shirts, pants, sweaters, dresses,

a football player's shoulder pads, and a gas mask) located in bags in the

wings. For each performance of Story during the 1964 world lour,

Rauschenberg will design a new set, using existing features of the per-

formance space as well as objects found locally. .As Rauschenberg later

explains, "Neither dancers nor choreographers ever knew w hat to ex-

pect until curtain." ^^

Early October; Father dies of a heart attack. Rauschenberg returns to

Louisiana for the funeral.

October 26-November 21: Solo exhibition of color silkscreened paint-

ings, Leo Castelli, New York. Exhibits Airhivc, Bicycle, Die Hard.

0\erdri\e. S/ui/(uav, and Windward.

Between October 31 and November 2: Writes "Note on Painting"

while on tour in the Southwest with Merce Cunningham Dance Com-
pany The text, which will be published in the anthology Pop Art Rede-

fined (1969), is punctuated with single-word descriptions of sights he

sees along the road.

November 22: President Kennedy is assassinated in Dallas.

[Late fall): Begins to incorporate portraits of Kennedy into approxi-

mately twelve silkscreened paintings, including Retroactive 1 and //

(both 1964). Rauschenberg, who had made the screens prior to the as-

sassination, considers not using the images of Kennedy, then realizes

that it would be just as self-conscious a decision to not use as to use

them.'*" Selects an active, authoritative image of Kennedy and integrates

II into a variety of contexts. .\t the same time. .Andy Warhol depicts

|.KC|ueline Kennedy in a series of silkscreened paintings (1963-64),

but his approach is to isolate (he image and present it in repetition.

1964

C rcates Shades, an artist's book, published by ULAE (Universal

Limited Art Editions), West Islip, New York, in an edition of twenty-

four. The work is an object-multiple, or editioned sculpture, consist-

ing of lithographs printed on six square Plcxiglas sheets, five of w hich

can be lilted and rearranged by the \iewer. with an electric light placed

inside an aluminum base. Rauschenbergs decision to use Plexiglas

arises from a remark made by Tatyana Grosman about the length of

lime required to make paper, to which he responds that they try print-

ing on a transparent material. After experimentation, he settles upon

Plcxiglas. Shades "text" consists of images culled from discarded pho-

tographic plates and printers' mats from Tlic \c« York Times.

One of twenty-eight artists to contribute a lithograph to / c Lije. a port-

folio of poetry by Walasse Ting.''

Performs in Party, Judson Memorial Church gymnasium. New York,

with Judith Dunn, Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, and Steve Paxlon. Gene

Friedman features the performance in his short film Three Dances

( 1964), along with Pii/)/ic, performed by museumgoers in the sculpture

garden of the Museum of Modern Art, New 'iork. and Pri\«(c, an im-

pro\isation by Judith Dunn in her studio.

January 9-February 9: Participates in Black, White and Grey Contem-

porary Painting and Sculpture. Wadsworih .Atheneum, Hartford. Ex-

hibits a U'lijtf PtiiiKJM^ (1951). a black painting (1951-52). Erased de

Kooniny, Drawing (1953) in its first public exhibition, and an untitled

transfer drawing (ca. 1959).

January 30: Premiere of Rauschenbergs Shot Put (cat. no. 233).

Concert for New Paltz, State University of New York, New Paliz. In the

solo performance, he dances in the darkness with a flashlight attached

lo his right foot, drawing with light in space, to the accompaniment of

an eleven-minute tape recording of excerpts from painter Oyvind

Fahlstroms A Lecture on Birds in Sweden, which is a reading of Edgar

.Allan Poe's The Raven using stylized vocalizations. Rauschenberg also

performs in Lucinda Childs's Minus Auditorium Equipment, Alex Hays

Colorado Plateau, and Deborah Hay's They U'il! (1963).

February 2: Bryan Robertsons inter\-iew with Rauschenberg broadcast

on BBC television program Monitor.

February 5-March 8: Rctrospecti\e exhibition Robert Rauschenberg,

Paintings, Dra\vjn^.s and Combines, Whitcchapel Art Gallery, London.

Febmary 10, 17: Surplus Dance Theater presents sur+, a series of per-

formances at Stage 73. New York, for which Rauschenberg serves as

lighting director. The group's members include Rauschenberg, Childs,

Dunn, Alex Hay, Deborah Hay. Robert Morris, Paxton, Yvonne Rainer,

and Albert Reid. Performs Shot Put and in Alex Hav's Colorado Plateau.
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fig, 174 Poster designed by

Rauschenberg for Surplus

Dance Theater's senes of

performances at Stage 73,

New York, 1964

fig. 175. Rausclnenberg's

Skyway (1964) on the

exterior of Philip Johnson's

New York State Pavilion,

World's Fair, Flushing

Meadows, New York, 1964

fig 176. Mike Wallace

interviewing Rauschenberg

for the CBS television

program Eye on New York

in Rauschenberg's Broadway

studio. New York, May 8,

1964. Rauschenberg's

Axle (1964) IS behind them

Deborah Hay's AU Day Dance with Two. for which Rauschenberg

designed costumes and props, is also performed.

February 27: Performs Shot Put, the Once Festival, University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor. Also performs in Paxton's Pravv (1962).

February 29: Calvin Tomkins's extensive profile of Rauschenberg,

'Mo\'ing Out," appears in The New Yorker. A self-portrait—an ink

thumbprint with a stenciled monogram "RR"—is the accompanying

illustration.

March 2, 9: Surplus Dance Theater presents Exchange, a series of per-

formances at Stage 73, New York, for which Rauschenberg serves as

lighting director. Performs m Deborah Hay's Tlicv Will (1963).

March 21: Premieres of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's Paired

and Winterhranch, "Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford. Rauschenberg

designed the costumes for Paired, a duet performed by Cunningham
and 'Viola Farber. For Winterhranch, he designed the costumes (black

sweatshirts and sweatpants) and set and created an unusual lighting

scheme regulated by chance, which often leaves areas of the stage in

complete darkness.

April 22: New York 'World's Fair opens. Rauschenberg's silkscreened

painting Skyway is installed on the exterior of the New York State Pavil-

ion designed by architect Philip Johnson. Other artists commissioned

to contribute murals and sculptural works include Peter Agostini, John

Chamberlain, Robert Indiana, Ellsworth Kelly, Alexander Liberman,

Roy Lichtenstein, Robert Mallory, James Rosenquist, and Andy Warhol.

April 27: With Alex Hay, performs Dredge, an improvisaiional piece,

during Concert of Dance 14: Improvisations by the Dance Theater,

Judson Dance Theater, Judson Memorial Church. Also participates in

Deborah Hay's untitled group improvisation.

May-June: Develops new lithography technique at ULAE, pushing lith-

ographic tusche through commercial photosilkscreens to transfer im-

ages, some of which also appear in silkscreened paintings, onto the

stone. Resulting prints include Kip-Up, Spot. Front Roll (cat. no. 186),

and Breakthrough I (cat. no. 187).

May 8: Mike Wallace interviews Rauschenberg in his Broadway studio

for the CBS television program Eye on New York. The segment, which

focuses on the reopening of the Museum of Modern Art, New York, on

May 27, will be broadcast on May 26.

June-November: Travels with Merce Cunningham Dance Company as

lighting, set, and costume designer, and stage manager for the world

tour. Itinerary includes thirty cities throughout Europe and Asia: Stras-

bourg, Paris, Bourges, Venice, Vienna, Mannheim, Essen, Cologne, Les

Baux, Devon, London, Stockholm, Turku, Helsinki, Prague, Ostrava,

Warsaw, Poznan, Krefeld, Brussels, Antwerp, Scheveningen, Bombay,

Ahmadabad, Chandigarh, Delhi, Bangkok, Tokyo, Kobe, and Osaka.

June 18: Merce Cunningham Dance Company performs Antic Meet

(1958). Siimmerspace (1958), and Sforv (1963), Teatro La Fenice,

Venice. Controversy surrounding Rauschenberg's eligibility for a Bicn-

nale prize adds excitement to the performance. His notoriety and in-

creasingly visible presence on stage soon results in an end to his col-

laboration with the Cunningham Company for the next thirteen years.

June 19: Awarded International Grand Prize in Painting and two mil-

lion lire ($3,200), XXXU Esposizione Biennale Internazionale d'Arte,

Venice. Previously, the only Americans to win painting prizes were

James McNeill Whisder, in 1895, and Mark Tobey, in 1958. Alexander

Calder won the sculpture prize in 1952. The jury includes representa-

tives from Italy, Brazil, Poland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and an

American, Sam Hunter, chairman of the art department at Brandeis

University, Boston. The jury's decision is controversial, since only one

Rauschenberg work has been exhibited in the United States Pavilion

on the festival's grounds; the remaining paintings were hung in the for-

mer American Consulate. At the last minute, Alan Solomon moved
three additional works by Rauschenberg to the United States Pavilion to

satisfy the judges' eligibility requirements. Some European critics feel

that the award selection is evidence of an American "takeover" in Eu-

rope. But as critic G. di San Lazzaro writes, for all the controversy, "no

one can deny his real talent as a painter, and it is to this that the jury

wanted to pay homage. "5*^ Upon receiving the prize, Rauschenberg calls

studio assistant Tony Holder in New York, asking him to destroy the

approximately 150 silkscreens in his studio as a preventive measure

against self-repetition.^'^

June 20-October 18: Exhibits works in the United States Pavilion

and the former American Consulate, XXXU Esposizione Biennale

Inteniazionale d'Arte, Venice. Organized by Solomon under the auspices

of the United States Information Agency, the United States is repre-

sented by two related exhibitions: Four Germinal Painters, featuring

Rauschenberg, Jasper Johns, Morris Louis, and Kenneth Noland; and

Eour Younger Artists, featuring Chamberlain, Jim Dine, Claes Olden-

burg, and Frank Stella. Rauschenberg exhibits Charlene (1954),

Untitled (1954), Bed (1955), Rebus (1955), Factum I (1957), Curfew

(1958), Canyon (1959), Double Feature (1959), Gift for Apollo (1959),

Magician (1959), Winter Pool (1959), Studio Painting (1960), Third Time

Painting (1961), Ace (1962), Glider (1962), Express (1963), Kite (1963),

Stopgap (1963), Buffalo U, Flush, Tracer, and Tree Frog.

June 24: Premiere of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's first

"event," Museum Event #1 , Museum des 20. Jahrhunderts, Vienna. The

event consists of excerpts from previous works, performed without in-

terruption as a single one and a half hour piece. For this event, as well

as those at Moderna Museet, Stockholm, on September 8 and 14,

Rauschenberg and Alex Hay designed the costumes and props.

June 27-October 5: Axle exhibited in Documcnta III. Museum
Fridericianum, Kassel.

August 10-13: For the set of Merce Cunningham Dance Company's

Story (1963), Phoenix Theater, London, creates a new painting on stage

(as he had done in the collaborative performance Homage to David

Tudor in 1961). The resulting Combine painting, completed during

four consecutive evenings of performance, is also entitled Stoiy (cat.

no. 127).

September 12-October 18: Robert Rausclienberg, an exhibition of

twenty-six Combine and silkscreened paintings and the thirty-four

illustrations for Dante's Inferno (1958-60), Museum Haus Lange,

Krefeld, Germany.

September 13: While on tour with Merce Cunningham Dance Com-

pany, performs his works Shot Put and Elgin Tie (cat. no. 234), the lat-

ter in its only presentation. Five New York Evenings, Moderna Museet,

Stockholm. In Elgin Tie, Rauschenberg lowers himself from a skylight

by rope, donning pieces of clothing that are tied to the rope. He de-

scends into a barrel of water on a flatbed hand truck and then emerges

to slip his feet into a large pair of boots that are nailed to the truck.

Meanwhile, a cow is led into the performance space. David Tudor's

music, his first score, entitled Fluorescent Sound, consists of the sounds

that are picked up by microphones attached to fluorescent lights when

the lights are turned off and on by Tudor.

Fall: Fylkingen Society for Experimental Music, Stockholm, invites

Billy Kluver to arrange for the participation of American artists in a fes-
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fig 177. Ileana Sonnabend,

Otto Hahn, and

Rauschenberg planning an

exhibition, in Rauschenberg's

Broadway studio, New York,

1964

fig. 178. Rauschenberg's

Tree Frog (1964) being

transported by boat from the

Amencan Consulate to the

Ciardlnl grounds of XXXII

Esposizione Biennale

lnterr}azionale d'Arte,

Venice, June 1964. Photo

by Ugo Mulas

fig. 179. Rauschenberg

(middle) and officials at the

Grand Pnze In Painting

presentation ceremony,

XXXII Esposizione Biennale

Internazionale d'Arte,

Venice, June 19, 1964.

Photo by Harry Shunk

fig. 180 Rauschenberg

performing in Steve Paxton's

Jag vill garna telefonera

(I Would Like to Make a

Phone Call. 1964), Five

New York Evenings,

Moderna Museet,

Stockholm, September 13,

1964. Photo by Stig T.

Karlsson

fig. 181 Alex Hay Steve

Paxton, Deborah Hay,

Rauschenberg, Tatyana

Crosman, and Alan Solomon,

ULAE (Universal Limited Art

Editions), West Islip,

New York, ca 1964

lival ol An and k'clinol(ij;\ in MiKkholm W'lu'ii llu- I ylkiiinci) Sdci-

ciy pulls t)iil in I'^Xifi, plans uill proci.-i.-il lur a Icsiival ni New Yiirk,

y livcninj^s: I hcairc and I nuinccring.

Fall: Ihifjulo II ( l'-)(i4) ajipcars on hook jacket, ()/ I'oftn uiul I'owti

Poems ()((iisi()»i(-(l |)\ i/ic I'lcsiilciuy undln the Dcnth oj }i>lm /; Kiniuih.

edited by It win A dlikes anil Paul Schvvaber.''^'

November 20: Rauschenbeij; performs Shot Put and the single staging

ol lan\^o. Ills solo piece in which he drinks a c|uari of milk lo music by

Junosuke, Sogelsu .An ( cnier. lok>o.

November 28: While on lour with Merce Cunningham Dance

(lompany, Rauschenberg is iin ited to participate in a public conversa-

tion with critic Yoshiaki Tono ai Sogetsu Art Center, Tokyo. During the

event, entitled Twenty Questions lo Boh Rauschenberg, Rauschenberg

does not respond verbally to c|uestions but rather answers by pamting

on or adding objects to a Jajianese gold lolding screen, creating ilu-

Combine Gold Staiulanl (cat. no. 126). Deborah Hay, Alex Hay, and

Pa.xton are invited by Rauschenberg to add to the work at any time iliir-

ing the perlormancc The entire Imu-hmir perlormancc is lilmed lor

Japanese television

December 21: Mono^iam (ly^^-^y) act|uired b\- Moderna Museei,

Stockholm.

1965

Creates CORE Poster for a Congress of Racial Ecjuality (CORE) bene-

fit. CORE: is a civil-rights organization, established in 1942, that

protests segregation in the South through direct-action demonstrations

such as restaurant sit-ins and voter-registration marches. The poster,

typical ol Rauschenberg's collages, incorporates magazine linages ol

John E Kennedy, a Native American, the Statue of Liberty, and the

statue of a Civil War soldier, as well as New York street scenes.

Rauschenberg's involvement wiili the project marks the development

of his direct political activism.

January 8-February 4: Robert Rauschcnbcig: Bildci, Zcichmingcn, Lit/ios,

Amerika Haus, Berlin, includes nine silkscreened paintings, four draw-

ings, and six lithographs.

February 26-April 18: Participates in 7/ic 7\vc)i(>-/ii)il/i Biciiiiiti/ £,v/ii-

bition of Contemporary American Pciinfing, Corcoran Gallery of Art,

Washington, D.C. Exhibits Ax/e (1964), which is awarded the William

A. Clarke gold medal and $2,000 prize.

March 6, 7: Performs in Yvonne Rainer's We Shall Run CA) ( 1963) and

Pcirts of Some Sextets, Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford.

March 12-April 15: Robert Rau.sc/ifnberg, Contemporary Arts Museum.

Houston. Works exhibited include Wager (1957-59), Magician (1959),

Allegoiy (1960), Pilgrim (1960), Trophy II (for Teeny and Marcel

Duchamp) (1961), and Barge (1962-63).

Spring: Guest of honor, Purim in 'Venice Ball, the Jewish Museum, New
York, as Grand Prize winner, XXXU Esposizione Biennale Internazionale

d'Arte, Venice.

March 23-25: Performs in Rainer's Parts of Some Sextets and designed

lighting for three evenings of performance, 'iVonne Rainer and Robert

Monis, Judson Dance Theater, Judson Memorial Church, New York.

April 13-May 8: Rausclirnbcrg ai Dvvan, Dwan Gallery, Los Angeles,

for which Rauschenberg also designs poster (cat. no. 190).

May 1-26: First New York Theater Rally, produced by Steve Paxton and

Alan Solomon, held at former CBS studio. Broadwa)- and Eighty-first

Street, New York. Participating artists include Rauschenberg, Carolyn

Brown, Trisha Brown. Jim Dine, Judith Dunn, David Gordon, Alex Hay.

Deborah Hay. Tony Holder, Robert Morris, Claes Oldenburg, the Once

Group of .Ann Arbor, Michigan, Steve Paxton, Rainer, and Robert

Whitman. Rauschenberg performs in Spring Training (cat, no. 235).

which he created for Dance Concert 11, May 11-13, and in Pelican

(1963), Dance Concert 111. May 24-26. W^ith Alex Hay and Deborah

Hay, Rauschenberg also collaborates on Dark Horse Concert, a series

of surprise performances held simultaneously with the scheduled

Dance Concert 111 program. Spring Training includes turtles with flash-
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fig. 182, First New York

Theater Rally participants,

former CBS studio, Broadway

and Eighty-first Street, New

York, May 1965, Pictured:

Barbara Fahlstrom,

Christopher Rauschenberg,

Robert Rauschenberg, Steve

Paxton, Jim Dine, Deborah

Hay, Robert Whitman, Nancy

Fish, Alan Solomon, Patty

Oldenburg (foreground),

Claes Oldenburg, Lucinda

Childs, Yvonne Rainer,

David Gordon, Alex Hay,

and Carolyn Brown.

Photo by Hans Namuth

fig 183, Marian B, Javits

and Rauschenberg after the

presidential signing of a

bill establishing the National

Endowment for the

Arts, Washington, DC,
September 29, 1965

fig. 184, Thanksgiving dinner

in Rauschenberg's Broadway

studio, New York, 1965,

Photo by Ugo Mulas

fig, 185, Christopher

Rauschenberg and Steve

Paxton watching television

while Rauschenberg works

with Elaine Sturtevant on

"A Modern Inferno" for Life

magazine, Rauschenberg's

Broadway studio, November

1965. Photo by Ugo Mulas

fig. 186. Poster designed by

Rauschenberg for CORE
(Congress of Racial Equality),

1965

fig. 187. St. Joseph Mission

of the Immaculate Virgin, a

former orphanage, Lafayette

Street, New York, 1965,

prior to its becoming

Rauschenberg's studio

lights strapped to their backs (one of which becomes Rauschenberg's

Hfelong pel Rocky); the amphfied sound of pages ripping from a phone

book, and water poured onto dry ice to create a cloud that envelops

Rauschenberg; and such props as a shopping cart full of alarm clocks,

stilts, tin cans, and a watermelon. During one segment, slides of the

Empire State Building, the New York City skyline, canned food, and

other scenes are projected onto a screen carried on a dancers back.

May 3-June 6: Robert Rauschenberg, Paintings 1953-1964, Walker

Art Center, Minneapolis. Exhibits Red Painting (1934), Red Interior

(ca, 1955), Bed (1955), Painting with Red Letter S (1957), Wager

(1957-59), Thaw (1958), Bride's Folly (1959), Magician (1959), Trophy I

(for Merce Cunningham) (1959), Winter Pool {1959) , AUegoiy (1960),

Pilgrim (1960), Trophy II (for Teeny and Marcel Duchamp) (1961), Barge

(1962-63), Express {1961,) Junction (1963), Tidelme (1963), Axle

(1964), Quote (1964), and Tree Frog (1964).

May 15-June 19: Exhibits Oracle (1962-65), Leo Castelli, New York.

The mobile sculpture consists of five separate pieces, each of which

contains a radio operated by remote control from a console unit that

the viewer is invited to manipulate.

May 26: Breaks foot after final performance of First New York Theater

Rally. The next day, creates a lithograph. Post Rallv, which includes an

impression of the cane he receives from Saint Vincent's Hospital, New
York, where he was treated.

June 3: Makes collage Untitled {for Astronaut WJii(c) on the occasion of

Atnerican astronaut Edward H. White's becoming the first person to

walk in space during the Gemini 4 space mission.

June 14: Broadcast on BBC radio of interview with Rauschenberg con-

ducted by David Sylvester (the interview was recorded in August 1964

in London).

June 23: Named the most important artist to have emerged since World

War 11 in a survey conducted by the Paris weekly newspaper Arts of

one hundred Erench intellectuals asked to identify the ten greatest

artists under fifty years of age. Rauschenberg is the only American on

the list. The other artists nominated are, in order, Jean Tinguely Pierre

Soulages, Mathieu, Yves Klein, Hundertwasser, Bernard Buffet, Paul

Guiramand, Frangois Arnal, and Cesar.

September 18: Performs in Spring Training, Maynard Street Parking

Structure, Once Again Festival, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Also performs in John Cage's Talk 1 on September 19.

Fall: Harry N. Abrams publishes a limited deluxe-edition of XXXIV

Drawings for Dante's Inferno (1958-60). Each of the 300 boxed sets also

includes one original lithograph selected from a series of seven

published by ULAE (Universal Limited Art Editions), West Islip, New
York: Plank, Mark, Sink, Ark, Kar, Rank, and Prize.

September 29: Attends ceremony with New York Senator Jacob Javits

and his wife Marion Javits in which bill establishing the National

Endowment for the Arts is signed. Rauschenberg was active in lobbying

for the bill.

November 4: Stages Map Room [1] (cat. no. 236), Goddard College,

Plainfield, Vermont. The work, created by Rauschenberg, is performed

by him, Deborah Hay, Alex Hay, Paxton, and two student volunteers.

After showing slides on a screen, Rauschenberg instructs some audi-

ence members to hang large white cards onto their backs on which he

projects a travelogue movie. He sits in a chair, illuminated from behind,

making shadow pictures on the wall. Deborah Hay lies on a settee in a

body stocking, performing sensuous movements. For the finale,

Rauschenberg walks across the stage with cans of dry ice attached to

his ankles and flashlights on his legs illuminating the vapor. Rauschen-

berg is dissatisfied with the piece and will redevelop it as Map Room U.

Late fall: Purchases former orphanage building and chapel of St. Joseph

Mission of the Immaculate Virgin, on Lafayette Street, New York. Will

spend approximately one year renovating the space into studio and liv-

ing quarters before moving in.

December 1-3, 16-18: Premiere of Map Room U (cat. no. 237), the Ex-

panded Cinema Festival (originally entitled New Cinema Festival I),

Film-Makers" Cinematheque, New York; the series, organized by Jonas
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fig. 188. Rauschenberg on

the cover of The New York

Times Magazine wearing

Linoleum (1966) costume

and Map Room II (1965)

sfioes, October 9, 1966 issue

fig 189 Poster designed

by Rauschenberg for

9 Evenings: Theatre and

Engineenng. New Yorl<,

October 1966

Mckas aiul olluis, Icaturcs rcccnl cxiici imcnls in New 'ibrk cliiciiia.

Performers mclutk" Rauschenberj;. Irisha Brown, Jim Hard) (techni-

cian), Ale.\ Hay, Deborah Ha\', and Pa.xton. The work begins witli four

bhndfoklcd and tuxedoed participants holding up random selections

from four sets of word cards to create nonsensical sentences. Blank

cards are distributed to audience members to hang on their backs for a

movie projection. Tires arc prevalent props: one dancer crouches

inside a tire and rolls across the floor, other dancers have tires attached

to their legs. Deborah Hay wears a chicken-wire costume thai holds

three live doves. For the finale, Rauschenberg holds glowing neon

tubes while wearing shoes encased in twenty-pound blocks of clear

polyester resin by Arman. Critic John Gruen describes the piece as "an

enigmatic, evocative study in juxtaposition—a Rauschenberg painting

come to life—one of his comhmcs seen moving and producing shatter-

ing noises."'*'

December 17: "A Modern Inferno" published in a special issue of Li/e

magazine commemorating the 700th anniversary of Dante's birth. The

work, a double panoramic image, is reproduced in two foldout sections

(six pages in all). The projects recognizable imagery consists primarily

of photographs taken from Life and similar magazines depicting a

mushroom cloud caused by an atomic explosion, concentration camps,

ci\il-righis demonstrations, and figures representing "good" (John F

Kenned)) as well as "evil" (Joseph McCarthy and members of the Ku
Klux Klan). Life will later be sued by police officer Warren F. Wilson,

whose blood-spUmcrcd lace is featured in the collage.

December 21: Interviewed by Dorothy Gees Seckler for .American .Art

Oral Histor)- Program. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institu-

tion, Washington, D.C. Seckler will incorporate the interview into an

article. "The Artist Speaks: Robert Rauschenberg," in Art in America.

December 21, 1965-May 6, 1966: Rauschenberg: Thiriy-jour Drawings

for Dante's Injcrno. the Museum of Modern Art, New York, the first ex-

hibition of the drawings at the museum since their acquisition in 1963.

December 26, 1965-February 13, 1966: Participates in Diii inrc och

des yttrc my ordcn (inner and outer space), organized by Ponius Hul-

ten, Modcrna Museet, Stockholm. Rauschenberg had given Hultcn per-

mission and clear instructions to fabricate a new set of White Paintings

for the exhibition, but only a two-panel White Painting (1951) is fabri-

cated and exhibited.

December 27: Invited to speak at the funeral of Frederick Kiesler in

New York, Rauschenberg instead rolls a tire down the aisle of the

church, props it near the coffin, and proceeds to paint it blue, yellow,

green, and red, transforming it into a symbolic wreath.

1966

January 10-12: Performs in Steve Paxton's Proxy (1962), Section of a

Sew Unfinished Work (1965), and .Augmcnra/, in .A Dance Concert

of Old and New Works, Judson Dance Theater, Judson Memorial

Church.

January 14: First mi-eimg lu-ld between artists and engineers lor the

pcrlormaiue lesiisal 9 l;\eiimgs Iheatre and Fnginecring.

I ibruary 26: Dedication of Arlisi's Peace Tower, Los Angeles, one of

the lirsi and most dramatic efforts of an an movement protesting the

Vietnam War More than 400 artists attach their paintings lo the fifty-

eighi-lool-lall tower, built by sculptor Mark di Suvero in an empty lot

rented with kinds contributed b\ Rauschenberg and CPFY (VS'illiam

Copley) Despite prowar groups continually threaiening its existence,

thousands ol people will come lo the site during its three-month exis-

tence. Money raised through the sales of the works (about SI 2,000) is

donated lo the Los Angeles Peace Center.

March 29, 30: Perlorms with Alex Hay in Deborah Hay's Serious

Duel, A Concert of Dance by Trisha Brown and Deborah Hay, Judson

Memorial Church, New York.

April 1 3, 20: Participates in Five Choreographers in Three Dance

Concerts, sponsored by the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Rt)llcr-

drome, Culver City, California. Perlorms in Map Room II (1965),

April 1 3, and in Pi-liccin (1963), April 20.

.April 26-May 1: NOW Festival, Washington. DC The festival features

perlormancc pieces by Claes Oldenburg, Rauschenberg, Andy Warhol.

and artist Robert Whitman.

April 26: Performs in premiere of Linoleum (cat. no. 238) and in Pelican

( 1963). NOW Festival. National .Arena (formerly .America on Wheels).

Washington, D.C. Lino/cum, choreographed by Rauschenberg. features

plastic suits wired for sound by engineer Cecil Coker; a performer

eating fried chicken and pushing himself, and a few live chickens,

across the stage in a wire-mesh cage on wheels; and motorized sculp-

tures by Robert Breer. Rauschenberg projects his film Canoe, created

by editing footage from a found film. Lino/cum will be performed and

videotaped in the studios of WNET Channel 13. New York, for televi-

sion broadcast.

April 29: Performs in Deborah Hay's Serious Duet, NOW Festival.

May-June: Issue of Art in America with cover designed by Rauschen-

berg is published. The design, a collage of photographs of Ohio and

works from the Cleveland Museum of .Art's collection, honors the mu-

seum's fiftieth anniversary

June 28: As part of the television program U.S.A. Artists, National

Educational Television presents "Robert Rauschenberg," a film featur-

ing conversations with Rauschenberg and Leo Castelli, and footage of

Rauschenberg at work in his studio and in performances.

August 19-October 16: Participates in Sixty-eighth .Amenccin Exhibi-

tion. Art Institute of Chicago. Exhibits Oracle ( 1962-65), for which he

is awarded the Norman Wait Harris Silver Medal and Prize.

Fall: Renovations complete, moves into the studio on Lafayette Street,

New York.

September 25: With Billy Kluver, engineer Fred Waldhauer. and

Whitman, cofounds E.A.T. (Experiments in Art and Technology), New
York. The organization seeks to promote the use of technology for non-

industrial purposes by arranging collaborations between artists and en-

gineers, creating "the possibility of a work which is not the preoccu-

pation of either the engineer, the artist, or industry, but the result of

the exploration of the human interaction between these three areas."'*^

As vice president, Rauschenberg will assist in fundraising and organiz-

ing events and meetings. In September 1968, he will become chairman,

a position he will hold until 1972. By 1969, E.A.T. will have forty chap-

ters in the United States and abroad.

October 9: Dressed in the plastic costume he wore in Linoleum and the

Arman shoes he wore in Map Room II. Rauschenberg appears on the

cover of The New York Times Magazine, in w hich Richard Kostelanetzs

profile of Rauschenberg, "The Artist As Playwright and Engineer."

is published.

October 14-23: 9 Evenings: Theatre and Engineering. Sixty-ninth

Regiment Armory, New York. Performers in the series include

Rauschenberg. John Cage. Lucinda Childs. Oy^vind Fahlstrom. Alex

Hav. Deborah Hav. Paxton, Yvonne Rainer. David Tudor, and Whitman.
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Rauschenberg designed the festivals poster and choreographed Open

Score (cat. no. 239), October 14 and 23. The performance features a

tennis match played with rackets that are wired for sound; with each

impact of the tennis ball, the armory lights shut off one by one until

the theater becomes completely dark and the large screens of a closed-

circuit, infrared television system reveal to the audience the cast

of more than 500 performers who have quietly assembled onstage.

Rauschenberg also performs in Alex Hay's Grass Field, October 13

and 22, and Deborah Hays Solo. October 13 and 23."'^

November 10: Participates in Is Easel Painting Dead?, a symposium in

the Critics Colloquium series. New York University. Panel members

include Walter Darby Bannard, Donald Judd, Larry Poons, and Rausch-

enberg; Barbara Rose is moderator.

November 30: Three hundred people attend the first meeting of E.A.T.,

Broadway Central Hotel, New York.

1967

Creates poster Homage to Frederick Kicslcr for an exhibition of

Frederick Kieslers work to benefit disabled children.

Creates untitled transfer drawings for In McmoiT of M\ Feelings by

Frank O'Hara. One drawing is overlaid with O'Hara's poem "A Step

away from Them.'The limited-edition book includes photo-offset

reproductions of forty-six drawings by Rauschenberg, Willem de

Kooning, Niki de Saint Phalle, Jasper Johns, Roy Lichtenstein, Robert

Motherwell, Barnett Newman, Claes Oldenburg, and other artists.

Designs book cover for Poems by John Giorno."*"*

January 15: E.A.T. (Experiments in Art and Technology), New York,

publishes first issue of E.A.T Nrvvs (see fig. 97), which is designed by

Rauschenberg. Subsequent issues of the newsletter will be published

later this year on June 1, November 1, and December 20, and the fol-

lowing year on March 18.

February-April: Begins workmg relationship with print workshop

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, making Booster and 7 Studies. Booster is, at

six feet in height, the largest hand-pulled lithograph to date. The work,

which contains a full-size reproduction of an X ray of Rauschenberg,

requires two lithography stones connected by a honeycomb structure.

To create the lithograph, Rauschenberg uses a new transfer technique of

photomechanically reproducing newspaper and magazine images onto

printing plates. The project, which incorporates silkscreen and lithog-

raphy, represents Gemini's first activity in combination printing.

March: Participates in Art in Process. Finch College Museum of Art,

New York. Exhibits Short Circuit (1955).

March 7: Rauschenberg performs in Outskirts, which he created for an

event coordinated by Irving Sandler, Loeb Student Center, New York

University. The performers crawl along the stage, their heads poking

through holes in a white sheet onto which Rauschenbergs film Canoe

(1966) is projected. Also performs in John Giorno's Raspbcriy.

Early spring: Makes Revolvers, six sculptures consisting of silkscreened

ink on five rotating Plexiglas discs, each one mounted behind the other,

with electric motors. By using a control box, the viewer rotates the discs

and creates a kaleidoscopic effect among the images. The works will

be featured in the broadcast "The Walls Come Tumbling Down" on the

CBS television program Fye on New York.

April 28-October 27: Participates in United States Pavilion, American

Painting Now, organized by Alan Solomon, Expo '67, Montreal. Exhibits

Green Shirt (1965-67), a multicolored painting of neon and enameled

metal installed inside R. Buckininster Fuller's geodesic dome. The

work, which was commissioned in 1965, contains motifs found in

Rauschenbergs silkscreened paintings such as \'enus, mosquitoes, and

a diagram of a cube. The exhibition will travel to the Institute of

Contemporary Art, Boston.

May 13-June 10: Exhibits Revolvers, Leo Castelli, New York.

May 26: Rauschenberg and artists Jack Levine and Andrew Wyeth are

featured in a broadcast of the NBC television program The American

Image, a documentary series exploring American life as depicted by

artists from colonial to contemporary times, focusing on four broad

themes: the land, industrialization and cities, patriotism and politics,

and the people.

June 6—8: Giant Model Airplanes, an exhibition and auction organized

by Christie's of London to benefit E.A.T., is held in Rauschenbergs

Lafayette Street studio. New York. The works, which are precisely

scaled and detailed enlargements of stick-and-tissue models of vintage

aircraft, are created and donated by the Once Group, Ann Arbor,

Michigan.

[Summer): Works, along with Alex Ha\; Deborah Hay, and Steve Pax-

ton, with students at Port Townsend Theater Workshop, Washington.

July 5-31: Exhibition of Booster and 7 Studies, Douglas Gallery,

Vancouver.

October: Receives honorary degree. Doctor of Humane Letters,

Grinnell College, Iowa. Meets Martin Luther King, Jr,. who has been

temporarily released from prison to accept an honorary degree from

the college.

October 10: Press conference and exhibition of artworks involving

technology, including Oracle (1962-65), held at Rauschenberg's

Lafayette Street studio, to formally introduce E.A.T. to the public.

Speeches are delivered by Rauschenberg; Warren Brodey, Director

of M.I.T. Science Camp; Ralph Gross, President, Commerce and In-

dustry Association; New York Senator Jacob Javits; Herman Kenin,

President, American Federation of Musicians; Robert Morris; Theodore

Kheel, President, the American Foundation on Automation and Em-
plovTiient, and labor mediator; andJohn Pierce, Executive Director, Bell

Telephone Laboratories.

October 24: Participates in Elaine Sturtevant's "Relache," School of

Visual Arts. New York, a (non)performance based on Francis Picabia's

and Erik Satie's 1924 ballet of the same name. Sturtevant's "perfor-

mance " consists of a sign on the theater door announcing its cancella-

tion (relache) and a photograph entitled Relache. which imitates a Man
Ray photograph (1924) of a scene from Picabia's play Cinesketch

(December 31, 1924) in which Marcel Duchamp and Brogna Perlmut-

ter (Francine Picabia) appeared naked as Adam and Eve in a tableau

vivant of Lucas Cranach's Adam and Eve (1533). In Sturtevant's photo-

graph. Rauschenberg poses nude as Duchamp posing as Adam (with

false beard and fig leaf) and she poses as Eve.

October 24-December 2: Participates in Protest and Hope: An Exhibi-

tion of Contemporan' American Art. The New School Art Center, New
York. Exhibits painting Caller (1965). Forty-three artists including

Rauschenberg, Elaine de Kooning. Red Grooms, George Segal, and

And)- Warhol contribute works relating to the show's antiwar and ci\'il-

rights themes.

November 9-December 17: Participates in Kompass 3: Malerei nach

J 945 aus New York/Paintings after J 945 in New York. Stedelijk Museum.

Amsterdam. Exhibits Charlene (1954), Pilgrim (1960), and Wall Street

(1961). The exhibition will travel to Frankfurter Kunstverein.

November 10, 19: Rauschenberg performs in Urban Round (cat. no.

240), which he created for Fall Gallery Concerts, School of Visual Arts,

New York. A silkscreened painting is used as the backdrop against

which performers read aloud and backward from newspapers while

being carried on brightly colored wood boards. Each performer reads

an article, then descends to help carry a new reader.

December 6-10: Participates in benefit exhibition for E.A.T., Leo

Castelli, New York.

December 8: Time magazine features cover designed by Rauschenberg

using film stills from Bonnie and Chde to accompany the article

"Holh-wood: The Shock of Freedom in Films."

1968

Creates poster for the reelection campaign of New York Senator

Jacob Javits.

Creates preface for WORDSWORDSWORDS, an artist's book of poetry

by Edwin Schlossberg, published by ULAE (Universal Limited Art
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fig 190 Green Shirt

(1965-67) in American

Painting Now. R Buckminster

Fuller's geodesic dome,

United States Pavilion.

Expo '67, Montreal, 1967.

Photo by Harry Shunk

fig. 191. Poster for an

evening of performances

including Rauschenberg's

Outskirts (1967), Loeb

Student Center, New York

University, New York,

March 7, 1967

fig. 192. Rauschenberg with

Autobiography (1968) in the

stairwell of the Whitney

Museum of American Art,

New York, January 22. 1968.

Photo by Fred W McDarrah

fig. 193. Leo Castelli and

Pontus Hulten standing

inside Rauschenberg's

Solstice (1968) in the chapel

of Rauschenberg's Lafayette

Street studio, New York,

1968. Photo by Harry Shunk

Editions), West Islip, New York, in an edition ol twenty-five. The

poems are printed on a variety of materials including folded paper, alu-

minum, acetate, and Plexiglas. Rauschenberg creates the preface using

blind embossed imagery and the phrase 'Solar wind and its effect on

the Earth and Moon."

Meets singer Janisjoplin, a fellow native of Port .Arthur, Texas, at Max's

Kansas City, a New York nightclub. They become close friends until

her death on October 4, 1970.

January 14-16: Evolving irom his Time magazine cover project t)n

Bonnie and Clyde. Rauschenberg creates the lithographic series Reels

(B + C) during sixty-four hours of continuous work, using publicity

and film stills. Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, will publish the six prints

in editions ranging from forty-six to fifty-one.

January 22-February 22: Robert Rauschaibeig: Prim. Whitney Museum
of American Art, New York. The exhibition consists entirely of Autobi-

ography', an approximately sixteen-and-a-half-foot-tall color offset lith-

ograph on three sheets of paper, published in an edition of 2,000 by

Broadside Art, Inc., New York, a new press sponsored by Marion Javiis,

wife of New York Senator Jacob Javits, to make billboard presses avail-

able to artists. Autohiographx is the first fine-art print created on a bill-

board press. Each sheet includes an image of Rauschenberg: (top) a

full-body X ray, the same one used in Booster (1967) but superimposed

here on the artist's astrological chart; (middle) a childhood photograph

overlaid on a spiraling autobiographical text; (bottom) a still of him

performing in Pelican (1963) set within a montage of silkscreened im-

ages, including the New York skyline and a navigational chart of the

Gulf of Mexico off Port Arthur.

February 23-April 7: Robert Rauschenberg, Stedelijk Museum, Ams-

terdam. The exhibition will travel to Kolnischer Kunstverein, Cologne.

The thirty-seven works exhibited include a new technology work.

Soundings, a collaboration with E.A.T. (Experiments in Art and Tech-

nology), New York, and engineers Billy Kliiver, L. J. Robinson, Fred

W'aldhauer. Cecil Coker, Per Biorn, and Ralph Flynn. The work con-

sists of a wall, seven feet ten inches in height and thirty-six feet in

length, made of three layers of panels: the outermost of mirrored Plex-

iglas and the inner two of Plexiglas silkscreened with repeated images

of a chair in various orientations. Concealed electric lights between

the layers expose the images when activated by viewers' sounds. Two
hundred different combinations of imagery are possible.

March: An important series of lectures is delivered by Leo Steinberg at

the Museum of Modern An, New York. The ending lines of the final

lecture are extemporized from notes that read:

One final point concerning the picture plane. (Clementl Green-

berg's criticism, oriented to the problems of Cubism, spoke in

terms of its flatness, integrity, autonomy and so forth. There is an-

other criterion—the angle of it. The upright worlds of earlier art

—

their makers were still nature painters [showing slide of Jackson

Pollock's Autumn Rhythm: yumbcr 30, 1950). There is a radical

shift in the fifties [slides of Jean Dubuffel's Still Life with

Passport, 1953, and Rauschenbcrgs 22 the Lily VVTiite, c. 1950). Not

spaces . . . but imprints. The PP [picture plane) is horizontal.

Steinberg, in an ainended version of the lectures published in Artfontm

(March 1972) including a new section "The Flatbed Picture Plane,' will

write:

What 1 have in mind is the psychic address of the image, its special

mode of imaginative confrontation, and I tend to regard the tilt of

the picture plane from vertical to horizontal as expressive of the

most radical shift in the subject matter of art. the shift from nature

to culture.

Discussing the Combine paintings, he explains. 'Though ihey hung on

the wall, the pictures keep referring back to the horizontals on which

we walk and sit, work and sleep
""'^

April 1: EAT. and .Amalgamated Lithographers of America, Local 1

chapter. New York, launch a project inviting artists to work with print-

ers and presses. Rauschenberg acts as advisory board chairman of the

printing workshop.

May 28: Performs in Linoleum (1966) as part of Spring Gallery 68 at

Bert Stern's New York studio.

June 7-9: Performs in Simone (Whitman) Forti's Pedestals (1961),

200 Park Avenue South, New York.

June 27-October 6: Participates in Documr?i(a IV, Museum Frideri-

cianum, Kassel. Exhibits the new technology work Solstice, the paint-

ings Pilgrim ( 1960). Wall Street ( 1961 ), and Almanac ( 1962), the litho-

graphs Breakthrough I (1964), Front Ro/I (1964), Kip-L'p (1964). Shades

(1964), Spot (1964), and Booster and 7 Studies (1967). and another

technology work, a Revolver (1967). Created with the assistance of en-

gineers Robinson, Biorn, Tony Tedona, and Flynn. the five motorized

Plexiglas doors of SoLslicc slide open when approached by viewers.

Each door is silkscreened with images of architectural details, technical

drawings, urban photographs, and words. Rauschenberg donates

Solstice to Automation House, New York, where E.A.T.s headquarters is

located; it will later be sold to the National Museum of Art, Osaka.

September: Begins three-year collaboration with Teledyne, Los Angeles,

on Mud Muse (1968-71), which is created for inclusion in the exhibi-

tion Art and Technology at the Los Angeles County Museum of .Art in

1971. Works principally with engineers Frank LaHaye, Lewis Ellmore.

George Carr, Jim Wilkinson, and Carl Adams.

Early fall: Creates Political Folly, a transfer drawing with images of De-

mocratic presidential candidates Hubert Humphrey and Eugene

McCarthy and the Grant Park antiwar demonstrations in Chicago, for

the collective exhibition Response to Violence in Our Society, organized

by several Chicago galleries to protest police brutality at the recent De-

mocratic National Convention, Chicago. Proceeds from the exhibition

are donated to the .American Civil Liberties Union.
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fig. 194. Documenta IV.

Museum Fridericianum,

Kassel, Germany, 1968.

Rauschenberg's Solstice

(1968) shown at right

fig- 195. Carnal Clocks

(1969), Leo Castelli,

New York, 1969. Photo by

Rudy Burckhardt

fig. 196. Rauschenberg

working on a photosensitive

lithography stone, ULAE

(Universal Limited Art

Editions), West Islip,

New York, August 1969.

Photo by Hans Namuth

fig. 197. Rauschenberg

enjoying a break during the

proofing session of Stoned

Moon Series (1969-70),

parking lot of Gemini G.E.L.,

Los Angeles, 1969

fig. 198. Rauschenberg and

Teeny Duchamp, Paris,

ca. 1973

October 10-November 10: Robert Rauschenberg: Oeuvres de 1949 a

1968. Musee d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris. The exhibition, origi-

nally set to open in June, had been postponed due to the May sttident

riots. Twenty-six lithographs and Solstice have been added to the ex-

hibition since its presentation at the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam;

however, Soundings is not included.

October 12-27: Exhibits White Paintings, Leo Castelli, New York. Since

most of the original panels were recycled in later artworks, including

Yoicks (1954), K249765 (1956), Trophy U (for Teeny and Marcel

Duchamp) ( 1961 ), and Stripper ( 1962), Rauschenberg has studio assis-

tant Brice Marden prepare a new set of paintings, which continue to

bear the date of their original conception (1951) irregardless of when
they are made. The refabrication is considered controversial by critics.

October 22, 1968-January 26, 1969: Exhibits Soundings, the Museum
of Modern Art, New York.

November 26, 1968-January 5, 1969: Some More Beginnings: Experi-

ments in Art and Technology , the Brookly-n Museum, New York. The ex-

hibition includes submissions to a competition for collaborations be-

tween artists and engineers, organized by E.A.T. and selected by a jury

of scientists and engineers. Rauschenberg, in collaboration with Kliiver

and Julie Martin, designed the exhibition catalogue.

November 27, 1968-February 9, 1969: Participates in The Machine As

Seen at the End ojthe Mechanical Age, organized by Pontus Hulten, the

Museum of Modern Art, New York. Exhibits Pantomime (1961) and

Oracle (1962-63). The exhibition, which includes several works sub-

mitted to the E.A.T. competition, will travel to Rice Museum, Houston,

and San Francisco Museum of Art.

1969

Andrew Forge's inonograph Rausc/ienberg is published. The publication

includes the biographical statement written by Rauschenberg for Au-

tobiographx (1968). Rauschenberg designed a unique layout in which

his own black-and-white photographs, published for the first time as

photographs, are overlaid with the printed black text, making reading

difficult.'*'' In a review, Timothy Hilton describes the enormous effort

required to read the text as "something much more than book design,

and can be thought of as a characteristically Rauschenbergian move.

For it is in just such enlargements of our normal apperceptions that we
realize a part of the power of his painting."'*''

Winter: Makes Carnal Clocks, unique five-foot-square metal boxes with

silkscreened Plexiglas, concealed electric lights, and timing mecha-

nisms. To indicate the time, the lights illuminate, representing hours

and minutes, and cause images of genitalia, natural forms, and other

objects, photographed by Rauschenberg, to appear on the mirrored sur-

face; ai noon and midnight, all lights turn on.

January 5-February 2: Robert Rauschenberg: Selections, Fort Worth An
Center Museum. The exhibition presents a survey of his career

including White Paintings (1951) and black paintings (1952), Red

Paintings (1953-54), Combine paintings and Combines (1955-64),

silkscreened paintings (1962-64), a Revolver (1967), and Solstice (1968).

Spring: Commissioned by the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

to create poster commemorating its one hundredth anniversary,

Rauschenberg composes a handwritten proclamation on graph paper

that incorporates images from the museums collections, and signed by

museum officials. The text reads:

Treasury of the conscience of man. Masterworks collected, pro-

tected and celebrated commonly. Timeless in concept the museum
amasses to concertise a moment of pride serving to defend the

dreams and ideals apolitically of mankind aware and responsive to

the changes, needs and complexities of current life while keeping

history and love alive.

Rauschenberg passes the print through the press twice after reviewing

the first proof and finding it lacking. The original lithograph is printed

by ULAE (Universal Limited Art Editions), West Islip, New York, in an

edition of forty-five in 1969, and the poster is published by Telamon

Editions Limited, a branch of ULAE, in 1970.

April 25-May 17: Exhibits Carnal Clocks, Ace Gallery, Venice,

California.

April 26-May 17: Exhibits Carnal Clocks, Leo Castelli, New York.

July 9-Seplember 3: Participates in Pop Art Redefined, Hayward

Gallery, South Bank Centre, London, an exhibition organized by John

Russell and Suzi Gablik. Exhibits Pail for Ganymede ( 1959), Winter Pool

(1959), and Art Box (1962-63). Exhibition catalogue reproduces

Rauschenberg's "Note on Painting" (1963).

July 16: At the invitation of the NASA Art Program, watches launch-

ing of Apollo 11, the space mission that includes the first landing of

mankind on the moon, from Cape Kennedy, Florida. Rauschenberg has

always admired the space program for being one of the few technolog-

ical projects not involved in war and destruction.

August: With some of the same photographs used in Carnal Clocks,

Rauschenberg makes lithographs Tides, Drifts, and Gulf using

lithography stones coated with photosensitive emulsion on which

photographic negatives are exposed—an early twentieth-century

experimental German technique further developed in collaboration

with Zigmunds Priede at ULAE. The titles evolve from Rauschenberg's

observation of the effect of the printed photographs, which resemble

reflections in water. The lithographs L'ni( (Buffalo), Unit (Turtle), and

Unit (Hydrant) are also made, each from one stone used in the previ-

ous works, but they will not be released until 1970.

August 1969-July 1970: Inspired by the launching of Apollo 11, works

on Stoned Moon Series of lithographs at Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

(the first works are printed in September 1969 and the last in July

1970). The series of thirty-three lithographs uses photographs supplied

by NASA, as well as drawings made directly on the lithography stones
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with waitT-basfcl luschc and cravDn. Some of ilu- works. ituliulin>>

VViivcs and S/ev iiiiidcn (cai. no. 306), arc tlu- larj;i-si prniis niadi- iluis

far on a hand-oiH-raicil liihoj;raphii jircss. In 1470, Rauschcnbt'r>; will

create Stoned Moon Book using colla>;es ol photographs, media images,

transfer images, telegrams, and transcript notes intended for publica-

tion but never released

September 21: Meets w ith Joiiii Siollcr and I dice W'ender ol Da) tons

Gallery 12, Minneapolis, to discuss the creation of a work for a fifty-

one-foot-long-wall in the gallery. Consequently, he will begin to de-

velop the concept for the Cunvnts project.

October 25: Fire occurs in Rauschcnbcrg's Lafayette Stivei studio. New
^ork. Very lew works are damaged

Late October: f-ollowing the lire m his I alayetle Street studio.

Rauschenberg retreats to Malibu, C.alilornia. where he works on the

Ciimnt.s project with the assistance ol Robert Petersen, a printer at

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles. The project, a related group of works, will

mark the beginning of Rauschcnbcrg's new focus on political and

social activism. Contcmporar)' photojournalism, headlines, and texts

from the New York Times. New Yoik Ddi/y Nfws, Los Angeles Times,

Los Angeles Herald L\aminer. San Trancisco Examiner. Chicaj^o Tribune.

Minneapolis Star, and Minneajwlis Tribune will serve as source material

for thirty-si.x collages entitled Studies jor Currents. Using these original

newspaper collages, Rauschenberg will work with printer Adolph

Rischner at Styria Studio, Glendale, California, to create a single

silkscrcened work. Currents, fifty-four feet long (on paper measuring

six by sixty feet), the largest known printed work at the time. Printing

this edition, incorporating each of thirty-six screens (one for each col-

lage study) on a single sheet, will consume almost 300 hours. Currents

will be published in an edition of six and two trial proofs by Styria

Studio, which will also issue two related sets of smaller, stjuare screen-

prints: 5iii/<i(C Scries (jrom Currents #.37-54), eighteen prints published

in an cclilum ol one hundred, and Teatures (Jrom Currents #55-80),

twenty-live prints published in an edition of fifty; both based on

Studies /or Cunents.

November 19-20: Apollo 12, the second lunar-landing mission, leaves

an untitled drawing by Rauschenberg as well as drawings by John

Chamberlain. Forrest Myers, David Novros, Claes Oldenburg, and

Andy Warhol on the moon. Engineer Fred Waldhauer reduced and

etched versions of the works onto a tiny ceramic wafer, which was at-

tached to the leg of the Intrepid, the lunar module that explores the

moon's surface.

December 10. 1969-January 18, 1970: Rdusi /u-iibcr^ in Black and

White: Paintings 1962-63, Lithographs 1962-67, Newport Harbor .Art

Museum. Newport Beach. California. Exhibits fourteen black-and-

white silkscrcened paintings and nineteen lithographs. The exhibition

will tra\cl to Phoenix Art Museum; University of New Mexico.

Albuquerque; and Seattle Art Museum.

1970

Dancer/choreographer Tnsha Brown founds Trisha Brown Company.

February 1: Automation House advertising supplement with co\cr de-

signed by Rauschenberg is distributed in the New York Times.

February 18: Alan Solomon, an active supporter of Rauschenberg's

work since 1959, dies.

April 1-May 10: Rauschenberg: Graphic .\rt. the first significant exhi-

bition of Rauschenberg's prints, the Institute for Contemporary Art,

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. The exhibition will travel to

Art Gallery, State University of New York, .Albany; Marion Kooglcr

McNay Art Institute. San Antonio; and Museum of Contemporary

Art. Chicago.

April 4-May 2: Exhibits Currents and selections from the related

StucJics/or Currents. Suijace Series, and Features (all 1969). Dayton's

Gallery 12, Minneapolis. The works are exhibited accompanied by a

recorded sound track of excerpts from various news reports. Rauschen-

berg created the exhibition poster, published in an edition of 300 ( 100

of which arc signed), from fragments of the Minneapolis Tribune and

other newspapers ( uneiils and selections from ilie related series will

be exhibited at .Automation Mouse. New York C asielli (rapines New
York, and Pasadena Art Museum

April 22: I irsi annual Earth Day, lor which Rauschenberg iiealcd the

poster /:(i»t/i Day (cat no 202), |niblished in an edition of 300 signed

and 10,000 unsigned copies by ( asielli Graphics, New York, to benefit

the American Environment luundaiion, Washington, D.C. The work

consists of images of cleared forests, land devastated by strip mining,

factories emitting black smoke, junkyards, and living creatures, in-

cluding the endangered bald eagle and gorilla Gemini G.E.L.. Los An-

geles, will publish .1 lithograph, based on the poster design, in an edi-

tion of fifty

May 25: Presents Dance Award to ( arolyn Brown at Dance Magazine

Awards, New York.

June: Joins a group ol artists w ho v\ ithdraw their artworks from the

United Slates Pavilion, XXXV Esposizione Biennalc intewazionale d'Arte,

Venice, in protest of United States military action in Vietnam. The

Emergency Cultural Government Committee of the New York Art

Strike, which represents the artists, slates in telegram sent to the

Biennale's organizing committee that the artists 'are denying the use of

their art as a cultural veneer to cover policies of ruthless aggression

abroad and intolerable repression at home ."'" The retracted works will

be exhibited at Museum, a cooperative gallery on lower Broadway, New
York, in July.

June 4-26: Exhibits .Si^ns. Castclli Graphics, New York. Signs is a

screenprint, printed at St) ria Studio, New York, and published in an

edition of 250 by Castelli Graphics. The original collage, incorporat-

ing images ofJanis Joplin, John F Kennedy, Robert F Kennedy, Ameri-

can soldiers in Vietnam, an astronaut in space, demonstration scenes,

and Martin Luther King. Jr. lying in his casket, was initially designed as

a cover for Newsweek, but not used. Rauschenberg writes that ii was

"conceived to remind us of lo\e. terror, violence of the last 10 years.

Danger lies in forgetting.
"''^

July 9-Augusl 30: Solo exhibition of prints including Currents. Stoned

Moon Series, and Booster and 7 Studies, New York Cultural Center

July 13: Collaborates with Dan Freeman. Laddie Hill, and Robert

Petersen (all printers or former printers at Gctnini G.E.L., Los Ange-

les) in The Light Show, an event held on a hilltop in Baldwin Hills, a

Los Angeles suburb.

August 6-September 27: Robert Rauschenberg: Prints 1948/1970, a com-

prehensive retrospective exhibition devoted to Rauschenberg's prints,

the Minneapolis Institute of Arts.

September: Establishes Change, Inc.. New- York, a nonprohl organiza-

tion providing small sums of money to artists for such nonari emer-

gency expenses as rent and medical costs. The organization, which is

supported by contributions of art for benefit auctions, will help

more than 1.000 artists. From this point on, Rauschenberg will donate

to Change. Inc. proceeds from the sale of one print in each new edition.

September 20-26: Participates in Art jor Peace, an exhibition held at

thirty-two Ncv\ York galleries and twelve additional out-of-town gal-

leries, culminating in a Sotheby Parke Bernct auction on September 29,

the proceeds of which go to Referendum 70, a group that supports an-

tiwar Congressional candidates.

[Fall]: The Peace Portfolio, for which twelve artists contribute original

prints, is printed b\- lerry Solomon in an edition of 175. The project is

coordinated b\- Perc\' Goodman, a peace activist. Using Rauschenberg's

submission of an untitled collage painting made predominantly of

newspaper clippings, Styria Studio, New York, prints an offset litho-

graph. Proceeds from the sale of works in the portfolio, which is ex-

hibited at the Martin Gordon Gallery, New York, benefit the .Academic

and Professional Committee for a Responsible Congress.

November: Issue of .Arts Magazine with cover designed by Rauschen-

berg is published.

Late fall: Establishes permanent residence and studio in Capiiva.

Florida. Though he maintains his studio on Lafayette Street. New York,

he will spend most of his time in Captiva.
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fig. 199. Rauschenberg's

beach house, Captiva,

Florida, ca. 1971

fig. 200. Rauschenberg

worl<ing on the Cardboard

series, Captiva, 1971.

Photo by Hans Namuth

fig. 201. Leo Castelli, Cy

Twombly, and Rauschenberg

standing over lithography

press, Captiva, 1971. Photo

by Hans Namuth

fig. 202. Rauschenberg and

studio assistants adhering

sand to Rauschenberg's Early

Egyptians (1973-74) on the

beach in Captiva, ca. 1973.

Photo by Cianfranco Corgoni

fig. 203. Rauschenberg and

Hisachika Takahashi carrying

materials gathered for

Rauschenberg in Israel, the

Israel Museum, Jerusalem,

May 1974

December 1970-October 1971: At his new studio in Captiva, creates

Cardboards, a series of works made from found cardboard, and Card-

birds, print facsimiles of cardboard prototypes that are pubhshed in an

edition of seventy-five by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles.

1971

January: Exhibits Currents at Galerie Ileana Sonnabend, Paris.

January 12-February: Participates in Duchamp, Johns, Rauschenberg,

Cage, the Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati, an exhibition ex-

ploring the influence of Duchamp on the other three artists. Exhibits

Shades (1964) and three Revolvers (1967).

Spring: With the assistance of Robert Petersen, establishes Untitled

Press, Inc., Captiva, Florida. Rauschenberg's neighbor, artist Maybelle

Stamper, contributes proofing stones and an old Fuchs and Lang proof-

ing press, which Petersen, Rauschenberg, and assistant Hisachika

Takahashi restore. Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, contributes lithogra-

phy stones. The press's name is taken on the Sonnabends' recommen-

dation that the word "untitled" is widely understood in Europe, where

it is commonly associated with contemporary art.'*^ The prints are dis-

tributed by Castelli Graphics, New York. The first series of prints is

made by Cy Twombly in April. Other visiting artists this year include

David Bradshaw (January-March) and Brice Marden (February-April).

Robert Whitman and Susan Weil will visit in 1973 and 1974, respec-

tively. Eventually, the press room will serve less as a guest-artist work-

shop than as a studio for Rauschenberg.

May 11-August 29: Participates in Art and Technology, Los Angeles

County Museum of Art. Exhibits Mud Muse (1968-71). The exhibition,

which is organized by Maurice Tuchman, features collaborations be-

tween artists and engineers. Among the participating artists are

Rauschenberg, Newton Harrison, Rockne Krebs, Roy Lichtenstein.

Claes Oldenburg, Richard Serra, Tony Smith, Whitman, and Andy
Warhol. Mud Muse, created during a three-year collaboration with

Frank LaHaye and Lewis Ellmore, engineers at Teledyne, Los Angeles,

is a room-size vat filled with driller's mud that bubbles in response to

sound through a system of control valves and compressed-air inlets in-

side the tank. A tape recording of the bubbling mud plays, causing the

mud's continuing response. On opening day, visitors unexpectedly seize

the mud and smear it on the museum's walls.

June: Exhibits Cardboards. Dayton's Gallery 12, Minneapolis.

October 16-November 6: Exhibits Cardboards, Leo Castelli, New York,

closes November 2; and Cardbirds, Castelli Graphics, New York, closes

November 6,

December 3-4: Benefit for Artists' Television Project, sponsored by

E.A.T. (Experiments in Art and Technology), New York, and the

American Foundation on Automation and Employment, held at

Automation House, New York. With a casino theme, the party features

gambling with "Artcash" bills designed by Tom Gormley, Red Grooms,

Marisol, Rauschenberg, Warhol, and Whitman and printed by a

banknote company on genuine banknote paper

Late fall: Makes Posterfor Peace, published in an edition of 250, for the

National Peace Action Coalition, New York. Viewers are invited to add

newspaper clippings to designated areas of the poster

[Late fall]: At Styria Studio, New York, creates Opal Gospel (1971-72),

published by Racolin Press, New York, in an edition of 200. Rauschen-

berg's second artist's book, it is similar to Shades. For the project, nine

traditional Native American poeins from six nations (Nootka,

Chippewa, Navajo, Iglulik, Pawnee, and Apache) and Rauschenberg's

images of animals and nature are silkscreened in iridescent inks on ten

Plexiglas sheets mounted upright in a slotted Lucite base and stainless-

steel case.

1972

First Landing Jump (1961) acquired by the Museum of Modern Art.

New York, as a gift received from Philip Johnson, who had purchased

the work in 1964 at the encouragement of the museum's director,

Alfred H.Barr.Jr
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Kmile cle Antonio's filni l'ainlci\ /'(lindMi;, which inckulc-s an inn-rvu-w

with Rausthcnhcrj;, is ri-k-asi-tl I hi- lihn is hascd on ihc ixhihiiion

Ni'w York /'tiinfini; and Siulptuic. 1^)40-1^)70. organized by llcnry

Cicklzahlcr, thi- Mctropoliian Museum of An, October 18, l^b'^-

Irbruaty K, H)70

Introduced by New ^ork Senator Jacob Javiis to Israeli loreign Minis-

ter Abba liban. I hnnigh !:ban. kauschenberg meets Prince Sadruddm

Aga Khan ol ligypt and becomes interested in creating a work, never

realized, relating to the Arab-Israeli eonilici

January: Establishes working relationship wiiii Crraphicstudio, Uni-

versity of South I lorida, lampa, which is under the direction oi Donald

Salf, who touiuled ilie studio in l*-)(i8 as a center lor print research and

collaboration with the university's departments ol t hcmistry, engi-

neering, and architecture.

January-March: At Ciraphicsiudio, working with Sail, makes Mculc iii

Tampa, twelve works published in editions of forty, incorporating lith-

ography, blueprint, and sepia print, and introducing elements of col-

lage. Makes Made in Tampa Clay Pieces, five clay works published in

an edition of twenty, at the suggestion of Graphicstudio sculptor Alan

Eaker, who proposed that Rauschenbcrg turn cardboard boxes into ce-

ramic pieces, just as he had previously created C.aidhiids (1970-71)

from cardboard prototypes. For the Made in Tampa Cla\ Pieces, the

printers mix garden soil with the clay, then apply oil from their own
faces to the fired surlacc to replicate the color and texture ol cardboard.

April 25: Receives Skowhegan Medal for Graphics, Skowhegan School

of Painting and Sculpture, Maine, at the Plaza Hotel, New York.

May: Exhibits Cardboards, Galcrie lleana Sonnabend, Paris.

May: Under the sponsorship of ULAE (Universal Limited An Editions),

West Islip, New York, begins collaboration with novelist, philosopher,

and screenwriter Alain Robbe-Grillet on a book, Traces suspectes en

surface, published in an edition of thirty-six. Tatyana Grosman, aware

of Rauschenbcrgs interest in working on a handmade book, pairs the

artist and the author after hearing Robbe-Grillet express admiration

for Rauschenbcrg in a lecture at New York University in .April. Robbe-

Grillet and Rauschenbcrg agree that Rauschenbcrg will loosely respond

to the text of the novel, which deals with romance and murder, rather

than diligently illustrate it. Robbe-Grillet will send Rauschenbcrg the

first three pages of text inscribed on aluminum plates in the fall of

1972. Rauschenbcrg will respond with three pages of lithographs cre-

ated, using solvent-transfer technique, with images of everyday lilc

from European publications to complement the text and suggest new

ideas to Robbe-Grillet. By 1974, after about twelve exchanges, all of the

text and images will be completed. Printing will begin in 1976. The

book will be published in 1978. Rauschenbcrg will create a simple red

clolhbound box for the prints.

Late June: Begins Venetian series, the majority of which arc made in

1973. These sculptural works, inspired by his many visits to Venice,

are made of plain materials, including branches, tire treads, and glass

jars, with an emphasis on the natural shapes of ordinary found objects.

October 27: Party held in honor of Princess Christina of Sweden,

Rauschenberg's Lafayette Street studio, New York, raises funds for the

New Y'ork Collection for Stockholm, a collection of works by Ameri-

can artists selected by Pontus Hulten and organized by E.A.T. (Exper-

iments in An and Technology), New York, between 1971 and 1973, for

donation to Moderna Museet, Stockholm. Three hundred people at-

tend the event. At Rauschenberg's request, Teledyne, Los .Angeles, will

donate Mud Muse (1968-71) to the collection.

December 2-24: Exhibits Made in Tampa Clay Pieces, Leo Castelli, New
York, and Made in Tampa, Castelli Graphics. New York.

1973

Makes Support, a silkscreened poster published in an edition of 230.

for the Pan American Development Foundation, to aid victims of the

Managua earthquake in 1972.

Appears in film American Art in the Sixties, written and narrated by

Barbara Rose and produced by Michael Blackwood Productions.

January 7-26: Robert Rausihenher^ Prints, Mitchell Gallery. Southern

Illinois University, C arbondale

Man li U -.April 2 1 ; Venetians exhibited, Leo Castelli, New York.

April: White Paintinf^s, J 95/, Ace Gallery, Venice. California. The ex-

hibition will travel to Ace Gallery, Vancouver

August: Makes Pages and Fuses over a four-day period ai Moulin a

Papier Richard de Bas, a producer of high-quality handmade paper

since the fourteenth century, in Ambcri, France, under the auspices

of Gemini G.E.L.. Los Angeles, and in collaboration with Marius

Peraudeau, the mill's director For the five Pages. Rauschenbcrg shapes

|)lam paper pulp, adding elements used to make the paper itself, such

as rags and twine lor the seven Fuses, he designs molds, constructed

by a local tinsmith, into which he pours colored paper pulp and incor-

porates images that he had previously silkscreened onto Japanese rice

paper The editions, published in 1974 (the editions of Pages range from

eleven to thirty-hve; the editions of Fuses range from fourteen to thirty-

lour), arc the first of Rauschenberg's collaborations with artisans

abroad, an activity fully developed in the ROCl (Rauschenbcrg

Overseas Culture Interchange) project of 1984-91.

1 Summer]: Begins pMrly Egyptian series, works made from cardboard

boxes cciaied with glue, rolled in sand or wrapped in gauze, and painted

on their backside with Day-glo colors, which are reflected by the wall.

Will continue to work on the series into 1974.

Late summer: Creates poster and limited edition of one hundred signed

silkscreened prints with vinyl collage entitled Haze to support the re-

election campaign of Indiana Representative John Brademas, a strong

supporter, along with New York Senator Jacob Javiis, of artists' rights

and tax-reform legislation for artists.

October 18: Auction of postwar and contemporary paintings and

sculpture from the collection of Robert C. Scull. Sotheby Parke Bernet,

New York. Rauschenberg's works sell for record prices, heightening his

concern over profits made by collectors through the resale of artworks,

from which artists do not bencht.

1974

Creates an original print, Cunmngham Reliej, for a portfolio of seven

prints devoted to Merce Cunningham Dance Company collaborations.

The other contributing artists are John Cage, Jasper Johns, Robert

Morris, Bruce Nauman, Frank Stella, and .Andy Warhol; the text is by

Calvin Tomkins. Multiples. Inc.. New York, and Castelli Graphics, New
Y'ork, will publish one hundred portfolios and thirty artist's proofs in

1975. Rauschenberg's print, on embossed paper, is a variation of a

poster he made for a performance by the Cunningham Company at the

Brooklyn Academy of Music, New York, in January 1969.

January 1 1-February 15: Rcmschenberg at Graphicstudio, University of

South Florida, Tampa.

May: Travels to Israel to prepare for an upcoming exhibition at the

Israel Museum, Jerusalem. Invited as guest artist by the museum, lives

in the Jerusalem Foundation's Mishkenot Sha'ananim. a residence for

artists and scholars. Spends three weeks gathering materials—such as

sand from various sites in Israel, local newspapers, and found objects

—

creating Made in Israel, a series of sculptures that relates to the Early

Egyptian works. In tribute to the Dead Sea Scrolls and Israel's religious

heritage, creates Scriptures, a suite of drawings incorporating paper

bags, cardboard, and gauze. .All artworks are made inside the museum,

and several are donated to the museum. Rauschenbcrg documents the

projects in a book of photographs, Robert Rauschenbcrg in Israel, that

he designs.

May 14-June 3: Rauscfienberg in Israel, Israel Museum. Exhibits Made

in Israel sculptures and Scripture drawings. .Although some Israelis are

offended at his use of "trash." Rauschenbcrg explains that he has al-

ways sought "to confront people with something that might remind

them of their owti lives. In some way, they might look at it differently
"5'

Fall: Begins Hoarfrost series, on which he will work through 1976. The

series, which uses solvent to transfer images onto unstretched fabric,

develops when Rauschenbcrg notices that the cheesecloth used in print
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workshops to clean lithography stones retains traces of newsprint im-

ages after the transfer process is completed. The series is also inspired

by James Rosenquist's birthday gift to Ranschenberg of a bolt of shim-

mering transparent silk, which reminds Rauschenberg of "hoarfrost,"

a word used in Dante's Injenw. Makes a related series of nine prints,

the Hoarfrost Editions, that are published in editions ranging from fif-

teen to thirty-three by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, for which

Rauschenberg selects a 1930s lingerie fabric that is re-created in Italy.

Images are either transferred directly from newspapers and magazine

photographs or from offset lithographs made from the same sources.

November 20-December 29: Participates in Poets of the Cities:

New York and San Francisco. 1950-1965, organized by the Dallas

Museum of Fine Arts and Southern Methodist University, Dallas. E.x-

hibits Untitled [glossy black four-panel painting] (ca. 1951), Erased de

Kooning Drawing (1953), Painting with Red Letter S (1957), Double

Feature (1959), Pail for Ganymede (1959), Study for Monogram (1959),

Octave (1960), Blue Eagle (1961), and Oracle (1962-65). The exhibi-

tion will travel to the San Francisco Museum of Art and Wadsworth
Atheneum, Hartford.

December 7-28: Exhibits Hoarfrosts, Leo Castelli, New York, and

Sonnabend Gallery, New York, and Hoaifrost Editions. Castelli Graph-

ics, New York.

1975

Rauschenberg contributes statement to Merce Cunningham, a selection

of texts by artists, composers, dancers, and critics, edited and with an

introduction and photographs by James Klosty^^

February 15-March 27: Exhibits Hoarfrosts, Dayton's Gallery 12,

Minneapolis. The exhibition will travel to Galerie lleana Sonnabend,

Paris, and Galleria Allesandra Castelli, Milan.

May: Arrives in Ahmadabad, India, a textile center and the birthplace

of Mahatma Gandhi, where he will work for a month at an ashram, cre-

ating the Bones and Unions series under the auspices of Gemini G.E.L.,

Los Angeles. The ashram was founded by Gandhi to provide special-

ized training in papermaking and other handicrafts for "untouchables,"

the lowest caste of Indian people. ^^ Rauschenberg had been invited to

work on a project of his choosing by a wealthy Indian family, the Sarab-

hais, whom he had met during the Merce Cunningham Dance Com-
pany's tour in 1964. It is the first collaborative effort for the mill, which

primarily produces writing paper; later invitations will be offered to

other American artists includingJames Rosenquist, Keith Sonnier, and

Frank Stella. Rauschenberg's son Christopher, who accompanies his fa-

ther to India, describes him as being "just amazed at the colors. A new
sense of fabric came to him there."^"* The experience will influence later

examples of the Hoaifrost series, executed after his return from India, as

well as the Jammer series (1975-76), in which colorful silks are used.

August 30-October 11: Exhibits Bones and L'nioiis, Gemini G.E.L.,

Los Angeles. The exhibition will travel to Castelli Graphics, New York.

September 6-October 6: Robert Rauschenberg, Museo d'Arte Moderna

Ca' Pesaro, Venice. Exhibits selected works from the Cardboard, Early

Egyptian, Scripture, and Hoarfrost series.

Fall: BeginsJammer series, on which he will work through 1976. These

completely imageless works of colorful sewn silk either hang on the

wall or are propped up with rattan poles. The series title derives from

the windjammer, a type of sailboat; many of the individual works have

nautical titles as well.

[December]: Makes Yule 75, the first of the Spread series, for which

work will begin in earnest the next year and continue through 1982.

Rauschenberg cuts Yule 15 into hfty-six irregular pieces to distribute as

Christmas gifts to friends. The work will be reassembled for Rauschen-

berg's 1976 retrospective exhibition at National Collection of Fine Arts

(now National Museum of American Art), Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C. "Spreads," a term used by cowboys to describe wide

open expanses of land, is also a reference to the works' large wood or

foam-core supports, which are covered with fabric. The large-scale

works consist of images transferred with solvent onto silk affixed to the

rigid supports, with attached found objects and often electric lights.

1976

January 25-April 11: Exhibits Rodeo Palace (Spread) (1975-76; cat.

no. 314), a work commissioned by the Fort Worth Art Museum for The

Great American Rodeo, an exhibition celebrating the American Bicen-

tennial. The show exhibits the work of ten other contemporary
artists—John Alberty, Terry Allen, Ed Blackburn, George Green, Mimi
Gross Grooms, Red Grooms, Joe Ferrell Hobbs, Andy Mann, Garry
Winogrand, and Joe Zucker—all of whom were either born in Texas or

had lived there. Rodeo Palace, which does not portray the rodeo but

rather the glamour and grit of a rodeo performer's life, is in many ways

a celebration of Rauschenberg's roots, containing references to his own
experiences both past and present.

January 26-March 9: Participates in Drawing Now. the Museum of

Modern Art, New York. Exhibits Erased de Kooning Drawing (1953).

February: Creates mixed-medium print. Artists Rights Today, published

in an edition of 125 with fifty deluxe prints, whose sale benefits Artists

Rights Today (A.R.T.), New York, a nonprofit foundation run by arts

advocate Rubin Gorewitz. A.R.T. supports legislation that benefits

artists, such as gift-tax reform and copyright and residual-rights

protection.

February 21-March 10: Exhibits selected works from the Jammer se-

ries, Leo Castelli, New York. Works from the series will also be exhib-

ited at Ace Gallery, Los Angeles, and Ace Gallery, Vancouver.

March 13-May 9: Participates in Seventy-second American Exhibition,

the Art Institute of Chicago. Exhibits Flood (Hoarfrost), for which he

wins the Logan Award.

June 13: Awarded an Honorary Doctorate in Fine Arts, University of

South Florida, Tampa.

June 22: Lobbies Congress, Washington, D.C, with Gorewitz and

James Rosenquist for bill to reinstate law regarding tax-exempt status of

artworks donated by artists to nonprofit, educational, and other insti-

tutions. On August 4, 1976, the Senate will pass New York Senator

Jacob Javits's tax-reform amendment, 55 which allows artists to con-

tribute artworks to cultural institutions at market value and receive an

equitable tax credit for their contributions.

September 11-October 19: Exhibits selected works from the Early

Egyptian, Scripture. Hoarfrost, and Jammer series. Forte di Belvedere,

Florence.

October 29, 1976-January 2, 1977: Retrospective exhibition, Robert

Rauschenberg, organized by Walter Hopps, National Collection of Fine

Arts (now National Museum of American Art), Smithsonian Institu-

tion, Washington, D.C. Exhibits 158 works, installed in reverse chrono-

logical order, beginning with Rodeo Palace. Rauschenberg designed the

poster and cover of the exhibition catalogue.The exhibition will travel

to the Museum of Modern Art, New York; the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art; Albnght-Knox Art Gallery Buffalo; and the Art Insti-

tute of Chicago. Hopps, curator of twentieth-century painting and

sculpture, had proposed that the Smithsonian select Rauschenberg as

the living American artist who will honor the American Bicentennial.

Hopps later recalls reasoning to Joshua Taylor, director of the National

Collection of Fine Arts: "The program should celebrate life and vision.

\Vhat you want is an artist who is also a great citizen, who is engaged in

the political dialogue and discourse, takes public stands, is a benefactor

and philanthropist, who believes not only in his own art, but in the fate

and lives of other artists, and has invested in them."'*

Late fall: Creates Opal Reunion (Spread) for Five from Louisiana,

New Orleans Museum of Art, January 28-March 27, 1977.

Between November 17, 1976 and March 15, 1977: Rauschenberg vis-

its Treasures of Tutankhamen. National Gallery of Art, Washington,

D.C, an exhibition he later acknowledges as having a significant im-

pact on the Spread (1975-82) and Scale (1977-81) series: "I was so

moved by it that I was afraid I'd never be able to paint again—so I went

to Florida and started right in. . . . Seeing the Tut show was very close,

for me, to the surprise of walking down a New York street. ... to me it

was as foreign and as titillating as walking in New York and seeing the

changes—the marvelous catalogue of trash."'?
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fig. 204. Rauschenberg at

work on Bones and Unions

(1975) series, Ahmadabad,

India. June 1975

fig. 205 Rauschenberg

fiaving his eyes tested, office

of Dr Pauline Dowahby.

Beverly Hills, ca 1975

fig. 206 Rauschenberg

installing Sor Aqua (1973) tor

Robert Rauschenberg,

National Collection of Fine

Arts. Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, DC, October

1976 Photo by Gianfranco

Gorgoni

fig 207 Poster designed by

Rauschenberg for Robert

Rauschenberg. National

Collection of Fine Arts, 1976

fig. 208. Rauschenberg with

his sister, Janet Begneaud.

and mother, Dora

Rauschenberg, at the

opening of Robert

Rauschenberg. National

Collection of Fine Arts.

October 1976. Photo by

Gianfranco Corgoni

fig. 209. Rauschenberg

featured on the cover, which

he designed, of Time.

November 29, 1976 issue

Novc-mhcr 2V): Issue of Time ma>;a:iiR- with iDVcr siory about

Raustlu'iihcrj; is |nililislu-cl; this is ihc lirsi tiiiu- ilu- nianazmi' has Ica-

lurctl a livinj; visual arlisi on its covi-r. ncsigncil b) Rausilu-iibcrj; aiul

cniitlccl K(iiis( /ii'ii/xii; ))\ Khiim licii/x'rj^, ihi' cover linage is a ti)ll.ij;i- ion-

sisiinj; ol rc|iri)iluclions ol several of his artworks ami lolor pho-

tographs ol liiinsell and ol C aptiva. Morula. The accotiipaiiymj; arlii le

about Raiischeiiherj;, I he Most Living Artist," is by Robert Hughes

|Deceinber|: Spends seseral weeks in Dallas with composer David

ludor anil the \iola larber Dance ( iiinpany working on the video per-

formance Buizos River, documenting a dance, choreographed by

I arher. in which movements create electronic sound. Rauschenberg de-

signed the sets, which at times also function as costumes for the

dancers. The si.xty-minute video is produced bv the f'ori Worth .\ri

Center and KERA Channel 1 5, Dallas

1977

Joins Board of Directors, Institute lor Art and Urban Resources, PS. 1,

I (Mii; IsI.ukI C lis. New York.

Begins Scale series on which he will work through 1981 The Scales.

the sculptural ec|uivalent ol the Spiauls. also use soKent transfer on

fabrics attached to wood structures, but now ihree-tliniensuinal objects

are added to the works.

January 18: Premiere of Mcrcc CAinningham Dance Company's

Tiawlo^iic (cat. no. 225), Minskoff Tlieater, New ^brk. the hrst collab-

oration among Rauschenberg, John C^agc, and C unningham in thirteen

years. Rauschenberg designed the costumes and set. The set, which he

titled Tcintrif Geography, consists of a row of chairs on each of which

an upturned, sometimes spinning, bicycle wheel has been placed. Ihe

colorful silk panels used in the costumes and set reflect the influence of

the jditiinci series (1975-76). Cunningham gave Rauschenberg onl\

the slightest description of the work, explaining that the dancers "were

going to tra\el around the stage at dificrcnt points in dilfcrcni ways."'**

Cage's sound track, "Telephones and Birds," unknown to the dancers

until the first performance, consists of .Australian birdcalls and tele-

phone recordings, including horse-racing results.

March 3: .Awarded the first Mayor's .Award of Honor for .Art and

Culture by the Commission for Cultural .Affairs, New York. The t\\ cnty-

one award recipients include Rauschenberg, choreographer Alvin

.Ailey, comedian Woody Allen, art dealer Leo Castelli, and architect

Philip Johnson.

March 17: A one-minute display designed by Rauschenberg shows once

an hour for a month on computer-operated Speclacolor electronic sign

at No. 1 Times Square lower, New York. The sign has operated since

December 1, 1976 for commercial and public messages, but Rauschen-

berg is the first to create an artwork for it.'''

March 25: "Announcement" designed by Rauschenberg illustrates John

Russell's article, "Art That Sings," in the .\'nv York Times, published on

the occasion of the opening of the retrospective exhibition Robert

Rauschenberg. the Museum of Modern Art, New York.

April 23-May 23: Exhibits selected works from the Spread (1975-82)

and Scale (1977-81) series, Leo Castelli, New York, Sonnabend Gallery,

New Y'ork. and .Ace Gallery, Venice, California.

June 1-September 19: Participates in inaugural exhibition. Paris

—

Sew
York, Musee National d'Art Moderne, Centre National d'Art et de

Culture Georges Pompidou, Paris.

June 14: Attends a luncheon at the White House, Washington, DC,
given by President Carter in honor of 1977 Inaugural Impressions, an

exhibition held at the Capitol and a portfolio published by UL.AE

(Universal Limited Art Editions), West Islip, New Y'ork, in an edition

of one hundred to help defray expenses of Carter's presidential

inauguration. Rauschenberg contributed the lithograph Presidential In-

auguration, which includes images of the Lincoln Memorial, the Capi-

tol, and a photograph of Carter embracing his daughter. .Amy. Other

artists who create prints for the portfolio arc Jacob Lawrence. Roy

Lichtenstein, Andy Warhol, and Jamie Wyeth.

Early summer: Makes Chow Bags series, screenprints published by
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SuTia Studio, New York, in an edition of one hundred. Each work in-

cludes the checkered border and label from packages of Purina-brand

pet food; a drawing of a particular animal (for example, a mink or rab-

bit); and collage and photographic elements.

June 27: Participates in a panel discussion on the role of governmental

support of the arts, sponsored by Northern California branch of Artists'

Equity and held at the University of California Extension Center, San

Francisco. Other panelists include Rubin Gorewitz and sculptor

Richard Mayer.

Late June: Receives commission from Fort Worth Art Museum to cre-

ate a work for its permanent collection. Rauschenberg dedicates the

work, entitled Whistle Stop (Spread), to his father. The work will be ex-

hibited at the museum in September 1978, on the occasion of which

Rauschenberg will be named honorary citizen of Fort Worth by Mayor

Hugh Palmer.

September 26: Lobbies Congress in Washington, DC, for artists'

rights and support for the arts with Donald Judd, Jack Youngerman,

and other artists.

Early fall: Establishes a medical-assistance fund through Change, Inc.,

which is administered by the Hospital for Joint Diseases, New York, to

provide emergency funds for artists. The program is financed through

sales of artworks donated by collectors and artists.

October 20-November 20: Participates in Jim and Bob: The Florida

Connection, Jacksonville Art Museum, an exhibition recognizing two

contemporary artists—James Rosenquist and Rauschenberg—who live

and work in Florida.

October 31-December 17: Participates in Artists' Sets and Costumes,

Philadelphia College of Art.

1978

Serves as Chairman. Board of Directors, Trisha Brown Company.

Receives Creative Arts Medal for Painting, Brandeis University,

Waltham, Massachusetts. Other recipients this year include Saul

Bellow, Hume Croyn. Grace Paley, Jessica Tandy, and Paul Taylor.

Winter: Meets Russian poet Andrei Voznesensky through Tatyana

Grosman, who began working with the poet in December 1977. In July,

Rauschenberg will create lithographs at ULAE (Universal Limited Art

Editions), West Islip, New York, for six poems by Voznesensky: "Dark-

ness Mother," "ECHO WTiEN," "Long Island Beach " (dedicated to

Rauschenberg), "From a Diary," "Seagull-Bikini of God," and "Picture

Gallery," all eventually published in 'Voznesensky's Nostalgia for

the Present.*^

January 11: Receives, along with Grosman and Les Line, photographer

and editor of Audubon magazine, first President's Fellows award from

the Rhode Island School of Design, Providence.

February 6: Elected member, American Academy and Institute of Arts

and Letters, New York, an organization that pro\ides awards and schol-

arships to writers, artists, and composers.

May-August: Exhibits selected works from Spreads (1975-82) and

Scales (1977-81), Galerie Ileana Sonnabend, Paris, and the Mayor

Gallery, London.

[Summer]: Makes Publicons with Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, a series

of six sculptures created in an edition of thirty. The works, which re-

late to the Stations of the Cross, are cabinets each of which opens to

reveal an enshrined object, such as an oar, a bicycle wheel, fabric, elec-

tric lights, or mirrors. The title merges "icon," a reference to medieval

reliquaries and Renaissance altarpieces, and "public," since they can

be manipulated by the viewer.

July 7-August 18: Exhibits Publicons, Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles.

September 8-October 29: Rauschenberg: Worksfrom Captiva, Vancouver

Art Gallery. This is the first presentation of Hiccups (cat. no. 321), a

sixty-two-foot-long artwork comprised of transfer drawings on ninety-

seven handmade sheets of paper joined by metal zippers. The exhibi-

tion also includes thirteen works from the Spread and Scale series.

[Fall]: Conceives of an exhibition of his work that will travel through-

out the world, an idea that ultimately evolves into the ROCI (Rausch-

enberg Overseas Culture Interchange) project.

November 7-25: Exhibits Publicons, Castelli Graphics, New York.

December 3, 1977-January 15, 1978: Retrospective exhibition,

Robert Rauschenberg, the Art Institute of Chicago. Receives Second

Annual Chicago Arts Award presented to an out-of-town artist showing

in Chicago.

1979

Receives several graphic awards; Special Award from the Miedzynaro-

dowe Biennale Grafiki, Krakow; and the Gold Medal for Graphics, Oslo.

Conversation with Rauschenberg and Leo Castelli included in Inside

New York's Art World, a collection of interviews by Barbaralee Diamon-

stein that evolves from the course she teaches at the New School for

Social Research, New York.

January-March: Exhibits selected works from the Spread (1975-82)

and Scale (1977-81) series, Sonnabend Gallery, New York; Richard

Gray Gallery, Chicago; Akron Art Institute, Ohio; Ace Gallery, Venice,

California; and Richard Hines Gallery, Seattle.

February 24-April 8: Participates in Thirty-sixth Biennial Exhibition oj

Contemporaiy American Painting, the Corcoran Gallery of Art, Wash-

ington, D.C. Exhibits Backpack Index (Spread) (1978), Credit Blossom

(Spread) (1978), Ciystal Hive (Spread) (1978), Golden Grebe (Scale)

(1978), and Half a Grandstand (Spread) (1978). Jane Livingston, the

Corcoran's associate director, chose Rauschenberg. Willem de Koon-

ing, Jasper Johns, Ellsworth Kelly, and Roy Lichtenstein—enfants ter-

ribles of the 1950s and 1960s

—

to represent, with examples of their

new works, the best contemporary painting in America.

May 5-June 24: Robert Rauschenberg: Das zeichnerische Werk, Kunst-

halle Ttibingen The exhibition wall travel to Kunstmuseum Hannover

and Sprengel Museum, Hannover.

May 7: Premiere of Glacial Decoy (cat. no. 227), Trisha Brown Com-
pany, Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, for which Rauschenberg de-

signed the costumes and set; after the first performance, he will re-

design the costumes. This is the first occasion in which Browm uses a

formal set and marks a turn for the company from minimalist, con-

ceptual dance to more intuitive forms. Rauschenberg's white pleated

diaphanous gowns with winglike sleeves emphasize the dancers' flow-

ing movements. The set consists of four floor-to-ceiling screens onto

which several hundred black-and-white photographs, taken in and

around Fort Myers, Florida, are projected at four-second intervals,

moving sequentially from stage right to stage left. The clicking sounds

of the projectors serve as the sound track for the dance. Rauschenberg

will use the images again in a series of five prints, using color etching

and photoetching, in editions of twenty-two (1979) and in a series of

four lithographs in editions of twenty-two and twenty-five (1979-80),

both in the Glacial Decoy Series, which will be published by ULAE
(Universal Limited Art Editions), West Islip, New York; and in a series

of eleven lithographs called Rookery Mounds (1980), which will be

printed by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, in editions ranging from fifty to

fifty-five. The hundreds of unique photographs that the set required

rekindles Rauschenberg's passion for photography and will inspire him

to begin the Photcm Series in 1981.

June 8-September 5: Participates in thirteenth annual Mednarodni

Bienale Grajike (international biennial of graphic art), Moderna

Galerija, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia. Awarded Grand Prix d'Honneur.

June 20-24: New York premiere of Trisha Brown Company's Glacial

Decoy, Marymount Manhattan College Theater

[Fall]: Receives first architectural commission from Equitable Trust,

Baltimore, for its new corporate headquarters. Creates Bank Job. a

twenty-nine-foot-long Spread, which will be exhibited for the first time

at Leo Castelli, New York, in February 1980, before its dedication at

the Equitable Bank Center, Baltimore, on May 17, 1981.

December 30: Special end-of-the-decade issue of the Miami Herald's
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fig 210. Bill Coldston and

Rauschenberg discussing

Glacial Decoy Series (1979).

ULAE (Universal Limited Art

Editions), West Islip,

New York, 1979

fig. 211. Merce Cunningham

Dance Company rehearsing

Travelogue (1977),

New York. ca. 1976

fig. 212. Rauschenberg and

Tatyana Grosman, ULAE,

ca. 1979

fig. 213 Rauschenberg

installing In + Out City

Limits: Charleston, Gibbes

Art Gallery, Charleston,

South Carolina,

October 1981

magazine Tiopii vviih a wraparound cover designed by Rauschenberg

is published. The design, entitled Piece jor Tropic, is a collage of

Rauschenberg's photographs ol Florida. The cover is printed in an edi-

tion of more than 600,000; 100 signed copies are delivered at random

10 the newspaper's subscribers. Rauschenberg received a $1,000 hono-

rarium, which he tlonalcd to Change, Inc., New York.

1980

Lilccicd Foreign Member ol KungI Akademicn lor de Fria Konstcrna,

Stockholm.

Rauschenberg and Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, settle a lawsuit brought

against them by Morton Beebe, photographer of an image of a diver in-

corporated into PiiU (Hoaijimt Edition) (1974) and EmciaUl (Hoa>ji'ost)

( 1975). Beebes photograph, entitled Dive/, had been published as part

ol an advertisement for Nikon in the early 1970s. Rauschenberg and

Gemini admit to no wrongdoing, arguing that Rauschenberg's process

of transfer, collage, and reversal transforms the printed imagery. From

this time forward, he will almost exclusively use his own photographs

in his artworks. Rauschenberg will also be sued by Dennis Brack for

the use of his photograph taken during the 1967 Detroit riots and pub-

lished in Ncvv.svvee/j, which Rauschenberg had incorporated into the

silkscreen Signs (1970).

Makes Razorhack Bunch at ULAE (Universal Limited Art Editions),

West Islip, New York, in an edition of twenty-four, a series of pho-

toetchings created from photographs used in the set for Trisha Brown's

Glacial Decoy (1979). Will return to the series in 1981 and 1983.

Receives commission from Rockefeller Center Development Corpora-

tion, New York, for the new Wells Fargo Building, Los .Angeles.

Rauschenberg will create Fargo Podiuir\. a three-dimensional, mixed-

medium installation. The work will be installed in 1981.

Sale of Rauschenberg's limited-edition scrccnprint After Homage to

Picasso raises $400,000 for Massachusetts Senator Ted Kennedy's un-

successful bid for the Democratic presidential nomination.

January 11: Featured at work in Captiva, Florida, on ABC television

program Good Morning Ameiica. Discusses commissions for public

spaces, including Bai\kjob (1979) for the corporate headquarters of

Equitable Trust, Baltimore, and Peiiwmhlc Shaft (1979-80) for the Chil-

dren's Hospital Medical Center, Washington, D.C.

March 23-May 4: Retrospective exhibition Rauschenberg: Werke

1950-1980, Staatliche Kunsthalle, West Berlin. The exhibition will

travel to Kunsthalle Dusseldorf; Louisiana Museum of Modern .Art.

Humlebaek, Denmark, Stadtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus, Munich;

and the Tate Gallery, London.

April 20-May 30: [)i + Out City Limits: Ft. Myers, Florida, Photogra-

phers Gallery, Sanibel Island. Florida. The exhibition is the first in a

series of presentations featuring Rauschenberg's photographs of vari-

ous locales in the United Slates; Baltimore; Boston; the area around his

home in Captiva, Florida; C^harlcsion, South Carolina; Los Angeles;

and New York. I.xhibiiions will be held m each of these cities. The pro-

ject seeks to fulfill, with some modiiicaiions, Rauschenberg's early in-

tention, first conceived at Black Mountain College in 1952, of pho-

tographing the United States "inch by inch." ULAE will publish

In + Out City Limits: Boston (1981) and In + Out City Limits: New
Vor/j (1982).

[Falll: Off the Wall: Robert Rauschenberg and the An World of Our Time

by Calvin Tomkins published

October 3: Dedication of Penwmkle Shaft. Children's Hospital Medical

Center. The colorful mural, which is installed in an escalator shaft, con-

tains mirrors and animal images.

1981

Begins Kahal American Zephyrs, a series he will return to in 1983, 1985,

1987, and 1988. The sculptural series is inspired by nineteenth-cen-

tury Japanese woodblock printmakcr Tsukioka Yoshiioshi. whose work

Rauschenberg had seen in an exhibition. The Bizarre Imagery of

Yoshitoshi: The Herbert R. Cole Collection, held in 1980 at the Los An-

geles County Museum of Art. Yoshitoshi's prints depict violent events

in beautiful settings, creating what Rauschenberg later calls a sense of

"fantasy-macabre,"^' which he seeks to capture in his juxtapositions of

found objects and transfer-printed imagery. Rauschenberg also appro-

priates several of Yoshitoshi's titles.

Creates an untitled lithograph with embossing, printed by Styria

Studio, New York, in an edition of 200 and published by the Democ-

ratic Congressional Campaign Committee for the benefit of Artists

Rights Today (A.R.T.), New York.

Named Officier de I'Ordre des Arts et Lettres. Ministere de la Culture et

de la Communication, Paris.

Named member of the Board of Directors, Association Internationale

de Defense des Artistes—U.S.A. (AIDA—USA), which defends the

rights of artists who are victims of political oppression in any country.

Elected to International Board of Advisors, Youth International Peace

Prize Society, New York.

January: Creates Photenis, large-scale, multiple-image totemic config-

urations of his own black-and-white photographs mounted together

on aluminum. Will return to the series in 1991.

February 22: Featured on the CBS television program Sunday Morning

at work in Captiva. Florida.

March 25: Lobbies Congress, Washington, DC with choreographers

Jerome Robbins and Eliot Fcid and actors James Earl Jones and Jean

Stapleton, against budget cuts for the National Endowment for the

Arts, Washington, D.C.

March 28-.April 25: Exhibits Photenis, Sonnabend Gallery, New York.
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fig- 214. Rauschenberg,

Joseph Beuys, and Andy

Warhol at the opening of

Joseph Beuys, Robert

Rauschenberg, Cy Twombly,

Andy Warhol: Sammlung

Marx, Nationalgalerie Berlin,

March 1982

fig. 215 Rauschenberg and

crew after installing The 'A

Mile or 2 Furlong Piece,

Edison Community College,

Fort Myers, Florida,

May 1984

fig 216. Jasper Johns and

Rauschenberg at Tatyana

Grosman's memorial service,

ULAE (Universal Limited Art

Editions), West Islip, New
York, October 14, 1982.

Photo by Hans Namuth

fig. 217. Theodore W. Kheel

(background), John Cage,

Rauschenberg, and David

Byrne, Leo Castelli, New
Year's Eve, 1983

fig, 218. Rauschenberg

working on his portrayal of

the Discovery space shuttle,

near the Cape Canaveral

launchpad, Flonda,

August 1984

The exhibition will travel to the Institute of Contemporary An, Boston.

Spring: Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, arranges a collaboration with au-

thor William Burroughs on a series of six lithographs, AmcricYiii Pcwtci

with Burroughs, printed in an edition of thirty-four to forty-eight each.

Burroughs provides a sheet of text, v^Titten specifically for the project,

from which Rauschenberg selects six phrases. In Captiva, Rauschen-

berg prepares the lithography stones, then sends them to Los Angeles,

where they will be printed by Gemini. In colors of metallic-gray and

gray-green, which suggest pewter. Burroughs' phrases are embossed on

paper and surrounded by Rauschenbergs photographs of America. The

project, which will be completed in 1982. is Gemini's first collabora-

tion between an artist and an author

April 1-May 27: Rauschenberg Photographc, organized by Alain Sayag,

Musee National d'Art Moderne, Centre National d'Art et de Culture

Georges Pompidou, Paris. The exhibition will travel throughout Eu-

rope. As Rauschenberg notes in a statement for the catalogue, when he

first began to work with photography in 1949, "the camera functioned

as a social shield. In 1981 1 think of the camera as my permission to

walk into every shadow or watch while any light changes. . . . Photog-

raphy is the most direct communication in non-violent contacts."^-

May 16-30: Benefit art sale for Trisha Brown Company, Leo Castelli,

Greene Street, New York, for which Rauschenberg designed poster.

For Trisha Brown Dance Co.

June: A poster by Rauschenberg, AFL-CIO Centennial Commemorative

Artwork, is published on the cover of The AFL-CIO American Federa-

tionist magazine. The poster, an offset lithograph, incorporates images

of workers' protests.

October 27-November 29: In + Out City Limits. C/uirlcs(o?i, Gibbes Art

Gallery, Charleston, South Carolina.

October 30-December 12: In + Out City Limits: Boston, Magnuson Lee

Gallery, Boston,

November 5-29: In + Out City Limits: Baltimore, C. Grimaldis Gallery.

Baltimore.

[Late fall]: Begins work on The /^ Mi!c or 2 Furlong Piece (1981-

present). intended to be the longest artwork in the world, utilizing

techniques employed throughout his career. By 1997, Rauschenberg

will have created 189 panels and sculptural elements, in total length

approximately 996 feet. Sequences in The 'A Mile or 2 Furlong Piece will

recall past series from his career. The work will be shown in the length

existing at the time of various exhibitions, accompanied by an audio

recording of sounds from his home and travels.

December 31, 1981-January 23, 1982: In + Out City Limits: Los

Angeles. Rosamund Felsen Gallery. Los Angeles.

1982

Creates poster for 1984 Summer 01\Tnpic Games in Los Angeles.

Creates photo-offset poster for "Wall to Wall, John Cage and Friends,"

a tribute to John Cage held at Symphony Space, New York. Styria Stu-

dio, New York, publishes a screenprint of the work in an edition of 125.

January 9-30: In + Out City Limits: New York City, Sonnabend Gallery,

New York.

April 27: Receives Skowhegan Medal for Painting, Skowhegan School

of Painting and Sculpture, Maine, at the Plaza Hotel, New York.

June 10-July 14: Travels to China, to work on a project initiated by

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, with the assistance of Chun-Wuei Su

Chien, at Xuan Paper Mill, the worlds oldest paper mill, in Jingxian.

Prior to spending two weeks of work at the mill, Rauschenberg travels

with Donald Saff throughout China for three weeks, visiting museums,

cities, villages, and archaeological sites, and meeting with art students

in Beijing. ''5 Also takes photographs for Chinese Summerhall, a project

with Graphicstudio II, University of South Florida, Tampa, that he

will begin in the fall. At the Xuan Paper Mill, creates 7 Characters,

491 unique collages in seven suites. To a base of thirty sheets of paper

and a layer of silk, a pulp relief is added of one of seven Chinese char-

acters: Truth, Individual, Change, Trunk, Howl, Red Heart, and Light.

Then, images from posters found in Shanghai are attached and over-

laid with a thin transparent paper. In Los Angeles, Rauschenberg will

apply gold leaf to the edges of the paper and will attach cloth medal-

lions that hang from the works.

July 15-August 31, September 22-October 8: 'Visits Japan twice and

works with ceramics for the second time in his career (the first oc-

curred in 1972 at Graphicstudio), at Otsuka Ohmi Ceramics Company,

Shigaraki, Japan. Rauschenberg works with chemists to produce glazes

with which he can silkscreen his photographs onto ceramic. The first

group, Japanese Clayworks, recalls the motifs of Combines by including

elements such as a ceramic tire track, a reference to Automobile Tire

Print (1953), and a ladder, a reference to Winter Pool (1959), in com-

bination with imagery from ancient and modern Japan printed on pho-

tographic decals, painted with glazes, and fired. The second group,

Japanese Recreational Clayworks, made while waiting for the first group

to be fired, consists of ceramic paintings in which Rauschenberg re-

worked Japanese prefabricated art ceramics—of such icons of Western

art as Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa (ca. 1503-05) and Jacques-Louis

David's Bonaparte Crossing the Saint-Bernard (ca. 1800)—with his own

signature style, combining images of contemporary Japan.

Fall: Creates a thirty-inch-high, one-hundred-foot-long mural of pho-

tographs taken during his travels in China in the summer. The com-

posite image will be published as Chinese Summerhall (1982-83) on a

single sheet of Kodak paper in an edition of five by Graphicstudio II,

which will also publish five studies for the work in an edition of

twenty-five and twenty-eight individual photographs in editions of

thirty and sixty

October 14: Attends memorial service for Tatyana Grosman, West Islip,

New York. He first collaborated with her press ULAE (Universal
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I.imiU-cl Art I tliiioiis), West Islip, in lOdi In lur nu-inory, he will

create a ceramic jiiece usinj; Tanvu. a liiho^rapli publisheil in l*-)74

by ULAH.

December 2, 1^82-1 ebruary 1, 1^)83: K<ius( Jicn/ni^ iii (hina. llie

Museum oi Mixlerii Art, New N'ork. VN'orks Iroiii 7 C/itii<u(crs are

exliihileil

1983

Creates .SfcKiie of Libcily, a sereenprint with color olTsei-printed-post-

card collage, for New York, Nc»v York, a portlolio of eight graphic works

by different artists, published by New York Graphic Society

I'ebruary 24-March 2V Traxeis in Ihailand, Sri 1 aiika, and jaixni, cre-

ating tile Sij I (inka. I hoi, and K\oto series ol drawings on ceremonial

mats and dedication boards.

March 21: Inieniaiional Hay for the rlimination ol Racial Discrimina-

luui, lor which Rauschenbcrg created the oflset lithographic poster

entitled Woild Artists Against Apartheid. It is one of fifteen original

posters created for i5 Arfisfs Aj^dinst ApiM/ici(/, (iaierie Maeght, Paris,

March21-April 16.

June: Recci\cs bronze award for the Arcanum series of prints, Mednar-

odni hienalc ^rciji/ec 'H.i/ International Biennial oj Graphic Art 'Hi,

Modcrna Galerija. Ljubljana, Yugoslavia.

August 11-Scptcmber 30: R(iiiS( /ic)il'cri;/Pcr/()rituin(CS, 1954-1079.

Gallcria di Franca Mancini, Pesaro. ItaU; organized by Nina Sundell,

presents photographs documenting the performance works. An ex-

panded version of the exhibition, Raiisehenherg/Pcrjormances

1954-1984, will incorporate his latest collaboration with Trisha Brown,

Set and Reset (1983), as well as a selection of props and costumes, and

travel throughout the United Stales from December 1983 through

September 1985.

[Fall]: Begins Salvage scries on which he will continue to work through

1985. The series evolves from Rauschcnbergs costume designs for Tr-

isha Brown's Set and Reset. When silkscrcening the costumes, the im-

ages bled through the fabric to a dropcloth beneath, and Rauschenbcrg

decided he wanted to try to "salvage" the effect. The series consists of

canvases painted and silkscrecned with his own photographs. As well

as "salvaging" photographs and techniques from his past, Rauschen-

berg includes other autobiographical elements, including a reproduc-

tion of Thomas Gainsborough's Tlic Blue Boy (one of the first artworks

he ever saw firsthand, in 1943) and references to his colleagues (a flag

for Jasper Johns and soup cans for Andy Warhol).

October 20: Premiere of Trisha Brown Company's Set and Reset, the

Next 'Wave Festival, Brooklyn Academy of Music, New York, for which

Rauschenberg designed the costumes and set and Laurie Anderson

composed the music, which features Richard Landry play ing jazz

on the alto saxophone, electronic percussion, and Anderson \\ hispering

the song "Long Time No See." The set. Elastic Carrier (Sliincr), is

an eleven-by-thirty-six-foot freestanding structure, consisting of

two pyramids, flanking a rectangular box, that are covered with a re-

flective silver fabric developed by NASA. As the theater darkens, film

montages (compiled from newsreels, television programs, and NASA
footage) are projected on the structure, which then rises to float above

the dancers. The costumes consist of loose-fitting sheer outfits upon

which Rauschenberg's black-and-white photographs of New \ork arc

silkscrecned.

December 5, 1983-January 31, 1984: Robert Rauschenberg, .Australian

National Galler\-. Canberra.

1984

February 4-19: At the invitation of the Port Arthur Public Library and

the Historical Association, Rauschenberg exhibits work in Port Arthur.

Texas. This is his first trip to his hometown in forty years. Mayor
Bernis Sadler declares February 4 "Robert Rauschenberg Day." In con-

junction, a print and a poster designed by Rauschenbcrg arc published:

the sales will be used to raise funds for the Robert Rauschenberg Schol-

arship Fund at Lamar University, Port Arthur. The poster includes pho-

tographs 1)1 Rauschenberg as a boy in front of Port Arthurs lormer li-

brary, as the Venice Bunnale Grand Prize winner, and on his travels.

February 28: Receives Grammy Award for Best Album Package from

the National Academy of Recording Artists. Ijjs Angeles, for the com-

missioned cover ol a limited-ediiion version of the Talking lleads's

Speaking in Jongues ( 1983) Rauschenberg's design consists of a trans-

parent LP and an olfsei-prmied album cover thai incorporated clear

spinning discs printed with photo-derived images in red. yellow, and

cyan. A delu.\e edition ol 50.000 albums was released by Sire Records

in 1983. Rauschenbcrg donates proceeds Iroin the pri))ecl to Change.

Inc., New York.

May 12-June 30: lixhibiis works Irom the Salvage scries in Robert

Rauschenberg: I'eintuies reientes. Fondation Maeght. Saint I'aul de

Vence, France

May 24: .Awarded Honorary Doctorate ol Fine Arts by New York

University

August 8, 9: .Attends the launching of space shuttle Discovery, Cape

Canaveral, Florida. Rauschenberg is one of seventy artists invited by

NASA to portrav' the shuttle in their own mediums. He is photographed

by Life magazine with his work-in-progress.'*''

August 14-25: Visits Toluca, Oaxaca, and other sites in Mexico in

preparation lor the R(X 1 (Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Inter-

change) project

September 14-October 27: Participates in Disarming /mages: Art for

Nuclear Disarmament, the Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati. The

exhibition will travel throughout the United Slates through 1986. Ex-

hibits drawing Col ( 1980). In conjunction, an image of Cot is used for

a poster; Rauschenberg signed 100 copies to raise funds for Art for

Nuclear Disarmament.

October 19-22: Rauschenberg visits Tobago, where he writes the "To-

bago Statement" on the purpose of the soon to be announced ROCI
project:

The Rauschenbcrg Overseas Culture Interchange, after six years

of only spiritual support, is now a reality. ROCI, as we shortly put

it, is a four-year private project taking, making and exchanging art

and facts around the world.

Emphasis will be placed on sharing experiences with societies

less familiar w ith non-political ideas or communicating "w^orldly"

through art. A selection of works done in, or influenced by, par-

ticipating countries will then continue to travel, including videos,

photographs, sound, drawings, prints, and catalogues, to the next

country, systematically eclipsing the opening exhibit, which func-

tions as a catalyst, enabling the international exhibition and col-

laboration to exist and grow.

1 feel strong in my beliefs, based on my varied and widely

traveled collaborations, that a one-to-one contact through art con-

tains potent peaceful powers, and is the most non-elitist way to

share exotic and common information, seducing us into creative

mutual understandings for the benefit of all.

.Art is educating, provocative, and enlightening even when
first not understood. The very creative confusion stimulates cu-

riosity and growth, leading to trust and tolerance. To share our in-

timate eccentricities proudly will bring us all closer. When 1 w^as a

student at the Art Students League in New York City, 1 was sur-

rounded by groups of artists, all investigating the comparable sim-

ilarities and likenesses between things. It was not until I realized

that it is the celebration of the differences between things that I

became an artist who could see. I know ROCI could make this

kind of looking possible.**^

October 25-November 10: Rauschenberg travels to Chile, visiting

Santiago, the countryside, and the desert in preparation for the ROCI
project. Because of the repressive regime of President .Augusto Pinochet,

meets with students, artists, and political activists in Catholic

churches—the only institutions trusted by the people and in w hich it is

safe to gather.

November 17: .Awarded the Jerusalem Prize for .Arts and Letters from

the Philadelphia chapter of Friends of the Bezalel Academy ofJerusalem.
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November 26: Receives Certificate of Appreciation from the United Na-

tions Committee against Apartheid, for contribution of poster design

World Artists against Apartheid (1983) to the International Campaign

against Apartheid in South Africa.

December 13: Announces the ROCl project at the United Nations,

New York. The project is an evolving collaborative process of art

making with artists and artisans in foreign countries. Through ROCI,

Rauschenberg seeks to expand communication and understanding

among diverse cultures. The project specifically includes countries that

are either developing nations or controlled by totalitarian governments,

or that have little contact with the United States. The initial plan in-

cludes twenty-two countries although in the end, the project will

be realized in only eleven, in chronological order: Mexico, Chile,

Venezuela, China, Tibet, Japan, Cuba, the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics (USSR), East Germany, Malaysia, and the United States.

Rauschenberg's more than twenty-year-old turtle Rocky, who performed

in Rauschenberg's Spring Training (1965), becomes the projects

symbol. Donald Saff, Rauschenberg's collaborator at Graphicstudio,

University of South Florida, Tampa, is artistic director of ROCI.

Sponsorship is not forthcoming from governmental, corporate, or pri-

vate sources, and—ultimately preferring to keep the project free from

any interference—Rauschenberg funds it almost exclusively himself by

selling his own works and those in his art collection. Over the next sev-

eral years, Rauschenberg will travel to each host country for several

weeks at a time, gathering materials and learning local traditions. A
videotape is made by assistants to document the experience. Each pro-

ject closes with an exhibition of works, one of which Rauschenberg

presents to the host country. The exhibitions present Rauschenberg's

paintings and objects created from the 1970s onward; later exhibitions

include works from previous ROCI exhibitions. In all, Rauschen-

berg will create more than 125 paintings, sculptures, and editioned

objects. A program of such magnitude has never been attempted by any

other artist.

1985

Designs a photocoUage for book jacket of Anteparadisc by Chilean poet

Raul Zurita.^6

February 8: Rauschenberg, a small retrospective exhibition, opens at

Fundacion Juan March, Madrid. The exhibition will travel to Fundacio

Joan Miro, Barcelona.

April 17-June 23: ROCI Mexico, Museo Rufino Tamayo, Mexico City.

Mexican poet and critic Octavio Paz wrote a poem, "A Wind Called

Bob Rauschenberg," for the exhibition catalogue.

June 20-July 1: Rauschenberg visits Venezuela in preparation for the

ROCI project, traveling to the cities of Caracas and Maricaibo as well as

to the Amazonas Territory, where he meets with native tribes.

July 17-August 18: ROCI Chile, Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes,

Santiago. Rauschenberg has provided financial assistance for repairs to

the museum, which had been damaged by an earthquake in March.

During his research trip, Rauschenberg had visited a copper mine and

foundry outside of Antofagasta, which led him to use copper and brass

sheets as supports for his silkscreened photographs, a series entitled

Copperheads ( 1985/1989). The surfaces of the works are patinated with

tarnishing agents to create green, black, and brown hues. Rauschen-

berg chose copper as a sign of solidarity with the Chilean people, many
of whom work in the mines, against Chile's dictator. President Augusto

Pinochet, whose reign of terror had begun m 1973. Dissident poet Jose

Donoso contributed a text to the exhibition catalogue, partially

quelling those groups who had opposed the exhibition's presentation

in a national museum. Rauschenberg is winner in the plastic arts cate-

gory from the Circle of Arts Critics of Chile for ROCI Chile.

August 9: Appears on ABC television program Nightline, hosted by Ted

Koppel, in a broadcast called "Disintegrating Works of Art," with

Seattle Art Museum curator Bruce Guenther and Larry Rivers. The

artists and curator are challenged to defend the relevancy of contem-

porary art.

September 12-October 27: ROCI Venezuela, Museo de Arte Contem-

poraneo de Caracas. Receives the Andres Bello Medal for outstanding

achievement in the fields of culture and education, presented on behalf

of Venezuela by President Jaime Lusinchi.

October 3: Supported by Vermont Senator Robert T. Stafford and
Florida Senator Paula Hawkins, an amendment, for which Rauschen-

berg had lobbied, is added to the National Foundation on the Arts and

the Humanities Act, providing indemnity coverage to American exhi-

bitions traveling abroad. The amendment specifically cites the ROCI
(Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Interchange) project as a prime can-

didate for indemnity.

October 30: Receives Outstanding Learning Disabled Achiever Award

for overcoming dyslexia, presented by First Lady Nancy Reagan, the

Lab School, Washington, D.C.

November 15-December 5: ROCI China, National Art Gallery, Beijing.

Over 300,000 people attend the exhibition, which includes the photo-

graphic mural Chinese Summerhall (1982-83). In conjunction, Trisha

Brown Company performs Glacial Decoy (1979), Set and Reset (1983),

and other works at Min Zhu Wen Hua Gon Theater, Beijing, on No-

vember 17 and 19. Rauschenberg receives a Certihcate of Merit from

the Ministry of Culture, Beijing, for ROCJ Chinas contribution to cul-

tural exchange.

December 2-23: ROCI Tibet, Tibet Revolutionary Hall, Lhasa.

Rauschenberg found it difficult to create works for Tibet "because they

have that total respect for all things, . . . there is no hierarchy in

materials. ... 1 thought they were so close to my own sensibility that I

think that was the most difficult show 1 had to make."^'' The exhibi-

tion includes sculptures constructed with found objects from junkyards

in Florida. Rather than donate a work of art to the people of Tibet,

which has no cultural institutions to receive an artwork, he will give

video equipment.

December 21, 1985-March 16, 1986: Robert Rauschenberg, Workjrom

Four Series: A Sesquicentennial Exhibition, organized by the Contempo-

rary Arts Museum, Houston, tours Texas. Rauschenberg is named
Sesquicentennial artist of Texas during the state's celebration of its

150th anniversary of independence from Mexico. The exhibition in-

cludes works from the Cardboard (1971), Hoarfrost (1974-75), Bifocal

(1982), and Kabal American Zephyr (1981-88) series.

1986

Collaborates with engineers Billy Kliiver and Per Biorn on a large sculp-

tural monument dedicated to New York Senator Jacob Javits to be in-

stalled in the main hall of the Jacob K. Javits Conference Center, New
York. Planned as an interactive work consisting of large rectangular

panels whose movement can be controlled by the viewer, the project is

ultimately vetoed by the building's architects.

Receives Golden Plate Award at the Twenty-fifth Anniversary Salute to

Excellence from the American Academy of Achievement.

Begins the Bellini series, a group of photogravures published by ULAE
(Universal Limited Art Editions), West Islip, New York, in editions

ranging from thirty-six to fifty, appropriating imagery of the Virtues

—

including Fortune, Truth, and Justice—from small panels painted by

Renaissance artist Giovanni Bellini of Venice. Rauschenberg isolates a

selected image and places it in a montage of contemporary urban

scenes. He will continue to work on the series through 1989, and will

create Trilogy from the Bellini Series (1987), published by ULAE in an

edition of three, a unigraph consisting of three sheets of hand-colored

photogravures. Some of the proofs are further colored with washes.

January 6: Issue of Time magazine with cover designed by Rauschen-

berg is published. The issue features Deng Xiaoping as Man of the Year

Cover design is a collage using photographs of the Chinese leader and

Rauschenberg's own photographs of China.

[Late winter]: Makes Shiners, on which he will work through 1987.

Rauschenberg silkscreens his photographs onto large sheets of stain-

less steel and mirrored and anodized aluminum and attaches other

metallic objects, such as car grilles and silver-leafed chairs.

[Spring]: Begins Gluts, a result of his recent experiences in Texas,
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fig. 219 Rauschenberg,

Untitled (artwork for

UN/ROCI poster], 1984.

Acrylic and pencil on fabric-

laminated paper, 66 V. x

61'/. inches (169,2 x

156.8 cm), Collection of

the artist Commemorates

the inauguration of ROCI

(Rauschenberg Overseas

Culture Interchange)

fig. 220, Rauschenberg

announcing ROCI Tibet,

Revolutionary Exhibition Hall,

Lhasa. December 1985

fig, 221, ROCI Venezuela.

Museo de Arte

Contemporaneo de Caracas,

September 1985. Works

shown are Market

Altar/ROCI Mexico. Altar

Piece/ROCI Chile, and

Mexican Canary/ROCI

Mexico (all 1985)

fig, 222. Robert

Rauschenberg. Work

from Four Series: A

Sesquicentennial Exhibition.

Contemporary Arts Museum,

Houston, December 1985.

Works shown are Untitled

(1985), Pegasus' First Visit to

America in the Shade of the

Flatiron Building (1982),

Ancient Incident (1981). and

The Vain Convoy of Europe

Out West (1982)

fig. 223 Rauschenberg, Art

Car. 1986. Silkscreened

decals affixed to BMW 635

CSi. Collection of BMW AC

where he became aware of how a glut of oil on the market caused a

marked negative effect on the stale's economy. The first works of the

series incorporate gasoUnc-station signs, license plates, and street signs

found in Captiva, Florida. Will continue to work on the series inter-

mittently through 1995.

April 18-May 6; Raitscheiibcij^ Ihc White and the Black Paintings,

Larry Gagosian Gallery, New York.

September 14: Receives Award for Hxcellencc in international Cultural

Interchange from the World Print Council, for long-term contributions

to international understanding through collaborative projects. The

award is presented by Japanese Minister Naohiro Kumagai at the New
.American Paperworks Conference, College Park, Maryland.

Fall: Creates Ail Car by applying silkscreened decals—of images from

artworks in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York, and from his own photographs—to a BMW 635 CSi. He will

make a series of paintings, entitled Bcamers, on enameled aluminum,

using the silkscreens made for An Car, in 1988.

October 24-December 6: Robert Rauschenberg: Drawings 1958-1968.

Acquavclla Contemporary Art, New York.

November 22-December 28: ROCI Japan. Setagaya Museum of .Art,

Tokyo. The exhibition includes Japcincsc Recreational Clawvorks and

Japanese Claxworks (both 1982-83), and other works.

Late December: When the set, designed by artist Nancy Graves, for

Trisha Brown Company's Lateral Pass ( 1985) is delayed in its overseas

shipment, Rauschenberg. who is in Naples to see the company's per-

formance, collects scrap metal and fabric and creates a temporary re-

placement set of hanging sculptures for the Teatro di San Carlo. Pieces

of the set will later be incorporated into the Neapolitan Gluts.

1987

Cotnmissioned by chef Wolfgang Puck to design wine labels for his

Holl\-wood restaurant Spago.

Receives Florida .Arts Recognition Award of 1986, from the Florida Arts

Council and the Florida Department of State, Tallahassee, for a unique

and significant commitment to the development of the arts in Florida.

February 3: Exhibition of selections from The 'A Mile or 2 Furlong Piece,

the Metropolitan Museum of .Art. New York, opens. Eighty-one units

will be on view for one year, inaugurating the Helen and Milton A.

Kimmclman Gallery of the new Lila .Acheson Wallace wing.

March 30: Issue of Time magazine with cover designed by Rauschen-

berg accompanies feature article "Change the Weather: America's

Agenda after Reagan" by Lance Morrow

April 27: Receives Third .Annual Inhnity .Award for Art. presented by

the International Center of Photography. New York, to a visual artist

for the use of photography in mixed-medium artworks.

August: travels throughout Cuba in preparation for ihc ROCI (Rausch-

enberg Overseas Culture Interchange) project

September 22: Rauschenberg testifies before Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee. Washington, DC, at confirmation hearing forjudge Robert H.

Bork's nomination to the Supreme Court, expressing his fear that Bork's

interpretation of the First Amendment endangers all forms of creative

expression: 'I have discovered a compulsive insistence on the letter

of the law and abuse to the exceptional and the minorities. If this coun-

try is to remain the enviable land of growth and promise, that's what

has to be gardened."*'*' Novelist William Styron also testifies against

the nomination.

November: Eight\-fifth-anniversary issue of Arlnews with cover de-

signed by Rauschenberg is published.

Late fall: Begins Bleachers, a series of unique photographs, on w hich

he will continue to work through 1991. The works evolve during ex-

periments in drying black-and-white photographs made with a large-

format Polaroid camera when Rauschenberg notices that the sun fades

some parts more rapidly than others. Using bleach, Rauschenberg ma-

nipulates the fading of the images himself.

December 5: Receives Challenge Award for excellence in art, presented

by the Foundation of Children with Learning Disabilities. New York.

1988

January: Begins the Galvanic Suite, a series of images silkscreened

with paint on stainless and galvanized steel, on which he will work

through 1991.

February: Begins I'rhan Bourbons, a series of images silkscreened with

expressionistic brushstrokes—in bright blue, red. yellow, and orange

acrylic—on enameled, mirrored, and anodized aluminum, on which

he will work through 1995.

February 10-April 3: ROCi Cuba. Museo Nacional, Casa de las

Americas, and Castillo de la Fuerza, Havana. ROCI Cuba works are

made on galvanized stainless steel, anodized aluminum, and mirrored

aluminum, painted in the vivid primary colors of the American cars,

built before 1959, that are a common sight in Havana. Some viewers

feel that the works do not celebrate the complete history of Cuba, but

Rauschenberg counters: "To break down barriers. I think you need to

see as an alien does—to get lost in the city, or in the country, to see

things in Cuba that maybe you are blind to."^'^ Rauschenberg is re-

quired to send works through Mexico and then to Cuba due to United

Slates diplomatic policy Premier Fidel Castro honors Rauschenberg

with an official dinner at the Palacio de la Revolucibn, Havana, the

evening before the exhibition opens.

April: Travels to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) to meet

with the Minister of Culture and representatives from the Artists" Union

in Moscow in preparation for the ROCI (Rauschenberg Overseas

Culture Interchange) project.
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fig. 224. Gluts. Leo Castelli,

New York. 1986 Works

shown are Rauschenberg's

Regilar Diary Glut. G-l Glut.

and Swaddle Glut (all 1986)

fig. 225. Elizabeth Taylor and

Rauschenberg, Art Against

AIDS benefit, San Francisco,

1989

fig. 226. Rauschenberg and

Trisha Brown with set

designed by Rauschenberg

for Astral Convertible (1989)

in Brown's dance studio, New
York, January 1989. Photo by

Jack Mitchell

fig. 227. Rauschenberg

working on a Borealis

painting, Captiva, Flonda,

1990

fig. 228. Donald Saff,

Rauschenberg, and Tom

Pruitt working on a ROC/

USA painting, Captiva,

October 1990

July: Travels to Leningrad, Tbilisi, and Samarkand in preparation for

the ROCl project.

September-October: Creates several prints and posters: an offset lith-

ograph, for the International Anti-Apartheid Conference, Athens,

Greece, which will be held in May 1989; a poster for the New Music

American Festival, Miami, dedicated to the memory of Morton

Feldman; a print and poster for the hiternational Association of Art

UNESCO World Congress for a 1989 conference in Madrid on the pro-

tection of artists' rights; and a screenprint, Dallas Cares, in an edition of

500. for Dallas Aids Benefit.

November 10: Rebus (1955) sold at Sotheby's auction. New York, to a

private collector for $5,750,000, the largest sum to date reached at auc-

tion for a Rauschenberg work. The painting will subsequently be sold

for 56,600,000 at a Sotheby's auction, New York, on April 30, 1991.

1989

January 11: Awarded the Medal of Honor for Visual Arts by the

National Arts Club. New York, for an outstanding contribution to art.

February 1-4: Concurrent with the opening of ROCI USSR, Trisha

Brown Company's As(ra! Convertible (1989), commissioned by the

Montpellier Festival in France, premieres at the Cultural Palace,

Moscow. Rauschenberg designed the costumes and set and Richard

Landry composed the music. At Brown's request, Rauschenberg cre-

ated a portable, self-contained system of set, sound, and lighting. With

the assistance of engineers Billy Kliiver and Per Biorn, Rauschenberg

constructed eight freestanding aluminum towers, which range from

two to eight feet in height and are equipped with sensors, powered by

car batteries, that detect dancers' movements and trigger sound

(Landry's sound track of music and traffic noises) and lights (a system

of headlights designed by Ken Tabachnick). Brown explains that

Rauschenberg entitled the performance with reference to the car parts

he used as well as to "passage through the sky. And convertible,' he

said, was to permit whatever changes I wanted to make."^" The com-

pany also performs Glacial Decoy (1979) and Set and Reset (1983).

February 2-March 5: ROCl USSR, Tretyakov Gallery, Central House

of Culture, Moscow. Works exhibited include photogravures, entitled

Soviet/American Arrays, and sewn-fabric collages, entitled Samarkand

Stitches. This is the first solo exhibition of a Western post-World War II

artist in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR). Over 145,000

people attend the exhibition. As poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko writes: "For

us his exhibit is one of the symbols of a spiritual perestroika of our so-

ciety."' ' Donald Saff later describes the opening day: "They were lifting

and touching many of the works, especially Dirt Shrine with its ceramic

chain. . . . The Soviets wanted to have a tactile relationship with the

art." ''- Concurrent with the ROCl L'SSR exhibition, a group of young,

nonunion Soviet artists organized an exhibition of their own work in

tribute to Rauschenberg's arrival in Moscow. Entitled Rauschenberg to

Us—We to Rauschenberg. it is the inaugural exhibition of Moscow's first

commercial gallery, which will become knowm as the First Gallery The

Soviet Minister of Culture will select works from Rauschenberg to Us—
We to Rauschenberg to represent the USSR at the XLIV Esposizione

Biennale Intenuizionale d'Arte, "Venice, in 1990.

February 17-April 22: Participates in .4rt in Europe and America:

The 1950s and 1960s, Wexner Center for the "Visual Arts, Columbus,

Ohio. Exhibits Memorandum of Bids (1956), GiftJar Apollo (1959). and

a replica of Minutiae ( 1954).

March 14: Premiere of Trisha Brown Company's Astral Convertible, City

Center Theater, New York.

May: Creates Very Special Arts, an offset lithographic poster with

silkscreen, printed by ULAE (Universal Limited Art Editions), West

Islip, New York, in an edition of 275, for the 1989 International Very

Special Arts Festival, Washington, DC.

May: Cancels ROCI Berlin project due to frustration with East German
officials' resistance to a simultaneous East Berlin-West Berlin installa-

tion of the exhibition that all Germans could visit.

June 1 : Wins Learning Through Art Award for important contributions

through the ROCI (Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Interchange) pro-

ject, presented by the Learning to Read Through the Arts program,

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, on the occasion of its

twentieth-anniversary exhibition of children's artworks.

June 8: Participates in .Art in Embassies symposium, the State Depart-

ment, Vv'ashington, D.C.

June 20: Awarded the Florida Prize, presented by Florida Governor

Bob Martinez, given to a Florida resident who excels in the visual and

performing arts.

August: Begins Borealis, a series he will continue to work on through

1992. Using tarnishing agents, such as acetic acid and ammonium salts,

which gesturally interplay with images silkscreened onto sheets of

brass, bronze, and copper, creates what he calls "corrosions." Because of

the corrosive nature of the tarnishes, the metal carries the image. The

general tonal range in the works is far more restrained, though also

luminous, than in previous works.

September 16-October 3: Travels throughout Malaysia in preparation

for the ROCI project. He attends the inauguration ceremony for the

new king of Malaysia, visits Malaysian tribes, including a tribe of head

hunters, and witnesses a cock fight. In Sarawak, Borneo, he buys hun-

dreds of "Save the Forest" T-shirts and bamboo bracelets hoping to help

local peoples whose livelihoods as hunters are being destroyed along

with the rain forests.

November: With the dismantling of the Berlin Wall, Wolfgang

Polak, director of the Zentrum fiir Kunstausstellungen der Deutsche

Demokratische Republik, immediately contacts Rauschenberg to reini-

tiate arrangements for ROCI Berlin. Rauschenberg travels to Berlin to

gather materials for the project.
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fig 229 ROC\ USA. National

Gallery of Art, Washington.

DC, 1991 Works shown are

Happy Birthday Baby

Leech/ROCIJapan (1984),

The Brutal Calming of the

Waves by Moonlight ll/ROCI

Tibet (1985), and Dirt

Shrine: South (Japanese

Clayworks) (1982)

fig. 230 Walter Hopps,

Rauschenberg, and Jean

Stein at the opening of

Robert Rauschenberg: The

Early 1950s. Guggenheim

Museum SoHo, New York,

October 1992

fig. 231 Lauren Getford,

Pam Schmidt, Lawrence

Voytek, Rauschenberg, Darryl

Pottorf, Bradley Jeffries, and

Tup Schmidt wearing

matching V-neck sweaters in

front of Rauschenberg's

Holiday Ruse (Night Shade)

(1991), studio Christmas

party, Captiva, Florida,

December 1991

Noxcnibcr 5: Wins the ,'Vlgur H. Meadows Avvartl lor lixccllcnn- m ilic

Arts, presented by the Meadows School ol the Arts, Southern Methodist

University, Dallas,

December: Begins to create works for ROCl Bciliii.

1990

The Robert Rauschenberg Foundation. New York, is lounded, a non-

profit organization devoted to issues of particular interest to Rauschen-

berg including medical research, education, the environment, the

homeless, world hunger, and the arts. No monetary grants are awarded,

but such organizations as the Natural Resources Defense Council and

Best Buddies Organization, and programs of the Cathedral of Saint John

the Divine, New York, have benefited from the donation of prints and

posters created by Rauschenberg.

February: Creates a print entitled .Aouritciii Wax PiiiU. in an edition

of seventy-five, to hcnclit the People for the .American Way, a liberal

lobbying group.

February 1-March 3: Robcii Rausihcnhci^: Paintings J')62-1980,

Lang & O'Hara dallcry. New York. The exhibition will travel to

Runkel-Huc-Williams Ltd., London, May 3-Junc 7.

March-May: Makes arivsorks for ROCl Malaysia exhibition.

March 10-April 1: ROCl Berlin, Ncuc Berliner dallcric im .Alien

Museum, Berlin.

April 21: Twentieth anniversary of Earth Da), lor which Rauschenberg

has created his second Earth Day screenprint, published by Gemini

G.E.L,, Los Angeles, in an edition of seventy-five.

April 24: Presents John Cage with Skovvhegan Medal for .Alternate

Genre, Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture, Maine, at the

Plaza Hotel, New York.

May 13: Testifies before Senate .Appropriations Subcommittee on the

Interior, Washington, D.C., in support of the continued funding of the

National Endowment for the Arts.

May 21-June 24: ROCl Malaysia, National .Art Gallery, Kuala Lumpur.

The works reveal Rauschenberg's concern for the country's conflict be-

tween urban and indigenous cultures.

May 27-Scptember 30: Orrery (Borcalis) (1990) is exhibited in the

pa\ilion of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) at the

XLIV Esposizionc Bicivmlc Intcniaz'oiuik d'Aitc, Venice.

May 30-July 6: Robert Raiischenbeig: Works on Paper. Knoedler &
Company, New York.

August: Makes Borealis Shaies (1990), constructing brass-and-Lexan

chairs, which are then silkscreened with imagery and painted with re-

sist. Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, publishes the twenty-six unique works.

[Fall]: Makes portfolio Shirtboarch—hah ami Morocco, which will be

published by Styria Studio, New York, m an edition o( sixty-fivc in

1991, reproducing in lithography and screenprmi collages made in

Lurope and North Aim a in 1952, in a lormai fifty perteni larger than

the origmals

Fall: Congress passes legislation, for which Rauschenberg has worked,

providing artists with better copyright protection and opportunities

lor compensation in the event ol the destruction or mutilation of

their work.

September 22: Premiere of Trisha Brown Company's lora\ lortl,

Bienn.ile de la Danse, Lyons, for which Riiuschenberg designed the cos-

tumes and set Ihe male dancers wear matte-gold skirl-pants, their

chests bare, while the lemalc dancers wear glimmering gold outfits.

During the performance, a local brass band plays while marching out-

side the theater

October: Begins to make works for ROCl USA. The series, entitled Wax
Fire Worfes, is made in association with Saff Tech Arts, Oxford. Mary-

land, using a technique, for which Rauschenberg coined the term "fire

wax, " developed by Donald Saff in which pigmented beeswax is painted

or silkscreened on polished aluminum supports and then fixed with

heat in the manner of traditional encaustic painting. Colorful acrylic

and collage elements are added.

October: Construction of new house in Captiva, Florida, designed by

Rauschenberg and Darryl Pottorf, completed.

October 3, 1990-January 15, 1991: Participates in High and Low.

Modern Art ai\d Popular Culture, organized by Kirk Varnedoe and Adam
Gopnik, the Museum of Modern Art, New York.

October 12-November 24: Robert Rauschenberg: Gluts, Richard L.

Feigen Gallery, Chicago.

November: Mary Lynn Koiz's monograph Rauschenberg: Art and Life

IS published.

December 7, 1990-March 17, 1991: Robert Rauschenberg: The Silh-

si reeri Painiiiigs, J 962- J 904. organized by Roni Feinstein, Whitney

Museum of American Art, New York.

1991

April: Inducted into the Florida .Artists Hall of Fame, Tallahassee, by

Florida Secretary ol State Jim Smith.

May 12-September 2: The final ROCl (Rauschenberg Overseas

Culture Interchange) exhibition, ROCl L^SA, National Gallery of Art,

Washington, D.C. All the ROCl works, inspired by the eleven host

countries, are exhibited.

May 14: Premiere of Trisha Brown Company's Astral Converted (50"),

the first choreographic commission by the National Gallery of Art,

Washington, D.C. The work, which is performed on the steps outside

the museum, reuses Rauschenberg's set for Astral Convertible (1989).

The performance marks the first collaboration among Rauschenberg,

Brov\n, and John Cage, who composed music for the performance.

June 15- August 11: Robeit Rauschenbeig: The Early 1950s, organized

by Walter Hopps of the Menil Collection. Houston, the Corcoran

Gallery of .Art, Washington, DC. The exhibition will travel to the Menil

Collection; the Museum of Contemporarv' .Art. Chicago; the San Fran-

cisco Museum of Modern .Art; and the Guggenheim Museum SoHo,

New York. Included are works from 1949 to mid- 1954, some of which

have never before been exhibited or published.

June 16: Interviewed by Pat Mitchell for the CBS television program

Suiufciy Morning.

I
Summer): Works on .VigJil Shade series, in which photographic im-

ages are silkscreened onto brushed-aluminum with acrylic washes. The

overall tone ranges from dark gray to black with a tarnished effect sim-

ilar to the Borealis series (1989-92).

[Summer]: Makes Phantom series, works that take the reduction of

color even further by using clear epoxy to silkscreen Rauschenberg's

photographs onto mirrored-aluminum. In the process, the images are

rendered milky white and difficult to recognize.
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September 14-October 27: Robert Rauschcnbcrg 1974-1991: Animah

and Other Themes, City Gallery of Contemporary Art, Raleigh,

North Carolina.

Fall: Issue of Grand Street with portfolio of seven works created by

Rauschenberg, from his own photographs silkscreened on paper and

overlaid with acrylic washes, is published.''^

October 8: Awarded 1991 Medal of Merit by the Lotus Club, New York,

for outstanding achievement in the arts.

October 26-November 30: Robert Rauschenberg: Print Survey in

Themes, 1952-1992, with related performance videos, Leo Castelli,

West Broadway and Broadway galleries, New York.

December 6: At the United Nations, New York, presents the lithograph

Last Turn, Your Turn, published by the Robert Rauschenberg Founda-

tion, New York, in an edition of 200, created to generate public aware-

ness of Earth Summit, the United Nations Conference on Environment

and Development (UNCED), which will be held in Rio de Janeiro in

June. The print will also be produced as a color offset poster

1992

Creates For Ferraro, a screenprint published by Gemini G.E.L., Los

Angeles, in an edition of 125, for Geraldine Ferraro's 1992 New York

Senate campaign.

Named Commandant de I'Ordre des Arts et Lettres, Ministere de la

Culture et de la Communication, Paris.

Begins Waterworks series (formerly titled Day Lights and Night Sights)

on which he will continue to work through 1994. With an Iris

printer makes digital color prints with biodegradable, vegetable dyes;

the images on the prints are then transferred to paper by using water

and an electric press.

Creates three bus billboards. Last Turn—Your Turn (based on the 1991

print of the same title). Ozone, and Pledge, to draw public attention to

environmental issues. The billboards are placed on buses in major

cities, courtesy of Transportation Displays, Inc., an outdoor advertis-

ing company based in New York.

Creates five etchings for the ongoing publication The First Meeting of

the Satie Society, a literary, visual, and musical tribute to French com-

poser Erik Satie, conceived by John Cage, which will be published in

1994. ''"* At ULAE (Universal Limited Art Editions), West Islip, New
York, the etchings are printed on sheets of Cage's mesostic poem
Musifjus. Stephen Bastian, Cage, Jasper Johns, Sol LeWitt, Robert

Ryman, and Michael Silver also contribute artworks.

January 28: Receives the Federal Design Achievement Award, an award

in design given every four years, National Endowment for the Arts,

Washington, D.C., for the exhibition catalogue Rauschenberg Overseas

Culture Interchange.

February 1-29: Rauschenberg at Knoedler: Night Shades and New Gluts,

Knoedler & Company, New York.

June 1-12: Attends Earth Summit conference, Rio de Janeiro.

[After June): Upon returning from Earth Summit, begins to create

Eco-Echo series in collaboration with Donald Saff, Saff Tech Arts, Ox-

ford, Maryland. The windmill-like structures, of silkscreened and

painted aluminum and Lexan, are sonar-activated, responding to the

presence of a viewer standing near the work.

1993

Contributes design for a limited-edition necktie, sold for $125, to ben-

efit the American Foundation for AIDS Research (AmEAR), New York.

Randomly cut from fabric silkscreened with Rauschenberg's pho-

tographs, each necktie in the edition of 480 is unique. Sixteen other

artists including Barbara Kruger, Richard Prince, Cindy Sherman, and

William Wegman design clothing and accessories.

Creates poster Charms against Hann for Medecins du Monde, Paris, a

French medical organization.

Makes Off Kilter Keys series, aluminum sheets folded into sharply

creased forms that project from the wall. Some surfaces are painted

white, and their configurations often hide other surfaces silkscreened

with brightly colored paints.

Presented with the Knight Purchase Award by the Akron Art Museum
for the use of photographic images in artworks.

March: Construction of new studio in Captiva, Florida, designed by

Rauschenberg and Darryl Pottorf, completed.

April 22: Presented with the first Earth Day Award for Environment

and the Arts by Imagine magazine at the National Arts Club, New York.

May 8-June 4: Rauschenberg: Bicycloids, Urban Boui'bons + Eco-Echo,

Knoedler & Company, New York.

September 12-November 28: Participates in Rolywholyover A Circus,

the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, an exhibition devoted

to the work and ideas of John Cage. The exhibition will travel to the

Menil Collection, Houston; Guggenheim Museum SoHo, New York;

Art Tower, Mito, Japan; and Philadelphia Museum of Art.

September 20: At the United Nations, New York, presents an untitled

print created for Earth Pledge Foundation to promote global awareness

at the International Conference on Population and Development

(ICPD), which will be held in Cairo in September 1994.

October 7: Receives National Medal of Arts Award, presented by Pres-

ident and Mrs. Clinton. Rauschenberg is one of thirteen recipients se-

lected by the National Endowment for the Arts, Washington, D.C., for

the ninth annual award.

November 2: Awarded the Second Hiroshima Art Prize by the

Hiroshima Museum of Contemporary Art, an award given to artists

who promote peace and understanding among different cultures. In

conjunction with the award, a commemorative exhibition The Second

Hiroshima Art Prize—Robert Rauschenberg is held at the museum,
November 3, 1993-January 16, 1994.

November 6, 1993-January 10, 1994: Participates in Roma—New York

1948-1964, an Art Exploration, the Murray and Isabella Rayburn

Foundation, New York. Exhibits works created from 1950-60, includ-

ing 22 the Lily White (ca. 1950), collages on Italian shirtboards

(ca. 1952), photographs (1952-53), Monk (1955), and one of the illus-

trations for Dante's Infenw (1958-60).

1994

Makes offset lithographic poster for Arts for ACT to benefit Abuse,

Counseling, and Treatment Center Founded in 1978, ACT, Fort Myers,

Florida, assists victims of rape and domestic violence.

Makes Bulkhead, a print in the Watenvorks series (1992-94), to benefit

the World Federation of United Nations Associations, New York.

February 26-March 26: Rauschenberg: Scores (Off Kilter Keys),

Leo Castelli, Broadway and Thompson Street galleries. New York.

April 22-May 15: Head On: Image and Text in the Prints of Robert

Rauschenberg, Archer M. Huntington Art Gallery, the University of

Texas at Austin.

May 3: Premiere of Trisha Brown's solo performance Ifyou couldn't see

me, the Joyce Theater, New York, for which Rauschenberg designed the

costume, a white sheath dress, and composed electronic music. Brown

dances with her back to the audience, never permitting a full view of

her face.

May 7-July 10: Robert Rauschenberg, organized by Armin Zweite,

Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Diisseldorf. Exhibits works

selected from the Glut (1986-89, 1991-95), Shiner (1986-93), Galvanic

Suite (1988-91), Urban Bourbon (1988-95), ROCl (1985-90), Borealis

(1989-92), Phantom (1991), and Night Shade (1991) series.

June 19: Presents the fourteenth annual Samuel H. Scripps American

Dance Festival Award to Trisha Brown, who performs Ifyou couldn't see

me at the ceremony held at Duke University Durham, North Carolina.

Late summer: Makes Shales using the fire-wax technique developed
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fig 232 Rauschenberg

accepting the Second

Hiroshima Art Prize,

Hiroshima Museum of

Contemporary Art,

November 2, 1993

fig. 233 Darryl Pottorf and

Rauschenberg worl<ing on

windmill-like blades for

Rauschenberg's Eco-Echo

series (1993), Captiva,

Florida, ca 1993

fig, 234 Christopher

Rauschenberg, Blue Sky

Gallery, Portland, Oregon,

1995

fig, 235 James Rosenquist

and Rauschenberg, Los

Angeles, 1995

fig. 236 Donald Saff looking

on as Rauschenberg lifts an

Ins print from the fresco

surface of Party Line

(Arcadian Retreat) (1996),

Captiva, August 1996

fig 237. Rauschenberg

(background) at work in his

Captiva studio, April 1997,

Photo by Richard Leslie

Schulman

Willi Diinalcl Sail. SafI lech .\rts, tlxiord, Mar\lancl, in uHilIi Rausch-

enberg's plunographic images are transferred, using encaustic, lo wax-

covered can\as The chirii\ and depth of ihe v\a\ medium creates a

Ironipe I'oeil effecl as il ihe aclual objects are susjietuled in wax,

September 1 3: Perlormance ol Merce Cunningham Dance Company's

Emm!, the Joyce Theater, New '^ork, for which Rauschenberg created

the set. Immerse (cat, no, 231), a large unsiretched painting. Rauschen-

berg and .Alex Hay had designed the costumes and props for Cunning-

ham's first "event " in 1964.

1995

Makes a group ol works entitled l-aiL\-Tapis. conceived as "fake tapes-

tries " The works incorporate fabrics made, using Rauschenberg's

photographs, at a batik workshop in Sri Lanka in 1983,

Creates Tolerance Flag for UNESCO, Paris,

January 12-February 11: Tradition and Iinention: Conlemporar\ Artists

Interpret the Japanese Garden. Thread Waxing Space, New York, curated

by Rauschenberg, video artist Nam June Paik, and Hiroshi Teshigahara,

filmmaker and headmaster of the Sogetsu School, a school of flower ar-

ranging in Tokyo. Proceeds benefit the .American Toundation for Aids

Research (AmFAR), New York.

March 18-May 13: Robert Rauschenberg: .\'i^Ji( Shades and Urban Bour-

bons. Caleric Bcyeler, Basel. The exhibition will travel to Ordrupgaard

Samlingen, Copenhagen.

March 25-April 29: Tribute 21. Leo Castelli, Broadway, New York, an

exhibition of prints created for Tribute 21. a print and notecard project,

published by Felissimo, Tokyo. The prints accompany statements by

prominent figures such as Vice President Al Gore, writer Toni Morri-

son, and Olympic athlete Bonnie Blair. The works are printed as note-

cards and sold to benefit Future Generations Alliance Foundation, a

nonprofit branch of Felissimo.

May 27-July 22: Exhibits A Quake m Paradise (Labyrinth) ( 1994), Ga-

lerie Jamileh Weber, Zurich. The installation consists of silkscreened

acrylic on freestanding aluminum and Lexan panels in a variety of con-

figurations, presenting a maze that the viewer navigates.

Summer: Makes Wdock. a series of large vertical paintings on bonded-

aluminum panels, which are painted and silkscreened with photographs.

Summer: Makes Recjs. a series of tall narrow rectangular structures of

mirrored bonded aluminum. The interiors of the structures are

silkscreened with photographic imagery and embellished with gestural

strokes of acrylic.

Summer: Begins to work on .Anagram series (1995-present). .As with

the \\h(rnvorl?s series (1992-94), the images on vegetable-dye Iris

prints are transferred to paper, but now on a larger scale. The artist's

hand is more apparent in the Anagrams because Rauschenberg uses a

handheld scraper rather than an electric press to transfer the images.

September (i-Ociobcr 23: Robert Rauschenberg: Major Printed Works,

i962-J995, Morris Museum of .Art, .Augusta, Georgia. The exhibition

will travel to the Kemper Museum of Contemporary An and Design,

Kansas City, Missouri

September 11 -December 1: Robert Rauschenberg: Two Decades at

draphicstiuho. (jraphicstudio. University of South Florida, Tampa,

September 23-October 21: Robert Rauschenberg, Sew Paintings:

Vydocks and Doubleluck, Reefs. Gagosian Gallery, Wooster Street and

Thompson Street locations. New York.

October 22-December 31: Ihe hrst retrospective exhibition devoted

soleK' to Rauschenbergs sculpture. Robert Rauschenberg: Sculpture, or-

ganized by Julia Brown lurrell, the Modern .An Museum of Fort Worth,

Texas. The exhibition will travel to the Joan Lehman Museum of

Contemporary .Art, Miami.

December 16: Receives Leonardo da \'inci World .Award of .Arts, from

the Interdisciplinary Cotnmittee of the World Cultural Council, Museo

del Palacio de Bellas Artes, Mexico City.

1996

January 6-February 3: Exhibits works from the late 1960s and early

1970s in Rauschenberg: Carnal Clocks, Cardboards, jammers. Sonnabend

Gallery, New York.

Febniary 6: Exhibits twenty-nine posters, created for various United

Nations organizations, philanthropic groups, and events, at the United

Nations, New York. Unveils the print and poster Clan Destiny, created

for the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements (Cities

Summit), which will be held in Istanbul in June.

June: Travels to Istanbul for the Cities Summit. Visits various archaeo-

logical sites in Turkey

June 7: .Awarded the fifth annual Lifetime Achievement Award in

Contemporary Sculpture by the International Sculpture Center. Wash-

ington, DC.

June 22-July 31: Exhibits A Quake in Paradise (Labyrinth) (1994),

Tribute 21 ( 1995), and Quaitro Mani paintings, a series on which he col-

laborated with Darryl Pottorf, Monastero Mechitarista dell'Isola di

San Lazzaro degli Armeni, 'Venice.

July 17: Presents Domicile, a lithograph published by Robert Rausch-

enberg Foundation, New York, in an edition of fifty and created for the

tenth anniversar)' of Friends of .Art and Preservation in Embassies. Wash-

ington, DC, at a White House ceremony attended by President Clinton.

(August): Begins work on the Arcadian Retreat series of frescos, made

with Donald Saff, Saff and Company (formerly Saff Tech Arts), Oxford,

Maryland. Inspired by the gift of a Pompeiian fresco fragment by

Donald Saff, Rauschenberg uses his own photographs from Turke\ and

Iris prints in a process similar to that of the Watcnwrks ( 1992-94) and
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Anagram (1993-present) series, but now transferring the images to

wet plaster.

September 19-October 19: Robert Rauschcnbcrg: Anagrams, PaceWil-

denstein, New York. Other works from the Anagram series will be ex-

hibited at Galerie Jamileh Weber, Zurich, and PaceWildenstein,

Beverly Hills.

December 10, 1996-January 25, 1997: Winter Works: Rauschenberg

and Potlorj, Philharmonic Center for the Arts, Naples, Florida.

1997

February 28-April 13: Exhibits photographs in Robert Rauschenberg:

Through the Lens, University of Missouri, Kansas City Gallery of Art.

March 18: Awarded First Prize in Contemporary Art, ARCO Interna-

tional Contemporary Art Fair, Madrid.

March 22-May 19: Robert Rauschenberg: Haywire, Technologische

Hauptwerhe aus den sechzigcrjahren, Aktionsforum Praterinsel, Munich.

NOTES
1

.

Josef Albers, quoted in Martin Duberman, Black Mountain: An Exploration

in Commwuty (New York: W. W. Norton, 1993), p. 56.

2. Many of the exhibited works are destroyed the following summer in a

fire at the Weils' summer home or in 1957 in a fire at the apartment of artist

San Dienes. Only four of the seventeen works are extant today: Crucifixion

and Refiection (ca. 1950), Mother oj God (ca. 1950), 22 the Lily White

(ca. 1950), and The Man with Two Souls (1950). Two additional works. Num-

ber 1 (1951) and Should Love Come First? (ca. 1951; now known as Untitled

[small black painting]), were repainted black in 1953. Photographs by

Aaron Siskind document four of the lost or destroyed works; the pho-

tographs are published in Roni Feinstein, "The Unknown Early Robert

Rauschenberg: The Betty Parsons Exhibition of 1951," Arts Magazine (New

York) 59, no. 5 (Jan. 1985), pp. 126-29.

3. Quoted in Alain Sayag, "Interview with Robert Rauschenberg," Robert

Rauschenberg Photographs (New York: Pantheon Books, 1981), unpaginated.

4. The handwritten letter is reproduced in Walter Hopps, Robert Rauschen-

berg: The Early 1950s, exh. cat. (Houston: The Menil Collection and Hous-

ton Fine Arts Press, 1991), p. 230.

5. Joel Oppenheimer, "The Dancer," Jargon, no. 2 (Black Mountain College,

N.C.: Sad Devil Press, 1951).

6. For additional accounts of the event, see Duberman, pp. 350-58, and

William Fetterman, "John Cage's Theatre Pieces: Notations and Perfor-

mances," Ph.D. diss., New York University 1991, pp. 174-87.

7. No information other than the printed announcement survives.

8. Of these intimately scaled collages, thirty-three are known to still exist.

In 1990, Rauschenberg created S/iirtboards, an editioned version of these

collages.

9. None of the Eeticci Personali is known to exist, although several are doc-

umented in photographs taken by Rauschenberg in Rome (ca. 1953) and in

the Fulton Street studio (ca. 1954).

10. Rauschenberg's statement is reproduced in Hopps, p. 32.

11. Ten of the works, which have been lost or destroyed, are documented

in photographs of the exhibition made for Li/c, although they were never

published in the magazine.

12. John Cage's statement, distributed as a handout m the gallery, is quoted

in its entirety in Emily Genauer, "Art and Artists: Musings on Miscellany,"

New York Herald Tribune, Dec. 27, 1953, sec. 4, p. 6.

13. None of the paper paintings is known to exist, although two are docu-

mented in photographs taken in Rauschenberg's studio at the time. One

dirt, one clay, and ten gold paintings have survived.

14. Quoted in Barbara Rose, Rauschenberg (New York: Vintage Books, 1987),

p. 53.

15. Quoted in ibid., p. 58.

16. These four paintings are documented in two views of the exhibition

photographed by Rauschenberg. Two other Rauschenberg photographs,

which can be identified as having been taken at the Egan Gallery, are indi-

vidual views of Untitled (ca. 1954, cat. no. 78); however, because no other

works are visible in the two views, it is impossible to confirm that Untitled

was included in the exhibition. Other than the four photographs, no addi-

tional information survives.

17. Calvin Tomkins, Off the Wall: Robert Rauschenberg and the Art World oj

Our Time (Garden City N.Y.: Doubleday 1980), p. 108.

18. Quoted in Roberta Bernstein, "Robert Rauschenberg's Rebus," Arts

Magazine (New York) 52, no. 5 (Jan. 1978), p. 139.

19. Quoted in Calvin Tomkins, The Bride and the Bachelors: The Heretical

Courtship in Modem Art (New York: The Viking Press, 1965), p. 215.

20. The first state of Rauschenberg's Monogram (1955-59) and Johns's Tar-

get with Plaster Casts (1955) had both been submitted with the encourage-

ment of Horace Richter (who had been introduced to the artists by Allan

Kaprow), a member of the Jewish Museum's Administrative Committee, but

the works were ultimately declined by the jury.

21. Documents such as a checklist or installation photographs for the ex-

hibition have yet to be located, and, therefore, works in the show cannot

be confirmed.

22. Rauschenberg, typescript of interview, July 1991, with Miranda Mc-

Clintic for her proposed book Recycling Reality: The Found Object in Twen-

tieth-Centwy Art. Copy in Rauschenberg's archives, New York. The ready-

made was acquired in 1959, but when Rauschenberg asked Duchamp to

sign it in 1960, Duchamp inscribed it "1960."

23. Rauschenberg, statement in Dorothy C. Miller, ed., Sixteen Americans,

exh. cat. (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1959), p. 58.

24. Quoted in "The Emperor's Combine," Time (New York) 75, no. 16

(April 18, 1960), p. 92.

25. Quoted in David Sears, "A Trisha Brown-Robert Rauschenberg Collage,"

Ballet Review (New York) 10, no. 3 (fall 1982), p. 48.

26. Rauschenberg, letter in his archives. New York.

27. Quoted in Tomkins, Off the Wall, p. 192.

28. Rauschenberg, "Autobiography," in Andrew Forge, Rauschenberg (New

York: Harry N. Abrams, 1969), p. 226. The text originally appears in the

lithograph Autobiography (1968; fig. 55, cat. no. 199).

29. Quoted in Dorothy Gees Seckler, transcript of interview with Rauschen-

berg, Dec. 21, 1965, on deposit at the National Archives of American Art,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC.

30. The canvas is dated "1963" on the reverse in the artist's hand, indicating

that he added to the painting after the CBS filming.

31. Henry Geldzahler, "Robert Rauschenberg," Art International (Lugano)

7, no. 7 (Sept. 25, 1963), p. 66.

32. Pierre Schneider, "Art News from Paris," Artnews (New York) 62, no. 2

(April 1963), p. 48.

33. Documents such as a checklist or installation photographs for the ex-

hibition have yet to be located, and, therefore, works in the show cannot be

confirmed.

34. Rauschenberg, "Random Order," Location (New York) 1, no. 1 (spring

1963), p. 28.

35. Quoted in Robert Rauschenberg, exh. cat. (Washington, D.C.: National

Collection of Fine Arts, Smithsonian Institution, 1977), p. 40.

36. Forge, p. 18.

37. Walasse Ting, 1( Life, ed. Sam Francis (Bern: E. W Kornfeld, 1964).

38. G. di San Lazzaro, "La XXXIle Biennale de Venise," XXe Siecle (Paris) 26,

no. 24 (Dec. 1964), unpaginated supplement. Trans, by the author.
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39. Tomkins, Off the Wall, p 235

40. Erwin A. Cilikcs and Paul Sihwaln-r, c-tis , Of Poi-ity anil Power: Poeim

Ocdiiwneil h\ the Prcsu/cfu v iiiii/ b\ the Ihiith ol John i Kennedy, wilh knv-

word by Arihur Schlesingcr, Jr. (New York: Basic Books, NM).

41. John Cirucn, "Painter Dancing in the Dark." The Siin</(iv Henihl Tnhwie

Magazine (New York), Jan. 2, Wbt). p H

42. Quotcil irom si,\iiiiu-nl in Koheit Roiisi henber^. p. 45.

4} The collaboraiions ai the festival resulieil in about nineteen new patents

obtained by the engineers.

44 John Ciiorno, Poems (New York: Mother Press, \'-)b7)

45. The content of lectures and published texts was clarified by Leo Stein-

berg in a telephone conversation with the authors, August 1 1 , 1997 and by

a facsimile of original lecture notes. For the complete, amended text, see

Steinberg. "Reflections on the State of Criticism," Aitjoium (New York) 10,

no. 7 (March 1972), pp. 37-49; for the two quotations, see pp. 46-47.

46 In 1972, .Vbrams will distribute an offprint of the text in the Meridian

Modern Artists series for easier accessibility

47. Timothy Hilton, "Supplement Autumn 1970: New and Recent Books:

Heroic Monograph," Studio International (London) 180, no. 927 (Nov 1970),

p. 207.

48. Quoted in Grace Glueck, ".Artists to Withdraw Work at Biennale,"

The New York Times, June 6, 1970, sec. 1, p. 27.

49. Rauschenberg, exhibition announcement, Castelli Graphics, June 4-26,

and Automation House, June 4-28, 1970.

50. Jack Cowart and James Elliott, Prints from the Untitled Press, Captiva,

Florida, exh. cat. (Hartford: Wadsworth Athcncum, 1973), p. 5.

51. Quoted in Mary Lynn Kotz, Rauschenberg: Art and Life (New York:

Harry N. Abrams, 1990), p. 195. From unpublished transcript of meeting

with Israeli students, the Israel Museum, Jerusalem, May 29, 1974.

52. James Klosty, ed., Merce Cunningham (New York: Saturday Review Press,

E. R Dutton, 1975).

53. Rosamund Felsen, "Rauschenbergs Trip to India," in Paulette Long, ed..

Paper: Art and Technology (San Francisco: World Print Council, 1979),

p. 84.

54. Quoted in Kotz, p. 206.

55. Amendment #308 to the Tax Reform Bill, H.R. 10612.

56. Quoted in Kotz, p. 210

57. Quoted in "The Talk of the Town: Rauschenberg," The New Yorker 53,

no. 14 (May 23, 1977), p. 31.

58. Merce Cunningham, quoted in Anna Kisselgoff. "A Dance Revolution-

ary on Broadway," The Nov York Times, Jan. 16, 1977, sec. D, p. 8.

59. "The Talk of the Town Rauschenberg." pp 30-31 Rauschenberg was

not satisfied with the experience "Doing it didn't yield any new experience

for me aesthetically Us a good idea, but to make it interesting for artists

they'd have to modify it considerablv make it more flexible"

(p 31)

60. Andrei Voznesensky, Nostalgia for the Present (New York: Doubleday,

1978)

61 Quoted in Robert Saltonstall Maitison. Mastenvorks in the Robert and

lane Meyerhoff Collection (New York: Hudson Hills Press, 1995), p. 123,

62. Rauschenberg, statement in Robert Rauschenberg Photographs (New York:

Pantheon Books, 1981), unpaginated.

63. See Larry Rohier, "China: A Brush with the Master." Newsweeh

(New York). Aug. 2, 1982, p. 40, and Rauschenberg interview with Yoshiaki

Tono, in ROCl japan, exh. cat. (Tokyo: Setagaya Museum of Art, 1986),

pp 11-12

64. See photographs published in David Friend. "All Aboard the Shuttle,"

Life (New York) 7, no. 11 (Oct. 1984), pp. 72-73.

65. Rauschenberg, "Tobago Statement," in Rauschenberg Overseas Culture

Interchange, exh. cat. (Washington, DC: National Gallery of Art, 1991),

p. 154

66. Raiil Zurita, Anteparadise, trans, by Jade Schmitt (Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1985).

67. Quoted in Robert Rauschenberg and Donald Saff, "A Conversation

about Art and ROCI," Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Interchange,

pp. 169, 170.

68. Quoted in "Panel Hearing on Bork as Justice: Professors and Artists

Voice Their Views," The New York Times. Sept. 23, 1987, sec. A, p. 28.

69. Quoted in Kotz, p. 37. From unpublished transcript of ROCl Cuba

forum for students and public. Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes,

Havana, Feb. 6, 1988.

70. Trisha Brown, quoted in Jennifer Dunning, "A Set to Upstage the

Dancers," The New York Times, March 14, 1989, sec. C, p. 17.

71. Yevgeny Yevtushenko, in Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Interchange.

p. 52. Originally published in Russian in Rauschenberg Overseas Culture

Interchange: ROCl USSR, exh. cat. (Moscow: Tretyakov Gallery, Central

House of Culture, 1989).

72. Quoted in Rauschenberg and Saff, p. 171.
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Exhibition History

MARY LYNN KOTZ

Portions of the Exhibition Histoiy and Select Bibliography

were first published in Rauschenberg: Art and Life by

Mary Lynn Kotz (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1990) and

are included with the permission of the author and the

publisher

This section provides listings of select solo and group

exhibitions featuring works by Robert Rauschenberg.

Entries include exhibition catalogues and brochures, as

well as related articles attd reviews by date of publication.

SOLO AND TWO-PERSON
EXHIBITIONS
1951

Betty Parsons Gallery, New York, Pointings by Bob

Rauschenberg, May 14-June 2.

—Sleekier]., D[orothy|. "Reviews and Previews:

Robert Rauschenberg." Artnews (New York) 50, no. 3

(May 1951), p. 59.

—P[reston]., S[tuart]. "Varied Art Shown in

Galleries Here: Realism and Abstraction Mark

Paintings by Five Artists—Otto Botto Works Seen."

The New York Times, May 18, 1951, p. 25.

—C[ole]., M[ary]. "Fifty-seventh Street in Review:

Bob Rauschenberg." Art Digest (New York) 25, no. 17

(June 1, 1951), p. 18.

—Hless]., Tlhomas]. B. "Reviews and Previews: New
York's Avant-Garde." Artnews (New York) 50, no. 4

(June-Aug. 1951), pp. 46-47.

—Feinstein, Roni. "The Unknown Early Robert

Rauschenberg: The Betty Parsons Exhibition of

1951." Arts Magazine (New York) 59, no. 5

(Jan. 1985), pp. 126-31.

1953

Gallena dell'Obelisco, Rome, Bob Rauschenberg: Scatole

e Feticci Personali, opened March 3. Traveled to Galleria

d'Arte Contemporanea, Florence, as Scatole e costruzioni

contemplative di Bob Rauschenberg, opened March 14.

The Stable Gallery, New York, Rauschenberg: Paintings

and Sculpture; Cy Twombly: Paintings and Drawings,

Sept. 15-Oct. 3.

—Alshton]., D[orel. "Fifty-seventh Street: Robert

Rauschenberg." Art Digest (New York) 27, no. 20

(Sept. 1953), pp. 21,25.

—C[ampbelll., L[awrence]. "Reviews and Previews:

Rauschenberg and Twombly." Artnews (New York) 52,

no. 5 (Sept. 1953), pp. 13-14.

—Crehan, Hubert. "The See Change: Raw Duck." Art

Digest (New York) 27, no. 20 (Sept, 1953), p. 25.

—Burrows, Carlyle. "Art Review: New Shows Strong

in Experiment," New York Herald Tribune, sec. 4

(Sept. 20, 1953), p. 10.

—Fitzsimmons, James. "Art." Arts and Architecture

(Los Angeles) 70, no. 10 (Oct. 1953), pp. 9, 32-36.

—Genauer, Emily. "Art and Artists: Musings on

Miscellany." New York Herald Tribune, Dec. 27, 1953,

sec. 4, p. 6.

1954

Egan Gallery, New York, solo exhibition, Dec. 1954-

Jan. 18, 1955.

—Preston, Stuart. "Divisions of Today: Novelty to

New Realism in Current Shows." The New York

Times, Dec. 19, 1954, sec. 2, p. 12.

—0"H[ara|., F|rank]. "Reviews and Previews: Bob

Rauschenberg." Artnews (New York) 53, no. 9 (Jan.

1955), p. 47.

—C[rehan|., Hubert. "Rauschenberg." Arts Digest

(New York) 29, no. 7 (Jan. 1, 1955), p. 30.

1958

Leo Castelli, New York, Robert Rausc/icnbcrg,

March 4-29.

—Alshbery]., Jlohn). "Five Shows Out of the

Ordinary: Robert Rauschenberg." Artnews (New

York) 57, no. 1 (March 1958), pp. 40, 56.

—Rlosenblum]., R[obert|. "In the Galleries: Robert

Rauschenberg." Arts (New York) 32, no. 6 (March

1958), p. 61.

—"Trend to the 'Anti-Art.'" Newsweek (New

York) 51, no. 13 (March 31, 1958), pp. 94, 96.

—Steinberg, Leo. "Letters: Footnote." Arts (New

York) 32, no. 8 (May 1958), p. 9.

1959

Galleria la Tartaruga, Rome, Rauschenberg, opened

May 30. Exh. brochure.

1960

Leo Castelli, New York, Robert Rauschenberg, March 29-

April 16.

—Ashton, Dore. "Art: Derivation of Dada." The New
York Times, March 30, 1960, sec. L, p. 42.

—S[andler]., l[rving]. H. "Reviews and Previews:

Robert Rauschenberg (Castelli)." Artnews (New

York) 59, no. 2 (April 1960), p. 14.

—Coates, Robert M. "The Art Galleries: Robert

Rauschenberg." The New Yorker 36, no. 8 (April 1,

1960), pp. 158-59.

—"The Emperor's Combine." Time (New York) 75,

no. 16 (April 18, 1960), p. 92.

—Tfillim]., S[ydney]. "In the Galleries: Robert

Rauschenberg." Arts (New York) 34, no. 8 (May

1960), pp. 58-59.

Galerie 22, Diisseldorf, Rauschenberg, Twombly: Zwei

amerikanische Maler, April 22-May 30. Exh. brochure

with poems by Manfreddela Motte and Jean Pierre

Wilhelm.

Leo Castelli, New York, Drawings for Dante's Tnfenio,'

Dec. 6, 1960-Jan. 7, 1961.

—Gfenauer]., E[mily|. "'Literal' Image of 'Inferno.'"

New York Herald Tribune, Dec. 11, 1960, sec. 4, p. 23.

—Preston, Stuart. "Cards of Identity: Dante Revisited."

The New York Times, Dec. 11, 1960, sec. 2, p. 17.

—Clampbell]., L[awrence]. "Reviews and Previews:

Robert Rauschenberg." Artnews (New York) 59, no. 9

(Jan. 1961), pp. 13-14.

—S[awin]., Mlartha). "In the Galleries: Robert

Rauschenberg." Arts (New York) 35, no. 4 (Jan.

1961), p. 56.

—Ashton, Dore. "Art." Arts and Architecture (Los

Angeles) 78, no. 2 (Feb. 1961), pp. 4-5, 30.

1961

Galerie Daniel Cordier, Paris, Robert Rauschenberg,

April 27-May. Exh. cat. with essay by David Myers.

Galleria dell'Ariete, Milan, Rauschenberg, Oct. 24-Nov.

Exh. cat. with essay by Gillo Dorfles.

—Schoenberger, Gualtiero. "Les Expositions a Milan:

Robert Rauschenberg." Art Intct-national (Zurich) 5,

no. 10 (Christmas 1961), p. 65.

Leo Castelli, New York. Rauschenberg. Nov. 7-Dec. 5.

—Sandler, Irving. "In the Art Galleries." New York

Post, Nov. 26, 1961, Magazine sec, p. 12.

—Klroll]., Jlack|. "Reviews and Previews: Robert

Rauschenberg." Artnews (New York) 60, no. 8

(Dec. 1961), p. 12.

—Jludd]., D[onaldl. "In the Galleries: Robert

Rauschenberg." Arts Magazine (New York) 36, no. 4

(Jan. 1962), pp. 39-40.

1962

Dwan Gallery, Los Angeles, Robert Rauschenberg,

March 4-31.

—Nordland, Gerald. "Neo-Dada Goes 'West." Arts

Magazine (New York) 36, no. 9 (May-June 1962),

pp. 102-03.

1963

Galerie Ileana Sonnabend, Paris, Rauschenberg:

Premiere Exposition (Ocuvres 1954-1961), Feb. 1-16;

Rauschenberg; Sccondc Exposition (Oeuvres 1962-1963),

Feb. 20-March 9. Exh. cat. (for both exhibitions) with

texts by Lawrence Alloway, Frangoise Choay, Gillo

Dorfles, Alain Jouffroy, and Michel Ragon; statement by

John Cage; and previously published interview with

Rauschenberg by Andre Parinaud.

—Schneider, Pierre. "Art News from Paris." Artnews

(New York) 62, no. 2 (April 1963), p. 48.

—Michelson, Annette. "Paris Letter." Art

Intematiorial (Lugano) 7, no. 4 (April 25, 1963),

pp. 70-72.

—Flrigerio]., Sfimonel. "Les Expositions a Paris:

Rauschenberg." Aujourd'hui (Paris), no. 41 (May

1963), p. 38.

Beaumont-May Gallery, Hopkins Center, Dartmouth

College, Hanover, N.H., Robert Rauschenberg: Visiting

Artist, Feb. 3-28.

—"Rauschenberg Art Shown at Hopkins Center"

The New York Tunes, Feb. 8, 1963.

The Jewish Museum, New York, Robert Rauschenberg,

March 31-May 12. Exh. cat. with essay by Alan R.

Solomon.

—Sandler, Irving. "In the Art Galleries." New Yorfe

Post, April 14, 1963, Magazine sec, p. 14.

—O'Doherty, Brian. "Robert Rauschenberg." The New

York Times, April 28, 1963, sec. 2, p. 13.

—Johnston, Jill. "Reviews and Previews: Robert

Rauschenberg." Artnews (New York) 62, no. 3

(May 1963), pp. 11-12.

—^Jiudd]., Dlonald]. "In the Galleries: Robert

Rauschenberg." Arts Magazine (New York) 37, no. 9

(May-June 1963), pp. 103-04.

—Geldzahler, Henry. "Robert Rauschenberg." Art

Intematiottal (Lugano) 7, no. 7 (Sept. 25, 1963),

pp. 62-67.

Leo Castelli, New York, Rauschenberg, Oct. 26-Nov. 21.

—Campbell, Lawrence. "Reviews and Previews:

Robert Rauschenberg." Artnews (New York) 62, no. 7

(Nov 1963), p. 12.

—Jludd]., Dlonald]. "In the Galleries: Robert

Rauschenberg." Arts Magazine (New York) 38, no. 3

(Dec. 1963), p. 60.
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—Ashion, Dore. "New York Report." Das Kiinstvvcrfc

(Badc-n-naclen) 17, no. 7 (Jan. li)64), p. 27

—Ashion, Don' "Objccl versus Illusion: New York

CAimmeniary." Studio International (London) l(i7,

no. 849 (Jan. 1964), pp. 41-43

—Kozloff, Max. "New York Leiier" .Art /MferriiitioMiil

(Lugano) 7, no. 10 ( Jan If), 19(i4), pp. 32-35

1964

VVliitcchapcl .Vn Ciallcry, London, Rausihcnlnr^:

Illustrations for Dfliite's Inferno, Feb. 4-March 8.

Organized under the auspices of the International

Council of the Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Traveled to U.S. Lmbassy, London, March 10-April 10;

Hatton Gallery, University of Newcastle upon Tyne,

April 20-May 2; Ashinolean Museum, Oxford, May 17-

25; Arts Council Gallery, C^ambridge, Lngland, May 20-

30; Vienna Internationaler Kiinstlerklub, June 10-

July 7; Ncuc Galerie am Landesmuseum Joanneum,

Graz, July 9-Aug. 21; Kaiser Wilhelm Museum, Krefeld,

Sept. 12-Oct. 4; Museum am Ostwall, Dortmund,

Oct. 6-Nov. 1; Amerika Haus, Hamburg, Nov. 5-Dec. 1;

Kunstverein. Stuttgart, Dec. 5, 1964-Jan. 3, 1965;

Amerika Haus, Berlin, Jan. 9-Feb. 4, 1965; Kunsternes

Hus, Oslo, Feb. 20-March 14, 1965; Moderna Museet,

Stockholm, March 20-April 17, 1965; Galerie

Horhammer, Helsinki, April 27-May 12, 1965; Stedelijk

Museum, Amsterdam, May 28-June 28, 1965; Palais des

Beaux-Arts, Brussels, Sept. 30-Oct. 31, 1965; The

Museum of Modern Art, New York, Dec. 21, 1965-

March 20, 1966; Arts Club of Chicago, May 20-June 19,

1966; Fresno State College, Sept. 18-Oct. 9, 1966;

Southwest Texas State College, San Marcos,

Oct. 23-Nov. 13, 1966; Memphis State University,

Nov. 27-Dec. 18, 1966; The Baltimore Museum of Art,

Jan. 3-29, 1967; Columbia Museum of Art, S.C,

Feb. 10-March 5, 1967; J. B. Speed Art Museum,

Louisville, March 20-April 9, 1967; Museum of An,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, April 24-May 15,

1967. Exh. cat. (British venues). The Dante Drawings of

Robert Rauschenberg, with commentary by Dore Ashton

Exh. cat. (German venues), Robert Rauschenberg: Dantc-

lllustrationen, with essay by William S. Lieberman. Exh.

cat. (Oslo), Robert Rauschenberg Illustrasjoner til Dantcs

Inferno, essay by Lieberman. Exh. cat. (Amsterdam),

Robert Rauschenberg lUiistraties voor Dante's Inferno, with

essay by Lieberman.

—Lucie-Smith, Edward. "Three Illustrators of Dante."

The Times (London), Feb. 11, 1964, p. 13.

—Glueck, Grace. "Art Notes: Going, Going, Up!"

The New York Times, Feb. 16, 1964, sec. 2, p. 16.

—Glenauer]., E|milyl. "Rauschenberg's Drawings for

Dante's /n/enio." New York Herald Tribune, Dec. 25,

1965, p. 7.

—Benedikt, Michael. "New York Letter." Art

Intenmtional (Lugano) 10, no. 3 (March 1966),

pp. 58-59.

—Bochner, Mel. 'In the Museums: Robert

Rauschenberg." Arts Magazine (New York) 40, no. 5

(March 1966), p. 50.

Whitechapel Art Gallery. London, Robert Rauschenberg:

Paintings, Drawings and Combines. 1949-1964, Feb. 4-

March 8. Exh. cat. with previously published essays by

John Cage, Henry Geldzahler, and Max Kozloff.

—Burr, James. "Round the London Galleries; Born of

Stress." Apollo (London) 79, no. 24 (Feb. 1964),

p. 148.

—"The Exhilarating Art of Robert Rauschenberg."

The Times (London), Feb. 8, 1964, p. 5.

—Gosling, Nigel. "A Jackdaw of Genius." The

Observer (London), Feb. 9, 1964, p. 23.

—Mullins, Edwin "Not just a Joker." Sunday

Telegraph (London), Feb. 9, 1964, p 11

—Russell, John "The World of Art Big City Big

Country" .Sunday Times (London), Feb 9, 1964.

p 32.

—Wallis, Nevile. "Art of the Possible " The Spci tutor

(London) 212, no. 7,077 (Feb. 14, 1964), p. 214.

—Forge, Andrew. "Robert Rauschenberg." New
Statesman (London) 67, no. 1,719 (Feb, 21, 1964),

pp. 304-05.

—Burn, Guy 'Roberi Rauschenberg." Tlie Arts Review

(London) 16, no. 3 (I eb. 22-March 7, 1964), p. 2.

—"Rauschenberg: New Pace-Sctter in Art." The

Observer (London), Feb. 23, 1964, p. 21.

—Baro, Gene. "Some London Galleries." Arts

Magazine (New York) 38, no. 6 (March 1964), p. 15.

—Raworth, Tom. "London Report." Das Kunstwerh

(Baden-Baden) 17, no. 9 (March 1964), p. 30.

—Roberts, Keith. "Current and Forthcoming

Exhibitions: London." The Burlington .\faga;ine

(London) 106, no. 732 (March 1964), pp. 137-38,

142.

—Melville, Robert. "Miscellany: Fear of the Banal."

The Architectural Review (London) 135, no. 806

(April 1964), pp. 291-93.

—Whiltet, G. S. "Interesting, but It Isn't Art." Studio

International (London) 167, no. 852 (April 1964),

pp. 158-61.

—Lynton, Norbert. "London Letter." Art huernalional

(Lugano) 8, no. 3 (April 25, 1964), pp. 76-78.

Galerie lleana Sonnabend, Paris, Raiisclicnbfig,

May 14-30.

—Hahn, Otto. "Rauschenberg a Paris." L'Express

(Paris), May 28, 1964, pp. 26-27.

—G[assiotl.-T|alabot|., G|erald|. "Les Expositions:

Rauschenberg." Aujourd'hui (Paris), no. 46

(July 1964), p. 85.

Museum Haus Lange, Krefeld, Roberi Rauschenberg,

Sept. 12-Oct. 18. Exh. cat. with text in German by

Paul Wember and text in English by Willoughby Sharp.

Galerie lleana Sonnabend, Paris, Untitled 1953-

1954 and Thirty-four Dante Drawings, Dec. 1964-

Jan. 13, 1965.

1965

Amerika Haus, Berlin, Robert Rauschenberg: Bilder,

Zeichnungen, Lithos, Jan. 8-Feb. 4. Exh. cat. with text by

D[ieterl. R[uckhaberle].

Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston, Robert

Rauschenberg, March 12-April 15.

Dwan Gallery, Los Angeles, Rauschenberg at Dwan,

April 13-May 8. Exh. cat. with essay by Walter Hopps.

—Mlarmer]., N[ancy]. "Los Angeles: Robert

Rauschenberg." Artforum (Los Angeles) 3, no. 9

(June 1965), p. 11.

Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Robert Rauschenberg,

Paintings 1953-1964, May 3-June 6.

Exh. cat. with essay by D[eanl. Slwanson].

—Kay, Jane H. "'Quote, 1964"; Painting by Robert

Rauschenberg." The Christian Science Monitor

(Boston), Aug. 14, 1965, sec. 1, p. 8.

Leo Caslelli, New York, Roberi Rauschenberg; Oracle,

May 15-June 19.

—Bourdon, David. "Rauschenberg: Oracle." The

Village Voice (New York), May 27. 1965. p. 7.

—"Pop: Bing-Bang Landscapes." Time (New York) 85,

no. 22 (May 28, 1965), p. 80.

—L[evinel., N[eil|. A. "Reviews and Previews:

Robert Rauschenberg." Artnews (New Y'ork), 64, no. 5

(Sept. 1965), p. 11.

—
1 ippard. Lucy "New York Ltitcr, April-June 1965."

Alt International (Lugano) 9, no 6 (Sepc 20, 1965),

p 57

—B|erkson| , W|iMiam| "In the Galleries: Robert

Rauschenberg" Arts Magazine (New York) 39, no. 10

(Sept -Oct. 1965), p. 62

1967

Gemini GEL., Los Angeles, Booster and 7 Studies.

May 3-junc 14.

Leo Castctii, New York, Robert Rauschenberg; Revolvers,

May 13-June 10. Exh brochure.

—Glueck, Grace "Roberi Rauschenberg's

Revolvers.'" The New York Times, May 27, 1967,

sec. 2, p. 27.

—P|icard|., Llilj. "Aussiellungcn in New York: Bei

Rauschenberg nichts neues." Das Kunstwerh (Baden-

Baden) 20, nos. 9-10 (June-July 1967), p. 64.

—T|uien|., Flredericj. "In the Galleries: Robert

Rauschenberg: Revolvers and Lithographs." Arts

Magazine (New York) 41, no. 8 (summer 1967), p. 55.

Douglas Gallery, Vancouver, Booster and 7 Studies,

July 5-31. Exh. brochure.

1968

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, Robert

Rauschenberg; Print, Jan. 22-Feb. 22.

—Kramer. Hilton. ".Art: Over Fifty-three Feet of Wall

Decoration." The New York Times, Jan. 23, 1968,

sec. L, p. 28.

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam. Robert Rauschenberg.

Feb. 23-April 7. Traveled to Kolnischer Kunstverein,

Cologne, April 19-May 26; Musee d'Art Moderne de la

Ville de Paris, Oct. 10-Nov 10. Exh. cat.. Robert

Rauschenberg (Amsterdam) in Dutch and English with

introduction by Andrew Forge and previously published

statements by Rauschenberg. Exh. cat. (Cologne),

Robert Rauschenberg; Werke 1949 bis 1968. Exh. cat.

(Paris). Robert Rauschenberg; Oeuvres de 1949 a 1968,

with previously published interview with Rauschenberg

by Andre Parinaud and previously published statements

by Rauschenberg.

—Russell, John. "Completed Cycle." Sunday Times

(London), March 3, 1968, Arts sec, p. 25.

—Metken, Giinter. "Malen im optischen Zeitalter;

Zur Rauschenberg-Ausstellung in Amsterdam und

Koln." Das Kunstwerh (Stuttgart) 21, nos. 6-7

(April-May 1968), pp. 74. 77-78.

—Clay, Jean. "Revoir Rauschenberg." Connaissance

des arts (Paris), no. 200 (Oct. 1968), pp. 23-24.

—Hahn, Otto. "LEnfant terrible de New York."

L'Express (Paris), no. 901 (Oct. 14-20, 1968), p. 54.

—Cutler, Carol. "Art in Paris; Documenting an

Unacceptable Culture." International Herald Tribune

(Paris), Oct. 15, 1968, p. 6.

—Gallego, Julian. "Cronica de Paris: Robert

Rauschenberg y otros pintores modernos." Goya

(Madrid), no. 88 (Jan.-Feb. 1969). pp. 234-38.

The Peale Galleries of the Pennsylvania Academy

of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia. Robert Rauschenberg,

March 7-April 14. Exh. brochure.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Reels (B •

April 14-May 26.

C),

Galerie Gerald Cramer, Geneva, Rauschenberg: XXXIV

Drawings /or Dante's /n/emo, June 5-Oct. 19. Portfolio

(New York: Harry N. Abrams) with introduction in

French by Dore Ashton.

Galerie lleana Sonnabend, Paris. Drawings,

mid-Oct.-mid-Nov.
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l.eo Castelli. New York, White Paintings 1951,

Oct. 12-27.

—Glueck, Grace. "Ben Shahn Shines On. " The New

York Times, Oct. 13, 1968, sec. D, p. 39.

—Pincus-Witten, Robert. "New York: Robert

Rauschenberg, Castelli Gallery." Artforum (New

York) 7, no. 4 (Dec. 1968), pp. 54-56.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Rauschenberg:

"Soundings: Oct. 22, 1968-Jan. 26, 1969.

—Glueck, Grace. "Art: Rauschenberg's Latest Bit of

Technological Tinkery Bows at the Modern." The New

York Times. Oct. 24, 1968, p. 94.

—Glueck, Grace. "Art: Rauschenberg 'Soundings'

Involves Viewers at the Modern." The New York

Times, Oct. 25, 1968, sec. C, p. 42.

—Perreault, John. "Faith and Fire." Tlic Village Voice

(New York) 14, no. 3 (Oct. 31, 1968), p. 16.

—Gablik, Suzi. "Light Conversation." Arlnews (New

York) 67, no. 7 (Nov 1968), pp. 58-60.

1969

Fort 'Worth Art Center, Solstice, Jan. 5-Feb. 2. Exh. cat.,

Robert Rauschenberg: Selections, with introduction by

Henry T. Hopkins.

—Tinsley, Ann Miller. "Art Center to Exhibit

Unusual Works of Artist." Fort Worth Star-Telegram,

Jan. 5, 1969, sec. 6, p. 1.

—Hlopkins)., H[enry]. T. "In the Museums: Robert

Rauschenberg." Arts Magazine (New York) 43, no. 4

(Feb. 1969), p. 55.

Museum Boymans-'Van Beuningen, Rotterdam,

Drawings, Feb. 8-March 6.

Ace Gallery, Los Angeles, Robert Rauschenberg: Can\al

Clocks, April 24-May 17.

—Wilson, William. "Rauschenberg's Super-Earthy

Things." The Los Angeles Times, May 19, 1969, sec. 4,

p. 11.

Leo Castelli, New York. Carnal Clocks, April 26-

May 17.

—Battcock, Gregory. "Rauschenberg's New Clocks at

Castelli." Arts Magazine (New York) 43, no. 7 (May

1969), p. 16.

—Alloway, Lawrence. "Art." The Nation (New York)

208, no. 21 (May 26, 1969), pp. 676-677.

Douglas Gallery, Vancouver, Carnal Clocfes, July 3-31.

Leo Castelli, New York, Stoned Moon Series, opened

Nov 13.

Newport Harbor Art Museum, Newport Beach, Robert

Rauschenberg in Black and White; Paintings 1962-63,

Lithographs 1962-67. Dec. 10, 1969-Jan. 18, 1970.

Traveled to Phoenix Art Museum, Feb. 3-March 15,

1970; Seatde Art Museum, May 22-June 21, 1970. Exh.

cat. with introduction by Thomas H. Garver.

—Wilson, William. "Rauschenberg Black and White'

at Newport Harbor" Los Angeles Times, Dec. 28,

1969, Calendar sec, p. 38.

1970

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Stoned Moon Series,

Jan. 7-Feb. 18.

—Young, Joseph E. "Los Angeles." An International

(Lugano) 14, no. 3 (March 20, 1970), p. 83-90.

Museum Haus Lange, Krefeld, Stoned Moon,

Feb. 22-March 30. Exh. cat.

Institute of Contemporary Art, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Rauschenberg: Graphic Art,

April 1-May 10. Exh. cat. with introduction by

Lawrence Alloway. Traveled to Art Gallery, State

University of New York, Albany, July 1-Aug. 14; Marion

Koogler McNay Art Institute, San Antonio, Aug. 30-

Oct. 4; Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago,

Oct. 31-Dec. 13.

—Sandler, Irving. "Rauschenberg and Johns: Anti-

Art?" The New York Times, May 10, 1970, sec. D,

p. 21.

Dayton's Gallery 12, Minneapolis, Rauschenberg

Currents, April 4-May 2. Exh. cat. with introduction by

Rauschenberg. Traveled to Castelli Graphics, New York,

June 4-26; Automation House, New York, June 4- 28;

Pasadena Art Museum, Robert Rauschenberg, July 7-

Sept. 6.

—McGrath, Kristin. "Rauschenberg Work: Fifty-four-

Foot-Long Chronicle of Now." Minneapolis Star,

April 4, 1970, sec. A, p. 12.

—Gruen, John. "Galleries and Museums: It's Boston's

Birthday, Too." New York 3, no. 26 Qune 29, 1970),

p. 57.

—Davis, Douglas. "Strong Currents." Newsweek

(New York) 76, no. 4 (July 27, 1970), p. 69B.

—Terbell, Melinda. "Los Angeles." Arts Magazine

(New York) 45, no. 1 (Sept.-Oct. 1970), pp. 53-54.

—Plagens, Peter. "Robert Rauschenberg: Los Angeles,

Pasadena Museum of Art." Artforum (New York) 9,

no. 2 (Oct. 1970), pp. 86-88.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Stoned Moon Series (Second

Group), April 27-June 8.

New York Cultural Center, New York, Currents and

Stoned Moon Series, July 9-Aug. 30.

—Canaday, John. "Rauschenberg Art: Chance to

Catch Up." The New York Times, July 10, 1970, p. 16.

Minneapolis Institute of Arts, Robert Rauschenberg:

Prints 1948/1970, Aug. 6-Sept. 27. Exh. cat. with

introduction by Edward A. Foster.

—Steele, Mike. "Rauschenberg: Rauschenberg Is

Daring." Minneapolis Tribune. Aug. 30. 1970, sec. E,

p. 6.

—Bolton, Edwin L. "Technical Accomplishments

Keep Reviewer Going, While Rauschenberg Repeats

Himself." Minneapolis Star, Sept. 2, 1970, sec. B,

p. 14.

Kunstverein Hannover, Robert Rauschenberg. Aug. 29-

Sept. 27. Traveled to Fort Worth Art Center, Sept. 29-

Oct. 25; Kunstmuseum, Basel, Oct. 30-Dec. 6. Exh. cat.

(Hannover) with essay by William S. Lieberman,

statement by Rauschenberg, previously published essays

by Lawrence Alloway, John Ciardi, Douglas M. Davis,

Lucy Lippard, Manfred de la Motte, Willoughby Sharp,

and Paul Wember, and interview with Ken Tyler by R.

Sherrill. Exh. cat. (Basel), Robert Rauschenberg.

Druckgraphik, with essay by Eva Maria Krafft and

statement by Rauschenberg.

Fendrick Gallery, Washington, DC, Robert

Rauschenberg: Stoned Moon Scries, Oct. 28-Nov. 21.

Exh. brochure.

—Richard, Paul. "Apollo Eleven As an Art Form."

The Washington Post, Oct. 30, 1970, sec. B, p. 1.

Visual Arts Gallery, School of Visual Arts, New York,

Robert Rauschenberg: New Work, Nov. 17-Dec. 16.

Traveled to the Art Institute of Chicago, Jan. 4-29,

1971; Dayton's Gallery 12, Minneapolis, May 1971.

—Shirey, David L. "Business of Business Art since

1950: Robert Rauschenberg." The New York Times,

Dec. 12, 1970, p. 25.

1971

Galerie Ueana Sonnabend, Paris, Cunrnts, Jan.

Dayton's Gallery 12, Minneapolis, Cardboards and

Cardbirds, June. Exh. cat. with statement by

Rauschenberg.

Gemini GEL., Los Angeles, Cardbird Series, Sept. 26-

Nov 8.

Leo Castelli, New York, Cardboards: Castelli Graphics,

New York, Cardbirds, Oct. 16-Nov 6.

—Shirey, David L. "Rauschenberg Turning to

Cardboards." The New York Times, Oct. 23, 1971,

p. 23.

—Schjeldahl, Peter. "Rauschenberg Just Won't Be

Boxed In." The New York Times, Oct. 31, 1971, sec. D,

p. 21.

—Sliegel], Jleannel. "Reviews and Previews: Robert

Rauschenberg." Artnews (New York) 70, no. 8 (Dec.

1971), p. 19.

—Domingo, Willis. 'Tn the Galleries: Robert

Rauschenberg." Arts Magazine (New York) 46, no. 3

(Dec. 1971-Jan. 1972), p. 60.

—Pincus-Witten, Robert. "New York." Artforum (New

York) 10, no. 5 (Jan. 1972), pp. 79-80.

—Henry, Gerrit. "Personal Retrenchment." Art and

Artists (London) 6, no. 11 (Feb. 1972), pp. 42-45.

1972

Galerie Ileana Sonnabend, Paris, Cardboards, May.

Castelli Graphics, New York, Tares, May 20-June 10.

Castelli Graphics and Leo Castelli, New York, Made in

Tampa: Prints + Clay Pieces, Dec. 2-23. Exh. brochure.

—Crimp, Douglas. "New York Letter." Art

International (Lugano) 17, no. 2 (Feb. 1973),

pp. 46-49.

—Stitelman, Paul. "Galleries: Robert Rauschenberg."

Arts Magazmc (New York) 47, no. 4 (Feb. 1973),

pp. 68-69.

—Kelder, Diane. "Made in Graphicstudio." Art in

America (New York) 61, no. 2 (March-April 1973),

pp. 84-85.

1973

Mitchell Gallery, Southern Illinois University at

Carbondale, Robert Rauschenberg: Prints, Jan. 7-26.

Exh. cat.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Horsefeathers Thirteen

Series, Jan. 28-March 11.

Leo Castelli, New York, Venetian Series, March 31-

April21.

—Thomsen, Barbara. "Robert Rauschenberg at

Castelli." Art in America (New York) 61, no. 5

(Sept.-Oct. 1973), pp. 112-14.

Ace Gallery, Venice, Calif., White Paintings, 1951, April.

Traveled to Ace Gallery, Vancouver, June.

Mayor Gallery, London, Robert Rauschenberg: Combine

Drawings. April 18-May 12.

—Lampert, Catherine. "Review: Robert

Rauschenberg at the Mayor Gallery." Studio

International (London) 185, no. 956 (June 1973),

pp. 293-94.

Galerie Ileana Sonnabend, Paris, Early Egyptian Series,

Sept.

1974

Musee d'Art et d'Industrie, Saint Etienne, France,

Rauschenberg, Jan. Exh. cat.

Library Gallery, University of South Florida, Tampa,

Rauschenberg at Graphicstudio, Jan. 11-Feb. 15. Exh. cat.

with introduction by Willard McCracken. Traveled to

Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Aug. 17-Sept. 29; The
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Art Institute, Akron, Dec. 15, iy74-Jan. 26, 1975;

Ackland Art C enter. University of North C!arolina,

(hapel Hill, I eb. 2^-April 6, 1975; Art Gallery,

Winnipeg, May 4-Junc 15, 1975; The Denver Art

Museum, July H-Aug 24, 1975

—Smith, Griffin "Rauschenberg Ciraphics Splendid
'

The Miitim IhiaU. J.in 20, 1974, sec. G, p. H

Gemini G.L.L., Los Angeles, Pages and Fuses, Feb. 20-

April 14.

Cialerie Sonnabend, Geneva. Robert Rdusc lienbcrg,

opened April 2.

Leo Castelli, New York, Robert Rauschenber^ (ind

Cy Twombly, May 4-25. Exh. brochure.

—dcAk, Edit "Robert Rauschenberg and Cy

Twombly at Castelli Downtown." Art in America

(New York) (i2, no. 4 ( ]uly-Aug. 1974), p. 8t).

—Herrera, Hayden. "Reviews: Cy Twombly, Robert

Rauschenberg." Artnews (New York) 73, no. 8

(Oct. 1974), p. 110.

Israel Museum, Jerusalem, Robert Rauschenberj^ m Israel.

May 14-Junc 3. Exh. cat., designed by Rauschenberg,

with text by Yona Fischer.

—Fischer, Yona. "Robert Rauschenberg in Israel."

Ariel (Jerusalem), no. 37 (1974), pp. 34-47.

—Kohansky, Mendel. "Rauschenberg at the Israel

Museum." Israel (Tel Aviv), no. 10 (May 1974),

pp. 76, 78.

—Ronnen, Meir. "Rauschenberg." The Jerusalem Post

Magazine, May 31, 1974, p. 19.

Castelli Graphics, New York, Pages and Fuses, May 18-

June 1.

Current Editions, Seattle, Pages and Fuses, June 12-

July 13. Traveled to Los Angeles County Museum of

Art, Oct. 22, 1974-Jan. 26, 1975. Exh. cat.,

Rauschenberg's Pages and Fuses, with introduction by

Joseph E. Young.

—Tarzan, Deloris. "Rauschenberg Editions Break

New Ground." Seattle Times, June 23, 1974, sec. H,

p. 1.

Jared Sable Gallery, Toronto, Tablet Series. Sept.

—Nasgaard, Roland. "Toronto: Rauschenberg at Jared

Sable." Arts Magazine (New York) 49, no. 2

(Oct. 1974), p. 78.

Ace Gallery, Venice, Calif., Hoarfrosts. Oct.-Nov. 23.

—Woriz, Melinda. "Looking Inward." Arinews (New

York) 73, no. 10 (Dec. 1974), pp. 60-61.

Museum Haus Lange, Krefeld, Robert Rausc/icnberg;

Steine/Tier Momi, Dec. 1, 1974-Jan. 19, 1975. Exh. cat.,

Robert Rauschenberg. Stoned Moon Series (Sleinemer

Mond), with text by Paul Wember.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Hoarfrost Editions. Dec. 4,

1974-Jan 11. 1975.

Leo Castelli and Sonnabend Gallery. New York.

Hoarfrosts. Dec. 7-28.

—Russell. John. "Art: Fragments of Language That

Delight the Eyes." The New York Times. Dec. 14.

1974. sec. L, p. 22.

—Bourdon. David. "Rauschenberg's Hoarfrost Causes

Shivers of Delight." The Village Voice (New York).

Dec. 23. 1974. p. 108.

—Dreiss. Joseph. "Arts Reviews: Robert

Rauschenberg." Arts Magazine (New York) 49, no. 6

(Feb. 1975). p. 16.

—Smith, Roberta. "Reviews: Robert Rauschenberg.

Castelli Gallery Downtown and Sonnabend Gallery.'"

Artforum (New York) 13. no 7 (March 1975),

pp 66-70

Castelli Graphics, New York, Hoaijio\i / i/mons, Dec 7

1974-Jan 4, 1975.

John Berggruen Gallery, San Francisco. Hoarfrost

liditwns from Gemini GEL. Dec. 14, 1974-

Jan 25. 1975

1975

Margo Leavin Gallery, Los Angeles, Hoarfrost Editions,

Jan.

Dayton's Gallery 12, Minneapolis, Hoarfrosts. Feb. 15-

March 27. Traveled to Galerie llcana Sonnabend, Pans,

May 15; Alessandra Castelli, Milan, Oct.

—Larson. Philip. "Robert Rauschenberg." Arts

Magazine (New York) 49. no. 8 (April 1975). p. 78.

Visual Arts Gallery, School of Visual Arts, New York,

Robert Raust/ienberg; Drawings. Feb 24-April 2.

—Bourdon, David. "Music to the Eyes." The Village

Voice (New York), March 10, 1975, p. 84.

Ace Gallery, Vancouver, Hoarfrosts. June.

Ace Gallery, Venice, Calif., Hoar/rosts, June.

The Art Association, Newport, R.l, Hoarfrost Scries,

Aug. 3-Sept. 3.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Bones and L'nions,

Aug. 30-Oct. 11.

—Woriz, Melinda. "Rauschenberg's 'Bones and

Unions.'" Artweek (Oakland) 6, no. 35 (Oct. 18,

1975). p. 2.

Museo d'Arte Moderna Ca'Pesaro, Venice, Robert

Rauschenberg, Sept. 6-Oct. 6. Traveled to Galleria Civica

d'Arte Moderna, Ferrara, Jan. 18-March 7, 1976; Forte

di Belvedere. Florence. Sept. 11-Oct. 19, 1976. Exh. cat.

(Venice) with essays by Daniel Abadie (in Italian).

David Bourdon (in English), and Guido Perrocco.

Exh. cat. (Ferrara) with essay by Paola Serra Zanetti

and previously published essays by Abadie and

Bourdon. Exh. cat. (Florence) with introduction by

Achille Bonito.

Visual Arts Museum. School of Visual Arts. New York.

Robert Rauschenberg: Twenty-six Years of Printmaking.

Oct. 6-31.

Leo Castelli. New York. Bones and Unions-Ahmedabad,

India 1975, Nov. 1-15.

1976

Galerie H. M.. Brussels. Rauschenberg Hoarfrost.

Jan. 28-March 10.

Leo Castelli. New York. Rauschenberg: Jammers.

Feb 21-March 13.

—Russell. John. "Art: Alex Katz's Idyllic and

Simplified World." The New York Times, Feb. 28.

1976. sec. L. p. 22.

Ace Gallery, Los .'\ngeles, Rauschenberg: jammers.

Aug.-Sept.

—Ballatore, Sandy. "The Mid-Seventies Rauschenberg

for the Joy of It." Artweek (Oakland) 7. no. 30

(Sept. 11, 1976), pp. 1, 16.

Ace Gallery, Vancouver, Rauschenberg; Jammers, Sept.

—Ballatore, Sandy. "The Mid-Seventies Rauschenberg

for the Joy of It." Artweek (Oakland) 7, no. 30

(Sept. 11, 1976), pp. 1, 16.

Alberta College of An Gallery, Calgary, Robert

Rauschenberg. Glass Handle, Oct. 12-Nov. 7. Exh. cat.

with statement by Rauschenberg Irom previously

published interview with Dorothy Gees Secklcr

-Joyner, Brooks "Glass Handle Very Significant

I xhibiiion IheAlheitan (Calgary), Oct 23, 1976,

p 9

National Collection of Fine Arts, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington. DC, Robert Rau^ihrnberg.

Oct 30, 1976-Jan 2. 1977 Traveled to the Museum of

Modern Art, New York, March 25-May 17, 1977; San

Francisco Museum of Modern Art. June 24-Aug 21.

1977; Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, Sept. 25-

Oci. 30. 1977; The An Institute of Chicago. Dec. 3,

1977-Jan. 15, 1978. Exh cat with essay by

Lawrence Alloway.

—Davis, Douglas jM.j "Artist of Everything."

Newswccfe (New York) 88, no 17 (Oct. 25, 1976),

pp. 94-99.

— Richard, Paul. ""Goofy, Grand' Rauschenberg"

The Washington Post, Oct. 30, 1976, sec. B, pp 1. 7

—Johnson, Lincoln F "Rauschenberg: Great Show,

Great Artist.'" The Baltimore Sun, Nov. 11, 1976,

sec. B, pp. 1, 3.

—Hughes, Robert. "The Most Living Arlisi." Time

(New York) 108, no 22 (Nov 29, 1976). pp 54-62.

—Donohoe. Victoria. "Rauschenberg: Art Made from

Everyday Things." The Philadelphia Inquirer. Dec. 5.

1976, sec. H, p. 11.

—Forgey, Benjamin. "An Artist for All Decades."

Arfnews (New York) 76, no. 1 (Jan. 1977),

pp. 34-36.

—Gruen, John. "Robert Rauschenberg: An Audience

of One." Artnews (New York) 76. no. 2 (Feb. 1977),

pp. 44-48.

—Perrone. Jeff. "Robert Rauschenberg." Artforum

(New York) 15. no. 6 (Feb 1977). pp. 24-31.

—Stuckey. Charles F "Reading Rauschenberg." Art in

America (New York) 65. no. 2 (March-April 1977),

pp. 74-84.

—Olson, Roberta J. M. "A Retrospective: Castelli on

Rauschenberg." The SoHo Weekly News (New York).

March 24. 1977. pp. 26-27.

—Russell, John. "Art That Sings." The New York

Times. March 25. 1977. sec. C. pp. 1, 19.

—Olson. Roberta J. M. "Rauschenberg. the

Extraordinary Ragpicker." The SoHo Weefely News

(New York). March 31. 1977. pp. 17-23.

—Bourdon. David. "Robert Rauschenberg: Slapdash

Master." The Village Voice (New York) 22. no. 14

(April 4. 1977). p. 67.

—"A Quartet of Spectaculars Two: Rauschenberg:

The World Is a Painting." Horizon (New York) 19.

no. 3 (May 1977). pp. 16-19.

—Ratcliff. Carter. "New York." Art International

(Lugano) 21, no. 3 (May-June 1977). pp. 60-61.

—Hess. Thomas B. "Replenishing Rauschenberg."

New York 10. no. 20 (May 16. 1977). pp. 79-80.

—Rosenberg. Harold. "The .An World: Souvenirs of

an .Avant-Garde." The New Yorker 53. no. 13 (May 16.

1977). pp. 123-28.
—"The Talk of the Town: Rauschenberg." The New
Yorker 53, no. 14 (May 23. 1977). pp. 30-31.

—de la Falaise. Maxime. "Rauschenberg a

Washington et a New York." XXe Steele (Paris).

no. 49 (Dec. 1977), pp. 28-32.

—Pieszak, Devonna. "Robert Rauschenberg:

From Port Arthur to Captiva." .Vew Art Examiner

(Chicago) 5. no. 4 (Jan. 1978), pp. 3. 23.

Margo Leavin Gallery, Los .Angeles. Rauschenberg at

Gemini: 1967-1976. Dec. 19, 1976-Jan. 8. 1977.
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1977

Museo Diego Aragona Pignatelli Cones. Naples, Italy,

Rauschenberg, viaggio ncl dispendio, April 21-May 15.

Traveled to Pinacoteca Provinciale, Bari, May 22-

June 12; Civica Galleria d'Arte Moderna E. Restivo,

Palermo, June 22-July 16. Exh. cat. with text by

Alberto Boatto.

Leo Castelli, New York, Spreads and Scales, April 23-

May 23; Sonnabend Gallery, New York, Spreads and

Scales, April 23-May 14.

—Rubinfien, Leo. "Robert Rauschenberg." Anjontm

(New York) 16, no. 1 (Sept. 1977), p. 79.

—Zimmcr, William. ".An Reviews: Robert

Rauschenberg." Ar(s Magazine (New York) 52, no. 1

(Sept. 1977), p. 33.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Romances, July 2-Aug. 13.

Fort Worth Art Museum, Wfiistle Stop, Sept.

Jacksonville Museum of Contemporary Art, Florida,

Jim and Bob: The Florida Connection, Oct. 20-Nov. 20.

Exh. cat.

Janie C. Lee Gallery, Houston, Rauschenberg Hoarfrosts,

Jammers, Spreads + Scales, Oct. 29-Nov Exh. brochure.

Neue Galerie am Landesmuseum Joanneum, Graz,

Robert Rauschenberg: Collagen, Grajihen, Multiples aus

der Sammlung Rischner, Nov. 18-Dec. 8. Exh. cat.

with introduction by Kurt Jungwirth and essay by

Wilfried Skreiner.

Ace Gallery, Venice, Calif., New Paintmgs: Spreads and

Scales, Nov 20-Dec. 14.

1978

Muzeum Narodwe w Warszawie, Warsaw, Rauschenberg,

March 3-April 30. Exh. cat. (Warsaw: The

American Embassy) with previously published essay

by Charles F Stuckey.

Galerie Ileana Sonnabend, Paris, Spreads and Scales,

May.

Mayor Gallery, London, Robert RauscJienbcjg: An

E.vhibi(ion oj Recent Work, June 28-Aug. 11.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, PubHcons, July 7-Aug. 18.

Traveled to Castelli Graphics, New York, Nov. 7-25.

Vancouver Art Gallery, 'Works from Captixa, Sept. 8-

Oct. 29.

1979

Sonnabend Gallery, New York, Two New Worfes by

Robert Rausc(icnbe?g, Jan. 13-Feb. 3.

—Glueck, Grace. "Art: Puerto Rican Show in Bronx."

The New York Times, Jan. 26, 1979, sec. C, p. 14.

—AUoway, Lawrence. "Art." The Nation (New York)

228, no. 5 (Feb. 10, 1979), pp. 154-55.

—Gibson, Eric. "New York Letter." Art Inteniational

(Lugano) 23, no. 1 (April 1979), pp. 49-50.

Richard Gray Gallery, Chicago, Rauschenberg: New
Works, ]an. 19-March 10.

Akron Art Institute, Robert Rauschenberg: Spreads and

Scales, Feb. 3-March 18.

Ace Gallery, Venice, Calif., Spreads and Scales,

Feb. 16-March 24.

Richard Mines Gallery, Seattle. Spreads and Scales,

Feb. 19-March 24.

Portland Art Center, Oreg., Spreads and Scales,

April 2-30.

Castelli Graphics, New York, Rausc)ienbe?g and Robbe-

Grillet/Rauschenberg and Vo^nesensfev, April 28-May 19.

—Burnside, Madeleine. "Robert Rauschenberg

(Castelli Graphics)." Arts Magazine (New York) 54,

no. 1 (Sept. 1979), p. 37.

Kunsthalle Tubingen, Robert Rauschenberg: Zeichnungen,

Gouachcn, Collagen: 1949 bis J 979, May 4-June 24.

Traveled to Kunslmuseum Hannover mit Sammlung

Sprengel, Aug. 19-Sept. 23. Exh. cat. (Munich: R. Piper)

with essays by Gotz Adrianl and Karin Thomas.

—Franzke, Andreas. "Robert Rauschenberg.

Zeichnungen, Gouachen, Collagen. 1949 bis 1979."

Pantheon (Munich) 37, no. 4 (Oct.-Dec. 1979),

p. 322.

Center for Music, Drama and Art. Lake Placid, N.Y.,

Hiccups, June 28-July 15.

Musee de Toulon, Rauscbenbeig, July 14-Sept. 23. Exh.

cat. with introduction by Marie Claude Beaud and essay

by Frangois Bazzoli.

Multiples, Inc., New York, Rauscheitberg, Sept. 18-

Oct. 6. Exh. brochure.

Sonnabend Gallery, New York, Slides, Sept. 29-Oct. 20.

—Rickey, Carrie. "Robert Rauschenberg, Sonnabend

Gallery." Artforum (New York) 18, no. 4 (Dec. 1979),

p. 74.

Palm Springs Desert Museum, Robert Rausclienberg:

Publicons, Nov. 3-Dec. 2.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Rookery Mounds, Nov. 16-

Dec. 31.

Castelli Graphics, New York, Robert Rauschenberg:

Rookeiy Mounds Lithographs and Etchings from Glacial

Decoy, Dec. 8, 1979-Jan. 5, 1980.

—Kramer, Hilton. "Art: Photos Evoke Lost World of

Japan." The New York Times, Dec. 21, 1979, sec. C,

p. 23.

Institute of Contemporary Art of Virginia Museum,

Richmond, Rauschenberg: Prints/Multiples, Dec. 18,

1979-Jan. 22, 1980. Exh. brochure with essay by Jean

Crutchfield.

1980

Gallery of Fine Art, Edison Community College,

Fort Myers, Spreads and Scales, Feb. 3-27.

University Gallery of Fine Art, The Ohio State

University, Columbus, Rauschenberg, Feb. 14-March 16.

Exh. brochure with essay by W. Ann Reynolds.

Visual Arts Museum, School of Visual Arts, New ^brk.

Variable Editions. March 11-28.

Staatliche Kunsthalle, Berlin, Rauschenberg. Werke

1950-1980, March 23-May 4. Traveled to Kunsthalle

Diisseldorf, June 6-July 13; Louisiana Museum for

Modern Art, Humlebaek, Copenhagen, Sept. 20-

Nov. 25; Stadelsches Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt, Dec. 3,

1980-Jan. 18, 1981; Stadtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus,

Munich, Feb. 4-April 5, 1981; Tate Gallery, London, as

Robert Rauschenberg. April 29-June 14, 1981. Exh. cat.

(Berlin) in German and English, trans. August Vezin,

with essays by Lawrence AUoway (in German and

English) and William S. Lieberman (in German) and

previously published essays by Gotz Adriani (in

German) and Douglas M. Davis (in German and

English). Exh. cat. (Copenhagen), an issue of the

Lousiana Museums publication Louisiana Revv 21, no. 1

(Sept. 1980), with essays by Oystein Hjort and

Steingrim Laursen (trans. Uffe Harder) and Mikael

Wivel; previously published essays by Lawrence

Alloway, John Gruen, Alan R. Solomon; and previously

published interview with Rauschenberg by Andre

Parinaud. Exh. cat. (Frankfurt). Exh. cat. (London)

with introduction by Alan Bowness.

—Blechen, Camilla. "Inmiiten der Bilderflui: Robert

Rauschenbergs europaische Retrospektive." Du
(Zurich) 40, no. 6 (1980), p. 80.

—Sarduy, Severo. "Robert Rauschenberg: Miroir

givre." Art Press (Paris), no. 36 (April 1980),

pp. 10-11.

—Kocks, Dirk. "Robert Rauschenberg, Werke
1950-1980." Pantheon (Munich) 38, no. 4 (Oct.-

Dec. 1980), pp. 316-17.

—Miiller-Mehlis, Reinhard. "Robert Rauschenberg."

Die Wellljunst (Munich) 51, no. 5 (March 1, 1981),

pp. 532-35.

—Burr, James. "Round the Galleries: The Gap
Between." .Apollo (London) 113, no. 231 (May 1981),

p. 334.

—Newman, Michael. "Rauschenberg Re-evaluated."

Art Monthly (London), no. 47 (June 1981), pp. 7-10.

—Shone, Richard. "Current and Forthcoming

Exhibitions: London." The Burlington Magazine

(London) 123, no. 940 (July 1981), p. 436.

Galerie Sonnabend, Paris, Robert Rauschenberg:

A Portfolio of Twelve Photographs, opened March 24.

Leo Castelli, New York, Spreads and Scales,

March 29-April 19.

The Photographer's Gallery, Sanibel Island, Fla., In +

Out City Limits: Ft. Myers, Florida. April 20-May 30.

Ace Gallery, Venice, Calif., Three of the Cloisters Series,

April 24-Aug. 15.

.Anniston Museum of Natural History, Ala.,

Rauschenberg: A Retrospective of Lithographs, Paintings

and Drawings from Castelli Graphics, New York, June 6-

Sept. 6. Traveled to Fay Gold Gallery, Atlanta,

Jan. 16-Feb. 15, 1981. Exh. cat.

Ace Gallery, Venice, Calif., Rauschenberg: Paintings,

Sept. 4-30.

Cranbrook Academy of Art, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.,

Robert Rauschenberg: Recent Work, Sept. I4-Oct. 26.

Magnuson Lee Gallery, Boston, Glacial Decov and

Portfolio of Twelve Photographs, Oct.

Thomas Babeor Gallery, La Jolla, San Diego, Hoatfrosts,

Bones and Publicons, Oct. 1-30.

Fendrick Gallery, Washington, D.C., Lithographs and

Photo Etchings from U.L.A.E. Oct. 3-25.

The Baltimore Museum of Art, Robert Rauschenberg:

1970-1980, Oct. 5-Nov 30.

—Dorsey, John. "Rauschenberg: An Appraisal."

The Baltimore Sun. Oct. 19, 1980, sec. D, pp. 1, 3.

Ace Gallery, Vancouver, Paintings, Oct. 28-Nov. 30.

Galleriet, Lund, Sweden, Rookcty Mounds, Hoatfrosts,

Unions, Cardboards, Nov. 29-Dec. 21.

1981

The New Gallery of Contemporary Art, Cleveland,

Ohio, Robert Rauschenberg: Recent Works: Spreads,

Drawings, Etchings, Photographs, Jan. 6-Feb. 21.

Galerie Gemini, Palm Beach, Fla., Robert Rauschenberg:

Recent Paintings, Jan. 13-23.

Galerie Watari, Tokyo, Robert Rauschenberg: A Portfolio

of Twelve Photographs, Jan. 16-Feb. 10.

Clara Hatton Gallery and Lory Student Center Gallery,

Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Rauschenberg in
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the Rockici. March VApril }. Travelfd to Boise Gallery

of An, April 11-May 10; Aspen Center for ihe Visual

Arts, May li^-July 15; C olorado Sprinj>s line Arts

Center, Aug. 15-0(.t. 4; Northern Arizona University

Art Ciallery. F-lagsiaff, Oct. 8-Nov. 6; Sangre cle C risto

Arts Center, University of Southern Colorado. Pueblo,

Feb. 3-28, 19H2; University of Wyoming, Laramie,

March 14-Apnl 11, 1982; The Walter Phillips Gallery,

The Banff Centre School of Fine Arts. Canada, May 9-

June 2, 1982; Arvada Center for the Arts and

Humanities, Colo, June 25-July 29, 1982; New Mexico

Museum of Fine Arts, Santa Fe, Aug. 13-Scpt. 26, 1982;

Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Austin. Tex . Oct. 29-

Dec. 12, 1982. Exh. cat. (Fori Collins) with essay by

Ron G. Williams. Fxh. brochure (Pueblo)

The Sable-Castelli GalierN, Toronto, Rolnii

Rauschcnbcr^. March 14-28.

Sonnabend Gallery, New York, Rauschcnhcig ai

Soimabciui P}wtcms, March 28-April 25

Mus^e National d'Ari Modcrne, Centre Georges

Pompidou, Paris, Rauschcnhcr^ Pboto^niphc. April 15-

May 27. Traveled to Musce Caniini, Marseille,

Nov. 15-Dec. 15; Musce des Beaux-.'^rts, Saint Etienne,

Jan. 6-Feb. 28, 1982; Moderna Museet, Stockholm,

March 15-April 30, 1982; Aarhus Kunstmuseum,

May 22-June 15, 1982; Forte di Belvedere, Florence,

July 2-Aug. 27. 1982; Neue Galerie, Aix-la-Chapelle,

Sept. 10-Oct. 17. Exh. cat. (Paris: Photogravure

Bussi&re Arts Graphiques) with statement by

Rauschenberg and interview with Rauschenberg by

Alain Sayag (trans. Didier Pcmcrle). Exh. cat. (Florence:

Fratelli Alinari Editrice) Robert Rauschenberg fotograjia.

Styria Studio, New York. Arcanum I-XIU. May 14-

June 27. Exh. brochure. Arcanum l-XIll: Rauschenberg.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles. American Pewter with

Bunoughs. Aug. 26-Oct. 7.

Institute of Contemporary Art. Boston. Photems,

Sept. 16-Nov. 1.

—Fondiller, Harvey V. "Shows We've Seen. " Populai

Photography (New York) 88. no. 12 (Dec. 1981),

pp. 50, 52.

—Allara. Pamela. "Robert Rauschenberg: Institute of

Contemporary Art; Magnuson Lee; Jasper Johns;

Thomas Segal." Artnews (New York) 81, no. 4

(April 1982), pp. 176-78.

Mayor Gallery. London. Robert Rauschenberg: Drawings.

Oct. 12-Nov 14.

Gibbes An Gallery. Charleston. S.C.. In + Out City

Limits: Charleston. Oct. 27-Dec. 10.

—Weiss. Marjorie. "Artist's Photographs Exhibited."

The News and Courier-The Evening Post (Charleston).

Nov. 1. 1981. sec. E. p. 9.

Magnuson Lee Gallery. Boston. In + Out City Limits:

Boston. Oct. 30-Dec. 12. Related book. Photos In + Out

City Limits: Boston. West Islip. NY: ULAE. 1981. With

introduction by Clifford .Ackley and statement by

Rauschenberg. Standard and deluxe editions.

—Allara. Pamela. "Robert Rauschenberg: Institute of

Contemporary Art; Magnuson Lee; Jasper Johns;

Thomas Segal." Artnews (New York) 81. no. 4

(April 1982). pp. 176-78.

Grimaldis Gallery. Baltimore, In + Out City Limits:

Baltimore, Nov. 5-29. Exh. brochure.

Rosamund Felsen Gallery. Los Angeles. In + Out City

Limits: Los Angeles, Dec. 31, 1981-Jan. 23, 1982.

—^Johnstone. Mark ".Ambiguous Images of the City."

Artweek (Oakland) 13. no 2 ( jan 16, NM2), p 11.

1982

Sonnabend Gallery. New ^ork. In Out ( i(\ / kmiIs New
)oik ( iiv, Jan 9-30 Related book, Photos In * Out City

I mills New Yotk C West Islip, NY.: ULAF, 1981

With introduction by Colta Ives and statement by

Rauschenberg. Staiidard and deluxe editions.

Photographers' Gallery. Sanibel Island. Fla.. In * Out

( i(v / imits; Selected Punts. Jan 17-26

—Kohen. Helen 1.. "Rauschenbergs Camera Finds

Detail Inch by Inch." The Mutmi lieiald. Feb 7. 1982,

sec. L. p 8

Gallery of Fine Art. Edison Community College, Fort

Myers, The First Footage oj the '/iMile or 2 Furlong

Piece, Feb. 6-26.

Gloria Luria Gallery, Bay Harbor Islands, Fla , Robert

Rausihenberg: Photems. Feb. 12-March 3.

—Kohen, Helen L. "Rauschenbergs Camera Finds

Detail Inch by Inch." The Miumi Herald. Feb. 7. 1982,

sec. L. p. 8.

Hara Museum of Contemporary Art. Tokyo,

Rausihenherg. Feb. 19-March 31. Exh. cat. with

introduction by Toshio Hara and essay by Teruo T.

Fujieda.

Castelli Graphics, New York, Robert Rauschenberg:

The Razorback Bwuh l-VU. April 3-24.

Galleriet, Lund, Sweden. Arcanum Series, May

Long Beach Museum of Art. Calif.. Prints by Robert

Rauschenberg. July 4-Aug. 29.

Flow .Ace Gallery. Paris. Sculpture by Robert

Rauschenberg, Oct. 22-Nov 27.

—Millet, Catherine. "Robert Rauschenberg: Le Corps

morcele de la sculpture," Art Press (Paris), no. 90

(March 1985), pp. 15-18.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, 7 Characters, Nov. 18-

Dec. 31. Exh. cat. with introduction by Donald Saff.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Rauschenberg in

China, Dec. 2, 1982-Feb. 1, 1983.

—Larson. Kay "Rauschenbergs Renaissance: Three

Exhibitions Show Artist at a New Peak." New York

16. no. 1 (Dec. 27. 1982-Jan. 3. 1983), pp. 50-56.

—Hughes, Robert. "The Arcadian As Utopian:

Rauschenberg's Rhapsodic Energies Fill Four

Manhattan Shows." Time (New York) 121, no. 4

(Jan. 24, 1983), pp. 74. 77.

—Silverthorne, Jeanne. "Robert Rauschenberg:

Castelli Gallery. Sonnabend Gallery. Museum of

Modern Art." Artforum (New York) 21. no. 8 (April

1983). pp. 75-76.

Leo Castelli (142 Greene Street) and Sonnabend

Gallery, New York. Japanese Clayworks and Japanese

Recreational C!a_yworfes; 7 Characters; Chinese

Summerhall; Kabal American Zephyrs, Dec. 31. 1982-

Jan. 21. 1983.

—Brcnson. Michael. "Art People: Rauschenberg

Giant Photo." The New York Times, Oct. 29. 1982,

sec. C. p. 21.

—Larson. Kay. "Rauschenberg's Renaissance: Three

Exhibitions Show Artist at a New Peak." New York

16, no. 1 (Dec. 27, 1982-Jan. 3, 1983). pp. 50-56.

—Herrera, Hayden. "Rauschenberg's Scroll."

Connoisseur (New York) 213. no. 851 (Jan. 1983).

pp. 57-61.

—Hughes. Robert. "The Arcadian .As Utopian:

Rauschenberg's Rhapsodic Energies Fill Four

Manhattan Shows " hmc (New York) 121. no. 4

(Jan 24. 19H3). pp 74.77

—Rowcs, Barbara "Painter Robert Rauschenberg

lakes a Trip to China and Pops Back with New
Shows and New Vitality" People (New York) 19. no. 3

(jan 24. 1983). pp 82-83

—Bell, Jane. "New York Reviews: Robert

Rauschenberg: Leo Castelli. Sonnabend, The

Exhibition Space." Artnews (New York) 82, no. 4

(April 1983). p 149

—Marano, Lizbeth "Robert Rauschenberg at Castelli

Greene Street and Sonnabend." Art in America (New

York) 71. no. 14 (April 1983). pp 182-83

—Silverthorne. Jeanne "Robert Rauschenberg:

Castelli Gallery. Sonnabend Gallery. Museum of

Modern Art." Artforum (New York) 21, no. 8 (April

1983), pp 75-76

1983

Louisiana Museum of Modern Art. Humlcback.

Denmark. Selections /rom 'In * Out City Limits: New York

C.,' opened Feb. 3. Traveled to Tranegaar-den,

Copenhagen. March 25-May 2; Esbjerg and Henie-

Onsiad Museum. Oslo, spring.

Flow Ace Gallery, Los Angeles, Robert Rauschenberg

A Selection of Work from the Last Decade. March 16-

April 9.

Gallery of Fine Arts. Daytona Beach Community

College, Robert Rauschenberg; Photographer, May 16-

June 19. Exh. brochure.

Art Center. Jingxian. People's Republic of China. Robert

Rauschenberg: 7 Characters.Vnique Collages. June-July

Gallery of Fine Art. Edison Community College. Fort

Myers. The Second Footage of the 'A Mile or 2 Furlong

Piece. July 22-Sept. 9.

Galleria di Franca Mancini. Pesaro. Rauschenberg/

Performance: 1954-1979. Aug 11-Sept. 30. Expanded

version traveled as Rauschenherg/Perfonnance:

1954-1984 to Arthur A. Houghton Jr. Gallery. The

Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and the

Arts. New York. Dec. 7-22; Contemporary Arts

Museum. Houston. May 12-June 24. 1984; Cleveland

Center for Contemporary Art. Ohio. Sept. 7-Oct. 8.

1984; North Carolina Museum of .An. Raleigh. Dec. 18,

1984-Feb. 17. 1985; Norton Gallery and School of An,

West Palm Beach. March 9-April 23. 1985; The

University An Museum. California State University.

Long Beach, Calif., July 15-Sept. 15, 1985. Exh. cat.

with introduction by Franca Mancini (in Italian and

English) and essays by Alberto Boatto (trans. Michael

Segal) and Nina Sundell. Exh. cat. (Cleveland) with

introduction by Marjorie Talalay and essay by Sundell.

—.Apple, Jacki. "Revisiting a Frontier." Artweek

(Oakland). Sept. 7, 1985. p. 5.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles. Studies for Chinese

Summerhall, Aug. 31-Oct. 12.

Douglas Elliott Gallery. San Francisco. Rauschenberg

Photos. Sept. 13-Oct. 28.

—Graham. Marna C. "Photography: .A Restless.

Inquiring Eye." Arfweefe (Oakland) 14. no. 34 (Oct.

15. 1983). pp. 11-12.

Castelli Graphics. New York. Rauschenberg:

Photograxures, Sept. 17-Oct. 8.

The Maryland Institute, Baltimore. Images from China,

Oct. 12-Nov. 13.

Marianne Friedland Gallery. Toronto. Important Works

by Robert Rauschenberg, Oct. 22-Nov. 10.
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Australian National Gallery, Canberra, Robert

Rauschenberg. Dec. 5, 1983-Jan. 31, 1984.

1984

Gallery of the Port Arthur Public Library, The Robert

Rauschenberg Exhibition, Feb. 4-19.

Exh. cat. with introduction by Lynne Lokensgard.

—Angelle, Denny. "Rauschenberg Exhibit to Feature

Collage, Photography." Port Arthur News, Jan. 29,

1984, sec. C, p. 6.

—Johnson, Patty. "Libraries: Rauschenberg Exhibit

Opening in Port Arthur." Houslon Chronicle, Feb. 2,

1984, p. 4.

—Roberson, Pam. "Rauschenberg Exhibit Reveals

Rauschenberg's Success." Port Arthur Sews. Feb. 3,

1984, sec. E, pp. 1-2

—Everingham, Carol J. "Return of Rauschenberg

Worth a Celebration." Houston Post. Feb. 8. 1984.

sec. E, p. 1.

—Johnson. Patricia C. "Rauschenberg." Houston

Chronicle. Feb. 12, 1984, Zest sec, pp. 13. 43

Galerie Beyeler, Basel, Rauschenberg. March 12-May.

Exh. cat. with texts by [Joseph] Beuys, William

Burroughs, David Byrne, John Cage. Teeny Duchamp.

and .Andrei Voznesensky and statements by

Rauschenberg.

Heland Thorden Wetterling Galleries, Stockholm,

Robert Rauschenberg. March 15-April 23.

Center for the Fme .Arts, Miami, The First 400 Feet or

More Than V2 a Furlong of the '4 .\{ilc or 2 Furlong Piece.

May 5-July 2.

—Hutchinson, Bill. "The World .According to

Rauschenberg: Clear Skies, Sunny and Warm."

Marquee (Miami), May 1984, pp. 16-23.

—Kohen, Helen L. '"'A Mile' Makes Art an

Experience." The Miami Herald, May 27, 1984, sec. L.

pp. 1,6.

Fondation Maeght, Saint Paul de Vence, Robert

Rauschenberg: Peintures recentes. May 12-June 30. Exh.

cat. with introduction by Jean-Louis Prat and essay by

Nan Rosenthal.

Gallery of Fine Art, Edison Community College, Fort

Myers, Robert Rauschenberg: Sahage Series. Oct. 6-9.

Sonnabend Gallery, New York, Robert Rauschenberg:

New Works, Oct. 20-Nov. 17.

—Russell, John. "Art: Evoking the World of Some

Great Painters." The New York Times. Nov. 2, 1984,

sec. 3, p. 20.

Fay Gold Gallery, Atlanta, Rauschenberg and Dine,

Oct. 26-Nov 28.

Castelli Graphics, New York, Sling-Shots Lit. Dec. 8,

1984-Jan. 5, 1985.

1985

B. R. Kornblatt Gallery, Washington. D.C., Sling-Shots

Lit, March 2-April 3.

—Allen, Jane Addams. "Windows and Books Speak

for Two Artists." The Washington Times, March 1,

1985, sec. B, p. 2.

—Heller, Nancy G. "Shades of Pop Art at B. R.

Kornblatt, Robert Rauschenberg's Sling Shots. '" The

Washington Post. March 28, 1985, sec. B, p. 7.

Gemini G.E.L.. Los Angeles. Sling-Shots Lit, March 3-

April 14.

The John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art,

Sarasota, Robert Rauschenberg: Works from the Sahage

Series. March 20-May 19. Exh. cat. with text by

Mark Ormond.

—Altabe, Joan. "Robert Rauschenberg." Splash

(Sarasota), May 1985, p. 7.

Fundacion Juan March, Madrid. Rauschenberg,

Feb.-March. Traveled to Fundacio Joan Miro, Barcelona,

March 28-May 19. Exh. cat. with previously published

essay by Lawrence Allowa\'.

—Figuerola-Ferretti, Luis. "El arte en Madrid: De la

modernidad actual de Rauschemberg [sic] a la

vanguardia rusa." Goya (Madrid), no. 186 (May-

June 1986), pp. 395-96.

Museo Rufino Tamayo Arte Contemporaneo

Internacional, Mexico City, Rauschenberg Overseas

Culture Interchange: ROCl Mexico, April 17-June 23.

Exh. cat., El sonado mundo de Rauschenberg, with

foreword by Rauschenberg, introduction by Robert R.

Littman, essay by Jose Donoso, previously published

essay by Robert Hughes, and poem by Octavio Paz.

—Brena, Angelina Camargo. "Rauschenberg

comienza su mensaje de paz." Excelsior (Mexico

City), April 17-18, 1985, p. 1.

—MacMasters, Merry. "El soiiado mundo de

Rauschenberg." El nacional (Mexico City), April 19,

1985, sec. 2, p. 7.

—Lenti, Paul. "The Dreamt World of Rauschenberg'

Begins Its Tour in Mexico." The News (Mexico City),

April 20, 1985, p. 19.

—Maxim, John. "With M)Tiad of Materials, Collage

Master Creates a World." The News (Mexico City),

April 20, 1985, p. 18.

—Tibol, Raquel- "Rauschenberg como cuerpo de

paz." Proceso (Mexico City), no. 422 (.April 22,

1985), pp. 51-52.

—Manrique, Jorge Alberto. "Rauschenberg en

Mexico." La Jornada (Mexico City). April 23, 1985,

Cultura sec, p. 27.

—Gaitan-Rolo, Hector. "Desparpajo y humor en

Rauschenberg." Punto (Mexico City) 3, no. 130

(April 29-May 5, 1985), pp. 19-20.

—Alloway, LawTcnce. "La evolucion de

Rauschenberg " Re\ista vuelta (Mexico City), no. 102

(May 1985), pp. 52-60.

—Hahn, Dorothea. "Exposiciones como las de

Rauschenberg son negativas y mercantiles: El pintor

rene alii." Uno mas uno (Mexico City), June 11, 1985,

Cultura sec, p. 19.

Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, Santiago, Rauschenberg

Overseas Culture Interchange: ROCI Chile, July 17-

Aug. 18. Exh. cat. with foreword by Rauschenberg,

essays by Jose Donoso and Donald Saff, and previously

published essay by Robert Hughes.
—"Artista estadounidense: Llega R. Rauschenberg."

El mercurio (Santiago), July 14, 1985, sec. C, p. 5.

—Calas, Nicolas, and Elena Calas. "El arte de

Rauschenberg." El mercurio (Santiago), Oct. 28, 1984,

sec. E, p. 1.

—Lafourcade, Enrique. "Rauschenberg en Chile."

El mercurio (Santiago), Oct. 28, 1984, sec. E, p. 1.

—"En Santiago artista Robert Rauschenberg."

El mercurio (Santiago). July 15. 1985, sec. C, p. 1.

—"Mariana se inaugura muestra Rauschenberg."

El mercurio (Santiago), July 16, 1985, sec. C, p. 1.

—Sommer, Waldemar. "Rauschenberg, el gozo

creador" El mercurio (Santiago), July 21, 1985, sec. E,

p. 1.

—Meza, Maria Eugenia. "V'eintecinco afios de juego."

Ercilla (Santiago), no. 2,608 (July 30, 1985),

pp. 26-28.

Museo de Arte Contemporaneo de Caracas,

Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Interchange: ROCI

Venezuela. Sept. 12-Oct. 27. Exh. cat. with foreword by

Rauschenberg, essays by Jose Donoso, Sofia Imber,

Octavio Paz, Arturo Uslar Pietri, and Donald Saff, and

previously published essay by Robert Hughes.

Expanded exh. cat., Rauschenberg, with aforementioned

essays, except Saff's, and additional essay by Da\id

Galloway.

—Galloway, David. "Rauschenberg, docil e

indomable." El universal (Caracas), Sept. 1, 1985. sec.

4, p. 1.

—Diaz, Rafael Pedraza. "Rauschenberg, o como
trabajar en la brecha que separa el arte de la xada." £1

universal (Caracas), Sept. 9, 1985, sec. 4, p. 1.

—Calcano, Isabel Cristina. "TrWng to Bring Art and

Different Cultures Closer." The Daily Journal

(Caracas), Sept. 12, 1985, pp. 14-15.

—Comeriati, Mara. "Rauschenberg vino en mision de

paz." El nacional (Caracas), Sept. 12, 1985, sec. C,

p. 16.

—Hernandez, Maria Angelica. "El arte es una rareza

del mundo." El diario (Caracas), Sept. 12, 1985, Arte

y espectaculos sec, p. 52.

—Borges, Ignacio Iribarren. "Robert Rauschenberg:

Una experiencia compartida." £1 universal (Caracas),

Sept. 14, 1996, sec. 4, p. 1.

—Alloway, LawTence. "La evolucion de Rauschenberg

Y (II)." Suplemcnio cultural (Caracas), Sept. 15. 1985,

pp. 8-9.

^Manaure, Mateo. "Rauschenberg en el Museo de

arte contemporaneo de Caracas." £1 universal

(Caracas), Sept. 15, 1985, sec. 4, p. 1.

—Lopez, Pedro, and Susana Montesinos.

"Rauschenberg testimonia el cataclismo del cambio

total." Maracay (Maracaibo), Sept. 17, 1985, sec. A,

p. 12.

—"Una exposicion con materiales desechables."

Autentico (Caracas), Sept. 20, 1985, pp. 36-37.

—Jimenez, Ariel. "Del hombre para el hombre." EI

universal (Caracas), Sept. 22, 1985, sec. 4, p. 1.

—Marcano. Jesiis Rosas. "La cita es con

Rauschenberg." El diario (Caracas), Sept. 22, 1985,

Ciudad sec, p. 2.

—Jimenez, MariLza. "Rauschenberg. otro domingo

de triunfo en el MACC." EI universal (Caracas),

Sept. 23, 1985, sec 4. p. 1.

—Maldonado, Domingo. "El impactante

Rauschenberg." Momento (Caracas), Sept. 23, 1985,

p. 46.

—Pietri, Arturo Uslar. "Un arte de fin de mundo."

El nacional (Caracas), Sept. 23, 1985, sec. A, p. 4.

—Calcano, Isabel Cristina. "Trying to Understand

ROCI." The Daily Journal (Caracas), Sept. 24, 1985,

Arts sec, p. 15.

—Ramos, Maria Elena. "Del desecho al

encantamiento: Robert Rauschenberg." El nacional

(Caracas), Sept. 29, 1985, Feriado sec, p. 6.

—Ribes, Maria Ramirez. "El mundo sonado por

Rauschenberg." £1 universal (Caracas), Sept. 29, 1985,

sec. 4, p. 1.

—Nino, William .Araque. "El gesto del

atrapamiento." £1 universal (Caracas), Sept. 30. 1985,

sec. 4, p. 1.

—
"Vigas, Oswaldo. "Rauschenberg y el tercer mundo."

El universal (Caracas), Oct. 5, 1985. sec. 4, pp. 1-2.

—Volkenborn, Anne-Louise. "Rauschenberg Style

Influencing Local Artists." The Daily Journal

(Caracas), Oct. 18, 1985, Weekend sec, p. 16.

—Castro, Roberto Montero. "El tratado de la

realidad." £1 universal (Caracas), Oct. 27, 1985,

sec. 4, p. 1.

—Stein, Axel. "Venezuela: Cultura infartada." £l

universal (Caracas), Oct. 28, 1985, sec. 4, pp. 1-2.
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Musee Tcmporairc, Fontlaiion Daniel Tcmpli)n, Frcjus,

France, Robert Rausihcnhci}!, RcuiU UOtfcs, Oti. 30-

Nov. 27,

Naiional Art Gallery, Beijing, Rauschcnbcr^ Ovcrsais

(uhuiv Intcichanf^c: R(K.l ( Jiimi, Nov. 18-Det. 5. t.xli

cat. with foreword by RanM. het)berg, essays by Donald

Saff and W'u Ziigang, and previously published essay by

Robert Hughes In C hinese

— Jin, S. n "Rauschenberg's Riddles." ( iiirui /)iiily

(Beijing), Nov 28, 1985, C ulture sec, p. 5 In

Chinese.

—Su, Chun Wuci. "Rauschenbcrg and His

'International Exhibition Tour.'" Tibet Duih (Lhasa),

Nov 30, l>-)85, p. 4. In Chinese.

—Fine Alls in C/iimi (Beijing; a publication of the

Chinese Art Institute) 22, no. 21 (Dec. K)85).

Articles by Kong Chang-an, Li Jia-iun, Yu Feng, Yuan

Xiaojin, Zhao Jian-hai, Zhu Ye, and Zheng Sheng-

tian In Chinese with Fnglish translation.

Tibet Lxhibitton Hall, Lhasa, Rauschcnherg Overseas

CJildire Imenhange: ROCl Tibet. Dec. 2-20. Exh. cat.

with foreword by Rauschenbcrg, essays by Laba Pincuo,

Donald Saff, and \Vu Zugang, and previously published

essay by Robert Hughes.

Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston, Robert

Rauschenber^, Work Jrort} Four Scries. A Sesquiceruennud

Exhibition, Dec. 21, 1985-March 16, 1986. Traveled to

Marion Koogler McNay Art Museum, San Antonio,

April 13-June 8, 1986, Dallas Museum of Art, Dec. 21,

1986-Feb. 8, 1987; Art Museum of South Texas, Corpus

Christi, March 11-June 5, 1987. Exh. cat. with essays

by Donald Barthelme and Linda L. Cathcart.

—Johnson, Patricia C. "Modern Master Shows

Awesome Power in Contemporary Arts Museum
Exhibit." Houston Chronicle. Dec. 28, 1985, sec. 5,

pp. 1,8.

—Crossley, Mimi. "The Rauschenbcrg Revolution."

Houston Style. Feb. 1986, pp. 53-54.

—Ennis, Michael. "Rauschenbcrg Relics." Texas

Monthly (Austin) 14, no. 2 (Feb. 1986), pp. 126,

128-29.

—Lin, Wendy. "The Boy from Port Arthur." Art and

Antiques (New York) 19, no. 4, Feb. 1986, pp. 58-61.

—Marcus, Stanley. "The Found, the Recycled, the

Metamorphosed." Artweek (Oakland) 17, no. 6 (Feb.

15, 1986), p. 1.

—Welish, Marjorie. "Texas, Japan, Etc.: Robert

Rauschenbergs Sense of Place." Arts Magazine (New

Ybrk) 60, no. 7 (March 1986), pp. 52-54.

—Tennant, Donna. "Robert Rauschenbcrg: Houston:

Contemporary Arts Museum." Artncws (New Ybrk)

85, no. 4 (April 1986), pp. 141-42.

—Goddard, Dan R. "But. . . He's from Port Arthur."

Sunday Express-News (San Antonio), April 13, 1986,

sec. H, p. 7.

—Rips, Geoffrey "Notes on a Native Son." Texas

Observer (Austin) 78, no. 11 (May 30, 1986),

pp. 16-17.

—Graze, Sue. '"Robert Rauschenbcrg, Work from

Four Series: A Sesquicentennial Exhibition." Dalias

Museum oj Art (winter 1986-87), pp. 6-7.

1986

Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston. Robert

Rauschenberg: Photographs 1949-1984. Feb. 28-April 20.

Exh. brochure.

—Crossley, Mimi. "The Rauschenberg Revolution."

Houston Post, Feb. 1986, pp. 53-54.

Espace Ni<;ois d'Art et de Culture, Nice, Painter

Photographer, March 21-May 11.

Gallery of Fine Art. Edison Community College, Fort

Myers, Rausihenbeig: Newest i.onlinualum oj the '/< Mile

or 2 l-urlong Piece, March 22-26.

I arry Gagosian Gallery, New York, Rausihenheig The

White and the lihuh Pamttngs 1949-1952. April IK-

Ma\ 31 I'xli cat with introduction by Roberta

Bernstein

— Russell, John. "Art: At Artists Space, Three

Survivors of 1930's." The New York Times, May 2,

1986, sec. 3, p. 28.

—Calcy, Shaun. "New York: Robert Rauschenberg:

Gagosian." Flash Art (Milan), no. 131 (Dec. 1986-

jan. 1987), p. 88.

—Fcinstein, Roni. "The Early Work ol Robert

Rauschenberg: The White Paintings, the Black

Paintings, and the F.lemcntal Sculptures." Arts

Magazine (New York) 61, no. I (Sept. 1986),

pp. 28-37.

Visual Arts Museum, School of N'lsual Arts, New York,

Raiisfhcnber^ Photos and P/iotcnis, Oct. 20-Nov. 17.

Acquavella Contemporary Art, New York, Robert

Rauschenberg; Drawings 1958-1968, Oct. 24-Dec. 6.

Exh. cat. with essay by Lawrence Alloway.

—Smith, Roberta. "Art: Drawings by Robert

Rauschenberg, 1958-1968." The New York Times,

Oct. 31, 1986, sec. 3, p. 26.

Castelli Gallery, New York, Rauschenberg: Gluts,

Nov. 1-29.

Setagaya Museum of Art, Tokyo, Rausfhenberg Overseas

Culture Interchange: ROCl Japan. Nov 22-Dec. 8. Exh.

cat. with foreword by Rauschenberg, essays by Donald

Saff and Yoshiaki Tono, and previously published essay

by Robert Hughes.
—"Rauschenberg." Atelier (Tokyo), Nov 1986, p. 96.

—"Rauschenberg." Yomiuri Shunbun (New York),

Nov. 19, 1986, p. 10.

—McClure, Steve. "Rauschenberg Repays Debt to

Japan." The Japan Times Weehly (Tokyo) 26, no. 48

(Nov. 29, 1986), pp. 8-9.

—"Rauschenberg: Art's Magician." .Marie Claire

(Japan), no. 50 (Jan. 1987), pp. 193-98. In Japanese.

— "Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Exchange:

Japan." Ikebana Sogetsu (Japan), no. 170 (Feb. 10,

1987), pp. 41-43.

1987

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New Ybrk, Selections

from Rauschenbergs 'A Mile or 2 Furlong Piece,

Jan. 20-Oct.

—Glueck, Grace. "The Met Makes Its Move into the

Twentieth Century." The New York Times. Jan. 18.

1987, sec. 2, pp. 1, 20.

—Wailach, Amei. "The Incredible Growing Work of

Art." Newsday (New York), Jan. 21, 1987, sec. 2, p. 3.

—Story, Richard David. "Robert Rauschenberg: The

Unstoppable Artist Pours Hard Work and Wild

Humor into His Pop-Cultural Canvases." USA Today,

Jan. 26, 1987, sec. D, p. 4.

—Russell, John. "Rauschenberg and Johns: Mr.

Outside and Mr. Inside." The New York Times.

Feb. 15, 1987, sec. 2, pp. 33-34.

—Exum, Helen McDonald. "Robert Rauschenberg

Makes It to the Met." Chattanooga Sews-Free Press,

March 1. 1987, sec. K, pp. 1,2.

Gemini GEL., Los Angeles, Tibetan Keys and Locks.

Feb. 12-March 24.

Heland Thorden Wetlerling Galleries, Stockholm,

Rauschenberg: Paintings on Copper and Stainless Steel,

J9S,5/fl6, Marth 6-Api il I I \li lm ^^ull intruduciion

by Bo Nilsson

Galcric Kajforsblom, Helsinki, Robert Rauithenberg:

Viimeaihtiisid maalauhsia. grafiikkaa Recent Works.

March 7-April 5 Lxh brochure

BlumHclman Gallery, New York, Robert Rauschenberg:

Works on Paper 1970-1983. Maah 11-April 4

Barbara Mann Performing Arts Hall Wall, Edison

Community College, Fort Myers, Robert Rauschenberg:

G/uls, March 26-May 7.

Galcrie Denisc Rene Hans Mayer, Dusseldorf, Robert

Rauschenberg: Seue Arbeiten. April 21 -June 10.

Exh. brochure.

Galerie Lucio Amelio, Naples, Italy. Rauschenberg:

Neapolitan Glut. .April 24-May 30. Exh. cat ,

Rauschenberg, with interview with Rauschenberg by

Michele Bonuomo.

Castelli Graphics, New York. Tibetan Keys and Locks,

May 21-|une 18.

lUuinlklman Gallery, Santa Monica, Robert

Rauschenberg: The Gluts, Oct. 29-Dec. 5.

—"The Galleries." Los Angeles Times, Nov. 6, 1987,

sec. 6, p. 12.

Texas Gallery, Houston, Summer Gluts, opened Nov. 10.

Waddington Galleries, London, Robert Rauschenbcrg:

Gluts, Nov. 25-Dec. 23. Exh. cat.

Blue Sky Gallery Portland, Oreg., Robert Rauschenberg,

Dec 3 1987-Jan. 3, 1988.

1988

BlumHelman Gallery, New York, Robert Rauschenberg:

The Glut Series, Jan. 6-30.

Pace/McGill Gallery, New York, Robert Rauschenberg:

New Pictures, Jan. 21-March 5.

Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, Castillo de la Fuerza

and Casa de las Americas, Galleria Haydee Santa Maria,

Havana, Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Interchange:

ROCl Cuba. Feb. lO-.April 3 Exh. brochure with essay

by Roberto Fernandez Retamar.
—"ROCl-Cuba." Cartelcra (Havana) 36, no. 310

(Feb. 4-10, 1988), p. 3.

—Pifiera, Toni. "Exposicion Rauschenberg en la

Habana." Gramma (Havana), Feb. 9, 1988,

culture/sports sec, p. 7.

—Pifiera, Toni. "Inaugura Hart la exposicion de

Rauschenberg." Gramma (Havana), Feb. 11, 1988.

pp. 1.6.

—-Kohen. Helen L. "An Odyssey to Encourage World

Peace." The Miami Herald. Feb. 21. 1988, sec. K.

pp. 1-2.

Galerie .Alfred Kren, Cologne, Robert Rauschenberg:

Currents 1970. Feb. 27-March 30.

M. Knoedler, New- York, Rauschenberg: Sew Drawings

from the Passes Series. May 14-June 2.

—Heartney. Eleanor. "Robert Rauschenberg." Arinews

(New York) 87. no. 8 (Oct. 1988), p. 167.

Galerie Isy Brachot, Brussels, Robert Rauschenberg:

Gluts. May 18-Sept. 3. Exh. cat. with introduction and

essay by Pierre Sterckx.

Galerie Jamileh Weber. Zurich, Robert Rauschenberg:

Paintings and Gluts, Sept. 15-Oci. 29.

BMW ShowToom, Berlin, Robert Rauschenberg: Beamer

Series, Sept. 22-Oct. 16.
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Heland Wetterling Gallery, Goteborg, Sweden, Robert

Rauschenberg: Skupturer and Mdlningar, Oct. 6-Nov. 20.

Exh. brochure.

M. Knoedler, New York, Robert Rauschenberg: Shiners,

Gluts, Urban Bourbons, Nov. 5-Dec. 1. Exh. brochure.

—M[aclA[dam|., B[arbaral. "Reviews: Robert

Rauschenberg: Knoedler." Artnews (New York) 88,

no. 3 (March 1989), p. 170.

1989

Universal Limited Art Editions Gallery, New York,

Soviet/American Array
,
]an. 13-Feb. 28.

Tretyakov Gallery, Central House of Culture, Moscow,

Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Interchange: ROCI

Moscow, Feb. 2-March 5. Exh. cat. with foreword by

Rauschenberg, essays by Donald Saff and Yevgeny

Yevtushenko (trans. Albert C. Todd), and previously

published essay by Robert Hughes. In Russian.

—"Pop-Art on Krimsky Val." Literatomaya Gazeta

(Moscow), Feb. 1989. In Russian.

—Simmons, Todd. "Color U.S. Art Exhibit in

Moscow a Major Success." Tampa Tribune, Feb. 3,

1989, sec. A, p. 6.

—Wallach, Amei. "Rauschenberg Goes to Moscow."

Art in America (New York) 77, no. 3 (March 1989),

pp. 21-22.

—Kotz, Mary Lynn. "Captiva: The ROCI Road

Show." Artnews (New York) 88, no. 6 (summer 1989),

pp. 48, 50.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Samarkand Stitches,

Feb. 16-March 28.

Fabian Carlsson Gallery, London, Robert Rauschenberg,

March 1-25.

Castelli Graphics, New York, Rauschenberg: Samarkand

Stitches, March 4-25.

Akira Ikeda Gallery, Tokyo, Robert Rauschenberg: New

Paintings, May 9-31. Exh. cat.

Ace Contemporary Exhibitions, Los Angeles,

Rauschenberg: A Selection oj Paintings and Sculpture,

June.

Akira Ikeda Gallery, Nagoya, Frank Stella, Robert

Rauschenberg, Sept. 4-30.

Heland Wetterling Gallery, Stockholm, Rauschenberg,

Sept. 5-Oct. 8. Exh. cat. with text by Donald Saff

Deluxe edition. Stockholm: Painters Posters in

association with Heland Wetterling Gallery, 1990.

Heland Wetterling Gallery, Goteborg, Robert

Rauschenberg, Sept. 7-21.

Fred Hoffman Gallery, Santa Monica, and Manny

Silverman Gallery Los Angeles, Robert Rauschenberg,

The Gemini Works: 1967-1988, Sept. 15-Oct. 14.

M. Knoedler, New York, Robert Rauschenberg: Works,

Nov 1-30. Exh. cat.

—Bass, Ruth. "Robert Rauschenberg: Knoedler."

Artnews (New York) 89, no. 3 (March 1990), p. 174.

Meadows Museum, Southern Methodist University,

Dallas, A Tribute to Rauschenberg: Works from Dallas

Collections, Nov 4-25.

Galerie Jamileh Weber, Zurich, Robert Rauschenberg,

Nov 5, 1989-Jan. 31, 1990.

San Jose Museum of Art, Jasper Johns and Robert

Rauschenberg: Selections from the Anderson Collection,

Dec. 16, 1989-Feb. 4, 1990. Exh. cat. with introduction

by I. Michael Danoff and essay by James Cuno.

1990

Lorence/Monk Gallery, New York, Rauschenberg Prints,

Jan. 6-28.

Textile Arts International, Minneapolis, Fabric: A

Chosen Medium: Robert Rauschenberg, Lucas Samaras,

Jan. 20-Feb. 24.

Lang & O'Hara, New York, Robert Rauschenberg:

Paintings 1962-1980, Feb. 1-March 3. Traveled to

Runkel-Hue-Williams, London. May 3-June 7. Exh. cat.

—Smith, Roberta. "An Eighteen-Year Journey

through Rauschenberg's Development." The New York

Times, Feb. 16, 1990, sec. C, p. 30.

—Kramer, Hilton. "Rauschenberg 'Paintings' in SoHo:

Just Clever Exercises in Layout." The New York

Observer 4, no. 9, March 5, 1990, pp. 1, 21.

—Lillington, David. "London Exhibitions: Robert

Rauschenberg at Runkel Hue Williams." Arts Review

(London) 42, no. 10 (May 18, 1990), p. 258.

—Goldman, Saundra. "Robert Rauschenberg: Lang &
O'Hara." Artnews (New York) 89, no. 6 (summer

1990), p. 166.

Scott Hanson Gallery, Projects Room, New York, Robert

Rauschenberg: China Mix, Feb. 3-24. Exh. cat. with

essay by Tricia Collins and Richard Milazzo.

Neue Berliner Galerie, Alten Museum, Berlin,

Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Interchange: ROCI Berlin,

March 10-April 1. Exh. cat. with foreword by

Rauschenberg, essays by Heiner MuUer and Donald Saff,

and previously published essay by Robert Hughes.

—Kippinoff, Petra. "Pelikan in PreuSen." Die Zeif

(Hamburg) 13, no. 23 (March 1990), p. 68.

—Kamm, Henry. "Rauschenberg Show Heralds

Union of the Arts in Berlin." The New York Times,

March 10, 1990, pp. 11, 14.

—Wiegenstein, Roland H. "Kurzer Aufenthalt

zwischen Moskau und Kuala Lumpur." Frankfurter

Rundschau (Frankfurt), March 13, 1990, p. 9.

—Miiller, Dorothee. "Spazierganger zwischen den

Kulturen." Stxddeutsche Zeitung (Munich), no. 68

(March 22, 1990), Feuilleton sec, p. 45.

—Waterman, Daniel. "'Vasari Diary: Rauschenberg's

Bandages." Artnews (New York) 89, no. 5 (May

1990), p. 44.

—Winter, Peter, and Sally Simmons. "Berlin:

Rauschenberg's Art for Peace." Art Intenmtional

(Lugano), no. 12 (fall 1990), p. 27.

Castelli Graphics, New York, Rauschenberg: Currents 70,

May 5-26. Exh. cat. with essay by Ingrid Schaffner and

statement by Rauschenberg.

Galerie Alfred Kren, Cologne. Robert Rauschenberg:

American Pewter with Burroughs, 1981. May 12-June 13.

Balai Sent Lukis Negara National Art Gallery Kuala

Lumpur, Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Interchange:

ROCI Malaysia, May 21-June 21.

—Yee, Chen May. "Mammoth Art Undertaking." The

Star (Kuala Lumpur), May 11, 1990, Metro sec, p. 1.

—Edwin, Joseph. "Images of Malaysia." New Straits

Times (Kuala Lumpur), May 24, 1990, Times Two

sec, p. 1.

—Chuen, Ooi Kok. "Artist Who Values Personal

Perceptions." New Sunday Times, May 27, 1990, Arts

and Leisure sec, p. 15.

—"One-Man Art Show: Robert Rauschenberg."

Corporate World 2, no. 6 (June-July 1990), p. 53.

M. Knoedler, New York, Robert Rauschenberg: Works on

Paper, May 30-July 6. Exh. brochure.

—Cyphers, Peggy. "New York in Review." Arts

Magazine (New York) 65, no. 2 (Oct. 1990),

pp. 114-15.

National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. Rauschenberg

Overseas Culture Interchange: ROCI Moscow, June 6.

Galerie Fabien Boulakia, Paris, Robert Rauschenberg,

June 12-Sept. 22. Exh. cat. (Paris: Le Dernier Terrain

Vague and Galerie Fabien Boulakia) with essays by John

Cage and Michel Nundsany, previously published

essays by Daniel Abadie, Pierre Daix, Regis Durand,

Catherine Millet, Severo Sarduy, and Nina Sundell, and

interview with Rauschenberg by France Huser.

—Ernould-Gaudouet, Marielle. "Paris: Robert

Rauschenberg." L'Oeil (Paris), nos. 420-21

(July-Aug. 1990), p. 108.

Fondation Vincent Van Gogh, Palais de Luppe, Aries,

Roy Lichtenstein, Robert Rauschenberg: 38 Oeuvres

gravees de 1965 a J989, July 7-Oct. 31. Exh. cat. with

essay by Lucien Clergue.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Borealis Shares, Aug. 20-

Oct. 3.

Scott Hanson Gallery, Santa Monica, Robert

Rauschenberg: Paintings 1962-1970, Oct.-Nov.

Feigen, Chicago, Robert Rauschenberg: Gluts, Oct. 12-

Nov. 24. Exh. cat. with text by Rosetta Brooks.

—Artner, Alan G. "Rauschenberg Works Detail

Spiritual Ruins of the 80's." Chicago Tribune, Nov. 2,

1990, sec. 7, p. 65.

—Yood, James. "Chicago: Robert Rauschenberg:

Feigen Incorporated. " Artforum (New York) 29, no. 5

(Jan. 1991), p. 132.

Galerie Baudoin Lebon, Paris, Robert Rauschenberg

Polaroids, Oct. 27-Dec. 1. Exh. brochure.

—B[ouissetl., Mlaiten). "Rauschenberg, le peintre et

le polaroid." Beaux Arts (Pans), no. 84 (Nov 1990),

p. 147.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York. Robert

Rauschenberg: The Silkscreen Paintings, 1962-64. Dec. 7,

1990-March 17, 1991. Exh. cat. by Roni Feinstein with

text by Calvin Tomkins.

—Wallach, Amei. "Art, Life and Robert

Rauschenberg." Newsday (New York), Dec. 10, 1990,

sec. 2, pp. 51-60, 66.

—Smith, Roberta. "Vintage Rauschenberg: The Silk-

Screen Paintings." The New York Times, Dec. 14,

1990, sec C, p. 30.

—Glueck, Grace. "Rauschenberg at Sixty-five, with

All Due Immodesty." The New York Times, Dec. 16,

1990, sec. 2, pp. 47, 49.

—Malanga, Gerard. "Letter to the Editor: Warhol Got

the Idea from Rauschenberg." The New York Times,

Dec. 28, 1990, sec. A, p. 34.

—Plagens, Peter, and Malcolm Jones, Jr. "Back to the

Future." Newsweek (New York) 117, no. 1 (Jan. 7,

1991), pp. 50-51.

—Flam, Jack. "Abstracting Reality." Wall Street

Journal, Jan. 23, 1991, sec. A, p. 10.

—Carrier, David. "New York: Whitney Museum:

Robert Rauschenberg: The Silkscreen Paintings,

1962-64." The Burlington Magazine (London) 133,

no. 1056 (March 1991), pp. 218-19.

—Gookin, Kirby "Robert Rauschenberg: Whitney

Museum." Artforum (New York) 29, no. 6 (March

1991), pp. 128-29.

—MacAdam, Barbara. "Robert Rauschenberg:

Whitney Museum, Knoedler." Artnews (New York)

90, no. 5 (May 1991), p. 146.
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—Johnston, Jill. "The World ouisidc His W'lnilow"

All m Aminat (New York) 80, no, 4 (April 1W2),

pji lH-25, IHV

1991

Dutson Ci.illery, Seoul, Rohcit Rausihcnbctj^. I-iank

Sulla, Feb. 8-28.

M. Knoedler, New York, Rohcri R<iiis( /icnljcri; Xciv

Works. Feb. 13-March 7.

—Smith, Roberta. "Robert Rausthenberg ' 7(u- iVnv

Yoik limes. March 1, IWl, set. C;, p. 20.

—Mac.Adani, Barbara. "Robert Rauschenberg:

Whitney Museum, Knoedler." Artnews (New York)

90, no. 5 (May KWl), p 146.

Pacc/MacCiill Gallery, New York, Robeii R(ii(S(/icn/)crg,

April 4-May 4.

B. R Kornblati C.allery, Washington, D.C., Robert

Rauschenberg. Reiciif P(iin(iM_i;.s and Print.s, April 27-

May 25.

Lc Marie Tranier Gallery, Washington, D.C., Wav Fire

Works ami Other ROCl Editions. May 12-Aug. 25.

—James, Curtia. "Reviews: Robert Rauschenberg:

National Gallery, Le Marie Tranier, Corcoran."

Artneus (New York) 90, no. 7 (Sept. 1991),

pp 141-42.

National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC.,

Rcjusclifnberj; Oversc£j.s Ciduiic Inicichanj^c: ROCl USA.

May 12-Sept. 2. E.xh. cat. with introduction by Jack

Cowart, essays by Rosetta Brooks, Hciner MuUer,

Octavio Paz, Laba Pingcuo, Roberto Fernandez Retamar,

Yevgeny Yevtushenko, and Wu Zuguang, previously

published essay by Jose Donoso, interview with

Rauschenberg by Donald Saff, and statement by

Rauschenberg.

—Dudar, Helen. "Rauschenberg Who Wants to

Embrace the Whole World." Smit/istniidii

(Washington, D.C.) 22, no. 2 (May 1991), pp. 54-67.

—Weil, Deborah. "Take Your Lunchbreak at the

Museums: Great Art on View This Summer Includes

Shows by Rauschenberg, Annie Leibovitz." Roll Call

(Washington, D.C), May 2, 1991, Travel and

Entertainment sec, p. 1.

—Gibson, Eric. "Rauschenberg Exhibit Has No
Artistic Luster." The Wh.s/iiMgton Tunes. May 10, 1991,

sec. E, p. 8.

—Lewis, Jo Ann. "Occasional." The Washington Post.

May 12, 1991, sec. G, p. 7.

—Richard, Paul. "Silk Sheets and Neon Bicycles: At

the National Gallery, the Extravagant 'Rauschenberg

Overseas Culture Interchange." The Washington Post.

May 12, 1991, sec. G, p. 1.

—Wallach, .Amei. "Rauschenbergs World." Ncwsday

(New York), May 12, 1991, Fanfare sec, p. 15.

—Sweeney, Louise. "Rauschenbergs Worldwide

Quest for Art and Ideas." The Christian Science

Monitor (Boston), May 20, 1991, p. 10.

—Grenier, Richard. "Artistic Cultural Bridges?" The

Washington Times, May 23, 1991, sec. G, p. 4.

—Kilian, Michael. "Peace through Art:

Rauschenbergs World Tour Makes Final Stop in

DC." Chicago Tribune, June 6, 1991, sec. C, p. 13.

—Gibson, Eric "Rauschenbergs Rise, Fall Depicted

in Two Shows." The Washington Times, June 26, 1991,

sec. E, p. 3.

—Smith, Roberta. "Art: Robert Rauschenberg, at

Home and Abroad." The New York Times, Aug. 6,

1991, sec. C, p. 11.

—Durand, Regis. "Robert Rauschenberg: Parcours du

monde, parcours de loeuvre." Art Press (Paris), no.

161 (Sept. 1991), pp. 26-27.

—^James, C.uriia "Reviews Rotx-ri Rauschenberg:

National Gallery, Le Mane Iranier, Corcoran
"

Artnews (New York) 90, no. 7 (Sept 19^)1 i.

pp. 141-42.

—Wood, Carol. "Robert Rauschenberg." Arts

Magazine (New York) 66, no. 3 (Nov 1991), p. 84.

—Mahoncy, Robert. "Sculpture on the Road:

Rauschenberg's ROCl." Sculpture (Washington, DC.)

10, no. 6 (Nov-Dec. 1991), pp. 44-49.

—Johnston, Jill. "The World outside His Window."

An in America (New York) 80, no. 4 (April 1992).

pp. 114-25, 183.

Galerie Jamileh Weber, Zurich, Robcri Rausihenherg.

June 7-July 20.

—Durand, Regis, "Robert Rauschenberg: Parcours du

monde, parcours de loeuvre," Art Press (Paris) 161

(Sept. 1991), pp. 26-27.

The Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.( , Robert

Rauschenberg: The Uarly J 950s, June 15-Aug. 11

Organized by the Menil Collection, Houston. Traveled

to the Menil Collection, Sept. 27, 1991-Jan. 5, 1992;

Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, Feb. 8-

April 19, 1992, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,

May 14-Aug. 16, 1992; Guggenheim Museum SoHo,

New York, Oct. 24, 1992-Jan. 24, 1993. Expanded exh.

cat. (Houston: The Menil Collection and Houston Fine

Art Press) by Walter Hopps.

—Lewis, Jo Ann. "Rauschenberg, Bright and Early:

Accomplished Works of the Young Artist, at the

Corcoran." The Washington Post, June 15, 1991,

sec. C, p. 1.

—Gibson, Eric. "Rauschenberg's Rise, Fall Depicted

in Two Shows." The Washington Times, June 26, 1991,

sec. E, p. 3.

—Smith, Roberta. "Robert Rauschenberg, at Home
and Abroad." The New York Times. Aug. 6, 1991,

sec. C, pp. 11, 16.

—James, Curtia. "Reviews: Robert Rauschenberg:

National Gallery, Le Marie Tranier, Corcoran."

Artnews (New York) 90, no. 7 (Sept. 1991),

pp. 141-42.

—Chadwick, Susan. "Early Robert Rauschenberg:

Exhibit Displays Legendary Works From '50's." The

Houston Post. Sept. 22. 1991, sec H, p. 15.

—Johnson, Patricia C. "'50s Unveiled: Rauschenberg

Shows Work New to Public." Housion Chronicle.

Sept. 29. 1991, Zest sec, p. 22.

—Paris, Wendy. "Rauschenbergs Striking

Consistency: The Menil Collection and Texas Gallery

Show the Early and Late Work of a Twentieth-

Century Master." The Houston Press. Oct. 10-16,

1991, Art sec, p. 36.

—Wood, Carol. "Robert Rauschenberg." Arts

Magazine (New York) 66, no. 3 (Nov. 1991), p. 84.

—Holg, Garrett. "'50s Rauschenberg: Paving the Way
for Pop and Beyond." Chicago Sun-Times, Feb. 2,

1992, sec. E, pp. 1, 12.

—Heard, Jacquelyn. "Exhibit Revives 50s Art:

Rauschenberg's Work on Display." Chicago Tribune.

Feb. 7, 1992, sec. l,p. 16.

—Camper, Fred. "The Unordered Universe." The

Reader (Chicago), March 27, 1992, sec. 1, pp. 30-32.

—Colpitt, Frances. "Rauschenberg: In the

Beginning." Art in America (New York) 80, no. 4

(April 1992), pp. 126-29.

—Bevan, Roger. "Salvaging 1950s Rauschenberg." The

Art Newspaper (London) 3, no. 18 (May 1992),

sec. 1, p. 7.

—Cooke, Lynne. "San Francisco, MOMA, Robert

Rauschenberg The Early 1950's." The Burlington

Magazine (Ltmdon) 134, no 1,070 (May 1992).

pp 335-36.

—Bonciti, David "Rauschenlx-rg '504 Fervor at

SFMOMA." San iiammo Ixammer. May 14. 1992

sec. B, pp. 1 , 6

—Baker, Kenneth. "A '50s Ijjok at Robert

Rauschenberg." The San Francisco Chronicle May 15,

1992. sec D. p 3

—Knight, Christopher. "Enlightening Look at Early

Work of Robert Rauschenberg." Los Angeles Times,

May 20, 1992, set B, pp 8, 9.

—Wiegenstein. Roland H "Fin Portrat dcs Kunsilcrs

alsjunger Mann" Trankjuitei Rundschau (Frankfurt),

July 18, 1992, sec ZB, pp. 2-4

—Kimmelman, Michael. "Early Rauschenberg, before

He Becomes Infamous." The New York Times. Oct. 23.

1992, sec. C, p. 21.

—Larson, Kay "Zen and the Art." New York 25, no.

45 (Nov 16, 1992), pp. 90-91.

—Wallach, Amei. ""What Ifs' of a Tweniicth-Ceniury

Master." Newsday (New York), Nov 27, 1992, sec. 2,

pp. 73, 99.

—Kramer, Hilton. "Justly Ignored Early 'SOs

Rauschenberg upon Us." The New York Observer

(Nov. 30, 1992), pp. 1,23.

—Plagens, Peter. "The Wonder Y'ears: How Two
Audacious Young Americans Broke into the Avant-

Garde." Newsweek (New York) 120, no. 24 (Dec. 14,

1992), pp. 76-77.

—Tager, .Alisa. "Reviews: Robert Rauschenberg:

Guggenheim Museum SoHo." Artnews (New York)

92, no. 3 (March 1993), pp. 107-08.

—Gookin, Kirby. "Reviews: Robert Rauschenberg:

Guggenheim Museum SoHo." Artjorum (New York)

31. no. 8 (April 1993), p. 97.

BlumHelman, Santa Monica, Robert Rauschenberg:

The Phantom Series, Sept. 13-Oct. 12.

City Gallery of Contemporary Art, Raleigh, Robert

Rauschenberg 1974-1991: Animals and Other Themes,

Sept. 14-Oct. 27. Exh. cat. with introduction by Denise

Dickens and essay by Denis Wood.

—Halperen, Max. "Animals and the Earth': Raleigh

Curators Tap Collection of a Legend of Modern Art.'

The News and Observer (Raleigh), Sept. 13, 1991,

pp. 13. 23.

Texas Gallery, Houston, Robert Rauschenberg: Night

Shade Paintings. Sept. 28-Nov. 2.

Nicholas Roerich Museum, New York, Robert

Rauschenberg; Tibetan Lochs and Keys, Sept. 29-Oct. 20.

Leo Castelli at 578 Broadway and Leo Castelli, New
York, Robert Rauschenberg; Print Sur\ey in Themes.

1952-1992, Oa. 26-Dec. 7.

Galleria d'Arte il Gabbiano, Rome. Robert Rauschenberg:

Dipinti recenti. Nov. 18, 1991-Jan. 1992. Traveled to

Galeria Appiani Arte Trentadue. Milan. Feb. 14-

March 14, 1992. Exh. cat., Robert Rauschenberg: Mostra

personale. with essay in Italian and English by .Achille

Bonito Oliva and previously published interview with

Rauschenberg by Barbara Rose.

—Zevi, .Adachiara. "Ecco tutii i colori del Pop."

Corriere della sera (Milan). Nov. 17. 1991, Cultura

sec, p. 8.

—Simongini, Franco. "Rauschenberg, Pop

miliardario inaugura la sua mosira romana." 11 tempo

(Rome), Nov. 19, 1991, sec. 7. p. 1.

—Micacchi, Dario. "Rauschenberg un irrequieio

annuncio di pace." L'uniia (Rome), Nov, 20, 1991,

p. 17.
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—Lambertini, Luigi. "Rauschenberg: Quelli della Pop

Art." Gioia (Milan), Dec. 30, 1991, pp. 128-30.

—Carboni, Massimo. "Rome: Robert Rauschenberg,

Galleria U Gabbiano." Artfoi-um (New York) 30, no. 7

(March 1992), pp. 116-17.

—Micozzi, Mario. "Robert Rauschenberg:

Simultaneita e compresenza della bidimensionalita."

Punto d'incoiuro (Lanciano, Italy) 15. no. 2

(March-April 1992), p. 11.

1992

M. Knoedler, New York, Rauschenberg at Knoedler: Night

Shades and New Gluts, Feb. 1-29. Exh. brochure.

—TuUy, Judd. "Night of the Living Gluts." Cover

(New York) 6, no. 2 (March 1992), pp. 8-9.

—Kuspit, Donald. "Reviews: Robert Rauschenberg:

Knoedler & Company." Artjorum (New York) 30,

no. 9 (May 1992), p. 114.

—Malloy, Nancy. "Reviews: Robert Rauschenberg:

Knoedler." Artnews (New York) 91, no. 5 (May

1992), pp. 121-22.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Robert Rauschenberg: Illegal

Tender L.A., Feb. 10-March 24.

Gemini G.E.L. at Joni Moisant Weyl, New York, Robert

Rauschenberg: Illegal Tender L.A., Feb. 29-June.

Alfred Kren Gallery, Cologne, Rauschenberg at Alfred

Kren: Robert Rauschenbergs Werkszyklen "Borealis" und

"Night Shades." April 4-May 9.

Piatt Gallery, University of Judaism, Los Angeles,

Rauschenberg, April 26-May 22. Exh. brochure.

Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac, Salzburg, Robert

Rauschenberg: Bilder und neuc Arbcitcn auj Papier,

July 25-Sept. 25.

Tampa Museum of Art, Study for Chinese Summcrhall.

Aug. 16-Oct. 18.

—Milani, Joanne. "Photographs Capture China's

Timeless Beauty." Tampa Tribune, Oct. 4. 1992,

Bay Life sec, pp. 1-2.

Simmons Visual Arts Center, Brenau University,

Gainesville, Ga., Robert Rauschenberg: A Print Survey in

Themes, 1952-1992, Oct. 7-Dec. 4. Exh. cat. with text

by Kathleen Slavin.

—CuUum, Jerry. "Rauschenbergs Dazzhng Prints

Delineate Our Time." The Atlanta Constitution,

Oct. 23, 1992, sec. H, p. 2.

Leo Castelli (578 Broadway), New \X)rk. Rauschatberg:

Prints and Editions, 1962-1992, Nov. 10-Dec. 19.

Alfred Kren Gallery, Cologne, Robert Rauschenberg:

Skulpturen aus den achtziger Jahren, Nov. 12, 1992-

Jan. 16, 1993.

1993

Galeria Cobo y Alexander, Madrid, Robert Rauschenberg:

Photems/Fotografias, Feb. 9-April 24. Exh. cat. with text

in Spanish and English by Horacio Fernandez, trans.

Penny Mora.

Galerie Jamileh Weber, Zurich, Robert

Rauschcnberg/Darryl Pottorf, April 16-July 3.

Edison Community College Gallery, Fort Myers,

Rauschenberg, April 30-June 13.

—Bashaw, Maureen. "International Artist Returns to

Captiva." Fort Myers News-Press, April 30, 1993,

sec. D, pp. 1, 3.

—Kirsher, Ralf. "Rauschenberg: An Artist of

Immense Proportions." Cape Coral Breeze (Florida),

Mav 10, 1993.

M. Knoedler, New York, Rauschenberg: Bicycloids, Urban

Bourbons + Eco-Echo, May 8-June 4.

—Henry, Gerrit. "Reviews: Robert Rauschenberg;

Knoedler." Artnews (New York) 92, no. 9 (Nov.

1993), p. 158.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Double Feature, Aug. 31-

Oct. 12.

Hiroshima City Museum of Contemporary Art, The

Second Hiroshima Art Prize: Robert Rauschenberg, Nov. 3,

1993-Jan. 16, 1994. Exh. cat. with texts by Shinichiro

Fujita, Seiji Oshima, Yuso Takezawa, Marjorie Welish,

and Takeshi Yoshizumi and statement by Rauschenberg.

1994

Leo Castelli and 65 Thompson St., New York,

Rauschenberg: Scores (Oj[jf Killer Keys), Feb. 26-

March 26.

—Smith. Roberta. "Art in Review: Rauschenberg,

Mixing and Remixmg His Ingredients," The New York

Times, March 11, 1994, sec. C, p. 30.

Mandarin Oriental Fine Arts, Hong Kong, Robert

Rauschenberg: Day Lights and Night Sights, March 8-31.

Exh. cat. with essay by Donald Saff.

Archer M. Huntington Art Gallery, The University of

Texas at Austin, Head On: Image and Text in the Prints of

Robert Rauschenberg, April 22-May 15.

—Goldman, Saundra. "When Images, Words Collide:

Exhibit Illuminates Rauschenberg." Austin Anioican-

Statesman (Tex.), April 9, 1994, sec. D, p. 13.

—Levy, Rebecca. "Words of Art." The Austin Chronicle

(Tex.), April 29, 1994, p. 30.

Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Dusseldorf,

Robert Rauschenberg, May 7-July 10. Exh. cat. (Cologne:

DuMont Buchverlag) in German and English with texts

by Hiltrud Reinhold and Armin Zweite.

—Bode, Ursula. "Der grofie Kommunikator.

"

Feuilleton (Stuttgart), June 10, 1994.

—Jocks, Heinz-Norbert. "Robert Rauschenberg."

Kunstforum (Ruppichterolh, Germany), no. 127

(July-Sept. 1994), pp. 320-24.

—Vogel, Sabine B. "Reviews: Dusseldorf: Robert

Rauschenberg, Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-

Westfalen." Trans. Charles V Miller. Artforum (New

York) 33, no. 3 (Nov 1994), p. 97.

Galerie Jamileh Weber, Basel, Robert Rauschenberg: Off

Kilter Keys, May 13-July 30.

The National Museum of Art, Osaka, Jasper Johns and

Robert Rauschenberg, May 26-July 3.

Bayerische Staatsgemaldesammlungen, Munich,

Rauschenberg Room, Sept. 10-end of Sept.

M. Knoedler, New York, Robert Rauschenberg: Shales,

Sept. 13-Oct. 5.

—Aukeman, Anastasia. "Robert Rauschenberg:

Knoedler." Artnews (New York) 93, no. 10

(Dec. 1994), p. 136.

—Edelman, Robert G. "Robert Rauschenberg at

Knoedler." Art in Amehca (New York) 82. no. 12

(Dec. 1994), p. 94.

Gemini G.E.L. at Joni Moisant Weyl, New York. Robert

Rauschenberg; Booster and 7 Studies, through Dec.

1995

Texas Gallery, Houston, Robert Rauschenberg, Feb. 8-

May 6.

—Chadwick, Susan. "Rauschenberg Exhibit Strikes

the Right Note." The Houston Post, Feb. 16. 1995,

sec. D, pp. 1, 12.

—Johnson, Patricia C. "'Scores' Positively Strange."

The Houston Chronicle, March 8, 1995, sec. D,

pp. 1, 12.

Galerie Templon, Pans. Robert Rauschenberg: Shales

Series, Feb. 18-March 22.

—Loisy, Odile de. "Le Dernier Rauschenberg." Beaux

Arts (Paris), no. 132 (March 1995), p. 121.—"Robert Rauschenberg; La Vie au plus pres."

UOfficiel (Paris), no. 794 (March 1995), pp. 247-49.

Galerie Beyeler, Basel, Robert Rauschenberg: Night Shades

& Urban Bourbons, March 18-May 13. Traveled to

Ordrupgaard, Copenhagen, Oct. 14-Dec. 10. Exh. cat.

(Basel) by Francis M. Naumann. Exh. cat.

(Copenhagen) in English with essay by Mikael Wivel.

Leo Castelli (578 Broadway), New York, Robert

Rauschenberg; Tribute 21, March 25-April 29.

Exh. brochure.

Gagosian Gallery, New York, Rauschenberg: The Venus

Motif, March 31-May 19.

Milleventi, Turin, Robert Rauschenberg, April 27-

May 20.

Fereydoun Ave, Teheran, Robert Rauschenberg:

An Exhibition of Signed Posters. May 1-31.

Buckminster Fuller Institute, Santa Barbara, Tribute 21,

May 13-June 4.

Galerie Jamileh Weber, Zurich, Robert Rauschenberg:

Quake in Paradise—A Labyrinth, May 27-July 22.

Morgan Gallery, Kansas City, Mo., Robert Rauschenberg:

Tribute 2 J, June 9-July 22.

—Thorson, Alice. "Tribute 21' Honors

Humanitarians: Robert Rauschenberg Prints

Celebrate Others with Self-Aggrandizement." The

Kansas City Star, June 16, 1995, Preview sec, p. 13.

Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Ga., Robert

Rauschenberg; Major Piinteci VVbrfes, 1962-1995,

Sept. 6-Oct. 22. Traveled to the Kemper Museum of

Contemporary Art and Design, Kansas City, Mo.,

June 8-Aug. 11. Exh. cat. with introduction by

William S. Morris 111 and essays by J. Richard Gruber

and Ann Rowson.

Graphicstudio, Institute for Research in Art, University

of South Florida, Tampa, Robert Rauschenberg: Two

Decades at Graphicstudio, Sept. 11-Dec. 1. Exh. cat.

—Marger, Mary Ann. "Redefining Definition Itself."

Saint Petersburg Times, Sept. 29, 1995, Weekend sec,

p. 25.

—Milani, Joanne. "Rauschenberg; In Retrospect; Art

and Real Life Become Intertwined in an Exhibit of

the Groundbreaking Artist's Tampa Works." Tampa

Tribune, Nov 2, 1995, Bay Life sec, pp. 1, 3.

—Milani, Joanne. "Shows Reviewed; Robert

Rauschenberg: Two Decades at Graphicstudio."

Tampa Tribune, Nov. 17, 1995, Friday Extra sec,

p. 21.

Gagosian Gallery and 65 Thompson St., New York.

Robert Rauschenberg: New Paintings: Vydocks and

Doublcluck, Reefs. Sept. 23-Oct. 21.

—"New Power from the Man Who Put New into

Art." Interview (New York), Oct. 1995, p. 90.

—Karmel, Pepe. "Art in Review: Robert

Rauschenberg." The New York Times. Oct. 6, 1995,

sec. C, p. 32.

—Corn, Alfred. "Robert Rauschenberg: Gagosian,

65 Thompson." Artnews (New York) 95, no. 1 (Jan.

1996), p. 123.
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Modern Art Musi'um of Fort Worth, Robert

Rauschcnhci^: Siulpturc. CXt. 22-Dcc. ^1. Traveled to

the Museum of Contemporary An, Miami, .April 25.

1995-June 9, 1996 l;.\h tat. with discussion between

Pontus Hulten, Julia Brown Turrell, and Rauschenberg,

interview with Rauschenberg by Brown Turrell, and

essay by Marjoric Welish.

—Kutner, Janet. "Object Lessons: Robert

Rauschenberg Imbues Litter of Society with

Meaning." The Ddl/iis Munimg News, Oct. 29. 1995,

sec. C, p. 10

—Irvine, Madeline ' fuming .Artifacts into .Art; A

Sense of flight and Sense ol Gravity ' Ausdn

Amerit(in-S(£i(f.sm(in, Dec. 16, 1995, sec. C, p. 13.

—Bravo, Armando Alvarez. "A todo Rauschenberg."

£1 nucvo Herald (Miami), April 24, 1996, sec. C,

pp. 1,3.

—Turner, Elisa. "Surprising Take on Enfant Terriblc's

Sculpliirc" Miami thiald. April 28, 1996, sec. 1,

pp. 1,8.

—Huriburt, Roger "Throwavvay Lines: Found

Objects Become Witty Statements in Artist's Miami

Show." Sun-Sentinel (Fort Lauderdale), May 12, 1996,

sec. D, p. 1.

1996

Sonnabend Gallery, New Yorfi, Rauschenberg. Carnal

Clocks, Cardboards, Jammers, ]an. 6-Fcb. 3. Exh.

brochure.

—Smith, Roberta. "Art in Review: Robert

Rauschenberg." The New York Times, Jan. 12, 1996,

sec. C, p. 31.

Robert Mull Fleming Museum, University of Vermont.

Burlington. The I'unt and licyond Robcit Rauuhenbei^

Editions 1970-J995,Jan 2H-April 19

Main Lobby The United Nations. New York, prints and

posters from 1970-96 and Clan Destiny. Feb 5-16

Jim Kempner Fine Art, New York, Robeit Rauschenberj^:

Prints bOs, 70s. 80s. May 1-June 15

—Hicks, Robert. "Rauschenberg Prints .A Dilkrent

Facet." The Villager (Bron.xville, NY.) 66, no. 2

(May 22, 1996), p. 25.

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, Robcii Rauschenberg:

Specidalions, June 1-12.

United Nations Conference on Human Settlements,

Istanbul, Habitat //, June 3-14

—Ozdo^ru, Nuvit. "Rauschenberg ilc iki saat."

Midiyel (Istanbul), June 18, 1996. p. 19.

Gemini G.E.L. at Joni Moisant Weyl, New York, Robert

Rauschenberg: Speculations, June 4-Aug. 16.

Monastero Mechitarista dellTsola di San Lazzaro degli

Armeni, Venice, Robert Rauschenberg, June 23-July 31.

—Arditi, Flamma. "Gli anagrammi del genio."

La Stampa (Turin), Sept. 21, 1996, p. 22.

—Espanet, Luisa. "Robert Rauschenberg: Futuro e il

villaggio globalc." MaJame (Milan), no. 9 (Sept.

1996), pp. 38-39.

PaceWildenstein, New York, Robert Rauschenberg:

Anagrams, Sept. 19-Oct. 19. Traveled to

PaceWildensicin, Beverly Hills, Nov 15. 1996-Jan IH.

1997 Exh cat with text by Bcrnice Rose

—McKenna. Kristme "Extra Sensory Expression"

Los Angeles Times Nov 24 1996 ( .ilind.it sn

pp 3,8

Galcrie Jamileh Wcf)er, Zurich, Ruben Ruusihenbcig.

Anagrams. Oct. 5-Nov 16.

Exhibit A Gallery, The Savannah College of Art and

Design, Ga., Icons of the Ceniury Centurions, Robert

Rauschenberg. Oct. lO-Nov 19. Exh cat. with

introduction by Judith Van Baron and essay by

Anne Swartz.

1997

Gallene Taksu, Kuala Lumpur. Rauschrnbcrg's New
Worfes, Jan. 15-22. Traveled to V\ettcrling Tec Gallery,

Singapore, Jan. 24-31.

Gallery of Art, L'niversity of Missouri, Kansas City,

Robert Rauschenberg: Through the Lens. Feb. 28-April

13. Exh. cat. with essay by Richard Gruber.

Aktionsforum Praterinsel. Munich. Robert Rauschenberg;

Haywire, Technologischc HauplHerfee aus den sechjiger

Jahren. March 22-May 19, 1997. Exh. cat. with essays

by Catherine Craft and Billy Kluver with Julie Martin.

Gemini G.E.L. at Joni Moisant Weyl, New York, Robert

Rauschenberg: Speculations, April 22-June 28.

Galerie Jamileh Weber, Zurich, Quatlro Mani

—

A

Collaboration (Robert Rauschenberg and Darryl Pottorf),

May 23-July 26.
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GROUP EXHIBITIONS
1951

The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Absliaclion in

Photography, May 2-July 4.

—"Abstract Photography: Museum of Modern Art."

Photo Arts (New York) 1, no. 8 (Oct. 1951), p. 6.

Sixty East Ninth Street, New York, Today's Self-Styled

School of New York [Ninth Street Show], May 24-

June 10.

—"Ninth Street Event." The Art Digest (New York)

25, no. 17 (June 1, 1951), p. 15.

—H[ess|., T[homas|. B. "Reviews and Previews: New-

York's Avant-Garde." Artnews (New York) 50, no. 4

(June-Aug. 1951), pp. 46-47.

1953

The Stable Gallery, New York, Second Annual Exhibition

oj Paintings and Sculpture, ]an. 11-Feb. 7.

1954

The Stable Gallery, New York, Third Annual Exhibition of

Painting and Sculpture, ]!in. 27-Feb. 20.

Tanager Gallery, New York, Group Exhibition, Dec. 20,

1954-Jan. 20, 1955.

1955

The Stable Gallery, New York, Fourth Annual Exhibition

oj Paintings and Sculpture, April 26-May 21.

The Stable Gallery, New York, U.S. Paintings: Some

Recent Directions, Nov. 29-Dec. 23.

—Hess, Thomas B. "U.S. Painting: Some Recent

Directions." Artnews Annual (New York), no. 25

(1956), pp. 74-98, 174-80, 192-99.

—Steinberg, Leo. "Month in Review: Contemporary

Group at Stable Gallery." Arts (New York) 30. no. 4

(Jan. 1956), pp. 46-48.

1957

The Jewish Museum, New York, Artists of the New York

School: Second Generation, March 10-April 28. Exh. cat.

with introduction by Leo Steinberg.

—Hess, Thomas B. "Younger Artists and the

Unforgivable Crime." Artnews (New York) 56, no. 2

(April 1957), pp. 46-49.

Leo Castelli, New York, New Work: Bluhm,

Budd, Dzubas, Johns, Leslie, Louis, Marisol, Ortman,

Rauschenberg, Savelli, May 6-29.

Zabriskie Gallery, New York, Collage in America,

Dec. 16, 1957-Jan. 4, 1958. Traveled under sponsorship

of the American Federation of Arts to Davenport

Municipal Art Gallery, Davenport, Feb. 1-24, 1958;

George Peabody College. Nashville, March 7-26, 1958;

Florida A&M University, April 7-27, 1958; University

of Wyoming, Laramie, May 8-28, 1958; Atlanta Public

Library, Sept. 15-Oct. 5, 1958; Newcomb College,

Tulane University, New Orleans, Oct. 21-Nov. 15, 1958;

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, Nov. 24-Dec. 18, 1958;

Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, Jan. 5-25, 1959;

Ohio University Athens, Feb. 8-28, 1959.

—P[ollet|., E[lizabeth]. "In the Galleries: Young

Americans." Arts (New York) 31, no. 7 (April 1957),

pp. 57-58.

1958

Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston, Collage

International, from Picasso to the Present, Feb. 27-

April 6. Exh. cat. with essay by Jermayne MacAgy.

Festival of Two Worlds, Spoleto. Italy, April 17-Sept. 10.

Festival cat. with essays by Riccardo Allorto, Valentino

Bucchi, Bernard Gavoty, Giuseppe Patroni Griffi, Lee

Hoiby, Alberto Moravia, Carlotta O'Neill. Waller Terry,

and Giorgio Vigolo.

—Schneider, Pierre. "This Summer in Spoleto."

Artnews (New York) 57, no. 4 (summer 1958), p. 41.

The Dallas Museum for Contemporary Arts, Laughter in

Art. Nov 5, 1958-Jan. 6, 1959. Exh. brochure.

Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, The 1958 Pittsburgh

Bicentennial International Exhibition of Contemporary

Painting and Sculpture. Dec. 5, 1958-Feb. 8, 1959. Exh.

cat. with introduction by Gordon Bailey Washburn.

Alan Gallery, New York. Beyond Painting: .An Exhibition

of Collages and Constructions. Dec. 29, 1958-Jan. 24,

1959. Exh. brochure.

—Ashton, Dore. "Art: Collages Are Shown in

Exhibition." The New York Times, Jan. 1, 1959, p. 29.

—Kramer, Hilton. "Month in Review." Arts (New

York) 33, no. 5 (Feb. 1959), pp. 48-51.

1959

Time-Life Reception Center, New York, .Art and the

Pound Object, Jan. 12-30. Traveled with the .American

Federation of Arts traveling exhibition, 1959-60.

—Kramer, Hilton. "Month in Review." Arts (New-

York) 33, no. 5 (Feb. 1959), pp. 48-51.

The Corcoran Gallery of Art. Washington, DC, Twenty-

sixth Biennial, Jan. 17-March 8. Traveled with the

American Federation of Arts to Winston-Salem Public

Library. April 1-21; Amarillo College. Tex., May 4-24;

J. B. Speed Art Museum, Louisville, June 5-25; Cedar

Rapids Art Association, Sept. 1-22, University of

Oklahoma, Norman, Oct. 5-25; Clemson College, S.C.,

Nov. 7-27; Brooks Memorial Art Gallery, Memphis, Jan.

7-27, 1960; Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge,

Feb. 10-March 1, 1960; .Albany Institute of History

and Art, N.Y, April 1-30. 1960.

Leo Castelli, New York. Three: Nonnan Bluhm, Jean

Dubuffet, and Robert Rauschenberg. March 31-April 8.

Exh. brochure.

—Schuyler. James. "Reviews and Previews: Three

(Castelli)." Artnews (New- York) 58, no. 2 (April

1959), p. 13.

Museum Fridericianum. Kassel, Documenta II: Kunst

nach 1945. July 11-Oct. II. Exh. cat.

Museu de Arte Moderna, Sao Paulo, V Bienal.

Sept. 21-Dec. 2. Exh. cat.. V Bienal: Do Museu de Arte

Modcnia de S. Paulo.

Musee d'Ari Moderne de la Ville de Paris, Premiere

Bicnnale de Paris: Manifestation bicnnalc et intemationale

des jeunes artistes. Oct. 2-25. Exh. cat., Bicnnalc de

Paris: Une anthologie: 1959-1967. with introduction by

Catherine Millet and interviews with Rauschenberg by

Jacques Lassaigne and Pierre Faucheux.

Leo Castelli, New York, Opening of the New Gallery:

Bluhm, Brack, Daphnis, Johns, Koln, Rauschenberg,

Sander, Scarpetta, Stella, Tvvombly, Oct. 6-17.

Contemporary Arts Association of Houston. Out of the

Ordinan-: The Audience As Subject, Nov. 26-Dec. 27.

Exh. cat. with introduction by Harold Rosenberg.

Galerie Daniel Cordier, Paris, Exposition intemationale

du surrealisme: 1959-1960, Dec. 15, 1959-Jan. 9, 1960.

Exh. cat. with essays by Hans Arp, Jean-Louis Bedouin,

Hans Bellmer, Robert Benayoun, Jean Benoit, Vincent

Bounoure, Andre Breton, Guy Cabanel, Leonora

Carrington, Simone Debout, Guy Doumayrou, Jean-

Pierre Duprey, Charles Fourier, Radovan Ivsic, Alain

Joubert, Robert Lebel, Gerard Legrand, .Andre-Pieyre de

Mandiargues, Man Ray, Joyce Mansour, Nora Mitrani,

Oskar Panizza, Octavio Paz, Benjamin Peret, Jose Pierre,

Bernard Roger, Jean Schuster, Jean-Claude Silbermann,

Max Sonnenstern, and Walter Svanberg.

The Stable Gallery, New York, School of New York: Some
Younger Artists, Dec. 15, 1959-Jan. 9, 1960. Traveled

under sponsorship of the American Federation of Arts.

—Myers, David. "Robert Rauschenberg." In School of

New York: Some Younger Artists, ed. B. H. Friedman,

pp. 54-59. New York: Grove Press, 1959.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Sixteen

Americans, Dec. 16, 1959-Feb. 14. 1960. E.xh. cat. with

statement by Rauschenberg.

—Rubin, William. "Younger American Painters." Art

Intemational (Zurich) 4, no. 1 (1960), pp. 24-31.

—Coates, Robert M. "The Art Galleries: The 'Beat'

Beat in Art." The New Yorker 35, no. 46 (Jan. 2,

1960). pp. 60-61.

1960

The Art Insiiiuie of Chicago, Society for Contemporary

Art Twentieth Annual Exhibition at the .Art Institute of

Chicago, May 18-June 18.

Leo Castelli, New York, Summaiy, 1959-1960: Bluhm,

Bontecou, Daphnis, Higgins. Johns, Kohn, Langlais,

Rauschenberg, Sander, Scai-pitta, Stella, Tvvombly,

Tworfeov, May 31-June 25.

Martha Jackson Gallery, New York, New Forms—New
Media One: Junk Culture As Tradition. June 6-24, Exh.

cat. with texts by Lawrence Alloway and Rudolph

Burckhardl.

—Sandler. Irving Hershel. 'Ash Can Revisited: A
New York Letter." Art Intemational (Zurich) 4, no. 8

(Oct. 25, 1960), pp. 28-30.

D'.Arcy Galleries, New York, Intemational Surrealist

Exhibition, Nov 28, 1960-Jan. 14, 1961. Exh. cat.,

Suirealist Intioision in the Enchanters' Domain.

1961

The Art Institute of Chicago, The Sixty-fourth American

Exhibition of Paintings and Sculpture, Jan. 6-Feb. 5.

Exh. cat.

Museo de Bellas Artes, Caracas, Abstract Drawings and

W'ateirolors; USA, Jan. 14, 1961-Feb. 14, 1962.

Organized under the auspices of the International

Council, the Museum of Modern Art, N.Y. Traveled to

Museu de Arte Moderna, Rio de Janeiro, March

29-April 22, 1962; Museu de Arte Moderna, Sao Paulo,

May 8-May 31, 1962; Museo de Arte Moderno, Buenos

Aires, July 1-22, 1962; Salon of the Municipal

Government of Montevideo, Aug. 3-19, 1962;

Reifschneider Gallery. Santiago, Sept. 24-Oct. 6, 1962;

Instituto de Arte Contemporaneo, Lima, Oct. 23-Nov.

3, 1962; Museo de Arte Colonial. Quito, Nov 23-30,

1962; Casa de la Cultura Ecuatoriana. Guayaquil, Nov.

10-16, 1962; Museo Nacional, Bogota, Feb. 6-27, 1963;

Instituto Panameno de Arte, Panama, March 11-26,

1963; Palacio de Bellas Artes, Museo Nacional de Arte

Moderno, Mexico City, May 8-28, 1963. Exh. cat.

(Caracas) in Spanish and English with essays by Dore

Ashton and Clara Diament de Sujo, statements by the

artists, and previously published statement by

Rauschenberg. Exh. cat. (Rio de Janeiro) with

introduction and essay by Dore Ashton. Exh. cat. (Sao

Paulo). Exh. brochure (Buenos Aires), Dibujos y
acuarelas; Artistas norteamericanos contempordneos. Exh.

cat. (Santiago) -with essays by Dore Ashton, Fernando

Garcia Exteban, and Clara Diament de Sujo, statements

by the artists, and previously published statement by

Rauschenberg. Exh. cat. (Lima) with essay by Dore
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Ashlon and siaicmcnis by ihi- ariisis I xh

brochure (Panama).

Dcs Moines An C enter, Slv DtdK/is oj Amcindn fdiiKiin;

oj the /WciKitdi ( iiUiin. I eb lO-March 12 I xh

brochure.

Stedehjk Museum, Amsterdam, Bewogen Beweging.

March 10-April 17. Traveled to Modcrna Muscct,

Stockholm, as Rorelse I Koinlcn, May 17-Sept. 3;

Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebaek,

Denmark, as Bcv(icj;c/.sc / Kiinsicn. Sepi.-Clct. Hxh. cat.

with itilriKliution by K. Ci. llulten.

United Slates Information Agency, Van^tiaid Amcricdn

Painting. Traveled to Vienna, Belgrade, Skopje, Zagreb,

Maubon. I.|ubl|ana, Rijeka, London. Darmstadt,

Salzburg, June l<^61-19b2. Exh. cat. with uitroduction

b\ 11 11 .Ariiason.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Tlif An of

Asscmblii^e. Oct. 2-Nov 12. Traveled to the Dallas

Museum for Contemporary Arts, Jan. 9-Feb. 11. 1962;

San Francisco Museum of Art, March 5-April 15, 1Q62.

Exh. cat. with essay by William C. Seitz.

—Hess, Thomas B. "Collage as an Historical Method:

Art and Non-Art and Anti-Art in 252 Situations Offer

a Muscum-of-Modern-Art's-Eye View of Some Recent

Developments from 1888 to 1961." Artnevvs (New-

York) 60, no. 7 (Nov 1961), pp. 31-33, 69-71.

—Seitz, William C. '.Assemblage: Problems and

Issues." Art liitcnuitiomil (Zurich) 4, no. 1 (Feb.

1962), pp. 26-34.

—Seldis, Henry J. "Art of Assemblage'—The Power

of Negative Thinking." Los Angeles Times, March 18,

1962, Calendar sec, p. 26.

—Alloway, Lawrence. "Assembling a World between

An and Life." The Second Coming Magazine

(London), no. 4 (June 1962), pp. 50-52.

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, American

Abstract Evpressionisls and /mcigisis,

Oct. 13-Dec. 31. Exh. cat. with introduction by

H. H. Arnason.

—Tillim, Sidney "Month in Review." Arts Magazine

(New York) 36. no. 3 (Dec. 1961). pp. 42-43.

Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh. The J 961 Pittsburgh

/nlcnifliionctl Ev/iibition of Contemporary Painting and

Sculpture. Oct. 27, 1961-Jan. 7, 1962. Exh. cat. with

introduction by Gordon Bailey Washburn.

Whitney Museum of .American Art, New York, I96i

Anmud Exhibition of Contemporary American Painting.

Dec. 13, 1961-Feb. 4, 1962. Exh. cat.

—Canaday, John. "Whitney Again: The Annual Shows

Regulars Along with Twenty-Two Newcomers." The

New York Times. Dec. 17, 1961, p. 21.

1962

Moderna Museet, Stockholm, 4 Amerikanarc: Jasper

Johns. Alfred Leslie, Robert Rauschenberg, Richard

Stankiewicz, March 17-May 6. Traveled to Stedelijk

Museum, Amsterdam, May-June; Kunsthalle Bern,

July-.Aug. Exh. cat. with previously published essays by

Pierre Restany and Robert Roscnblum, previously

published interview with Rauschenberg by .Andre

Parinaud, statements by Jasper Johns and

Rauschenberg, and previously published statement by

John Cage.

Century Twenty-one Exposition. Seattle, An since 1950.

American and International. April 21-Oct. 21. Exh. cat.

with introductions by Sam Hunter and Willem

Sandberg. Traveled to the Rose Art Museum, Brandeis

University, Waltham, Mass.. Nov 20-Dec. 23. 1962.

Musee d'Arl Moderne de la Ville de Pans, ,VV'/// Salon

de nun. May 6-27. Fxh cat with introduction by

Gaston Drehl

—Habasque. Guy Will' Salon de Mai." L'Oril

(Pans), no 90
(
June 1962), pp. 37-43, 76, 78.

Leo Castelli, New York, Oiawings I ee lUmteiou, Jasper

Johns, Roy l.i<htcnslein, Robert Moskowilc. Robert

Rauschenberg, Jack Twoikov. May 26-June 30

—Ashton, Dore. "Abstract Expressionism Isn't Dead."

ihe Studio (London) 164, no. 833 (Sept. 1962),

pp. 104-07.

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, Dylaby (Dynamisch

Labvrint). Aug. 30-Sepi 30. Exh. cat.

Milwaukee .Art (enter. Art: VSA: Now. Sept. 19-Oci. 21.

Traveled through Europe, 1963-65. Exh cat. (Lucerne:

C.J. Bucher. 1962), with cssas by Willoughby Sharp.

—Murrow, Edward R. "Why Export Culture." An in

Arr\erica (New York) 50, no. 4 (1962), pp. 84-87.

—Preston, Stuart, "Art: Contemporary American

Works." The New York Times. Sept. 21. 1962, p. 26.

National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo, The Third

/ntcmational Biennial Exhibition of Prints in Tokyo 1962.

Oct. 6-Nov. 11. Organized by Vbmiuri Shimbun. Traveled

to Municipal Museum of Art, Osaka, Jan. 6-Feb. 17,

1963. Exh. cat.

Sidney Janis Gallery, New York. The New Realists. Nov.

—Restany, Pierre. "Paris Letter: The New Realism."

Art in America (New York) 51, no. 1 (Feb. 1963),

pp. 102-04.

Dwan Gallery, Los Angeles, My Country Tis of Thee.

Nov. 18-Dec. 15. Exh. brochure with text by Gerald

Nordland.

—Hopkins, Henry T. "Reviews: Los Angeles: Group

Show." Artforum (Los Angeles) 1, no. 6 (Nov 1962),

p. 48.

Whitney Museum of .American Art, New York,

J 962 Annual E.xhibition of Contemporary Sculpture and

Drawings, Dec. 12, 1962-Feb. 3, 1963. Exh. cat.

1963

.Allen Memorial An Museum, Oberlin. Ohio,

Three Young Americans, Jan. 8-29.

—Johnson, Ellen H. "Is Beauty Dead?" Allen

Memorial Art Museum Bulletin (Oberlin, Ohio) 20,

no. 2 (winter 1963), pp. 56-66

Thibault Gallery, New York, According to the Letter.

Jan. 15-Feb. 9. Exh. brochure with text by Nicolas

Calas.

The Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., Twenty-

Eighth Biennial Exhibition of Contemporary American

Painting. Jan. 18-March 3. Exh. cat. with introduction

by Hermann Warner Williams, Jr. Traveled with the aid

of the American Federation of Arts to Wabash College,

Crawfordsville, Ind., April 1-22; Library of Winston-

Salem, May 6-27; University of Southern Florida,

Tampa, July 15-Aug. 5; Florida State University,

Tallahassee, Sept. 23-Oct. 14; University of Oklahoma,

Norman. Oct. 28-Nov 18; Mint Museum of .Art,

Charlotte, Dec. 2-23; Fort Wayne An Museum,

Jan. 6-27, 1964; Witte Memorial Museum, San .Antonio,

Feb. 10-March 3. 1964; Montclair An Museum, N.J.,

March 22-April 12, 1964.

.Allen Stone Gallery, New York, Exhibition /or (he Benefit

of the Foundation for Coyxtemporan Pcrfonriancc Arts.

Feb. 25-March 2. Exh. cat.

—"Pictures from Modern Masters to Aid Music and

Dance." Artnews 61, no. 10 (Feb. 1963), p. 44.

—"The Talk of the Town .Artisls for Ariisis " The

New Yoikei 39. no 3 (March 9. 1963). pp 32-34.

—Jiuddl , Djonaldj "Performance Arts." Arts

Magazine 37, no 7 (April 1963). p. 52

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum. New York, Six

Painters and the Object. March 14-June 12. Exh. cat. by

Lawrence Alloway.

—^Jjuddj , D|onald| "In the Galleries: Six Painters

and the Object " Arts Magazine (New York) 37 iin 9

(May-June 1963), pp 108-09.

—Rose, Barbara "Pop Art ai the Guggenheim.

An International (Lugano) 7. no. 5 (May 25, 1963),

pp 20-22

Washington Gallery o( Modern An, Washington, D.C.,

The Popular Image Exhibition, April 18-June 2. Exh. cat,

with essay by Alan R. Solomon. Phonograph, Record of

Interviews with Artists Participating in The Popular

Image Exhibition, The Washington Gallery of Modem
Art, April 18-June 2, 1963, recorded and edited by Billy

Kluver. Published as Kluver. On Record: II Artists J96J

(New York: Experiments in An and Technology), 1981.

Audiocassette released 1993.

Stedelijk Museum. .Amsterdam. Schrift en beeld.

May 3-June 10. Traveled to Staatliche Kunsthalle,

Baden-Baden, June 14-Aug. 4. Exh. cat. in German and

French with essays by Umbro Apollonio, Werner

Doede, Wolfgang Grozinger, Helmut Heissenbtlttei,

Dietrich Mahlow, Shiryu Morita, Julius Rodenberg,

Irmiraud Schaarschmidt-Richter, and Paul Seylaz.

Moderna Galerija Ljubljana, V mednarodna graficna

razslavnoAfe. Exposition intemationale de gra\ure,

June 9-Sept. 15. Exh. cat. Trans. Viktor Jesenik.

—"Rauschenberg Wins Graphics Prize." The New
York Times. June 20, 1963. p. 28.

—Restany, Pierre. "La V Biennale internazionale

dell'incisione a Lubiana." Domus (Milan), no. 405

(Aug. 1963), pp. 42, 50. In French and Italian.

—Chevalier, Denys. "La Gravure Internationale de

Ljubljana." Aujourd'hui (Paris), no. 42-43 (Oct.

1963), p. 202.

Oakland An Museum, Pop Art VSA. Sept. 7-29.

Organized by the Oakland Art Museum and the

California College of Arts and Crafts. Exh. cat. with

essay by John Coplans.

Institute of Contemporary Arts, London, The Popular

Image. Oct. 24-Nov. 23. Exh. cat. with essay by Alan

Solomon. Organized in collaboration with Ileana

Sonnabend Gallery, Paris.

—Gosling, Nigel. "Pioneers of Pop." The Observer

(London), Nov. 3, 1963, p. 27.

Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute, Utica, N.Y., New
Directions in American Painting. Dec. 1, 1963-Jan. 5.

1964. Organized by the Institute of Fine Arts, Brandeis

University, Waltham, Mass. Exh. cat. with introduction

by Sam Hunter. Traveled to Isaac Delgado Museum of

Art, New Orleans, Feb. 7-March 8, 1964; Atlanta .Art

Association, March 18-April 22, 1964; J. B. Speed Art

Museum, Louisville, May 4-June 7. 1964; Bloomingion,

June 22-Sept. 20, 1964; Washington University. Saint

Louis, Oct. 5-30, 1964; The Detroit Institute of Arts,

Nov 10-Dec. 6, 1964.

The Jewish Museum, New York, Blach and White.

Dec. 12, 1963-Feb. 5, 1964. Exh. cat. with introduction

by Ben Heller and essay by Robert Motherwell.

—Kozloff, Max. "The Many Colorations of Black and

White." .Artforum (Los Angeles) 2, no. 8 (Feb. 1964),

pp. 22-25.
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1964

Wadsworth Aiheneum, Hartford, Black. White and Grey:

Contemporary Painting and Sculpture, ]an. 10-Feb. 9.

—Wagstaff, Samuel J., Jr. "Paintings to Think About."

Artnews (New York) 62, no. 9 (Jan. 1964), pp. 38, 62.

Fine Arts Gallery, University of Britisli Columbia,

Vancouver, Art Becomes Reality, Jan. 29-Feb. 8. Exh.

brochure with introduction by Alvin Balkland.

Dwan Gallery, Los Angeles, Boxes, Feb. 2-29. Exh.

brochure with text by Walter Hopps.

—Hopps, Walter. "Boxes." Art International

(Lugano) 8, no. 2 (March 20, 1964), pp. 38-42.

—Weber. John. W. "Boxes." Art in America

(New York) 52, no. 3 (June 1964), pp. 98-102.

Betty Parsons Gallery, New York. The World's Fair

Artists, April-May 23.

New York World's Fair, Flushmg Meadows, N.Y.,

April 22-Oct.

—Johnson, Philip. "Young Artists at the Fair and

at Lincoln Center." Ait m America, no. 4 ( 1964),

pp. 112-21.

Tate Gallery, London, 54-64: Patnting and Sculpture oj a

Decade. April 22-June 28. Organized by the Calouste

Gulbenkian Foundation. Exh. cat. with anonymous

essay.

—Gosling, Nigel. "This Is Our Life." Tlic Obscner

(London), April 26, 1964, Weekend Review sec,

p. 25.

Tliirrv-sccoiui Intcnmtional Biennial Exhibition oj Art,

Venice, June 20-Oct. 18. Exh. cat., Caialogo della XXXll

Esposizione Biennale Inteniazionale d'Arte. Cat. of U.S.

artists in Italian and English, XXXll International

Biennial Exhibition oj Art Venice 1964, United States oj

America; Four Genninal Painters, Four Younger Artists

(New York: The Jewish Museum).

—Hunter, Marjorie. "Eight Artists Chosen for Venice

Show; Two Exhibitions Listed by U.S. for Biennial

Participation." The New York Times, April 3, 1964,

p. 30.

—Valsecchi, Marco. "Alia Biennale esplode la neurosi

vitalistica." II giomo (Rome), June 10, 1964, p. 10.

—"Venice Prize Goes to Rauschenberg." The New

York Times, June 20. 1964, p. 23.

—Ashbery, John. "Venice Biennale Center of

Controversy." New York Herald Tribune, June 23.

1964, p. 5.

—Baro, Gene. "The Canal Goes 'Pop.'" IiKeniatioMal

Herald Tribune (Paris), June 28, 1964.

—Revel, Jean-Fran?ois. "XXXIle Biennale de Venise

triomphe du realisme nationaliste.'" L'Oeil (Paris),

no. 115-16 (July-Aug. 1964), pp. 2-11.

—"Pop Goes the Biennale." Time (New York) 84,

no. 1 (July 3, 1964), p. 54.

—"Carnival in Venice." Newsweek (New York) 64,

no. 1 (July 6, 1964), pp. 74-75.

—Constable, Rosalind. "Art Pops In; Europe

Explodes as American Takes Prize." Lije (New York)

57. no. 2 (July 10, 1964), pp. 65-68.

—Genauer, Emily. "The Merchandise of Venice." The

New York Herald Tribune, July 12. 1964, Sunday

Magazine sec, p. 21.

—Restany, Pierre. "La XXXII Biennale de Venezia,

Biennale della irregularita" and "The XXXII Biennal

Exhibition in Venice: A Triumph of Irregularity in

Art," Domus (Milan), no. 417 (Aug. 1964), pp. 27-40

and p. 42.

—Glueck, Grace. "Art Notes: The Little Show That

Isn't There." The New York Times, Aug. 2, 1964,

sec. 2, p. 16.

—Baro, Gene. "The Venice Biennale." Arts Magazine

(New York) 38, no. 10 (Sept. 1964), pp. 32-37.

—Gendel, Milton. "Hugger-Mugger in the Giardini."

Artnews (New York) 63, no. 5 (Sept. 1964),

pp. 34-35.

—Whittet, G. S. "Sculpture Scoops the Lagoon;

XXXII Biennale at Venice." Studio International

(London) 168, no. 857 (Sept. 1964), pp. 96-103.

—Gassiot-Talabot, Gerald. "La Panoplie de I'Oncle

Sam a Venise. " Aujourd'hui: Art et architecture

(Paris) 8, no. 47 (Oct. 1964), pp. 30-33.

—Eliot, Alexander. "All Roads Lead Where?"

Art in America (New York) 52, no. 6 (Dec. 1964),

pp. 124-25, 127.

—San Lazzaro, G. di. "La XXXIle Biennale

de Venise." XXe Siecle, no. 24 (Dec 1964),

unpaginated supplement.

—Tomkins, Calvin. "The Big Show in Venice."

Harper's Magazine (New York) 230, no. 1,379 (April

1965), pp. 98-104.

—Solomon, Alan R. 'Report on the American

Participation in the 32nd Venice Biennale 1964." In

U.S. Senate. Congiessional Record, 89th Cong., 1st

sess. (Aug. 31-Sept. 13. 1965), vol. 3, part 17,

pp. 22,563-64.

—Bongard, Willi. "When Rauschenberg Won the

Biennale. " Studio IntefTiationa! (London) 175, no. 901

Oune 1968), pp. 288-89.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, Between

the Fairs: Twenty-jive Years oj American Art, 1939-1964,

June 24-Sept, 23. Exh. cat. with introduction by

John I. H. Baur.

Haags Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, Nieuwc Realisten,

June 24-Aug. 31. Exh. brochure in Dutch, English, and

French with essays by W.A.L. Beeren, Jasia Reichardt,

Pierre Restany, and L.J.E Wijsenbeck and statement by

Rauschenberg. Traveled to Akademie der Kunste, Berlin,

as Neue Realisten & Pop Art, and Palais des Beaux-Arts,

Brussels, as Pop Art, Nouveau Realisme. Etc.. Feb. 5-

March 1. Exh. cat. with text by Jean Dypreau and

Pierre Restany.

Museum Fridericianum, Kassel, Documenta ///.

June 27-Oct. 5.

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York. American

Drawings, Sept. 17-Oct. 27. Exh. cat. with introduction

by LawTence AUoway Traveled to University of

Michigan Museum of Art, Ann Arbor,

Nov. 11-Dec. 13; Grand Rapids Art Museum, Jan.

10-Feb. 7, 1965; University Gallery, University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis, Feb. 24-March 21, 1965;

Seattle Art Museum, April 8-May 2, 1965; The Denver

Art Museum, June 6-July 4, 1965; Dallas Museum of

Fine Arts, July 25-Aug. 22, 1965; The Columbus

Gallery of Fine Arts, Ohio, Sept. 12-Oct. 10, 1965;

Krannert Art Museum, University of Illinois,

Champaign-Urbana, Nov. 14-Dec. 5, 1965.

Rose Art Museum, Brandeis University, Waltham,

Mass., The Painter and the Photograph, Oct. 5-Nov. 2.

Organized by the Art Gallery, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque. Exh. cat. by Van Deren Coke.

Traveled to the Museum of Art, Indiana University,

Bloomington, Nov. 15-Dec. 20; The Art Gallery,

State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Jan. 3-Feb. 10,

1965; Isaac Delgado Museum of Art, New Orleans,

Feb. 28-March 22, 1965; The Art Gallery

University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, April 1-

May 7, 1965; Santa Barbara Museum of Art, May 19-

June21, 1965.

1965

Worcester Art Museum, Mass., The New American

Realism, Feb. 18-April 4. Exh. cat. with introduction by

Martin Carey.

The Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., The

Twenf;y-ninth Biennial Exhibition oj Contemporary

American Painting. Feb. 26-April 18. Exh. brochure

with introduction by Hermann Warner Williams, Jr.

— "Rauschenberg Wins Top Prize in Corcoran

Gallery's Biennial." The New York Times. Feb. 26,

1965, p. 19.

—Von Eckardl, Wolf. "Rauschenberg Wins Art

Prize." The W'ashi?igton Post, Feb. 26, 1965, sec. A,

p. 8.

—Hammond, Sally "Prize-Winning Artist." New York

Post Magazine, March 25, 1965, p. 3.

Moderna Galerija Ljubljana, VI. mednarodna grajicna

razstavna/Vle Exposition intemationale de gravure. May,

1965. Exh. cat. in English and Slovenian and French

and Slovenian with previously published essay by Brian

O'Doherty French trans. Vikor Jesnik.

Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Den Inre Och Den Yttre

Rymden en Utstdllning rorande en uni\ersell konst,

Dec. 26, 1965-Feb. 13, 1966. Exh. cat. with

introduction by K. G. Hulten and essays by Joost Baljeu

and Ulf Linde.

1966

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, The

Photographic /mage, Jan. 12-Feb. 13. Exh. brochure

with introduction by Lawrence AUoway

Carroll Reece Museum, East Tennessee State University,

Johnson City, The Visual Arts As Taught and Practiced at

Black Mountain College, April 26-June 30. Exh. cat.

with introduction by Robert S. Moore.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, The Object

Transjonned, June 28-Aug. 21. Exh. cat. with text by

Mildred Constantine and Arthur Drexler.

The Art Institute of Chicago, Sixty-eighth American

Exhibition, Aug. 19-Oct. 16. Exh. cat. with introduction

by A. James Speyer.

The National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo, Two

Decades oj American Painting. Oct. 15-Nov. 27.

Organized by the National Museum of Modern Art and

the International Council of the Museum of Modern

Art, New York. Exh. cat. in Japanese and English -with

introduction by Waldo Rasmussen and essays by Lucy

R. Lippard, Irving Sandler, and G. R. Swenson. Traveled

to National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto, Dec. 10,

1966-Jan. 22, 1967; Lalit Kala Akademi, New Delhi,

March 28-April 15, 1967; National Gallery of Victoria,

Melbourne, June 6-July 9, 1967; An Gallery of New
South Wales, Sydney July 26-Aug. 20, 1967.

Nelson Gallery-Atkins Museum, Kansas City, Mo.,

Sound Light Silence: Art That Peijonns, Nov. 4-Dec. 4.

Exh. cat. with essay by Ralph T Coe.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Art in the

Mirror, Nov. 22, 1966-Feb. 5, 1967. Exh. brochure with

introduction by G. R. Swenson. Traveled to Mansfield

Arts Guild, Mansfield, Ohio, March 10-April 2, 1967;

San Francisco State College, April 21-May 14, 1967;

Municipal Art Gallery, Los Angeles, June 27-July 23,

1967; Los Angeles Valley College, Van Nuys, Calif.,

Sept. 22-Oct. 15, 1967; Museum of Fine Arts, Houston,

Nov. 1-Dec. 3, 1967; State University College, Oswego,

N.Y., Feb. 13-March 6, 1968.

1967

Leo Castelli, New York, Ten Years, Feb. 4-26. Exh. cat.
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with siatcnicnis by William C. Agcc, lawrcncc Alloway,

Irvinj; liluin. Olio llahii, Ihornas B. Hi-ss, Illcn H.

Johnson, Max Kozloli, Philip 1 cider, Anni'iic

Mlchclson, I'Ifrrc Rcsiaiiy, liarbara Rose, Robert

Rosenblum, William S. Rubin, Alan Solomon. Leo

Steinberg, Calvin Tomkins, and Yoshiaki Tono, and

poems by John C'age and William Sciiz.

Finch College Museum of An, New York, Art in Process:

Thf V'isiKil Development of a Col\ag,e. opened March 9.

1 \h lai , with statement by Rauschcnberg. Organized

by the .American Federation of Arts. Traveled to C^harles

N. MacNider Museum. Mason City. Iowa, Aug. 24-

Sept. I-f; University of Clet)rgia, .Athens, Sept. 28-Ocl.

19; State University C^oUege. Plattsburgh. NY.. Nov.

2-23; Cedar Rapids Art Center, jan 11-Fcb. 1. \9tS:

The Phillips Collection. Washington. O.C.. Feb. 15-

March 7. 1968; The Neville Public Museum, Cirecn Bay,

March 21-April 11, 1968; Wabash College,

Crawfordsvillc, Ind., April 25-May 16, 1968; State

University College. Geneseo, N.Y., July 4-25, 1968;

Bates College, Lewiston. Me.. Sept. I2-Ocl. 3, 1968.

Los Angeles County Museum of Art. American Sculpture

of the Sixties. April 28-June 25. Traveled to Philadelphia

Museum of Art. Sept. 15-Oct. 29. Exh. cat., cd. Maurice

Tuchman. with introduction by Tuchman, essays by

Lawrence Alloway. Wayne .Andersen. Dorc .Ashton. John

Coplans. Clement Grecnberg. Max Kozloff. Lucy

Lippard. James Monte. Barbara Rose, and Irving

Sandler, and previously published statements by

Rauschcnberg.

U.S. Pavilion, Expo '67, Montreal, .4»uri(ciM PtiiiKiii^

Now, April 28-Oct. 27. Exh. cat. with essay by Alan

Solomon. Traveled under sponsorship of the Institute

of Contemporary An, Boston, to Horticultural Hall,

Boston, Dec. 15, 1967-Jan. 10, 1968.

—Vineberg, Dusty. "Under the Dome: A Powerful.

Brainy Show of Pop, Op, Geometric Art." The

Montreal Star, May 13, 1967, Entertainments sec,

p. 4.

Modcrna Galerija Ljubljana. V7/. mednarodna grajicna

razstavaA'e. Exposition internationalc de ^ra\ure. May.

Exh. cat. Trans. Viktor Jcsenik.

The Jewish Museum, New York, Large Scale American

Pciintiiigs, July 11-Sept. 17. Exh. brochure.

The Museum of Modern Art, Sao Paulo, IX Biennial of

the Museum of Modern Art, Sao Paulo, Environment USA:

1957-1967, Sept. 22, 1967-Jan. 8, 1968. Organized by

the International Art Program. National Collection of

Fine .Arts, Smithsonian Institution. Washington, DC.
Exh. cat., Sao Paulo 9: iX Biennial of the .Museum oj

Modem Art (Washington. DC; Smithsonian Institution

Press), with introduction by S. Dillon Ripley and David

W. Scott. Traveled to Rose .Art Museum, Brandeis

University, Waltham, Mass., Feb. 19-March 23, 1968.

The New School .Art Center. Wollman Hall. New York.

Protest and Hope: An Exhibition oJ Contemporary

American Art. Oct. 24-Dec. 2. Exh. cat.

—Rosenberg, Harold. "The Art World: Art of Bad

Conscience." The New Yorker 43. no. 43 (Dec. 16,

1967), pp. 138-49.

Stedelijk van Abbemuscum, Eindhoven, Kompass 3;

Paintings after 1945 in New York, Nov. 9-Dec. 17.

Traveled to Frankfurter Kunstverein, Frankfurt.

Dec. 30, 1967-Feb. 11, 1968. Exh. cat.. Kompass

New York, in English and Dutch with introduction by

Jean Leering.

1968

Dayton's dallery 12. Minneapolis, Contemporary

Craphus Published In I 'nneisal I united Ait Editions.

[eb 2 1 -March 6 I \h i .it \miIi iniiiidii. iion by

Harmony C lovri

The Museum ol Modern .Art, New York, Dada.

.Sunrii/isni, and Iheii tleiitage. March 27-June 9. Ixh.

cat. by William S. Rubin with essay by Rubin. Traveled

to Los Angeles ( oiinty Museum of Art, July 16-Scpt. H.

and The .Art liisiimu- of Chicago, Ocl. 19-Dcc. 8.

Fondation Maeght. Saint Paul-de-Vencc, France, LArt

vivcinl 1965-68, April I 3-june 30 Fxh. cat. with essay

by Francois Well rl in

Museum Fridericianum. Kassel, Doiiiinenta 4:

Internationale .Ausstellung, June 27-Oct. 6. Exh. cat.

Vol. 1 with essays by Arnold Bode, Max Imdahl, and

Jean Leering; vol. 2 with essays by Guntcr Gercken and

Werner Spies.

—Siegel, Jeanne. "Documenta IV: Homage to the

Americans?" Arts Magazine (New York) 43. no. 1

(Sept.-Ocl. 1968), pp. 37-41.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Die Machine As

Seen at the End of the Mechanical Age, Nov. 25,

1968-Feb. 9, 1969. Exh. cat. by K. G. Pontus Hulten

with introduction by Hulten and essay by Billy Kluver.

Traveled to the Rice Museum. Rice University. Houston,

March 25-May 18, 1969; San Francisco Museum of An,

June 23-Aug. 24. 1969.

1969

The Vancouver Art Gallery, New York Thirteen,

Jan. 21-Feb. 16. Exh. cat. with introduction by Doris

Schadbolt, text by Lucy Lippard, and statements by

Rauschcnberg. Traveled to the Norman Mackenzie An
Gallery, Regina, March 10-April 29; Musee d'.Art

Contemporain, Montreal, June 3-July 5.

Art Gallery, University of California, Irvine, New York:

The Second Breakthrough, 1959-1964, March 18-

April 27. Exh. cat. with essay by Alan R. Solomon.

Galleria Civica d'Arte Moderna, Turin, New-Dada e

Pop Art Newyorkesi, April 2-May 4. Exh. cat. by

Luigi Malle.

Da>ton's Gallery 12, Minneapolis. CasfrHi at Dayton's,

.April 19-May 17. Exh. cat. with introduction by

Martin Friedman.

Moderna Galerija Ljubljana. Mednarodna graficna

razstava '69/E.\position Internationale de gravure '69, May.

Exh. cat. Trans. Viktor Jesenik.

Hayward Gallery. London, Pop Art Redefined. July 9-

Scpt. 3. Exh. cat. with introductions by Suzi Gablik and

John Russell, texts by Lawrence Alloway, John McHale,

and Robert Rosenblum, and statement

by Rauschcnberg.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Prints by

Five New York Painters. Oct. 18-Dec. 8. Exh. cat.

The Metropolitan Museum of An. New York, Ncu York

Painting and Sculpture: 1 940-J 970, Oct. 18, 1969-

Feb. 8. 1970. Exh. cat. (New York: E. P Duiton in

association with the Metropolitan Museum of An) by

Henry Geldzahler with essay by Geldzahler and

previously published essays by Michael Fried, Clement

Grecnberg. Harold Rosenberg, Robert Rosenblum. and

William Rubin.

Pasadena Art Museum. Painling in New York:

1944-1969. Nov. 24. 1969-Jan. 11. 1970. Exh. cat. by

Alan Solomon.

1970

American Pavilion, Hxpo Museum of J-"mc Arts, Osaka,

Expo '70, March 15-Sepi 13 Exh cat . Comprehensive

Catalogue Discovery oj Harmony, five vols . in Lnglish,

French, and Japanese

Virginia Museum of Art, Richmond. Ameiuan Painting

1970, May 4-Junc 7 Lxh cat with introduction by

j.lines M Brown and essay by Peier Sclz.

The Art Museum. Princeton University. N J., American

Art Since i960. May 6-27. Oxh. cat. with minxluction

by Sam Hunter and essays by John Hand, Michael D.

Levin, and Peter R Morrin.

Fondation Macghi, Saint Paul-dc-Vcnce, France,

Exposition I'ail \ivan( aux Etais-L'nis, July 16-Scpi 30.

Exh cat with introduction by Dore Ashton.

Insiiiuic o( Contemporary Art, University of

Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. Against Order Chance and

Art, Nov 14-Dec 22. Exh. cat with essay by Robert

Pincus-Witten.

1971

The Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati, Duchamp,

Johns. Rausihenbeig, Cage, Jan. 12-Feb. Exh. cat. with

introduction by William A. Leonard and essay

by Barbara Rose.

Philadelphia Museum of Art, Multiples; The First

Deiade. March 5-.April 4. Exh. cat. by John L. Tancock.

Palais des Beaux-Arts. Brussels, Metamorphose de Vobjet:

Art et anti-art 1910-1970. April 22-June 6. Traveled to

Museum Boymans-Van Beuningen. Rotterdam, June 25-

Aug. 15; Nationalgalerie, Berlin, Sept. 15-Nov. 7;

Palazzo Reale, Milan, Dec. 15, 1971-Feb. 10. 1972;

Kunsthalle, Basel, March 4-April 22, 1972; Musee des

Arts Decoratifs, Paris, May-June 1972. Exh. cat.

(Brussels) with essays by Jean Dypreau. Werner

Haftmann. Frangois Mathey. Jorn Merkeri. John Russell,

Franco Russoli. Exh. cat. (Berlin), Metamorphose des

Dingt's; Kunst iind Andfeunst, 1910-1970.

The Museum of Modern An, New York, Technics and

Creativity: Gemini G.E.L, May 5-July 6. Exh. cat. with

essay by Riva Castleman.

Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Art and Technology,

May lO-.Aug. 29. Exh. cat.. Art and Technolog\: .4 Report

on the Art and Technology Program of the Los Angeles

County .\fuscuni o/.4r( i967-i97J |Los Angeles: Los

.Angeles County Museum of .Art (softcover); New York:

The Viking Press (hardcover)], by Maurice Tuchman

with introduction by Tuchman and texts by Jane

Livingston and Gail R. Scott.

—Marandel. J. Patrice. "'Art and Technology' a Los

Angeles." .4k International (Lugano) 15. no. 6

(June 20. 1971). pp. 100-03. 108

—Antin. David. "Art and the Corporations ' .Artnovs

(New York) 70. no. 5 (Sept. 1971), pp. 22-26, 52-56.

—Burnham. Jack. "Corporate Art." Artforum (New-

York) 10, no. 2 (Oct. 1971), pp. 6&-71.

—Kozloff. Max. "The Multimillion-Dollar An
Boondoggle." Artforum (New Y'ork) 10, no. 2 (Oct.

1971) pp. 72-76.

Moderna Galerija Ljubljana, Mednarodna graficna

razstava '71/Exposition intcnialionale de gravure '71,

June-Aug. Exh. cat. in English. French, and Slovenian.

Museum of Contemporary .An. Chicago. White on

White; The White Monochrome in the Twentieth Century,

Dec. 18, 1971-Jan. 30, 1972. Exh. cat. with

essav bv Robert Pincus-Witten.
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1972

The Art Institute of Chicago, Seventieth American

Exhibition, June 24-Aug. 20. Exh. cat. with introduction

by A. James Speyer.

—Schulze, Franz. "U.S. Art Today: Healthy Lusty,

and Many-Colored." Chicago Daily News, June 24-25,

1972, Panorama sec, pp. 4-5.

—Allen, Jane and Derek Guthrie. "70th American's

Power in Pluralism." Chicago Tribune, June 25, 1972,

sec. II. p. 18.

Philadelphia Museum of Art, American Art since 1945,

Sept. I5-Oct. 22, 1972. Exh. brochure with

introduction by Evan H. Turner.

1973

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, 1973

Biennial Ev/iibition, Jan. lO-March 18. Exh. cat.

The New York Cultural Center, New York, 3D into 2D:

Drawing /or Sculpture, Jan. 19-March II. Exh. cat. with

mtroduction by Susan Ginsburg. Traveled to Vancouver

Art Gallery; National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa; Allen

Memorial Art Museum, Oberlin, Ohio; University of

California, Santa Barbara.

Des Moines Art Center, Twenty-/ive Years oj American

Painting, 1948-1973, March 6-April 22. Exh. cat. with

essay by Max Kozloff.

Moderna Galerija Ljubljana. Bienale grajike 10/

Bicnnale de gravure 10/Biennale of Graphic Art 10,

June 4-Aug. 31. Exh. cat. with essay by Willard E.

McCracken, Jr. English trans. Nada Vitoric; French

trans. Viktor Jesenik.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Modem Art in

Prints, opened June 18. Exh. cat. by Riva Castleman

with essay by Antoinette King.

Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Prmts from the Untitled

Press, Captiva, Florida, Oct. 17-Nov. 18. Exh. cat. by

Jack Cowart and James Elliott with interview with

Rauschenberg by Cowart and Eliott. Traveled to

Hopkins Art Center Galleries, Dartmouth College,

Hanover, N.H., July 1-28, 1974; The New York Cultural

Center, New York, Aug. 10-Sept. 15, 1974; Grunwald

Center, University of California, Los Angeles, Oct. 29

-Dec. 1, 1974; Florida Center for the Arts, University of

South Florida, Jan. 6-Feb. 14, 1975; Utah Museum of

Fine Arts, University of Utah, March 2-April 13, 1975;

Seattle Art Museum, May 9-June 19, 1975.

Moderna Museet, Stockholm, New York Collection Jar

Stockholm, Oct. 27-Dec. 2. Exh. cat. with essays by

Emile de Antonio and Billy Kltiver.

1974

Art Museum of South Texas, Corpus Christi, Eight

Artists, Feb. 8-March 24. Exh. cat. with introduction by

David Whitney

The Art Institute of Chicago, Idea and Image in Recent

Art, March 23-May 5. Exh. cat. with introduction by

Anne Rorimer.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, American

Pop Art, April 6-June 16. Exh. cat. with essay by

Lawrence Alloway.

—Kramer, Hilton. "Art: American Pop at the

Whitney." The New York Times, April 6, 1974, p. 27.

—Geldzahler, Henry, and Kenworth Moffett. "Pop

Art: Two Views." Artnews (New York) 73, no. 5 (May

1974), pp. 30-32.

—Baldwin, Carl R. "On the Nature of Pop: Right

Artist, Right Work" Artforum (New York) 12, no. 10

(June 1974), pp. 34-38.

—Russell, John. "The Paintings are Outliving Their

Subjects: Persistent Pop." The New York Times

Magazine, July 21, 1974, sec. 6, pp. 6-7, 25, 27, 30,

32-34.

Whitney Museum of American Art, Downtown Branch.

New York, Clay. May 23-July 4. Exh. cat.

Dallas Museum of Fine Arts, Poets oj the Cities: New
York and San Francisco, 1950-1965, Nov 20-Dec. 29.

Organized by the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts and

Southern Methodist University. Traveled to San

Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Jan. 3I-March 23,

1975; Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, April 23-June I,

1975. Exh. cat. with essays by Neil A. Chassman,

Robert Creeley, Lana Davis, John Clellon Holmes, and

Robert M. Murdock.

1975

Moderna Galerija Ljubljana. Mednarodni bienale grajike

'75/Biennale Internationale de gravure '75/lnternational

Biennial of Graphic Art 75. May 13-Aug. 31. Exh. cat..

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Printsequence,

Oct. 3, 1975-Jan. 18, 1976.

Visual Arts Museum, School of Visual Arts, New York,

Formative Years; Early Works by Prominent New York

Artists, Nov 17-Dec. 16.

1976

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Drawing Now,

Jan. 23—March 9. Traveled to Kunsthaus, Zurich,

Oct. 10-Nov. 14; Staatliche Kunsthalle, Baden-Baden,

Nov. 25, 1976-Jan. 16, 1977; Albertina Museum,

Vienna, Jan. 28-April 24, 1977; Sonja Henie-Niels

Onstad Foundation, Oslo, March 17-April 24, 1977; Tel

Aviv Museum, May 12-July 2, 1977. Exh. cat. by

Bernice Rose.

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, Twentieth

Century American Drawing: Three Avant-Garde

Generations, Jan. 23-March 23. Traveled to Staadiche

Kunsthalle Baden-Baden, May 27-July 11; Kunsthalle

Bremen, July 18-Aug. 29. Exh. cat. with essay by Diane

Waldman.

The Fort Worth Art Museum, The Great American

Rodeo, Jan. 25-April 11. Traveled to Colorado Springs

Fine Arts Center, Aug. 1-29; Witte Memorial Museum.

San Antonio, Feb. 5-April 3, 1977. Exh. cat. with

introduction by Richard Koshalek and essay by Jay

Belloli.

Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, Heritage and

Horizon: American Painting 1776-1976. March 6-

April 11. Traveled to the Detroit Institute of Arts,

May 5-June 13; The Toledo Museum of Art, Ohio,

July 4-Aug. 15; The Cleveland Museum of Art, Ohio,

Sept. 8-Oct. 10. Exh. cat. with introduction by Robert

T. Buck, Frederick J. Cummings, Sherman E. Lee, and

Otto Wittman.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York. Two-

hundred Years oj American Sculpture, March 16-Sept. 26.

Exh. cat. with essays by Tom Armstrong, Wayne

Craven, Norman Feder, Barbara Haskell, Rosalind E.

Krauss, Daniel Robbins, and Marcia Tucker.

Fendrick Gallery, Washington, D.C., Prints jrom Untitled

Press, Oct. 30-Nov. 30. Exh. brochure.

—Forgey, Benjamin. "Rauschenberg: Making Up for

Lost Prints." The Vi/hshington Star, Nov 7, 1976, sec.

G, pp. 24-25.

The Brooklyn Museum, New York, Thirty Years oj

American Printmaking: Including the Twentieth National

Print Exhibition, Nov. 20, 1976-Jan. 30, 1977. Exh. cat.

bv Gene Baro.

Renwick Gallery of the National Collection of Fine

Arts, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., The

Object As Poet, Dec. 15, 1976-June 26, 1977. Traveled to

Museum of Contemporary Craft, New York, July 13-

Sept. 25, 1977. Exh. cat. with essay by Rose Slivka.

1977

New Orleans Museum of Art, Five jrom Louisiana,

Jan. 28-March 27. Exh. cat., supplement to The Times-

Picayune (New Orleans), Jan. 30, 1977, with

introduction by E. John BuUard and William A. Fagaly

and essays by Calvin Tomkins and Tennessee Williams.

Fundacion Juan March, Madrid, Arte USA, Feb.-

March. Exh. cat. with previously published essay by

Harold Rosenberg.

Newport Art Museum, Rhode Island, Two Decades oj

Exploration: Homage to Leo Castelli on the Occasion oj

His Twentieth Anniversa»7, Feb. I3-March 27.

Kunsthaus, Zurich, Malerei and Photographie im Dialog

von 1840 bis Heute, May I3-July 24. Exh. cat. by

Erika Billeter with texts by Billeter and J. A. SchmoU
gen. Eisenwerth.

Moderna Galerija Ljubljana. Mednarodni bienale grajike

'77/Bicnnale intemationale de gravure '7 7/International

Biennial oj Graphic Art '77. May I3-Aug. 31. Exh. cat..

Musee National d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges

Pompidou, Paris, Paris—New Vorh, June 1-Sept. 19.

Exh. cat. with essays by Daniel Abadie; Friedrich Teja

Bach; Robert Bordaz; Gabrielle Buffet-Picabia; Elliott

Carter; Leo Castelli, Daniel Cordier, and Ueana

Sonnabend; William Copley; Hubert Damisch; Maurice

Girodias; David Hare; Pontus Hulten; Donald Karshan;

Billy Kltiver; Henri Langlois; Jean-Jacques Lebel; Robert

Lebel; Claude Levi-Strauss; Robert Motherwell; Alfred

Pacquement; Marcelin Pleynet; Jean Prouve; Harold

Rosenberg; Pierre Restany; and Helene Seckel.

—Crichton, Fenella. "Paris Letter." Art International

(Lugano) 21, no. 2 (March-April 1977), pp. 57-58.

The New York State Museum, Albany, New York: The

State oj Art, Oct. 8-Nov. 27. Exh. cat. with essays by

Robert Bishop, William H. Gerdts, and Thomas B. Hess.

Philadelphia College of Art, Artists' Sets and Costumes,

Oct. 31-Dec. 17. Exh. cat. with essay by Janet Kardon

and previously published essay by Don McDonagh.

Andrew Crispo Gallery, New York, Twelve Americans:

Masters oj Collage, Nov. 17-Dec. 30. Exh. cat. with

introduction by Gene Baro and statement by

Rauschenberg.

—Conroy William T, Jr. "Columbian Collage:

American Art of Assembly." Arts Magazine (New

York) 52, no. 4 (Dec. 1977), pp. 86-87.

1978

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Aesthetics oj

Grajjiti, April 28-July 2. Exh. cat. with essays by

Rolando Castellon and Howard J. Pearlstein.

The Brooklyn Museum, New York, Graphicstudio U.S.E:

An Experiment in Art and Education, May 13-July 16.

Exh. cat. by Gene Baro.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Artists and

Writers, July 10-Oct. 3.

Whitney Museum of American Art, Downtown Branch,

New York, Art about Art. July 19-Sept. 24. Traveled to

North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, Oct. 15-

Nov 26; Frederick S. Wight Art Gallery, University of

California, Los Angeles, Dec. 17, 1978-Feb. U, 1979;

Portland Art Museum, Oreg., March 6-April 15, 1979.
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r.xh, cat (New York; f.. P Diilloii) vviili imrDiliuiioii

by Leo Sicinberg and texts by Jean Lipnum and

Richard Marshall

The Museum o( Modern Art, New York, Minors iim</

Windows: Amcncan Plwlo^niphy sincf h)l>0, July IH-

Oct 2. Traveled to Cleveland Museum of Art, Ohio,

Nov 13, 1978-Jan. 1, 1979; Walker Art Center,

Minneapolis, Jan. 29-March II, 1979; J, B, Speed Art

Museum, Louisville, April 1-May 15, 1979; San

Francisco Museum of Modern Art, June 7-July 29,

1979; Krannert Art Museum, University of Illinois,

C^hampaign, Aug. 19-Sept. 2 5, 1979; Virginia Museum
of Fine Arts, Richmond, Nov I2-Dec. 25, 1979;

Milwaukee Art Center, Jan. lO-March 2, 1980; Muscc

d'Art Moderne dc la Villc de Paris, Nov 6, 1980-Jan. 4,

1981. Exh. cat. (New York) by John Szarkowski. Exh

cat. (Paris), Minors and Windows.' La Photographic

am^ricainc depuis I960, with essay by Szarkowski.

Trans. Patrice Bachclard.

Neuberger Museum of Art, State University of New
York, Purchase, The Sense of Self: From Self Portrait to

Autobiography, Sept. 24-Nov. 26. Organized by

Independent Curators, New York. Traveled to the New
Gallery of Contemporary Art, Cleveland, Ohio, Jan.

I3-Fcb. 3, 1979; University of North Dakota Art

Gallery Grand Forks, Feb. 13-March 9, 1979; Alberta

College of Art Gallery, Calgary, Nov 2I-Dec. 19, 1979;

Tangeman Fine Art Gallery, University of Cincinnati,

Feb. 11-March 8, 1980; Allen Memorial Art Museum,

Oberlin College, Ohio, April I-May 4, 1980.

Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, American Painting of

the 1970s, Dec. 8, 1978-Jan. 14, 1979. Traveled to

Newport Harbor Art Museum, Newport Beach, Feb. 3-

March 18, 1979; Oakland Museum, April 10-May 20,

1979; Cincinnati Art Museum, July 6-Aug. 26, 1979;

Art Museum of South Texas, Corpus Chrisii, Sept. 9-

Oci. 21, 1979; Krannert Art Museum, University of

Illinois, Champaign, Nov. 11, 1979-Jan. 2, 1980. Exh.

cat. with essay by Linda L. Cathcart.

1979

The Corcoran Gallery of .•\rt, Washington, DC, The

Thirty-six(/i Biennial Ex/iibition of Contemporary

American Painting. VVillcm de Kooning, jasper Johns,

Ellsworth Kelly, Roy Liclitenstein, Robert Rauschenberg,

Feb. 24-April 8. Exh. cat. with essays by Jane

Livingston and Linda Crocker Simmons.

—Forgey Benjamin. "An All-Star Quintet from the

1960s, Now 'Old Masters.'" Smidisonicin (Washington,

D.C.) 9, no. 11 (Feb. 1979), pp. 80-87.

—Richard, Paul. "Corcoran's Biennial. . . Focusing on

Five." The Washington Post, Feb. 18, 1979, sec. K,

pp. 1,3.

—Lewis, Jo Ann. "Suddenly, Old Masters; Painting Is

Just Not as Good Now as These Painters Were Ten

Years Ago." The Washington Post Magazine, Feb. 25,

1979, pp. 20-21, 23-24.

—Lewis, Jo Ann. "'Setting Standards' at the

Corcoran." Artnews (New York) 78, no. 4 (April

1979), pp. 85, 88-89.

Everson Museum of Art, Syracuse, N.Y., A Century of

Ceramics in the United States 1878-1978, May 5-

Sept. 23. Traveled to Renwick Gallery of the National

Collection of Fine Arts, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C, Nov 9, 1979-Jan. 27, 1980; Cooper-

Hewitt Museum, New York, Feb. 26-May 25, 1980;

Flint Institute of Art, Mich., June 15-Aug. 31, 1980;

De Cordova Museum, Lincoln, Mass., Sept. 28-Nov. 30,

1980; Philbrook Art Center, Tulsa, Dec. 15, 1980-

Jan. 25, 1981; Chicago Public Library Cultural Center,

Feb 23-ApriI 12, 1981, Allentown Art Museum,

May 3-July 26, 1981, Toledo Museum of An. Ohio,

Sept. 13-Oct. 18, 1981. Exh. cat. by Garth Clark

Moderna Cialcnja Ljubljana McJnaroi/ni hienale giajike

'79/liii-nnale mtei nationale de gia\ure '79/lnicinaiiimal

Uiennial oj Graphic Art '79, June 8-Sept. 5 Lxh cat m
French and Slovenian.

Musee National d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges

Pompidou, Paris, Aufoiir de Mene Cunningham.

Oct. 10-Nov 12.

The Denver .Art Museum, Pods and Painters, Nov. 21,

1979-|an 13, 1980. Traveled to Nelson-Atkins

Museum, Kansas City Mo., Aug. 15-Scpt. 28, 1980; La

Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, Calif., Oct. 17-

Dec. 1, 1980. Exh. cat. with essay by David Shapiro.

1980

University Gallery, University of South Florida, Tampa,

Five in Florida, Jan. 7-Feb. 8. Exh. cat., Anuskiewicz.

Chamberlain, 0/itsfei, Rauschenberg, Rosenquist, with

essay by Joanne Milani Rodriguez.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Printed Art:

A View of Two Decades, Feb. 14-.\pril 1 Exh. cat. by

Riva Caslleman.

Grand Palais, Paris, 9Ume Exposition Societe des artistes

indepcndants. March 1 3-April 13.

Amelia A. Wallace Gallery, State University of New
York, College of Old Westbury, Fabric into Art,

April 14-May 9. Traveled to State Universities of New
York at Alfred, Brockport, and Albany

Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, DC, The Fifties: Aspects of

Painting in New York, May 22-Sept. 21. Exh. cat. by

Phyllis Rosenzweig.

De Cordova Museum, Lincoln, Mass., Aspects of the 70s:

Photography, Recent Directions, June 1-Aug. 31. Part of

Aspects of the 70s, a collaboration among six museums

in the Boston area; Brockton Art Museum, Danforlh

Museum, DeCordova Museum, Museum of the National

Center of Afro-American Artists, Rose Art Museum, and

Wellesley College Museum. Exh. cat. with essay by

James Sheldon.

The Detroit Institute of Arts, Cliche- Verrc. Hand-Drawn,

Light-Printed, July 12-Aug. 21. Traveled to the Museum
of Fine Arts, Houston, Sept. 11-Oct. 23. Exh. cat. by

Elizabeth Glassman and Marilyn F Symmes with

introduction by Ellen Sharp.

—Ellen Sharp. "From Cliche-Verre Image to Printed

Edition." Printable News (Detroit; publication of the

Detroit Institute of Arts), Dec. 1980, pp. 2-4.

Mary and Leigh Block Gallery, Northwestern University,

Evanston, Collahoralions, Sept. 28-Oct. 26. Exh. cat.

with introduction by Kathy Kelsey Foley.

The Brooklyn Museum, New York, American Drawing in

Black and White: 1970-1980, Nov 22, 1980-Jan. 18,

1981. Exh. cat. with introduction by Gene Baro.

Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Artist and Printer, Six

American Print Studios. Dec. 7, 1980-Jan. 18, 1981.

Traveled to Sarah Campbell Blaffer Gallery, University

of Houston, Feb. 2-April 5, 1981. Exh. cat. with essays

bv Graham W. J. Beal.

1981

Cleveland County Museum Service, England, Fifth

International Drawing Biennale. Exh. cat. with essays by

Mike Hill and Philip Rawson. Traveled through Aug.

1982 to Middlesbrough. Birmingham. England. London,

Edmburgh, Glasgow, bcllast, and Limerick

National Gallery of An. Washington, DC,
Contemporary American Prints and Drawings 1940-1980,

March 22-July 19

University of Colorado An Galleries. Boulder. Mapped

Art: Charts, Routes. Regions, May 2-June 7 Organized

by Independent Curators, New York Traveled to First

Street Forum. Saint Louis. Oct 3-Nov 15, Arkansas An
Center, Little Rock. June 18-July 18. 1982; Archer M
Huntington Art Gallery, University of Texas ai Austin.

Aug. 1-Nov. 1. 1982; Toledo Museum of An. Ohio.

Nov 13. 1982-Jan 2, 1983. Exh. cat. with essay by

Peter Frank.

The Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art. Ridgeheld.

Conn.. New Dimensions in Drawing: 1950-1980, May 2-

Sepi. 6. Exh. cat. with introduction by Richard E.

Anderson.

Moderna Galerija Ljubljana. Mednarodni bienale grafike

'81/Biennale intemaliona/e de gravure '81/lmemaiional

Biennial of Graphic Art '81, June I2-Sept. 15. Exh. cat

in English and Slavic, with essay by Joshua C. Taylor.

The Museum of Modern An, New York, Words and

Pictures, Aug. 20-Oct. 6.

Akron Art Museum, The Image m American Painting and

Sculpture 1950-1980, Sept. 12-Nov 8. Exh cat with

introduction by Carolyn Kinder Carr.

Stadtische Kunsthalle, Dusseldorf, Black, Oct. 16-

Dec. 6. Exh. cat. with essay by Hannah Weitemeier.

Haus der Kunsi, Munich, Amerikanischc Malerei. 1930-

1980, Nov 14, 1981-Jan. 31, 1982. Organized by the

Haus der Kunst and the Whitney Museum of .American

Art, New York. Exh. cat. with essays by Tom Armstrong

and Bernd Glowe.

Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston, Events. Artists in

Collaboration, Dec. 19, 1981-Feb. 28, 1982.

1982

Nationalgalerie Berlin, Staatliche Museen PreuSischer

Kulturbesiiz, Joseph Beuys. Robert Rauschenberg, Cy

Twombly, Andy Warhol: Sammlung Marx, March 2-

April 12. Traveled to Stadtisches Museum Abteiberg,

Monchengladbach, Germany, May 6-Sepi. 30. Exh. cat.

with text by Heiner Bastian.

Stedelijk Museum. Amsterdam, '60-'80 Attitudes/

Concepts/Images: A Selection from Twenty Years of Visual

Arts/Een krenze vil (wintig jaar beeldende kunst, April 9-

July 11. Exh. cat. in Dutch and English with essays by

Wim Beeren, Cor Blok, Anije von Graeveniiz, Petersen,

Gijs van Tuyl, Edy de Wilde. Exh. cat. supplement with

introduction by Ad Petersen and essays by Dorine

Mignot, Ad Petersen, and Frans van Rossum.

Baxter Art Gallery, California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena. Of No Particular Theme: Laurie Brown, Nancy

Buchanan, Woods Davy. Brian Fairest. Tom Holland. Bruce

Houston, Robert Rauschenberg, Raymond Saunders, May

12-June 20. Exh. cat., with text by Michael H. Smith.

Fendrick Gallery, Washington, DC, The Twenly-/i/th

Anniversary of Universal Limited Art Editions, May 22-

June 12, July 14-31. Exh. brochure.

Sarah Campbell Blaffer Gallery, University of Houston,

New American Papcrvvorfes. June ll-July 18. Traveled to

Birmingham Museum of Art, Ala.. Sept. 19-Oct. 30;

National Museum of Modern Art. Kyoto. Feb. 19-

March 27, 1983; The Shukosha Art Gallery Fukuoka,

Japan; The Fine Arts Center of Korean Culture and Arts
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Foundation, Seoul, Feb.-March 1983; Exhibition Hall,

Central Library, Kiemyung University, Taegu, Korea;

Hong Kong Museum of Art. July-Aug 1983; The

Metropolitan Museuin, Manila, Sept.-Nov. 1983;

National Museum, Republic of Singapore, Dec.

1983-Jan. 1984; Art Gallery, University of Maryland,

College Park. Exh. cat. with introduction by Jane M.

Farmer, previously published essay by Shoichi Ida, and

statement by Rauschenberg.

John Michael Kohler Arts Center, Sheboygan, The

Allcniativc /mage, June 20-Aug. 7. Traveled to Toledo

Museum of Art, Ohio, Jan. 13-Feb. 23, 1983. Exh. cat.

with essay by Patricia Gleason Fuller.

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York,

The New York School: Four Decades, Guggenheim

Museum Collection and Major Loans, July 1-Aug. 29.

Exh. brochure.

Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston, The Amt'rican.s;

The Collage, July 11-Oct. 3. Exh. cat. with essay by

Linda L. Cathcart.

National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, D.C., Twe>ily-/ive Years in

Space, July 29-Oct. 15. Exh. brochure.

Edith C. Blum Institute, Avery Center for the Arts, Bard

College, Annandale-on-Hudson, N.Y., Tlie Rebounding

Surface, Aug. 15-Sept. 24. Exh. cat. with introduction

by Linda Weintraub.

Whitney Museum of American Art, Downtown Branch,

New York, Universal Limited Art Editions: A Tribute to

Tatyana Grosman, Aug. 30-Sept. 28. Exh. brochure with

essays by Theresa Salazar and Karl Willers.

Australian National Gallery, Canberra, Paperwork,

Oct. 13, 1982-May 16, 1983. Exh. cat. by Pat Gilmour

and Anne Willsford.

Pratt Manhattan Center Gallery, New York, Arfists

Prolesl, Oct. 16-Nov 6.

Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston, In Our Time:

Houston's Contemporary Arts Museum, 1948-1982,

Oct. 23, 1982-Jan. 2, 1983. Exh. cat. by Cheryl A.

Brutvan, Marti Mayo, and Linda L. Cathcart.

Fine Arts Museum of Long Island, Hempstead, N.Y.,

The New Explosion: Paper Art, Nov. 7, 1982-Jan. 13,

1983. Traveled to CDS Gallery New York, Feb. 15-

March 20. Exh. cat. with essay by Eleanor Flomenhaft.

The Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, Art and

Dance: Images from the Modern Dialogue 1890-1980,

Nov. 9, 1982-Jan. 8, 1983. Traveled to Toledo Museum
of Art, Ohio, March 6-April 24, 1983; Neuberger

Museum, State University of New York, Purchase,

June 25-Sept. 25, 1983. Exh. cat. with introduction by

Marianne Martin, Iris M. Fanger, Deborah Jowitt, David

Vaughan, David A. Ross, and Elisabeth Sussman.

John Hansard Gallery, University of South Hampton,

England, Painter As Photographer, Nov. Traveled through

1983 to Wolverhampton Art Gallery, Museum of

Modern Art, Oxford; Royal Albert Memorial Museum,

Exeter; Camden Arts Centre, Camden, England;

Windsor Festival, Windsor Castle, Windsor; National

Museum of Photography, Film and TV, Bradford,

England. Exh. cat. with introduction by Marina Vaizey.

National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, D.C., The Artist and the Space

Shuttle, opened Nov. 30. Traveled under sponsorship of

Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibitions in the

U.S. and Japan. Exh. cat.

1983

Institute of Contemporary Art, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Connections: Bridges/

Ladders/Ramps/Staircases/Twmels, March 11-April 24.

Exh. cat. by Janet Kardon with essay by Hal Foster.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Big Pictures by

Contemporary Photographers, April 14-June 28.

Moderna Galerija Ljubljana. Mednarodni bienale grajikc

'83/Biennale intemationale de gravure '83/lntemational

Biennial of Graphic Art '83, June 17-Sept. 30. Exh. cat.

in French and Slovenian.

Whitney Museum of American Art, Downtown Branch,

The Comic Art Show: Cartoons in Painting and Popular

Culture, July 18-Aug. 26. Exh. cat. by John Carlin and

Sheena Wagstaff with essays by Carlin, Gary Groth,

J. Hoberman, Richard Marschall, Jerry Robinson, Kim

Thompson, and Wagstaff.

The Tampa Museum, Photography in America:

1910-1983, Sept. 4-Nov 6. Exh. cat. by Julie M. Saul.

The National Museum of Art, Osaka, Modem Nude

Paintings 1880-1980, Oct. 7-Dec. 4. Exh. brochure in

English and Japanese.

Margo Leavin Gallery, Los Angeles, Art for a Nuclear

Weapons Freeze, Oct. 18-20. Traveled to Fuller Goldeen

Gallery, San Francisco, Oct. 21-27; Munson Gallery,

Santa Fe, Oct. 28-Nov 3; Delahunty Gallery Dallas,

Nov. 4-7; Greenberg Gallery, Saint Louis, Nov 8-11;

John C. Stoller & Co., Minneapolis, Nov. 12-20;

Richard Gray Gallery, Chicago, Nov 21-24; Barbara

Krakow Gallery, Boston, Nov. 25-Dec. 2; Brooke

Alexander, New York; closing auction, Dec. 1-3.

Exh. brochure.

Allentown Art Museum, Art of the Comic Strip, Nov. 6,

1983-Feb. 26, 1984.

The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, The

First Show: Painting and Sculpture from Eight Collections

1940-1980, Nov 23, 1983-Feb. 19, 1984. E.xh. cat., ed.

Julia Brown and Bridget Johnson, with essays by Pontus

Hulten and Susan C. Larsen.

—Drohojowska, Hunter. "Los Angeles: The First

Show." Artnews (New York) 83, no. 3 (March 1984),

pp. 135-36, 138.

John Michael Kohler Arts Center, Sheboygan, The

Allernative Image 11: Photography on Nonconventional

Supports, Dec. 4, 1983-Feb. 12, 1984. Exh. cat. with

introduction by Anita Doulhat.

1984

Center for the Fine Arts, Miami, In Quest o/EAxellcnce;

Civic Pride, Patronage, Connoisseurs/lip, Jan. 14-

April 22. Exh. cat. with essays by Agnes Mongan,

Sherman E. Lee, J. Carter Brown, and Philippe de

Montebello.

Institute for Art and Urban Resources, PS. 1, Long

Island City, N.Y., Salvage: Altered Everyday Objects,

Jan. 22-March 18.

La Biennale de Venezia, XLll Exposizionc Intcrnazionale

dArte, Venice, June.

Merian-Park, Basel, Skulptur im 20. Jahrhundert, June 3-

Sept. 30. Exh. cat. with introduction by Ernst Beyeler,

Reinhold Hohl, and Martin Schwander and essays by

Zdenek Felix, Andreas Franzke, Laszlo Glozer, Sarah

Gossa, Antje von Graevenilz, Werner Jehle, August

Kaiser, Franz Meyer, Willy Rotzler, Martin Schwander,

Karina Turr, Theodora Vischer, Joachim Heusinger v.

Waldegg, and Alan G. Wilkinson.

Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Washington,

D.C., Artistic Collaboration in the Twentieth Century,

June 9-Aug. 19. Exh. cat. by Cynthia Jaffee McCabe
with essays by McCabe, Robert C. Hobbs, and David

Shapiro. Traveled to Milwaukee Art Museum, Nov 18,

1984-Jan. 15, 1985; J. B. Speed Art Museum, Louisville,

Feb. 21-April2I, 1985.

Philippe Bonnafont Gallery, San Francisco, The Artist

and the T/ieater, July Il-Aug. 11.

The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles,

Automobile and Culture, July 21, 1984-Jan. 6, 1985.

Traveled to Detroit Institute for the Arts as Automobile

and Culture: Detroit Style, June 12-Sept. 8, 1985. Exh.

cat. by Gerald Silk with essays by Angelo Tito Anselmi,

Strother MacMinn, Silk, and Henry Flood Robert, Jr

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Ten Painters and Sculptors

Draw, Aug. 1-Sept. 30. Exh. cat. with introduction by

Clifford S. Ackley

The Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati, Disamiing

Images; Art for Nuclear Disarmament, Sept. 14-Oct. 27.

Organized by Bread and Roses, New York. Exh. cat. by

Nina Felshin. Traveled to University Art Gallery, San

Diego State University, Nov. 23-Dec. 22; Museum of

Art, Washington State University Pullman, Feb. 11-

March 3, 1985; New York State Museum, Albany,

March 24-June 2, 1985; University Art Museum,

University of California. Santa Barbara, June 25-Aug. 4,

1983; Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute Museum of

Art, Utica, N.Y., Sept. 1-29, 1985; Fine Arts Gallery

University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Jan. 5-Feb. 2, 1986;

Baxter Art Gallery, California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, March 2-30, 1986; Yellowstone Art Center,

Billings, April 28-June 9, 1986; Bronx Museum of the

Arts, New York, Sept. U-Nov 20, 1986.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, BLAM!

The Explosion of Pop, Minimalism and Performance,

1958-1964, Sept. 20-Dec. 2. Exh. cat. by Barbara

Haskell with essay by John G. Hanhardt.

—Danto, Arthur C. "Art: Blam! The Explosion of

Pop, Minimalism and Performance, 1958-1964."

The Nation (New York) 239, no. 9 (Oct. 20, 1984),

pp. 390-93.

National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., Gemini

G.E.L.: Art and Collaboration, Nov 18, 1984-Feb. 24,

1985. Traveled to Los Angeles County Museum of Art,

Nov. 1, 1987-Jan. 3, 1988. Exh. cat. by Ruth E. Fine

with essay by Bruce Davis.

1985

The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, The

Museum of Contemporary Art: The Panza Collection,

Feb. 13-Sept. 29. Exh. cat., ed. Julia Brown, with

introduction by Richard Koshalek.

Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney, Pop Art:

1955-1970, Feb. 27-April 14. Organized by the

International Council of The Museum of Modern Art,

New York. Traveled to Queensland Art Gallery, May 1-

June 2; National Gallery of Victoria, June 26-Aug. 11.

Exh. cat. by Henry Geldzahler

Kunsthalle Tubingen, 7000 Eichen, March 2-April 14.

Traveled to Kunsthalle Bielefeld, June 2-Aug. 11;

Staatliche Museen Kassel, Staatliche und Stadtische

Kunstsammlungen-Neue Galerie, Aug. 25-Sept. 22.

Exh. cat. by Heiner Bastian.

The Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art, Ridgefield,

Conn., The Classic Tradition in Recent Painting and

Sculpture, May 19-Sept. 1. Exh. cat. with essay by

Robert Metzger.
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Moclcrna Galcrija Ljubljana. Mtdnan>dni hiniaU- ^nifikc

H'i/liuiiiutlc inlet luilwiuilf dv ,i;iiniiic H'i/liitcinatwnal

liuimud of Ciiaphu Art 85. )unc 21-Sepi. W I:.\h lal

in 1 R'luh aiul Slovenian.

MuMum I l.ius 1 anj;c and Miisruni Hans I sUts, KrriiUI,

Dicijsi)^ Jahic diinh die Kiin\i, Scpi. 15-Dcc. 1. i;.\h cat.,

two vols , with essays hy Julian Hcyncn, Cierhard

StOR'k, and Paul WVnibcr.

The Aldrich Museum of Contemporary An. Ridgelield,

Conn., A Second TcileiU Pamieis and S^ldplol'^ Who Are

Also P/u)I()j;»(i/'/i()s, Sept. 22-Dcc. 24 I xh brocluire

with text by Robert Metzgcr.

Franklurter Kimsi\erein, Irankiuri, \b(ii ZcuiiMiii

Aspekle der Zeuhmuif:, /%0-;')«.5, Nov 8-Det. 29.

Traveled to Kasseler Kunstverein. Kasscl, Jan. 15-

Feb. 23. 1*^86; Museum Modcrner Kunst, \ienna,

March 1 3-April 27, IWfi.

Solomon R Ciuggenheim Museum, New 'lork,

/i(in.s/()rin(i(i()(i,s in Scidplitre: Pour Decades oj American

andUuropeanAri. Nov 22, lW5-reb. lf>, 1Q86 Cxh.

eat. by Diane Waldman.

—Maurice Poirier. ",\ Vast Sculptural Dialogue."

Arinews (New York) 85, no. 3 (March 1986), p. 143.

1986

National Museum ol .American History, Washington,

D.C., Hollywood: Legend and Reality. April 17-June 15.

Traveled to Cooper-Hewilt Museum, New York, Aug. 5-

Oct, 11; Center for Fine Arts, Miami, Nov 29, 1986-

Feb. 15, 1987; Cincinnati Art Museum, April 13-Junc

23, 1987; The Denver Art Museum, Aug. 17-Oct. 27,

1987; Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History,

Dec. 5, 1987-Feb. 21, 1988; Seibu Department Store,

Tokyo, April 9-May 15, 1988. Exh. cat.

Stadtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus, Munich, Beuys zu

Ehrcn, July 16-Nov. 2. Exh. cat. with essays by Lucio

.Amelio. Johannes Cladders, Anne and Anthony d'Offay,

Ronald Feldman, Klaus Gallwitz, Laszlo Glozer, Georg

Jappe, Bernd Kliiser, Thomas Messer, Jorg Schellmann.

Reiner Speck, Giinter Ulbricht, Franz Joseph van der

Grinten, and Armin Zweite.

Haus der Kunst, Munich, The Automobile in Art

1886-1986, Aug. 9-Oct. 5. Exh. cat. with introductions

by L. Frilz Gruber, Ingeborg Gtissow, Ekkehard Mai,

Ruth Malhotra, and Reimar Zeller and essays by Ralf

J. F Kiesselbach, Thomas Kramer-Badoni, Wolfgang

Pehnt, Elke Pfugradt, and Reimar Zeller.

The Queens Museum, Flushing, New York, Televisions

Impact on Contemporary Art, Sept. 13-Oct. 26. Exh. cat.

with essay by Marc H. Miller.

—Glueck, Grace. "Art: A Look At Television's

Impact. " The New York Times, Sept. 19, 1986, sec. C,

p. 29.

Sogeisu Art Museum, Toyko, Contemporary Art

Exhibition to Commemorate Sogeisu 60th Anniversary,

Oct. 13, 1986-March 28, 1987. Exh. cat.

The Museum of Contemporary .Art, Los .Angeles.

/n(Ji\ iciuals. A Selected History oj Coniemporaiy Art,

1945-1986. Dec. 10, 1987-Jan. 10, 1988. Exh. cat. (New
York: .Abbeville Press, 1986), with essays by Gcrmano

Celant, Hal Foster, Donald Kuspit. Thomas Lawson,

Kate Linker, .Achille Bonito Oliva, Ronald J. Onorato,

and John C. Welchman.

Museum of Fine .Arts, Santa Fe, Poclics oj Space:

Contemporary Photographic Works, Dec. 19, 1986-

March 22, 1987. Exh. brochure with essay by

Steven A. Yates.

—Nestor, Sarah, "l.ctler from the Idiior " / 1 paliuio

(Sania Fe) 92. no } (spring 1987). p 2

—Yates, Steven A. "Lciler from ihc duesl Fdilor." tl

paUuw (Sania Fc) 92, no 3 (spring 19H7), p. 2.

1987

I he John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art, Sarasota,

This Is Sol a I'hotogiaph lucniv \eais of Large-Scale

Photography. 1966-1986. March 7-May 31 Traveled to

Akron Art Museum, Oct. 31, 1987-Jan. 10, 1988. The

Chrysler Museum, Norfolk, Va.. Feb. 26-May 1, 1988.

Exh. cat. with introduction by Gordon Lewis and essays

by Marvin Heiferman.

University An Museum, University of California,

Berkeley, Made in U.S.A.: An AmericdMijatioii in Modern

Art, the 50s and the 60s, April 4-June 21. Traveled to the

Nelson-Atkins Museum of An, Kansas City Mo , July

25-Sept. 6; Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond,

Oct. 7-Dec. 7. Exh. cat. by Sidra Slich with essays by

Ben H. Bagdikian, James E. B. Breslin. Thomas Schaub,

and Slich.

Edith C. Blum Institute, Avery Center for the Arts, Bard

College, Annandale-on-Hudson, New York, The Arts at

Black Mountain College. 1933-1957. April 11-july 5.

Traveled to North Carolina Museum of .Art, Raleigh,

July 25-Oct. 4; Grey Art Gallery, New York University,

Oct. 25-Dec. 19. Exh. cat. by Mary Emma Harris.

Los Angeles County Museum of .Art, A\ant-Garde in the

Eighties. April 23-July 12. Exh. cat. by Howard N Fox

with Carol S. Elicl.

Carl Solway Gallery, Chicago, A Tribute to John Cage:

Chicago International Art Exposition. May 7-12.

Organized by .Allan Kaprow. Exh. cat. with statements

by Arthur Solway and Carl Solway, letter by Kaprow,

and texts by Laurie Anderson, Dore Ashton, Ay-o,

Joseph Beuys, George Brecht, Giuseppe Chiari, Christo,

Merce Cunningham, Henry Flynt, Peter Frank, Allen

Ginsberg. Richard Hamilton, Anne d'Harnoncourt,

Geoffrey Hendricks, Alice Hutchins, Jasper Johns, Ray

Johnson, Joe Jones, Kaprow; Per Kirkcby. Milan Knizak,

Alison Knowles, Shigeko Kubota, Fredric Lieberman,

Richard Long, Jackson Mac Low; Tom Marioni, Larry

Miller, Barbara Moore, Peter Moore, Robert Morris,

Louise Nevelson, Claes Oldenburg, Yoko Ono, Nam
June Paik, Ben Patterson, Rauschenberg, Dorothea

Rockburne, Takako Saito. Carolee Schneemann. George

Segal, Paul Sharits, Mieko Shiomi.Jean Tinguely, Robert

Walts, and Christian Wolff.

Art against AIDS. New York, June 4-Dec. Organized by

Stephen Reichard and Anne Livet in association with

Susan Martin. Exh. cat.

—Bromberg, Craig. "Gallery Guide: Common
Cause." Manhattan, Inc. (New York) 4. no. 6 ( June

1987), pp. 164-65.

Institute of Contemporary .Arts, London, Comic

Jconorlasm, June 17-Sept. 13. Traveled to Douglas Hyde

Gallery, Dublin, Oct. 8-Nov. 21; Cornerhouse Gallery,

Manchester, England, Jan. 12-Feb. 21. 1988. Exh. cat.

with previously published texts by John .Ashbery and

Umberto Eco and essays by David Deitcher, Dan

Graham, and Sheena Wagstaff.

Centro Cultural Arte Contemporaneo, Mexico City. Leo

Castelli y sus artisias, June 25-Oct. 18. Exh. cat. with

introductions by Nazario Ortiz Garza and Robert

Littman and essays by Judith Goldman, Robert Pincus-

Witten, and Calvin Tomkins.

The Butler Institute of American Art, Youngstown, Leo

Caste/!i; A Tribute Exhibit, June 28-Sept. 27. Exh. cat.

Minnesota Museum of An. Sami Paul. The International

.Alt Show /()( ihe l:nJ of UorU Hungtt . Sept I J-Nov 8.

Traveled lo St)nja Hcnic-Ncils Onsiad Fuundaduns,

Htfvikodden. Norway Dec 8, 1987-Jan 20. 1988.

G6teborgs Konsimuseum, GOCeborg, Feb 27-April 4.

1988; Kolnischer Kunstverein, Cologne. April 21-

May 29, 1988; MusCc dcs Arts Africams ct Ocdanicni.

Paris, June 10-July 20, 1988; Barbican An Gallery.

London, Aug 4-<.Xi 2, 1988 F.xh cat (New York:

Artists lo End Hunger) with statements by John Bcrger,

Jorge Luis Borges. Agnes Denes, Jacques Derrida. The

Hunger Project. C arl Kruse. .Arthur Miller. Pablo

Neruda. Sandra Peria. Rauschenberg. Pierre Rcsiany,

Peier Schjeldahl. F'aiterson Sims, and John Stringer and

previously published statements by Hemrich Boll.

Gunter Grass, and Keith Schneider.

New York State Museum. Albany Diamonds Arc forc\er:

Artists and Writers on Baseball. Sept 16-Nov. 5. Traveled

lo Norton Gallery of Art, West Palm Beach, Jan. 23-

March 13, 1988; Museo de Arte e Hisioria, San Juan,

April 30-June 12, 1988; Contemporary Arts Center,

Cincinnati, July 2-Aug. 21, 1988; Utah Museum of Fine

Arts, Salt Lake City, Sept. 11-Oct. 30, 1988; Museum of

Fine Arts, Houston, Jan. 15-April 9. 1989; Baltimore

Museum of Arl. May 14-June 25, 1989; Chicago Public

Library Cultural Center, July 8-Sepi. 9, 1989: Oakland

Museum, Sept. 30, 1989-Jan. 7, 1990; New York Public

Library, Feb. 17-April 21. 1990; The Institute of

Contemporary Art, Boston, June 2-july 15, 1990; San

Diego Museum of Contemporary Art, LaJolla. Aug. 18-

Oct. 21. 1990; Southeast Center for Contemporary Art,

Winston-Salem. Nov. 17. 1990-Feb. 3. 1991; Skydome,

Toronto. .April 8-July 9. 1991; Yurakucho Art Forum,

Seibu Department Store, Tokyo, .Aug 1-26. 1991; The

Denver .An Museum. Downtown Branch. Dec.

1991-Jan. 1992; Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Oct. 5-

Nov. 17, 1991; Scottsdale Center for the Arts.

Feb. 27-April 19, 1992; Albright-Knox Art Gallery,

Buffalo, May 16-July 5, 1992. Exh. cat. with

introduction by Peter H Gordon and essay by

Donald Hall.

Everson Museum of .Art, Syracuse, N.Y.. Digital Visions;

Computers and Art. Sept. 18, 1987-Jan. 8, 1988.

Exh. cat. (New York: Harry N. Abrams) by Cynthia

Goodman.

Moderna Museet, Stockholm. Implosion: A Postmodern

Perspective. Oct. 24. 1987-Jan. 10, 1988. Exh. cat. with

introduction by Lars Nittve and essays by Germano

Celant. Kate Linker, and Craig Owens.

Sarah Campbell Blaffer Gallery, University of Houston,

Images on Stone: Two Centuries oj Artists' Lithographs.

Oct. 30-Dec. 19. Traveled to San .Angelo Museum of

Fine Arts. Tex.. March 3-.April 3. 1988: Tyler Museum
of Art. Tex.. .April 21-July 3. 1988: Aspen .An Museum,

Colo., Sept. 22-Oct. 30, 1988. Exh. cat. with

introduction by Peter C. Marzio and essay by Elizabeth

Broun.

Centro de .Arte Reina Sofia. Madrid. Coleccion

Sonnabend. Oct. 30, 1987-Feb. 15, 1988. Traveled to

CAPC Musee d'Arl Contemporain, Bordeaux, May 6-

Sept. 25, 1988; Arl Cologne, Nov 10-16, 1988;

Hamburger Bahnhof, Berlin, Dec. 7, 1988-Feb. 26,

1989; Galleria Nazionale d'.Arte Moderna. Rome.

April 14-Oct. 2. 1989; Museo dArie Moderna e

Contemporanea, Trento. Italy. Nov. 4. 1989-Jan. 7.

1990; Musee Rath. Geneva, Jan. 28-April 16. 1990;

Sezon Museum of .Art. Tokyo, May 15-June 24, 1990;

Miyagi Museum of Art, Sendai,July 3-Aug. 16, 1990;

Fukuyama Museum of Art, Hiroshima, Sept. 22-
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Oct. 14, 1990; National Museum of Modern Art,

Kyoto, Jan. 5-Feb. 11, 1991. Exh. cat. with essay by

Michel Bourel.

1988

Museum Ludwig Koln, Ubrigens sterben immcr die

anderen: Marcel Duchamp und die Avantgarde seit 1 950,

Jan. 15-March 6. Exh. cat. with essays by Roberta

Bernstein, Dieter Daniels, Alfred M. Fischer, Madeline

Gins and Arakawa, Siegfried Gohr, Alain Jouffroy,

Gerhard Kolberg, Jean-Jacques Lebel, Robert Lebel,

Henry Martin, Serge Stauffer, and Hannah Wilke.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Committed to

Prinl, Jan. 31-April 19. Traveled to University Art

Galleries, Wright State University, Dayton, Oct. 30-

Dec. 15; Peace Museum, Chicago, March 3-May 31,

1989; Glenbow Museum, Calgary, Sept. 23-Nov. 19,

1989; New York State Museum, Albany Dec. 16,

1989-Feb. 11, 1990; Spencer Museum of Art, University

of Kansas, Lawrence, March 25-May 6, 1990; Newport

Harbor Art Museum, Newport Beach, July 20-Sept. 30,

1990. Exh. cat. by Deborah Wye.

Galerie Kaj Forsblom, Helsinki, Celebrating Leo Castelli

and Pop Art: Jasper Johns, Roy Lichtenstein, Claes

Oldenburg, Robert Rauschenberg, James Rosenquist, Andy

Warhol, March 12-April 4. Exh. cat. in Fmnish and

English with biographical essay by Leo Castelli and text

by Laura de Coppet and Alan Jones.

University Center Gallery, Adelphi University, Garden

City, N.Y., The Artist and the Choreographer: Sets and

Studies for the Dance, March 13-April 22.

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, Aspects of

Collage, Assemblage and the Found Object

in Twentieth-Century Art, March 29-May 22.

Exh. brochure.

McNay Art Museum, San Antonio, The McNay and the

Texas Artist, July 1-Aug. 31. Exh. brochure.

Sarah Lawrence College Art Gallery, Bronxville, N.Y.,

Process and Print, Sept. 27-Nov. 23. Exh. cat. with essay

by Alexanna Padilla.

Musee Saint Pierre, Art Contemporain, Lyon, La

Couleur seule: LExperience du monochrome, Oct. 7-

Dec. 5. Exh. cat. with introduction by Thierry Raspail

and essays by Alain Charre, Edmond Charriere, Thierry

de Duve, Giorgio Franchetti, Jean-Claude Marcade,

Thomas McEvilley, Robert Nickas, Ursula Perucchi-

Petri, Pierre Restany, Dieter Schwarz, and

Richard Stanislawski.

Fundacion Juan March, Madrid, Coleccion Leo Castelli,

Oct. 7, 1988-Jan. 8, 1989. Exh. cat. with previously

published essays by Judith Goldman, Gabriele Henkel,

Jim Palette, Barbara Rose, and Calvin Tomkins.

Birmingham Museum of Art, Ala., Looking South: A

Different Dixie, Oct. 14, 1988-Jan. 7, 1989. Traveled to

Brooks Museum of Art, Memphis, March 4-April 16,

1989; Sheldon Swope Museum of Art, Terre Haute,

May 7-July 2, 1989: Saint Petersburg Museum of Fine

Arts, Fla., Aug. 6-Oct. 1, 1989; The Columbus

Museum, Ga., Nov. 17, 1989-Jan. 30, 1990. Exh. cat.

with essays by Michele Fleming, Robin Reidy, and

Jeffrey J. York and Cindia Pickering.

The Whitney Museum of American Art, Downtown

Branch, New York, Identity: Representations of the Self,

Dec. 14, 1988-Feb. 10, 1989. Exh. brochure with essay

by Julia Blaut, Luke Dodd, Tom FoUand, Eric Nooter,

and Erika Wolf.

1989

Edith C. Blum Institute, Avery Center for the Arts, Bard

College, Annandale-on-Hudson, N.Y., Sequence

(con)Sequence: (sub) Versions of Photography in the 80s,

Feb. 12-April 16. Exh. cat. with essays by Julia

Ballerini, William S. Wilson, and Lori Zippay.

University of South Florida Contemporary Art

Museum, Tampa, Made in Florida, March 11-June 3.

Traveled to Musee Cantini, Marseille, Sept. 15-Nov. 11;

Centre d'Art Contemporain, Geneva, Dec. 15, 1989-

Feb. 3, 1990; Provinciaal Museum, Hasselt, Belgium,

March 5-April 14, 1990; Centre d'Art en Santa Monica,

Barcelona, May 14-June 23, 1990; Jacksonville Art

Museum, Fla., Sept. 14-Nov 3, 1990; Center for the

Arts, Miami, Jan. 23-March 4, 1991; Polk Museum of

Art, Lakeland, Fla., March 24-May 6, 1991; Brevard Art

Center and Museum, Melbourne, Fla., May 22-July 8,

1991; Pensacola Art Museum, Sept. 11-Nov 1, 1991;

Orlando Museum of Art, Nov. 20, 1991-Jan. 20, 1992.

Whitney Museum of American Art, Stamford. The

"Junk" Aesthetic: Assemblage of the 1950s and Early

1960s, April 7-June 14. Traveled to Whitney Museum
of American Art at Equitable Center, New York.

June 30-Aug. 23. Exh. cat. by Roni Feinstein.

Museum Ludwig, Cologne, Bilderstreit, April 8-June 28.

Exh. cat. by Siegfried Gohr and Johannes Gachnang

with essays by Hans Belting, Andre Berne-Joffroy, Emile

Cioran, Michael Compton, Piet de Jonge, Rene Denizot,

Jole de Sanna, Wilfried Dickhoff, Luciano Fabro, R. H.

Fuchs, Johannes Gachnang, Siegfried Gohr, Kay

Heymer, Per Kirkeby, Christiane Meyer-Thoss, Walter

Nikkels, Rudolf Schmitz, Mathias Schreiber, Dieter

Schwarz, Walter Seitter, Reiner Speck, Georges Teyssot,

Eduard Trier, and Antje von Graevenitz.

Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, First Impressions,

June 4-Sept. 10, 1989. Traveled to Laguna Gloria Art

Museum, Austin, Tex., Dec. 2, 1989-Jan. 21, 1990;

Baltimore Museum of Art, Feb. 25-April 22, 1990;

Neuberger Museum, State University of New York,

Purchase, N.Y Exh. cat. with introduction by Elizabeth

Armstrong and essays by Armstrong and Sheila

McGuire.

—Armstrong, Elizabeth. "First Impressions." The

Print Collector's Newsletter (New York) 20, no. 2

(May-June 1989), pp. 41-46.

Duson Gallery, Seoul, Five Great American Artists.'

Warhol, Lichtenstein, Rauschenberg, Rosenquist, Stella,

June 23-July 12.

The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, Mo.,

Art by Chance: Fortuitous Impressions, July 22-Sept. 3.

Exh. cat. by George L. McKenna.

Wiener Secession, Wittgenstein: Das Spiel des

Unsagbaren/Thc Play of the Unsayable, Sept. 13-Oct. 29.

Traveled to Palais des Beaux Arts, Brussels, as

Wittgenstein.' Het Spel van het Naamloze/Le Jeu de

Vindicible, Dec. 17, 1989-Jan. 20, 1990. Exh. cat.

(Brussels), Wittgenstein: Lejeu de Vindicible: The Play of

the Unsayable, in Dutch, French, and English with

introduction by Marcel Huys and Edelbert Kob and

essays by Chris Bezzel, Hammel-Haider, Otto Kapfinger,

Joseph Kosuth, Georg Kreisel, Bernhard Leitner,

Michael Nedo, Irene Nierhaus, Cecilia Sjogran, Joseph

R Stern, Gert Walden, Paul Wijdeveld, and Ernst Zeibig.

Trans. Carly Broekhuis, Gabriele Hammel-Haider,

Pierre-Yves Soucy, and Leonardus Swennes.

Center for the Arts, Veto Beach, Fla., Under Pressure,

Western Printmakingfrom the Fifteenth Century to the

Present, Sept. 23-Nov. 12. Exh. cat. with essays by Jane

Kessler and tylartha Tedeschi.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, Image

World: Art and Media Culture, Nov 8, 1989-Feb. 18,

1990. Exh. cat. with essays by John G. Hanhardt,

Marvin Heiferman, and Lisa Phillips.

Villa Stuck, Munich, Anni und Josef Albers: Fine

Retrospektive, Dec. 15, 1989-Feb. 25, 1990. Traveled to

the Josef Albers Museum, Bottrop, April 29-June 4,

1990. Exh. cat. by Maximilian Schell and essay by

Werner Spies.

1990

Franklin Furnace Archive, New York, Contemporary

Illustrated Books: Word and Image, 1967-1988, ]an. 12-

Feb. 28. Organized by Independent Curators, New York.

Traveled to Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City,

Mo., April 5-June 3; The University of Iowa Museum of

Art, Iowa City, Feb. 8-April 7. Exh. cat. with essay by

Donna Stein.

—Perreault, John. "Making Book." The Village Voice

(New York), Feb. 27, 1990, p. 85.

—Cantrell, Scott. "A Magnificent Mix of Print and

Art." The Kansas City Star (Mo.), May 13, 1990, sec.

H, p. 6.

—MacAdam, Alfred. "Contemporary Illustrated

Books: Franklin Furnace." Artnews (New York) 89,

no. 6 (summer 1990), pp. 176-77.

—Zimmer, William. "A Show in Katonah Examines

American Attitudes about Machines." The New York

Times, Dec. 30, 1990, sec. WC, p. 14.

The International Center of Photography Midtown,

New York, The Indomitable Spirit, Feb. 9-April 7.

Sponsored by Photographers and Friends United

Against AIDS. Traveled to Fraenkel Gallery, New York,

March 14-April 14; Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery,

May 15-July 15; BlumHelman Gallery, Los Angeles;

Gallery for Fine Photography, New Orleans; Rhona

Hoffman, Chicago. Exh. cat. with introduction by

Marvin Heiferman.

Wexner Center for the Arts, Columbus, Ohio, Art in

Europe and America: The 1950s and 1960s,

Feb. 16-April 22. Exh. brochure with introduction by

Claudia Gould and essay by Sarah Rogers-Lafferty

Scott Hanson Gallery, New York, Token Gestures: A
Painting Show, March 3-31. Exh. cat. by Tricia Collins

and Richard Milazzo.

Centre Cultural Arte Contemporaneo, Mexico City,

Octavio Paz: Los privilegios de la vista, March 27-

July 1. Exh. cat. with prologue by Octavio Paz,

introduction by Robert R. Littman, and essays by Dore

Ashton, Damian Bayon, Beatriz de la Fuente, Claude

Esteban, Alberto Ruy Sanchez, Severo Sarduy, Pierre

Schneidger, Charles Tomlinson, Guillermo Tovar de

Teresa, Luis Roberto Vera, and Eliot Weinberger.

Modus Vivendi, Zurich, Pools, March 28-April 25.

Organized by Stuart Levy Gallery. Traveled to Art

Moderne Gallery, Moscow, May 25-June 25; Norton

Museum of Art, Palm Beach, Oct. 6-Nov 18; Stuart

Levy Gallery and Helander Gallery, New York, June 12-

July 31, 1991; Aspen Art Museum, Colo, July 16-

Sept. 7, 1992. Exh. cat. (New York) with essay by

Jerzy Kosinski.

Graphische Sammlung Albertina, Vienna, Amerikanische

Zcichnungcn in den achtzigcr Jahrcn, May 16-July 1.

Traveled to Museum Morsbroich, Leverkusen,

Sept. 12-Nov. 4. Exh. cat. in English and German with

essays by Roberta Smith.
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Musee Russc, Leningrad, Ic Tcnitotic </<• I'ait. May 31-

July 16. Exh. cat. in French and Russian with essay by

Serge Fauchercau.

Milwaukee An Museum, Word As linage Anuiuaii An
19M-IW0, June i5-Aug. 26. Traveled [o Oklahoma

City An Museum, Nov. 17, IWO-Feb. 2, \Wl:

Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston, Feb 2J-

May 12, 1^91 Fxh. cat with uuroduciion by Russell

Bowman and Dean Sobel and essays by Cierry Biller,

Russell Bowman, and Sobel.

Guild Hall Museum, Fast Hampton, N.^, Piwls of ibc

Eighties. June 17-July 2^)

Casino Kiiokke in con|unciion with Leo Castelii,

Knokke-Heist, Belgiuin. Leo Cdstel/i's ArlisLs. USA
1970-1990, June 25-Scpt. 2. Exh. cat. in Dutch.

English, and French with introduction by Otto Hahn.

Hofsira Museum, Holstra L luversity, Hempstead, N.Y.,

The Tninsparetu Thiecul: Asian Philosophy m Recenl

Americai] An. Sept 16-Nov. 11. Traveled to Edith C.

Blum An Institute, Bard College, Annandale-on-

Hudson, N.Y., Dec. 2, 1990-Feb. 14, 1991; The Salina

Art Center, Kans., March 21-May 23, 1991; Sarah

Campbell Blaffer Gallery, University of Houston,

June 8-July 28, 1991; Crocker Art Museum,

Sacramento, Sept. 6-Oci. 30, 1991; Laguna Art

Museum, Laguna Beach, Nov 22, 1991-Feb. 9, 1992.

Exh. cat. by Geri De Paoli and Gail Gelburd.

—Moorman, Margaret. "Disparate Delicacies Bloom

in Transparent Thread." Newsday (New York),

Oct. 5, 1990, pan 2, p. 19.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, High and Low:

Modem An and Popular Culture, Oct. 7, 1990-Jan. 15,

1991. Traveled to the Art Institute of Chicago, Feb. 20-

May 12, 1991; The Museum of Contemporary Art. Los

Angeles, June 21-Sept. 15. 1991. Exh. cat. with essays

by Adam Gopnik and Kirk Varnedoe.

—Jenkins, Nicholas. "Kirk Varnedoe: Highlow,

Hotcool." Artnfws (New York) 89, no. 8 (Oct. 1990).

pp. 165-67.

—Smith, Roberta. "High and Low Culture Meet on a

One-Way Street." The New York Times, Oct. 5, 1990.

sec. C. pp. 1. 25.

—Deitcher. David. "A Fine Disregard." The Village

Voice (New York), Oct. 16, 1990. Art sec.

pp. 99-100.

—Kimmelman, Michael. "'High and Low' Misses the

Ins and Outs of Modern Art." The New York Times,

Oct. 21, 1990, sec. 2, pp. 41,43.

Katonah Museum of Art, NY., The Technological Muse,

Nov. 11, 1990-Feb. 3, 1991. Exh. brochure.

—Browne, Malcolm W. "Engines. Factories and Art.

Or the Machines as Muse." The New York Times.

Dec. 28. 1990, sec. C, pp. 1. 28.

—Zimmer, William. "A Show in Katonah Examines

American Attitudes about Machines " The New York

Times, Dec. 30, 1990, sec. \VC. p. 14.

National Museum of Contemporary An, Seoul, Seoul

An Festival. Nov 20. 1990-Feb. 20, 1991.

Texas Gallery. Houston, An Thai Happens to Be

Photography. Dec. 11, 1990-Jan. 26, 1991.

Galleria il Gabbiano, Rome, Realta c visione, Dec. 16,

1990-Jan. 31. 1991. Exh. cat. with essay by Enzo

Siciliano. Trans. Stephen Sartarelli.

1991

Sidney Janis Gallery. New York, Who Framed Modem
Art?, or The Quantitative Life of Roger Rabbit, Jan. 10-

Feb 16 l:xh cat with text by Tricia Collins and

Richard Milazzo

Centro Cultural Arte ( oniemporanco, Mexico City, tl

suefio de Tgipto (La in/Iui-iii la liel arte egipiw en el arte

lontemponineo). Feb 21-May 26 Exh cat with essay

by Robert R. Littman Trans. Leticia Lcduc

Columbus Museum of An, Ohio, Selling the Magi

Contemporary Artists Design for the Performing Arts. Feb

24-April 21. Exh. cat. with essay by Susan L. Davis.

Tate Gallery, London, Pop Prints: Aspects of Printmaking

in Britain and the U.S.A.. 1959-1982. March 6-June 23

Whitney Museum of .American Art, New York, J99J

Biennial Exhibition, April 2-June 30. Exh. cat. with

introduction by Richard Marshall and essays by Richard

Armstrong, John G. Hanhardl, and Lisa Phillips.

65 Thompson St , New York, Master Drawings

1520-1990. April 13-May 11. Exh. cat. with essay by

J. Patrice Marandel and lexis by Alison de Lima Greene.

Kate Ganz, Dorothy Kosinski, and Marandel.

Galerie Georg Nothelfcr. Berlin. Die WUrde und der Mut:

'LArt moral.' April 20-Sept. 15. Exh. cat. in English.

French and German with essays by Michel Tapie de

Celeyrand. Henri Michaux. Manfred de la Motte. Georg

Nothelfer. and Lucie Schaucr. and previously published

essays by Julien Alvard. Rene Deroudille, Otto van de

Loo. and Pierre Restany.

Guild Hall Museum. East Hampton. N.Y.. Aspects of

Collage, May 5-June 9 Exh. cat. with introduction and

essay by Christina Mossaides Strassfield.

The Museum of Modern Art. New York, Seven Master

Printmakers, Innovations in the 1980s, May 16-Aug. 13.

Traveled to Center for the Fine Arts, Miami, Nov. 1,

1991-Jan. 2, 1992; Museo de Arte Moderno, Mexico

City, Jan. 20-March 15, 1992; Queensland Art Gallery,

Brisbane, April 15-May 31. 1992; Art Gallery of New
South Wales. Sydney. June 15-Aug. 3. 1992; National

Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne. Aug. 19-Sept. 27, 1992;

Setagaya Art Museum, Tokyo, Oct. 17-Dec. 6 1992;

Musee d'Art Moderne et d'Art Contemporain, Nice,

Jan. 22-March 14. 1993. Exh. cat. (New York) by Riva

Castleman. Exh. brochure (Nice). Sept Maitres de

I'estampe.

—Smith, Roberta. "Narrow Notions of Greatness at

the Modern." The New York Times. June 23, 1991,

sec. H, pp. 29, 32.

Institute of Contemporary Art. University of

Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. Interactions; Collaborations

in (he Visual and Perjonning Arts. May 22-July 7. Exh.

cat. with essay by Judith Tannenbaum.

Whitney Museum of American An, Downtown Branch,

New York, Constructing .American Mcntily,June 19-

Aug. 30. Exh. cat. with introduction by Eric Miles

and essays by Ellen Tepfer, Elizabeth Bigham, and

Andrew Perchuk.

Fondation Daniel Templon, Musee Temporaire, Frejus,

France. La Sculpture contemporairu: Apres 1970. July 4-

Sept. 29.

Setagaya Art Museum. Tokyo. Beyond the Frame:

American Art 1960-1990. July 6-Aug. 18. Traveled to

the National Museum of Art, Osaka. Aug. 29-Sept. 29;

Fukuoka Art Museum, Nov. 15-Dec. 15. Exh. cat. with

introduction by Lynn Gumpert and essays by Gumpert

and Brian Wallis.

Neue Pinakothek, Staaisgalerie Moderner Kunsi,

Munich. Kunst als Grenzbeschreitung: John Cage und die

Moderne. July lH-<)ci 27 Fxh cat with essays by

Ulrich Bischdif, Mannes Bohnngcr, John Cage. Daniel

Charles (trans Manfred Sagal, Ihomjs Drcher, Mary

Emma Harris (trans Christina Melk llacn). Dcticl

Knipping. Barbara Moore (trans Thomas Drcher), Klaus

Schoning (trans. Klaus Sthoning with Christine

H.izlehurst and Peter Behrendsen), Robyn Schulkowsky,

Heidrun Sihwub, Clclia Scgicih, and Anijc von

Graevenitz, and previously published essay by John

Cage Exh brochure, Kunst als Crenzbeuhreitungfohn

Cage und die Modetne

Guild Hall Museum, East Hampton, N.Y., A View From

the Sixties; Selections from the Leo Caslrlli Collrclion and

the Michael and lleana Sonnabend Collection. Aug 10-

Sept. 22. Exh. cat. with essays by Sam Hunter and

Robert C. Morgan.

—Smith, Roberta. "Vision of the 60's, From 2 Dealers

Who Shaped It " The New York Times. Aug 16, 1991,

sec. C, pp. 1, 17.

—Lipson, Karin. "View from an Active Art Era."

Newsday (New York), Aug. 21, 1991, Nassau County

edition, sec. 2, p. 61.

Graphicstudio Gallery, University of South Florida

Tampa, Opening Exhibition. Sept. 1-Oct. 31.

Royal Academy of Arts. London, Pop Art. Sept 13-

Dec. 15. Traveled to Museum Ludwig. Cologne,

Jan. 23-April 19, 1992; Centro de Arte Reina Sofia,

Madrid, June 16-Sepi. 14, 1992; Museum of Fine Arts,

Montreal, Oct. 23, 1992-Jan. 24, 1993. Exh. cat

(London) with introduction by Marco Livingstone and

Sarat Magaraj and essays by Dan Cameron, Constance

W. Glenn, Thomas Kellein, Livingstone, Alfred

Pacqucment, and Evelyn Weiss, and previously

published text by Dore Ashton, Henry Geldzahler. and

Hilton Kramer. Exh. cat. (Montreal) with introduction

by Livingstone and Maharaj. essays by Cameron, Glenn,

Kellein. Livingstone. Pacquement. and Weiss, and

previously published statement by Rauschenberg

—Dormeni. Richard. "Painting That Jumps Off the

Gallery Wall." The Daily Telegraph (London).

Sept. 13. 1991. The Ans sec. p. 12.

—Taylor. John Russell. "Is Pop's Corn Still Worth

Serious Lolly?" The Times (London). Sept. 13. 1991.

p. 15.

—Larson, Kay. "Top of the Pop." New York 24.

no. 38 (Sept. 30. 1991), pp. 72-73.

—Smith. Geoffrey "Knockout of a Pop Art Show."

The Washington Times. Oct. 4. 1991. sec. E. pp. 1. 4.

—Hughes. Robert. "Wallowing in the Mass Media

Sea." Time (New York) 138. no. 17 (Oct. 28. 1991),

pp. 102-03.

—Crow, Thomas. "The Children's Hour." Artforum

(New York) 30. no. 4 (Dec. 1991). pp. 84-88.

Tampa Museum of An, Graphicstudio/U.S.E:

Collaborations in Contemporary Art. Sept. 15-Dec. 1.

—Twardy, Chuck. "Diverse. D)Tiamic Exhibits."

Orlando Sentinel, Aug. 25, 1991.

National Gallery of .Art. Washington. DC.
Graphicstudio: Contemporary Art from the Collaborative

Workshop at the University oj South Florida, Sept. 15.

1991-Jan. 5, 1992. Exh. cat. with introduction by Ruth

E. Fine.

—O'Neill. Joe. "Graphicstudio." University o/ South

Florida Magazine (Tampa) 33. no. 5 (summer 1991).

pp. 4-7.

—Roberts. Roxanne. "Artists and Their Playground."

The Washington Post. Sept. 13. 1991. sec. C. p. 2.

—Altabe, Joan. "Graphicstudio; USF Workshop

Leaves Its Print on the Arts in Tampa." Sarasota
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Herald-Tribune, Sept. 15, 1991, sec. G, pp. 1, 4.

—Harper, James. "An Artistic Triumph." St.

Petersburg Times (Fla.), Sept. 15, 1991, sec. F,

pp. 1-7.

—Lewis, Jo Ann. "The Mother of Invention." The

Washington Post, Sept. 18, 1991, sec. B, pp. 1, 10-11.

—Gibson, Eric. '"Graphics Show One Big Recycling

Operation." The Washington Times, Sept. 19, 1991,

sec. E, p. 2.

—Sweeney, Louise. "Hotbed of Art Innovation."

The Christian Science Monitor (Boston), Dec. 6, 1991,

p. 13.

Emily Davis Gallery, University of Akron, The

Encompassing Eye: Photography As Drawing, Oct. 22-

Nov. 16, 1991. Traveled to the Museum of

Contemporary Photography of Columbia College,

Chicago, June 12, 1993-July 31, 1993. Exh. cat..

Aperture (New York) no. 125 (fall 1991), pp. 56-71,

with essays by Charles Hagen and Donald Saff.

1992

Stephen Solovy Fine Art, Chicago. Drawings for the

Stage, Jan. 10-Feb. 28.

Lingotto, Turin, American Art J 930-J 970, Jan. 10-

March 31. Exh. cat. (Rome: Gruppo Editoriale, Fabbri,

Bompiani, Sonzagno) with introduction by Attilio

Codognato, essays by Matthew Baigell, Kenneth Baker,

Renato Barilli, Alberto Boatto, Codognato. Furio

Colombo, Claudio Gorlier, and Sam Hunter, and

statement by Rauschenberg.

—Dzieduszycki, Michele. "1 colori dell'America."

Europeo (Turin), no. 3 (Jan. 17. 1992), pp. 94-97,

99.

—Casali, Silvia. "Arte americana." Taxiart (Turin) 2,

no. 4 (March-April 1992), pp. 14-15.

Museum of Art, Fort Lauderdale, Stars in Florida,

Feb. 7-March 22. Exh. cat. with introduction by

Kenworth W. Moffett.

—Marger, Mary Ann. "State to Honor Artists,

Patrons." St. Petersburg Times (Fla.), Feb. 17, 1992,

sec. D, p. 3.

The Baltimore Museum of Art, Marking the Decades:

Prmts 1960-1990, Feb. 23-April 26. Exh. cat. with essay

by Jan Howard.

Franklin Parrasch Gallery, New York, The Endowed

Chair, March 14-April 18. Exh. cat. with introduction

by Franklin Parrasch and essay by Arthur C. Danto.

James Corcoran Gallery, Santa Monica. J 958, ended

May 23.

—Wilson, William. "A Small but Vivid "1958" at

Corcoran Gallery." Los Angeles Times, Orange County

edition, April 21, 1992, sec. E pp. 1. 6.

The Arts Club of Chicago, Sevcnty-Eijth Anniversary

Exhibition, May 12-June 26.

—Delacoma, Wynne. "Arts Club of Chicago

Celebrates 75 Years on the Cutting Edge." Chicago

Sun-Times, May 10, 1992, Arts and Show sec, p. 5.

United Nations Postal Administration, Rio de Janeiro,

Earth Summit '92, June 3-14.

—Brooke, James. "Arts Invade Rio for Earth Summit."

The New York Times, June 1, 1992, sec. C, p. 16.

—"Rauschenberg Poster Proceeds to Benefit Earth

Summit Pledge." Printing News East (New York),

June 1, 1992, p. 16.

—"Chronicle: In Rio, the Faxes and Letters Show-

Self Readers Are for the Earth." The New York Times,

June 11. 1992, sec. B, p. 10.

Yokohama Museum of Art, Japan, Innovation in

Collaborative Printmaking: Kenneth Tyler 1963-1992,

June 13-July 26. Traveled to Marugame Genichiro-

Inokuma Museum of Contemporary Art, Japan, Aug. 6-

Sept. 20; The Museum of Modern Art, Wakayama,

Oct. 3-25; The Tokushima Modern Art Museum,

Oct. 31-Dec. 6; Hokkaido Obihiro Museum of Art,

Jan. 5-Feb. 28, 1993. Exh. cat. in Japanese with essays

by Toro Amano, Pat Gilmour, and Mitsuo Yoshikawa.

Kunst-und .•\usstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik

Deutschland, Bonn, Tcnitonu?n Artis, June 19-Sept. 20.

Exh. cat. by Pontus Hulten with introduction by

Helmut Kohl and previously published statements by

Rauschenberg.

—Galloway, David. "Putting on the Ritz in Bonn."

International Herald Tribune (Paris), Aug. 1-2, 1992,

Art sec, p. 6.

John E and Mable Ringling Museum, Sarasota,

Collaborations in Contemporary Art: Graphicstudio/U.S.E,

June 26-Sept. 13.

—Altabe, Joan. "Graphic Description: Ringling

Museum Puts Its Stamp on Print Show." Sarasota

Heraid- Tribune, June 21, 1992, sec. G, pp. 1, 4.

Newport Harbor Art Museum, Newport Beach, Both Art

and Life: Gemini G.E.L. at Twenty-five, Sept. 22-Nov. 29.

Traveled to Chicago Cultural Center, Feb. 5-April 20.

1994; Cornell Museum of Art, Winter Park, Fla.,

Nov. 14, 1994-Jan. 6, 1995; Nassau County Museum of

Art, Roslyn Harbor, N.Y, April 15-June 3, 1995;

Anchorage Museum of Art, Oct. 1-Nov 12, 1995;

Edison Community College, Fort Myers, Nov. 1-

Dec. 13, 1996. Exh. cat.. Artists at Gemini G.E.L;

Celebrating the Twenty -fifth Year (New York: Harry N.

Abrams; Los Angeles: Gemini G.E.L, 1993), by Mark

Rosenthal with introduction by Michael Botwinick,

essay by Rosenthal, and interview with Rauschenberg.

—Wilson, William. ""'Gemini Duplicates Art, Life."

Los Angeles Times, Sept. 22, 1992.

—Wilson, William. "'Gemini at 25": Celebrating a

Child of '60s." Los Angeles Times, Sept. 25, 1992,

sec. F, pp. 26-27.

—Lipson, Karin. "Gemini Workshop's Silver

Celebration." Newsday (New York), May 5, 1995,

sec. B, p. 16.

—Harrison, Helen A. "An Anniversary in the

Evolution of Iconoclastic Graphics: 'Both Art and

Life: Gemini G.E.L. at 25."' The New York Times,

Long Island Weekly edition. May 14, 1995, Art sec,

p. 26.

Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, The Spirit of Genius,

Sept. 27, 1992-Jan. 3, 1993. Exh. cat. with essays by

Eugene R. Gaddis and Patrick McCaughey

Fernbank Museum of Natural History, Atlanta, Picturing

Paradise; Art and the Rainforests, Oct. 3-Nov. 29.

Traveled to Chicago Botanical Gardens.

—Fox, Catherine. "Artists Respond to Nature with

Wonder and Anger." The Atlanta Journal/The Atlanta

Constitution, Oct. 5, 1992, sec. C, p. 3.

Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, Santa

Isabel, Madrid, Repeticidn/Transformacion, Oct. 6-

Dec. 6. Exh. cat. in English and Spanish with

introduction by Jose M. Alvarez del Manzano, Pablo

Lopez de Osaba, and Maria de Corral; essays by Aurora

Garcia, Pablo Lopez de Osaba, Francisco Calvo

Serraller, and Michael Tarantino; and statement by

Rauschenberg. Trans. Miguel Martinez-Lage and

Cristina Ward.

Brooks Museum of Art, Memphis, Pop on Paper,

Nov 21, 1992-Jan. 17, 1993.

—Koeppel, Fredric "Images from Movies,

Magazines, Billboards Rise to Museum Piece."

The Commercial Appeal (Memphis), Nov. 22, 1992,

sec. G, p. 1.

The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, Hand-

Painted Pop: American Art in Transition, 1955-1962,

Dec. 6, 1992-March 7, 1993. Traveled to Museum of

Contemporary Art, Chicago, April 3-June 20, 1993;

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, July 16-

Oct. 3, 1993. Exh. cat. with introduction by Paul

Schimmel and Donna De Salvo and essays by David

Deitcher, De Salvo, Stephen C. Foster, Dick Hebdige,

Linda Norden, Schimmel, Kenneth E. Silver, and

John Yau.

—Bevan, Roger. "The Infancy of Pop Art." The Art

Newspaper (London), no. 23 (Dec. 1992), p. 8.

—Knight, Christopher. "When Pop First Popped."

Los Angeles Times, Dec. 6, 1992, Calendar sec,

pp. 3, 88-89.

—Baker, Kenneth. "L.A. Show Traces '50s Transition

to Pop." San Francisco Examiner and Chronicle,

Feb. 7, 1993, Datebook sec, pp. 45-46.

—Bonetti, David. "Feasting on Fresh Look at Pop

Art." San Francisco Examiner, Feb. 11, 1993, sec. C,

pp. 1,4.

—Cutajar, Mario. "When Pop was Young: "Hand-

Painted Pop' at MOCA." Artspace (Los Angeles),

March-April 1993, pp. 82-85.

—Holg, Garrett. "A Return Visit to Era When the Art

World Went Pop.'" Chicago Sun-Times, March 28,

1993, Arts and Show sec, pp. 1, 11.

—Artner, Alan G. "Pop Art's Start." Chicago Tribune,

April 18, 1993, sec. 13, pp. 14-15.

—Duncan, Michael. "Painterly Pop." Art in America

(New York) 81, no. 7 (July 1993), pp. 86-89, 117.

—Kimmelman, Michael. "Explosive Painting: The

Path to Pop." The New York Times, July 9, 1993,

sec. C, pp. 1, 24.

—Wallach, Amei. "Pop from Old Eyes and a Fresh

Look." Newsday (New York), July 9, 1993, sec. 2,

p. 55.

—
""Art: Proto Pop." The New Yorker 69, no. 24

(Aug. 2, 1993), p. 10.

—Larson, Kay. ""Reflux Action." New York 26, no. 30

(Aug. 2, 1993), pp. 55-56.

—Kramer, Hilton. "Pop Goes the Art World!

Whitney's Academic Kitsch." New York Observer,

Aug. 2-9, 1993, pp. 1, 19.

—Patner, Andrew. "'Hand-Painted Pop' after the

Action Painters, a Wealth of Surprises." Art and

Antiques (New York) 15, no. 7 (Sept. 1993), p. 87.

—Kleeblatt, Norman L. "Multivalent Voices." Art in

America (New York) 83, no. 12 (Dec. 1995),

pp. 29-31,35.

1993

Sarah Campbell Blaffer Gallery, University of Houston,

Darkness and Light: Twentieth-Century Works from Texas

Collections, Jan. 22-March 28, 1993. Exh. cat. with

essay by Elizabeth Ward.

—Johnson, Patricia C. "It's There in Black and

White." Houston Chronicle, Jan. 31, 1993. Zest sec,

p. 11.

Guggenheim Museum SoHo, New York, "Four Rooms"

and a "House Ball": Pop and the Everyday Object,

Jan. 27-April 25.

Castello di Rivoli, Un'avventura intemazionale: Torino e

le arti 1950-1970, Feb. 5-April 25. Exh. cat.

with essays by Marella Agnelli; Guido Davico Bonmo;
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Michel Bimrd; Gian Picro Bruncila; Ciermani) ( clani;

Maurizio Faj;n)li) ilcllArto, ( i-sarc cic Saia. I'u-iro

Dcrossi; Paolo lossaii; Robcrio Ciabcm. Aimaro Kola,

and Bcnctlciio C^anu-rana; kla Ciiam-lli; Mancllo I cvi,

Ada Minola; Mario Mcssinis and Paolo Pinamonii;

Alberto Papiizzi; and Ciiorj;io Verzoiii

The Corcoran Ciallery of An, Washington. DC, Late

Moilcni Didivinijs, l96C)s-/'J70.s, March I2-May 2V

—Buchard, Hank, [•rom a Plea for Help, a I ix on

Art in the l'-)f>0s-70s." The I'hthhUlphm /mjiiwcr,

March 28, 1W3, sec. F, p. b

Chicago Cultural C enter, I he .Niidiic of (be Mailiiiie. An

Ev/ii/)i(i()n <>/ Kineiu ami Biokmeiu .Art, .April 3-May 30.

Organized b\ the City of C hicago Department of

Cultural Affairs. Exh. cat. with introduction by Lanny

Silverman and essay by Douglas Davis.

—Artner, Alan G. "Oh. Those Marvelous Toys."

Chicago Tiibune. April 25, 1993, sec. 13, pp. 22-23.

—Holg, Garrett. "Finding Magic in Mechanical .Art."

Chicago Sun-Times, April 25, 1993, sec. B, pp. 5, 12.

The National Arts Club, New York, .4ri and

Emironmcnt, April 21-May 1.

Martin-Gropius-Bau, Berlin, Americcin Ait in the

Tvvrntict/i Century: Painting and Sculpture 1913-1993.

May 8-July 25. Traveled to the Royal Academy of Arts

and the Saatchi Gallery, London, Sept. 16-Dec. 12.

Exh. cat. with essays by Brooks Adams, David .Anfam,

Richard Armstrong. John Beardsley. Neal Benezra.

Arthur C. Danto. .Abraham .A. Davidson, Wolfgang Max

Faust, Christos M. Joachimidcs, Mary Emina Harris,

Thomas Kellein, Donald Kuspit, Mary Lublin, Karal

Ann Marling, Barbara Moore, Francis V. O'Connor,

Achille Bonito Oliva, Stephen Polcari, Carter Ratcliff,

Norman Rosenthal, Irving Sandler, Wieland Schmicd.

Peter Selz. Gail Stravitsky, and Douglas Tallack. Trans.

David Britt, John Brovvnjohn, John William Gabriel,

Joachim Neugroschel, and John Ormrod.

—Feaver, William. "Notices: The Big Picture." Vogue

(London), Sept. 1993, p. 61.

—Dorment, Richard. 'Picturing a World beyond

Words." Daily Telegraph (London), Sept. 15. 1993,

p. 18.

—Hughes, Robert. "The View from Piccadilly" Time

(New York) 142, no. 14 (Oct. 4, 1993), pp. 78-79.

Michael C. Carlos Museum, Emory University, Atlanta,

Serial Explorations; An Exhibition of Contemporary Art,

May 11-Aug. 22.

Guggenheim Museum SoHo, New York, Singula)

Dimensions in Painting, May 26, 1993-Jan. 4. 1994.

Exh. brochure.

—Smith, Roberta. "More to It Than Meets the Eye: A
Show of Minimalist Paintings." The New York Times,

Sept. 3, 1993, sec. C, p. 14.

La Biennale di \cnezia, XLV Esposizione internazionale

d'arte. /I suono rapido delle cose: Cage & Company,

Palazzo Grazzi, Venice, June 9-Oct. 10.

Whitnev Museum of .American .Art. New York. Abject

.Art: Repulsion and Desire in American .Art, June 23-

.Aug. 29. Exh. cat. with introduction and essays by Jack

Ben-Levi, Craig Houser, Leslie C. Jones, and Simon

Taylor.

—Wallach. .Amei. "An Abstract View- of New." The

Record (New York), Aug. 6, 1993, Previews sec,

p. 22.

The International Centre of Graphic .Art, Ljubljana.

Slovenia. Tucnlieth Inteniatwnal Biennial of Graphic Art

Ljubljana. June 25-Sept. 30. Exh. cat. with introduction

by Zoran Krzisnik and essays by W.ilter Koschalzky and

Joshua ( Taylor Irans Milan Mlainik.

Tacjon Iniernaiional Exposition '93, United States

Pavilion, Korea, R«-n»-winj{ Our Earth: The ArtislU Vision.

Aug. 7-Nov 7. Exh. tat. by Nancy L. Prcssiy

—"Future Is Now at Korea Show" The Sen Yoik

Times. Sept 5. 1993

Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna. Die Sprache dei Kun\i.

Sept. 3-Oct. 17. Traveled to Frankfurter Kunstverein,

Frankfurt, Dec 3, 1993-Feb 20, 1994 Exh cat with

essays by Timothy Baum. Kees Broos. Ina Conzen-

Meairs. Vilcm Flusser, Gerhard Kolberg, Michael Ligner,

Hans-Ulrich Reck, Sigfned j Schmidt. Ilka Spoerri,

Christian Theo Steiner. Toni Stoss. V\illy \'erkauf-

\erlon. .Ant|e von Graevemtz, and Peter Weiermair.

The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles,

Rolvvvholvover A Circus. Sept. 12-Nov 28. Traveled to

the Mcnil Collection. Houston, Jan. 14-April 3, 1994;

Guggenheim Museum SoHo, New York, April 23-

July 31, 1994; Art Tower Mito Contemporary Art

Center, Japan, Nov 3, 1994-Feb. 26, 1995; Philadelphia

Museum of Art, May 21-June 30, 1995.

—McKenna. Krisiine "200-Ring Circus." Los

Angeles, Sept. 1993. pp. 118-20.

—Knight, Christopher. "Cage's 'Circus' a Three-Ring

Sensual Blast." Los Angeles Times, Sept. 17, 1993,

sec. E pp. 1,14.

—Szwed, Mark. "The Art World: Cage by Chance."

The New Yorker 69, no. 32 (Oct. 4, 1993), p. 212.

—Johnston, Jill. "John Cage: Music for Museums."

Art in America (New York) 82, no. 1 (Jan. 1994),

pp. 72-77.

—Kalil, Susie. "Three-Ring Museum." Houston Press,

Jan. 27-Feb. 2, 1994, pp. 29-30.

—Stearns, David Patrick. "Late Composer John Cage

and the Art of Randomness." USA Today

(Washington, D.C.), April 4, 1994, sec. D, p. 3.

—Wallach, Amei. "Uncaging 'A Circus' of

Sensations." Newsday (New York), April 26. 1994,

Part 2NY, sec. B, p. 9.

—Smith, Roberta. '.Aspects of John Cage, for the

Eye " The New York Times, May 6, 1994, sec. C, p. 26.

—Levin, Kim. "Great Karma." The Village Voice

(New York), May 17, 1994, Art sec, p. 91.

—Sozanski, Edward J. "Cage's 'Circus' at Art

Museum: It's a Celebration of Taking Chances." The

Philadelphia Inquirer, June 11, 1995, sec. L, pp. 1, 5.

The Royal Academy, London, American Art in the

Twentieth Century, through Dec. 12.

—Lee, David. "American Art: The Good, the Bad and

Julian Schnabel." Art Review (London) 45. Nov 1993.

pp. 32-38.

The Murray and Isabella Rayburn Foundation, New
York, Roma

—

New York 1948-1964, An Art Exploration,

Nov. 5, 1993-Jan. 10, 1994. Exh. cat. with essay by

Germano Celant. Trans. Joachim Neugroschel.

—Cotter, Holland. ".An in Review: Roma—New York

1948-1964." The New York Times. Jan. 7. 1994,

sec. C, p. 23.

Musee d'.Art Contemporain, Bordeaux, Pemture,

emhlemes et references, Dec. 10, 1993-Feb. 27, 1994.

—Millet, Catherine. "CAPC, an .Anniversary in

Paint." Trans. J. O'Toole. Art Press (Paris), no. 187

(Jan. 1994), pp. E13-E17.

Betty Rymer Gallery, School of the .Art Insliluie of

Chicago, Whose Broad Stripes and Bright Stars: Death,

Rc\erence, arid the Struggle for Equality in America,

Dec. 17. 1993-Feb. 2. 1994.

— Slamcls. Bill "Artists lurii Pop Pers|X-ilivf on

Lincoln and Malcolm X " Chuago Sun- /imes. Jan 5.

1994, sec 2. p 35

1994

Museum o( .Art. Fort Lauderdale. Pop Art: Th^ 19Mi and

He\ond. Jan 3-April 10

I he Denver An Museum I >;'< nou nun >im>'ii in.

/:\olu(ion of the Photogram sinte /9/9. Jan 15-March 27.

Lxh, cat. with essays by Thomas Barrow, Charles Hagen,

and Floris M. Ncususs.

—Walbye. Phyllis "Phoiograms: Denver An
Museum Shows Works Painted with Lighl."

Uneland Daily Reporter-Herald (Colo.), March 5,

1994. p. 3

—Mason, Marilynne S. "Seeing the World Through

Phoiograms." The Christian Science Monitor (Boston),

March 21, 1994, p. 16.

Cleveland Center for Contemporary An, Ohio. Outside

the Frame: Performance and the Object, Feb. U-May 1.

Traveled to Newhouse Center for Contemporary

An/Snug Harbor Cultural Center. Siaten Island, NY.
Feb. 26-June 18. 1995. Exh, cat. with introduction by

David S Rubin and Marjorie Talalay and essays by

Robyn Brentano and Olivia Georgia.

—Daniels. Barry "The Challenge of Documenting

Rauschenbergic Process of Performance Art." Gay

Peoples Chronicle (Cleveland, Ohio), Feb. 25, 1994,

pp. 12-13.

—Litt, Steven. "Performance An Exhibition Should

Be on Your Agenda." The Plain Dealer (Cleveland.

Ohio), March 20, 1994, sec. 1, p. 4

—Fressola, Michael J. "Outside the Frame." Staicn

Island .Advance (New York), Feb. 24. 1995. sec. B,

pp. 1,3.

The Newton .Arts Center, Newtonville, Mass., After the

Accident': The Unpredictable Print. Feb. 25-March 27.

—Temin, Christine. "Top-Notch Art That Happened

by Chance." The Boston Globe. March 9. 1994.

Living/.Ans sec, pp. 61. 65.

—Sherman, Mary. "'Accident' Launches Newton

Print Show." Boston Herald, March 13, 1994, p. 46.

Presidents Gallery. Brenau University. Gainesville, Ga.,

Pop! .A Print Suney of the Pop Art Style, March 25-

May 10. Exh. cat. with essay by Robert E. Haywood.

Susan Sheehan Gallery, New York, The First .Meeting of

the Satie Society, May 3-July 3.

The .American Academy in Rome. .American Art in

Italian Private Collections. May 27-June 30. Exh. cat. in

English and Italian with introduction by Caroline

Bruzelius and essays by Martha Boyden. Maurizio

Calvesi, Giovanni Carandente, and Gabriella Drudi.

Trans. Paul Blanchard.

City Art Centre. Edinburgh. Worlds in a Box, May 28-

July 16. Organized by the South Bank Centre for the

.Arts Council of Great Britain. Traveled to Graves An
Gallery, Sheffield, July 30-Sept. 24; Sainsbury Centre

for Visual Arts, Norwich. Oct. 10-Dec. 4; Whitechapel

An Gallery. London. Dec. 9. 1994-Feb. 12, 1995. Exh.

brochure (Edinburgh). Exh. cat. (London) with essay by

.Alexandra Noble.

—Taylor. John Russell. "Boxers Pack a Serious

Punch." The Times (London). June 8. 1994. Arts sec,

p. 40.

—Hall, Charles. "Boxing Clever." Art Roicw

(London) 46 (Dec. 1994-Jan. 1995), pp. 44-46.

—Sewell, Brian. "Life's Box of Tricks." Evening

Standard (London), Jan. 5, 1995. The Arts sec, p. 30.

—McEwen, John. "Some Boxes are Better Left
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Closed." The Sunday Telegraph (London), Jan. 8,

1995, Art sec, p. 8.

—Del Renzio, Toni. "Boxing Clever." Art Monthly

(London), no. 183 (Feb. 1995), pp. 17-19.

Des Moines Art Center, The New York Collection Jor

Stockholm, May 28-Aug. 7.

—Nusbaum, Eliot. "New York Artists Featured in

Display." Des Moines Sunday Register, June 5, 1994,

sec. F, p. 7.

National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., Gemini

G.E.L.: Recent Prints and Sculpture, June 5-Oct. 2. Exh.

cat. with introduction by Ruth E. Fine and essay by

Charles Ritchie.

—Carnegie, M. D. "Priceless Pearls of Printmaking at

Gallery." Tlic Washingfon limes (D.C),July 24, 1994,

sec. D, p. 2.

—Wilson, Janet. "Gemini G.E.L.: Where the Sky's the

Limit." Artnews (New York) 93, no. 7 (Sept. 1994),

p. 88.

Museum of Fme Arts, Museum of New Mexico,

Santa Fe, Forecast: Shifts in Direction, Aug. 27-Oct. 23.

Exh. cat. with essay by Van Deren Coke.

Graphicstudio, Tampa, Portraits; Selections From 25

Years of Graphicstudio Works, Sept. 16-Oct. 31.

Faret Building, Tachikawa, Japan, Ffirct Tachikawa Art

Project: A 'New Centuiy' for City at\d Public Art, through

Oct. 13. Exh. cat. in English and Japanese with essays

by Peter Fugura, Peter 'V. Huggler, Sam Hunter, Fram

Kitagawa, and Apinan Poshyananda and statement

by Rauschenberg.

—Normile, Dennis. "The Art of Art in Public

Spaces." Nikkei Weekly (Tokyo), Oct. 31, 1994.

Nassau County Museum of Art, Roslyn Harbor, N.Y.,

Art after Art, Sept. 27, 1994-Jan. 2, 1995. Exh. cat. with

essays by Constance Schwartz and Franklin Hill Perrell.

Fundagao Bienal de Sao Paulo, 22. Biena! Intemacional,

Sao Paulo. Oct. 12-Dec. 11. Exh. cat. in English and

Portuguese with introduction by Nelson Aguilar, essays

by Luciano Figueiredo, Felipe Pedroso, and David

White, and previously published essay by Donald

Barthelme.

—Harris, Ron. "Two Artists Bring U.S. to 22nd

Bienal in Brazil." Los Angeles Times, Oct. 21, 1994,

sec. F p. 28.

—Smith, Roberta. "Signs to a Global 'Village in

Progress." The New York Times, Nov. 30, 1994, sec. C,

p. 18.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, A Century of

Artists Books, Oct. 23, 1994-Jan. 24, 1995. Exh. cat. by

Riva Castleman.

—Russell, John. "Images to Cherish in the Realm of

the World." The New York Times, National edition,

Nov 14, 1994, sec. C, p. 28.

The Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, Elvis +

Marilyn. 2 x Immortal, Nov 2, 1994-Jan. 8, 1995.

Traveled to Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston,

Feb. 4-March 26, 1995; Mint Museum of Art, Charlotte,

April 15-June 30, 1995; The Cleveland Museum of Art,

Ohio, Aug. 2-Sept. 23, 1995; New York Historical

Society Oct. 15, 1995-Jan. 8, 1996; The Philbrook

Museum of Art, Tulsa, April 13-June 3, 1996;

Columbus Museum of Art, Ohio, June 22-Aug. 19,

1996; Tennessee State Museum, Nashville, Sept. 7-

Nov. 3, 1996; San Jose Museum of Art, Nov 23,

1996-Jan. 30, 1997; Honolulu Academy of Arts,

April 16-June 8, 1997. Exh. cat. with commentary by

Thomas McEvilley and essays by John D. Baskerville,

Bono, Lucinda Ebersole, Bruce Heller and Alan C.

Elms, Richard Martin, Wendy McDaris, Kate Millett,

and Gary 'Vikan.

Scottsdale Center for the Arts, Neo-Dada: Redefining Art,

1958-62, Nov. 4-Dec. 31. Organized by the American

Federation of Arts. Traveled to the Equitable Gallery,

New York, Jan. 27-March 18, 1995; Contemporary Arts

Museum, Houston, July 8-Sept. 10, 1995; Tufts

University Art Gallery, Medford, Mass., Oct. 6-Dec. 3,

1995; Florida International University Art Museum,

Miami, Jan. 5-March 3, 1996. Exh. cat. with essays by

Maurice Berger, Susan Hapgood, and Jill Johnston.

—Smith, Roberta. "Art in Review: 'Neo-Dada':

'Redefining Art, 1958-1962.'" The New York Times,

Feb. 10, 1995, sec. C, p. 27.

Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Duchamp's Leg, Nov. 5,

1994-March 26, 1995. Traveled to Center for the Fine

Arts, Miami. Dec. 3, 1995-March 3, 1996. Exh.

brochure.

—Cantor, Judy. "Rauschenberg Stripped Bare." New
Times (Miami), Feb. 8-14, 1996, pp. 63-65.

—Naumann, Frances M. "Minneapolis: The Legacy

of Marcel Duchamp." The Burlington Magazine

(London) 137, no. 1,103 (Feb. 1995), pp. 137-39.

—Turner, Elisa. "Exhibit Shows How Many Artists

Stand on Duchamp's 'Leg'." Miami Herald, Dec. 3,

1995, Arts sec, pp. 11, 21.

Musee National d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges

Pompidou, Paris, Hors limites.' L'Arf et la vie 1952-1994,

Nov. 9, 1994-Jan. 23, 1995. Exh. cat. with texts by

Frangois Barre, Jean-Pierre Bordaz, Jean-Michel

Bouhours, Daniel Caux, Jean de Loisy, Charles Dreyfus,

Robert Fleck, Michel Giroud, Jeff Kelley, Arnaud

Labelle-Rojoux, Timothy Marin, Pierre Restany and

Germain 'Viatte.

1995

The Glassell School of Art, Museum of Fine Arts,

Houston, Images from Space, Jan. 21-March 6. Exh. cat.

with essay by David Brauer.

The Minneapolis Institute of Arts, Made in America: Ten

Centuries of American Art, Feb. 5-April 30. Traveled to

the Saint Louis Art Museum, June 6-Sept. 4; The

Toledo Museum of Art, Ohio, Oct. 13, 1995-Jan. 7,

1996; The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City,

Mo., March 17-May 19, 1996; The Carnegie Museum of

Art, July 6-Sept. 22, 1996. Exh. cat. with essays by

Henry Adams, Richard Armstrong, Lynne Ambrosini,

Louise Lincoln, Evan M. Mauer, Judith A. Neiswander,

and Sarah Nichols and texts by Roger Berkowitz, James

D. Burke, Elaine D. Gustafson, Kathryn C. Johnson,

Dennis Michael Jon, Olivia Lahs-Gonzales, Jackie

Lewis-Harris, Margaret Lichter, Louise W. Lippincott,

Cara McCarty, Zoe Annis Perkins, Daniel A. Reich,

William B. Russell, Jr., Joyce K. Schiller, Deborah

Emont Scott, Jeremy Strick, Davira S. Taragin, Elizabeth

J. Vallance, and Charles Wylie.

The Art Institute of Chicago, Large and Small: Prints

from Universal Limited Art Editions, March 11-Sept. 10.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Degrees of Abstraction:

Morris Louis to Mapplethorpe, March 11-Oct. 22, 1997.

—Taylor, Robert. "An Eclectic Gathering of

Abstractions." The Boston Globe, May 17, 1995,

Living Arts sec, p. 36.

The Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum, Rutgers, The

State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick,

Printmaking in America: Collaborative Prints and Presses,

1960-1990, April 23-June 18. Traveled to Mary and

Leigh Block Gallery, Northwestern University, Evanston,

Sept. 22-Dec. 3; The William Benton Museum of Art,

University of Connecticut, Storrs, Jan. 23-April 6, 1996;

National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, D.C., May 10-Aug. 4, 1996.

Exh. cat. with introduction by David Mickenberg and

essays by Trudy V Hansen, Joann Moser, Mickenberg,

and Barry Walker.

—Raynor, Vivien. "When Art (the Artist's) Meets Art

(the Printer's)." The New York Times, N.J. edition,

May 28, 1995, sec. 13, p. 14.

—Reiter, Carla. "Printmaking in America."

Northwestern Perspective (Evanston), summer 1995,

pp. 24-26.

—Shaw-Eagle, Joanna. "Lasting Impressions."

The Washington Times, May 19, 1996, sec. D, pp. 1, 4.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, Views

from Abroad/European Perspectives on American Art One,

June 29-Oct. 1. Traveled to Stedelijk Museum,

Amsterdam, Nov 17, 1995-Jan. 28, 1996. Exh. cat. in

Dutch and English by Rudi Fuchs and Adam D.

Weinberg with essays by Fuchs, Seamus Heaney,

Hayden Herrera, and Weinberg, and poem by Robert

Lowell. Trans. Nelleke van Maaren Titia Fuchs.

Ludwig Museum im Deutschherrenhaus, Stadtische

Museen Koblenz, Klangskulpturen-Augenmusik, July 2-

Sept. 24. Exh. cat. with essays by Anne Giffon, Michael

Glasmeier, Helga de la Motte-Haber, and Daniele

Terrier.

—"Die Kunst im Reich der Sinne." Rhein-Zeitung

(Koblenz), June 8, 1995.

—Kurz, Martina. "Reiber, Rauscher, Zischer, Heuler."

Frankfurter Allgemeine (Frankfurt), Aug. 4, 1995,

p. 34.

—Grus, Michael. "Tauwetter fiir eine eftrorene

Trompete." Frankfurter Rundschau (Frankfurt),

Aug. 19, 1995.

Palais des Nations, Geneva, Dialogues of Peace/

Dialogues de paix, July 3-Oct. 24. Exh. cat. with

introduction by Adelina von Fiirstenberg and essays by

Brahim Alaoui, Andre Magnin, Roger Marcel Mayou,

and Carla Stellweg.

—Riding, Alan. "Politics, This is Art, Art This is

Politics." The New York Times, Aug. 10, 1995, sec. C,

pp. 11, 15.

—Tagore, Sundaram. "Universality of the Arts:

Celebrating Culture on UN Anniversary." The Times

of India (Bombay), Oct. 28, 1995, p. 12.

Cincinnati Art Museum, Pop Prints, July 22, 1995-

Jan. 21, 1996.

Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid,

23 artistas para medicos del mundo, Sept. 21-Oct. 8.

Black Mountain College Museum and Arts Center,

Asheville Art Museum, N.C., Remembering Black

Mountain College, Oct. 9-Nov. 15. Exh. cat. with essay

by Mary Emma Harris. Traveled to Central Piedmont

Community College Art Gallery, Peas Auditorium,

Charlotte, Oct. 15-Dec. 20, 1996.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, Beat

Culture and the New America: 1950-1965, Nov 9, 1995-

Feb. 4, 1996. Exh. cat. vnth previously published

prologue by Allen Ginsberg and essays by Maurice

Berger, Ray Carney, Maria Damon, John G. Hanhardt,

Glenn O'Brien, Lisa Phillips, Mona Lisa Saloy, Edward

Sanders, and Rebecca Solnit. Traveled to Walker Art

Center, Minneapolis, June 2, 1995-Sept. 15, 1996;

M. H. de Young Memorial Museum, The Fine Arts

Museums of San Francisco, Oct. 5-Dec. 29, 1996.
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—Wolitzer, Meg. "How ihc Bcai I:sthctit Marki-il lis

Time." The New York Times. Scpi 10. 1W5. sec 11.

p. 58

—Kininielman. Michael "Al llie \\ liilnev. .A

Celebration of Beat Culliire (Sandals and AID."

The New York Times, Nov. 10, 1995, sec. C, pp. 1, 5.

—Allen, Henry. "The '50s Generation, Regenerated at

the Whitney." The Washinj^ton Post. Nov, 11, 1W5,

sec. C, pp. 1, 4.

—Schjeldahl, Peter. "Beat and Reheat. " The VilUij^c

Yoke (New York), Nov 21, 1995, Art sec, p. 73.

—Strickland, Carol. "Glory Days of Hip and C ool

Are Revisited in New York." The Christum Si lauc

Monitor (Boston), Nov 30, 1995, Arts sec, p. 10.

—Raicliff, Carter. "And the Beats Go On." Art in

America (New York) 84, no. 3 (March 1996),

pp. 62-68.

—Holt, Patricia "The Beats Go On .it tic ^'oung. ' Sai}

Francisco Chronicle. Oct. 4, 1996, sec. C, pp. 1, 8.

The Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati, It's Only

Rock ami Roll: Rock and Roll Currents in Contemporary

Art. Nov 18, 1995-Jan. 21, 1996.

—Miles, Christopher. "Rock on the Wall." Detour

(Los Angeles), Oct. 1996, pp. 169-70.

Gallcria d'Arte 11 Gabbiano, Rome, W i/ cinema:

Homma^c to the First 100 Years of Cinema. Nov. 30,

1995-Jan. 31, 1996. Exh. cat in English and Italian

with essays by Fiamma .Arditi, Guido Rcbccchini, and

Enzo Siciliano

Musee d'Art Modernc de la Villc, Paris, Pcissions privccs.

Dec. 20, 1995-March 24, 1996.

—Millet, Catherine. "Passions Privees: Private

Passions on Public Display." Trans. Charles

Penwarden. Art Press (Paris), no. 211 (March 1996),

pp. 65-67.

1996

65 Thompson St., New York, Max's Kansas City's

Thiriifi/i .Anniversary Reunion, Jan. 17-Feb. 1.

Exh. brochure.

Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Acquiring Art in the

90s: The Inside Ston, Jan. 21-.April 14.

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York,

Abstraction in the Twenncth Century: Total Risk, Freedom,

Discipline, Feb. 9-May 12. Exh. cat. by Mark Rosenthal.

Musee National d'.Art Modernc, Centre Georges

Pompidou, Paris, Llnfonne: Mode d'Emploi.

May 22-Aug. 26. Exh. cat. by Yve-.Alain Bois and

Rosalind Krauss.

^Kandel, Susan. "Modern .Art Theory Put to the

Test in Paris." Los Angeles Times, Aug. 4, 1996,

Calendar sec., p. 56.

Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna, WunscJimascliinc

—

Welterjindung: Fine Geschichte der Technifevisionen sei(

dem J S.Jahrhunderl, June 5-Aug. 4. Exh. cat. with essays

by Marie-Ann Berr, Manuel Chemineau, Timothy

Druckrey, Manfred FaSler, Leopold Federmair, Mathias

I uchs. C harles liable dray /aha lladid, Geza Ha|Os.

I rkki tluhtaino, Irietlruh Killler, I Ike Krasny Herbert

1 achmayer, Doreet l.e Vitle-Harlen. Bart l.ootsina,

I leiinaora Louis, Thomas Macho. Gabriele Miras,

VXollgang Muller-Funk, Helga Nowotny, Wolfgang

Pircher, Hans-Ulrich Reck, Jasia Rcichardi. Ramun
Reichert, Frans Rciiinger, Jehuda Safran, Patrick

Schumacher, Georg SeeBler. Bernhard Siegart, Christian

Theo Steiner, Ernst Strouhal, Paul Virilio. Peter Weibel,

and SlavoJ Zizck

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, /funking /'iin(

Hooks to Billboards, 1980-95, June 20-Sept. 10. Exh. cat

by Deborah Wye with introduction by Audrey

Isselbachcr and essay by Andrea Feldman.

— Princenthai, Nancy "Books to Billboards: Crossing

the Boundaries." MoMA Magazine (New York),

no. 22 (summer 1996), pp. 14-15, 18-19.

Philadelphia Museum of Art, Metamorphoses:

Photoy.raphy in the Flectronic .Age. June 22-Aug. 18.

Traveled to the Museum at the Fashion Institute of

Technology New York, Sept. 8-Oct. 29. 1996. Exh. cat.

wiih introduction by Mark Haworth-Booth and essays

by Geoffrey Batchen, Rebecca Busselle. Ben Davis,

Timothy Druckrey, Jonathan Green, and Vincent Kalz.

—Sozanski, Edward J. "Art Museum Exhibit

Examines Photographs in the Computer Age." The

Philadelphia /nquirer, July 7, 1996, sec. G, p. 11.

Musee d'Art Moderne et d'Art Contemporain, Nice,

Chimeriques polymeres, June 29-Sept. 15. Exh. cat.

Padiglione d'Arte Contemporanea, Milan, Omaggio a

Leo Castelli: Da Rauschenberg a Warhol, da Flavin ajudd.

20 artisti a New York negli anni sessanta, July 16-Nov. 4.

Exh. cat. with introductions by Philippe Daverio, Maria

Teresa Fiorio, Marco Formentini, Lucia Matino, essay by

Piero Dorazio, and previously published essay by Calvin

Tomkins.

Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Ports of Entry:

William S. Bunoiiglis and the .Arts, July 18-Oct. 6.

Traveled to Spencer Art Museum, Lawrence, Kans.,

Oct. 26, 1996-Jan. 5, 1997. Exh. cat. with essay by

Robert Sobicszck and afterword by William S.

Burroughs.

—McKenna, Krisline. "Radical Point of View. " Los

Angeles Times, July 14, 1996, Calendar sec, pp. 7, 84.

—Knight, Christopher. "The Art of Randomness."

Los Angeles Times, Aug. 1, 1996, sec. F, pp. 1, 9.

Musee National d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges

Pompidou, Paris, Face a I'fiistoirc: 1933-1996. Dec. 19,

1996-.April 7, 1997. Exh. cat. with essays by Jean-

Jacques Aillagon. Jean-Paul Ameline, Hubertus von

Amelunxen, Lazlo Beke. Yve Bergeret, Christian Besson,

Hartmund Bitomsky, Dunja Blazcvic, Rene Block,

Catherine Bompuis. Marc Bormand, Fry Camara, Luis

Camnitzer. John Clark, Eric de Chassey, Agnes de la

Beaumelle, Mario De Micheli, Christian Derouel, Hal

Foster, Maurice Frechuret, Christine Freot, Michel

Frizot, Claude Frontisi, Gerald Gassiot-Talabot, Stefan

Gcrmer, l.aurrni Gervereau. Iizhak Goldberg, Hou
Hanru, l-abriee Hergoii, Ann Hindry Werner Hofmann,

Jean-Clarence l-amberi, Kngiiic Leal. Patrick Le

Nouenc, Tomas l.lorens, Declan McGonaglc. David Alan

Mellor, Gunicr Melken, Regis Michel. John Miller,

Viktor Misiano, Hans-Ernsi Miiiig. Grrardo Mosquera,

Pascal Cry, Anioine Pcrroi, Marcclm Plcynei, Grisclda

Pollock, Jacques Ranciere. Fancitc RtKhc-Ptzard.

Wieland Schmied, Didier Schulmann. Daniel Soutif.

Anatoli Siigalev. Olga Sviblova. Mane 1-uim." Syring.

Andrzej Turowski, Nathalie Vernizzi, Germain Viatte,

Val Williams, and Sarah Wilson.

1997

Twenty-second International Biennial of Graphic Art

Ljubljana. Slovenia, ('re)Me<iiaJion The Digital in

Contemporary Printmaking

The Pacific Design Center, Los Angeles, Gemini GEL.
Celebrating Thirty Years, Jan. 20-Feb. 8.

Mary Ryan Gallery New York. Civil Progress: Images of

Black America, Feb. 12-March 15. Exh. cat. with essay

by Halima Taha.

Brooke Alexander, New York, Photo Works, Feb. 15-

March 29.

The Corcoran Gallery of An, Washington, DC,
Proo/ Positive; Forty Years of Contemporaiy American

Printmaking at ULAE: 1957-1997, Feb. 15-June 30.

Travels to the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas

City, Mo., April 23-June 15; The Denver Museum of

Art, July 27-Sept. 2. Armand Hammer Museum of Art.

University of California. Los Angles, Oct. 27, 1997-

Jan. 4, 1998; Sezon Museum of Art. Tokyo. Feb. 27-

May 1998; Municipal Museum of Art, Kitakysu, Japan,

June-July 1998. Exh. cat. with introduction by Jack

Cowart and texts by Sue Scott and Tony Towle.

Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston, Finders/Keepers,

May 10-Aug. 3. Exh. cat. with essays by Richard

Howard. Marti Mayo, and Bruce C. Webb.

The Museum of Modern .Art, New York. Objects of

Desire: The Modern Still Life. May 25-Aug. 26 Exh. cat.

with essay by Margit Rovveil. Travels to the Hayward

Gallery London, Oct. 9, 1997-Jan. 4, 1998.

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, From

Ditrer to Rauschenberg: A Quintessence of Drawing,

Mastcrworks from the .Alberiina and the Guggenheim,

June 20-Sept. 1.

Haus der Kunst, Munich. Deep Storage: Arsenale der

Erinnerung. .Aug. 3-Oct. 12. Exh. cat. with essays by

Geoffrey Batchen, Eugen Blume, Benjamin H. D.

Buchloh, Susan Buck-Morss, Trevor Fairbrother,

Hubertus GaSner, E. H. Gombrich, Kai-Uwe Hemken,

Justin Hoffmann, Stefan Inglhaut, Jon Ippolito. Brigitte

Kolle, Geert Lovink, Dirk Luckow. Elizabeth Lunning,

Otto Neumaier, Carter Ratcliff. Iris Reepen. Stephanie

Rosenthal, Ingrid Schaffner. Ingrid Scharlau, Bernhart

Schwenk, Claudia Seelmann, John W. Smith, Susan

Stewart, Birgit Stockmann, and Matthias Winzen.
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Performance History

This section lists all known peijonyianccs that Robert

Rauschenberg collaborated on (in regular italics) or

choreographed (in bold italics). For works choreographed

bv Rauschenberg, all sets, costumes, and other stage

elements were designed by the artist unless ol/icruisc

noted. The dates and locations of all known peijonnances

of Rauschenberg's works are given; for works by other

choreographers, only premieres are cited. Rauschenberg's

works are also cited in listings for group programs in

which they appeared. For works by other choreographers,

dates of premieres appear in parentheses if Rauschenberg

participated only in subsequent stagings. Unless otherwise

noted, the cast of a rcstaged work was the same as that

of its premiere.

Selected primarily for their discussion o/Rausc/icnbcrgs

contribution, rrv'iews, ordered by date of publication,

follow listings of premiere petfonnances. These reviews

may refer to subsequent stagings.

1952

John Cage, untitled event [Theater Piece #1].

Black Mountain College, near Asheville, N. C,

summer. Performed by Cage, Merce Cunningham,

Charles Olson, Rauschenberg, M. C. Richards, and

David Tudor.

1954

Paul Taylor, Jaclj and the Beanstalk. Paul Taylor Dance

Company, A Theater for New Dance, Music, and

Design, Henry Street Playhouse, New York, May 30.

Presented by Dance .Associates. Set by Rauschenberg.

Lighting by Marc May. Music by Hy Gubernick.

Performed by Donald Boiteau, Joan Coddlington,

Anita Dencks, Viola Farber, Alec Rubin, Leslie Snow,

and Taylor.

Merce Cunningham, Minutiae, Merce Cunningham

Dance Company, Brooklyn Academy of Music, New
York, Dec. 8. Set by Rauschenberg. Costumes by

Remy Charlip. Lighting by Scolt Hale, later by Nick

(Nicola) Cernovich. Music by John Cage. Performed

by Carolyn Brown, Remy Charlip, Cunningham, Anita

Dencks, Viola Farber, Jo Anne Melsher, and Marianne

(Preger) Simon.

— L|ewis]., H[orstl. "Merce Cunningham and

Company." Dance Observer (New York) 22, no. 2

(Feb. 1955), p. 24.

1955

Paul Taylor, Circus Polfea, Paul Taylor Dance

Company, Master Institute Theater, New York,

March 15. Music by Igor Stravinsky. Original set

by Rauschenberg, later version by George Wilson.

Costumes by Rauschenberg. Lighting by Marc May

and John Robertson. Performed by Taylor and

David Vaughan.

Merce Cunningham, Springwcalhcr and People,

Merce Cunningham Dance Company, Bard College,

Annandale-on-Hudson, New York. May 24.

Costumes by Remy Charlip in collaboration with

Ray Johnson. Rauschenberg, and Vera Williams

(redesigned by Rauschenberg in 1957). Music by

Earle Brown. Performed by Carolyn Brown, Charlip,

Cunningham, Anita Dencks, Viola Farber, and

Marianne (Preger) Simon.

—Bernstein, Harry. "Merce Cunningham and

Company." Dance Obsener (New York) 25, no. 1

(Jan. 1958), p. 10.

—Manchester, R W. "The Season m Review." Dance

News (New York) 32, no. 1 (Jan. 1958), p. 7.

Paul Taylor, Little Circus, Paul Taylor Dance Company,

Master Institute Theater, New York, June 6. Adapted

from Circus Polka (1955). Set and costumes by

Rauschenberg. Lighting by John Robertson. Music

by Igor Stravinsky. Performed by Therese Cura,

Charlene Davis, Sandra Keery, Marian Sarach, Taylor,

and David Vaughan.

1956

Paul Taylor, Three Epitaphs. Paul Taylor Dance

Company, Master Institute Theater, New York,

March 27. Costumes by Rauschenberg. Lighting by

Nick (Nicola) Cernovich. Music from a recording of

early New Orleans jazz by the Laneville-Johnson Union

Brass Band on Folkways record Music in the SoutJi.

Performed by Therese Cura, Carol Rubenstem, Taylor,

and Doris Thurston. Revised version, Foui Epitaphs,

premiered at Henry Street Playhouse, New York,

May 6.

Paul Taylor, Tlie Least Flycatcher, Paul Taylor Dance

Company, Henry Street Playhouse, New York, May 6.

Costumes and sound accompaniment by Rauschenberg.

Performed by Taylor.

Paul Taylor, L'ntitled Duet, Paul Taylor Dance Company,

Henry Street Playhouse, New York, May 6. Costumes by

Rauschenberg. Performed by .Anita Dencks and Taylor

Merce Cunningham, Suite for Five in Space and Time,

Merce Cunningham Dance Company, University of

Notre Dame, South Bend, May 18. Costumes by

Rauschenberg. Music by John Cage. Performed by

Carolyn Brown, Remy Charlip, Cunningham, Viola

Farber, and Marianne (Preger) Simon. Revised version.

Suite for Five, premiered at Brooklyn Academy of Music,

New York, Jan. 12, 1957.

—Mellers, Wilfrid. "Tranquillity" The New Statesman

(London), July 31, 1964, p. 160.

Merce Cunningham, Noctu?7ies, Merce Cunningham

Dance Company, Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival, Lee,

Mass., July 11. Set and costumes by Rauschenberg.

Music by Erik Satie. Performed by Carolyn Brown,

Remy Charlip, Cunningham, Viola Farber, Bruce King,

and Marianne (Preger) Simon.

—Bernstein, Harry. "Merce Cunningham and

Company." Dance Obser-ver (New York) 25, no. 1

(Jan. 1958), p. 10.

—Hering, Doris. "American Dance Festival: #11."

Dance Magazine (New York) 32, no. 10 (Oct. 1958).

pp. 33-35, 64, 73-74.

—Hall, Fernau. "Merce Cunningham and Dance

Company." Ballet Today (Surrey, England) 14, no. 16

(Oct. 1964), pp. 9-10.

—Marks, Marcia. "Merce Cunningham and Dance

Company." Dance Magazine (New York) 39, no. 4

(April 1965), pp. 32-33.

Paul Taylor, Tropes. Paul Taylor Dance Company,

Master Institute Theater, New York, Dec. 4, 1956.

Costumes by Rauschenberg. Performed by Taylor to

recorded folk songs.

1957

Paul Taylor, The Tower, Paul Taylor Dance Company,

Kaufmann Concert Hall, Ninety-second Street

YM-YWHA, New York, Feb. 10. Set by Rauschenberg.

Costumes by Jasper Johns. Music by John Cooper.

Performed by Lorraine Crocket, Anita Dencks, Barbara

Janezic, Carol Rubenstein, Paul Taylor, and Matt Turney

—Guthman, Louise. "Paul Taylor and Company"

Dance Observer (New York) 24, no. 4 (April 1957),

pp. 57-58.

Paul Taylor, Seven New Dances, Paul Taylor Dance

Company, Kaufmann Concert Hall, Ninety-second

Street YM-'VWTIA, New York, Oct. 20. Artistic

collaboration by Jasper Johns and Rauschenberg. Set

and costumes by Rauschenberg and Taylor (under the

pseudonym George Tacet). Lighting by Tharon Musser.

Included Epic: performed by Taylor to automated

telephone time announcements; Events I: performed by

Toby Armour, Donya Feuer, and Cynthia Stone to wind

sounds; Resemblance: performed by Taylor to music by

John Cage; Panorama: performed by Armour, Feuer,

and Stone to heartbeat sounds; Duet: performed by Toby

Glanternik and Taylor to music by Cage; Events 11;

performed by Feuer and Stone to rain sounds; and

Opportunity: performed by Taylor to "noise."

—H|orst|., Llewisj. "Paul Taylor and Dance

Company." Dance Observer (New York) 24, no. 9

(Nov. 1957), p. 139.

Merce Cunningham, Changeling, Merce Cunningham

Dance Company, Brooklyn Academy of Music, New-

York, Nov. 30. Costumes by Rauschenberg. Music by

Christian Wolff. Performed by Cunningham.

—Manchester, R W "The Season in Review." Dance

News (New York) 32, no. 1 (Jan. 1958), p. 7.

—Bernstein, Harry. "Merce Cunningham and

Company" Dance Observer (New York) 25, no. 1

(Jan. 1958), p. 10.

—Hering, Doris. "American Dance Festival: #11."

Dance Magazine (New York) 32, no. 10 (Oct. 1958),

pp. 33-35, 64, 73-74.

—Hall, Fernau. "Merce Cunningham and Dance

Company." Ballet Today (Surrey, England) 14, no. 16

(Oct. 1964), pp. 9-10.

Merce Cunningham, Labyrinthian Dances, Merce

Cunningham Dance Company, Brooklyn Academy

of Music, New York, Nov. 30. Set and costumes

by Rauschenberg. Music by Josef Matthias Hauer

Performed by Carolyn Brown, Remy Charlip,

Cunningham, Viola Farber, Bruce King, and

Marianne (Preger) Simon.

—Manchester, P W. "The Season in Review." Dance

News (New York) 32, no. 1 (Jan. 1958), p. 7.

—Bernstein, Harry. "Merce Cunningham and

Company." Dance Observer (New York) 25, no. 1

(Jan. 1958), p. 10.

1958

Paul Taylor, Rebus, Paul Taylor Dance Company, Little

Theater, Douglass College, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, N.J., March 18. Set and costumes
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by Rauschc-nbiTg Music by David Hollistcr Pfrforiiu-cl

by Toby Armour. Pbcna Darner, loby dlaiuirtuk,

and Taylor.

Mcrcc Cunnlnsbani. AiUu Meet, Mcrcc CAUinuighain

Dance Company. 1 Icvcnih American Dance I esiival,

Connecticut College, New London, Aug 14 Set and

costumes by Rauscbenberj; 1 igbimgby Nick (Nicola)

Ccrnovich, later by Rauschenber); Music by jobn

Cage. Performed by C arolyn Urown, Remv ( harlip,

Cunningham, \'u)la larber, C ynlliia stone, and

Marilyn Wood,

—Hcring, Doris ",\merican Dance Festival: #11."

Dame Ma^iizinc (New York) 52, no. 10 (Oct. l')58),

pp. 33-35, 64, 73-74.

—Sorcll, Walter. "The American Dance resiival."

Ddruc Obscn'fi (New York) 30, no. 7 (.Xug.-Scpt.

1963). pp. 102-03.

—Porter. .Andrew. "Merce Cunningham— 2 /lie

Financial Times (London), July 30, l'J64, p. 22.

—Buckle, Richard. "The Smell of Peaches."

The Sunday Times (London), .Aug. '^, 1964, p. 23.

—Hofmann, Wilfred. "Cologne: Merce Cunningham."

Ballet Today (Surrey, England) 14, no. 16 (Oct. 1964).

p. 18.

Merce Cunningham. Summeispace. Merce Cunningham

Dance Company. Eleventh .American Dance Festival.

Connecticut College, New London, Aug. 17. Set and

costumes by Rauschenberg. Lighting by Nick (Nicola)

Cernovich, later by Rauschenberg. Music by Morton

Feldman. Performed by CaroKn Brown, Remy Charlip,

Cunningham, Viola larber, C \ iithia Stone, and

Marilyn Wood.

—Manchester, P W. "Dance in Review." Dance News

(New York) 33, no. 1 (Sept. 1958), p. 16.

—Hering, Doris. "American Dance Festival: #11."

Dance Magazine (New York) 32. no. 10 (Oct. 1958),

pp. 33-35, 64, 73-74.

—Buckle, Richard. "The Smell of Peaches." The

Siin(i(i> Times (London), Aug. 9, 1964, p. 23.

—Barnes, Clive. "Dance: "Summerspace':

Cunningham, the Sea-Green Incorruptible, Triumphs

with City Ballet Production." The New York Times.

April 15, 1966, sec. B, p. 45.

Paul Taylor, /mages and Reflections, Paul Taylor Dance

Company, Kaufmann Concert Hall, Ninety-second

Street YM-Y\VHA, New York, Dec. 20. Set and costumes

by Rauschenberg. Lighting by Tharon Musser. Music by

Morton Feldman. Performed by Toby .Armour. Phcna

Darner. Viola Farber, and Taylor.

—Hering. Doris. "Paul Taylor and Dance

Company, Ninety-second Street Y.' Dec. 20. 1958.

'

Dance Magazine (New Y'ork) 33. no. 2 (Feb. 1959).

p. 27.

1959

Merce Cunningham, From the Poems of White Stone.

Merce Cunningham Dance Company, Festival of

Contemporary Arts, University of Illinois at Urbana,

March 14. Costumes by Rauschenberg. Music by Chou
VVen-chung. Poems by Chiang Kuei. Performed by

Carolyn Brown. Remy Charlip, Cunningham, Judith

Dunn. Viola Farber. and Marilyn Wood.

Merce Cunningham. Gambit for Dancers and Orchestra.

Merce Cunningham Dance Company. Festival of

Contemporary .Arts. University of Illinois at Urbana,

March 14. Set and costumes by Rauschenberg. Music by

Ben Johnston. Performed by Carolyn Brown, Remy
Charlip, Cunningham. Judith Dunn, \iola Farber. and

Marilyn Wood.

Merce Cunningham, Rune, Merce Cunningham Dance

(ompany, Iwelflh .American l\mce leslival,

( onneitKul ( ollege. New I ondon, .Aug 14 Costumes

by Rauschenberg (redesigned by Mark Lancaster m
19H2 and 1985) Music by C hrislian Wolll Perlormed

by C-arolyn Brown. Remy C harlip, Cunningham, Judiili

Dunn, Viola I-arber, and Marilyn Wood.

.Allan Kaprow, IH Happenings in 6 Parts, Reuben Ciallers,

61 Fourth .Avenue, New York, Oct 4 and <>-10

I'articipants on one evening included Jasper Johns

and Rauschenberg.

1960

Merce C unningbam. Night Wandeiing joriginally

Nallvandrare (1958)1, Merce Cunningham Dance

Company, Thirteenth American Dance Festival,

Connecticut College, New London, Aug. 18. Costumes

originally by Nick (Nicola) Cernovich, redesigned by

Rauschenberg. Music by Bo Nilsson. Performed by

Carolyn Brown and C unnmghani

—Sorell, Walter "The .American Dance Festival

"

Dance Ohsener (New York) 30. no 7 (Aug.-Sept.

1963), pp. 102-03.

—Porter, Andrew. "Merce Cunningham— 2." 7'/if

Financial Times (London), July 30, 1964, p. 22.

—Marks, Marcia. "Merce Cunningham and Dance

Company." Dance Magazine (New Y'ork) 39, no. 4

(April 1965), pp. 32-33.

Merce Cunningham, Crises, Merce Cunningham Dance

Company, Thirteenth American Dance Festival,

Connecticut College, New London, Aug. 19. Costumes

b\ Rauschenberg. Music by Conlon Nancarrow.

Performed by C-arolyn Brown, Cunningham, Judith

Dunn, Viola Farber, and Marilyn Wood.

—Hofmann, Wilfred. "C^olognc: Merce Cunningham
"

Ballet Today (Surrey. England) 14, no. 16 (c:)ct. 1964),

p. 18.

—Marks, Marcia. "Merce Cunningham and Dance

Company." Dance Magazine (New York) 39. no. 4

(April 1965), pp. 32-33.

Merce Cunningham, Hand Birds, Merce Cunningham

Dance Company, Festivale Internazionale di Musica

Contemporanea, XXIll Biennale Intenmzicmale d'Arte.

Tcatro La Fenice, Venice. Sept. 24. Costume by

Rauschenberg. Music by Earle Brown. Performed by

Carolyn Brown.

Merce Cunningham. Waka, Merce Cunningham Dance

Company. Festivale Internazionale di Musica

Contemporanea. ,X,X'/// Biennale Internazionale d'Arte.

Tcatro La Fenice, Venice, Sept. 24. C,ostume by

Rauschenberg [reused from From the Poems of White

Stone (1959)1. Music by Toshi Ichiyanagi. Performed by

Carolyn Brown.

1961

Niki dc Saint Phalle, "tir " performance, Staket sandpit,

near Varmdo. Sweden, May 23. during the exhibition

Rorclse I Konsten, Moderna Muscet, Stockholm,

May 17-Sept. 3. Rauschenberg participates in

creation of paintings by firing a rifle at sacs of paint

attached to a canvas.

Homage to David Tudor, Theatre de I'Ambassade des

Etats-Unis, 41 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honore. Paris.

June 20. Performed by Niki de Saint Phalle. Jasper

Johns. Rauschenberg, Jean Tinguely. and Tudor.

Rauschenberg creates First Time Painting on stage.

Merce Cunningham, .Aeon. Merce Cunningham

Dance Company. La Comedic Canadienne. Montreal,

.Aug. 5. Set. costumes, and lighting by Rauschenberg.

Music by John Cage. Performed b\ Sharcen Blair.

Carolyn Brown. Remy Charlip. Cunningham, Judith

Dunn. Viola I arbcr, Steve Paxion. Valda Sciicrfield,

and Marilyn Wimh]

—Hall. Fernau "Mcrie Cunningham and Dance

Company" liallei Today (Surrey InKlaiuli 14 no Id

(Od 1964). pp 9-10

1962

\iki de Saint I'hailc and Jean Tmguely. "lir'

|)erlorinance. parking lot o( the Renaissance CAuh,

Sunset Boulevard. Los Angeles, March 1962

Rauschenberg helps assemble the "tir" construction.

The Constructwn oj Boston. Maidman Playhouse, Ncv^-

York, May 4. Directed by Merce Cunningham. Text by

Kenneth Koch Song by John Doolcy Performed by Niki

de Saint Phalle, Rauschenberg, and Jean Tinguely with

appearances by Irving Blum. Macmtyre Dixon, Elmarie

Doolcy, C^j-vind Fahlstrom, Viola Farber, Henry

Geldzahler, Maxine Groffsky, Billy Kluvcr, Richard

Libertim, Steve Paxton, and Frank Stella

—Johnston. Jill. "Robert Rauschenberg. Jean

Tinguely. Niki de Saint Phalle' Artnews (New York) 61,

no. 4 (summer 1962), pp. 53-54.

—Wulp, John. "Happening: A Timely Exercise in the

Pursuit of Happiness." Esquire (New York) 60. no. 5

(Nov. 1963), pp. 134, 136. 138, and 184-187.

Paul Taylor. Tracer, Paul Taylor Dance Company.

Theatre de Lulcce. Paris, April 11. 1962. Set and

costumes by Rauschenberg. Music by James Tenney.

Performed by Shareen Blair. Bettie de Jong. Bonnie

Mathis. and Taylor.

1963

Yvonne Rainer, Terrain, Judson Dance Theater, An
Evening of Dance. Judson Memorial Church, New York.

April 28-29. Set and costumes by Rainer. Lighting by

Rauschenberg. Performed by Trisha Brown. William

Davis. Judith Dunn. Steve Paxton. Rainer. and

Albert Rcid.

Robert Rauschenberg. Pelican. Judson Dance Theater:

Concert of Dance 5, .America on Wheels roller-skating

rink. Washington. DC. May 9. Presented by the

Washington Gallery of Modern Art on the occasion of

the Pop Festival. Lighting for all events by

Rauschenberg. Performed by Carolyn Brown. Per Olof

Ultvedt. and Rauschenberg. Subsequent performances

(featuring Alex Hay in place of Ultvedt) at Judson

Dance Theater. Dance Concert 111. First New York

Theater Rally, former CBS studio, Broadway and

Eighty-first Street. New York. May 24-26. 1965; Five

Choreographers in Three Dance Concerts. Rollerdrome,

Culver City. Calif.. .April 20. 1966. sponsored by the Los

Angeles County Museum of .Art; and the NOW Festival,

National Arena roller-skating rink. Washington. D.C.

April 26, 1966.

—Glueck, Grace. "Ballet: Brides and Turtles in Dance

Program." The New York Times. May 13. 1965, p. 33.

—.Abeel, Erica. "Daedalus at the Rollerdrome."

Saturday Review (New York) 48. no. 35 (Aug. 28,

1965). pp. 51-53.

—Sherwood. John. "Pop's Here NOW. and Oh the

Plastic Inevitability of It .All." The Evening Star

(Washington, D.C), April 27, 1966, sec. D, p. 1.

—Novick. Elizabeth. "Happenings in New York."

Studio International (London) 172. no. 881 (Sept.

1966), pp. 155-159.

—Johnston, Jill. "Dance Journal: RR " T)if Village

Voice (New York), June 13. 1968. pp. 12-13.

Robert Rauschenberg. Preslidigiiaior Extraordinary.

The Pocket Follies. Pocket Theater. New York. June 10.

Performed b> Rauschenberg.
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Merce Cunningham, Field Dances, Merce Cunningham

Dance Company, Royce Hall, University of California,

Los Angeles, July 17. Costumes by Rauschenberg. Music

by John Cage. Performed by Shareen Blair, Carolyn

Brown, Cunningham, and Viola Farber

Merce Cunningham, Story, Merce Cunningham Dance

Company, Royce Hall, University of California, Los

Angeles, July 24. Set, costumes, and lighting by

Rauschenberg. Music by Toshi Ichiyanagi. Performed

by Shareen Blair, Carolyn Brown, Cunningham,

William Davis, Viola Farber, Barbara (Dilley) Lloyd,

and Steve Paxton.

—Manchester, P. W. "The Season in Review." Dance

News (New York) 43, no. 2 (Oct. 1963), pp. 9-10.

—Mellers, Wilfrid. "Tranquillity" The New Statesman

(London), July 31, 1964, p. 160.

—Barnes, Clive. "Cunnmgham's Chances."

The Spectator (London), Aug. 7, 1964. pp. 183-84.

—Hall, Fernau. "Merce Cunningham and Dance

Company." Ballet Today (Surrey, England) 14, no. 16

(Oct. 1964), pp. 9-10.

—Hofmann, Wilfred. "Cologne: Merce Cunningham."

Bal!e( Today (Surrey, England) 14, no. 16 (Oct. 1964),

p. 18.

—Sorell, Walter "The American Dance Festival."

Dance Observer (New York) 30, no. 7 (Aug.-Sept.

1963), pp. 102-03.

Judith Dunn, Motorcycle, Judson Dance Theater, Judson

Memorial Church, New York, Dec. 6-7. Lighting for all

events by Rauschenberg. Music and direction by Robert

Dunn. Dances performed by Lucinda Childs, Ruth

Emerson, Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Robert Morris,

Steve Paxton, Yvonne Rainer, Arlene Rothlein, and

John Worden.

1964

Robert Rauschenberg, Shot Put, Judson Dance Theater,

Concert for New Paltz, State University of New York at

New Paltz, Jan. 30. Performed by Rauschenberg to

excerpts from A Lecture on Birds in Sweden by Oyvind

Fahlstrom. Subsequent performances at Surplus Dance

Theater, sur+. Stage 73, New York, Feb. 10 and 17;

Judson Dance Theater, the Once Festival, Ann Arbor,

Feb. 27; Five New York Evenings, Moderna Museet,

Stockholm, Sept. 13; and the Sogetsu Art Center,

Tokyo, Nov. 20. Concert for New Paltz included

Lucinda Childs's Minus Auditorium Equipment and

Furnishings: performed by Childs, Alex Hay, Deborah

Hay, Tony Holder, Steve Paxton, Yvonne Rainer, and

Rauschenberg; Deborah Hay's They Will [Vicjuld They or

Wouldn't They] (1963): music by Al Hansen; performed

bv Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Ramer, and Rauschenberg;

and Alex Hay's Colorado Plateau: performed by

Childs, Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Holder, Paxton, Rainer.

and Rauschenberg.

—Johnston, Jill. "Pain, Pleasure, Process." The Village

Voice (New York), Feb. 27, 1964, pp. 9, 15.

—Johnston, Jill. "Dance Journal: RR " The Village

Voice (New York), June 13, 1968, pp. 12-13.

Surplus Dance Theater, sur+, Feb. 10 and 17, and

Exchange, March 2 and 9, Stage 73, New York. Lighting

for all events by Rauschenberg. sur+ program included

Rauschenberg's Shot Put, and Deborah Hay's All Day

Dance with Two: set and costumes by Rauschenberg,

performed by Deborah Hay and Steve Paxton.

—Johnston, Jill. "Pain, Pleasure, Process." The V'iiiagc

Voice (New York), Feb. 27, 1964, pp. 9, 15.

Steve Paxton, Proxy (1962), The Once Festival,

Ann Arbor, Feb. 27. Organized by the Once Group.

Performed bv Trisha Brown, Lucinda Childs, and

Rauschenberg. Program also included Rauschenberg's

Shot Put.

Merce Cunningham, Paired, Merce Cunningham Dance

Company, Wadsworlh .Atheneum, Hartford, March 21.

Costumes by Rauschenberg. Music by John Cage.

Performed by Cunningham and Viola Farber.

—Marks, Marcia. "Merce Cunningham and Dance

Company." Dance Magazine (New York) 39, no. 4

(April 1965), pp. 32-33.

Merce Cunningham, Winterbranch, Merce Cunningham

Dance Company, Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford,

March 21. Set, costumes, and lighting by Rauschenberg.

Music by La Monte Young. Performed by Carolyn

Brown, Cunningham, William Davis, Viola Farber,

Barbara (Dilley) Lloyd, and Steve Paxton.

—Barnes, Clive. "Cunningham's Chances.

"

The Spectator (London), Aug. 7, 1964, pp. 183-84

—Hofmann, Wilfred. "Cologne: Merce Cunningham."

Ballet Today (Surrey, England) 14. no. 16 (Oct. 1964),

p. 18.

Alex Hay and Robert Rauschenberg, Dredge, Judson

Dance Theater, Concert of Dance 14: Improvisations by

the Dance Theater, Judson Memorial Church, New
York, April 27. Performed by Alex Hay and

Rauschenberg. Program also included Deborah Hay's

Untitled Improvisation: performed by Carolyn Brown,

Lucinda Childs, William Davis, Judith Dunn, David

Gordon, Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Tony Holder, Barbara

(Dilley) Lloyd, Steve Paxton, Yvonne Rainer,

Rauschenberg, Albert Reid, Carolee Schneemann,

Joanne Vischer, and Marilyn Wood.

Merce Cunningham, Museum Event #J, Merce

Cunningham Dance Company, Museum des

20Jahrhunderts, Vienna, June 24. Set, costumes,

and lighting by Rauschenberg. Music by John Cage.

Performed by Shareen Blair, Carolyn Brown.

Cunningham, William Davis, Viola Farber, Deborah

Hay. Barbara Lloyd, Sandra Neels, Steve Paxton, and

Albert Reid.

Robert Rauschenberg, Elgin Tie, Five New York

Evenings, Moderna Museet. Stockholm, Sept. 13. Music

by David Tudor. Performed by Rauschenberg with the

assistance of museum staff. Program also included

Rauschenberg's Shot Put; and Steve Paxton's Jag vill

gdma telefonera (I Would Like to Make a Phone Call):

performed by Paxton and Rauschenberg.

—Hedman, Sten. "Happ! Har var det happening i

konsten." Expressen (Stockholm). Sept. 1964, p. 7.

—"Detta ar verkligen rorelse i konsten: spex pa

museum med draktig ko." AJtonhladet (Stockholm)

Sept. 14. 1964, p. 6.

Robert Rauschenberg. Tango, Sogetsu Art Center,

Tokyo, Nov. 20. Music by Junosuke. Performed by

Rauschenberg. Program also included Rauschenberg's

Shot Put.

Robert Rauschenberg, Twenty Questions to Bob

Rauschenberg, public dialogue with Yoshiaki Tono.

Sogetsu Art Center, Tokyo, Nov. 28. Performed by

Rauschenberg with assistance from Alex Hay, Deborah

Hay, and Steve Paxton. Rauschenberg responds to

questions by creating the Combine painting Gold

Standard on stage.

1965

Yvonne Rainer, We Shall Run (^A) and Parts oj Some

Sextets, Two Evenings of Dances by Yvonne Rainer,

Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, March 6-7. We Shall

Run (^-t): performed by Lucinda Childs, Sally Gross,

Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Tony Holder, Robert Morris,

Rainer, Rauschenberg, and Joseph Schlichter. Parts oj

Some Sextets: performed by Childs, Judith Dunn, Gross,

Deborah Hay, Holder, Morris, Steve Paxton, Rainer,

Rauschenberg, and Schlichter.

Judson Dance Theater, Yvonne Rainer and Robert

Morris, Judson Memorial Church, New York,

March 23-25. Technical assistance and lighting for all

events by Rauschenberg.

Robert Rauschenberg, Spring Training, Judson Dance

Theater, First New York Theater Rally, Dance Concert II

(May 11-13), former CBS studio, Broadway and

Eighty-first Street, New York, May 1-26. Theater Rally

produced by Steve Paxton and ,\\an Solomon, sponsored

by the Pocket Theater, Robert Rauschenberg, and

Surplus Dance Theater. Lighting by Bill Meyer and

Jennifer Tipton. Sound by Dick Robbins. Spring

Training performed by Trisha Brown, Viola Farber,

Deborah Hay, Barbara (Dilley) Lloyd, Paxton,

Christopher Rauschenberg, and Robert Rauschenberg.

Subsequent performances at Once Again Festival,

Maynard Street Parking Structure, University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Sept. 18, 1965; and Milwaukee

Art Center, Sept. 22, 1965, both performed by Brown,

Lucinda Childs, Alex Hay Deborah Hay, Paxton, and

Robert Rauschenberg. Theater Rally Dance Concert I

(May 5-7) included Brovvn's Rulegame 5 (1964):

performed by Walter de Maria, Alex Hay, Steve Paxton,

Robert Rauschenberg, and Joe Schlichter; and Deborah

Hay's Viclon' 14 (1964): performed by Brown, Alex

Hay, Deborah Hay, Tony Holder, Lloyd, Paxton,

Robert Rauschenberg, and Robbins. Theater Rally

Dance Concert III (May 24-26) included Robert

Rauschenberg's Pelican (1963) and Judith Dunn's

Speed Limit (1963): performed by Dunn and Robert

Rauschenberg.

—Mekas, Jonas. "Movie Journal. " The Village Voice

(New York), June 3, 1965, pp. 14 and 18.

—Abeel, Erica. "Daedalus at the RoUerdrome."

Saturday Rexiew (New York) 48, no. 35 (Aug. 28,

1965), pp. 51-53.

—Glueck, Grace. "Ballet: Brides and Turtles in Dance

Program." The New York Times, May 13, 1965, p. 33.

—Novick, Elizabeth. "Happenings in New York."

Studio International (London) 172, no. 881 (Sept.

1966), pp. 155-159.

—Johnston. Jill. "Dance Journal: RR " The Village

Voice (New York), June 13. 1968. pp. 12-13.

Robert Rauschenberg, N.Y. I726i9, Judson Dance

Theater, Dark Horse Concert, surprise performances

throughout Dance Concert III (May 24-26), First New
York Theater Rally, former CBS studio, Broadway and

Eighty-first Street, New York, May 1-26. Theater Rally

produced by Steve Paxton and Alan Solomon, sponsored

by the Pocket Theater, Rauschenberg, and Surplus

Dance Theater Lighting by Bill Meyer and Jennifer

Tipton. Sound by Dick Robbins. Performed by Ed

Iverson. Rauschenberg, Alex Hay. and Deborah Hay's

Dark Horse Concert also included Deborah Hay's Fig:

performed by Alex Hay and Rauschenberg; revised

version of Steve Paxton's Flat (1963): performed by Suzi

Gablik and Rauschenberg; revised version of Alex Hay's

Prairie (1963): performed by Alex Hay, Deborah Hay,

Barbara (Dilley) Lloyd, Rauschenberg, and Robert

Schuler (May 25 only); and Alex Hay's The Rio Grande:

performed by Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Lloyd, and

Rauschenberg (May 26 only).

John Cage, Talk 1 . Once Again Festival, Maynard Street

Parking Structure, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Sept. 19. Sound accompaniment by David Tudor.
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Pcrformccl by Cage and RaiischcnbiTj; I'rograiii also

iikUicIi-cI Rauschcnbcrg's SfJMM^' /idiiiinj; (Sipi IH)

RobiTi RauschcnbiTg, Maf) Room ///, Cioclilarcl ( olk-j^c,

I'laiiilii'kl, Vt., Nov. 4. IVrlormcd by Alex Hay Deborah

Hay, Steve Paxion, Raiischenberg, and two student

volunteers. Revised version. Map Room //, preniiereil at

I xpatuled Cinema Testixal [New ( nienia I esii\al l|,

Tilni-Makers' C ineinathet|iie, IiuIn lirsi sui li 1 heater.

New York, Dee 1-5 and If>-I8

Koliett K.iiist luTii)erg M<i;i Knoiii // 1 \paiultcl C mcin.i

1 esiival [New C meina I estival 11. I ihntvlakers'

Cineniathci|ue, lort\-hrst Street I heater. New York,

Dec. 1-3 and Id-IH Ransciienberg's shoes by Annan.

Tesla coil by llarokl Hodges and HilK Kluver Technical

assistance by Jim Hardy. Performed In Insiia Urown,

Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Steve Paxton, and

Rauschenbcrg. Subsec|ucnt performance at Five

Choreographers in Three Dance Concerts, Rollerdrome,

Culver City, Calif., April 13, 1966, sponsored by the Los

Angeles County Museum of Art.

—Johnston, Jill. "Three Theater Lvents." The \'i/l<i^c

Voice (New York), Dec. 23, 1965, pp 11, 25-26.

—Johnston, Jill. "Dance Journal: RR" 7/ic Villugc

Voia- (New York). June 1 5. 1968. pp, 12-1 3.

1966

Mc'\c- Paxton, .SccfioN of ti New (.'ii/mi.s/icc/ W'oik {1965)

AiigmciKct/ (i966), Judson Dance Theater, A Dance

Concert of Old and New Works, Judson Memorial

Church, New York, Jan. 10-12. Performed, variously,

by Trisha Brown, Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Paxion,

and Rauschenbcrg, depending upon the night

of performance.

Deborah Hay, Serious Duet, Judson Dance Theater,

A Concert of Dance, Judson Memorial Church, New
York, March 29-30. Lighting by Neville Powers.

Music by Deborah Ha)'. Performed by .Alex Hay

and Rauschenbcrg.

Robert Rauschenbcrg. Unoleum. NOW Festival,

National .Arena roller-skating rink, Washington, D.C.,

April 26. Set included projection of Rauschenbcrgs film

Ccmoc and motorized sculptures by Robert Breer.

Rauschenbcrgs sound-amplifying suit by Cecil Cokcr.

Performed by Christopher Dcnncy, Simone (Whitman)

Forti, Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Steve Paxton, and

Rauschenbcrg. Subsequent performance at Spring

Gallery 68, Ben Stern's studio, 342 East Sixty-third

Street, New York, May 28, 1968; performed by Forii.

Tony Holder, Julie Martin. Paxton. Rauschenbcrg.

Dorothea Rockburne. and Dick Van Burcn. NOW
Festival also included Rauschenbcrgs Pelican (1963).

—Aarons. Leroy F "New Theaters Happening'

Amuses, Angers Audience." The Washington Posl,

April 27, 1966, sec. B, p. 2.

—Sherwood, John. "Pop's Here NOW, and Oh the

Plastic Inevitability of It All." The Evening Slar

(Washington. DC), April 27, 1966, sec. D, p. I.

—Johnston. Jill. "Dance Journal: RR." The Village

Voice (New York). June 13, 1968. pp. 12-13.

Robert Rauschenbcrg. Open Score. Experiments in .Art

and Tcchnokigy. 9 Evenings: Theatre and Engineering,

Sixty-ninth Regiment .Armory, New York. Oct. 14

and 23. Organized by Billy Kluver and Rauschenbcrg.

Radio-transmitting tennis rackets by Bill Kaminski.

Infrared-television system by Bill Hartig, Larr)- Heilos,

and Jim McGee. Performed by Simone (Whitman) Forii,

Mimi Kanarek, Christopher Rauschenbcrg, Robert

Rauschenbcrg, Frank Stella, Christine Williams, and

about 500 volunteers. Program also included .Alex Hay's

Glass Field (Oct. 13 and 22): music bv David Tudor;

performed b) .Alex Hay Sirve I'a.xion, and Robert

Rausihenberg, Deborah Hay's .Solo (Oct 15 and 2 3)

costumes by Leity Lou Lisenhauer. music by loshi

Ichiyanagi performed by David iudor; |ierlormed by

Olga (Kluver) Adorno, I ranees lireer, 1 ucinda ( bilds,

William Davis. Alex Hay Deborah Hay Margaret fleclil,

Ld Iverson, Kathy Iverson, Jim Jardy, Julie Judd,

\ernon l.obb, I ujiko Nakaya, I'axtim, and Robert

Rauschenbcrg; and Oyvind Fahlstrom's Kisses Sweeter

than Wine (Oct. 21 and 22): performed by Frances

lireer, Robert Breer, Lisenhauer, John Glover, Brute

Glushakow, Tom Gormley, Jim Hardy, Fd Ivcrsim,

Kosugi, Larry Leitch, Les Levine. Robert Rauschenbcrg.

Bob Schuler, Marjoric Strider, and Lilla Wiggen.

—Gruen, John. "Art Meets lechnology"

World Journal Tribune (New York), Oct. 2, 1966,

pp. 22, 28, 36.

—Barnes, Clive. "Dance or Something at the

.Armory" The New York Times. Oct. 15. 1966, sec. A.

p. 33.

—Bryant. Gloria. "The Switched-On Theater
"

Rc;)ortci (Murray Hill. N.J.; publication of Bell

rdephone Laboratories), Nov.-Dec. 1966, pp. 12-17.

—Hering, Doris. "The Engineers Had .All the Fun."

Dance Magazine (New York) 40. no, 12 (Dec, 1966),

pp. 36-40.

—Abeel, Erica. "Armory '66: Not Quite What We
Had in Mind " Arts Magazine (New "^brk) 4! . no. 3

(Dec. 1966-Jan. 1967). pp. 23-24.

1967

Robert Rauschenbcrg. Outskirts, Loeb Student Center,

New York University, March 7. Performance series

sponsored by the N.Y.U. Education Department,

coordinated by Irving Sandler. Set included projection

of Rauschenbcrgs film Canoe ( 1966). Pcrk)rmed by

Trisha Brown, Lucinda Childs. .Alex Hay, Deborah Hay.

Barbara (Dilley) Lloyd, Yvonne Rainer, and Elaine

Sturlevant. Program also included John Giorno's

Raspberry: performed by Rainer, Rauschenbcrg, and

Peter Schjcldahl.

—Perrault, John. "No Boundaries " Tdc Village Voice

(New York), March 16, 1967. pp. 10-i 1.

Robert Rauschenbcrg, Urban Round, Fall Gallery

Concerts, School of Visual Arts, New York, Nov. 10

and 19. Performed by Mel Bochner. Sandy Daley,

Simone (Whitman) Forti, Susan Hartnctt, Deborah Hay,

Billy Kluver, Brice Marden, Julie Martin, Steve Paxton.

Yvonne Rainer. Christopher Rauschenbcrg. Robert

Rauschenbcrg, Dorothea Rockburne. .Annina Weber.

John Weber, and David White.

1968

Simone (Whitman) Forti, Pedestals (1961), vacant

apartment, 200 Park Avenue South. New York,

June 7-9. Performed by Forti and Rauschenbcrg.

1971

Trisha Brown, Rummage Sale and the Floor of the Forest,

New York University, Oct. 22. Performed by Jed

Bark, Carmen Beuchat, Betty Boulware, Brown,

Cynthia Hedstrom, Jeff Lew, Penelope Newcomb,

Eve Poling, Rauschenbcrg, .Adam Schlichtcr. and

Hisachika Takahashi.

1976

Viola Farbcr, Brazos River. Viola Farber Dance

Company, Fort Worth -Art Center, Dec. Produced for

television by the Fort Worth .Art Center and KER.A/13,

Dallas. Music by David Tudor. Set and costumes by

Rauschenbcrg. Performed by Jumay Chu. Larry Clark.

Farber, Willi Fever, .Anne Koren, Susan Matheke, Ande

Peck, and Jeff Slayton.

1977

Merte Ciunningham, Travelogue. Mercc Cunningham
Dante CA)mpany, Minskoff Tlu-aier, New York, Jan. 18

Set and costumes by Rauschenberg. Music by John

C age Performed by Karok- Armiiagc, Ellen (Cornfield.

( unninghani, Morgan Lnsmmger, Meg Harper, Chris

Komar, Robert Kovith, and Julie Rocss-Smith.

—Cioldner, Nancy "Tingling with Alertness': Mcrte

Cunningham on Broadway." Thf Chriuian Science

Monitor (Boston), Jan 27. 1977. p. 23.

—Piertc. Robert J. "Mcrte, Dancing." The SoHo

Weekly News (New York), Jan. 27, 1977, p 28.

1979

Trisha Brown, Glacial Decoy. Trisha Brown Company,

Walker Art Center. Minneapolis. May 7. Set and

costumes by Rauschenberg Lighting by Beverly

Fmmons. Performed by Brown. Russell Dumas,

F.lizabeth Garren, Eva Karczag. Lisa Kraus, Nina

Lundborg, and Stephen Pctronio. Version with costumes

redesigned by Rauschenberg premiered at Marymouni
Manhattan College Theater, New York. June 20-24.

—Thom, Rose Anne. "Trisha Brown; Sandra Genier;

Mary Anthony Theatre." Dance Magazine (New York) 52,

no. 9 (Sept. 1979), pp. 116-18, 120.

—Owens, Craig. "The Pro-scenic Event." Art in

America (New York) 69. no. 10 (Dec. 1981).

pp, 128-33.

—Winship, Frederick W, "Trisha Brown Company
Moves to the Big Time." The Times (Trenton),

Sept. 27-29, 1985, p. 9.

1983

Irisha Brown, Set and Reset. Trisha Brown Company,

Next Wave Festival, Brooklyn .Academy of Music, New
York, Oct. 20. Set and costumes by Rauschenbcrg.

Lighting by Beverly Emmons. Music by Laurie

Anderson. Performed by Brown. Irene Hultman. Eva

Karczag, Diane Madden, Stephen Pctronio. Vicky Shick,

and Randy Warshaw.

—Kisselgoff. Anna. "Dance: Premiere of Set and

Reset." The Sew York Times. Oct. 23. 1983. p. 62.

—McEvilley, Thomas. "Freeing Dance from the

"Web." Artjorum (New York) 22, no. 5 (Jan. 1984),

pp. 54-56.

—Kendall, Elizabeth. "Trisha Brown Comes Down to

Earth" Danrc Ink (New York) 2. no. 1 (April 1991),

pp. 17, 19, 22.

1987

Irisha Brown, Lateral Pass. Trisha Brown Company.

Teatro di San Carlo, Naples. Italy. Jan. 2. Substitute set.

costumes, and lighting by Rauschenbcrg. Music by Peter

Zummo. Performed by Jeffrey Axclrod. Lance Gries,

Irene Hultman, Carolyn Lucas. Diane Madden, Stephen

Pctronio, Lisa Schmidt, and Rand\ Warshaw.

1989

Trisha Brown. Astral Comertible. Trisha Brown

Company, Cultural Palace, Moscow. Feb. 1^. Set.

costumes, and lighting by Rauschenberg. Set, sound.

and lighting assistance by Billy Kluver and Per Biorn.

Headlight system by Ken Tabachnick. Music by

Richard Landry. Performed by Jeffrey .Axclrod. Lance

Grics. Irene Hultman. Carolyn Lucas. Diane Madden.

Lisa Schmidt, Shelley Senicr, Wil Swanson. and

David ThoiTison

—Kisselgoff. .Anna "Brave New World of Movement-

Activated Sound." The Sew York Times, March 16,

1989, sec. C, p. 20.

—Anderson, Jack. "Creating Theatrical Worlds for

Dancers to Inhabit." The Nov York Times. March 26,

1989. sec. H. p. 6.
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—Acocella, Joan. "Tripping the Light." Connoisseur

(New York) (March 1989), p. 30.

—Dunning, Jennifer. "A Set to Upstage the Dancers."

The New York Times, March 14, 1989, sec. C, p. 17.

—Kertess, Klaus. "Trisha Brown in Moscow."

Ballet Review (New York) 17, no. 4 (winter 1990),

pp. 69-72.

1990

Trisha BrowTi, Foray Forct, Trisha Brown Company,

Biennale de la Danse, Lyon, Sept. 22. Set and costumes

by Rauschenberg. Lighting by Spencer Brown. Music

performed by Fanfare Pistou de I'Ecole Centrale de la

Ville de Lyon. Performed by Trisha Brown, Lance Gries,

Nicole Juralewicz, Gregory Lara, Carolyn Lucas, Diane

Madden, Lisa Schmidt, Shelley Senter, Wil Swanson,

and David Thomson.

—Supree, Burt. "It's Better with a Band." Tlie Village

Voice (New York), Oct. 16, 1990, pp. 95-96.

—Dunning, Jennifer. "Trisha Brown Offers Quiet

Contradictions." The New York Times, March 8, 1991,

sec. C, p. 5.

—Tobias, Tobi. "Room of One's Own." New York 20,

no. 14 (April 8, 1991), pp. 99-100.

—Ulrich, Allan. "Trisha Brown: Architect of Dance."

The Examiner (Oakland), April 3, 1993, sec. C,

pp. 1,5.

1991

Trisha Brown, Astral Converted (50"). Trisha Brown

Company, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.,

Set by Rauschenberg [reused from Astral Convertible

(1989)]. Music by John Cage. Performed by Liz

Carpenter, Lance Gries, Nicole Juralewicz, Gregory

Lara, Diane Madden, Trish Oesterling, Lisa Schmidt,

Wil Swanson, and David Thomson.

—Kriegsman, Alan M. "'Astral': Starry Night." The

Washington Post, May 15, 1991, sec. B, pp. 1, 13.

—Pierce, Anne. "Avant-Garde Genius on the Mall:

Trisha Brown, Robert Rauschenberg, John Cage."

Washington Review 17, no. 1 (June-July 1991), p. 3.

—Berman, Janice. "A Twinkling Conversion."

Newsday (New York), July 9, 1991, pp. 49, 72.

—Friedman, Kim. "Astral Converted (50") Premieres

m Nation's Capital." Dance/USA (Washington, D.C.)

9, no. 1 (summer 1991), p. 6.

—Kisselgoff, Anna. "Pure Movement As Art: High

Tech but Human." The New York Times, May 3, 1993,

sec. C, p. 20.

1994

Trisha Brown, Ifyou couldn't see me, Trisha Brown

Company, Joyce Theater, New York, May 3. Music and

costume by Rauschenberg. Lighting by Spencer Brown.

Performed by Trisha Brown.

—Anderson, Jack. "Facing the Music or Backing

Away from It." Tlie New York Times, June 5, 1994,

sec. 2, p. 8.

—Kisselgoff, Anna. 'Trisha Brown Choreographs

with a Painterly Eye." The New York Times, May 5,

1994, sec. C, p. 18.

—Berman, Janice. "Trisha Brown Makes a Team with

Bach." Newsday (New York), July 21, 1995, part 2,

sec. B, p. 25.

—Roca, Octavio. "Solo Tease and Deadpan Bach."

San Francisco Chronicle, Feb. 10, 1996, sec. E, p. 3.

Merce Cunningham, Joyce Event, Merce Cunningham
Dance Company, Joyce Theater, New York, Sept. 13,

1994. Set by Rauschenberg, painting Immerse (used for

all subsequent versions of Events to date). Performed by

Merce Cunningham Dance Company.

—Mazo, Joseph H. "Fusing Time, Space, Movement;

Merce Cunningham's Choreography Is an Event." The

Record (Bergen, N.J.), Sept. 15, 1994, sec. C, p. 9.

—Anderson, Jack. "Cunningham's Event Is Now
Thirty." The New York Times, Sept. 15, 1994, sec. C,

p. 15.

—Craine, Debra. "New Tricks from an Old Dog."

London Times, Oct. 30, 1995, p. 14.

—Jowitt, Deborah. "Dual Nature." The Village Voice

(New York), Feb. 27, 1996, p. 81.

—Kisselgoff, Anna. "A Polymorphic Event by

Merce Cunningham." The New York Times, Feb. 8,

1996, sec. C, p. 17.

1995

Trisha Brown, You can see us, Trisha Brown Company,

courtyard, Jacques Coeur Palace, Montpellier, June 28.

Music and costumes by Rauschenberg. Lighting

by Spencer Brown. Performed by Trisha Brown and

Bill T. Jones.

—Kisselgoff, Anna. "Doing a Mirror Dance, Backs to

the Glass." The New York Times, Oct. 3, 1996, sec. C,

pp. 1,6.

—Gold, Sylvanie. "With All Eyes Glued on

Baryshnikov." Newsday (New York), Oct. 3, 1996,

sec. B, pp. 1, 11.
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WRITINGS AND STATEMENTS
BY THE ARTIST
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1958

Suucmcnt in Jlames). S|chuylcr|. "Is Today's Artist with

or against the Past?" Arfncws (New York) 57, no. 4

(June-Aug. 1958), pp. 46, 56.

1959

"How Important Is the Surface to Design? Robert

Rauschenberg: An Artist Explains." Print (New

York) 13, no. 1 (Jan.-Feb. 1959), p. 31.

Statement in Dorothy C. Miller, ed. 5Lx(ccii

Americans, p. 58. Exh. cat., The Museum of Modern

Art, New York.

1962

Statement in 4 Anieri/iunure; Jasper Johns, Alfred Leslie,

Robert Rauschenberg, Richard Stankiewicz, p. 38. Exh.

cat., Moderna Museet, Stockholm.

1963

Jouffroy, Alain, and Robert Rauschenberg. "Barge:

Poeme sur un tableau de Robert Rauschenberg."

Quadrum (Brussels), no. 15 (1963), pp. 99-106. Poem

containing quotations from interviews of Rauschenberg

by Jouffroy, Jan.-July 1963.

"Random Order." Location (New York) 1, no. 1 (spring

1963), pp. 27-31.

1964

"Oyvind Fahlstrom." Art and Literature (Lausanne),

no. 3 (fall-winter 1964), p. 219.

1965

Statement in Rolf-Gunter Dienst. Pop Art: Eine ferilische

Injonnation. p. 117. Trans. Marguerite Schluter.

Wiesbaden: Limes Verlag, 1965.

1967

"Books: Inside the Endless House, 'An Invitation to Be

Lovable." Vogue (New York) 149, no. 5 (March 1,

1967), p. 111. Review of Frederick Kiesler, Inside the

Endless House: A Journal on Art, People and Architecture.

New York: Simon & Schuster, 1966.

Statement in Art in Process: The Visual Development of a

Collage, unpaginated. Exh. cat.. Finch College Museum
of Art, New York.

Statement in "How Painters Paint America." The New
York Times, May 21, 1967, sec. D, p. 23. From "The

American Image," NBC News special. May 26, 1967.

1968

Wijers, Louwrien. "Robert Rauschenberg: Citaten uit

interview gezegd op 2 februari 1968." Museumjoumaal

(Amsterdam) 13, no. 3 (1968), pp. 146-48.

1969

"A Collage Comment' by Robert Rauschenberg on His

I atcst Suite of Prints." Studio /m(i( national (London)

178, no. 917 (Dec. 1969), pp. 246-47

'Note on Painting." In John Russell and Suzi Gablik.

Pop Art Redefined, pp. 101-02. New York: Frederick A.

Praeger Publishers, 1969.

1970

Statement in "Dance Magazine Awards: Recognition of a

World Community." Dance Magazine (New York) 44,

no. 8 (Aug. 1970), p. 59.

"Introduction." In Rauschenberg Currents, unpaginated.

I xh cat., Dayton's Gallery 12, Minneapolis.

1971

"Note: Cardbirds." In Rauschenberg: Cardbirds.

Promotional brochure. Los Angeles: Gemini

GEL, 1971.

1973

Statement in "History." In Jack Cowart and Janus FUliot.

Prints from the Untitled Press, Captiva, Florida, pp. 5-6.

Exh. cat., Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford.

Statement in "Robert Rauschenberg: Technology As

Nature." Chapter in Douglas Davis. Art and the Future:

A History/Prophecy of the Collaboration between Science,

Technology and Art, pp. 143-45. New York: Praeger

Publishers, 1973.

1975

Statement in James Klosty, ed. Merce Cunningham, p. 83.

New York: Saturday Review Press, E. P Dutton, 1975.

1977

Statement in Twelve Americans: Masters of Collage,

unpaginated. Exh. cat., Andrew Crispo Gallery,

New York.

1978

Statement in Judith Goldman. 'Touching Moonlight."

Artnews (New York) 77, no. 9 (Nov 1978), pp. 63.

1979

Statement in Gerril Henry. "Paper in Transition. ' The

Print Collector's Newsletter (New York) 10, no. 3

(July-Aug. 1979), p. 84.

1980

Statement in "The Painters' Word: Thirty-nine Lofty

Views on Picasso." The SoHo News (New York) 7, no. 34

(May 21, 1980), p. 13.

1981

Kluver, Billy, and Robert Rauschenberg. "Art en

mouvement: Souvenirs conjugues"/"Kunst in beweging:

Een gekombineerde herinnering." In Le Moderna Museet

de Stockholm a Bricvelles/Hei ModerTia Museet Van

Stockholm le Bmsscl, pp. 35-40. Exh. cat., Palais des

Beaux-Arts, Brussels.

Rauschenberg. Robert. Photos In + Out City Limits:

Boston. West Islip, NY: ULAE, 1981. Introduction by

Clifford Ackley. Standard and deluxe editions.

Statement (trans. Didier Pemcrlcin) in Rauschenberg

Photographe. unpaginated. Exh. cat., Paris: Musee

National d'Ari Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou,

and Editions Hcrscher, 1981 Published in English in

Robert Rauschenberg Photographs. New York: Pantheon

Books, 1981 London: Thames and Hudson. 1981.

Published in Itahan in Robert Rauschenberg /oio^ra/ia,

Exh. cat., Forte di Belvedere, Florence Florence:

Fralelli Alinari Ediirice. 1982.

Statement in Billy Kluver. On Reiord Fleven Artists

J 96,3, pp 40-45. New York: Experiments in An and

Technology, 1981 Transcript of Record o/ /ntcrvifws

With Artists Participating in The Popular Image

Exhibition, The Washington Gallery of Modem Art,

April 18-June 2, J96.J. 33 Vi-rpm phonograph record.

Interviews by Henry Geldzahler, recorded and edited by

Billy Kluver in collaboration with the Washington

Gallery of Modern An, Washington, D.C.

1982

Rauschenberg, Robert. Photos In + Out City Limits: New
York C. West Islip, NY: ULAE, 1982. Iniroduction by

Colta Ives. Standard and deluxe editions.

Statement in David Sears. "A Trisha Brown-Robert

Rauschenberg Collage." Ballet Review (New York) 10.

no. 3 (fall 1982), pp. 47-51.

1984

Statements in Rauschenberg. Exh. cat., Galerie Beyeler.

Basel. In English.

1985

"Manifesto." Foreword to EI sonado mundo de

Rauschenberg, p. 4. Exh. cat., Museo Rufino Tamayo

Contemporaneo Internacional, Mexico City. Reprinted

in exh. cats, for subsequent ROCI venues.

1986

Statement in Harvey Stein. Artists Observed, p. 158. New
York: Harry N. Abrams. 1986.

Statement in Beuys zu Ehren, trans. Claudia

Schinkievicz, p. 478. Exh. cat., Siadtische Galerie im

Lenbachhaus, Munich.

1987

Statement in The International Am Show for the End of

World Hunger, p. 32. Exh. cat., Minnesota Museum of

Art, Saint Paul. New York: Anisis lo End Hunger, 1987.

Statement in U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary

Hearings on the Nomination of Hon. Robert H Bork to Be

Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United

States. 100th Cong., 1st sess., 1987. Rauschenberg's

testimony appears pp. 213-42 passim. Reprinted in pan

in "Panel Hearing on Bork as Justice: Professors and

Artists Voice Their Views." The New York Times.

Sept. 23, 1987, sec. A. p. 28.

"Robert Rauschenberg." In A Tribute to John Cage,

p. 34a. Exh. cat., Carl Solway Gallery, Cincinnati.

1989

Statement in "Willem de Kooning on His Eighty-fifth

Birthday," special issue of Ait Journal (New York) 48,

no. 3 (fall 1989), p. 232.

Statement in Dodie Kazanjian. "Cube Roots." Vogue

(New York) 179, no. 9 (Sept. 1989), p. 729.

1991

"A Collection of Works by a Twentieth-Century

Master." Creative Exchange (Raleigh: publication of the
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United Arts Council of Raleigh and Wake Counties,

N.C.), Sept.-Oct. 1991, p. 5.

Statement in Donald J. Saff. "Conservation of Matter;

Robert Rauschenbergs Art of Acceptance." Aperture

(New York), no. 125 (fall 1991), p. 26.

"Tobago Statement." In Rauschenber^ Overseas Culture

Interchange, p. 154. Exh. cat.. National Gallery of Art,

Washington, D.C.

1992

Statements in "The Art of Assemblage: A Symposium

(1961)." Transcript edited by Joseph Ruzicka and

introduced by Roger Shattuck. In James Leggio and

Helen M. Franc. Essays on Assemblage, pp. 124-58

passim. Studies in Modern Art, ed. John Elderfield,

no. 2. New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1992.

Statement in Terra motus alia Reggia di Caserla, p. 132.

Exh. cat. Naples: Fondazione Amelio, Istituto per I'Arte

Contemporanea, Electa Napoli, and Guida Editori.

Statement in Visions of America, p. 23. Brochure,

Democratic National Convention. Los Angeles: General

Publishing Group, 1992.

1993

"Message from the Second Hiroshima Art Prize

Winner." In The Second Hiroshima Art Prize: Robert

Rauschenberg, pp. 10-11. In Japanese and English. Exh.

cat., Hiroshima City Museum of Contemporary Art.

Statement in New York on Paper, p. I. Exh. brochure.

Basel: Galerie Beyeler, 1993.
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Sources cited below may also appear in o(/icr parrs ojlhe

Select Bibliograpln' or i)i the Exhibition History.

1961

Fahlstrom, Oyvind. "En gata full av presenter."

Konstrex'y (Stockholm) 37, nos. 5-6 (1961), pp. 176-81.

Interview with John Cage and Robert Rauschenberg.

Parinaud, Andre. "Un Misfit' de la peinture new-

yorkaise se confesse." Arts (Paris), no. 821 (May 10,

1961), p. 18. Original interview conducted

in English. Transcript on deposit at the National

Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C.

1966

Seckler, Dorothy Gees. "The Artist Speaks: Robert

Rauschenberg." Art in America (New York) 54, no. 3

(May-June 1966), pp. 72-84. Audiotape and transcript

of original interview (Dec. 21, 1965) on deposit at the

National Archives of American Art, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, DC.

Moyano, Maricla. "Pop: Interviews with Artist Robert

Rauschenberg, Choreographer Yvonne Rainer and

Composer John Cage in Washington Last Month for the

NOW Festival." Washington Post Potomac Magazine,

June 5, 1966, pp. 26-34.

1968

Kostelanetz, Richard. "A Conversation with Robert

Rauschenberg." Partisan Review (New Brunswick,

N.J.) 35, no. I (winter 1968), pp. 92-106. Expanded

and published as "Robert Rauschenberg." Chapter in

Kostelanetz. Die Theatre oj Mixed Means: An Introduction

to Happenings, Kinetic Environments, and Other Mixed-

Means Performances, pp. 78-99. New York: The Dial

Press, 1968.

1969

Parinaud, Andre. "Un'intervista con Rauschenberg." Le

Arti (Milan) 19, nos. 1-2 (Jan.-Feb. 1969), pp. 25-26.

1976

Forgey, Benjamin. "He's Pushing Equal Rights lor

Artists." The "Was/iingron Star (D.C), Nov. 5, 1976,

sec. A, pp. 1, 6.

McKendry, Maxime de la Falaise. "Robert Rauschenberg

Talks to Maxime de la Falaise McKendry." Interview

(New York) 6, no. 5 (May 1976), pp. 34-36.

1977

Gruen, John. "Robert Rauschenberg: An Audience

of One." Artnews (New York) 76, no. 2 (Feb. 1977),

pp. 44-48. Revised and published as "Robert

Rauschenberg." In Gruen. The Artist Obseiyed:

Twcn(y-eig(i( Interviews wi(h Contemporary Artis(s,

pp. 261-72. Chicago: Chicago Review Press, 1991.

1978

Perry, Arthur. "Vancouver: A Conversation between

Robert Rauschenberg and Arthur Perry" Artmagazine

(Toronto) 10, no. 41 (Nov-Dec. 1978), pp. 31-35.

1979

Diamonstein, Barbaralee. "Robert Rauschenberg and

Leo Castelli." Chapter in Diamonstein. Inside New York's

Art World, pp. 305-15. New York: Rizzoli, 1979.

1980

Harmel, Mark K. "Rauschenberg." The Sanibel-

Captiva Islander (Sanibel Island, Fla), April 15, 1980,

sec. B, pp. 1-4.

1981

Sayag, Alain. "Entretien avec R. Rauschenberg a

propos de ses photographies." Trans. Didier Pemerle.

In Rauschenberg Photographe, unpaginated. Exh. cat.,

Paris: Musee National d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges

Pompidou and Editions Herscher, 1981. Published in

English in Robert Rauschenberg Photographs. New York:

Pantheon Books; London: Thames and Hudson, 1981.

Published in Italian in Robert Rauschenberg Jotograjia.

Exh. cat.. Forte di Belvedere, Florence. Florence:

Fratelli Alinari Editrice, 1982.

Weiss, Marjorie. "Lowcountry through the Eyes of an

Artist." The News and Courier-Thc Evening Post
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distributed by Michael Blackwood for Michael
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Cdincni Three. "The Print World of Tatyana Grosman,"
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Slate Department of Commerce on the occasion of the
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Distributed by Trisha Brown Company. New York.
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.Auditorium. Berkeley, with set and costumes
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and distributed by Michael Blackwood for Michael
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Museum of Modern Art, New York, March 25-
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transcript published as Diamonslein "Robcri

Rauschenberg and Leo Casielli ' Chapter in

Diamonslein Inside Sew York's Art World, pp. 305-15.

New York: Rizzoli. 1979.
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Directed and produced by Geoff Dunlop for London

Weekend Television in association with Cunningham
Dance Foundation, New York. Ediied and intr(xluced by

Melvyn Bragg. Includes excerpts of Merce Cunningham
Dance Company performance of Travelogue, with set

and costumes by Rauschenberg.

Cood Morning America, Jan. 11. Television broadcasi.

52 minutes. 32.9 seconds. Produced by ABC Television.

New York. Includes segment on Rauschenberg's

Periwinhic Shaft (1979-80) created for Children's

Hospital Medical Center. Washington. D.C.

Great Performances. Dance in America. "Beyond the

Mainstream," May 21. Television broadcast, 60 minutes.

Written by Faubion Bowers. Directed by Merrill

Brockway. Narrated by Alan Titus. Produced by

Brockway and Carl Charlson for WNET/13, New York.

Includes excerpt of Trisha Brown Company
performance of Glacial Detov. with set and costumes by

Rauschenberg.

Robert Rauschenberg Interview on Campaign Fund,'

May 27. Television broadcasi. Produced by CBS News.

New York. Interview with Rauschenberg about the 1980

presidential campaign.

The Shock of the New, "Culture as Nature," Nov. 2.

Television broadcast. 61 minutes, 20 seconds.

Produced by David Richardson for BBC Television.

London. Includes interview with Rauschenberg by

Robert Hughes.

1981

"Rauschenberg Pieces," Feb. 22. Television broadcast.

Produced by CBS News, New York. Includes footage of

Rauschenberg in Captiva, Fla.

Robert Rauschenberg in the Rockies. V^-inch videotape.

44 minutes. 27 seconds. Produced in conjunction with

the exhibition Rauschenberg in the Rockies, Clara Halton

Gallery and Lory Student Center, Colorado Stale

University. Fort Collins. March 3-.April 4.

1982

ART/New York. no. 11. "Photography Exhibitions."

VHS videotape, 28 minutes Directed by Paul Tschinkel

and Marc H. Miller. Produced and distributed by

Inner-Tube Video. New York. Includes interview

with Rauschenberg.

Great Peifonnances, Dance in America. "Paul Taylor:

Three Modern Classics." Television broadcasi,

60 minutes. Written by Holly Brubach Directed by

Emile .Ardolino. Narrated by Michael Tolan. Produced

by Ardolino and Judy Kinberg for WNET/13. New
York. Includes performance of Three Epitaphs at the

.American Dance Festival, Durham. N.C., summer 1981.

with costumes and lighting by Rauschenberg.
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1983

An/New York, no. 20, "Pop Art Today." VHS
videotape, 28 minutes. Produced and distributed by

Inner-Tube Video, New York. Includes interview

with Rauschenberg.

Auslandsshow , "Treffpunkt New York." Television

broadcast, 38 minutes. Written and hosted by Ulrich

Wickert. Directed by Lee Rolhberg. Produced by ARD,

West Germany. Includes interview with Rauschenberg.

Thejudson Project: Group Shoot: Trisha Brown, Alex Hay,

and Robert Rauschenberg. 'A-inch videotape, black and

white, 82 minutes. Produced by Bennington College,

Vt. Interview with Brown, Hay, and Rauschenberg by

Sally Banes in Rauschenberg's New York studio.

Seven Portraits. 16-mm film, 22 minutes. Directed

and produced by Edvard Lieber. Distributed by Lieber,

Canyon Cinema, San Francisco, and Film-Makers'

Cooperative, New York. Includes statement

by Rauschenberg.

Trisha Brown Company. V4-inch videotape, 120 minutes.

Distributed by Trisha Brown Company, New York.

Includes excerpts of performance of Set and Reset at the

Next Wave Fall Festival, Brooklyn Academy of Music,

New York, on Oct. 21, with set and costumes

by Rauschenberg.

1984

"Good Morning Mr. Orwell," Jan. 1. Television

broadcast, 58 minutes. Produced by the Television

Laboratory at WNET/13, New York, and FR3.

"Desir des arts," June 3. Television broadcast. Produced

by Antenne 2, Paris. Interview with Rauschenberg by

Pierre Daix. Edited transcript published as "Gommer,

c'est encore peindre." In France Huser and Pierre Daix.

Robert Rauschenberg. Exh. cat. Paris: Le Dernier

Terrain Vague and Galerie Fabien Boulakia, 1990,

pp. 67-69.

1985

Conversations with Artists, "Robert Rauschenberg at the

National Gallery of Art," Jan. 6. V4-inch videotape,

tape 1: 53 minutes, 42 seconds; tape 2: 39 minutes,

40 seconds. Introduced by Ruth E. Fine. Includes

Rauschenberg discussing his participation in the

exhibition Gemini G.E.L.: Art and Collaboration,

National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., Nov. 18,

1984-Feb. 24, 1985. Videotape on deposit at the

National Gallery of Art.

Nightline, "Disintegratmg Works of Art," Aug. 9.

Television broadcast, 29 minutes, 26 seconds. Produced

by ABC Television, New York. Includes discussion

between Bruce Guenther, Ted Koppel, Larry Rivers,

and Rauschenberg.

Set and Reset, version 1. V4-inch videotape, 22 minutes.

Directed and produced by Susan Dowling. Produced by

WGBH New Television Workshop, Boston, and Trisha

Brown Company, New York. Distributed by Trisha

Brown Company. Performance by Trisha Brown

Company, with set and costumes by Rauschenberg.

1987

"The Collaborators: Cage, Cunningham, Rauschenberg."

Television broadcast, 55 minutes. Narrated by Adam
Pinsker. Produced by Angela Davis for KETC Public

Television, Saint Louis. Distributed by Cunninghain

Dance Foundation, New York. Includes discussion

moderated by David Vaughan with Cage, Cunningham,

and Rauschenberg.

"Law Enforcement and First Amendment: Panels on

Bork," Sept. 22. Television broadcast. Produced by CBS

News, New York. Includes Rauschenberg discussing his

testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee at

hearing on Judge Robert H. Bork's nomination to the

U.S. Supreme Court.

1989

"Art of the Western World: In Our Own Time," Nov. 27.

Television broadcast, 58 minutes, 3 seconds. Produced

by WNET/13, New York, in association with TVS, ORE
and Television Espanola, S.A. Includes interview with

Rauschenberg at the Whitney Museum of American Art,

New York.

1990

Aeros. 'A-inch videotape, 34 minutes. Directed by Burt

Barr. Produced by Susan Fait in association with

WGBH-TV, Boston, and La Sept, Paris. Distributed by

Electronic Arts Intermix, New York, and La Sept.

Incorporates footage of performance of Trisha Brown

Company's Astral Convertible, recorded at performances

in the U.S., Moscow, and the Montpellier Dance

Festival, 1989-90. Visual presentation by Rauschenberg

and music by Richard Landry. Includes appearance

by Rauschenberg.

American Masters, "John Cage: I Have Nothing to Say

and 1 Am Saying It." Television broadcast, color with

black-and-white sequences, 59 minutes. Directed,

coproduced, and edited by Allan Miller. Narrated by

Patricia Denk Powers. Produced by Vivian Perlis and

Susan Lacy for WNET/13, New York, and Lola Films.

Includes comments by Rauschenberg.

Art Meets Science and Spirituality in a Cliaiiging

Economy: Robert Rauschenberg, David Bohtn, Dalai Lama.

VHS videotape, Rauschenberg segment: 13 minutes,

58.6 seconds. Produced by Case Productions, New
York. Includes interview with Rauschenberg by

Lowrien Wijers.

Foray Forct. V:-inch videotape, 32 minutes. Distributed

by Trisha Brown Company, New York. Performance by

Trisha Brown Company, with set and costumes

by Rauschenberg.

1991

Arena, "The Other ROCI," March 22. Television

broadcast, 59 minutes, 52 seconds. Directed by Nigel

Finch. Produced by Anthony Wall for BBC Television,

London. Distributed by Amaya Distribution, France,

and BBC Television. Discusses the ROCI (Rauschenberg

Overseas Culture Interchange) project.

Astral Converted (50"). '/2-inch videotape, 45 minutes.

Distributed by Trisha Brown Company, New York.

Performance by Trisha Brown Company in May outside

the National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC, with set

and costumes by Rauschenberg.

"Robert Rauschenberg at the Corco-ran Gallery:

Interview," June 16. Television broadcast. Produced by

CBS News, New York. Interview with Rauschenberg.

1992

Dance oj the Centmy 4, "From Modernism to Post-

Modernism: American Dance." V4-inch videotape, color

and black and white, 53 minutes. English version of

Danse du siecle 4. Written by Sonia Schoonejans.

Directed by Schoonejans and Pierre-Francois Decoufle.

Sponsored by Banco di Napoli. Produced by Nicole

Philibert for La Sept, Paris, Pathe Television,

Duran, Ostankino, Sovtelexport, and Gedeon in

association with RAl 3. English version produced by

Landseer Films. Distributed by Amaya Distribution,

France. Includes excerpt of performance of

Rauschenberg's Pelican.

Robert Rauschenberg: Technology Is Just Another Brush.

16-mm film, 60 minutes. In English. Directed by

Werner Kriiger. Produced and distributed by Arte

Media Buch & Film GmbH, Cologne.

"Saff Tech Arts: Donald Saff and Co. Assist Artists

with Paintings," Jan. 31. Television broadcast. Produced

by CBS News, New York. Includes appearance

by Rauschenberg.

1993

"Dancing: The Individual and Tradition." Feb. 28.

Television broadcast, color and black and white,

56 minutes. Created, written, and executive produced

by Rhoda Grauer. Directed and produced by Ellen

Hovde and Muffie Meyer for Middlemarch Films, New
York. Narrated and hosted by Raoul Trujillo. Produced

by WNET/13, New York, in association with RM Arts

and BBC Television, London. Includes excerpts of

performances of Rauschenberg's Pelican and Linoleum.

Black Mountain College and Merce Cunningham in the

Fi/ties, no. 6, "New Perspectives." 'A-inch videotape,

89 minutes, eight videotapes. Documents a symposium

held at Russell Sage College, Troy, New York, on

Oct. 10. Moderated by Marcia B. Siegel. Sponsored by

Russell Sage College and the Dance Critics Association.

Includes lecture by Natelie Ellen Gerber about

collaborations between Cunningham, Jasper Johns,

and Rauschenberg.

1994

"Ifyou couldn't see me." Vi-inch videotape, 10 minutes.

Distributed by Trisha Brown Company, New York.

Performance by Trisha Brown Company, with music and

costumes by Rauschenberg.

1995

Emile dc Antonio's Painters Painting. CD-ROM adapted

and expanded from the 1972 film Painters Painting. By

Ron Mann. Written and edited by Douglas Kellner.

Designed and produced by Peter Girardi. Published by

the Voyager Company, New York. Includes discussions

of Rauschenberg's work by the artist and Leo Castelli

and transcript of interview with Rauschenberg by

de Antonio.

CBS Sunday Moniing, "Robert Rauschenberg Interview

at the Lab School, also at the National Gallery,"

Sept. 17. Television broadcast, 6-8 minutes. Produced

by CBS News, New York. Includes interview

with Rauschenberg.

1996

Kisses Sweeter Than Wine. Film, 71 minutes. Directed by

Barbro Schultz. Produced by Experiments in Art and

Technology, New York. Documents Oyvind Fahlstrom's

Kisses Sweeter Than Wine in 9 Evenings: Theatre and

Engineering, New York, on Oct. 21 and 22, 1966, with

performance by Rauschenberg.

1997

American Visions, "The Empire of Signs." Television

broadcast, 60 minutes. Written by Robert Hughes.

Produced by Nicholas Rossiter for BBC Television,

London, and Time, Inc., New York, in association with

WNET/13, New York. Includes interview with

Rauschenberg and archival footage of the artist making

Barge (1962-63).
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INDEX TO WORKS REPRODUCED

This imii'A incliu/rs woifcs of an iind lUmcc iii\il

performance pieces. All visual artworks by Robert

Rauschenherg are included in the New York showing of

the retrospective with the exception oj those marked

by an asterisk.

JOSEF ALBERS

siu(.i\ liir /(('imii;f to the Square: Cooling, 1961:

fig. 38

TRISHA BROWN
Astral Converted {50"). 1991: fig. 84

Astral Converiihlc, 1989: cat. no. 229

Glacial Decoy, 1979: cat. no. 227

l/_>'oii couldn't see me. 1994: fig. 80

Lateral Pass, 1986: cat. no. 230

Set and Reset, 1983: cat. no. 228; fig. 81

ALBERTO BURRI

CompoMiion. 1953: fig. 27

JOSEPH CORNELL

Untitled (Hotel family , Parmigianino, Bel Aiitca

variant), ca. 1950: fig. 12

MERGE CUNNINGHAM
Aeon. 1961: cat no. 220

Antic Meet, 1958: cat. no. 215; figs. 62, 77

Events, 1994: cat. no. 231.2

Minutiae, 1954: cat. no. 208

Night Wandering. 1958: fig. 157

Nocturnes. 1956: cat. no. 210; fig. 76

Ston, 1964: cat. no. 221; figs. 60, 61

Summerspace, 1958: cat. no. 214

Travelogue, 1977: cat. no. 226

Winterbranch, 1964: fig. 75

MERGE CUNNINGHAM. NIK! DE SAINT PHALLE,

KENNETH KOCH, ROBERT RAUSCHENBERC,

JEAN TINCUELY

The Consiruciion of Boston. 1962: cat. no. 218; fig. 165

WILLEM DE KOONING
Asheville. 1949: fig. 1

1

NIKI DE SAINT PHALLE, JASPER JOHNS, ROBERT

RAUSCHENBERG, JEAN TINGUELY, DAVID TUDOR
Homage to David Tudor. 1961: cat. no. 217; figs. 54, 161

ARTHUR DOVE
GoinFishin', 1925: fig. 9

MARCEL DUCHAMP
Untitled. 1961: fig. 162

WALKER EVANS

Interior, Coal Miners House, Scott's Run, West

Virginia, 1935: fig. 24

ROBERT FRANK

View from Hotel—Window, Butte. Montana. 1956: fig. 46

ALEX HAY

Colorado Plateau. 1964: cat. no. 222

DEBORAH HAY

IheyWill. IMoicat. no. 223

Viflo»;v 14, 1964: cat no. 225

CHARLES BIRD KING

The Poor .Artist's Cupboard, ca. 1815: fig. 8

FRA FILIPPO LIPPI

.AnniiiukidoM, ca. 1440: fig. 39

MAN RAY

/ 1- S,iii//]c from Elcctricite, 1931: fig. 10

STEVE PAXTON

Jag vill gaina telefonera (I VVbuM Like to Make a Phone

Call). 1964: figs. 53, 180

CHARLES WILLSON PEALE

7/u-.\i(is( 111 Ills Museum. 1822: fig. 6

YVONNE RAINER

Parts of Some Sextets. 1965: cat. no. 224

ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

Able Was I Ere I Saw Elba 11 (Japanese Recreational

Clayworks), 1985: cat. no. 360

Accident, 1963: cat. no. 185

Aenfloga. 1961: cat. no. 117*

Afloat (Night Shade), 1991: cat. no. 442

.All Abordcllo Doze 2 (Japanese Recreational Clayworks),

1982: cat. no. 359

Allegory, I960: cat. no. 114

Altar Peace Chile/ROCI Chile. 1985: cat. no. 390

A!tar Peace/ROCI Mexico, 1985: cat. no. 393

American Pewter with BuiToughs L 1981-82: fig. 120

The .Ancient Incident (Kahal American Zephyr), 1981:

cat. no. 347

Angostura (Carnal Clock), 1969: cat. no. 253

An3'Store Rumble (Urban Bourbon), 1988: cat. no. 418

Aquafix. 1981: cat. no. 342*

Aquavitae (Arcadian Retreat), 1996: cat. no. 474

Archive. 1963: cat. no. 178*

Art Car. 1986: fig. 223

Atlantic City. 1980: cat. no. 331

Audition (Carnal Clock), 1969: cat. no. 252

Autobiography, 1960: cat. no. 164

Autobiography, 1968: cat. no. 199; fig. 55

Automobile Tire Print, 1953: cat. no. 62; fig. 108

Axis: South (Japanese Clavuorhs), 1982: cat. no. 357*

Bach's Rocks (Bach's Steine)/ROCl Berlin, 1990: cat. no, 402

BakoneGlut (Neapolitan). 1987: cat. no. 408

Baltimore, Maryland, 1979: fig. 48

Barge, 1962-63: cat. no. 175

Bathroom Window, ca. 1961: cat. no. 109

Baton Blanche (Cardboard), 1971: cat. no. 269

Bed. 1955: cat. no. 84

Bellini «1, 1986: cat. no. 420

Bellini #3, 1988: cat. no. 421*

Bible Bihe (Borealis), 1991: cat. no. 433

Big D Ellipse (ShinerJ, 1990: fig. 21*

Black Market. 1961: cat. no 120*

Blue Barrier (Anagram). 1996: cat. no. 467

Bob&Cy. Venice, 1952: fig. 138*

Booster, 1967: cat. no. 198

Brace, 1962: cat. no. 171

Breafelhrough /. 1964: cat no 187

Breakthrough U, 1965: cat no 188

Bricfe, 1970: cat. no. 259

Broadcast, 1959: cat. no. 241*

Cactus (Crops). 1973: fig. 115*

Cage, 1958: cat. no. 96

Canyon, 1959: cat. no. 106

Capital Vanity (Urban Bourbon). 1993: cat. no. 452

Capitol (Bones and Unions). 1975: cat. no. 305

CardbirdDoor, 1970-71: fig. 119*

Carmine (Anagram), 1995: cat. no. 470*

Caslelli/S»nall Turtle Bowl (Cardboard), 1971: cat, no. 267

Catch (Urban Bourbon). 1993: cat. no. 451

Cathedral Late Summer Clut. 1987: cat. no. 410

Cat Paws (Airport Series), 1974: cat. no. 299

Ceiling + Light Bulb, 1950: cat. no. 52

Chain Reaction (Anagram), 1996: cat. no. 469

Chairman (Anagram), 1995: cat. no. 466

Charlene. 1954: cat. no. 73*

Charleston. 1980: fig. 50

Charleston Window, 1952: cat. no. 12

Chile, 1984: cat. no. 384

Chile, 1984: cat. no. 389

City Melange (Borealis), 1990: cat. no. 432

Cloister (Arcadian Retreat). 1996: cat. no. 479

Coca Cola Plan. 1958: cat. no. 102

Codex (Arcadian Retreat). 1996: cat. no. 476

Co-existence, 1961: cat. no. 118

Collection, 1954: cat. no. 72

Concorde Lounge, Paris. 1980: cat. no. 337

Contest (Arcadian Retreat), 1996: cat. no. 475

Course. 1958: cat. no. 98*

Cradle Tilt (Borealis). 1991: cat. no. 429

Crocus. 1962: cat. no. 172; fig. 41

Crucifixion and Reflection, ca. 1950: cat. no. 6

Cuba, 1987: cat. no. 388

Curfew, 1958: cat. no. 101*

Currency. 1958: cat. no. 97

Currents. 1970: fig. 112*

Cy + Roman Steps (L II. ///, IV. V). 1952: cat. no. 39

DajfjfoJil (Shiner), 1986: cat. no. 412

Dante's Inferno (illustrations for): Cantos 1-XXXTV.

1959-60: cat. nos. 128, 129. 130,* 131, 132, 133,* 134,*

135, 136,* 137,* 138, 139,* 140,* 141. 142,* 143, 144,*

145, 146-51,* 152, 153, 154,* 155, 156-59,* 160, 161

Design for Joel Oppenheimers "The Dancer," 1951:

fig. 134

Die Hard. 1963: cat. no. 180

Dirt Painting (forJohn Cage), ca. 1953: cat. no. 55

Docfeef o/ Violation, 1958: cat. no. 94

A Doodle (Borealis). 1990: cat. no. 427

Double Exposure, 1973: cat. no. 275

Doubleluck. 1995: cat. no. 405

Drums (Xight Shade), 1991: cat. no. 443

Dry Cell, 1963: cat. no. 244

Dylaby (Dynamisch Labyrint) (work in), 1962: fig. 166*
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Early Egyptian Scries 12, 1973: cat. no. 285

Earth Day, 1970: cat. no. 202

Easter Lake (Galvanic Suite), 1988: cat. no. 438

Eco-Echo IV, 1993: cat. no. 255

Egyptian Series 5, 1973: cat. no. 282

Election, 1960: fig. 159*

Elgin Tie. 1964: cat. no. 234

Embark (Anagram), 1995: cat. no. 468*

Emerald (Hoarfrost). 1975: cat. no. 296

Empire 11. 1961: cat. no. 119

Erased de Kooning Drawing, 1953: cat. no. 63

Estate. 1963: cat. no. 179

Everglade (Borealis), 1990: cat. no. 430

Exile, 1962: fig. 25*

Express, 1963: cat. no. 176*

Eye Full Tower (Borealis), 1990: cat. no. 428

Factum I. 1957: cat. no. 91

Factum 11. 1957: cat. no. 92*

Features (from Currents #61). 1970: cat. no. 265*

Fcticci Personali series, ca. 1952: fig. 137*

First Time Painting, 1961: cat. no. 115

Ft. Myers, Florida, 1979: cat. no. 330

Franciscan U (Venetian), 1972: cat. no. 281

Frigate (Jammer). 1975: cat. no. 308

From the Bleacher Scries: Captiva Beach House. 1991:

cat. no. 437

From the Bleacher Series; Chinese Steps /I, 1988:

cat. no. 435

From the Bleacher Series: Chinese Tiee, 1988: cat. no. 436*

From the Bleacher Scries: New York Hydrant /!, 1988:

cat. no. 434*

Front Roll, 1964: cat. no. 186

Fusion (Anagram), 1996: cat. no. 471; fig. 5

Glacial Decoy Series: Etching I, 1979: cat. no. 327

Glacial Decoy Series; Etching IV. 1979: cat. no. 328*

Glacial Decoy Scries; Etching V. 1979: cat. no. 326

Glacial Decoy Series; Lithograph I, 1979: cat. no. 329

Glacier (Hoarfrost), 1974: cat. no. 292

Glass Carpet, 1990: cat. no. 422

Gold Standard. 1964: cat. no. 126*

Greek Toy Glut (Neapolitan), 1987: cat. no. 415

Greenhouse, ca. 1950: cat. no. 4

Green Shirt [for Expo "67], 1965-67: cat. no. 250;

fig. 190*

Guarded Minor Rivers/ROCl Venezuela. 1985: cat. no. 394

Gulf, 1969: cat. no. 201*

Hallucination, 1960: cat. no. 162

Happ\ Birthday Babx Leec/i/ROCJ Japan, 1984: cat. no. 391

Heavenly Catch Summer Glut, 1988: cat. no. 411

Heir (Reefs), 1995: cat. no. 256

Hibiscus (Jammer), 1976: cat. no. 310; fig. 30

Hiccups. 1978: cat. no. 321

Holiday Ruse (Night Shade). 1991: cat. no. 444

Hound (Tnichs), 1976: cat. no. 306

Hutan Belantara (Virgin Forest)/ROCl Malaysia, 1990:

cat. no. 401

Hymnal, 1955: cat. no. 88

Ice Egg Metropole (Kabal American Zephyr). 1982:

cat. no. 349

Immerse, 1994: cat. no. 231.1*

Index (Jammer), 1976: cat. no. 309

Inside-Out, 1962: cat. no. 121*

The Interloper Tries His Disguises (Kahal American

Zephyr), 1982: cat. no. 350

InteiTnission (Ground Rules), 1996: cat. no. 473

Intersection (Night Shade). 1991: cat. no. 440

Interview, 1955: cat. no. 83

In Trance (Urban Bourbon), 1993: cat. no. 450*

I Swear. 1959: cat. no. 112

Jones Diner (Anagram), 1995: cat. no. 465

Kyoto U, 1983: cat. no. 370

Kyoto V, 1983: cat. no. 373

Kyoto VII, 1983: cat. no. 372

Kyoto VTII, 1983: cat. no. 375

Kyoto XI, 1983: cat. no. 374

Ky'oto XII, 1983: cat. no. 371

Landmark, 1968: cat. no. 200

Late Giggles, 1991: cat. no. 439

Lawn Combed, ca. 1954: cat. no. 77

Ledge (VVate?-wo?-hs), 1993: cat. no. 458

Levee, 1955: cat. no. 87

License, 1962: cat. no. 167*

Lincoln, 1958: cat. no. 93*

Link (Pages and Fuses), 1973-74: cat. no. 301

Linoleum, 1966: cat. no. 238; fig. 67*

Little Joe (Bones and Unions), 1975: cat. no. 304

Local Means (Stoned Moon Scries), 1970: cat. no. 205

Local Neighbor (VVa(envorfes), 1994: cat. no. 459

Los Angeles, 1981: cat. no. 332

Los Angeles, 1981: cat. no. 335

Los Angeles. 1981: cat. no. 338

Liixer (Urban Bourbon), 1988: cat. no. 416

Madrid Park (IV), 1952: cat. no. 37

Mauisp?i?ig, 1965: cat. no. 195

Mango Ice Cave (Scale), 1977: cat. no. 316

Map Room [I], 1965: cat. no. 236

Map Room II, 1965: cat. no. 237; fig. 79

Marker (Jammer), 1976: cat. no. 311

Master Pasture {Urban Bourbon), 1989: cat. no. 417

Memorandum of Bids. 1956: cat. no. 90

Meirui^ Zero Summer Glut. 1987: cat. no. 413

Metropolitan Escape (Borealis). 1989: cat. no. 425

Mexico, 1984: cat. no. 385

Mexico, 1984: cat. no. 386

Miami, Florida, 1979: cat. no. 336

Migration. 1959: cat. no. 105

Minfe Chow (Chow Bags), 1977: cat. no. 317

Mint (Hoaifrost), 1974: cat. no. 293

Minutiae, 1954: cat. no. 76

Mirage (Jammer), 1975: cat. no. 307*

Mirror, 1952: cat. no. 22*

Miter I (Scale), 1980: cat. no. 323

Money Throwerfor Tingueh's H.T.N.Y., 1960: cat. no. 242

Monk, 1955: cat. no. 74

Monogram, 1955-59: cat. no. 108

Monogram: Preliminary Study I. 1955: fig. 146

Moondragger: East (Japanese Clayworks). 1982:

cat. no. 356

Moondragger: South {Japanese Clavworks). 1982:

cat. no. 355*

Moor (Hoarfrost), 1974: cat. no. 295

Mother of God. ca. 1950: cat. no. 7

Mud Muse, 1968-71: cat. no. 254; figs. 102. 103

Music Box (Elemental Sculpture), ca. 1953: cat. no. 54

National Spinning/Red Spring (Cardboard), 1971:

cat. no. 272; fig. 32

Nectar (Waterworks) , 1993: cat. no. 457; fig. 13

N.y Bird Calls for Oyvind Fahlstrom, 1965: cat. no. 184

New York City, 1981; cat. no. 333

New York City, 1981; cat. no. 334

N.Y.C. Midtown, 1979: fig. 49

Next Time (Watenvorks) , 1993: cat. no. 455

Niagara Summer Glut, 1987: cat. no. 409

Nightshift (Urban Bourbon). 1995: cat. no. 449

Night Tide Light, 1961: cat. no. 165

Nocturnal Splash (Urban Bourbon). 1988: cat. no. 419

North Africa, ca. 1952: cat. no. 40

Occur (Shales), 1994: cat. no. 460*

Odalisfe, 1955/1958: cat. no. 82

Olympic/Lady Borden (Cardboard) . 1971: cat. no. 266

Omen/ROCl Tibet, 1985; cat. no. 396
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